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EAGLEMOSS DIARIES

●  52 weekly recipes plus cook’s tips

●  Three cover designs

●  Stickers sheet to customise diary

●  Lie flat design for easy writing

●  Plus Pocket Diary and Notebook Set

●  Inspirational weekly recipes

●  Essential home & kitchen info & tips

●  Stickers sheet to customise diary

●  Fascinating articles & things to do

●  Planners, calendars & lots more...

 TWO RANGES OF GORGEOUS 
DIARIES, BOTH FEATURING 

WEEKLY RECIPES TO 
INSPIRE YOUR CUSTOMERS 

THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

COOK’S DIARY marble design   RRP £9.99     9781911388272

COOK’S DIARY fern design   RRP £9.99     9781911388289

COOK’S DIARY flowers design   RRP £9.99     9781911388296

POCKET DIARY & NOTEBOOK SET   RRP £4.99     9781911388302

DAIRY DIARY    
Britain’s favourite home diary 
RRP £8.75     9781911388241

POCKET DIARY SET   
contents: Pocket Diary & Notebook  
RRP £4.99     9781911388265

DAIRY DIARY SET    
contents: Dairy Diary, Pocket Diary & Notebook 
RRP £10.99     9781911388258

THE DAIRY DIARY HAS BEEN 
BRITAIN’S FAVOURITE HOME 
DIARY SINCE 1982 WITH OVER  
30 MILLION SALES!

GREAT  
VALUE!

Available now from Gardners    For more information visit www.eaglemossdiaries.co.uk
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The Testaments 
by Margaret Atwood 
Margaret Atwood’s sequel to ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, answers the questions that have tantalised readers 
for decades. ‘And so I step up, into the darkness within; or else the light.’ When the van door slammed 
on Offred’s future at the end of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead. 
‘With The Testaments’, the wait is over. Margaret Atwood’s sequel picks up the story 15 years after 
Offred stepped into the unknown, with the explosive testaments of three female narrators from Gilead. 
‘Dear Readers: Everything you’ve ever asked me about Gilead and its inner workings is the inspiration 
for this book. Well, almost everything!’

9781784742324  |  Random House  |  HB  |  £20.00

FRONT COVER

Contact details: tel: +44 (0) 1323 521777  -  fax: +44 (0) 1323 521666  -  email: sales@gardners.com or internationalsales@gardners.com  -  online: www.gardners.com 

Please note: Pre-publication offers in this issue are available until the individual titles date of publication with the 
discount shown. Promotional pricing available whilst stocks last. All information and images shown within this 
publication are for reference only and may not be copied, published or re-distributed without permission from Gardners 
Books. Images are for illustrative purposes only and are not to scale.    Please note that Publishers RRP prices are 
current to the best of our knowledge, but may be subject to change. All information is correct at time of going to press.

Gardners DVD Data is 
supplied by West 10 

Entertainment
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Gardners Independent Booksellers Affiliate 
Programme publication includes a monthly 
selection of titles chosen specifically for 
independent booksellers by our affiliate 
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4 RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

The Rules of Thinking 
by Richard Templar
Pearson Business     PB     £10.99     9781292263809 
A personal code for thinking your best. A brand-new set of rules from the International 
bestselling Rules series. Discover how to think well, make better decisions and 
solve problems. Discover The Rules of Thinking. These Rules are the guiding 
principles that show you: How to make wiser decisions; Stop procrastinating; Know 
when to compromise, avoid mistakes, find other options; Think well with others; 
Stop obsessing about things; Be more creative; and Have happy, healthy thoughts. 
You’ll be that person who knows their own mind - in every sense.

98

The Testaments
by Margaret Atwood
Random House     PB     £20.00     9781784742324 
Margaret Atwood’s sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale, answers the questions that have 
tantalised readers for decades. ‘And so I step up, into the darkness within; or else the 
light.’ When the van door slammed on Offred’s future at the end of ‘The Handmaid’s 
Tale’, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead. ‘With The Testaments’, the 
wait is over. Margaret Atwood’s sequel picks up the story 15 years after Offred 
stepped into the unknown, with the explosive testaments of three female narrators 
from Gilead. ‘Dear Readers: Everything you’ve ever asked me about Gilead and its 
inner workings is the inspiration for this book. Well, almost everything!’

380

How to Grow Native Orchids ...
by Wilson Wall
Green Books     HB     £19.99     9780857844606 
A unique illustrated book about growing native orchids giving a step by step guide 
to every planting situation. In this book, readers will learn how to cherish these 
remarkable flowers and help them flourish in their natural habitat; which species of 
orchids will work in their garden and what companion plants to grow next to them; 
how to grow orchids from seed or in a container; how to start an orchid meadow or 
add orchids to an orchard; and how to preserve and promote local ecosystems.

664

We Made a Wildflower Meadow
by Yvette Verner
GREEN BOOKS     PB     £12.99     9780857845245 
Inspired by the idea of doing something positive for their local environment, Yvette 
Verner and her husband Mike bought a small field close to their home in the south of 
England. With the bountiful assistance of nature they have created a flower meadow 
which attracts a rich variety of wildlife, including badgers, deer and a multitude of 
birds and butterflies. In this book Yvette tells the story of their meadow: how they 
designed the layout, selected and planted wild flowers, trees and hedges and spent 
many absorbing hours wildlife-watching. Meadows such as theirs support large 
populations of plants, insects, birds and other animals.

665



SEPT 19 5RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

The Most Notorious Highwaymen
by Captain Charles Johnson
British Library     HB     £17.99     9780712352741 
A General History of the Lives, Murders and Adventures of the Most Notorious 
Highwaymen. Captain Charles Johnson’s celebrated A General History of the Pirates 
(1724) is the most famous book about pirates ever written. Buoyed by the volume’s 
runaway success Johnson followed up with the equally engrossing The Lives and 
Adventures of the Most Famous Highwaymen (1734) which, published here for the 
first time in two centuries, provides over 50 accounts of the most notorious British 
criminals of the 17th and 18th centuries.

851

Dancing By The Light Of The Moon
by Gyles Brandreth
Penguin Books     HB     £16.99     9780241397923 
Following the recent success of the bestselling Have You Eaten Grandma?, Gyles 
Brandreth is back with his next love-letter to language. In his last book Gyles 
lamented the rise of emojis, the misuse of punctuation and the younger generation’s 
lack-lustre approach to language. In this stunning new book, Gyles celebrates the 
finest uses of English by handpicking the ultimate anthology and Great Britain’s 
best-loved poems. 

1023

Talking to Strangers
by Malcolm Gladwell
Penguin Books     HB     £20.00     9780241351567 
What We Should Know About the People We Don’t Know. In July 2015, a young 
black woman named Sandra Bland was pulled over for a minor traffic violation in rural 
Texas. Minutes later she was arrested and jailed. Three days later, she committed 
suicide in her cell. What went wrong? Talking to Strangers is all about what happens 
when we encounter people we don’t know, why it often goes awry, and what it says 
about us. Through a series of puzzles, encounters and misunderstandings, from 
little-known stories to infamous legal cases, Gladwell takes us on a journey through 
the unexpected.

1037

The Art of Remembering
by Meik Wiking
Penguin Books     HB     £12.99     9780241376058 
How to Create and Remember Happy Moments. Every year, we are given a fixed 
number of days. Some days pass us by without leaving a trace and some days we 
remember forever. Combining research on happiness and mnemonics Meik Wiking 
explores how peak experiences are made, stored and remembered. Using data and 
diaries, interviews, global surveys and studies and conducting real-life behavioural 
science and happiness experiments, the Happiness Research Institute will answer 
how we can we create perfect moments. Moments that will go down in history. 
Moments that will shape who we are.

1065



6 RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

A Children’s Literary Christmas
by British Library
British Library     HB     £12.99     9780712352796 
An Anthology. Immerse yourself in some truly festive magic with this brand-new 
collection of the finest Christmas stories, prose, songs and poetry from some of 
the greatest writers in the English language. Inspired by the approach and style 
of the British Library’s 2018 bestseller A Literary Christmas, this carefully chosen 
anthology moves its focus to those most deeply involved in the wonders of Christmas, 
the children. This treasure trove of stories is brought to life by an equally beautiful 
selection of seasonal illustrations from the collections of the Library and the artwork 
of some of the great modern book illustrators.

3060

The Land of Roar 
by Jenny McLachlan
Egmont Books     PB     £6.99     9781405293679 
Age 9 to 11. The new middle-grade fantasy that will make you believe in magic! When 
Arthur and Rose were little, they were heroes in the ‘Land of Roar’, an imaginary 
world that they found by climbing through the folding bed in their grandad’s attic. Roar 
was filled with things they loved - dragons, mermaids, ninja wizards and adventure 
- as well as things that scared them including a very creepy scarecrow...) Now the 
twins are eleven, Roar is just a memory. But when they help Grandad clean out the 
attic, Arthur is horrified as Grandad is pulled into the folding bed and vanishes. Is he 
playing a joke? Or is Roar... real?

3091

The Magic Place  
by Chris Wormell
David Fickling Hardbacks     HB     £11.99     9781788450157 
A thrillingly told tale, packed with drama, humour, despair and hope - with stunning 
illustrations on every page. Imprisoned in a tall thin house in the Great Black City 
with a bare cellar for a bedroom, Clementine is forced to work by her wicked aunt 
and uncle. She is NEVER allowed out. Her only view of the outside world is from 
the high up window in her dank cellar. All she has ever known is the Great Black 
City and her only friend is a cat called Gilbert. But Clementine has a dream, she has 
hope, spirit and pluck and not even the ghastly Aunt Vermilla and Uncle Rufus can 
squash that...

3094

Isadora Moon Puts on a Show
by Harriet Muncaster
Oxford Children’s     HB     £8.99     9780192768698 
Age 5 to 7. Isadora Moon is special because she’s different. Her mum is a fairy and 
her dad is a vampire and she’s a bit of both. It’s almost time for the vampire ball, and 
Isadora can’t wait! There’s just one problem: she’s got to compete in a talent show 
with the other vampire children. Isadora’s talents aren’t very vampire-y, what if the 
audience laugh at her? The show must go on, but will Isadora be brave enough to 
perform... ? With irresistible pink and black artwork throughout by author/illustrator 
Harriet Muncaster and a totally ideal choice for readers who want their magic and 
sparkle with a bit of bite!

3125



SEPT 19 7RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

Kitty and the Moonlight Rescue
by Paula Harrison
Oxford Children’s     PB     £5.99     9780192771650 
Age 5 to 7. Kitty is a hero-in-training with incredible feline powers. She dreams of 
being just like her superhero mum one day, but she’s still got a lot to learn. Join Kitty 
and her cat crew on the rooftops for a series of enchanting adventures by the light of 
the moon. Here, Kitty will discover that being a superhero is about more than using 
her special abilities - she must learn to be courageous too, scaling the city clock 
tower to rescue a very frightened kitten.

3126

Kitty and the Tiger Treasure
by Paula Harrison
Oxford Children’s     PB     £5.99     9780192771667 
Age 5 to 7. Join Kitty and her cat crew on the rooftops for a series of enchanting 
adventures by the light of the moon. Here, Kitty will discover that being a superhero 
is about more than using her special abilities - she must learn to outwit cunning 
villains too. Who has stolen the precious Golden Tiger Statue? Can Kitty return it to 
the museum before sunrise?

3127

The Legend of Kevin
by Philip Reeve
Oxford Children’s     PB     £6.99     9780192766090 
Age 7 to 9. Creative collaborators and inspiring duo Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre 
bring you a stunning brand new series. Kevin the flying pony blows in on a magical 
storm and - DOOF! crashes into the balcony outside Max’s flat. As the storm waters 
rise and the town is besieged with creatures, Max and Kevin set about putting things 
right. With Max’s quick thinking and a constant supply of biscuits for Kevin, there’s 
nothing this heroic duo can’t achieve!

3129

Kevin’s Great Escape
by Philip Reeve
Oxford Children’s     HB     £8.99     9780192766113 
Age 7 to 9. Kevin is a roly-poly flying pony. He has everything he needs - a constant 
supply of biscuits and his best friend, Max. Misty Twiglet is a famous pop star. She 
has everything she needs except for a perfectly quirky, one-of-a-kind pet. The roly-
poly flying pony kind... When Kevin is kidnapped, Max and his sister Daisy come 
to Kevin’s rescue, and there’s no way they’re giving up on him without a fight. The 
second title in this adventure series from Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre.

3130



8 RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls
by Illustrated Story Collections
Usborne     HB     £12.99     9781474966429 
Age 7+. ‘Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls.’ Here are eight forgotten 
fairy tales, with heroines who are not quiet and passive, but adventurous, intelligent 
and daring. Stories include a sleeping prince rescued by a princess, sisters who fight 
a goblin to rescue a bear, and a young girl who outwits a giant to save her family. A 
collection of feminist fairytales, forgotten over history, for the modern reader. 

3153

The Girl and the Dinosaur
by Hollie Hughes
Bloomsbury Children’s Books     HB     £10.99     9781408880524 
A masterpiece of storytelling with evocative and stunning illustrations, destined to 
be read for years to come. ‘The wishing stars burn bright tonight, the air is thick with 
dreams, And a deeply sleeping dinosaur is waking up, it seems...’ In a town by the 
seaside, Marianne is often seen foraging on the beach. But she isn’t playing with 
children her own age. Instead Marianne is alone, and digging for dinosaur bones to 
build a special sort of companion. Then, one night, she goes to sleep wishing with 
all her heart that her dinosaur might come to life... A special book where the words 
and pictures take you on a magical journey far beyond the page.

3234

This Is My World 
by Lonely Planet Kids
Lonely Planet     HB     £14.99     9781787012943 
Age 7+. Meet over 80 real kids from around the globe. In their own words and 
photos, they share what’s important to them, from their families and hobbies to their 
favourite sports, foods and animals. Young readers will learn what it’s like to live 
in an orphanage in Zambezi, by a remote fjord in Greenland, on a cattle ranch in 
Australia, in a traditional whaling community in Alaska, and at an eco-lodge in Costa 
Rica! With War Child’s help, two children whose lives have been affected by conflict 
have been included in the book. 1 pound from every UK copy sold will be donated 
to the charity War Child UK.

3340

Hey Sherlock!
by Simon Mason
David Fickling Paperbacks     PB     £7.99     9781788450652 
A new and intriguing Garvie Smith mystery, featuring the same brilliant characters 
and dry humour of Kid Got Shot (Crime Fest Best Crime Novel for Young Adults) 
and Costa Prize-shortlisted Running Girl. Garvie Smith - teenager, school dropout, 
crime-solving genius - has a new problem to decipher. A girl called Amy has gone 
missing, and her parents are going spare. The police have no leads, and no clue. 
But Garvie thinks he has the answer - and it’s not what any of the grown-ups expect. 
But that’s not Garvie’s only problem. He’s about to fall head over heels for someone 
involved in some very murky business indeed...

3425



SEPT 19 9RECOMMENDS
SEPTEMBER NEW TITLES RECOMMENDED FOR YOU

Anatomicum
by Jennifer Z Paxton
Templar Publishing     HB     £25.00     9781787414921 
Age 9 to 11. Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step inside 
the pages of Anatomicum to enjoy the experience of a museum from the comfort of 
your own home. The 2019 offering from Welcome to the Museum guides readers 
through the human body, from the muscles we use to show emotion, to the delicate 
workings of the brain. With sumptuous artwork by Katy Wiedemann and expert 
text by Professor Dr Jennifer Z Paxton, this beautiful book is a feast of anatomical 
knowledge.

3500

The following titles have a closing return date and must be returned to us before the 31st August 2019. Any books returned 
after this date will not qualify for a returns credit. Please note that this will count to your returns allowance.

RECALL LIST
TO BE RETURNED TO US BEFORE 31st AUGUST 2019

ISBN TITLE PUBLISHER
9780749579821 AA Bed & Breakfast Guide 2019 AA Publishing

9780749579845 AA Best Restaurants 2019 AA Publishing

9780749579838 AA Hotel Guide 2019 AA Publishing

9781440354380 Guide To Literary Agents 2019 David & Charles FW

9781440354359 Writers Market 2019 David & Charles FW

9781440354366 Writers Market Deluxe Edition 2019 David & Charles FW

9780241311899 Amsterdam 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311578 Barcelona 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311585 Berlin 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311806 Berlin 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311813 Ireland 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311820 Italy 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311592 London 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311837 London 2019 Dorling Kindersley 

9780241311608 New York City 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311844 New York City 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311615 Paris 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311851 Paris 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311868 Prague 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311622 Rome 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311875 Rome 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311639 San Francisco 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311646 Washington DC 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9780241311882 Washington DC 2019 Dorling Kindersley

9781782505181 Moon Gardeners Almanac A Lunar Calendar Floris Books

9781782505327 When Wine Tastes Best A Biodynamic Calen Floris Books

ISBN TITLE PUBLISHER
9780572047467 Best Wines In The Supermarkets 2019 Foulsham

9781640970489 New York City 2019 Frommers Travel Guides

9780008257705 Guide To The Night Sky 2019 HarperCollins Reference

9781628090857 Unofficial Guide To Disneyland 2019 Ingram Publisher Services

9781628090819 Unofficial Guide To Walt Disney World 20 Ingram Publisher Services

9781628090833 Unofficial Guide/Walt Disney Wld/Kid2020 Ingram Publisher Services

9781787400771 Accountant In Business AB Kaplan Publishing

9781787402980 Bookkeeping Transactions Kaplan Publishing

9781787402744 Cash & Treasury Management Kaplan Publishing

9781787402935 Cash & Treasury Management Kaplan Publishing

9781787401020 Performance Management PM Kaplan Publishing

9781787401211 Performance Management PM Kaplan Publishing

9780857218834 Fresh From The Word 2019 Lion Hudson Ltd

9781786571601 Best Of Barcelona 2019 Lonely Planet

9781786571618 Best Of London 2019 Lonely Planet

9781786571625 Best Of New York City 2019 Lonely Planet

9781786571632 Best Of Paris 2019 Lonely Planet

9781786571649 Best Of Rome 2019 Lonely Planet

9781787011168 Best Of Tokyo 2019 Lonely Planet

9781784724825 Hugh Johnsons Pocket Wine Book 2019 Octopus Publishing Group

9780600635482 Top 10 Of Everything 2019 Octopus Publishing Group

9781849074803 Philip's 2019 Stargazing Month-By-Month Philips

9781785943676 Springwatch The 2019 Almanac Random House

9780953798377 Good Food Guide 2019 Waitrose Ltd

9781910336502 My Pregnancy 2019 White Ladder Press



Every Students 
Must-Have Item!
This student planner and academic diary 
contains everything you need for University 
life to ensure you never miss an event, 
meeting or social must-do.

With the help of our Student Panel we have 
included NEW FEATURES for 2019-20

• A first week University checklist
• An easy to reference planner
• Monthly planner and ‘to do’ lists
• Week-to-view academic diary
• Monthly and weekly study skills

ISBN 9781292276595 

**40% Discount until 31st October 2019**

Law revision made easy, with this bestselling series 

Study Skills improve student’s success

+5% discount until 31st October visit www.gardners.com for the full listing of titles included.

Key concepts covered with Psychology Express

ISBN: 9781292259079 ISBN: 9781292259116

ISBN: 9780273773313 ISBN: 9780273743835ISBN: 9780273743811ISBN: 9780273737223ISBN: 9780273737988 ISBN: 9780273737254

ISBN: 9781292251202ISBN: 9781292253848

ISBN: 9780273773320ISBN: 9781447921677

ISBN: 9781292253718 ISBN: 9781292253756 ISBN: 9781292253794 ISBN: 9781292258997

02074 A5 Gardeners Advert.indd   1 08/05/2019   10:22:07
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September 2019 • Age 5+ • 160 pages HB • 978-0-19-276869-8 • £8.99

PB 
978-0-19-274431-9

PB 
978-0-19-274433-3

PB 
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PB 
978-0-19-275853-8

PB 
978-0-19-276710-3

PB 
978-0-19-276711-0

 www.isadoramoon.com

PB 
978-0-19-277257-2

COMING IN PAPERBACK OCTOBER 
2019

‘THE MOST LOVABLE 
VAMPIRE EVER 

CREATED.’
THE GUARDIAN 

Email tradepublicity.uk@oup.com
for our FREE party pack 

and promotional materials. 

HOST YOUR OWN 

ISADORA MOON PARTY 

SPARKLY HARDBACK GIFT EDITIONCOMINGSEPTEMBER 2019

IsadoraMoon_Gardners_A4Advert_Apr19_Final.indd   1 01/05/2019   11:08



978-1-912918-10-2 HB £19.99 978-1-912918-11-9 HB £19.99

978-1-912918-12-6 HB £16.99978-1-912918-13-3 HB £16.99

978-1-912918-14-0 HB £19.99 978-1-912918-15-7 HB £19.99978-1-912918-17-1 HB £25.00

978-1-912918-16-4 HB £16.99978-1-912918-18-8 HB £19.99

Something for Everyone

Sona is an imprint of
Danann Publishing Ltd

High quality non-fiction gifting titles



            @OUPChildrens

www.oxfordchildrens.co.uk

Fast-paced action 
adventure with a 

supernatural twist 
and a large dash  

of humour!

The eagerly awaited 
next instalment from 

popular author  
Ali Sparkes

September 2019 | Age 9+ | 272 pages 
PB | 978-0-19-274998-7 | £6.99

PB | 978-0-19-274995-6 PB | 978-0-19-274996-3 PB | 978-0-19-274997-0

New for 
September 

2019

ALREADY AVAILABLE

Night Terrors_Gardners ad.indd   1 01/05/2019   14:56
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ADULT CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX

Our title listings are split into 2 sections within the Adult’s 
section. The first is Key New Titles - Adults for the month 
ahead featuring all of our pre-publication offers, titles with 
illustrations, recommends and those with a high star rating. 

The second New Titles - Adults section is a single line 
listing featuring the rest of the month’s publications. Within 
this section firm sale titles are highlighted in bold. Short 
discounts are shown where appropriate, if no discount is 
shown then the title is available at your standard trade terms.

New titles are listed in the following order within our 
classifications shown below:

• By publisher
• Then within publisher by series
• When there is a series, titles will then be listed within that 

series by title
• When there is no series, titles will be listed within publisher 

by title

ADULT CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX
SEARCH ADULT TITLES BY GARDNERS CLASSIFICATIONS

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Stop Press Page 18

Art & Architecture Page 21 Page 166

Astrology & The Unexplained Page 26 Page 168

Audio & Video Page 168

Business & Management Page 27 Page 168

Careers Page 31 Page 169

Computing Page 31 Page 169

Crafts & Hobbies Page 32 Page 169

Popular Culture Page 37 Page 171

Dictionaries & Reference Page 39 Page 171

Education Page 39 Page 171

Fiction Black & Ethnic Page 172

Fiction Crime/Thrillers Page 39 Page 172

Fiction Erotica

Fiction Gay & Lesbian

Fiction General Page 51 Page 173

Fiction Graphic Novels Page 61 Page 174

Fiction Romantic & Historical Page 67 Page 176

Fiction Science Fiction Page 71 Page 177

Fiction Fantasy Page 73 Page 177

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Fiction Horror Page 76 Page 177

Fiction War & Western Page 77 Page 178

Film, TV & Radio Page 77 Page 178

Food & Drink Page 81 Page 178

Gardening & Pets Page 88 Page 179

Gay & Lesbian Interests Page 90 Page 179

Gifts & Stationery Page 90 Page 179

History & Current Affairs Page 94 Page 180

Home & Beauty Page 105 Page 182

Humour Page 110 Page 184

Law & Criminology Page 113 Page 184

Literature Page 113 Page 184

Medical & Health Page 132 Page 186

Military & Transport Page 138 Page 187

Natural History Page 140 Page 189

Performing Arts Page 143 Page 189

Sciences Page 147 Page 189

Sports & Games Page 152 Page 190

Philosophy & Religion Page 155 Page 191

Travel Page 158 Page 192

FOR OUR CHILDREN’S CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX PLEASE SEE PAGE 194



18 KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
STOP PRESS

GAMES

1 n HHHHH

FORTNITE OFFICIAL OUTFITS COLLECTORS EDITION
EPIC GAMES
9781472265296     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 09/07/19
This collectors’ edition features Fortnite’s Outfits and accessories from Seasons 1 to 7, arranged 
in sets, with tips on how to make your look unique! From the fun and fabulous to the fearsome and 
formidable, there’s a skin to suit everyone. So whether you choose to be Wild Card or Whiplash, Beef 
Boss or Brainiac, take one last look in the mirror and let’s go! 

PHOTOGRAPHY

2 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JIM MARSHALL SHOW ME THE 
PICTURES
DAVIS, AMELIA
9781452180373     H 
CHRONICLE 
£40.00     Published 06/08/19

Jim Marshall created iconic images of rock ‘n’ roll stars, jazz greats, and civil rights leaders. This 
deluxe, career-spanning volume showcases hundreds of photographs: intimate portraits, heady crowd 
scenes, and haunting street shots evoking the sights and sounds of the 1960s and 1970s. Marked-up 
proof sheets offer insight into Marshall’s process, while in-depth essays from his contemporaries tell a 
compelling story about this larger-than-life man. 

3 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POWER & MAJESTY
LAVERTY, LARRY
9780999187142     H     LID PUBLISHING 
£24.99     Published 04/07/19
A book that challenges us to change the way we think about elephants, and encourages us to 
take action to help save them. The book focuses on these majestic animals and features stunning 
photographs from the most remote corners of Africa, from the savannahs and deserts to the rivers and 
jungles. The text introduces various elephant habitats, explores the magical qualities of elephants, and 
underscores the immense challenges they face for survival in a world dominated by humans. 

DRAWING & PAINTING

4 n HHHHH

FORTNITE OFFICIAL HOW TO DRAW
EPIC GAMES
9781472265289     P     HEADLINE 
£7.99     Published 09/07/19
In this official book from Epic Games, you will learn how to draw dozens of the iconic Outfits, weapons, 
building materials and in-game vehicles that you know and love in Fortnite. In easy-to-follow stages, it 
will take you step-by-step from rough sketch to detailed finished drawing. Whether you’re a complete 
novice looking to learn the basics or an experienced artist seeking insight on how to capture the fine 
details of the Fortnite world, this book will inspire you to pick up a pencil and get sketching. 

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS

5 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BURNING LAND
ALAGIAH, GEORGE
9781786897923     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£14.99     Published 29/08/19
The exhilarating debut political thriller from BBC broadcaster George Alagiah. ‘It was never meant to 
be like this. Sabotage, yes. Propaganda, yes. All of that and more - but not this. Not murder.’ As greed 
and corruption taint the optimism of a nation, the political becomes deeply personal for former childhood 
friends, Lindi and Kagiso. Their beloved home country, South Africa, is rapidly turning into a powder 
keg, as nations fight for ownership of its land and resources. With the murder of one of the nation’s 
bright young hopes, the fuse is well and truly lit. 

6 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ART OF DYING
PARRY, AMBROSE
9781786896698     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£14.99     Published 29/08/19
Following ‘The Way of All Flesh’, the second gripping historical crime novel by Ambrose Parry, the 
pseudonym for a collaboration by bestselling author Chris Brookmyre and consultant anaesthetist 
Dr Marisa Haetzman. Edinburgh, 1850. Despite being at the forefront of modern medicine, hordes of 
patients are dying all across the city, with doctors finding their remedies powerless. But it is not just 
the deaths that dismay the esteemed Dr James Simpson - a whispering campaign seeks to blame 
him for the death of a patient in suspicious circumstances. Simpson’s protege Will Raven and former 
housemaid Sarah Fisher are determined to clear their patron’s name. 

7 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TAKE IT BACK
ABDULLAH, KIA
9780008314675     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 08/08/19

A thrilling courtroom drama, perfect for fans of ‘Anatomy of a Scandal’ and ‘He Said/She Said’. The 
victim: a 16-year-old girl with facial deformities, neglected by an alcoholic mother, who accuses the 
boys of something unthinkable. The defendants: four handsome teenage boys from hardworking 
immigrant families - all with corroborating stories. Whose side would you take? Jodie’s own best friend 
doesn’t even believe her claims that their classmates carried out such a crime. But Zara Kaleel, one 
of London’s brightest young legal minds, does. And Zara is determined to fight for her. PREVIOUSLY 
ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

FICTION GENERAL

8 n HHHH

THINGS MY MOTHER TOLD ME
ATAPATTU, TANYA
9780751569490     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 11/07/19
When Anjali finds out that Jack, her boyfriend of ten years, has been cheating on her, it throws her 
world into chaos. Heartbroken, she fills the emptiness by embarking on a series of flings that her 
traditional Sri Lankan mother would (mostly) disapprove of. Yet she can no longer avoid her mother or 
Shanthi, her distant older sister. And so begins her real journey, one that will make Anjali confront a past 
she’s been desperate to forget. But maybe the past can also be the bridge to her future... 



SEPT 19 19KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
STOP PRESS

9 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JOHNNY RUIN
DALTON, DAN
9781783527885     P 
UNBOUND 
£8.99     Published 22/08/19

Haunted by the idea that he is somehow broken, the narrator - a depressed, heartbroken, thirty-
something writer - embarks on a journey through his own mind with his spirit guide, Jon Bon Jovi, for 
company. From the redwoods of California to a crumbling New York City, they travel the highways of 
our narrator’s memory, an imagined America, where his memories are tangled with fragments from 
the songs and movies that shaped him, and where he can’t help but replay scenes from his doomed 
relationship. When his ex-girlfriend turns up demanding that he forget her, he must decide whether he’s 
ready to let go... 

10 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TRISTAN CHORD
SKWERER, GLENN
9781783528462     P 
UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 08/08/19

This prize-winning novel is a haunting portrait of a future dictator as a young man, told from the viewpoint 
of Hitler’s best friend from adolescence and based on August Kubizek’s 1953 memoir ‘The Young Hitler 
I Knew’. Salzberg, 1945: Eugen Reczek, a middle-aged Austrian desk clerk, is interned by the American 
occupiers. The reason: he is der Hitlerjugenfreund - ‘The Friend of the Fuhrer’s Youth’. Now with the Third 
Reich in ashes, Eugen sits in a barren room writing his memoir. In a voice by turns intelligent, sceptical, 
pained, nostalgic and appalled, he tries to come to terms with the course of his own life. 

FICTION SHORT STORIES

11 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORD OF THE SPEECHLESS
RIBEYRO, JULIO RAMON
9781681373232     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 15/08/19
Available in English for the first time, a collection of deeply humane stories depicting marginalized 
populations by one of the greatest South American writers of the 20th century. 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

12 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I GO QUIET
OUIMET, DAVID
9781786897404     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£12.99     Published 29/08/19
‘I Go Quiet’ is the exquisite story of an introverted girl, struggling to find her place in a noisy world. 
Through the power of books, creativity and imagination, she begins to see possibilities for herself 
beyond the present, to a future where her voice will finally be heard. 

13 n HHHH

DIE DIE DIE VOL 1
KIRKMAN, ROBERT
9781534312142     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£17.99     Published 23/07/19
New series from The Walking Dead creator Robert Kirkman! We don’t like to admit it, but this is an 
evil world where evil people do evil stuff all the time. Thankfully, there is a secret cabal with the United 
States government that works outside our normal system to influence world matters through targeted 
assassination. The world around us is manipulated right under our noses, mostly for the better... 
sometimes for individual gain. So if you’re hurting people, somehow making the world worse than it 
already is, or even just standing in the way of something good happening... someone could right now 
be giving the order for you to... Die! Die! Die! 

FICTION SCIENCE FICTION

14 n HHHH

CRUEL STARS
BIRMINGHAM, JOHN
9781789545913     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 08/08/19
An old foe strikes. Everybody thought the Sturm were dead, engulfed by the Dark. They were wrong. 
Centuries after their defeat, the enemy has returned with an overwhelming attack on the fringes of 
human space. On the brink of annihilation, humankind’s only hope is a few brave souls who survived 
the initial onslaught... These reluctant heroes must band together to prevail against a relentless enemy 
and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future itself is doomed. 

FICTION FANTASY

15 n HHHH

HOLLOW KINGDOM
BUXTON, KIRA JANE
9781472268655     H     HEADLINE 
£18.99     Published 06/08/19
S T is a domesticated crow - a bird of simple pleasures: hanging out with his owner Big Jim, trading 
insults with Seattle’s wild crows and enjoying the finest food on offer: Cheetos. But when Big Jim’s 
eyeball falls out of his head, S T starts to feel something’s not right. When his tried-and-true remedies, 
from beak-delivered beer to the slobbering affection of the loyal but dim-witted dog Dennis, fail to 
cure his owner, S T is left with no choice but to venture out into a frightening new world, where he 
discovers the neighbours are devouring each other. Humanity’s extinction has arrived, and the only one 
determined to save it is a foul-mouthed crow... 

16 n HHHH

SANCTUARY
JAMES, V V
9781473229457     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 08/08/19
Sanctuary. It’s the perfect town... to hide a secret. To Detective Maggie Knight, the death of Sanctuary’s 
star quarterback seems to be a tragic accident. Only, everyone knows his ex-girlfriend is the daughter 
of a witch - and she was there when he died. Then the rumours start. Bereaved mother Abigail will stop 
at nothing until she has justice for her dead son. Her best friend Sarah will do everything in her power 
to protect her accused daughter. And both women share a secret that could shatter their lives. It falls to 
Maggie to prevent her investigation - and Sanctuary itself - from spiralling out of control. 

COOKERY VEGETARIAN

17 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY NEW ROOTS
BRITTON, SARAH
9781529030181     P     MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 08/08/19
‘My New Roots’ cookbook is packed with over 100 simple and mouth-watering vegetarian recipes, including 
fragrant courgette and coconut noodle soup, homemade ginger ale, comforting chocolate chilli and a 
decadent chai upside down plum cake. Free from processed ingredients such as refined flours and sugars, 
‘My New Roots’ embraces all-natural ingredients - so you can have as much as you want and know that it’s 
good for your body. With options that are free from dairy, sugar and gluten, low carb and alkaline rich, these 
seasonal healthy recipes are designed to satisfy your appetite and make you feel fantastic. 



20 KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
STOP PRESS

GENDER STUDIES

18 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TRANS BRITAIN OUR JOURNEY FROM THE SHADOWS
BURNS, CHRISTINE(ED)
9781783528448     P     UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 11/07/19
A comprehensive account of the landmark events which have shaped the transgender community over 
the last five decades, told in 25 essays by those who were there. ‘Trans Britain’ chronicles this journey 
in the words of those who have witnessed a marginalised community grow into the visible phenomenon 
we recognise today: activists, film-makers, broadcasters, parents, an actress, a rock musician and a 
priest, among many others. 

HISTORY & NOSTALGIA

19 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IMPOSSIBLE DREAM
SERINA, GUILLAUME
9781785905278     P 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 01/08/19

Reagan, Gorbachev, and a World Without the Bomb. When Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev sat 
down in Reykjavik in 1986, George Shultz, the US Secretary of State, said that it was the poker game 
with the highest stakes ever played. It was the last time the world had a chance to do away entirely 
with nuclear weapons. This is the behind-the-scenes story of this remarkable summit conference in the 
remote Icelandic capital. ‘An Impossible Dream’ is the first exploration of recently-available archives 
from both sides - top-secret Kremlin files and the personal papers of Mikhail Gorbachev, as well as the 
archives of Ronald Reagan. 

FASHION & BEAUTY

20 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHANEL THE MAKING OF A 
COLLECTION
CENAC, LAETITIA
9781419740084     P 
ABRAMS 
£26.99     Published 13/08/19

A gorgeously illustrated exploration of the history, culture, and design process of the famed fashion 
house Chanel. Moving from the studio to the fashion show, fashion writer Laetitia Cenac has 
unprecedented access to explore a world that’s carefully guarded from the public eye. Packed with 
hundreds of beautifully rendered fashion illustrations from acclaimed artist Jean-Philippe Delhomme, 
Karl Lagerfeld’s approach to design is brought to life, as are the talents of the masterfully skilled 
artisans - the embroiderers, shoemakers, hat makers, and more - who specialise in everything from 
buttons and leather to lace, silk, and cashmere. 

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS

21 n HHHH

JIMMY WHITE SECOND WIND
WHITE, JIMMY
9781908695901     H     REACH SPORT 
£20.00     Published 08/08/19
‘They call me the People’s Champion. All I’ve ever wanted to do is entertain the public and hear the roar 
of the crowd as they chant my name. From the age of just 11, snooker has given me a life of fun, fame, 
fortune and freedom. But it’s not always been easy - there have been plenty of ups and downs, on and 
off the table. I’ve lived the way I’ve played my snooker - fast, hard and with plenty of risks. Some of 
those risks have nearly cost me everything; my career, my family, even my life. If I had my time again I 
might do it differently. Doesn’t mean I have any regrets.’ 

MIND BODY & SPIRIT

22 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF CLEANFULNESS
SECRET CLEANER
9781529105629     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 15/08/19
10-minute Zen cleaning practices to brighten life. This is Mindfulness with Marigolds... Pocket-sized 
wisdom delivering ‘The Little Book of Positivity’ and ‘The Little Book of Mindfulness’ for cleaning - a 
simple philosophy to get your home, and life, in order. 

MILITARY & WAR NON FICT

23 n HHHH

WORLDS WAR
OLUSOGA, DAVID
9781789544497     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£9.99     Published 11/07/19
Every major battle fought on the Western Front, from the First Battle of Ypres to the Second Battle of 
the Marne, was fought by Allied armies that were multi-racial and multi-ethnic. Yet from the moment 
the guns fell silent the role of non-white soldiers in the ‘Great War for Civilization’ was forgotten and 
airbrushed out by later historians. This book quotes extensively from soldiers’ diaries and other eye-
witness sources, bringing to life the searing experiences of the hundreds of thousands of non-white 
troops whose bravery contributed to the final Allied victory. Official tie-in to the BBC TV series, and a 
genuinely new perspective on WWI. 

NATURAL HISTORY/WILDLIFE

24 n HHHH

GREAT NATURALISTS
HUXLEY, ROBERT (ED)
9780500294796     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£9.99     Published 01/07/19
The story of the development of ideas about natural history as seen through the lives of nearly forty 
great naturalists, from Classical times to the end of the 19th century. With their radical thinking and 
commitment to close observation, these pioneers laid foundations for the specialist scientists of today. 
Here thirty-nine of them are brought vividly to life by an array of experts, with illustrations from the 
unmatched archive of the Natural History Museum, London. 
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PERFORMING ARTS

25 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOO FIGHTERS
CHICK, STEVIE
9781786750754     H 
PALAZZO EDITIONS LTD 
£25.00     Published 15/08/19

Published to coincide with the 25th anniversary of their founding by Dave Grohl in 1994, following the 
death of Kurt Cobain. Illustrated throughout, this handsome biography from acclaimed rock writer, 
Stevie Chick, is a fitting tribute to a band born out of ‘the nicest guy in rock’s’ single-minded vision and 
now one of the planet’s biggest rock groups. 

SOCIOLOGY & HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

26 n HHHH

99%
THOMAS, MARK
9781789544503     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£14.99     Published 08/08/19
How to Create Abundance and Reverse the Rising Tide of Impoverishment. We are looking at the first 
generation in living memory who can expect to be poorer than their parents, even as the economy 
continues to grow. This book explains what we can do to change this state of affairs. 

27 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DECLINE OF AN ENGLISH VILLAGE
PAGE, ROBIN
9781846893094     H     QUILLER PUBLISHING 
£18.95     Published Jul 2019
This is the 45th Anniversary Edition of the critically acclaimed ‘The Decline of an English Village’, 
complete with new introduction and insights. Political activist Robin Page offers his own perspective 
on what he perceives to be the biggest threats to the countryside. Throughout his life, Robin has 
observed dramatic changes in the way people live their lives. It is in this book that he reiterates the 
tragedy behind a countryside increasingly misused and abused in the name of urbanisation and 
industrialisation. 

SOCCER

28 n HHHH

ANFIELD SONGBOOK
LIVERPOOL FC
9781910335635     H     REACH SPORT 
£9.99     Published 08/08/19
We Have Dreams and Songs to Sing - An Official Liverpool FC book, updated edition. Ever since it was 
first published, ‘The Anfield Songbook’ has proved incredibly popular. Packed full of classic songs and 
chants, it has been updated and reprinted on several occasions. Now, a newly updated edition is being 
published which is sure to strike a chord with fans who have backed the club in their thousands as they 
attempt to write an exciting new chapter in their remarkable history. 

RUGBY

29 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
100 GREAT SCOTTISH RUGBY MOMENTS
WEIR, STEWART
9781785302527     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 15/08/19
This celebration of 100 magic moments of Scottish rugby is a must-read for all aficionados of the great 
game. Informative and informed, this witty book is guaranteed to spark memories of some of Scotland’s 
greatest performances with the oval ball. 

FISHING/HUNTING/SHOOTING

30 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORCE FREE GUNDOG TRAINING
LAURENS, JO
9781846893070     H     QUILLER PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published Jul 2019
The Fundamentals. This book aims to make an important contribution to gundog training, and serves an 
emerging field of trainers and dog owners who are increasingly seeking alternative methods of training 
which are both effective and free from aversive techniques and harsh-handling. 

ART & DESIGN

31 n HHH

ART LONDON
JUDAH, HETTIE
9781788840385     P 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 25/09/19

‘Art London’ is more than a guidebook. It will accompany you on a journey through this great city, telling 
stories, uncovering histories, sharing insights into those who have made, collected and influenced art 
past and present. Moving neighbourhood by neighbourhood, ‘Art London’ travels the streets with you, 
suggesting where to see art, in museums, galleries and beyond, from palace to pub to studio. 

32 n HHHH

ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM
ANFAM, DAVID ET AL
9781912520398     P 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£28.00     Published 25/09/19

Works of Abstract Expressionist art dominate the walls of major museums around the world. This 
book is a stunning volume with fascinating illustrations, which re-evaluates the Abstract Expressionist 
movement. Features an impressive range of experts who discuss some of the signature paintings of 
the movement. 



22 KEY NEW TITLES -  ADULTS
ART & ARCHITECTURE

33 n HHH	 40% Pre Publication Discount
FORMAT FOR GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
AMBROSE, GAVIN
9781474290630     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£26.99     Published 19/09/19
Explaining how and why format is a critical element of design practice, this essential guide shows 
students how to select the right format for a successful campaign or project regardless of medium. 

34 n HHH	 40% Pre Publication Discount
GRAPHIC DESIGN PROCESS
NOTTINGHAM, ANITRA
9781350050785     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£19.99     Published 05/09/19
How to be successful in design school. This book demystifies what design school is really like and 
explains what will be experienced at each stage, with particular focus on practical advice on topics like 
responding to design briefs and developing ideas, building up confidence and understanding what is 
expected. 

35 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
ZEN IN JAPANESE CULTURE
BLAIR, GAVIN
9780789213457     H     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£24.99     Published 19/09/19
Author Gavin Blair has spent nearly two decades as a writer and journalist in Japan. In these pages, 
he shows how Zen has found expression in all aspects of Japanese culture, be it the tea ceremony, 
origami, or bonsai. Gorgeous full-colour photographs highlight the simple beauty of the Zen aesthetic, 
from the hanging noren curtains that adorn entrances and doorways, to the intricate craftwork of a 
wagasa umbrella. Together these images speak to the quiet power of Zen. 

36 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MASK
RAINIER, CHRIS
9781683836452     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£50.00     Published 10/09/19

‘Mask’ presents a striking collection of rare masks steeped in ancient tradition, captured through the 
lens of one of the world’s most celebrated documentary photographers, Chris Rainier. It features 
a foreword by Pico Iyer, ethnographic contributions from a leading anthropoligist, and insightful 
commentary from the photographer. 

37 n HHHH

WHAT TIME IS IT
BERGER, JOHN
9781912559145     H     NOTTING HILL EDITIONS TRADE 
£14.99     Published 25/09/19
Visionary thinker John Berger and Turkish artist Selcuk Demirel came together for the last time to 
create this precious little volume about time. ‘What Time Is It?’ is a playful meditation on the illusory 
nature of hours, but Berger suggests that time is turbulent. It expands and contracts according to 
the intensity of the lived moment. In this beautiful essay in pictures, Berger posits the idea that by 
experiencing the extraordinary, we can defy time itself. Introduced by Maria Nadotti and fully illustrated 
throughout by the brilliant Selcuk Demirel. 

38 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOR THE LOVE OF BOOKS
WINE, THATCHER
9781423652151     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£38.00     Published 03/09/19
Designing and Curating a Home Library. Explore the significance of the home library, embellished with 
alluring photography and illustrations, in a keepsake worthy of any bibliophile’s collection. It recounts 
the history of books and private libraries, and champions the resilience of books in the digital era. 
Dive into the nuances that define books for reading, books for decoration, and books for inspiration. 
Instructive chapters provide useful details for creating and curating one’s own home library, whether 
it be a single shelf or multiple rooms each with their own collection. You will never look at your 
bookshelves the same way again. 

39 n HHH

PRINTED IN NORTH KOREA
BONNER, NICHOLAS
9780714879239     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£24.95     Published 18/09/19

The Art of Everyday Life in the DPRK. This incredible collection of prints dating from the 1950s to the 
twenty-first century is the only one of its kind in or outside North Korea. Depicting the everyday lives of 
the country’s train conductors, steelworkers, weavers, farmers, scientists, and fishermen, these unique 
lino-cut and woodblock prints are a fascinating way to explore the culture of this still virtually unknown 
country. Together, they are an unparalleled testament to the talent of North Korea’s artists and the 
unique social, cultural, and political conditions in which they work. 

40 n HHHH

STREET ART
ARMSTRONG, SIMON
9780500294338     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£10.95     Published 01/09/19
Street Art is a phenomenon and subcultural movement that reaches from the darkest urban backstreets 
to the most glamorous international art fairs. In this book, Simon Armstrong examines how it evolved 
from its origins in the 1970s New York graffiti scene to embrace many new materials, styles and 
techniques along the way, tracing how this marginal art form graduated into art galleries and the art 
market, while also heavily influencing design, fashion, advertising and visual culture. 

41 n HHHHH

ARCHIPELAGO AN ATLAS OF IMAGINED ISLANDS
LEWIS-JONES, HUW(ED)
9780500022566     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£24.95     Published 19/09/19
A new atlas of imaginary islands conjured up by an international gathering of illustrators, including 
Bill Bragg and Chris Riddell. To celebrate the tercentenary publication of ‘Robinson Crusoe’, a truly 
international range of leading illustrators imagine they too have been washed up on their own remote 
island. In a specially created map they visualize what it looks like, what it’s called and what can be 
found on its mythical shores. 

42 n HHHHH

PURSUIT OF ART
GAYFORD, MARTIN
9780500094112     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£16.95     Published 19/09/19
Travels, Encounters and Revelations. In the course of a career thinking and writing about art, Martin 
Gayford has travelled all over the world both to see works of art and to meet artists. Gayford’s journeys, 
often to fairly inaccessible places, involve frustrations and complications, but also serendipitous 
encounters and outcomes, which he makes as much a part of the story as the final destination. 
Entertaining and informative, Gayford includes trips to see Brancusi’s Endless Column in Romania, 
prehistoric cave art in France, the museum island of Naoshima in Japan, the Judd Foundation in Marfa, 
Texas, and a Roni Horn work in Iceland. 
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43 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLD IN PRINTS
RYMER, DAVID
9788854415355     H 
WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£30.00     Published 26/09/19

The History of Advertising Posters from the Late 19th Century to the 1940s. This book chronicles the 
influence of the art poster in France and its rapid spread across Europe and the United States and 
offers readers an artist’s poster tour of the development of the art poster. A sea of gorgeous images 
added a ‘joie de vivre’ to everyday life, introducing a period of French life now know as the Belle 
Epoque. These posters, although ephemeral in intent, have been collected and continually reproduced 
over the subsequent decades, a testament to their timeless beauty and emotional depth. 

ARTISTS & THEIR WORK

44 n HHHH

ROSIE SANDERS ROSES
SANDERS, ROSIE
9781849945523     H     PAVILION 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19
Award-winning and hugely popular artist Rosie Sanders showcases the beauty of the rose in her 
follow up to ‘Rosie Sanders’ Flowers’. Over 80 stunning paintings and sketches are shown for the first 
time. The artist writes a personal letter on each of her rose paintings (to be given unopened to the 
final recipient or buyer of the painting). Many of these personal letters sit alongside the paintings, as 
they explain the creative and emotional process she went through to create it. The book is a revealing 
insight into the artist’s muse and the author’s sketches and drawings are also included to show the full 
artistic process. 

45 n HHHH

SHOPFRONTS OF LONDON
CROW, ELEANOR
9781849945622     P     PAVILION 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A collection of Eleanor Crow’s beautiful watercolours of classic shopfronts. Published in partnership with 
Spitalfields Life Books, this timely volume celebrates the small neighbourhood shops of London. As our 
high streets decline into generic monotony, we cherish these independent shops and family businesses 
that enrich the city with their characterful frontages and distinctive typography. This collection includes 
more than 100 of Eleanor Crow’s fine illustrations of the capital’s bakers, cafes, butchers, fishmongers, 
greengrocers, chemists, launderettes, hardware stores, eel & pie shops, bookshops and stationers. 

46 n HHHH

ANTONY GORMLEY
CAIGER-SMITH ET AL
9781912520053     H 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£40.00     Published 25/09/19

New work from Antony Gormley, one of the best known and respected sculptors working today. In this 
authoritative survey, the leading scientist and writer on cosmology Priyamvada Natarajan explores 
the role of space and light in Gormley’s work. Includes photography of works installed at the Royal 
Academy as part of a major exhibition. 

47 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIVES OF LUCIAN FREUD 
YOUTH 1922-1968
FEAVER, WILLIAM
9781408850930     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£35.00     Published 05/09/19

Lucian Freud (1922-2011) is one of the great painters of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. 
Though ferociously private, he spoke on the phone almost daily for many years to his close confidante 
and collaborator William Feaver - about painting and the art world, but also about his life and loves. 
Feaver wrote down their conversations immediately and typed up his hand-written account the next 
day. Shot through with Freud’s own words, Feaver brings the elusive, maddening genius to life in this 
definitive and extraordinary work, both autobiography and biography. Chosen as a Book of the Year 
2019 by the Guardian and The Times 

48 n HHH

ART OF ROY CROSS
CROSS, ROY
9781785006418     H 
CROWOOD PRESS 
£45.00     Published 23/09/19

Roy Cross is most famous for his Airfix box art, but has also illustrated books and magazines and 
more recently produced magnificent maritime paintings. This book celebrates the remarkable career of 
Roy Cross and the wide range of artwork he has produced over the years. Will be of great interest to 
enthusiasts of aviation, ships, cars, militaria and plastic modelling. 

49 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIOGRAPHIC PICASSO
PRICE-CABRERA, N
9781781453377     H     GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019
The Biographics series presents an entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world’s greatest 
thinkers and creatives. It takes the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits, and achievements of 
each subject, and uses infographics to convey each of them in vivid snapshots. This is a modern study 
of Picasso’s life and work, with an array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to 
reveal the artist behind the pictures. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN APRIL 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

50 n HHHH

HOBBIT SKETCHBOOK
LEE, ALAN
9780008226749     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
This richly illustrated book celebrates in words and pictures the beautiful work that award-winning artist 
Alan Lee produced for J R R Tolkien’s ‘The Hobbit’, and includes dozens of brand-new paintings and 
pencil drawings exploring the world of Bilbo Baggins. 
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51 n HHHHH

JOHN RUSKIN AN IDIOSYNCRATIC DICTIONARY
GLOVER, MICHAEL
9781848223745     H     LUND HUMPHRIES 
£17.50     Published 02/09/19
Published to coincide with the bi-centenary of Ruskin’s birth, Michael Glover’s delightful A-Z distils the 
essence of Ruskin, revealing a lighter side to the man known for his 39 volumes of ponderous prose. 
When off his guard, he could write pithily and amusingly, but he was also a fascinating amalgam of 
self-contradictions. Combining judiciously selected extracts from his writings with the author’s wittily 
insightful interpretations, this book is essential reading for all those curious to know what he did with a 
cyanometer, why he hated iron railings and the Renaissance, and how Proust’s admiration of the man 
was tinged with distrust. 

52 n HHH

LUCIEN FREUD A LIFE
HOLBORN, MARK
9780714877532     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£150.00     Published 25/09/19

This unprecedented look at the private life of Lucian Freud begins with childhood snapshots and ends 
with rarely seen photographs made in his studio in the last weeks of his life. In between, the life of one 
of the most important artists of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries is vividly documented - through 
family photos, in images of the painter in his studio with some of his most celebrated sitters, and in 
portraits by his peers, first among them Francis Bacon. 

53 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT WOMEN ARTISTS
PHAIDON EDITORS
9780714878775     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£39.95     Published 25/09/19

The most extensive fully illustrated book of women artists ever published, ‘Great Women Artists’ reflects 
an era where art made by women is more prominent than ever. In museums, galleries, and the art 
market, previously overlooked female artists, past and present, are now gaining recognition and value. 
Featuring more than 400 artists from more than 50 countries and spanning years of creativity, each 
artist is represented here by a key artwork and short text. This essential volume reveals a parallel yet 
equally engaging history of art for an age that champions a greater diversity of voices. 

54 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JR CAN ART CHANGE THE 
WORLD
REMNANT, JOSEPH
9780714879444     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£29.95     Published 18/09/19

The most comprehensive monograph on the enigmatic French street artist - now updated to include 
brand-new work. Filled with stunning photography, this extraordinary monograph charts JR’s wide-
reaching trajectory and a range of collaborative projects executed across the globe. Created in 
close collaboration with the artist, it features chapters on each of JR’s major bodies of work - from 
‘Expo2Rue,’ which launched his career as a street artist, to ‘The Gun Chronicles: A Story of America’ 
published in Time magazine in 2018. A commissioned graphic novel by comics artist Joseph Remnant 
and a survey essay by Nato Thompson tell JR’s fascinating story. 

55 n HHHH

HENRY DARGER
BIESENBACH, KLAUS
9783791385839     P     PRESTEL 
£35.00     Published 05/09/19
This beautiful book presents the extraordinary work of the iconic American ‘outsider’ artist in a new 
critical light, locating him as a major figure in the history of contemporary art. 

56 n HHHH

HOKUSAI
BALCOU, AMELIE
9783791386072     H     PRESTEL 
£24.99     Published 05/09/19
Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji. Hokusai’s beloved series of woodblock prints is now available in a 
stunning new format that honours the Japanese bookmaking tradition and illuminates the artist’s radiant 
colours and exquisite lines. 

57 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CULT ARTISTS
HONIGMAN, ANA FINEL
9780711240292     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

‘Cult Artists’ handpicks 50 notable figures in the modern art world and explores the creative genius 
that earned them the ‘cult’ label, while celebrating the works that made their names, from the iconic 
Salvador Dali and Frida Kahlo, to radical activists such as the Guerrilla Girls and Ana Mendieta. The 
artistic mediums explored are similarly varied, with sculptors, performance, graffiti and fine artists alike. 
From little knowns with small, devout followings, to superstars gracing the covers of magazines, each is 
special in their individuality and their ability to inspire, antagonise and delight. 
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58 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WOMEN IN ART
IGNOTOFSKY, RACHEL
9780399580437     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19

A charmingly illustrated and inspiring book, ‘Women in Art’ highlights the achievements and stories of 
50 notable women in the arts - from well-known figures like painters Frida Kahlo and Georgia O’Keefe, 
to lesser-known names like 19th-century African American quilter Harriet Powers and Hopi-Tewa 
ceramic artist Nampeyo. Covering a wide array of artistic mediums, this collection also contains 
infographics about artistic movements throughout history, statistics about women’s representation in 
museums, and notable works by women. This book celebrates the success of the bold female creators 
who inspired the world. 

59 n HHHH

SISTER WENDYS 100 BEST LOVED PAINTINGS
BECKETT, WENDY
9780281083305     H     SPCK 
£25.00     Published Sep 2019
Hailed by The New York Times in 1997 as ‘the most unlikely and famous art critic in the history of 
television’, Sister Wendy Beckett went on to present numerous TV documentaries and published over 
30 popular books on art history and appreciation. Shortly before she died in December 2018, Sister 
Wendy was working with SPCK on an anthology of her all-time favourite paintings. The result is this 
enthralling collection, which will delight her many fans all over the world while also inspiring a new 
generation of art lovers as they develop their understanding of the depths and subtleties of some of the 
world’s greatest works of art. 

60 n HHHH

LOVE
PILCHER, ALEX
9781849766555     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
A selection of the most touching and transformative expressions of romantic love drawn from the Tate’s 
collection. Divided among key themes - such as courtship, passion, symbolism, enduring love and even 
loss - each of the 50 works of art included has been individually selected for the particular way in which 
the artist has attempted to capture the ineffable, affirmative, devotional aspects of love. 

61 n HHHH

WILLIAM BLAKE THE ARTIST
MYRONE, MARTIN (ED)
9781849766449     P     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
This book presents Blake as a visual artist for the 21st century. Accompanying the first major survey 
of William Blake’s work to be held since 2000, ‘William Blake: The Artist’ presents a comprehensive 
overview of his work as a printmaker, poet and painter, foregrounding his relationship with the art world 
of his time and telling the stories behind some of the most iconic images in the history of British art. 

62 n HHHH

WINTER
MCSWEIN, KIRSTEEN
9781849766579     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
A selection of the most beautiful, touching, transformative and amusing expressions of the winter 
season drawn from the Tate’s collection. Divided into key themes - ‘Seasonal Views and Landscapes’, 
‘Religious Imagery’, ‘Celebration and Festivity’ and ‘Friends and Family/Journeying’ - each of the works 
of art included has been individually selected for the particular way in which the artist has attempted to 
capture this special time of the year. 

63 n HHHH

MAN WITH A BLUE SCARF
GAYFORD, MARTIN
9780500295182     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£9.99     Published 01/09/19
On Sitting for a Portrait by Lucian Freud. Lucian Freud (1922-2011), widely regarded as the greatest 
figurative painter of our time, spent seven months painting a portrait of the art critic Martin Gayford. The 
daily narrative of their encounters takes us into that most private place, the artist’s studio, and to the 
heart of the working methods of this modern master - both technical and subtly psychological. Full of 
wry and revealing observations, this is a book not quite like any other: the inside story of how it feels to 
pose for a remarkable artist, and be transformed into a work of art. 

64 n HHHHH

MOONLIGHT TRAVELLERS
BLAKE, QUENTIN
9780500022733     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£16.95     Published 12/09/19
A literary and artistic meditation on the theme of night travel from two of our greatest contemporary 
creative talents. Quentin Blake’s watercolours relate, with dark, fantastical humour, the experience of 
journeying across unknown landscapes in the dead of night. Accompanying this artistic narrative is 
an equally evocative text from the ever-brilliant mind of Will Self. With characteristic sharpness and 
wit, Self melds fact, fiction, and memory to transport the reader in the most radical way, departing on 
unexpected trajectories in response to Blake’s visual romp through time and space. 

65 n HHHH

JOSEPH BANKS FLORILEGIUM COMPACT EDITION
GOODING, MEL ET AL
9780500022870     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£29.95     Published 12/09/19
A compact version of the bestselling book published in 2017. Joseph Banks accompanied Captain Cook on 
his first voyage round the world from 1768 to 1771. A gifted and wealthy young naturalist, Banks collected 
exotic flora from Madeira, Brazil, Tierra del Fuego, the Society Islands, New Zealand, Australia and Java, 
bringing back over 1,300 species that had never been seen or studied by Europeans. On his return, Banks 
commissioned over 700 superlative engravings between 1772 and 1784. Known collectively as Banks’ 
Florilegium, they are some of the most precise and exquisite examples of botanical illustration ever created. 

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DEV

66 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHIANG MAI STYLE
CUMMINGS, JOE
9789814828796     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£20.99     Published Sep 2019
‘Chiang Mai Style’ celebrates the distinctive architecture, interiors and crafts of Thailand’s second 
largest city. The book is a visual spectacle with over 300 stunning colour photographs and architectural 
drawings. It takes the reader on a journey through the tribal tradition of the houses of northern Thailand 
and gives a sweeping view of the city’s most contemporary homes, luxurious resorts and spas, with 
modern interiors yet retaining the essence of Chiang Mai’s rich architectural heritage. 

67 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INDOCHINE STYLE
WALKER, BARBARA
9789814841986     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£20.99     Published Sep 2019
The definitive guide to an eclectic world of interiors and architecture inspired by Indian, Chinese and 
French traditions. This revised edition in a new size and contemporary layout features some of the most 
beautiful homes and commercial spaces in Indochina. The book is a visual spectacle with over 300 
specially commissioned colour photographs. Includes architectural drawings. 

68 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THAI STYLE
WARREN, WILLIAM
9789814828789     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£20.99     Published Sep 2019
This revised edition in a new size and contemporary layout features some of the most beautiful hotels 
in Thailand, such as the Pagoda-like Sukhothai Hotel and the internationally acclaimed Chiva-Som. The 
book is a visual spectacle with over 300 stunning colour photographs and architectural drawings. 
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69 n HHHH

JOHN PAWSON ANATOMY OF MINIMUM
MORRIS, ALISON
9780714874845     H     PHAIDON PRESS 
£45.00     Published 25/09/19
A powerful new monograph showcasing the defining elements and architectural anatomy at the very 
heart of Pawson’s work. This monograph, the latest volume in Phaidon’s documentation of John 
Pawson’s stellar career, hones in on the essential details that mark his distinctive architectural and 
aesthetic style. It groups a selection of his recent works into domestic projects, including his own 
house in rural England; extended sacred spaces; and repurposed structures, such as London’s Design 
Museum. Throughout its pages, this book explores Pawson’s unique approach to proportion and light 
and his precise language of windows, doors, and walls. 

70 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STONE
HALL, WILLIAM
9780714879253     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£29.95     Published 18/09/19

A fascinating, visually rich collection, ‘Stone’ explores the appeal of this essential material through 170 
structures from the last 5,000 years. Organized into such themes as Texture, Juxtaposition, and Light, 
it highlights stone’s range and unique qualities with stunning photographs of ancient tombs, churches, 
cultural spaces, houses, and beyond. The book features projects from celebrated architects including 
Philip Johnson, Antoni Gaudi, and Mies van der Rohe, as well as the best contemporary talent such as 
Kengo Kuma, Grafton Architects, and Snohetta. 

71 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HENBURY AN EXTRAORDINARY HOUSE
MUSSON, JEREMY
9781910258118     H     PIMPERNEL PRESS 
£50.00     Published 05/09/19
This book, written by Jeremy Musson, with a foreword by HRH The Prince of Wales, and drawing on more 
than thirty years of superb photography, is the complementary vision of Sebastian de Ferranti’s widow, 
Gilly de Ferranti, her tribute to her husband’s creation. Henbury Hall in Cheshire has been described 
as the most beautiful house built in Britain in the last hundred years. This late 20th-century house rises 
from the rolling contours of its ancient parkland as a Palladian masterpiece of symmetry, elegance and 
simplicity. Full of intriguing historic references, it is unique in the story of 20th-century British architecture. 

72 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OXFORD
RICE, MATTHEW
9780711239326     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£30.00     Published 24/09/19

Oxford is one of the jewels of European architecture, much loved and much visited. The city offers 
an unparallelled collection of the best of English building through the centuries. ‘Oxford’ is a feast of 
delightful watercolour illustrations and an informed and witty text, explaining how the city came into 
being and what to look out for today. While the focus is on architectural detail, Rice also describes how 
the city has been shaped by its history, most of all by generations of patrons who had the education and 
the resources to commission work from the greatest architects and builders of their day, an astonishing 
range of which still stands. 

73 n HHHH

OPINIONATED GUIDE TO 
LONDON ARCHITECTURE
BURMAN, SUJATA
9781910566558     P 
TURNAROUND 
£9.95     Published 19/09/19

Following on from the success of ‘An Opinionated Guide to East London’, Hoxton Mini Press are developing 
a series of ‘opinionated guides’ to aspects of London, each offering concise, highly-curated, insider 
selections alongside stunning original photography. Two expert writers, Sujata Burman and Rosa Bertoli, 
have joined forces with architectural photographer Taran Wilkhu to create an unashamedly confident guide 
to the must-see buildings in London, spanning all the architectural styles: from Art Deco to postmodern, 
brutalist to futuristic. Over 50 buildings are included alongside four maps with guided city walks. 

ASTROLOGY & FORTUNE TELLING

74 n HHHH

YOUR STARS
FAULKNER, CAROLYNE
9780008353667     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
An empowering guide to the year ahead. ‘Your Stars’ is a daily Dynamic Astrology journal for 2020, 
illuminating how the planets may affect us as they move throughout the year, and how we can 
harness this knowledge to avoid negative outcomes, empower decision-making, and focus on positive 
behaviours. With goals, coaching, and daily reflections, this journal will be a powerful tool for the 
changing tides of daily life. 

75 n HHHH

SACRED DESTINY ORACLE 52 
CARD DECK
LINN, DENISE
9781401956257     N 
HAY HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19

A 52-Card Deck to Discover the Landscape of Your Soul. In this powerful oracle card deck, Denise Linn 
draws from her Native American heritage and experience as a gifted healer and teacher. With each 
card, you receive access to a different gateway, from our earthly realm to the one of Spirit. From forests 
to floodplains, meadows to caves, shimmering sunshine to the dark mysteries of the moon - these 
vibrant cards will fill your days with messages of Spirit, from the landscapes within and around us. 

76 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POTENTIAL IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAND
WEBSTER, RICHARD
9780738759692     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£13.99     Published 01/09/19
Reveal Your Hidden Talents through Palmistry. This book shows you how to help those for whom 
you are reading to recognize their hidden talents and reach for their dreams. By learning to read the 
textures, quadrants, mounts, prints, and other aspects of the hand, you will uncover artistic abilities, 
leadership traits, and personality characteristics that people never even knew they had. When you 
develop your own talent for palm reading, you will be amazed at how much you are able to bring joy 
and happiness to the friends, family, or clients that you read for. 
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UNEXPLAINED PHENOMENA

77 n HHHH

FIRST GHOSTS
FINKEL, IRVING
9781529303261     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
Ghosts - the spirits of the dead - have walked by our side since time immemorial. In ‘The First Ghosts’, 
author Irving Finkel looks at ghosts from a standpoint quite different to that of most spectral literature. 
Drawing on evidence from the very earliest pre-human archaeology and the very earliest writing and 
literature, Finkel suggests that belief in and experience of ghosts emerges as a central component of 
humanity since its inception. 

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT

78 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
BANDIT CAPITALISM
WYLIE, BOB
9781780275963     P 
BIRLINN 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Carillion and the British Oligarchs. The collapse in January 2018 of the construction giant Carillion, 
outsourcer of huge Government building contracts, is one of the great financial scandals of modern 
times. This book examines the causes and consequences of this crisis. Through the story of Carillion, 
Bob Wylie exposes the lawlessness of contemporary capitalism that is facilitated by hapless politicians, 
and gives a warning for the future that must be heeded. 

79 n HHHH

100 BUSINESS TOOLS FOR SUCCESS
KOURDI, JEREMY
9781529387179     P     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
All the management models that matter in 500 words or less. ‘100 Business Tools for Success’ may 
be a little book, but it contains the very best business tools from the very best business brains on the 
planet. Each one is summarized over just two pages, so that you can quickly enjoy the insights that are 
driving the most successful people in all walks of life. 

80 n HHHH

ITS NOT YOU ITS THE WORKPLACE
KRAMER, ANDREA S
9781473697263     H     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Women’s Conflict at Work and the Bias that Built It. Tension between women in the workplace is holding 
them and their organizations back. This book gives practical advice for battling the stereotypes about 
female working relationships, helping women achieve, succeed and lead. 

81 n HHHH

MAKING FUTURES
DELLE, SANGU
9781911115885     P 
CASSAVA REPUBLIC PRESS 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19

Young Entrepreneurs in a Digital Africa. This collection tells the story of an emerging digital Africa, 
through the eyes of some of the youngest and most promising African entrepreneurs. Charting the 
stories of 24 entrepreneurs working in different industries and across Africa, this book showcases the 
young women and men who are taking charge of their destinies and building business enterprises and 
innovative non-profits to radically change their lives and the lives of their communities. 

82 n HHHH

SUPERFAST LEAD AT SPEED
DEVONSHIRE, SOPHIE
9781473666160     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
In today’s fast-paced world, leaders need to move at speed. The rate of innovation and change in 
organizations and the challenges of impatient investors or shareholders mean leadership decisions 
must be quick, smart and deliver real impact. ‘Superfast’ provides cutting edge inspiration and a host 
of exciting ideas about how to accelerate performance in an agile and thoughtful way, shedding new 
light on leading in a world which is fluid and uncertain. You’ll learn the practical solutions to leadership 
questions which the most savvy global leaders employ, and map your own shortcut to personal and 
professional success. 

83 n HHHH

CLUB
ROBINSON, JOSHUA
9781473699588     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
How the Premier League Became the Richest, Most Disruptive Business in Sport. How did English 
football - once known for its stale pies, bad bookkeeping and hooligans - become a commercial 
powerhouse and the world’s premium popular entertainment? This was a business empire built in only 
twenty-five years on ambition, experimentation and gambler’s luck. Lead by a motley cast of executives, 
Russian oligarchs, Arab Sheikhs, Asian Titans, American Tycoons, battle-hardened managers, ruthless 
agents and the Murdoch media - the Premier League has been carved up, rebranded and exported to a 
phenomenal 185 countries. 

84 n HHHH

LEADERSHIP
COPE, ANDY ET AL
9781473695696     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The Multiplier Effect. As 9-5 morphs into 24/7, it brings mounting pressures and new rules. Your life is 
full-on, relentless and exhausting and worse still, it’s zipping by in a blur. It’s easy to end up careering 
from one crisis to another, buzzed up on sugar and coffee, existing from one holiday to the next. The 
leader’s job is to squeeze more from less, but most leaders feel they can’t possibly work any harder and 
are sick to death with being told to work smarter. So where next? The answer is to use the multiplier 
effect to transform your leadership style. 

85 n HHHH

SELL IT LIKE SERHANT
SERHANT, RYAN
9781473695856     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
How to Sell More, Earn More, and Become the Ultimate Sales Machine. ‘Sell It Like Serhant’ is the 
blueprint for how to go from sales scrub to sales machine. Serhant provides useful lessons, lively stories, 
and examples that illustrate how anyone can employ his principles to increase profits and achieve 
success. Your measure of a good day will no longer depend on one deal or one client. At times hilarious, 
and always essential - a playbook to build confidence, generate results, and sell just about anything. 
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86 n HHHH

START NOW GET PERFECT LATER
MOORE, ROB
9781473685451     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
What are you waiting for? If you have a burning ambition, brilliant business idea or creative passion, 
now is the time to get going. Don’t wait around for everything to fall magically into place - get started, 
get going and get perfect later. It’s the fastest route to success. In this book Rob Moore, the bestselling 
author of ‘Money’, shows that the quickest way to perfect is starting right now and improving as you go. 
This book will show you how to launch your business or idea, begin the next phase of your career, and 
overcome self-doubt - right away. Get perfect later, get started now. 

87 n HHHH

FIXING MEETINGS
ALLCOTT, GRAHAM
9781785784750     P     ICON BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A Productivity Ninja Guide. Meet less often, focus on outcomes, get stuff done. Too much valuable time 
is wasted in meetings. They often take place with little planning, effort or thought, and as a result, too 
many end up as a productivity drain rather than a productivity gain. It’s time to think like a Ninja. From 
the author of the bestselling ‘How to Be a Productivity Ninja’. 

88 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
LUDICROUS
NIEDERMEYER, EDWARD
9781948836128     H     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£19.99     Published 05/09/19
The Unvarnished Story of Tesla Motors. Tesla is the most exciting car company in a generation... but 
can it live up to the hype? In ‘Ludicrous’, journalist and auto industry analyst Edward Niedermeyer 
lays bare the disconnect between the popular perception of Tesla and the day-to-day realities of the 
company - and the cars it produces. Blending original reporting and never-before-published insider 
accounts with savvy industry analysis, Niedermeyer tells the story of Tesla as it’s never been told before 
- with clear eyes, objectivity and insight. 

89 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CREATE UNIQUENESS
POZZOLI, RICCARDO
9780749497385     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

How to Turn a Passion Into a Business. Turn your ideas into a unique and profitable business through 
practical advice and exciting case studies from a successful entrepreneur and key social media 
influencer. In this book, Riccardo Pozzoli, one of Italy’s most successful entrepreneurs, and co-founder 
of the fashion phenomena The Blonde Salad, shares his story about creating a thriving business and 
building rewarding work environments. 

90 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO WRITE EFFECTIVE 
BUSINESS ENGLISH
TALBOT, FIONA
9780749497293     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

Your Guide to Excellent Professional Communication. Express yourself clearly and confidently at work 
with this practical guide to written business English and global business English. This book gives both 
native and non-native English speakers a solid grounding and confidence boost in writing for business; 
including email, CVs and cover letters, social media, common errors and how to avoid them, and global 
business English. 3rd edition. 

91 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT PHILOSOPHY CAN 
TEACH/BETTER LEADER
GODDARD, JULES ET AL
9780749493165     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

‘What Philosophy Can Teach You About Being a Better Leader’ considers the main questions plaguing 
today’s leaders through the eyes of four of the greatest philosophers. With the help of Aristotle, 
Socrates, Kant and Nietzsche, as well as a whole host of other brilliant minds, they smash widely held 
workplace falsehoods and unveil a new model for empowerment, fulfilment and harmony at work. This 
book is a fascinating account of how we can reconnect company, people and shareholder interests. 

92 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BE A FREE RANGE HUMAN
CANTWELL, MARIANNE
9780749497095     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

Escape the 9-5, Create a Life You Love and Still Pay the Bills. Marianne Cantwell’s straight-talking 
bestseller will help you break out of that career cage and ‘Be a Free Range Human’. It’s about much 
more than just quitting your job and becoming your own boss. It’s about life on your terms, working 
when, where and how you want - so you don’t have to fit yourself into someone else’s box to make a 
great income. This second edition won’t just inspire you, it will give you unconventional and practical 
steps. 
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93 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOING BUSINESS IN INDIA
CID, JAMIE
9781912555345     L     LID PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19
India is the fastest-growing trillion dollar economy in the world and poised to be the sixth largest 
economy in the world, overtaking the UK in 2019. As such, more and more businesses world-wide 
are looking to do business in this market. However, India’s unique business environment, culture and 
traditions make it a challenging market for most foreigners. This book is designed to make anyone 
exploring, starting or already doing business in India better aware of the cultural and business etiquette 
necessary to succeed in this market. 

94 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ENERGY BOOK
MADDOCKS, RICHARD
9781912555352     H     LID PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 26/09/19
In business today every professional faces the challenge of an increasing demand for extra energy 
in order to deliver the high level of performance required to continue to be successful. If energy is not 
managed and renewed on a day-to-day basis, then personal energy resources are constantly coming 
under pressure, leading to drainage, depleted performance and, in some instances, to potential burnout 
situations. This book presents 50 simple and pragmatic ways to quickly boost energy in one or more of 
the ‘4 Energy Dimensions’. When these ‘Boosters’ are put into practice, the extra energy enables you to 
continue delivering a high level of performance. 

95 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POWER OF ACTIVE THINKING
LOWENHAV, ULF
9781912555369     P     LID PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
An inspiring and engaging book about making wise and breakthrough decisions in business and life. 
This book enables active thinking and encourages the use of System 2 thinking to steer the corporate 
ship in line with the corporate purpose, and for individuals to be a useful asset to their companies. In 
order to succeed, you need to be resilient, get your bearings and never give in. In short, you need to be 
a contrarian, a sternly resilient contrarian. 

96 n HHHH

DECISION MAKERS 
PLAYBOOK
MUELLER, SIMON
9781292129334     P 
PEARSON BUSINESS 
£16.99     Published Sep 2019

Navigate complexity, improve decisions and deliver results. ‘The Decision Maker’s Playbook’ is an 
easy-to-use, ‘how-to’ toolkit to improve managers’ decision making, using visualisations, relevant 
examples and actionable checklists that cater to its main target group: analytically interested, busy 
managers and entrepreneurs. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JUNE 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

97 n HHHH

MBA DAY BY DAY
DALTON, CHRIS
9781292286815     P 
PEARSON BUSINESS 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

How to turn world-class business thinking into everyday business brilliance. Learn how to apply MBA 
strategies, models and thinking when you’re at work. Readers will: Understand the key concepts, 
theories and models of an MBA; Learn how an MBA is organised and how it develops a unique way of 
thinking about problems; Find out how to apply new ways of thinking so that you can make better work-
based decisions; Discover how to think tactically, strategically and critically and how to be a visionary 
thinker; Reflect on, re-evaluate and improve your performance; and Think and act like an MBA. 

98 n HHHH

RULES OF THINKING
TEMPLAR, RICHARD
9781292263809     P 
PEARSON BUSINESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019

A personal code for thinking your best. A brand-new set of rules from the international bestselling Rules 
series. Discover how to think well, make better decisions and solve problems. Discover ‘The Rules of 
Thinking’. These Rules are the guiding principles that show you: How to make wiser decisions; Stop 
procrastinating; Know when to compromise, avoid mistakes, find other options; Think well with others; 
Stop obsessing about things; Be more creative; and Have happy, healthy thoughts. You’ll be that person 
who knows their own mind - in every sense. 

99 n HHHHH

COACH YOUR TEAM
HALL, LIZ
9780241396452     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
This is a practical guide for leaders who want to foster a culture where everyone has a chance to 
flourish, create and innovate while being happy and more resilient. It draws on cutting-edge, evidence-
based techniques in coaching that focus on developing mindfulness and compassion in leaders, their 
employees and throughout their organisation with case studies of best practice from around the world. 

100 n HHHHH

CREATE A GENDER BALANCED WORKPLACE
FRANCKE, ANN
9780241396247     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
Equality at work expert Ann Francke reveals how to understand and tackle the damaging consequences 
of gender imbalance in the workplace. In this book, Francke, the CEO of the Chartered Management 
Institute (CMI), introduces her solution to combating the problems at the heart of the continued 
imbalance and offers clear, actionable strategies for making a positive change in your organisation. 
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101 n HHHHH

LEAD SUCCESSFUL PROJECTS
NIETO-RODRIGUEZ, A
9780241395479     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
Project management is an essential skill for anyone who needs to get things done in any organisation, 
and is absolutely critical for anyone leading strategic change. In this book, the Penguin Business Expert 
guide, Antonio Nieto-Rodriguez introduces a simplified but strategic approach to project management 
developed over the last 20 years coaching executives, managers and MBAs. 

102 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUCCESS THROUGH DIVERSITY
FULP, CAROL
9780807039854     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 20/09/19
In our fast-changing demographic landscape, companies that proactively embrace diversity in all areas 
of their operations will be best poised to thrive. Renowned business leader and visionary Carol Fulp 
explores staffing trends in the US and provides a blueprint for what businesses must do to maintain 
their competitiveness and customer base, including hiring in new ways, aligning managers around 
diversity, providing new kinds of leadership development, and engaging employees to embrace 
differences. 

103 n HHHH

CREATE SPACE
DRAPER, DEREK
9781788160490     P     PROFILE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
How to Manage Time and Find Focus, Productivity and Success. Do you feel stressed? Rushed? 
Overwhelmed? At work, do you feel that you have too much to think about and way too much to do? 
At home, does it feel any better? Welcome to the modern world. For a thousand generations human 
beings lived in a world of limitless space. In contrast, for our generation, space to think, do, connect or 
just be - is in desperately short supply. We face a torrent of information, choice and change. Through 12 
fascinating stories, inspired by his work as a leadership consultant and executive coach, Derek Draper 
shows how to create the space you need to take control. 

104 n HHHH

CONNECTOR MANAGER
ROCA, JAIME
9780753554180     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
Why Some Leaders Build Exceptional Talent - and Others Don’t. Discover the counter-intuitive secret to 
being a great manager, based on cutting-edge research from Gartner, the world’s leading research and 
advisory company behind the bestselling ‘The Challenger Sale’. 

105 n HHHHH

MESSENGERS
MARTIN, STEPHEN
9781847942357     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Who We Listen To, Who We Don’t, And Why. A ground-breaking and forensic study of how people get 
their message across. Drawing extensively on the very latest research, behavioural experts Steve 
Martin and Joseph Marks identify the powerful forces that result in some becoming society’s prevailing 
Messengers, and others ending up woefully ineffectual or under-represented. They examine the worlds 
of punditry, business and politics to show why being right carries less weight than looking right. 

106 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OUTWARD MINDSET
ARBINGER INSTITUTE
9781523087303     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19
Unknowingly, too many of us operate from an inward mindset - a narrow-minded focus on self-centred 
goals and objectives. When faced with personal ineffectiveness or lagging organizational performance, 
most of us instinctively look for quick-fix behavioural band-aids, not recognizing the underlying mindset 
at the heart of our most persistent challenges. Through true stories and simple yet profound guidance 
and tools, ‘The Outward Mindset’ enables individuals and organizations to make the one change that 
most dramatically improves performance, sparks collaboration, and accelerates innovation - a shift to 
an outward mindset. 

107 n HHHH

STOLEN
BLAKELEY, GRACE
9781912248377     P     REPEATER BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 10/09/19
How to Save the World from Financialisation. ‘Stolen’ tells the story of how and why this financialization 
occurred, what it means for our society and politics, and what the Left can do to fight it. At present, the 
odds are stacked against labour and in favour of finance capital. But what follows it will be determined 
by which group - the many or the few - manages to take power in this moment of crisis. How we 
understand this moment, and what we do with it, will determine the course of the future. 

108 n HHHH

EXTREME ECONOMIES
DAVIES, RICHARD
9781787631991     H     TRANSWORLD 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
9 Lessons from the World’s Limits. To understand how humans react and adapt to economic change 
we need to study people who live in harsh environments. From war zones, natural disasters and failed 
states, to aging societies and the challenges of technological advancement, every life in this book has 
been hit by a seismic shock, violently broken or changed in some way. People living in these odd and 
marginal places are ignored by number crunching economists and political pollsters alike. Science 
suggests this is a mistake. This book tells the personal stories of humans living in extreme situations, 
and of the financial infrastructure they create. 

109 n HHHH

MID COURSE CORRECTION REVISITED
ANDERSON, RAY
9781603588898     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£15.99     Published 05/09/19
The Story and Legacy of a Radical Industrialist and his Quest for Authentic Change. The original 
‘Mid-Course Correction’, published 20 years ago, became a classic in the sustainability field. It not 
only outlined what eco-centred leadership looks like, it also mapped out a specific set of goals for 
Anderson’s company to eliminate its environmental footprint. Those goals remain visionary even today, 
and this second edition delves into how Interface worked toward making them a reality, birthing one of 
the most innovative and successful corporate sustainability efforts in the world. 2nd edition. 

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE

110 n HHHH

AI ECONOMY
BOOTLE, ROGER
9781473696167     H     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Work, Wealth and Welfare in the Age of the Robot. Extraordinary innovations in technology promise 
to transform the world, but how realistic is the claim that AI will change our lives? In this book the 
acclaimed economist Roger Bootle responds to the fascinating economic questions posed by the age 
of the robot, steering a path away from tech jargon and alarmism towards a rational explanation of the 
ways in which the AI revolution will affect us all. 

111 n HHHHH

MONEY & GOVERNMENT
SKIDELSKY, ROBERT
9780141988610     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Unsettled Issues in Macroeconomics. The effects of 2008 are still with us today. As restricted growth 
and austerity have endured, so has the profound crisis of ideas the financial crisis precipitated. In 
‘Money and Government’, Robert Skidelsky accounts for the causes of the crash. He shows that 
the underlying causes have not been dealt with, and examines what the failures - by politicians and 
economists - mean for economics. 
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CAREERS

112 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RETURN TO STUDY 
HANDBOOK
BURROUGHS, CHLOE
9780749496906     P 
KOGAN PAGE LTD 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

Study Skills for Mature, Distance, and Workplace Learners. Master your lifelong learning and 
professional development with this essential guide to overcoming challenges, beating procrastination, 
and successfully managing your studies alongside work, family and other priorities. It is a one-stop, 
comprehensive guide for candidates on professional qualifications, mature students, distance or part-
time learners, adults returning to study, and other non-traditional students, providing the full range of 
mental and practical skills you need to succeed. 

113 n HHHHH

ASK A MANAGER
GREEN, ALISON
9780349419466     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
What do you say when your new job is very different from what you agreed to? How do you tell your 
boss that your workload is too heavy, or that you need more training? How do you deal with a colleague 
whose loudspeaker phone calls are driving you insane? And how do you repair your reputation after 
getting drunk at the company holiday party? Ten years of writing a workplace advice column have 
taught Alison Green that people tend to avoid difficult conversations in the office because we simply 
don’t know what to say. But the stakes are just as high if we don’t speak up, because problems that 
could be solved with a simple conversation can fester if not addressed 

GENERAL COMPUTING & IT

114 n HHHH

TOOLS & WEAPONS
SMITH, BRAD
9781529351569     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19
The Promise and The Peril of the Digital Age. With a foreword from Bill Gates. From Microsoft’s 
President and one of the tech industry’s wisest thinkers, a frank and thoughtful reckoning with how 
to balance enormous promise and existential risk as the digitization of everything accelerates. 
Microsoft President Brad Smith operates by a simple core belief: when your technology changes the 
world, you bear a responsibility to help address the world you have helped create. This might seem 
uncontroversial, but it flies in the face of a tech sector long obsessed with rapid growth and sometimes 
on disruption as an end in itself. 

DATABASES

115 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DATA SCIENCE STRATEGY FOR DUMMIES
JAGARE, ULRIKA
9781119566250     P     WILEY(DUMMIES) 
£21.99     Published 06/09/19
‘Data Science Strategy For Dummies’ begins by explaining what exactly data science is and why it’s 
important. While using non-technical language, it covers mindsets, organizational players, processes 
and common roadblocks, all the while keeping a razor focus on business value and the nurturing of a 
top quality data science team. 

COMPUTING CERTIFICATION

116 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AWS CERTIFIED CLOUD 
PRACTITIONER CLF-C01
PIPER, BEN
9781119490708     P 
WILEY 
£37.99     Published 10/09/19

Exam CLF-C01. This guide offers complete and thorough treatment of all topics included in the exam, 
beginning with a discussion of what the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud is and its basic global 
infrastructure and architectural principles. Other chapters dive into the technical, exploring core 
characteristics of deploying and operating in the AWS Cloud Platform, as well as basic security and 
compliance aspects and the shared security model. 

GAMES

117 n HHHH

ART OF GEARS 5
COALITION
9781506713540     H     DARK HORSE 
£33.99     Published 12/09/19
192 pages of gorgeous art that delves into the characters, settings, and equipment of Gears 5 - all collected 
in a full-colour hardcover tome! Unearth the origins of the Locust and journey across the war-torn and 
diverse landscapes of Sera while exploring art from the first ever Gears game to be headed by female 
protagonist Kait Diaz. This bold new chapter in the Gears of War series is examined in fastidious detail, 
chronicling the development of the action-packed game with art that spans from early concepts to polished 
renders. Dark Horse Books, The Coalition, and Microsoft Studios have joined to present ‘The Art of Gears 5’. 

118 n HHHH

ART OF RAGE 2
ID SOFTWARE
9781506713564     H     DARK HORSE 
£33.99     Published 19/09/19
Official art and commentary from one of the most hotly anticipated shooters of 2019! An outrageous 
collection from the development of id Software and Avalanche Studios’ dystopian first-person-shooter, 
Rage 2! Dark Horse Books joins with Bethesda Softworks and id Software, the creators of the first-
person shooter genre, to present ‘The Art of Rage 2’. Don’t miss out on this vital addition to any wild 
wastelander’s collection. 

119 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORTNITE FOR DUMMIES
LOGUIDICE, BILL
9781119606109     P 
WILEY(DUMMIES) 
£12.99     Published 04/09/19

Play, and survive, in the game of Fortnite! Zombies. Battle. Survival. Fortnite has it all - and if you want 
to keep your gameplay going until the bitter end to outlast your competition, this book is the ace in your 
back pocket! 
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120 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PHOTOGRAPHY HISTORY ART TECHNIQUE
ANG, TOM
9780241363607     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
This fascinating all-in-one guide introduces you to the art, history, and culture of photography, and 
shows you how to get the very best from your own photographs. This comprehensive guide to all things 
photographic opens with a gallery of more than 30 of the key figures in photography, from 19th-century 
pioneers to famous photographers working today. The gallery provides fascinating contrasts between 
such diverse genres as art photography, reportage, portrait, and wildlife photography. The book then 
tells the story of photography, from its ‘garden shed’ beginnings to the rise of the ‘selfie’ today. 

121 n HHHH

BOLDER
CATHCART, HELEN
9781784882563     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A beautiful and luxurious portrayal of how to age with power and grace. Life lessons from people older 
and wiser than you. ‘Bolder’ is on a mission to change perceptions about growing older. Old age tends 
to conjure up visions of loneliness, rocking chairs and possibly some tea and biscuits. But this book 
captures a journey to find people aged 70 and older who make old age look appealing or even - gasp! 
- fun. This book is full of real people, not acting anything like their media-prescribed age, telling their 
inspirational stories. Full of surprises and hilarity from 28 people who are anything but invisible, ‘Bolder’ 
is full of life lessons. 

122 n HHHH

ASTRONOMY PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR 8
ROYAL OBSERVATORY GR
9780008348991     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19
Marvel at more than 100 winning and shortlisted images from the 2019 Insight Investment Astronomy 
Photographer of the Year competition, hosted by the Royal Observatory, Greenwich. The awe-inspiring 
images are submitted in several categories, aurorae, skyscapes, the sun and moon, planets, comets 
and asteroids, stars and nebulae and galaxies. Each image is accompanied by caption, photographer, 
location and technical details. 

123 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRETTYCITYNEWYORK
FERGUSON, SIOBHAN
9780750990707     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£25.00     Published 02/09/19

Acclaimed Instagrammer Siobhan Ferguson, author of ‘Prettycitylondon’, now turns her discerning 
eye to the Big Apple itself. Travel along with her as she uncovers the hidden gems - the sweet, 
secluded alleys, the fantastic markets, the artisan boutiques - that New York has to offer, and reveals 
the beautiful, the quaint and the downright pretty scattered among the urban landscape of the world’s 
most famous city. Stunning photographs alongside fantastic tips to take your own pictures and create a 
‘prettycitynewyork’ experience for yourself make this the perfect book for visitors on foot and armchair 
travellers alike. 

124 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DECADE THAT ROCKED
BEINSTOCK, RICHARD
9781608871445     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£35.00     Published 03/09/19

The Music and Mayhem of ‘80s Rock and Metal. Featuring the iconic and never-before-published 
photography of Mark Weiss, ‘The Decade That Rocked’ covers the biggest names from the ‘80s hard 
rock scene including Jon Bon Jovi, Ozzy Osbourne, Motley Crue, Van Halen, and more in an illustrated 
homage to the music and mayhem of rock’s most colourful decade. This world-class photography book 
documents the superstars of the era. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN OCTOBER 2018 BUYERS’ 
GUIDE. 

125 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BILL CUNNINGHAM ON THE STREET
NEW YORK TIMES
9781524763503     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£50.00     Published 03/09/19
Five Decades of Iconic Photography. This official book of photographs houses the 50-year collection of 
the most iconic and beloved photographs taken by prolific fashion photographer Bill Cunningham, the 
king of street style. 

126 n HHHHH

SHOOT FOR THE MOON
WALKER, TIM
9780500545027     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£85.00     Published 05/09/19
Renowned for his sumptuously surrealist fashion photography, Tim Walker explores the sources of 
photographic imagination in this much anticipated new monograph, published to coincide with a new 
major exhibition at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, opening on 21st September 2019. 

127 n HHHH

SOVIET METRO STATIONS
HERWIG, CHRISTOPHER
9780995745568     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£24.95     Published 05/09/19
Stunning photographs of Soviet Metro Stations from across the former states of the USSR and Russia 
itself, many of which have never previously been documented. First popular photography book on this 
subject - giving an incredible insight into this fascinating architectural phenomenon. 

128 n HHHH

INVISIBLE JUMPERS
FORD, JOSEPH
9781910566589     H 
TURNAROUND 
£14.95     Published 26/09/19

Photographer Joseph Ford and knitting pro Nina Dodd have dedicated more hours than is reasonable 
to creating bespoke jumpers (for both humans and animals) that blend seamlessly into their 
surroundings - from bus seats to bushes, carpets to coastlines. The images are executed with such 
painstaking precision that should the camera, or jumper for that matter, move by an inch the illusion 
would unravel. This book is a playful ode to the eccentric British tradition of ugly Christmas jumpers - 
except these are not so ugly, they’re really rather good. 
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129 n HHHHH

PORTRAIT OF BRITAIN 2
HOXTON MINI PRESS
9781910566541     H 
TURNAROUND 
£22.95     Published 05/09/19

A completely new version of last year’s sold out book of the best 200 portraits taken in Britain. Like the 
fast-selling 2018 edition, this book will feature the full shortlist of 200 photographs alongside quotes 
from the photographers and information about each image. 

130 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANOTHER LIFE
DANZIGER, NICK
9781783526536     H     UNBOUND 
£50.00     Published 05/09/19
In 2000, every UN state agreed on eight Millennium Development Goals. Extreme poverty and hunger 
were to be eradicated, primary education was to be offered to all, gender equality promoted and the 
battle intensified against HIV/AIDS and other diseases. In 2005, Nick Danziger was commissioned by 
the charity World Vision to visit eight countries and see what effect the goals were having on people’s 
lives. Nick realized that one journey wasn’t going to be enough, so he returned five years later - and 
again in 2015 with author Rory MacLean - to assemble a stark portrait of forty lives lived on the edge. 

131 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILDLIFE
WILLIAMS, PAUL
9781787114166     H 
VELOCE PUBLISHING 
£29.99     Published Sep 2019

Photography from the Edge. In this unique book the author shares his experiences as a mental health 
specialist, and as a sufferer of PTSD. Illustrated with his own stunning wildlife photography that helped 
him on his journey to recovery, he hopes this book will inspire positivity and wellbeing for all. 

ANTIQUES & COLLECTING

132 n HHHHH

MILLERS ANTIQUES HANDBOOK/PRICE 2020-21
MILLER, JUDITH
9781784725266     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£35.00     Published 05/09/19
The 40th anniversary edition of this essential guide to buying and collecting antiques. ‘Miller’s Antiques 
Handbook and Price Guide’ remains the essential and trusted guide to the antiques market. It has 
earned the reputation of being the book no dealer, collector or auctioneer should be without. Compiled 
by Judith Miller, world-renowned antiques expert and co-founder of the book, the guide features more 
than 8,000 antiques. 

133 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WATCH
BARTER, ALEXANDER
9783791385068     H 
PRESTEL 
£45.00     Published 05/09/19

A Twentieth Century Style History. Offering the perfect blend of high-quality imagery and impeccable 
research, this magnificent book takes readers through the 20th century to show how the watch, in all its 
forms, evolved. 

134 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VINTAGE BOARD GAMES
SEVILLE, ADRIAN
9788854415195     H 
WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£30.00     Published 26/09/19

The printed board game reached new heights of beauty and ingenuity during the nineteenth century. 
The century began with a golden age for upmarket board games, finely engraved and often with 
glowing hand-colour. Nowadays, the fascination of these games lies not in playing them but in seeing 
how they reflect the specific cultures of different times and places. Other games were designed for 
gambling, with a winner scooping the pool. Some, though, were ‘mind games’, where serious thought 
was required. This book presents examples of all these genres. It is interesting to see how the focus of 
the games changed over the century. 

PUZZLE & QUIZ BOOKS

135 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POCKET DETECTIVE 2
JACKSON, KATE
9780712353151     L 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

In these pages lie the clues you will need to crack the most impenetrable of cases. Culprits lurk 
between the lines of word searches. Imposters are unearthed in anagrams. A keen eye and a quick wit 
are your best tools for eliminating the suspects in a range of puzzles, suitable for all ages and levels. 
For seven years, the British Library has brought neglected crime fiction writers into the spotlight in a 
series of republished novels and anthologies. Updated with brand new puzzle styles and including the 
very latest British Library Crime Classics titles, there are even more ways to solve the mystery in this 
sequel to ‘The Pocket Detective’. 
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136 n HHHH

ONE MINUTE CROSSWORDS BOOK 1
COLLINS PUZZLES
9780008352653     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
200 quickfire crossword challenges, to keep the brain cells alert. These mini puzzles are the ultimate 
short, sharp memory workout. 

137 n HHHH

ONE MINUTE SU DOKU BOOK 1
COLLINS PUZZLES
9780008352660     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
200 quickfire Su Doku challenges, increasing in difficulty as you progress, designed to get the brain 
cells working. These mini puzzles are the ultimate short, sharp number-crunching workout. 

138 n HHHH

ONE MINUTE WORDSEARCH BOOK 1
COLLINS PUZZLES
9780008352677     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
200 quickfire wordsearch challenges, designed to keep the mind occupied and the eyes and brain 
working in sync. These mini puzzles are the ultimate short, sharp word workout. 

139 n HHHH

COLLINS QUIZ MASTER
COLLINS QUIZ
9780008348205     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
10,000 general knowledge questions. 500 brand new quizzes to test your general knowledge to the 
limit. With 10,000 previously unseen questions arranged in easy, medium and difficult categories, you 
can set the pace as quiz master for your friends and family, or pit yourself against the Collins Quiz 
Master in a battle of wits. 2nd edition. 

140 n HHHH

TIMES QUINTAGRAMS
TIMES BOOKS
9780008343750     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A collection of 500 mini crossword puzzles for a short, sharp brain challenge. Both ‘quick’ and ‘concise 
- cryptic’ style puzzles in the same volume. Ideal for commuters and everyone with a busy schedule. 
Only 5 clues to solve in each puzzle. 

141 n HHHH

SUNDAY TIMES BRAIN TEASERS BOOK 1
SUNDAY TIMES BRAIN TEASERS
9780008343729     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A series of 200 taxing brain teasers and riddles, requiring lateral thinking skills to solve. Selected by 
Sunday Times Puzzles Editor. Riddles and lateral thinking puzzles for all abilities. 

142 n HHHH

SUNDAY TIMES CONCISE CROSSWORD 2
BIDDLECOMBE, PETER
9780008343743     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A crossword puzzle workout, to stimulate the brain cells and test your all-round general knowledge with 
100 puzzles from The Sunday Times. Of moderate difficulty with one or two more testing clues to tax 
the brain more fully. 

143 n HHHH

SUNDAY TIMES TETONOR BOOK 2
TIMES MIND GAMES
9780008343736     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
200 challenging numerical logic puzzles. A mental workout to rival Su Doku! Dozens of compelling and 
addictive maths puzzles to challenge your mental arithmetic and powers of deductive reasoning. For all 
number puzzles addicts. Varying levels of difficulty. 

144 n HHHH

TIMES JUMBO CRYPTIC CROSSWORD BOOK 18
ROGAN, RICHARD
9780008343705     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The world’s most challenging cryptic crossword. This supremely challenging cryptic collection contains 
50 jumbo-sized puzzles, conceived to really challenge your word skills. 

145 n HHHH

TIMES SAMURAI SU DOKU 8
TIMES MIND GAMES
9780008342906     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
100 extreme puzzles for the fearless Su Doku warrior. This is Su Doku multiplied: every column, row 
and 3x3 box must contain the digits 1 to 9. Where the puzzles overlap, the rows and columns do not 
go beyond their usual 9x9 length but the interlocking boxes give you more clues - and more complexity. 
Contains 4 levels: 10 Easy, 40 Mild, 40 Difficult, and 10 Super difficult. 

146 n HHHH

TIMES TRAIN TRACKS BOOK 2
TIMES MIND GAMES
9780008342975     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
200 challenging visual logic puzzles. A challenging visual puzzle which will appeal to lovers of logic and 
deduction brain teasers. Use your mental agility to complete the grids using the train tracks. Puzzles 
included cover three levels of difficulty, 70 easy, 70 medium, 60 hard. 

147 n HHHH

BRADFORDS CROSSWORD SOLVERS DICTIONARY
BRADFORD, ANNE R
9780008323783     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£13.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Bradford’s Crossword Solver’s Dictionary’ is a unique type of crossword dictionary in that it has been 
compiled and crafted by a single author based on her 50 years’ experience of crossword solving. Every 
word in this dictionary has appeared as a solution to a real crossword clue. Previous readers have 
found this book an invaluable reference work for both cryptic and quick crosswords, and new users will 
be quickly converted. 11th edition. 

148 n HHHH

BRADFORDS CROSSWORD SOLVERS LISTS
BRADFORD, ANNE R
9780008290252     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
This updated fifth edition of ‘Bradford’s Crossword Solver’s Lists’ gives hundreds of wide-ranging 
wordlists to help with solving cryptic and quick crossword clues. The lists, which are sorted 
alphabetically and by length, provide an invaluable reference for all crossword solvers. 

149 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DC COMICS BATMAN POP QUIZ TRIVIA DECK
AVILA, MIKE
9781683837343     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
Do you think you know the Dark Knight? Put your knowledge to the test with hundreds of Batman-based 
trivia questions. This trivia deck coincides with the eightieth anniversary of Batman’s debut in Detective 
Comics. The deck features 80 pages of sturdy card stock and is held together with a grommet, making 
it easy to read and perfect for on-the-go fun. 
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150 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERNATURAL POP QUIZ TRIVIA DECK
CARTER, CHIP
9781683837350     N     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
Do you think you know Supernatural? Put your knowledge to the test with this collection of 195 
Supernatural-based trivia questions. The deck features 80 pages of sturdy card stock and is held 
together with a grommet, making it easy to read and perfect for on-the-go fun. 

151 n HHHH

MAMMOTH GENERAL KNOWLEDGE QUIZ BOOK
HOLT, NICK
9781472141156     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19
2,800 Questions and Answers. A second bumper collection of quiz questions and answers from Nick 
Holt. 

152 n HHHH

YOU ARE THE UMPIRE
HOLDER, JOHN
9780600635741     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
300 cricketing conundrums for you to solve. Put your umpiring skills and knowledge to the ultimate 
test with this collection of 300 dilemmas from legendary artist Paul Trevillion. With expert text from 
renowned first-class umpire John Holder and a variety of complex and occasionally bizarre scenarios 
for you to adjudicate on, this is an addictive and absorbing read. 

153 n HHHH

CLASSIC FM PUZZLE BOOK
CLASSIC FM
9781788401388     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A fun puzzle book for classical music fans of all levels of knowledge, from the UK’s biggest classical 
radio station, Classic FM. With difficulty levels varying from pleasantly tricky to fiendishly hard, the 
‘Classic FM Puzzle Book’ will entertain from the first bar until the very last note. 

154 n HHHH

TELEGRAPH BIG BOOK OF QUICK CROSSWORDS 5
TELEGRAPH PUZZLE BOOKS
9780600636175     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
The latest collection of quick-fire crosswords from the UK’s most popular quality newspaper - a bumper 
book of 300 of the best quick crosswords from the Telegraph. Guaranteed to keep you entertained in 
any spare moments, whether on the daily commute, on holiday or simply relaxing at home, this book is 
just what you need to get your brain working and keep boredom at bay! 

155 n HHHH

TELEGRAPH BIG BOOK/CRYPTIC CROSSWORD 5
TELEGRAPH PUZZLE BOOKS
9780600636090     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
A new compilation of 200 of the best cryptic crosswords from the Telegraph. Cryptic crosswords from 
the Telegraph are the most popular around, and this bumper collection will both frustrate and delight in 
equal measure. Perfect for any spare moment, and completely addictive, these puzzles are certain to 
test your lateral thinking to the limit. 

156 n HHHH

TELEGRAPH CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS 6
TELEGRAPH PUZZLE BOOKS
9780600636151     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
100 new cryptic crosswords from Britain’s bestselling broadsheet. This demanding new collection 
of cryptic crosswords from the archives of your favourite quality newspaper will provide the perfect 
entertainment in any spare moment. Whether on your lunch break, work commute or just a relaxing 
afternoon, ‘The Telegraph Cryptic Crosswords 6’ is a great selection of headscratchers for any puzzle 
fan to ponder over. 

157 n HHHH

TELEGRAPH GEN/KNOWLEDGE QUICK CROSSWDS 1
TELEGRAPH PUZZLE BOOKS
9780600636182     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A brand new compilation of 100 General Knowledge Quick Crosswords. Covering a wide range of 
topics, these varied and challenging puzzles from Britain’s bestselling quality newspaper will provide 
hours of amusement for general knowledge and crossword enthusiasts alike. 

158 n HHHH

TELEGRAPH QUICK CROSSWORDS 6
TELEGRAPH PUZZLE BOOKS
9780600636144     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
This compilation of quick crosswords will delight and frustrate word fanatics. Challenge yourself and 
increase your vocabulary with these speedy brainteasers from the UK’s bestselling quality newspaper. 

159 n HHHH

RACING POST QUIZ BOOK
MATTHEWS, MART(COMP)
9781839500145     P 
RACEFORM/RACING POST 
£14.99     Published 13/09/19

1000 Questions to test your horse racing knowledge. This book will provide hours of entertainment and 
challenge horse racing know-it-alls to prove themselves. Categories range from where this uniquely 
historic sport started right up to the modern day, taking in the best horses, most successful trainers, the 
heroic jockeys and many more besides. 

160 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAINS JAWBONE
MATHERS, ERNEST P
9781783527410     H 
UNBOUND 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

A Novel Problem. In 1934, the Observer’s cryptic crossword compiler, Edward Powys Mathers (aka 
Torquemada), released a novel that was simultaneously a murder mystery and the most fiendishly 
difficult literary puzzle ever written. The pages have been printed in an entirely haphazard order, but it is 
possible - through logic and intelligent reading - to sort the pages into the only correct order, revealing 
six murder victims and their respective murderers. Only two puzzlers have ever solved the mystery of 
‘Cain’s Jawbone’: do you have what it takes to join their ranks? 
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KNITTING & STITCHCRAFT

161 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KNITTING BOOK
HAFFENDEN, VIKKI
9780241361948     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
A new edition of ‘The Knitting Book’, with hundreds of step-by-step techniques, more than 120 patterns 
for a variety of knitting stitches, and 20 knitting projects suitable for all abilities. Each step-by-step 
technique is shown with clear, easy-to-follow photography and explained with helpful annotations and 
arrows, so you can progress from basic casting on to confidently tackling intricate Fair Isle and cable 
patterns. This edition features 10 brand-new specially commissioned project patterns, including an arm 
knitting pattern, as well as 10 projects from the original edition that have been reimagined with new 
yarns and fresh colours. 

162 n HHHHH

THIS GOLDEN FLEECE
RUTTER, ESTHER
9781783784356     H     GRANTA BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
A Journey Through Britain’s Knitted History. Over the course of a year, Esther Rutter - who grew up on 
a sheep farm in Suffolk, and learned to spin, weave and knit as a child - travels the length of the British 
Isles, to tell the story of wool’s long history here. ‘This Golden Fleece’ is at once a meditation on the 
craft and history of knitting and a fascinating exploration of wool’s influence on our landscape, history 
and culture. 

163 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EASY KNITTED FINGERLESS GLOVES
HARADA, CASSANDRA
9784805315170     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
‘Easy Knitted Fingerless Gloves’ presents an updated take on a favourite cool weather accessory with 
classic patterns like Fair Isle, Aran, cables and knit-and-purl, all knitted using Japanese charts and 
techniques. Among the 21 patterns in this book you’ll find: Fair Isle-patterned gloves with lacy cuffs; A 
pair of slouchy, lightweight arm warmers; Cosy picot-finished gloves with loop-stitched cuffs; Elegant 
beaded mohair cuffs; And more! The colourful patterns and classy neutrals offer something for every 
personal style and level of cosiness. 

164 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JAPANESE WONDER CROCHET
ROEHM, GAYLE
9784805315279     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Japanese Wonder Crochet’ is the first major Japanese crochet book to be translated into English. It 
introduces crafters outside Japan to the wonderful crochet techniques and charts that are so popular 
within the country. The book shows a creative approach to classic crochet stitches such as Aran, 
herringbone, Bavarian, waffle, crocodile, reversible crochet, and many more. In this book, a swatch 
pattern is provided for each stitch which helps crocheters practise the mechanics of the stitch before 
applying them to larger projects. 

DRAWING & PAINTING

165 n HHHHH

MILLIE MAROTTAS ANIMAL KINGDOM POCKET ED
MAROTTA, MILLIE
9781849945905     P     PAVILION 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Colour Me. Draw Me. Millie Marotta offers a range of beautiful illustrations to personalise and make 
your own. Each picture offers scope to improve your artistic skills while giving you a finished picture to 
show for your endeavours. The images and imaginative scenarios can be completed in colours of your 
choosing and are guaranteed to get your creative juices flowing. It is a book to be enjoyed by illustrators 
and designers but also by anyone who wants to enjoy the creative process. Pocket edition. 

166 n HHHHH

MILLIE MAROTTAS TROPICAL WONDERLAND POCKET
MAROTTA, MILLIE
9781849945912     P     PAVILION 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
The artist’s intricate style of illustration will get you itching to make your own mark, whether it’s to add 
the fine lines on exotic trees, or add a splash of colour to petals on an exotic bloom or the feathers 
of a tropical parrot. Pens, crayons or paints can bring them all to life. Each picture offers scope to 
improve your artistic skills while relaxing. The images and imaginative scenarios can be completed 
in colours of your choosing and are guaranteed to get your creative juices flowing. It is a book to be 
enjoyed by illustrators and designers but also by anyone who wants to enjoy the creative process or an 
undemanding mindful activity. Pocket edition. 

167 n HHHHH

MILLIE MAROTTAS WILDLIFE WONDERS MINI EDITION
MAROTTA, MILLIE
9781849945882     P     PAVILION 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
A menagerie of exotic beasts from the No.1 bestselling colouring book illustrator Millie Marotta, bringing 
together her favourite illustrations from all her books: ‘Animal Kingdom’, ‘Tropical Wonderland’, ‘Wild 
Savannah’, ‘Curious Creatures’, and ‘Beautiful Birds and Treetop Treasures’. The book invites colourists 
to lend their palette to wondrous wildlife from habitats across the world. Among the wildlife waiting to 
be brought to life with colour are tropical parrots, African lions, sea anemones and an Arctic whale. Mini 
edition. 

168 n HHHH

COLOUR PENCIL DRAWING
FERREIRA, KENDRA
9781784945305     P     GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019
Techniques and Tutorials For the Complete Beginner. With 10 step-by-step tutorials, Kendra Ferreira 
helps beginners learn the fundamentals of drawing and coloured-pencil techniques. She covers a 
range of subject matter, including still lifes, portraits, clouds and landscapes. In addition to the tutorials, 
Kendra provides advice on tools, materials and techniques, gives plenty of tips throughout and presents 
ideas on how to take each tutorial a step further. 

169 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
365 DAYS OF CREATIVITY
SCOBIE, LORNA
9781784882792     L 
HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Explore your inner-artist and spark your creative self. ‘365 Days of Creativity’ is a thoughtful and 
inspiring book designed to help you carve out moments of self-expression and unlock your creative 
potential. Lorna Scobie shows you how to experiment, explore and let go of your artistic inhibitions, 
encouraging you to look for creative inspiration wherever you go. Featuring creative daily exercises and 
goal-setting as well as plenty of supportive prompts and tips, this fun and inspiring book will stir your 
imagination to put a little creativity into every day. 

170 n HHHH

NEW BOTANICAL PAINTING
WINTON, HARRIET DE
9781781576786     P     ILEX PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Award-winning artist Harriet de Winton shows you how to create contemporary watercolour artworks 
to treasure and share. Through more than 30 step-by-step projects, discover how to paint individual 
flowers and foliage, as well as beautiful botanical compositions. Use your new skills to make art for your 
wall, unique cards, invitations, or simply paint for pleasure. 
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171 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
SKETCH EVERY DAY
GRUNEWALD, SIMONE
9781909414907     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£22.99     Published 03/09/19
100+ Simple Drawing Exercises. Learn about key elements of character art from traditional and digital 
illustrator, Simone Grunewald. Simone, also known as ‘Schmoe’, creates heart-felt and personal 
designs inspired by her everyday life experiences and passion for the arts. 

172 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
GLOW UP THE CARDI B 
COLORING BOOK
CARDI B
9781612439310     P 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Cardi B’s first-ever official colouring book is finally here! Not only a Grammy Award winning rapper and 
singer-songwriter, Cardi B is an undisputed fashion icon. ‘Glow Up’ offers fans a colourable lookbook 
moving from Cardi’s early fashion days to today’s designer showstoppers. Design and colour 35 
gorgeous illustrations on no-bleed tear-out pages, and ‘Design Your Own’ silhouettes so you can add 
your own colour to Cardi’s glow up. 

173 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRAWING ACTION MANGA
SHOCO
9784805315255     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19
Whether your character is jumping for joy, kicking and grappling with an opponent, or fighting to the 
death with sword in hand, this book provides all the essential techniques to draw more lifelike action 
figures in the classic Japanese manga style. The comprehensive introduction first shows the reader the 
physical anatomy of male vs. female figures and gives important tips on proportions, perspective and 
small but often-overlooked details such as the relative differences between male and female hands, 
fingers and feet. 

CRAFTS

174 n HHHH

POM POM POM
LE, HENRY
9781784945169     P     GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019
Over 50 Mini Pompoms for Fun Accessories. The fabulous pompoms in this book, by Vietnamese 
artist Henry Le, make other pompoms look distinctly ordinary. There are 50 fun and fashionable 
designs to create, from animals and emojis to sushi and cakes. Each project is accompanied by simple 
instructional diagrams and beautiful photography. 

175 n HHHH

POCKET GUIDE TO ESSENTIAL KNOTS
OWEN, PETER
9781910723838     P     MERLIN UNWIN BOOKS 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
This compact little reference book includes knots for a wide range of functions, from home to work, 
hobby to play activities. No knot-tying jargon is used, no baffling technical terms - just simple step-by-
step instructions and outstandingly clear line drawings. Among the knots in this book are: Overhand 
knot, Heaving line knot, Reef knot, Sheetbend, Fisherman’s knot, Figure-of-eight loop, Bowline, Three-
part crown, Sheepshank, Half-hitch, Clove hitch, Constrictor knot, Pile hitch, Highwayman’s hitch, 
Waggoner’s hitch, Timber hitch, Double-loop knot, Uni-knot, Blood knot, Square lashing and more! 

176 n HHHH

SCENTED CANDLE WORKSHOP
DAFKOS, NIKO
9780857836748     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Creating Your Perfect Home Fragrance, from Wax to Wick. A stylish yet practical guide to creating 
unique scented candles at home for the modern reader. In this beautiful book, Paul and Niko of Earl 
of East London share the secrets behind the gorgeously scented candles they create at their studio. 
As well as the basic steps to preparing and pouring candles at home, the book includes a fascinating 
exploration of the art of building scent, so that the reader can create their own signature fragrances. 

177 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NAOMIKI SATOS ORIGAMI ROSES
SATO, NAOMIKI
9784805315200     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19
This stunning book presents detailed instructions for eleven elegant and lifelike paper flower projects 
that will enhance any home or occasion. Paper flower expert Naomiki Sato starts by showing you how 
to fold seven types of paper roses using a variety of techniques for four- and five-sided blossoms, 
along with their stems, thorns and leaves, and how to assemble them. Four equally exciting papercraft 
projects follow, showing you how to make Japanese Cherry Blossoms, Bellflowers, tropical Plumeria 
(Frangipani) and Bougainvillea. Each of the eleven projects has detailed step-by-step photographs. 

178 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MERMAID CRAFT BOOK
THOMPSON, MARIANNE
9781787832237     P 
SUMMERSDALE 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

Magical Makes for Your Inner Mermaid. Add a little mermaid magic to your underwater wardrobe 
with some seashell earrings or fish-tail flares, make your hair and nails sparkle like the ocean with 
beguiling beauty tips, and embellish your deep-sea palace with a raindrop moon lantern and ocean-
ripple cushions. Whether you are a crafting beginner or have been making for many moons, there is 
something here for everyone who longs to let their inner mermaid swim free! 

CULTURAL STUDIES

179 n HHHH

WE NEED NEW STORIES
MALIK, NESRINE
9781474610407     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Challenging the Toxic Myths Behind Our Age of Discontent. We are in a unique moment as it is 
becoming clear that the old frames of reference are not working, that the narratives used for decades 
to stave off progressive causes are in danger of being exposed as falsehoods, that the myths, be it of 
sexual liberation or of white non-identity, are at odds with the lived experience and in urgent need of 
revision. A range of stories have been used to maintain the status quo. As the centre ground is being 
eroded, there is a challenge to find new narrators whose stories can fill the void and unite us behind a 
shared progressive vision. 
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180 n HHHHH

PERILS OF PERCEPTION
DUFFY, BOBBY
9781786494580     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Why We’re Wrong About Nearly Everything. A ground-breaking exploration of our ignorance - informed 
by several exclusive studies across over 40 countries. Using the latest research into the media, 
decision science, heuristics, and emotional reasoning, Bobby Duffy examines why the populations 
of some countries seem better informed than others, and how we can address our ignorance of key 
public data and trends. An essential read for anyone who wants to be smarter and better informed, this 
fascinating book will transform the way you engage with the world. 

181 n HHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
EMAIL
MALAMUD, RANDY
9781501341908     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
To examine our emails is to examine our lives: our inboxes are anthropological goldmines, waiting to 
be plumbed and probed for the expansive cultural, ethical, behavioural lessons they hold. In this book, 
learn about the history of the email - what email really is and where it came from - and explore what 
the future of what email might look like. Part of the Object Lessons series - short, beautifully designed 
books about the hidden lives of ordinary things. 

182 n HHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
HASHTAG
LOSH, ELIZABETH
9781501344275     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Celebration and criticism of hashtag activism rarely addresses the hashtag itself as an object or tries 
to locate its place in the history of writing for machines. Although hashtags tend to be associated 
with Silicon Valley invention myths or celebrity power users, the story of the hashtag is much more 
interesting and surprising, speaking to how we think about naming, identity, and ownership. Part of the 
Object Lessons series - short, beautifully designed books about the hidden lives of ordinary things. 

183 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HAYNES EXPLAINS MIDLIFE 
CRISIS
STARLING, BORIS
9781785216640     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019

Owners’ Workshop Manual. Written by bestselling author Boris Starling, ‘Midlife Crisis’ is one of the 
new titles for 2019 in the Haynes Explains series. A light-hearted and entertaining take on the classic 
workshop manual, it contains everything you’d expect to see including exploded views, flow charts, fault 
diagnosis and the odd wiring diagram. It takes the reader through all areas of this stage in life, giving all 
the hints and tips needed to make the entire phase run smoothly for all those involved. 

184 n HHHH

DAY IT FINALLY HAPPENS
PEARL, MIKE
9781473685574     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The Good News About the Bad News - and the Bad News About the Good News. If you live on planet 
Earth, you’re probably scared about the future. Terrorism, complicated international relations, global 
warming, and a raft of other issues make it hard not to be. Watching the news you have to wonder: is 
it safe to go out there or not? In ‘The Day It Finally Happens’, Mike Pearl games out many of the ‘could 
it really happen?’ scenarios we’ve all speculated about, assigning a probability rating, and taking us 
through how it would unfold. He explores what would likely occur in dozens of possible scenarios. 

185 n HHHH

HIVEMIND
CAVANAGH, SARA ROSE
9781409194316     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19
With the advent of social media and smartphones, the hive mentality has changed the way we see the 
world. Tribes can coalesce around any topic, belief structure, or shared experience - sometimes for 
the good, like crowd funded Kickstarter campaigns to support survivors of natural disasters, but just as 
often with dangerous results. We create echo chambers that reaffirm our ideas, shut out rebuttals, and 
isolate us from differing perspectives. Cavanagh leaves no stone unturned in her quest to understand 
how group behaviour is evolving - and what we can do to come back from the polarized brink. 

186 n HHHHH

DONT LOOK BACK IN ANGER
RACHEL, DANIEL
9781409180715     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
The Rise and Fall of Cool Britannia. The nineties was the decade when British culture reclaimed its 
position at the artistic centre of the world. Not since the ‘Swinging Sixties’ had art, comedy, fashion, film, 
football, literature and music interwoven into a blooming of national self-confidence. It was the decade 
of Lad Culture and Girl Power; of Blur vs Oasis. When fashion runways shone with British talent, young 
British artists became household names, football was ‘coming home’ and British film went worldwide. 
This book chronicles when the country united through a resurgence of patriotism and a celebration of 
all things British. 

187 n HHHHH

SKY IS FALLING
BISKIND, PETER
9780241373873     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
How Vampires, Zombies, Androids and Superheroes Made America Great for Extremism. In ‘The Sky 
is Falling!’ bestselling cultural critic Peter Biskind takes us on a dizzying ride across two decades of pop 
culture to show how the TV and movies we love have taught us to love political extremism. Welcome 
to a darkly pessimistic, apocalyptic world where winter has come, the dead are walking, and ultra 
violence, revenge and torture are all in a day’s work. Welcome to the new normal. 

188 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO BE A CRAFTIVIST
CORBETT, SARAH
9781783528431     P 
UNBOUND 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19

Award-winning campaigner and founder of the Craftivist Collective Sarah Corbett shows how to 
respond to injustice not with apathy or aggression, but with gentle, effective protest. This is a manifesto 
- for a more respectful and contemplative activism; for conversation and collaboration where too often 
there is division and conflict; for using craft to engage, empower and encourage us all to be the change 
we wish to see in the world - quiet action can sometimes speak as powerfully as the loudest voice. 
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189 n HHHH

SLAY IN YOUR LANE THE JOURNAL
ADEGOKE, YOMI
9780008342609     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The beautifully illustrated companion to ‘Slay in Your Lane’. An inspirational toolkit for a generation 
of black British women committed to creating a brighter, more visible future. With ‘Slay in Your Lane’ 
Elizabeth Uviebinene and Yomi Adegoke started a national conversation. Now they want you to join 
them in making changes. 

REFERENCE GENERAL

190 n HHHHH

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC ALMANAC 2020
MARIA, CARA SANTA
9781426220524     P     NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
An almanac like you’ve never seen before, this arresting volume features key information on science, 
nature, history, and geography, spiked with cutting-edge ideas and spectacular visuals. Discover 
features that only National Geographic can deliver, including exquisite photography, explanatory 
infographics, illustrated timelines, and maps created by expert cartographers. 

EDUCATION GENERAL

191 n HHHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
JUST GREAT TEACHING
MCGILL, ROSS M
9781472964236     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
In this groundbreaking book, Ross Morrison McGill, bestselling author of ‘Mark. Plan. Teach’ and 
‘Teacher Toolkit’, pinpoints the top ten key issues that schools in Great Britain are facing today, and 
provides strategies, ideas and techniques for how these issues can be tackled most effectively. This 
book inspires readers to open their eyes to how particular problems can be resolved and how other 
schools are already doing this effectively. It is a must-read for all primary and secondary classroom 
teachers and school leaders keen to provide the best education they possibly can for our young people 
today. 

192 n HHHH

LIMITLESS MIND
BOALER, JO
9780008305666     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Drawing from the latest research, Professor Boaler followed thousands of school students, studied 
their learning practices and examined the most effective ways to transform pupils from low to high 
achievers. Throughout her study, Boaler has collaborated with Stanford University neuroscience 
experts, harnessing their expertise to reinforce her advanced understanding of learning and educational 
development. In this book, Boaler presents original groundbreaking research that proves that limiting 
beliefs really do hold us back from fulfilling our potential and that with a few careful life hacks we can 
transform our potential for good. 

193 n HHHH

WONDER APPROACH
L’ECUYER, CATHERINE
9781472143853     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
Rescuing Children’s Innate Desire to Learn. Children of the last twenty years have grown up in an 
increasingly frenzied and demanding environment so that, on one hand, education has been rendered 
more complicated, and on the other, the essentials have been lost to view. In order to ensure their 
future success, parents often feel that they must fill their children’s schedules with endless activities 
that cause leisure, spontaneous activity, and the experience of nature, beauty and silence, to fade out 
of their lives. This veritable race toward adulthood distances children more and more from the natural 
laws of childhood. 

194 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SHOULD ROBOTS REPLACE TEACHERS
SELWYN, NEIL
9781509528967     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 06/09/19
Developments in AI, robotics and big data are changing the nature of education. Yet the implications of 
these technologies for the teaching profession are uncertain. While most educators remain convinced 
of the need for human teachers, outside the profession there is growing anticipation of a technological 
reinvention of the ways in which teaching and learning take place. In this book, Neil Selwyn offers a 
considered perspective on these debates. 

LANGUAGES & LINGUISTICS

195 n HHHH

BAD WORDS & WHAT THEY SAY ABOUT US
GOODEN, PHILIP
9781472141576     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
The most contentious area of English, the one that raises the most debate, discomfort and even fear 
is the use of taboo words and contentious expressions. Many people assume that these words must 
relate principally to sex and body parts but forbidden terms shift through the ages, with the result that 
current verbal taboos are just as likely to occupy racial and even political areas rather than sexual ones. 
However blase or sophisticated we consider ourselves, plenty of these terms, whether connected to sex 
or religion or race, retain their power to shock as well as having an intrinsic fascination. Where do they 
come from? 

196 n HHHH

WORD A DAY
PIERCY, JOSEPH
9781789291636     H     MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
365 Words to Enhance Your Vocabulary. ‘A Word a Day’ contains 365 carefully selected words that 
will enhance and expand your vocabulary, along with their meanings, origins and sample usage and 
fascinating word-related facts and trivia. 

197 n HHHH

LONG LIVE LATIN
GARDINI, NICOLA
9781781259399     H     PROFILE BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Often seen as the bulky relic of school curricula long forgotten, Latin seems to have lost its punch 
in the popular conscious. Oxford academic Nicola Gardini, however, argues the case for its lasting 
importance, offering a personal and passionate defence of the beauty and future of the language. 
Gardini encourages us to dig to the roots of our own language and examine how Latin has influenced 
the ways in which we communicate. Gardini’s instant bestseller is a spirited celebration of Latin’s 
cultural past, present and future. 

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS

198 n HHHH

REWIND
HOWARD, CATHERINE R
9781786496560     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
PLAY: Andrew, the manager of Shanamore Holiday Cottages, watches his only guest via a hidden 
camera in her room. One night the unthinkable happens: a shadowy figure emerges onscreen, kills her 
and destroys the camera. But who is the murderer? How did they know about the camera? And how will 
Andrew live with himself? PAUSE: Natalie wishes she’d stayed at home as soon as she arrives in the 
wintry isolation of Shanamore. There’s something creepy about the manager. She wants to leave, but 
she can’t - not until she’s found what she’s looking for... REWIND: A murder caught on camera. You’ve 
already missed the start. To get the full picture you must rewind the tape. 
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199 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVER ROAD
JACKSON, STINA
9781786497338     P 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Three years ago, Lelle’s daughter went missing in a remote part of Northern Sweden. Lelle has spent 
the intervening summers driving the Silver Road under the midnight sun, frantically searching for his 
lost daughter, for himself and for redemption. Meanwhile, seventeen-year-old Meja arrives in town 
hoping for a fresh start. She is the same age as Lelle’s daughter was - a girl on the brink of adulthood. 
But for Meja, there are dangers to be found in this isolated place. As autumn’s darkness slowly creeps 
in, Lelle and Meja’s lives are intertwined in ways, both haunting and tragic, that they could never have 
imagined. 

200 n HHHHH

SUDDEN DEATH IN CYPRUS
GRANT, MICHAEL
9781786898418     P     BLACKTHORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Introducing David Mitre, a fugitive forced into solving his first case by the FBI, from the No 1 bestselling 
author Michael Grant. David Mitre has a very unusual set of skills, skills he has acquired over a 
long criminal career. Skills that make him an irritant for people like the FBI. Hiding among the ex-pat 
community of the Greek islands, his cover is blown when he is witness to a stabbing on a Cyprus 
beach. The FBI want answers and David is given an ultimatum; solve the murder or face imprisonment 
for his own crimes. Coerced into playing detective, David unwittingly uncovers a criminal enterprise far 
worse than anything he could have imagined. 

201 n HHHHH

RED STATION
MAGSON, ADRIAN
9781786898609     P     BLACKTHORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
First in a gripping new spy thriller series by CWA Dagger-shortlisted Adrian Magson. Four washed-up 
spooks. Two dead civilians. One remote and deadly outpost. Harry Tate is a loyal MI5 officer and a 
servant of the State. But when two civilians are shot dead during a drugs intercept gone wrong, he 
is forced to take an immediate posting to the Red Station. What he doesn’t know is that this remote 
Balkan outpost is a punishment and he won’t be going home. With an assassination team coming for 
him and invading Russian forces heading straight for the Red Station, Harry does whatever he can to 
save himself... 

202 n HHHHH

LOOSE TONGUES
SIMMS, CHRIS
9781786894922     P     BLACKTHORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
It’s DC Sean Blake’s first week on the job, but already he faces a series of brutal and bizarre killings: 
women are being strangled in their homes, each with a mobile phone forced down their throat. There 
are never any signs of a struggle or forced entry. The Greater Manchester Police have no leads. Blake 
can’t afford to waste any time - even as he picks apart the disturbing motive behind the murders, the 
case takes a turn for the personal. Can he stop the killer before another woman is silenced forever? 

203 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IT WALKS BY NIGHT A PARIS 
MYSTERY
CARR, JOHN DICKSON
9780712352642     P 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

In the smoke-wreathed gloom of a Parisian salon, Inspector Bencolin has summoned his allies to 
discuss a peculiar case. A would-be murderer, imprisoned for his attempt to kill his wife, has escaped 
and is known to have visited a plastic surgeon. His whereabouts remain a mystery, though with his 
former wife poised to marry another, Bencolin predicts his return. Sure enough, the Inspector’s worst 
suspicions are realized when the beheaded body of the new suitor is discovered in a locked room of 
the salon, with no apparent exit. Bencolin sets off into the Parisian night to unravel the dumbfounding 
mystery and track down the sadistic killer. 

204 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MEASURE OF MALICE 
SCIENTIFIC MYSTERIES
EDWARDS, MARTIN (ED)
9780712352895     P 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

The detective’s role is simple: to catch the culprit. Yet behind each casual observation lies a learned 
mind, trained on finding the key to the mystery. Crimes, whatever their form, are often best solved 
through deliberations of logic - preferably amid complicated gadgetry and a pile of hefty scientific 
volumes. The detectives in this collection are masters of scientific deduction, whether they are 
identifying the perpetrator from a single scrap of fabric, or picking out the poison from a sinister line-up. 

205 n HHHH

MERMAIDS CALL
STANSFIELD, K
9780749023829     H     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£19.99     Published 19/09/19
Cornwall, 1845. Shilly has always felt a connection to happenings that are not of this world, a talent that 
has proved invaluable when investigating dark deeds with master of disguise, Anna Drake. The women 
opened a detective agency with help from their newest member and investor, Mathilda, but six long 
months have passed without a single case to solve and tensions are growing. It is almost a relief when 
a man is found dead along the Morwenstow coast and the agency is sought out to investigate. There 
are suspicions that wreckers plague the coast, luring ships to their ruin with false lights - though nothing 
has ever been proved. 

206 n HHHH

NOTHING ELSE REMAINS
SCRAGG, ROBERT
9780749023195     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
When Max Brennan’s estranged father and then his own girlfriend go missing in quick succession, he 
turns to his old friend Detective Jake Porter for help. As Max is then attacked in his own home, Porter 
and his partner Nick Styles waste no time in investigating. But when their main suspect turns up dead, 
alongside a list of other targets, it seems the case is much bigger than it first appeared. With events 
spiralling, can Porter and Styles catch the killer before another victim is claimed? 
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207 n HHHHH

DANGEROUS ENGAGEMENT
WEAVER, ASHLEY
9780749024482     H     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
As they travel by ship to New York for her childhood friend Tabitha’s wedding, Amory Ames is excited by 
the prospect of being a bridesmaid. Her husband, Milo, however, is convinced their trip will be deadly 
dull, since Prohibition is in full swing. But when a member of the wedding party is found murdered on 
the front steps of the bride’s home, the happy plans take a darker twist... 

208 n HHHH

SHROUD FOR A NIGHTINGALE
JAMES, P D
9780571350803     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The young women of Nightingale House are there to learn to nurse and comfort the suffering. But when 
one of the students plays patient in a demonstration of nursing skills, she is horribly, brutally killed. 
Another student dies equally mysteriously and it is up to Adam Dalgliesh to unmask a killer who has 
decided to prescribe murder as the cure for all ills. A new edition in a stunning new cover. 

209 n HHHH

BLACK TOWER
JAMES, P D
9780571350810     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Commander Dalgliesh is recuperating from a life-threatening illness when he receives a call for advice 
from an elderly friend who works as a chaplain in the home for the disabled on the Dorset coast. 
Dalgliesh arrives to discover that Father Baddeley has recently and mysteriously died, as has one of 
the patients at Toynton Grange. Evidently the home is not quite the caring community it purports to be. 
Dalgliesh is determined to discover the truth of his friend’s death, but further fatalities follow and his 
own life is in danger as he unmasks the evil at the heart of Toynton Grange. A new edition in a stunning 
new cover. 

210 n HHHH

DEATH OF AN EXPERT WITNESS
JAMES, P D
9780571350827     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
When a young girl is found murdered in a field, the scientific examination of the exhibits is just a routine 
job for the staff of Hoggatt’s forensic science laboratory. But nothing could have prepared them for the 
brutal death of one of their own. When the senior biologist is found dead in his laboratory Commander 
Dalgliesh is called to the bleak fens of East Anglia, where the murderer is lying in wait to strike again. A 
new edition in a stunning new cover. 

211 n HHHHH

SHROUDED PATH
WARD, SARAH
9780571332427     P     FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
November, 1957. Six teenage girls walk in the Derbyshire mists, the first chills of winter in the air. 
They follow the old train tracks into the dark tunnel of the Cutting. Only five reappear on the other 
side. October, 2017. Feverishly fixated on a childhood friend, Mina’s dying mother makes a plea: ‘Find 
Valerie’. Following up on what seems like a routine death by natural causes, DC Connie Childs’ old 
instincts kick in, pointing her back to one cold evening in 1957. But as Connie broadens her enquires, 
the investigation begins to move increasingly close to home. 

212 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEATH IN THE COVE
ROWSON, PAULINE
9780992888954     P 
FATHOM 
£7.99     Published 26/09/19

England 1950... Death no longer has the power to shock. When the body of a man dressed in a pinstriped suit 
is discovered by war photographer, Eva Paisley, in a secluded bay on Portland Island, Dorset, Inspector Alun 
Ryga of Scotland Yard is despatched to investigate. Recently promoted, the thoughtful, observant Ryga, is on 
his first solo investigation outside of London, and is keen to prove his worth. Ignoring the warnings of the local 
police inspector, and the Dorset Chief Constable, that his trust in Eva Paisley is misjudged, he quickly realises 
that her observations could provide the breakthrough he needs in a complex murder investigation. 

213 n HHHH

STRANGER GAME
GADOL, PETER
9781848457690     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Rebecca’s on-again, off-again boyfriend, Ezra, has gone missing, but when she notifies the police, they 
seem surprisingly unconcerned. They suspect he has been playing the ‘stranger game’, a viral hit in which 
players start following others in real life, as they might otherwise do on social media. But as the game 
spreads, the rules begin to change, and disappearances are reported across the country. Curious about 
this popular new obsession, and hoping that she might track down Ezra, Rebecca tries the game for 
herself. But then she meets Carey, who is willing to take the game further than she imagined possible... 

214 n HHHHH

DEAD WIFE
FORTIN, SUE
9780008294519     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Police have ruled out suspicious circumstances in the investigation into the death of Elizabeth Sinclair, 
wife of charismatic entrepreneur Harry Sinclair, found drowned in the lake of the family’s holiday park. 
It’s been two years since the Sinclair case closed but when reporter Steph Durham receives a tipoff that 
could give her the scoop of the year, she’s drawn deeper and deeper into the secretive Sinclair family. 
Elizabeth’s death wasn’t a tragic accident. And the truth will come at a deadly price... 

215 n HHHHH

GUILTY FRIEND
SEFTON, JOANNE
9780008294472     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Alex, Karen and Misty were an inseparable trio at university. But when Alex died suddenly, the 
remaining two friends could no longer look each other in the eye, knowing they both had a part to 
play in her death. It’s now been thirty years since Alex died, and both Misty and Karen have long 
since moved on with their lives. But when Karen thinks she sees her former friend alive, she soon 
becomes obsessed with a past she thought she’d left behind. Before long, the perfect life she’s built for 
herself starts to unravel, and it seems as though history might just be repeating itself... PREVIOUSLY 
ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

216 n HHHHH

SLEEP
TAYLOR, C L
9780008221010     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
All Anna wants is to be able to sleep. But crushing insomnia, terrifying night terrors and memories of that 
terrible night are making it impossible. If only she didn’t feel so guilty... To escape her past, Anna takes 
a job at a hotel on the remote Scottish island of Rum, but when seven guests join her, what started as a 
retreat from the world turns into a deadly nightmare. Each of the guests have a secret, but one of them 
is lying - about who they are and why they’re on the island. There’s a murderer staying in the Bay View 
hotel. And they’ve set their sights on Anna. Seven strangers. Seven secrets. One deadly lie... 
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217 n HHHHH

THROUGH THE WALL
CORCORAN, CAROLINE
9780008335090     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Lexie loves her home. She feels safe and secure in it - and loved, thanks to her boyfriend Tom. But 
recently, something’s not been quite right. A book out of place. A wardrobe door left open. A set of keys 
going missing... Tom thinks Lexie’s going mad - but then, he’s away more often than he’s at home 
nowadays, so he wouldn’t understand. Because Lexie isn’t losing it. She knows there’s someone out 
there watching her. And, deep down, she knows there’s nothing she can do to make them stop... 

218 n HHHHH

CRUEL ACTS
CASEY, JANE
9780008149062     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
How can you spot a murderer? Leo Stone is a ruthless killer - or the victim of a miscarriage of justice. A 
year ago, he was convicted of murder and sentenced to life in prison. But now he’s free, and according 
to him, he’s innocent. DS Maeve Kerrigan and DI Josh Derwent are determined to put Stone back 
behind bars where he belongs, but the more Maeve finds out, the less convinced she is of his guilt. 
Then another woman disappears in similar circumstances. Is there a copycat killer, or have they been 
wrong about Stone from the start? 

219 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELEVATOR PITCH
BARCLAY, LINWOOD
9780008331993     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

It all begins on a Monday, when four people board an elevator in a Manhattan office tower. Each 
presses a button for their floor, but the elevator proceeds, non-stop, to the top. Once there, it stops 
for a few seconds, and then plummets. Right to the bottom of the shaft. It appears to be a horrific, 
random tragedy. But then, on Tuesday, it happens again, in a different Manhattan skyscraper. And when 
Wednesday brings yet another high-rise catastrophe, one of the most vertical cities in the world - and 
the nation’s capital of media, finance, and entertainment - is plunged into chaos. Clearly, this is anything 
but random... 

220 n HHHHH

RESURRECTION KEY
MCDERMOTT, ANDY
9781472236920     H     HEADLINE 
£20.99     Published 19/09/19
World-famous archaeologist Nina Wilde and her husband, ex-SAS solder Eddie Chase, think they have 
left their days of dangerous adventures behind. At home with desk jobs and daily routines, they are just 
like any other family. However, when an ancient and astonishing civilisation buried deep in the Antarctic 
ice is woken, Nina and Eddie must confront the gravest threat they’ve ever faced. Travelling from New 
York to New Zealand, from the cities of Europe to the outback of Australia, they must try to understand 
the formidable power that has been unleashed. 

221 n HHHHH

DEATH IN FOCUS
PERRY, ANNE
9781472257277     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
It is 1933 and Europe is a place of increasing fear and violence. Young British photographer Elena 
Standish is on assignment in Amalfi when she meets Ian Newton, a charming Englishman with whom 
she falls in love. But what does she really know about him? Accompanying him on a train across Italy 
to Paris, she finds him critically stabbed and dying. He tells her he is a member of Britain’s Secret 
Service, on his way to Berlin to warn MI6 so that they can foil a plot to assassinate one of Hitler’s vilest 
henchmen and blame Britain for it, thus causing a devastating diplomatic crisis. 

222 n HHHHH

KNIFE TO THE HEART
NADEL, BARBARA
9781472254597     P     HEADLINE 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
When historian Suzan Tan is asked to examine the contents of a derelict villa on the Bosphorus, she is 
intrigued to discover a Ouija board among the artefacts. Forty years ago, a young girl was found with a knife in 
her heart in this villa. It is said that before her death this very Ouija board spelled out her name. The verdict was 
suicide - but what if it was a brutal act of murder and her killer was still walking free? Suzan asks Ikmen to solve 
the case, and despite his reluctance to get involved, he soon finds himself drawn into the mystery. 

223 n HHHH

DEATH SENTENCES
PENZLER, OTTO (ED)
9781789545326     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Stories of Deathly Books, Murderous Booksellers and Lethal Literature. Sigmund Freud deals with an 
unwelcome visitor; Columbo confronts a murderous bookseller; a Mexican cartel kingpin with a fatal weakness 
for rare books; deadly secrets deep in the London Library. Here are 15 short stories to die for from the world’s 
best crime writers. With an introduction from Ian Rankin, the book includes original, specially commissioned 
stories about deadly books from Jeffery Deaver, Andrew Taylor, Laura Lippman, C J Box, Anne Perry, Ken 
Buren, Thomas H Cook, Micky Spillaine and Max Adam Collins, Nelson Demille and John Connolly. 

224 n HHHH

BAD PLACE
HILL, M K
9781788548267     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
First in a new thriller series. The newspapers called it The Bad Place. A remote farm out of the Thames estuary, 
where six children were aducted. Five escaped alive. 20 years later, now adults, the five meet up annually to 
hold a candlelit vigil for their friend who died. The only rule is that no-one can talk about what happened the night 
they escaped. But at this year’s event, one of them witnesses a kidnapping. A young girl, Sammi, is bundled into 
a van. Is history repeating itself? Or is someone sending them a twisted message? DI Sasha Dawson, of Essex 
Police, is certain that the key to finding Sammi lies in finding out the truth about The Bad Place. 

225 n HHHHH

ROBERT LUDLUMS THE TREADSTONE RESURRECTN
HOOD, JOSHUA
9781789546453     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 17/09/19
Operation Treadstone has nearly ruined Adam Hayes. The top-secret CIA Black Ops program trained 
him to be a nearly invincible assassin, but it also cost him his family and any chance at a normal life. 
Which is why he was determined to get out. Working as a cabinet-maker in rural Oregon, Adam thinks 
he has left Treadstone in the past, until he receives a mysterious email from a former colleague, 
and soon after is attacked by an unknown hit team at his job site. Adam must regain the skills that 
Treadstone taught him - lightning reflexes and a cold conscience - in order to discover who the would-
be killers are, and why they have come after him now. 

226 n HHHHH

BEGGING TO DIE
MASTERTON, GRAHAM
9781784976491     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
DCI Katie Maguire, Ireland’s most fearless detective, hunts a chilling killer on the streets of Cork. A 
young girl is found wandering the city alone. Who is she? And why is someone killing beggars on the 
streets? But while she fights for justice for the homeless, Katie’s fiance Conor has his own crusade: 
against illegal puppy farming. A hugely lucrative black market run by terrifying gangs, it is a huge 
scandal in Ireland. Soon their freedom, their marriage, and even their lives are in danger... 

227 n HHHH

WITCHFINDER
WILLIAMS, ANDREW
9781473631755     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19
London 1963. The Beatles, Carnaby Street, mini-skirts. But the new mood hasn’t reached the drab and 
fearful corridors of MI5 and MI6. Many agents joined the secret service to fight the Nazis. Now they are 
locked in a Cold War against the Russians. And some of them are traitors. The service has been shaken 
to its core by the high-profile defections of Cambridge educated spies Burgess, MacLean and now Philby. 
Appalled at such flagrant breaches of British security, the Americans are demanding a rigorous review. 
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228 n HHHHH

INSTITUTE
KING, STEPHEN
9781529355390     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19
Combining the suspense of ‘The Outsider’ with the childhood camaraderie in ‘It’, ‘The Institute’ is a powerful 
new novel from Stephen King, destined to become the No.1 blockbuster of Autumn 2019. Deep in the woods of 
Maine, a dark state facility has incarcerated kids abducted from across the US, in an attempt to combine their 
exceptional gifts - telekinesis, telepathy - for concentrated effect. Luke Ellis is the latest recruit. He’s just a regular 
12-year-old, except he’s super-smart. And he has another gift which the Institute wants to use... Far away in a 
small town in South Carolina, former cop Tim Jamieson is about to take on the biggest case of his career. 

229 n HHHHH

MISSING PERSON
LOTZ, SARAH
9781473624627     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Missing-linc.com comprises a group of misfit sleuths scattered across the States. Their macabre passion is 
giving names to the unidentified dead. When Ellie Caine starts investigating the corpse known as the Boy in 
the Dress, the Boy’s killer decides to join the group. The closer they get to the truth, the closer he will get to 
them. The Boy was Teddy Ryan. He was meant to have been killed in a car crash in the west of Ireland in 
1989. Only he wasn’t. There is no grave in Galway and Teddy was writing letters from New York a year after 
he supposedly died. But one night he met a man in a Minnesota bar and vanished off the face of the earth. 

230 n HHHHH

PARANOID
JACKSON, LISA
9781529311051     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.99     Published 19/09/19
Twenty years ago, Rachel Gaston accidently shot and killed her brother in a teenage game that went horribly 
wrong. Today, Rachel is moving on and trying to put the guilt of what happened behind her. But then she 
receives a text on the anniversary of her brother’s death: I forgive you. This text is the first of many, all seemingly 
from beyond the grave, and at the same time she is receiving midnight phone calls from a blocked number. Are 
these happenings malicious? Are they genuinely forgiving? Is she in danger? Or is Rachel just being paranoid? 

231 n HHHHH

MANY RIVERS TO CROSS
ROBINSON, PETER
9781444787047     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
A young Middle Eastern boy is dead - his body stuffed in a wheelie bin on the East Side Estate. Detective 
Superintendent Banks and his team are called to investigate this case whose profile increases even further when 
they realise he was stabbed elsewhere and dumped. Who is the boy, and where did he come from? Then a 
heroin addict is found dead of an overdose in an area of town scheduled for redevelopment as a shopping centre, 
and, while trying not to be distracted by his concern for his friend Zelda’s increasingly dangerous situation as she 
works on her own to track down an old enemy, Banks discovers a connection with a shady property developer. 

232 n HHHHH

RECONSTRUCTION
HERRON, MICK
9781473647084     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
What should have been a simple pick-up turns into a day-long nightmare for Bad Sam Chapman. When 
an operational catastrophe puts a gun in the hands of a young man, who then breaks into South Oxford 
Nursery School and takes a group of hostages, teacher Louise Kennedy fears the worst. But Jaime 
Segura isn’t there on a homicidal mission, and he’s just as scared as those whose lives he holds as 
collateral. As an armed police presence builds outside the school’s gates, Bad Sam Chapman - head of 
the intelligence service’s internal security force, the Dogs - battles the clock to find out what Jaime is after. 

233 n HHHHH

SHE LIES IN THE VINES
STEVENSON, BENJAMIN
9781529353280     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Four years ago Eliza Dacey was brutally murdered. Within hours, her killer was caught. Wasn’t he? So 
reads the opening titles of Jack Quick’s new true-crime documentary. A skilled producer, Jack knows that 
the bigger the conspiracy, the higher the ratings. Curtis Wade, convicted of Eliza’s murder on circumstantial 
evidence and victim of a biased police force, is the perfect subject. Millions of viewers agree. Just before the 
finale, Jack uncovers a minor detail that may prove Curtis guilty after all. Convinced it will ruin his show, Jack 
disposes of the evidence and delivers the finale unedited: proposing that Curtis is innocent. 

234 n HHHHH

RED STRIKE
RYAN, CHRIS
9781444784121     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
The Kremlin does not forget. Six years ago, high-ranking Russian foreign intelligence officer Nikolai Volkov fled 
the country, accused of selling state secrets to MI6. Defecting to the UK, Volkov went into hiding. The Kremlin 
does not forgive. Nine weeks ago, Volkov was found slumped on a park bench in Swindon, poisoned with 
a lethal nerve agent - the victim of a botched assassination attempt. The Kremlin will always find you. Now 
Volkov is missing, kidnapped from a remote safe house by a Russian snatch squad. With nowhere to run, 
Volkov faces the ultimate choice: work with his sworn enemies, or face the wrath of the motherland... 

235 n HHHH

BETRAY HER
ENGLAND, CAROLINE
9780349422794     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 24/09/19
Kate and Jo have been best friends since their first day of boarding school. After thirty years, they know each 
other inside out. Kate has it all: the country house, the handsome husband, the beautiful daughter. Jo has... 
nothing that she thought she would. Widowed and childless, she longs for the happy family she’d hoped for. 
Until Jo is offered everything she wants - but at a price. If you betray your best friend, who knows if they’ll still 
keep your darkest, most dangerous secrets. They might just use them to destroy you instead... 

236 n HHHH

NO PLACE TO DIE
BROADFOOT, NEIL
9781472127600     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£19.99     Published 12/09/19
Once a controversial venture capitalist, Charlston reinvented himself as a personal and business 
development guru after surviving an attempt to take his own life when a business deal went disastrously 
wrong. So when he decides to host a weekend retreat on the outskirts of Stirling for more than 300 
people, Connor Fraser is drafted in to cover the security for a man who is at once idolised as a saviour 
and hated as a ruthless asset stripper. For Connor, it’s an unwelcome assignment. He’s never had 
much time for salvation by soundbite, and Charlston’s notoriety is attracting the attention of reporter 
Donna Blake, who’s asking too many questions. 

237 n HHHHH

PRETTY GUILTY WOMEN
LAMANNA, GINA
9780751576696     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 24/09/19
You are cordially invited to the wedding of the year, at the famously luxurious Serenity Spa & Resort on the 
Californian coast... Ginger is an overworked, under-pampered mother of three who’s barely holding the 
family together when she learns a secret about her daughter that could ruin everything. Lulu is a wealthy 
retiree with four ex-husbands, and a fifth on the way. Emily harbours a dark secret, which she’s become 
expert at forgetting with the help of a bottle of wine. Kate is a powerhouse lawyer with her life in order - 
except for one little problem that won’t go away. Only twenty-four hours later a man is found murdered. 

238 n HHHHH

VENDETTA IN DEATH
ROBB, J D
9780349422039     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19
When a family man is tortured, killed and left in front of his family home for all the world to see, Eve Dallas 
knows she is on the hunt for a particularly dangerous killer. But death uncovers secrets and the killer 
leaves a note revealing the victim to be far from the family man he appears. As Eve scrambles to find out 
what she can to link victim and killer, another body is found. Another man with a dark and murky past. The 
race is on before the killer strikes again but Eve must wrestle with her demons and her conscience as she 
decides whether she really wants to protect men who probably deserve everything they get... 

239 n HHHHH

MITFORD SCANDAL
FELLOWES, JESSICA
9780751573947     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
The newly married and most beautiful of the Mitford sisters, Diana, hot-steps around Europe with her 
husband and fortune heir Bryan Guinness, accompanied by maid Louisa Cannon, as well as some of 
the most famous and glamorous luminaries of the era. But murder soon follows, and with it, a darkness 
grows in Diana’s heart... This wonderful new book in the bestselling The Mitford Murders series sees 
the Mitford sisters at a time of scandalous affairs, political upheaval and murder. 
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240 n HHHH

GHOSTS OF ALTONA
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472131010     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
As head of the Polizei Hamburg’s Murder Commission, Jan Fabel is used to dealing with the dead. But 
when a routine inquiry turns violent and takes him to the brink of his own death, he emerges a changed 
man. Fast forward two years, and Fabel’s first case at the Murder Commission comes back to haunt him. 
Monika Krone’s body is found at last, fifteen years after she went missing. Monika - ethereally beautiful, 
intelligent, cruel - was the centre of a group of students obsessed with the gothic. Fabel re-opens the 

241 n HHHH

LENNOX
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472130914     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
1953: the war may be over but the battle for the streets is just beginning. Three crime bosses control the 
murky streets, but a small-scale con is trying to invade their territory. The balance is shifting. Lennox, a hard 
man in a hard city at a hard time, finds himself caught in the middle - a dangerous place to be. One night, a 
body is discovered on the road, his head mashed to pulp, and Lennox is in the frame for murder. The only 
way of proving his innocence is to solve the crime - but he’ll have to dodge men more deadly than Glasgow’s 
crime bosses before he gets any answers. The first in this unique and memorable crime series. 

242 n HHHH

LONG GLASGOW KISS
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472130938     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
Glasgow in the 1950s - private investigator Lennox is keeping a low profile enjoying a secret fling 
with the daughter of shady bookie and greyhound breeder MacFarlane. When MacFarlane is found 
bludgeoned to death, Lennox is a suspect. Luckily, he has an alibi - he was in bed with the victim’s 
daughter. It turns out Macfarlane was into some seriously dodgy stuff. One of Glasgow’s notorious 
Three Kings, crime boss Willie Sneddon, is involved and he’s not a man Lennox wants to cross. But 
there’s an even bigger player lurking in the shadows and it looks like Lennox is going to get burnt. 

243 n HHHH

DEEP DARK SLEEP
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472130945     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
When human remains are recovered from the bottom of the River Clyde, tests reveal they’ve been there 
for eighteen years. Glasgow’s underworld is buzzing with the news that the dredged up bones belong 
to Gentleman Jo Strachan, the city’s most successful and ruthless armed robber. And Strachan’s 
daughters, Isa and Violet, want to hire Lennox to find out who has been sending them large sums of 
cash each year on the anniversary of Strachan’s most successful robbery. Despite his reservations, 
Lennox needs the money and takes the job... 

244 n HHHH

DEAD MEN & BROKEN HEARTS
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472130969     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
The fourth fantastic thriller featuring shady investigator Lennox as he stalks Glasgow’s tough streets. 
When a woman comes into Lennox’s office and hires him to follow her husband, whom she suspects of 
leading a double life, it seems the perfect case, straightforward, typical - if a little sordid but most of all 
legal. But as he begins to dig deeper, Lennox realises that this is no ordinary case of marital infidelity. 

245 n HHHH

QUIET DEATH OF THOMAS QUAID
RUSSELL, CRAIG
9781472130983     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
Lennox liked Quiet Tommy Quaid. Perhaps it’s odd for a private detective to like - even admire - a career 
thief, but he was the sort of man everyone liked. Amiable, easy-going, well-dressed, with no vices to 
speak of - aside from his drinking and womanising, practically virtues in 1950s Glasgow... And besides, 
in his many exploits, Quiet Tommy never once used violence. It was rumoured he got his nickname from 
the police - because whenever they caught him, which wasn’t often, he always came quietly. So probably 
even the police liked him, deep down. But when Tommy turns up dead, Lennox and the rest of Glasgow 
will find out how wrong they were. 

246 n HHHHH

BURIED GIRL
MONTANARI, RICHARD
9780751563887     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
When New York psychologist Will Hardy’s wife is killed, he and his teenage daughter Bernadette move into 
Godwin Hall, a dusty, shut-up mansion in the small town of Abbeville, Ohio. Meanwhile, Abbeville Chief of Police 
Ivy Holgrave is investigating the death of a local girl, convinced this may be only the latest in a long line of murders 
dating back decades - including her own long-missing sister. But what place does Will’s new home have in the 
story of the missing girls? And what links the killings to the diary of a young woman written over a century earlier? 

247 n HHHHH

MOSCOW OFFENSIVE
BROWN, DALE
9781472153449     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19
America’s first line of defence - Brad McLanahan and the heroes of the Iron Wolf Squadron - must counter a 
dangerous Russian strike from within the homeland in this tale from the New York Times master of the high-
tech military thriller, Dale Brown. On a remote island estate, a billionaire investor sells his air freight company 
to a mysterious new owner. The purchaser is none other than the President of Russia, Gennadiy Gryzlov. 
The Russians will use these private planes to secretly transport dangerous cargo into the United States. Inept 
American President Barbeau has failed to account for the Russian threat. But others have been more vigilant... 

248 n HHHHH

SCHOLAR
MCTIERNAN, DERVLA
9780751569339     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
When Detective Cormac Reilly’s girlfriend Emma stumbles across the victim of a hit and run early one 
morning, he is first on the scene of a murder that would otherwise never have been assigned to him. 
The dead girl is carrying an ID, that of Carline Darcy, heir apparent to Darcy Therapeutics, Ireland’s most 
successful pharmaceutical company. Darcy Therapeutics has a finger in every pie, from sponsoring 
university research facilities to funding political parties to philanthropy - it has funded Emma’s own ground-
breaking research. The investigation into Carline’s death promises to be high profile and high pressure. 

249 n HHHHH

SURGEONS HALL
THOMSON, E S
9781472126603     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Visiting the Great Exhibition to view the wax anatomical models of the famous but reclusive Dr Merlin 
Strangeway, Jem Flockhart and Will Quartermain find a severed arm, perfectly dissected and laid out 
amongst the exhibits. Assuming it to be a prank by medical students, they return it to Dr Strangeway, 
who works at Corvus Hall, a private anatomy school run by Dr James Crowe - one of Edinburgh’s most 
revered surgeons and teachers of anatomy. Jem’s persistence reveals that a body does indeed lie in 
the mortuary, minus its right arm. But the body has no provenance. More macabre still, its face has 
been dissected, making identification impossible. 

250 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOOD IN THE WATER
FLYNN, JACK
9781509832354     H 
MACMILLAN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

‘Blood in the Water’ is a gripping Boston thriller set on the icy waters of the Boston harbour, with international 
terrorism at its core and a family at its heart. Homeland Security agent, Kit Steel, is committed to avenge 
terrorism. And she’s after the blood of her nemesis, one of world’s most ruthless and dangerous criminals, 
Vincente Carpio. He has the blood of her husband and young son on his hands. Harbour Union chief, 
Cormack McConnell, has lived his life close to the wire above and below the law, and he controls everything 
that happens on Boston’s waterfront. Someone wants him out of the way, fast. Everyone has a game to play. 
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251 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CONFESSION
BURTON, JESSIE
9781509886142     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

One winter’s afternoon on Hampstead Heath in 1980, Elise Morceau meets Constance Holden and 
quickly falls under her spell. Connie is bold and alluring, a successful writer whose novel is being turned 
into a major Hollywood film. Elise follows Connie to LA, a city of strange dreams and swimming pools 
and late-night gatherings of glamorous people. But whilst Connie thrives on the heat and electricity 
of this new world where everyone is reaching for the stars and no one is telling the truth, Elise finds 
herself floundering, when she overhears a conversation at a party that turns everything on its head... 

252 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIFTH COLUMN
GROSS, ANDREW
9781509878420     H     MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
‘The Fifth Column’ is a thrilling novel about the only man who can thwart a Nazi sympathizer uprising 
in New York during the Second World War, from bestselling author Andrew Gross. A Man in Trouble: 
February 1939 and Europe is on the brink of war. Charles Mossman is in a bar in Hell’s Kitchen, 
New York, reeling from the loss of his job and his failing marriage, whilst outside thousands of Nazi 
sympathizers are attending a hate-spewing rally. As he confronts one, Charles makes a horrendous 
mistake with deadly consequences. A City of Secrets: Two years later, Charles is released from prison 
and tries to reunite with his family. 

253 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OTHER END OF THE LINE
CAMILLERI, ANDREA
9781529001815     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

In Inspector Montalbano’s coastal town of Vigata, a surge of migrants have been coming in by boat, and 
all the town’s hands are on deck to help the arrivals. At the heart of the scene are the police - on the 
lookout for the people smugglers responsible - and long night-shifts are rendering Inspector Montalbano 
and his officers exhausted. Then one night, while Montalbano is enduring yet another gruelling stint 
at the port, a separate crime is committed - unexplained, unexpected, and unpleasant. Elena, the 
dressmaker at the town’s famous tailors, has been found dead - slaughtered by her own scissors... 

254 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONG CALL
CLEEVES, ANN
9781509889563     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

In North Devon, where the rivers Taw and Torridge converge and run into the sea, Detective Matthew 
Venn stands outside the church as his father’s funeral takes place. The day Matthew turned his back 
on the strict evangelical community in which he grew up, he lost his family too. Now he’s back, not just 
to mourn his father at a distance, but to take charge of his first major case in the Two Rivers region; 
a complex place not quite as idyllic as tourists suppose. A body has been found on the beach near to 
Matthew’s new home: a man with the tattoo of an albatross on his neck, stabbed to death. Ann Cleeves 
returns with the first in a brand new series. 

255 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOVE DETECTIVE NEXT 
LEVEL
DYSON, ANGELA
9781838590574     P 
MATADOR 
£9.99     Published 26/09/19

Note to self: Do not screw this up. When Clarry Pennhaligan, rookie private detective and unlikely 
heroine, takes on her second case, she is determined to master the art of smart. All she has been 
asked to do is to infiltrate a group of women who share a rather unusual way of spending their spare 
time. Shouldn’t be too demanding, she thinks, nothing to it. But, after her first clumsy steps reveal 
secrets that may best be kept hidden, her investigation gains momentum and events take a bizarre and 
sinister turn. Out of her depth and working above her paygrade, Clarry soon faces a very real danger. 
Things just got Next Level. 

256 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FADE TO GREY
LINCOLN, JOHN
9780857302915     P 
NO EXIT PRESS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

Meet Gethin Grey, crusading hero with problems of his own. His Last Resort Legals investigates 
miscarriages of justice in and around Cardiff; on the side he gambles and struggles with a creaking 
marriage. Izma M was sent down for the brutal murder of Hannah Gold. In jail, he penned an acclaimed 
autobiography and attracted supporters convinced of his innocence; the charismatic Amelia Laverne 
among them. Gethin is less convinced but he needs the money so when Amelia offers to fund an 
investigation to prove Izma’s innocence, he takes on the case. The stakes prove chillingly higher than 
Gethin ever imagined and Amelia shows herself to be a force of nature. 
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257 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TWELVE STRANGE DAYS OF CHRISTMAS
MOORE, SYD
9781786076809     P     ONE WORLD 
£6.99     Published 26/09/19
Christmas is around the corner... so too are all manner of spooky apparitions at the Essex Witch 
Museum. Feisty Rosie Strange can’t seem to catch a break. The past always seems to come knocking 
in Adders Fork, forcing her and partner Sam Stone to investigate. In this collection of twelve short 
stories, Rosie and Sam are seen to do battle with all manner of creepy ghosts. 

258 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IN THE ABSENCE OF 
MIRACLES
MALONE, MICHAEL J
9781912374793     P 
ORENDA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

A young man discovers a family secret that turns his world upside down in this dark, emotive, shocking 
psychological thriller by No 1 bestselling author Michael J Malone. John Docherty’s mother has 
just been taken into a nursing home following a massive stroke and she’s unlikely to be able to live 
independently again. With no other option than to sell the family home, John sets about packing up 
everything in the house. In sifting through the detritus of his family’s past he’s forced to revisit, and 
revise his childhood. For in a box, in the attic, he finds undeniable truth that he had a brother who 
disappeared when he himself was only a toddler... 

259 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOOD SONG
GUSTAWSSON, JOHANA
9781912374816     P 
ORENDA BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

Spain, 1938: The country is wracked by civil war, and as Valencia falls to Franco’s brutal dictatorship, 
Republican Therese witnesses the murders of her family. Captured and sent to the notorious Las 
Ventas women’s prison, Therese gives birth to a daughter who is forcibly taken from her. Falkenberg, 
Sweden, 2016: A wealthy family is found savagely murdered in their luxurious home... In this sequel to 
the international bestseller ‘Keeper’, and next in the award-winning Roy and Castells series, the duo 
unravels a case that takes them from Franco’s Spain to the corrupt fertility clinics of Sweden, on the 
hunt for a prolific killer. 

260 n HHHH

POISON INK
BELSHAM, ALISON
9781409182665     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
He leaves his victims fighting for life, and with the mark of death... After old remains resurface in a 
heatwave, a young woman is attacked and left fighting for her life in hospital. 24 hours later she dies 
and a deadly tattoo is discovered on her body. When another young woman disappears, Detective 
Francis Sullivan and his team fear a serial killer walks the streets of Brighton. His team identify a 
suspect, Alex Mullins, son of his lover, Marni. Can Francis forget their shared past and save the next 
victim before it is too late? 

261 n HHHHH

SHADOW ON THE LENS
HURCOM, SAM
9781409189855     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
1904. Thomas Bexley, one of the first forensic photographers, is called to the sleepy and remote Welsh 
village of Dinas Powys, several miles down the coast from the thriving port of Cardiff. A young girl by the 
name of Betsan Tilny has been found murdered in the woodland - her body bound and horribly burnt. 
But the crime scene appears to have been staged, and worse still: the locals are reluctant to help. As 
the strange case unfolds, Thomas senses a growing presence watching him, and try as he may, the 
villagers seem intent on keeping their secret. 

262 n HHHHH

ENDGAME
COLE, DANIEL
9781409168843     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
When retired police officer Finlay Shaw is found dead in a locked room, everyone thinks it’s suicide. 
But disgraced detective William ‘Wolf’ Fawkes isn’t so sure. Together with his former partner Detective 
Emily Baxter and private detective Edmunds, Wolf’s team begin to dig into Shaw’s early days on the 
beat. Was Shaw as innocent as he seemed? Or is there more to his past than he’d ever let on? But not 
everyone wants Wolf back - and as his investigation draws him ever deeper into police corruption, it will 
not only be his career on the line - but the lives of those he holds closest as well... 

263 n HHHHH

DEGREES OF GUILT
CHANDLER, H S
9781409178217     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Maria is on trial for attempted murder. She has confessed to the crime and wanted her husband dead. 
Lottie is on the jury, trying to decide her fate. She embarks on an illicit affair with a stranger, and her 
husband can never find out. You will think you know who is guilty and who is innocent. You will be 
wrong. A gripping, sexy and twisty novel for readers who devoured ‘Anatomy of a Scandal’, ‘Apple Tree 
Yard’ and ‘He Said/She Said’. 

264 n HHHHH

DISAPPEARANCE
WEBB, KATHERINE
9781409148623     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
What was hidden will be revealed... When Frances’ best friend Bronwyn disappeared over twenty years ago, her 
body was never found. The mystery over what happened has cast a shadow over Frances’ life ever since. Now, 
it’s 1942 and bombs are raining down on Bath. In the chaos a little boy - Davy Noyle - goes missing. Frances was 
meant to be looking after him and she is tortured by guilt at his disappearance. Where has he gone, and could he 
possibly have survived? But bombs conceal, and they reveal - and as the dust settles, a body is disturbed from its 
hiding place. What happened all those years ago? And can Frances put the wrongs of the past right again...? 

265 n HHHHH

LAKE CHILD
ASHDOWN, ISABEL
9781409178927     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Set in a remote valley town in the heart of Norway’s ancient fjords, ‘Lake Child’ centres on the mystery of 
a young Norwegian woman, Eva Olsen, as she wakes after an accident and finds herself confined to the 
attic room of her family’s forest home. When 17-year-old Eva gains consciousness, injured and robbed 
of her most recent memories, she trusts her parents’ advice that she must remain in her attic bedroom 
while she recuperates. But when Eva decides the time has come to break free of her incarceration, she 
discovers a world of secrets and lies, and a journey to discover her true identity begins. 

266 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EARTHQUAKE BIRD
JONES, SUSANNA
9781529026269     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
‘Early this morning, several hours before my arrest, I was woken by an earth tremor. I mention the 
incident not to suggest that there was a connection... for in Tokyo we have a quake like this every 
month. I am simply relating the sequence of events as it happened. It has been an unusual day and I 
would hate to forget anything...’ So begins ‘The Earthquake Bird’, a haunting novel set in Japan which 
reveals a murder on its first page and takes its readers into the mind of the chief suspect, Lucy Fly - a 
young, vunerable English girl living and working in Tokyo as a translator. 
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267 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BRUTAL
HELLER, MANDASUE
9781447288428     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Frank Peters’ peaceful life on his farm in the isolated Yorkshire Moors comes to an abrupt end when his 
beloved wife, Maureen, dies. Depressed when his daughter emigrates to Australia two weeks after the 
funeral, and that his son rarely visits or calls, Frank believes he is destined to a bleak and lonely future. 
Then one night, he finds a badly injured young woman at the back of his house, and he’s shocked when 
Irena reveals that she was brought into the country by a man who then imprisoned her and forced her 
into prostitution... A gritty thriller from the Sunday Times bestselling author of ‘Run’, Mandasue Heller. 

268 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FAVOURITE SISTER
KNOLL, JESSICA
9781509839971     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
From the author of the bestselling debut novel of 2015 ‘Luckiest Girl Alive’, comes Jessica Knoll’s new thriller, 
featuring a pair of uber-successful sisters whose secrets and lies result in murder. Brett and Kelly Courtney are 
shining jewels in a New York-based reality TV show called Goal Diggers. Vicious backstabbing, scathing social 
media attacks and finely-tuned scripting draw in the viewing public every week, all orchestrated by the show’s 
omnipotent producers. But even they don’t know that season 4 will end in murder... 

269 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I THOUGHT I KNEW YOU
HANCOCK, PENNY
9781509867875     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Who do you know better? Your oldest friend? Or your child? And who should you believe when one 
accuses the other of an abhorrent crime? Jules and Holly have been best friends since university. They 
tell each other everything, trading revelations and confessions, and sharing both the big moments and 
small details of their lives. And their two children - just three years apart - have grown up together. 
So when Jules’s daughter Saffie makes a rape allegation against Holly’s son Saul, neither woman is 
prepared for the devastating impact this will have on their friendship or their families. 

270 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PANDEMIC
COOK, ROBIN
9781509892952     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
In New York City, an unidentified, healthy woman is struck down by a sudden respiratory illness on the 
subway as opportunist thieves snatch her phone and backpack. By the time she’s rushed to hospital, 
she’s dead. When she arrives on forensic pathologist Dr Jack Stapleton’s autopsy table, he fears that 
she could be the first in a severe outbreak of a deadly virus similar to the 1918 influenza pandemic, 
and works in overdrive for a diagnosis. As the inconclusive tests come back, he urges chief medical 
examiner, Dr Montgomery to sound the alarm - but Montgomery refuses, fearing it would trigger 
widespread panic... Robin Cook’s explosive new medical thriller. 

271 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROOT OF EVIL
NESSER, HAKAN
9781509809394     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The second of Hakan Nesser’s Inspector Barbarotti quintet. July 2007. A letter arrives on Inspector 
Barbarotti’s doorstep detailing a murder that is about to take place in his own quiet Swedish town. By 
the time the police track down the subject of the letter, he is already dead. So when a second letter 
arrives, then a third, and a fourth, it’s a game of cat and mouse to stop the killer before he can make 
good on his promises. Then, an anonymous diary is unearthed telling of incidents which happened on 
a holiday in France five years earlier - and it soon becomes clear that the people in the diary are those 
whose lives are now in the balance... 

272 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOMBLAND
SANSOM, C J
9781447284512     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

Spring, 1549. Two years after the death of Henry VIII, England is sliding into chaos... Matthew 
Shardlake has been working as a lawyer in the service of Henry’s younger daughter, the Lady 
Elizabeth. The gruesome murder of Edith Boleyn, the wife of John Boleyn - a distant Norfolk relation 
of Elizabeth’s mother - which could have political implications for Elizabeth, brings Shardlake and his 
assistant Nicholas Overton to the summer assizes at Norwich. There they are reunited with Shardlake’s 
former assistant Jack Barak and the three find layers of mystery and danger surrounding Edith’s death, 
as a second murder is committed... 

273 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHESTNUT MAN
SVEISTRUP, SOREN
9781405939768     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

The police make a terrible discovery in a suburb of Copenhagen. A young woman has been murdered 
with one hand missing. Above her hangs a small doll made of chestnuts. Young detective Naia Thulin 
is assigned the case. With her partner, Mark Hess, they soon discover a mysterious piece of evidence 
on the chestnut man - evidence connecting it to a girl who went missing a year earlier and is presumed 
dead, the daughter of politician Rosa Hartung. The man who confessed to her murder is behind bars. 
Soon afterwards, a second woman is found murdered, along with another chestnut man... It’s clear that 
the murderer is on a mission that is far from over... 

274 n HHHHH

GIFT FOR DYING
ARLIDGE, M J
9781405932509     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Adam Brandt is a forensic psychologist, used to dealing with the most damaged members of society. 
But he’s never met anyone like Kassie. The teenager claims to have a terrible gift. With just one look, 
she can foresee when and how you will die. Adam knows Kassie must be insane. But a serial killer is 
terrorising the city. And only Kassie seems to know who his next victim will be. Against all his intuition, 
Adam starts to believe her. But he doesn’t realise how deadly his faith might prove... 

275 n HHHHH

TITANIC SECRET
CUSSLER, CLIVE
9780241348932     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Isaac Bell returns for another thrilling mission in a new book from the grand master of adventure, Clive 
Cussler. No further details available at present. 
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276 n HHHH

SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY
CARRE, JOHN LE
9780241337196     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
West Germany in the 1960s is a simmering cauldron of radical protests. Amid the turmoil Leo Harting, 
a Second Secretary in the British Embassy, has gone missing - along with more than forty Confidential 
embassy files. Alan Turner of the Foreign Office must travel to Bonn to recover them. As he gets closer to 
the truth of Harting’s disappearance, he will discover that the face of Cold War Europe - and the attentions 
of the British Ministry itself - are far uglier that he could possibly have imagined. Le Carre’s searing Cold 
War novel creates a world where the lines between right and wrong, good and evil, are horribly blurred. 

277 n HHHHH

MAIGRET & THE WINE MERCHANT
SIMENON, GEORGES
9780241304280     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
For the first time, Penguin are publishing all 75 Maigret novels in authentic new translations, bringing 
the reader closer than ever to the gritty originals. When a wealthy wine merchant is shot and killed in 
Paris, Inspector Maigret must investigate a long list of family, colleagues and lovers to uncover just who 
could have committed the crime. Delving into the depths of the man’s personality, Maigret discovers 
that the victim may have made one too many enemies on his way to the top. 

278 n HHHHH

MISSING PERSON
MODIANO, PATRICK
9780241402184     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
One of the great modern French novels, ‘Missing Person’ won the Prix Goncourt in 1978. Guy Roland, a private 
detective in Paris, is trying to solve the mystery of his own past. His memories erased by amnesia, he has no 
idea where he is from, or even his real name. As he searches for clues through the city’s shadowy streets and 
smoky bars, latching on to strangers, accumulating mementoes, photographs, scraps and stories, he starts to 
piece together the events that brought him here, all leading back to the murky days of wartime occupation... 

279 n HHHHH

55
DELARGY, JAMES
9781471177552     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Wilbrook in Western Australia is a sleepy, remote town that sits on the edge of miles of unexplored wilderness. It 
is home to Police Sergeant Chandler Jenkins, who is proud to run the town’s small police station, a place used 
to dealing with domestic disputes and noise complaints. All that changes on a scorching day when an injured 
man stumbles into Chandler’s station. He’s covered in dried blood. His name is Gabriel. He tells Chandler what 
he remembers. He was drugged and driven to a cabin in the mountains and tied up in iron chains. The man who 
took him was called Heath. Heath told Gabriel he was going to be number 55. His 55th victim... 

280 n HHHHH

FLIGHT OF CORNELIA BLACKWOOD
WRIGHT, SUSAN ELLIOT
9781471183423     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Cornelia Blackwood lives a quiet life. She has no friends, no children. When she goes to the corner shop to buy 
milk, people whisper behind her back. Her one constant, her rock, is her husband. But when he doesn’t come 
home from a work conference, she is left alone to try to pick up the pieces. And before long, the secret her 
husband has hidden from her for all those years is laid bare. The one thing she longs for most is the one thing 
he kept from her. And now she can think of nothing else. Everyone knows what Cornelia did all those years 
ago. But no one knows what she will do next... From the author of the bestselling ‘The Things We Never Said’. 

281 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
YELLOWTHREAD STREET
MARSHALL, WILLIAM
9781911440963     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Yellowthread Street is the sort of place that breeds more crime than any cops can handle. Among the 
gangsters and the goldsmiths of Hong Bay, Chief Inspector Feiffer and his police department had their hands 
full... tourist troubles, a US sailor turned stick-up artist, and the jealous Chinese husband who solved his marital 
difficulties with an axe. Then the Mongolian with a Kukri brought an extra touch of terror to the district... In 
William Marshall’s classic series, the characterful cops of Yellowthread Street wage an everlasting war against 
violent crime in the back alleys of old Hong Kong - often tragic and always surreally comic. 

282 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HATCHET MAN
MARSHALL, WILLIAM
9781911440970     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Postman Lawrence Shang was watching a film called The Axeman of Shanghai when his life abruptly 
ended. Carpet trader Edward Peng was enjoying The Last Picture Show. Death in both cases was 
instantaneous, caused by a small calibre handgun used at a range of two feet. With their deaths begins 
a series of apparently motiveless murders in one cinema after another across the Hong Bay district of 
Hong Kong - and a nightmarish investigation for Harry Feiffer, Detective Chief Inspector, Royal Hong 
Kong Police Force, and his staff at the Yellowthread Police Station. 

283 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GELIGNITE
MARSHALL, WILLIAM
9781911440987     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
In the seamy Hong Bay district of Hong Kong, crimes of every shape and size were commonplace, 
but not letter bombs. Not till Mr Keung and Mr Ramaswamy were successively spread bloodily over 
the office walls. When Detective Inspector Spencer narrowly escaped becoming victim number 3, the 
Yellowthread Street police were grimly determined to track down the culprit - before the Special Branch 
got to him. But unless they could find the link between the neatly timed warning letters, the ghosts in the 
Chinese graveyard and the strange mission of Mr Conway Kan the millionaire, the killer would go free... 

284 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THIN AIR
MARSHALL, WILLIAM
9781911440994     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A planeful of passengers dead from cyanide poisoning. Twelve bodies riddled with bullets in the sewers 
of Hong Kong. And one evil genius who outwits the cops at every turn... The voice on the phone is 
calm - and vicious. His threat: a continued escalation of terrorism until his blackmailing demands are 
met. For Chief Harry Feiffer and his crew at the Yellowthread Street Police Station in the most notorious 
section of Hong Kong, that is only the beginning of the nightmare. As the city is paralyzed with fear, and 
tempers within the police department reach breaking point, Feiffer is thrust into the spotlight - as the 
prime suspect! 

285 n HHHH

SILENT WAR
NORMAN, ANDREAS
9781784293628     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
As the head of Swedish Intelligence in Brussels, Bente Jensen has many enemies, even among those 
who ought to be her allies, like Jonathan Green of MI6. In a city heaving with competing espionage 
agencies he is the person she fears and distrusts most. She has good reason. They share a past. 
Green has been part of an MI6 conspiracy to hold, interrogate, torture and kill its political prisoners in 
a safe house in Syria. This explosive information has been leaked to Bente by a conscience-stricken 
British operative. When it is clear she can expose this operation, MI6 uses its full arsenal of dirty tricks 
to shame and disgrace her. 

286 n HHHHH

ONE MORE LIE
LLOYD, AMY
9781787460829     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
A thrilling new novel of psychological suspense from the award-winning, internationally bestselling 
author of ‘The Innocent Wife’. Charlotte wants to start fresh. She wants to forget her past, forget prison, 
and, most of all, forget Sean. But old habits die hard. Despite the ankle monitor she must wear as part 
of her parole agreement and frequent visits to her therapist, she soon finds herself sliding back towards 
the type of behaviour that sent her to prison in the first place. The further down that path she goes, 
however, the closer she gets to the crime that put her in prison all those years ago. And then, one day, 
Sean tracks her down... 
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287 n HHHHH

REVENGE
PATTERSON, JAMES
9781787461352     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Former SAS soldier David Shelley was part of the most covert operations team in the special forces, 
along with the woman he went on to marry. Now settling down to civilian life in London, they plan to set 
up a private security company and enjoy a safer and more stable existence. But the death of a young 
woman Shelley once helped protect puts those plans on hold. The police rule the death a suicide but 
the grieving parents can’t accept their beloved daughter would take her own life. When the parents 
discover that their daughter had fallen into a dark and seedy world of drugs and online pornography, the 
father demands retribution against those responsible. 

288 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SECOND SLEEP
HARRIS, ROBERT
9781786331373     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

1468. A young priest, Christopher Fairfax, arrives in a remote Exmoor village to conduct the funeral of 
his predecessor. The land around is strewn with ancient artefacts - coins, fragments of glass, human 
bones - which the old parson used to collect. Did his obsession with the past lead to his death? Fairfax 
becomes determined to discover the truth. Over the course of the next six days, everything he believes 
- about himself, his faith and the history of his world - will be tested to destruction. 

289 n HHHHH

SECRETS WE KEPT
PRESCOTT, LARA
9781786331663     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
1956. A celebrated Russian author is writing a book, Doctor Zhivago, which could spark dissent in the Soviet 
Union. The Soviets, afraid of its subversive power, ban it. But in the rest of the world it’s fast becoming a 
sensation. The CIA plans to use the book to tip the Cold War in its favour. Their agents are not the usual spies, 
however. Two typists - the charming, experienced Sally and the talented novice Irina - are charged with the 
mission to smuggle Doctor Zhivago back into Russia by any means necessary. It will not be easy. There are 
people willing to die for this book. But they cannot fail - as this book has the power to change history. 

290 n HHHHH

UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN
LEON, DONNA
9781787463196     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
As a favour to his father-in-law, the Count Falierk, Commissario Brunetti agrees to look into the seemingly 
innocent wish of the Count’s best friend, the elderly and childless Gonzalo, to adopt a younger man as his son. 
And this man would become the sole heir to Gonzalo’s substantial fortune. Not long after Brunetti meets with 
Gonzalo, the man unexpectedly passes away. Old and frail, Gonzalo’s death goes unquestioned. But when Berta, 
one of Gonzalo’s closest confidantes, is strangled in her hotel room, Brunetti is drawn into long-buried secrets 
from Gonzalo’s past. What did Berta know? And who would go to such lengths to ensure it would remain hidden? 

291 n HHHHH

GONE BY MIDNIGHT
FOX, CANDICE
9781787462052     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
The third Crimson Lake novel featuring former detective Ted Conkaffey and Private Investigator Amanda 
Pharrell. Crimson Lake is where bad people come to disappear - and where eight year-old boys vanish into 
thin air... On the fifth floor of the White Caps Hotel, four young friends are left alone while their parents dine 
downstairs. But when Sara Farrow checks on the children at midnight, her son is missing. The boys swear they 
stayed in their room, and CCTV confirms Richie has not left the building. Despite a thorough search, no trace 
of the child is found. Distrustful of the police, Sara turns to Crimson Lake’s unlikeliest private investigators... 

292 n HHHHH

KILLER INSTINCT
PATTERSON, JAMES
9781780899404     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
The brilliant professor Dylan Reinhart is back, in this sensational sequel to bestselling thriller writer 
James Patterson’s ‘Murder Games’. An unconventional alliance between the cops and the brilliant 
Professor Dylan Reinhart once helped take a serial killer off the streets of Manhattan. Now, the police 
are facing another impossible case that’s wreaking havoc in the city. And only Professor Reinhart can 
connect the clues. 

293 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DYING BREATH
STAUB, WENDY CORSI
9780786044542     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£6.99     Published 24/09/19
New York Times bestselling author Wendy Corsi Staub’s ‘Dying Breath’ is repackaged and republished 
for those readers who might have missed it the first time around! It’s summer on the Jersey Shore. 
Children play on the beach. Husbands are off working in the city. And the surf echoes in the night. Here, 
in this perfect place, a serial killer has no worries in the world - except choosing the next victim... 

294 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHRISTMAS CAKE MURDER
FLUKE, JOANNE
9781617732348     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£6.99     Published 24/09/19
Queen of culinary capers, Joanne Fluke, cooks up the most delicious gift of all: a recipe-filled holiday 
mystery prequel to the beloved Hannah Swensen Mystery series! Readers will devour this story, as 
it brings them back to when it all began, during Christmas season many years ago, when a young 
Hannah was preparing to open The Cookie Jar and investigating her first murder... 

295 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PLUM PUDDING MURDER
FLUKE, JOANNE
9781496724731     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£10.99     Published 24/09/19
New York Times bestselling author Joanne Fluke returns with a repackaged and reissued trade 
paperback edition of an earlier Hannah Swensen Mystery, along with more delectable recipes! The 
yuletide season in Lake Eden, Minnesota, guarantees a white Christmas, delectable holiday goodies 
from Hannah Swensen’s bakery, The Cookie Jar - and murder... 

296 n HHHHH

WOLVES OF LENINSKY PROSPEKT
ARMSTRONG, SARAH
9781912240715     P     SANDSTONE PRESS LTD 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
The first in The Moscow Wolves series of spy thrillers. It’s 1973 and Martha has been sent down from 
Cambridge for distributing left-wing leaflets and doing no work. To escape parental disapproval, she 
marries her friend Kit, posted to Moscow by the diplomatic service. Kit is gay, so having a wife could 
keep him safe. In Moscow, Martha struggles to make sense of a difficult but fascinating new world. 
Who can she trust? Who can she even talk to? She takes Russian lessons, makes the wrong friends, 
becomes familiar with a strange and wonderful city, and unwittingly becomes a spy. 

297 n HHHH

THAT OLD BLACK MAGIC
UNSWORTH, CATHI
9781781257289     P     SERPENTS TAIL 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
April 1943: four boys playing in Hagley Woods, Worcestershire make a gruesome discovery. Inside an 
enormous elm tree, there is the body of a woman, her mouth stuffed with a length of cloth. As the case 
goes cold, mysterious graffiti starts going up across the Midlands: ‘Who put Bella in the Wych Elm?’ To 
Ross Spooner, a police officer working undercover for spiritualist magazine Two Worlds, the messages 
hold a sinister meaning. He’s been on the track of a German spy ring who have left a trail of black 
magic and mayhem across England, and this latest murder bears all the hallmarks of an ancient ritual. 
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298 n HHHHH

GUILTY NOT GUILTY
FRANCIS, FELIX
9781471173165     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Bill Russell is acting as a volunteer stewart at Warwick races when he confronts his worst nightmare 
- the violent death of his much-loved wife. But worse is to come when he is accused of killing her and 
hounded mercilessly by the media. His life begins to unravel completely as he loses his job and his 
home. Even his best friends turn against him, believing him guilty in spite of the lack of compelling 
evidence. Bill sets out to clear his name but finds that proving one’s innocence is not easy - one has to 
find the true culprit, and Bill believes he knows who it is. But can he prove it before he becomes another 
victim of the murderer? 

299 n HHHH

CHARLESGATE CONFIDENTIAL
DOVIAK, SCOTT VON
9781785657191     P     TITAN 
£7.99     Published 17/09/19
A breathtakingly clever, twist-filled narrative that moves from 1946 to 1988 to 2014 and back again, 
‘Charlesgate Confidential’ establishes Scott Van Doviak as a storyteller of the first order, and will leave 
you guessing until the very last page. 

300 n HHHH

MYCROFT & SHERLOCK
ABDUL-JABBAR, KAREEM
9781785659287     P     TITAN 
£8.99     Published 10/09/19
The young Mycroft Holmes is now a force to be reckoned with at the War Office, although his brother 
Sherlock continues to be a source of vexation. When a young boy dies of a suspected overdose at an 
orphanage, the two brothers - along with Mycroft’s closest friend Cyrus Douglas - are drawn into an 
investigation that will reveal nefarious dealings at the heights of the British establishment. 

301 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MYCROFT & SHERLOCK THE 
EMPTY BIRDCAGE
ABDUL-JABBAR, KAREEM
9781785659300     H 
TITAN 
£17.99     Published 24/09/19

It is 1873, and Mycroft Holmes is in service to the Crown once again. A distant relative of Queen 
Victoria has been slain by the Fire 411 killer, a serial murderer who leaves no mark upon his victims. 
Mycroft allows Sherlock to take the case, as he has been asked to find a missing person - the fiance of 
the woman he loves. As Sherlock travels the country on the hunt for a murderer, both he and Mycroft 
will discover that the greed of others is at the root of the evil they are trying to unearth... 

302 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SWALLOWS
LUTZ, LISA
9781785656279     P 
TITAN 
£7.99     Published 10/09/19

When Alexandra Witt arrives at Stonebridge Academy and insists on moving into a ramshackle cottage 
in the woods, curiosity among the student body and the staff skyrockets. Who is this young teacher 
who came here alone, dresses like the kids, and left her last school under a cloud of speculation? With 
its picturesque campus and classic uniforms, Stonebridge might look the part, but as Alex soon learns, 
it’s anything but old school. When she advises one of her new students to stand up for herself, the girl 
takes her advice a little too much to heart. Long-simmering tensions between the boys and girls boil 
over into a fight. And then total war. 

303 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAST NO SHADOW
NEWMAN, JULIE
9781912666508     P 
URBANE PUBLICATIONS LTD 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

Journalist Samantha comes across a little reported press story in India of an hotelier - Amit Joshi - 
accused of rape but exonerated when ‘he’ is revealed as a she. Samantha believes there is more to 
the story and begins to investigate, helped by colleague Gregory, whose brother Simon works for the 
British High Commission in Delhi. But as more pieces of the story come to light Simon is found brutally 
murdered. Gregory travels to India to find out what happened to his brother and he goes missing. 
With the authorities seemingly unable to help, Samantha heads to India to search for Gregory and to 
discover the truth behind Amit’s story and Simon’s murder. 

304 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NURSERY
MACKAY, ASIA
9781785765643     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Lex Tyler is trying to have it all. But being a working mother is so much more difficult when you’re a secret agent 
for an underground branch of the security services. Platform Eight have been tasked with tracking down and 
eliminating the traitor in MI6 who has been selling information to the highest bidder through a headhunting website 
for the criminal underworld, connecting intelligence operatives with all manner of bad people - with a simple right 
swipe. Deals get made. Secrets get sold. Missions fail, and agents die - and her home life isn’t much easier... 

305 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FALSE PROPHET
HAZEL, JAMES
9781785768019     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Some things are meant to be forgotten... What starts out like any other major libel trial for prolific lawyer 
Charlie Priest turns into a legal train wreck when the defence’s star witness turns up murdered. While 
the defence stalls for time, Priest is determined to find out who is responsible, but as the bodies begin 
to pile up, Priest realises that he’s caught in a web of deceit and corruption that protects a deadly 
secret: one that threatens to tear him and those he loves apart. 
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306 n HHHH

DEEP RIVER
MARLANTES, KARL
9781786498823     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
At the turn of the twentieth century, as the oppression of Russia’s imperial rule takes its toll on Finland, 
the three Koski siblings - Ilmari, Matti and the politicized young Aino - are forced to flee. They settle 
among a community of Finns in Deep River - a town on the western edges of the United States. The 
brothers face the excitement and danger of pioneering this frontier wilderness. But while they are 
climbing and felling trees one-hundred metres high, Aino is organizing the country’s fledgling labour 
movements. The Koskis strive to rebuild lives... 

307 n HHHH

LOST PAGES
PERICIC, MARIJA
9781760633356     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
It is 1908, and Max Brod is the rising star of Prague’s literary world. Everything he desires - fame, 
respect, love - is finally within his reach. But when a rival appears on the scene, Max discovers how 
quickly he can lose everything he has worked so hard to attain. He knows that the newcomer, Franz 
Kafka, has the power to eclipse him for good, and he must decide to what lengths he will go to hold 
onto his success. But there is more to Franz than meets the eye, and Max, too, has secrets that are 
darker than even he knows, secrets that may in the end destroy both of them. 

308 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MUSEUM OF BROKEN 
PROMISES
BUCHAN, ELIZABETH
9781786495280     H 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Paris, today. The Museum of Broken Promises is a place of wonder and sadness, hope and loss. 
Every object in the museum has been donated - a cake tin, a wedding veil, a baby’s shoe. And each 
represent a moment of grief or terrible betrayal. The museum is a place where people come to speak 
to the ghosts of the past and, sometimes, to lay them to rest. Laure, the owner and curator, has also 
hidden artefacts from her own painful youth amongst the objects on display... ‘The Museum of Broken 
Promises’ is a beautiful, evocative love-story and a heart-breaking exploration of some of the darkest 
moments in European history. 

309 n HHHH

THIS IS HAPPINESS
WILLIAMS, NIALL
9781526609335     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Change is coming to Faha, a small Irish parish that hasn’t changed in a thousand years. For one thing, 
the rain is stopping. Nobody remembers when it started; rain on the western seaboard is a condition of 
living. But now - just as Father Coffey proclaims the coming of the electricity - the rain clouds are lifting. 
17-year-old Noel Crowe is idling in the unexpected sunshine when Christy makes his first entrance 
into Faha, bringing secrets he needs to atone for. Though he can’t explain it, Noel knows right then: 
something has changed. The most enchanting novel you’ll read this year, from the acclaimed author of 
Man Booker-longlisted ‘History of the Rain’. 

310 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DUTCH HOUSE
PATCHETT, ANN
9781526614964     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£18.99     Published 24/09/19

Told with Ann Patchett’s inimitable blend of wit and heartbreak, ‘The Dutch House’ is a story of family, 
betrayal, love, responsibility and sacrifice; of the powerful bonds of place and time that magnetize and 
repel us for our whole lives, and the lives of those who survive us. 

311 n HHHH

RED BIRDS
HANIF, MOHAMMED
9781408897164     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An American pilot crash lands in the desert and takes refuge in the very camp he was supposed to 
bomb. Hallucinating palm trees and worrying about dehydrating to death isn’t what Major Ellie expected 
from this mission. Still, it’s an improvement on the constant squabbles with his wife back home. In the 
camp, teenager Momo’s money-making schemes are failing. His brother left for his first day at work and 
never returned, his parents are at each other’s throats, his dog is having a very bad day, and an aid 
worker has shown up wanting to research him for her book on the Teenage Muslim Mind. A powerful 
novel about war, family and love. 

312 n HHHH

LIEUTENANT
GRENVILLE, KATE
9781786896025     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
From the author of the Booker-shortlisted ‘The Secret River’ and winner of the Orange Prize, 
‘The Lieutenant’ is a story of unlikely friendship, a voyage across oceans and a journey towards 
understanding. In 1788 Daniel Rooke sets out on a journey that will change the course of his life. As a 
lieutenant in the First Fleet, he lands on the wild and unknown shores of New South Wales. There he 
sets up an observatory to chart the stars. But this country will prove far more revelatory than the skies 
above. 

313 n HHHH

SPARE ROOM
GARNER, HELEN
9781786896087     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
When Helen offers her spare room to her old friend Nicola, she has little idea of what lies ahead. 
Nicola has cancer and, sceptical of the medical establishment, is in the city for a course of alternative 
treatment. She is determined to deal with her illness in her own way, regardless of the advice that Helen 
can offer. In the weeks that follow, Nicola’s fight against cancer will turn not only her own life upside 
down but the lives of everyone around her. Told with humour and honesty, this unforgettable novel 
charts a friendship as it is tested in the face of death. 

314 n HHHHH

DORA A HEADCASE
YUKNAVITCH, LIDIA
9781786893321     P     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Ida has a secret: she is in love with her best friend. But any time she gets close to intimacy, Ida faints 
or loses her voice. She needs a shrink. Or so her philandering father thinks. Immediately wise to the 
head games of her new shrink, Siggy, Ida - and alter-ego Dora - hatch a plan to secretly film him. But 
when the film goes viral, Ida finds herself targeted by unethical hackers. ‘Dora: A Headcase’, from the 
internationally bestselling author of ‘The Book of Joan’, is a contemporary coming-of-age story based 
on Freud’s famous case study, retold and revamped through Dora’s point-of-view. 
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315 n HHHH

MATING HABITS OF STAGS
ROBINSON, RAY
9781785631382     P 
EYE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

Former farmhand Jake, now a widower in his seventies, goes on the run in the Yorkshire Dales after 
committing a crime. As he travels the countryside trying to avoid capture, we learn of the events of his 
past: the wife he loved and lost, their child that he knows cannot be his, and the deep-seated need for 
revenge that manifests itself in a moment of violence. ‘The Mating Habits of Stags’ reveals afresh the 
lyrical prose and mastery of character that distinguish Ray Robinson’s fiction. 

316 n HHHH

MEET ME IN COCKLEBERRY 
BAY
MAY, NICOLA
9781785631559     P 
EYE BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

The hilarious and heartwarming sequel to the runaway bestseller, ‘The Corner Shop in Cockleberry 
Bay’. Newly wed, and with her inherited corner shop successfully up and running, Rosa Smith seems 
to have all that anyone could wish for. But the course of true love never did run smooth and Rosa’s 
suspicions that her husband is having an affair have dire consequences. Reaching rock bottom before 
she can climb back up to the top, fragile Rosa is forced to face her fears, addiction and jealousy head 
on. 

317 n HHHH

LOSER
BERNHARD, THOMAS
9780571349975     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Mid-century Austria. Three aspiring concert pianists - Wertheimer, Glenn Gould, and the narrator - have 
dedicated their lives to achieving the status of a virtuoso. But one day, two of them overhear Gould 
playing Bach’s Goldberg Variations, and his incomparable genius instantly destroys them both... Written 
as a monologue in one remarkable unbroken paragraph, Bernhard’s dazzling meditation on failure, 
genius, and fame is a radical new reading experience: musical, paralysing, raging, and inimitable. 
Reissued with a new afterword by Leanne Shapton, it is Thomas Bernhard’s iconic portrait of creative 
obsession. 

318 n HHHH

WITTGENSTEINS NEPHEW A FRIENDSHIP
BERNHARD, THOMAS
9780571349982     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
It is 1967. Two men lie bedridden in separate wings of a Viennese hospital. The narrator, Thomas 
Bernhard, is stricken with a lung ailment; his friend Paul, nephew of Ludwig Wittgenstein, is suffering 
from one of his periodic bouts of madness. As their friendship quickens, these two eccentric men 
discover in each other an antidote to their feelings of despair in the unexpected strength of what they 
share - a spiritual symmetry forged by their love of music, black humour, disgust for bourgeois Vienna, 
and fear of mortality. Reissued with a new afterword by Ben Lerner. 

319 n HHHH

WOODCUTTERS
BERNHARD, THOMAS
9780571349999     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
An unnamed writer arrives at an ‘artistic dinner’ hosted by a composer and his society wife: a couple 
he once admired, but has now come to detest. They have been brought together by their friend Joana’s 
suicide, but the guest of honour, a famous actor from the Burgtheatre, is late. As the guests await his 
arrival, little do they know that they are being subjected to the narrator’s merciless scrutiny from his 
wing-backed throne, the targets of a tirade of epic, frenzied proportions. When the star finally arrives, 
he ushers in an explosive end to the evening that is impossible to see coming. A blistering European 
classic, reissued with a new afterword. 

320 n HHHHH

BELL JAR
PLATH, SYLVIA
9780571355068     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A reissue in a special hardback edition with a Liberty fabric cover from the year of the novel’s first 
publication (1963). Liberty fabric covered editions bring classics from the Faber backlist together with 
important modern titles, putting them in conversation and celebrating both the history and the future of 
Faber & Faber. Sylvia Plath’s groundbreaking semi-autobiographical novel offers an intimate, honest 
and often wrenching glimpse into mental illness. 

321 n HHHHH

MILKMAN
BURNS, ANNA
9780571355075     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A reissue in a special hardback edition with a Liberty fabric cover, created uniquely for Anna Burns, of 
this winner of the 2018 Man Booker Prize. Liberty fabric covered editions bring classics from the Faber 
backlist together with important modern titles, putting them in conversation and celebrating both the 
history and the future of Faber & Faber. ‘Milkman’ is a tale of gossip and hearsay, silence and deliberate 
deafness. It is the story of inaction with enormous consequences. 

322 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WALL
LANCHESTER, JOHN
9780571298730     P 
FABER & FABER 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Kavanagh begins his life patrolling the Wall. If he’s lucky, if nothing goes wrong, he only has two years 
of this, 729 more nights. The best thing that can happen is that he survives and gets off the Wall and 
never has to spend another day of his life anywhere near it. He longs for this to be over; longs to be 
somewhere else. He will soon find out what Defenders do and who the Others are. Along with the rest 
of his squad, he will endure cold and fear day after day, night after night. But somewhere, in the dark 
cave of his mind, he thinks: wouldn’t it be interesting if something did happen, if they came, if you had 
to fight for your life? 
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323 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL
O’BRIEN, EDNA
9780571341160     H 
FABER CHILDRENS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

‘I was a girl once, but not any more.’ So begins ‘Girl’, Edna O’Brien’s harrowing portrayal of the young 
women abducted by Boko Haram. Set in the deep countryside of northeast Nigeria, this is a brutal story 
of incarceration, horror, and hunger; a hair-raising escape into the manifold terrors of the forest; and a 
descent into the labyrinthine bureaucracy and hostility awaiting a victim who returns home with a child 
blighted by enemy blood. From one of the century’s greatest living authors, ‘Girl’ is an unforgettable 
story of one victim’s astonishing survival, and her unflinching faith in the redemption of the human heart. 

324 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FALLEN
ALVAREZ, CARLOS M
9781910695951     P     FITZCARRALDO EDITIONS 
£10.99     Published 04/09/19
In meticulously charting the disintegration of a family, ‘The Fallen’ offers a poignant reflection on 
contemporary Cuba and the clash of the ardent idealism of the old guard with the jaded pragmatism 
of the young. Diego, the son, is disillusioned and bitter about the limited freedoms his country offers 
him. Mariana, the mother, is unwell and forced to relinquish her control over the home to her daughter, 
Maria, who has left school and is working as a chambermaid in one of the state-owned tourist hotels. 
The father, Armando, is a committed revolutionary who is sickened by the corruption he perceives all 
around him. 

325 n HHHHH

FAMILY SECRET
BUCHANAN, TRACY
9780008264680     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Since Amber lost her child ten years ago, her sole focus has been keeping her small business afloat. 
Her life seems to be on hold, until the morning she finds a girl on the beach outside her gift shop. 
A girl who has no shoes, no name, and no idea where she came from. As a wildlife documentary 
maker, Gwyneth’s work has taken her all over the world. But when she has a terrible accident in the 
remote Scottish Highlands, she is saved by the McClusky family and taken into their home. Amber and 
Gwyenth are at the beginning of a journey that will change each of their lives forever in this twisting, 
emotional new novel. 

326 n HHHHH

LARA THE RUNAWAY CAT
LEONARD, DION
9780008316273     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
How one cat travelled the world to discover home is where the heart is. Lara doesn’t realise how good 
she has it in her home in Edinburgh with her owners, Dion and Lucja, and of course her sister Gobi. 
If she’s honest, she’s jealous of Gobi’s fame and the international attention she has received ever 
since Dion found her. Lara dreams about the day she can go outdoors and see the world, and be free 
to make her own name. But her wishful thinking gets the better of her as she takes a leap into the 
unknown. Join her in her eventful travels from Edinbugh to France, Beijing to Australia. A fictionalised 
tale for animal lovers everywhere. 

327 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIES LIES LIES
PARKS, ADELE
9780008284664     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19

Daisy and Simon’s marriage is great, isn’t it? After years together, the arrival of longed-for Daughter 
Millie sealed everything in place. A happy little family of three. And so what if Simon drinks a bit too 
much sometimes - Daisy’s used to it, she knows he’s letting off steam. Until one night at a party things 
spiral horribly out of control. And that happy little family of three will never be the same again. In ‘Lies 
Lies Lies’ Sunday Times bestseller Adele Parks explores the darkest corners of a relationship in freefall 
in a mesmerising tale of marriage and secrets. 

328 n HHHHH

UNLIKELY LIFE OF MAISIE MEADOWS
KEER, JENNI
9780008309718     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
When Maisie Meadows finds herself single and jobless on New Year’s Day, she resolves that this will 
be the year she focuses on bringing her scattered family back together. Romance is all very well, but it’s 
the people you grew up with that matter the most. But a new job working at an auction house puts her 
in the path of Theo, a gorgeous but unattainable man who she can’t help but be distracted by. As their 
bond begins to grow, Maisie finds herself struggling to fulfil the promise she made to herself - but the 
universe has other ideas, and it’s not long before the Meadows family are thrown back together in the 
most unlikely of circumstances... 

329 n HHHH

LOST IN THE SPANISH QUARTER
GOODRICH, HEDDI
9780008359966     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Told with the intimacy and ferocity of Elena Ferrante’s Neapolitan Novels and set in the passionate, 
intense, and crumbling neighbourhood known as the Spanish Quarter of Naples, comes a tale of two 
students searching for love and belonging in the city they so desperately want to call home. In this 
poignant, atmospheric coming of age tale of first love - of a place, of a person - languages and cultures 
collide while dreams soar and crash in spectacular ways. 

330 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOXOLOGY
ZINK, NELL
9780008323486     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Pam, Daniel, and Joe might be the worst punk band on the Lower East Side. Struggling to scrape 
together enough cash and musical talent to make it, they are waylaid by surprising arrivals - a daughter 
for Pam and Daniel, a solo hit single for Joe. As the ‘90s wane, the three friends share in one another’s 
successes, working together to elevate Joe’s superstardom and raise baby Flora. On September 11, 
2001, the city’s unfathomable devastation coincides with a shattering personal loss for the trio. In the 
aftermath, Flora comes of age, navigating a charged political landscape and discovering a love of the 
natural world. 
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331 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POSTSCRIPT
AHERN, CECELIA
9780008194871     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

The sequel to the bestselling ‘PS, I Love You’. ‘We desperately need your help, Holly. We’re running out of 
ideas and...’ She takes a breath in as if summoning the energy, ‘All of us are running out of time.’ When Holly 
Kennedy is approached by a group calling themselves the PS, I Love You Club, her safe existence is turned 
on its head. Inspired by her late husband Gerry’s letters, the club wants her to help them with their own 
parting messages for their loved ones to discover after they’re gone. She is sure of one thing - no way is she 
being dragged back to the grief she has left behind. It’s taken seven years to reinvent herself. 

332 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SINGLE THREAD
CHEVALIER, TRACY
9780008153816     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

It is 1932, and the losses of the First World War are still keenly felt. Violet Speedwell, mourning for both 
her fiance and her brother and regarded by society as a ‘surplus woman’ unlikely to marry, resolves to 
escape her suffocating mother and strike out alone. A new life awaits her in Winchester. Yes, it is one of 
draughty boarding-houses and sidelong glances at her naked ring finger from younger colleagues; but it 
is also a life gleaming with independence and opportunity. Violet falls in with the broderers, a disparate 
group of women charged with embroidering kneelers for the Cathedral, and is soon entwined in their 
lives and their secrets... 

333 n HHHHH

GARDEN OF LOST & FOUND
EVANS, HARRIET
9781472251039     P     HEADLINE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Nightingale House, 1919. Liddy Horner discovers her husband, world-famous artist Sir Edward 
Horner, burning his best-known painting, The Garden of Lost and Found, days before his sudden 
death. Nightingale House was the Horner family’s beloved home - a gem of design created to inspire 
happiness - and it was here Ned painted The Garden of Lost and Found, capturing his children on a 
perfect day, playing in the rambling Eden he and Liddy made for them. One magical moment. Before 
it all came tumbling down... When Ned and Liddy’s great-granddaughter Juliet is sent the key to 
Nightingale House, she opens the door onto a forgotten world. 

334 n HHHH

LOVE IN NO MANS LAND
GA, DUO JI ZHUO
9781786699466     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The Changthang Plateau lies in the centre of Tibet. A vast, rolling grassland stippled with azure-blue 
lakes and ringed by snow peaks, it is home to 7-year-old Gongzha and his family who live, as their 
ancestors have done for centuries, by herding and hunting. But it is 1967 and the Cultural Revolution is 
sweeping across China. Not even the grasslands of Tibet are immune. As the Red Guard systematically 
loot and destroy Tibet’s monasteries, Gongzha helps hide two treasures belonging to his local temple. 
The repercussions of his act will echo across the decades. 

335 n HHHH

ONE DAY IN WINTER
LOW, SHARI
9781789540574     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
One morning in December... Caro set off on a quest to find out if her relationship with her father had been 
based on a lifetime of lies. Lila decided to tell her lover’s wife of their secret affair. Cammy was on the way 
to pick up the ring for the surprise proposal to the woman he loved. And Bernadette vowed to walk away 
from her controlling husband of 30 years and never look back. One day, four lives will change forever... 

336 n HHHHH

FREEDOM ARTIST
OKRI, BEN
9781788549615     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An impassioned plea for freedom and justice, set in a world uncomfortably like our own. In Ben Okri’s most 
significant novel since the Man Booker winning ‘The Famished Road’, a young woman is arrested for speaking 
four simple words - ‘Who is the Prisoner?’. After her disappearance, a man begins to search for her, because 
he loves her. And we journey with him as he searches, through a frightening, disintegrating world of lies, 
and violence, and fear. At the heart of this disturbing world lies the Prison. A penetrating examination of how 
freedom is threatened in a post-truth society, ‘The Freedom Artist’ is a powerful call to arms. 

337 n HHHH

FILTER THIS
WHITE, SOPHIE
9781529343311     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Ali Jones is hell-bent on achieving her lifegoals: 10,000 Instagram followers and a win at the upcoming 
Glosscar Influencer Awards. It’s a welcome distraction from dealing with her father’s illness and Instagram is 
the one part of her life where she feels in control. So when she inadvertently leads people to believe she is 
sporting a baby bump and immediately gains 1000s of followers, Ali realises that this could be her ticket to 
Insta-success. But, as Ali decides to ride the Mummy Influencer wave all the way to Glosscar glory, Tinder 
Sam resurfaces and is determined to take his new role as ‘baby daddy’ to Ali’s ‘bump’ seriously. 

338 n HHHHH

KATERINA
FREY, JAMES
9781848543225     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
A kiss, a touch. A smile and a beating heart. Love and sex and dreams, art and drugs and the madness 
of youth. Betrayal and heartbreak, regret and pain, the melancholy of age. James Frey’s explosive new 
novel is a sweeping love story alternating between 1992 Paris and Los Angeles in 2017. At its centre 
are a young writer and a young model on the verge of fame, both reckless, impulsive, and deeply in 
love. Twenty-five years later the writer is rich, famous and numb, and he wants to drive his car into a 
tree, when he receives an anonymous message that draws him back to the life, and possibly the love, 
he abandoned years prior. 

339 n HHHHH

SWAP
MITCHELL, FIONA
9781473659650     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
When two strangers, Tess and Annie, undergo IVF at an American clinic, their embryos are mixed up 
and each woman gives birth to the wrong child. The women only discover the devastating error three 
years later. Tess wants to swap the children back; Annie doesn’t. As the pair wrangle, neither of them 
expect what unfolds. Two women. Two children. The second novel from Fiona Mitchell, author of the 
stunning ‘The Maid’s Room’. 

340 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LACEYS HOUSE
GRAHAM, JOANNE
9781789550467     P     LEGEND PRESS 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19
Winner of the 2012 Luke Bitmead Bursary. Lacey Carmichael leads a solitary life. To her neighbours 
she is the mad old woman who lives at the end of the lane, crazy but harmless. Until she is arrested 
on suspicion of murder. When Rachel Moore arrives in the village, escaping her own demons, the two 
women form an unlikely bond. Unravelling in each other tales of loss and heartache, they become 
friends. Rachel sees beyond the rumours, believing in her innocence, but as details of Lacey’s life are 
revealed, Rachel is left questioning where the truth really lies. 
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341 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVERDRAWN
CROSSKEY, N J
9781789550221     P     LEGEND PRESS 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19
Henry Morris is watching his wife slip away from him. In an ageist society, where euthanasia is 
encouraged as a patriotic act, dementia is no longer tolerated. Kaitlyn, a young waitress, is desperate 
for the funds to keep her brother’s life support machine switched on. When a chance encounter brings 
the two together, they embark on an unconventional business arrangement that will force them to 
confront their prejudices, as well as their deepest, darkest secrets. 

342 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SLAUGHTER MAN
PARKIN, CASSANDRA
9781789550573     P     LEGEND PRESS 
£8.99     Published 16/09/19
When her identical twin Laurel dies, 17-year-old Willow’s life falls apart. With her parents’ marriage faltering, 
she finds escape at her uncle Joe’s cottage. But even as they begin to know each other, Willow is plagued with 
memories of her sister. Then, Lucas arrives in her life - troubled, angry and with a dangerous past. Joe’s cottage 
is idyllic, but the forest is filled with secrets. What is Joe hiding from her? What events have brought Lucas to 
her door? And who is the Slaughter Man who steals through Willow’s sleep? As the lines between dreams and 
reality become blurred, her torment deepens. It seems as if her only escape lies with the Slaughter Man. 

343 n HHHH

ART OF THE BODY
ALLISON, ALEX
9780349700786     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Janet is caught between care work and caring. Her life revolves around Sean, a talented art student, 
living and working with cerebral palsy. Both Janet and Sean are new to London, living at a distance 
from their families. Both are finding a means of escape through pushing their bodies to new limits. 
When Sean is faced with an unexpected and deeply personal tragedy, Janet has to let her guard down 
and discover what she’s prepared to fight for. ‘The Art of the Body’ is a novel about dignity, intimacy, 
faith and sacrifice, unafraid to explore uncommon bodies in unusual ways. 

344 n HHHH

EVERYTHING ABOUT YOU
WOODS, EVA
9780751575842     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 05/09/19
What if you could remember every last detail of your life? Eve knows what her colleagues had for lunch 
last April. She remembers everyone who passes through the care home she works at, long after they’ve 
gone. Like her museum of tiny treasures, her life is small and manageable. And what if you couldn’t 
even remember your name? ‘Adam’ is found wandering down the central reservation of the M25. He 
has no memory of who he is or how he came to be there. As Eve works with Adam to help him discover 
his past, her life begins to unfurl, but can she help him just to let him go? 

345 n HHHHH

TO THE LAND OF LONG LOST FRIENDS
MCCALL-SMITH, ALEXAN
9781408711101     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Mr J L B Matekoni usually steers clear of Mma Ramotswe’s cases, but on this occasion he is approached 
by a client of the garage who tells a tale of woe. This man has entrusted his brother to oversee the building 
of a house, yet the project is complete and now the brother won’t leave. How is he to get him to move on? 
Surprisingly, Mr Polopetsi comes to the rescue. Elsewhere, a woman with a troublesome daughter comes 
to see Mma Ramotswe, and Mma Ramotswe finds herself trying to reconcile the two. Finally, Charlie is still 
enamoured of Queenie-Queenie. She, however, has developed a fancy for Fanwell... 

346 n HHHH

LAST OF HER KIND
NUNEZ, SIGRID
9780349012834     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
It is Columbia University, 1968. Ann Drayton and Georgette George meet as roommates on the first 
night. Ann is rich and radical; Georgette is leery and introverted, a child of the very poverty and strife 
her new friend finds so noble. The two are drawn together by their differences; two years later, after 
a violent fight, they part ways. When, in 1976, Ann is convicted of killing a New York cop, Georgette 
comes back to their shared history in search of an explanation. She finds a riddle of a life, shaped by 
influences more sinister and complex than any of the writ-large sixties movements. 

347 n HHHHH

NEXT PERSON YOU MEET IN HEAVEN
ALBOM, MITCH
9780751571905     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
In Mitch Albom’s number one bestseller ‘The Five People You Meet in Heaven’, published in 2003, 
Eddie’s journey to heaven taught him that every life matters. Now in this magical sequel, Mitch reveals 
Annie’s story. Poignant and beautiful, and filled with unexpected twists, this novel reminds us that not 
only does every life matter, but that every ending is also a beginning - we only need to open our eyes 
to see it. 

348 n HHHHH

WOMAN I WAS BEFORE
FISHER, KERRY
9780751576146     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Of all the emotions single mother Kate Jones feels as she walks into her brand new house on Parkview 
Road, hope is the most unexpected. She has changed her name and her daughter’s, and moved 
across the country to escape the single mistake that destroyed their lives. Kate isn’t the only woman on 
the street starting afresh. Warm, whirlwind Gisela with her busy life and confident children, and sharp, 
composed Sally, with her spontaneous marriage and high flying career, are the first new friends Kate 
has allowed herself in years. Whilst part of her envies their seemingly perfect lives, their friendship 
might help Kate to leave her guilt behind. 

349 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DARK SIDE
STEEL, DANIELLE
9781509877829     H 
MACMILLAN 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

Zoe Morgan was just ten years old when her sister, Rose, died of a rare illness, her parents turned into 
people she didn’t know, and Zoe’s lonely childhood drove her to excel in her studies. As a graduate of 
Yale, Zoe is temporarily working in a shelter for abused children in New York, where she meets child 
advocacy attorney, Austin Roberts. He is her first love and the man she marries. They have a perfect 
life and, with their daughter Jaime, Zoe knows that the aching void she has had for 24 years is finally 
gone. But it is only then that the true impact of Rose’s death all those years ago affects their lives in a 
way that nobody could ever have imagined. 

350 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NOTHING VENTURED
ARCHER, JEFFREY
9781509851287     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

‘Nothing Ventured’ heralds the start of a brand new series in the style of Jeffrey Archer’s number one 
Sunday Times bestselling The Clifton Chronicles: telling the story of the life of William Warwick - as a 
family man and a detective who will battle throughout his career against a powerful criminal nemesis. 
Through twists, triumph and tragedy, this series will show that William Warwick is destined to become 
one of Jeffrey Archer’s most enduring legacies. 
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351 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WE ARE MADE OF EARTH
KARNEZIS, PANOS
9781912408276     P 
MYRIAD EDITIONS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

At once timely and timeless, this powerful and absorbing novel by Panos Karnezis explores the price 
of peace and security through the intimate motivations and moral dilemmas of people bound together 
by fate and circumstance. When an overcrowded dinghy capsizes at sea, a doctor is among those 
refugees thrown overboard. In the ensuing panic, he saves one life and condemns another. The doctor 
and the boy he has saved - the only surviving witness to the crime - eventually reach a tiny Greek 
island where they are offered shelter by the owner of a small travelling circus, itself marooned in the 
off-season. 

352 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PEOPLES HISTORY OF 
HEAVEN
SUBRAMANIAN, M
9781786076762     H 
ONE WORLD 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Welcome to Heaven, a thirty-year-old slum hidden between brand-new high-rise apartment buildings 
and technology incubators in contemporary Bangalore. In Heaven, you will come to know a community 
made up almost entirely of women. They live hand-to-mouth, constantly struggling against the city 
government’s plans to bulldoze their homes and build yet more glass high-rises. This is a story about 
geography, history, and strength, about love and friendship, about fighting for the people and places we 
love - even if no one else knows they exist. 

353 n HHHH

FOR EMILY
SLEE, KATHERINE
9781409187332     P     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A little dedication goes a long way. That’s why Catriona Robinson, the country’s favourite children’s 
author, always dedicated her books to those who touched her life the most - not least Emily, her 
reclusive granddaughter. Emily never thought too much about these dedications. But when Catriona 
dies unexpectedly, each one becomes a cryptic clue in a breadcrumb trail that apparently leads to her 
lost, unpublished manuscript. It’s a mystery only Emily can solve. But to do so she will have to walk in 
her grandmother’s footsteps, into the wider world she’s spent her whole life hiding away from. 

354 n HHHH

THIRTEENTH TALE
SETTERFIELD, DIANE
9781409192954     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Angelfield House stands abandoned and forgotten. It was once home to the March family: fascinating, 
manipulative Isabelle; brutal, dangerous Charlie; and the wild, untamed twins, Emmeline and Adeline. 
But the house hides a chilling secret which strikes at the very heart of each of them, tearing their 
lives apart... Now Margaret Lea is investigating Angelfield’s past, and its mysterious connection to the 
enigmatic writer Vida Winter. Vida’s history is mesmering - a tale of ghosts, governesses, and gothic 
strangeness. But as Margaret succumbs to the power of her storytelling, two parallel stories begin to 
unfold... 

355 n HHHHH

LOUIS & LOUISE
COHEN, JULIE
9781409179849     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
In their moment of birth, Louis and Louise are the same person in two different lives. They are separated 
only by the sex announced by the doctor, and a final ‘e’. On 8th September 1978, Louis David Alder is born 
male. On 8th September 1978, Louise Dawn Alder is born female. Louis and Louise are the same in many 
ways - they have the same best friends, the same parents, the same dream of being a writer and leaving 
their hometown in Maine as soon as they can. But because of their gender, everything looks different, which 
makes you question: If you could look at one life in two different ways, what would you see? 

356 n HHHHH

UNRELIABLE MAN
GAARDER, JOSTEIN
9781474605830     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Jakop is a lonely man. Divorced from his wife, with no friends apart from his constant companion Pelle, he 
spends his life attending the funerals of people he doesn’t know, obscuring his identity in a web of improbable 
lies. As his addiction spirals out of control, he is forced to reconcile his love of language and stories with the 
ever more urgent need for human connection. A moving and thought-provoking novel about loneliness and 
truth, about seeking a place in the world, and about how storytelling gives our lives meaning. Decades after his 
global bestseller ‘Sophie’s World’, Jostein Gaarder has written a poignant and funny book for our times. 

357 n HHHHH

WHILE WE WERE WATCHING DOWNTON ABBEY
WAX, WENDY
9781409192350     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Four friends, and a shared passion for Downton Abbey that will change their lives. When the concierge of a 
historic Atlanta apartment building invites his fellow residents to join him for weekly screenings of Downton Abbey, 
four very different people find themselves connecting with the addictive drama, and - even more unexpectedly 
- with each other: Samantha married young - and for the wrong reasons; Claire is now an empty nester and 
a struggling author; and then there’s Brooke, a woman in constant battle with her faithless ex-husband. For 
Samantha, Claire, Brooke - and Edward, who arranges the weekly gatherings - it will be a season of surprises. 

358 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEFORE THE COFFEE GETS 
COLD
KAWAGUCHI, TOSHIKAZU
9781529029581     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

In a small back alley in Tokyo, there is a cafe which has been serving carefully brewed coffee for more than 
one hundred years. But this coffee shop offers its customers a unique experience: the chance to travel back 
in time. In ‘Before the Coffee Gets Cold’, we meet four visitors, each of whom is hoping to make use of the 
cafe’s time-travelling offer, in order to: confront the man who left them, receive a letter from their husband 
whose memory has been taken by early onset Alzheimer’s, to see their sister one last time, and to meet the 
daughter they never got the chance to know. But the journey into the past does not come without risks... 

359 n HHHHH

LIE WITH ME
BESSON, PHILIPPE
9780241987094     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Just outside a hotel in Bordeaux, Philippe, a famous writer, chances upon a young man who bears a striking 
resemblance to his first love. What follows is a look back to Philippe’s teenage years, to a winter morning in 
1984, a small French high school, and a carefully timed encounter between two 17-year-olds. It’s the start of 
a secret, intensely passionate, world-altering love affair between Philippe and Thomas. Dazzlingly rendered 
by Molly Ringwald, the acclaimed actor and writer, in her first-ever translation, Besson’s exquisitely moving 
coming-of-age story captures the tenderness of first love - and the heart-breaking passage of time. 
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360 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WATER DANCER
COATES, TA-NEHISI
9780241325254     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 26/09/19
Hiram Walker is a man with a gift and a curse. He was born between worlds: his father a white plantation master, 
his mother a black slave. Unbeknown even to himself, he was born with a special power. When he is sold to a 
new mistress as punishment for attempting escape, Hiram discovers her home is a secret hub of the underground 
railroad: a training ground for its agents. Hiram fast becomes a highly skilled agent, retrieving the enslaved from 
the most dangerous circumstances and gradually learning to harness his power - but betrayals lurk everywhere. 
And eventually Hiram must risk everything to return to his father’s plantation and free the friends he left behind. 

361 n HHHHH

AISLING 3
MCLYSAGHT, EMER
9780241361771     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
What’s a girl to do when she has not one but two weddings on the same weekend? Not that either of them 
are Aisling’s - she’s only just got together with the dishy James Matthews and there’s plenty of time before 
she has to even think about her own wedding bells. But Aisling’s fledgling brunch business is set to cater 
for one of the weddings, and she’s promised to be Maid of Honour at the other, her best friend’s big day. 
And she’s not just being pulled between work and friendship - she’s also contending with the revelation 
that James is practically aristocracy, and her old flame John arriving back on the scene... 

362 n HHHHH

MOTH TO A FLAME
DAGERMAN, STIG
9780241400739     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
In a working-class neighbourhood in 1940s Stockholm, a young man named Bengt falls into deep, 
private turmoil with the unexpected death of his mother. As he struggles to cope with her loss, his 
despair slowly transforms to rage when he discovers that his father had a mistress. Bengt swears 
revenge on behalf of his mother’s memory, but he soon finds himself drawn into a fevered and 
forbidden affair with the very woman he set out to destroy... 

363 n HHHH

AMERICA IS IN THE HEART
BULOSAN, CARLOS
9780143134039     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
‘America is in the Heart’ is a semi-autobiographical novel from the celebrated author Carlos Bulosan. 
Beginning with the young Carlos’ difficult childhood in the rural Philippines where he and his family face 
immense hardship, this gripping story follows the narrator’s tumultuous journey in search of a better 
life in America. This is an eye-opening account of the injustices, abuse and discrimination faced by 
immigrants in post-Second World War America. 

364 n HHHH

NO NO BOY
OKADA, JOHN
9780143134015     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
New to Penguin Classics, a powerful insight into the Japanese American experience in the aftermath 
of WW2. ‘No-No Boy’ tells the gripping tale of Ichiro Yamada, a young man who, like many Japanese-
Americans, refuses to denounce his Japanese heritage and fight for the US Army during the Second World 
War. His decisions force him to spend four long years in an internment camp and then in prison. On his 
release, he struggle to reconcile the beliefs that led to his imprisonment with a radically changed postwar 
America. This is a powerful novel that raises timely questions of identity, heritage and assimilation. 

365 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTIFUL PLACE
HARRIS, AMANTHI
9781784631932     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 15/09/19
The Villa Hibiscus is a house on the exquisite southern coast of Sri Lanka, home to Padma, a young Sri Lankan 
woman. The owner of the villa, Gerhardt, is an elderly Austrian architect to whom Padma was taken when young 
by her scheming father, Sunny, who had hoped to seduce the wealthy new foreigner with his attractive child. 
Gerhardt adopts Padma and pays Sunny to stay away until she’s grown up when he hopes she will be away at 
university. But Padma fails her exams and gladly returns to her home, creating a guesthouse at the villa. Soon 
the guests open new vistas for her through their friendship. Then Sunny appears, ready to reclaim his daughter... 

366 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LANYARDS
CAMPBELL, NEIL
9781784631703     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 15/09/19
In a post-Brexit Britain filled with low paid work a young man navigates the world through his writing and 
in doing so pens a bittersweet love song to Manchester. ‘Lanyards’ portrays the comic and poignant 
moments of working life. All the time reflecting back on the football career the narrator might have had 
were he not injured, his life as a writer, his experiences of being in a mixed race couple with the Hong 
Kong born Cho, the Manchester Arena bombing, the continuing success of his beloved Manchester 
City, the child sex abuse scandals in football, the disparities of wealth in contemporary Britain, and the 
death of a childhood friend. 

367 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEVIL UPSTAIRS
O’NEILL, ANTHONY
9781785302619     H 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Cat Thomas relocates to Edinburgh, fleeing death threats related to her job as a fraud investigator in 
Florida. Her Dean Village flat in an 18th-century building is utterly idyllic except for one thing... the devil 
upstairs. This devil is an inconsiderate young dude who plays loud music, has wild parties and seems 
intent on disrupting Cat’s sleep. She lies awake, delirious, dreaming of ways to kill him. Then, after one 
wickedly rowdy night, she complains about the devil to her colleague, Agnes - a flaboyant, witchy Goth. 

368 n HHHHH

FOE
REID, IAIN
9781471177989     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Long-married couple Junior and Henrietta live a quiet, solitary life on their farm, where they work at the 
local feed mill and raise chickens. Their lives are simple, straightforward, uncomplicated. Until the day 
a stranger arrives at their door with alarming news: Junior has been chosen to take an extraordinary 
journey, a journey across both time and distance, while Hen remains at home. Junior will be gone for 
years. But Hen won’t be left alone. As the time for his departure draws nearer, Junior finds himself 
questioning everything about his life - even whether it’s really his life at all. 

369 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ADDRESS UNKNOWN
TAYLOR, KATHRINE K
9781788163415     P 
PROFILE BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

This thought-provoking and poignant story was written on the eve of the Holocaust as a series of letters 
between an American Jew living in San Francisco and his former business partner and friend who 
returned to his native Germany. It caused a sensation when it was first published in 1938 by exposing 
early-on the poison of Nazism. Its significant and timeless message speaks to our moral conscience 
and survives as a searing reminder that history can repeat itself. 
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370 n HHHH

SOUL OF THE BORDER
RIGHETTO, MATTEO
9781782274674     P     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The de Boer family are tobacco growers, working on terraces in the Veneto region of northern Italy. 
Life is hard, and the father, Augusto, occasionally supplements their income by smuggling tobacco 
across the border into Austria. Sometimes he takes his daughter Jole with him, and father and daughter 
journey together on the perilous route over the mountains. But Augusto mysteriously never returns 
from one of these trips, and Jole, driven to provide for her family, inherits her father’s smuggling route - 
hoping for a good trade in exchange for her tobacco, and also to discover the truth behind her father’s 
disappearance. 

371 n HHHH

WILL
OLYSLAEGERS, JEROEN
9781782274247     H     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
It is wartime. Antwerp is in the grip of violence and distrust. Wilfried Wils regards himself as a poet in 
the making but at the same time he has to get by as an auxiliary policeman. The beautiful Yvette falls 
in love with him; her brother is a daredevil who sticks his neck out to help the Jews. Wilfried’s artistic 
mentor Meanbeard is keen to see all the Jews annihilated. Wavering uneasily between two worlds, 
Wilfried tries to survive as the pursuit of the Jews continues relentlessly. Years later he tells his story to 
his great grandson. 

372 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NUMBER ONE CHINESE 
RESTAURANT
LI, LILLIAN
9781911590095     P 
PUSHKIN PRESS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

An exuberant and wise multigenerational debut novel about the complicated lives and loves of people 
working in a local Chinese restaurant. The popular Beijing Duck House in Rockville, Maryland has 
been serving devoted regulars for decades, but behind the staff’s professional masks simmer tensions, 
heartaches and grudges from decades of gruelling service work. When Duck House manager Jimmy 
Han tries to sell his father’s old restaurant to move to a more upscale location, conflicts are set loose, 
testing the bonds of this working family. 

373 n HHHH

BELLINI MADONNA
LOWRY, ELIZABETH
9781787477162     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Mawle House. The run-down country seat of the Ropers, a warren of mysterious artefacts and secretive 
women and - thrillingly - the possible hiding place of a Bellini masterpiece: the elusive Madonna. Art 
historian and aesthete Thomas Lynch, in disgrace and desperation, knows that finding this painting 
could resurrect his career. But by immersing himself in Mawle’s strange past and stranger present, he 
soon finds himself entangled in a game of cat and mouse. Lynch will soon learn that in life, as in art, 
nothing should be taken at face value. 

374 n HHHH

SNARES OF MEMORY
MARSE, JUAN
9780857058768     P     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
In January 1949 on an otherwise unremarkable day in an unremarkable Barcelona neighbourhood 
cinema, a prostitute is murdered in cold blood in the projection booth by the assistant projectionist, 
one Fermin Sicart. More than thirty years later, a screenwriter resolves to determine the truth behind 
her murder, and seeks out Fermin, who has served his time. But though Fermin remembers killing his 
victim, and exactly how he did it, he cannot for the life of him recall why. 

375 n HHHH

ROOM THE INVOICE & THE CIRCUS
KARLSSON, JONAS
9781784702205     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A compendium of three brilliant Jonas Karlsson novellas, with one, ‘The Circus’, published for the first 
time here. In this trilogy Jonas Karlsson explores the quirkier side of human nature, helping us to see 
the world anew via three eccentric narrators. 

376 n HHHH

BARON IN THE TREES
CALVINO, ITALO
9781784874216     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
A beautiful new edition of one of Calvino’s most enchanting and playful stories. From the age of twelve, 
the Baron Cosimo Piovasco di Rondo makes his home among ash, elm, magnolia, plum and almond. 
He walks through paths made from the twisted branches of olive, makes his bed in a holly oak, bathes 
in a fountain constructed from poplar bark. An aerial library holds the books with which he educates 
himself in philosophy and mathematics. Suspended among the leaves, the Baron adventures with 
bandits and pirates, conducts a passionate love affair, and watches the Age of Enlightenment pass by 
beneath him. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JANUARY 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

377 n HHHH

DARKNESS AT NOON
KOESTLER, ARTHUR
9781784875459     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
‘Darkness at Noon’ is the chilling, powerful tale of a Soviet revolutionary who falls foul of the regime to 
which he has dedicated his life. And yet the novel’s worldwide reputation has for over 70 years been 
based on the first incomplete and inexpert English translation, as Koestler’s original manuscript was 
lost when the author fled the German occupation of Paris in 1940. In 2016, a student discovered the 
long-lost manuscript in a Zurich archive. At last, with the publication of this new translation based on the 
rediscovered original, Koestler’s masterpiece can be experienced afresh and in its entirety for the first 
time. New Translation by Philip Boehm. 

378 n HHHH

PEOPLE IN TROUBLE
SCHULMAN, SARAH
9781529111361     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Vintage Stonewall anniversary series, this is a timely reissue of a blistering ‘90s novel about 
love in the time of AIDS, featuring a fictionalised Donald Trump as its villain - a spookily prescient 
read for 2019. Donald Trump (named in the novel as Ronald Horne) is the villain of the book - he’s 
a blustering, amoral real estate tycoon with political ambitions and the slogan ‘Horne: for a Better 
America’. 

379 n HHHHH

SEROTONIN
HOUELLEBECQ, MICHEL
9781785152238     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19
The most important French Book of the Year. Written by one of the most provocative and prophetic 
novelists of his generation, ‘Serotonin is at once a devastating story of solitude, longing and individual 
suffering, and a powerful criticism of modern life. Michel Houellebecq is widely considered one of the 
most provocative and prescient novelists writing today, and a new book by him is bound to get lots of 
attention. 
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380 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TESTAMENTS
ATWOOD, MARGARET
9781784742324     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19

Margaret Atwood’s sequel to ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, answers the questions that have tantalised readers for 
decades. ‘And so I step up, into the darkness within; or else the light.’ When the van door slammed on Offred’s 
future at the end of ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’, readers had no way of telling what lay ahead. ‘With The Testaments’, 
the wait is over. Margaret Atwood’s sequel picks up the story 15 years after Offred stepped into the unknown, 
with the explosive testaments of three female narrators from Gilead. ‘Dear Readers: Everything you’ve ever 
asked me about Gilead and its inner workings is the inspiration for this book. Well, almost everything!’ 

381 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPIRIT OF THE SEASON
MICHAELS, FERN
9781496721907     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£18.99     Published 24/09/19
Christmas is a time for remembering loved ones past and present. In this new novel by New York Times 
bestselling author Fern Michaels, the holidays are also the time to discover a future that, like the perfect 
gift, is as satisfying as it is surprising... 

382 n HHHHH

HEAVEN MY HOME
LOCKE, ATTICA
9781781257692     H     SERPENTS TAIL 
£14.99     Published 12/09/19
When the young son of an Aryan Brotherhood of Texas gang captain goes missing, Ranger Darren Matthews 
has no choice but to investigate the crime. Following the election of Donald Trump, a new wave of racial violence 
has swept the state. Dark, swampy and filled with skeletal trees, Caddo Lake is so large it crosses into Lousiana. 
This is deep country and the rule of law doesn’t mean much to the Brotherhood, beyond what it can do for them. 
A further complication is that they are squatting on the land of a former Freedmen’s community, and one of the 
last descendants of these former slaves is actually a suspect in the possible murder of the missing boy. 

383 n HHHHH

LOVE CHILD
HORE, RACHEL
9781471156984     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The unmissable brand new novel from Rachel Hore, Sunday Times bestselling author of ‘Last Letter Home’, a 
Richard and Judy 2018 Book Club pick. London, 1917: when 17-year-old Alice falls pregnant, she is forced to give 
up the baby - she cannot be allowed to bring shame upon her family. But all Alice can think of is the small child 
she gave away, and how the father, a young soldier, will never have the chance to know his daughter. Meanwhile, 
a couple unable to have children of their own, secretly adopt a baby girl, Irene, given up by a young unmarried 
mother... As two extraordinary stories intertwine across two decades, will long-buried secrets come to light? 

384 n HHHHH

IDENTITY CRISIS
ELTON, BEN
9780552771290     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Why are we all so hostile? So quick to take offence? We are living in the age of outrage. A series of murders 
draws amiable, old-school Detective Mick Matlock into a world of sex, politics, reality TV and a kaleidoscope of 
opposing identity groups. Lost in a blizzard of hashtags, his complex investigation is further impeded by the fact 
that he simply doesn’t ‘get’ a single thing about anything anymore. Meanwhile, each day another public figure 
confesses to having ‘misspoken’ and prostrates themselves before the judgement of Twitter, assuring people 
‘that is not who I am’. Ben Elton’s satire asks - if nobody is who they are anymore, then who the f##k are we? 

385 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MEET ME AT THE MUSEUM
YOUNGSON, ANNE
9781784163464     P 
TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

A deep and luminous novel about self-discovery and second chances - an enduring novel of ideas 
about life, love and the surprises it throws at us. When the curator of a Danish Museum responds to a 
query about ancient exhibits, he doesn’t expect a reply. When Tina Hopgood first wrote it, nor did she... 
Professor Kristian Larsen, an urbane man of facts, has lost his wife, along with his hope and dreams 
for the future. He does not know that a query from a Mrs Tina Hopgood about a world-famous antiquity 
in his museum is about to alter the course of his life. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN MAY 2019 
BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

386 n HHH

PRESERVATION
SERONG, JOCK
9781925773125     P 
TURNAROUND 
£10.99     Published 26/09/19

On a beach not far from the isolated settlement of Sydney in 1797, a fishing boat picks up three 
shipwreck survivors, distressed and terribly injured. They have walked hundreds of miles across a 
landscape whose features - and inhabitants - they have no way of comprehending. They have lost 14 
companions along the way. Their accounts of the ordeal are evasive. It is Lieutenant Joshua Grayling’s 
task to investigate the story. He comes to realise that those 14 deaths were contrived by one calculating 
mind and, as the full horror of the men’s journey emerges, he begins to wonder whether the ruthless 
killer poses a danger to his own family. 

387 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DISTORTION
MALKANI, GAUTAM
9781783528479     P     UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Meet Dillon, a high-functioning f*ck-up who has been keeping some very big secrets from his girlfriend 
Ramona. Also, meet Dhilan, a young carer caught in an endless loop of pre-bereavement bereavement 
for his dying mother. And then there’s Dylan. The less said about him the better. These three identities 
of the same young man have been growing dangerously more hardcore and hardwired, both online and 
off, thanks to the self-reinforcing effects of social media and search engines, and the uncanny predictive 
capabilities of his smartphones. When two creepy old dudes threaten to expose him, he is forced to 
unravel a gut-wrenching mystery... 
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388 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STORY OF JOHN NIGHTLY
TAYLOR, TOT
9781783528516     P 
UNBOUND 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

John Nightly, born in Cambridge in 1948, is an Artist. A musical child prodigy of the 1950s, John finds 
fame in the London music scene of the mid-60s. But success has side effects, and after too many lost 
years drying out at various clinics in Los Angeles, he retreats to a hideaway on the coast of Cornwall 
where he plans to live out his days as a cultivator and exporter of exotic plants. When a teenaged 
super-fan rediscovers his magnum opus - John’s parting tour, backed by 2 symphony orchestras, a 
30-piece rock band, a dance company, 3 school choirs and 16 articulated trucks, he might just be the 
saviour who can bring John Nightly back to life. 

389 n HHHH

WILL & TESTAMENT
HJORTH, VIGDIS
9781788733106     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£10.99     Published 10/09/19
Four siblings. Two summer houses. One terrible secret. To what degree should the horrors of the past 
be allowed to shake the present? Stalked by the darkest of shadows from her childhood, a woman 
struggles against the tide dragging her back to the family she fled years ago. This emotionally searing 
novel is at once a wrenching look at a family fractured and a meditation on the nature of trauma and 
memory. 

390 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIVE A LITTLE
REISS, MADELEINE
9781785770920     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Lottie has always followed the rules, her life is comfortable and she is finally marrying her reliable 
boyfriend Dean. Tina is carefree, wild and, maybe, just a little bit careless. She doesn’t understand Lottie’s 
need to settle down with ‘dull Dean’, there’s so much to explore in the world. The sisters have drifted apart 
following the death of their sister, Mia, the glue that held them together; without her they realise how little 
they know each other. Desperate to remedy this, Tina convinces Lottie to set out on a road trip across the 
US, just the two of them. But Tina has one more thing up her sleeve to shake up Lottie’s life... 

FICTION SHORT STORIES

391 n HHHH

BETTER NEVER THAN LATE
UNIGWE, CHIKA
9781911115540     P 
CASSAVA REPUBLIC PRESS 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19

A collection of interconnected stories centred around Prosperous and her husband Agu, and the various 
visitors who gather at their apartment every week. The stories explore their struggles and triumphs, 
from unhappy marriages (of convenience or otherwise), to the pain of homesickness, and the tragic 
paradox in longing to leave Nigeria so that one day one may return to it. 

392 n HHHH

FLY ALREADY
KERET, ETGAR
9781783780495     H     GRANTA BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19
Winner of the 2018 Sapir Prize. In these 22 short stories, wild capers reveal painful emotional truths, 
and the bizarre is just another name for the familiar. Wickedly funny and thrillingly smart, ‘Fly Already’ is 
a collage of absurdity, despair and love, written by veteran commentator on the circus farce that is life. 

393 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EVENING IN PARADISE
BERLIN, LUCIA
9781509882311     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

From the author of ‘A Manual for Cleaning Women’: a collection of previously un-compiled stories 
from the short-story master and literary sensation Lucia Berlin. Ranging from Texas, to Chile, to New 
Mexico and New York, in this collection she writes about the good, the bad and everything in between: 
struggling young mothers, husbands who pack their bags and leave in the middle of the night, wives 
looking back at their first marriage from the distance of their second... ‘Evening in Paradise’ is a careful 
selection from Lucia Berlin’s remaining stories - a jewel box follow-up for her hungry fans. 

394 n HHHH

APPLE & KNIFE
PARAMADITHA, INTAN
9781784709792     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A dazzling and provocative debut story collection from celebrated Indonesian writer Intan Paramaditha, 
putting fierce and fabulous female characters centre stage in brilliantly funny and sharp twists on fairy 
tale. Inspired by horror fiction, myths and fairy tales, ‘Apple and Knife’ is an unsettling ride that swerves 
into the supernatural to explore the dangers and power of occupying a female body in today’s world. 

395 n HHHH

GREAT GODDESSES
GILL, NIKITA
9781529104646     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Life Lessons from Myths and Monsters. Beautifully illustrated feminist retellings of the great mythical 
goddesses. Inspired by ancient Greek mythology, discover the power and glory of the greatest 
goddesses. From the potent venom of Medusa and transformative sorcery of Circe to the rising up of 
Athena over Olympus, these are the mothers, warriors, creators, survivors and destroyers that shook 
the world. Accompanied by beautiful hand-drawn illustrations, Nikita Gill’s poems and stories weave old 
and forgotten tales of might, fury and love into something new - a timely feminist inspiration for modern 
women. 

396 n HHHH

TALES FROM A MASTERS NOTEBOOK
HORNE, PHILIP (ED)
9781784871482     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Stories Henry James Never Wrote. When Henry James died he left behind a series of notebooks 
filled with ideas for novels and stories that he never wrote. Now ten of our best contemporary authors 
and James enthusiasts have written new short stories based on these ‘germs’ of ideas. Differing 
dramatically in setting and style, these stories are modern interpretations of the richly suggestive and 
enticing notes that Henry James left behind, offering a fresh and original approach to a canonical 
literary author. 
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397 n HHH

COCKATOOS
WHITE, PATRICK
9781925773606     P 
TURNAROUND 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

An essential collection from one of the foremost novelists of the 20th century. These six short novels 
and stories achieve the majesty and power of the best of Patrick White’s great novels. They probe 
beneath the surface of events - a sexual lapse, the unaccustomed climate of a foreign country, 
interruptions in a cherished routine, a death, a toothache - to expose a deeper, truer reality. 

398 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HELP THE WITCH
COX, TOM
9781783528394     P     UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Inspired by our native landscapes, saturated by the shadows beneath trees and behind doors, listening 
to the run of water and half-heard voices, Tom Cox’s first collection of short stories is a series of 
evocative and unsettling trips into worlds previously visited by the likes of M R James and E F Benson. 
Railway tunnels, the lanes and hills of the Peak District, family homes, old stones, shreds fluttering on 
barbed wire, night drawing in, something that might be an animal shifting on the other side of a hedge: 
Tom has drawn on his life-long love of weird fiction, folklore and nature’s unregarded corners to write a 
collection of stories. 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

399 n HHHH

POWER RANGERS SHATTERED GRID
HIGGINS, KYLE
9781684153909     P     BOOM STUDIOS 
£22.50     Published 17/09/19
The biggest comic book event in Power Rangers history! Lord Drakkon - a twisted alternate-reality 
version of Tommy Oliver (aka the Mighty Morphin Green Ranger) - and his newly reformed army are 
crossing dimensions in order to execute an all-out attack that threatens the very existence of every 
Power Ranger ever. For the first time in comic book history, the Mighty Morphin Power Rangers will 
join forces with some of the most popular Power Rangers teams in the franchise from across time and 
space to face the ultimate threat... one that will mean the death of a Ranger! 

400 n HHHH

REGIMENT THE TRUE STORY 
OF THE SAS VOL 1
BRUGEAS, VINCENT
9781849184465     P 
CINEBOOK LTD 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19

1941. Almost all of Europe is under the Nazi heel. Great Britain still holds out, but the situation worsens 
with every passing day. And in North Africa, gateway to the Middle East and its immense oil reserves, 
Rommel now threatens Egypt, keystone of British defences. In those desperate times, three men, David 
Stirling, Blair Mayne and ‘Jock’ Lewes - three unconventional officers, band together to create a small, 
elite unit that will become a military legend: the SAS. 

401 n HHHH

ULTRA DESPAIR GIRLS VOL 1
SPIKE CHUNSOFT
9781506713625     P 
DARK HORSE 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19

Based on one of the multiple video games in the Danganronpa franchise, ‘Danganronpa Another 
Episode: Ultra Despair Girls’ is the missing story that goes between the original ‘Danganronpa: The 
Animation’ manga, and the recently published ‘Danganronpa 2: Ultimate Luck and Hope and Despair’. 

402 n HHHH

APOCALYPSE SUITE
WAY, GERARD
9781506715476     H     DARK HORSE 
£33.99     Published 26/09/19
A deluxe limited edition collecting Umbrella Academy, now a Netflix original series! In an inexplicable 
worldwide event, 43 extraordinary children were spontaneously born by women who’d previously shown 
no signs of pregnancy. Millionaire inventor Reginald Hargreeves adopted seven of the children; when 
asked why, his only explanataion was, ‘To save the world.’ These seven children form The Umbrella 
Academy, a dysfunctional family of superheroes with bizarre powers. Nearly a decade after their first 
mission, the team disbands, but when Hargreeves unexpectedly dies, these disgruntled siblings reunite 
just in time to save the world once again. 

403 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN GOTHAM AFTER MIDNIGHT 10TH ANNIVE
NILES, STEVE
9781401294212     H     DC COMICS 
£28.00     Published 24/09/19
Steve Niles, the man responsible for bringing horror back to comics, pens one of Batman’s most 
terrifying stories with legendary artist Kelley Jones! 

404 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN GOTHAM KNIGHTS TRANSFERENCE
GRAYSON, DEVIN
9781401294076     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Batman: Gotham Knights’ made history as the very first ongoing Batman series to be launched by a 
woman, and now this popular series will be collected together for the first time ever! 

405 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN THE CAPED CRUSADER VOL 3
VARIOUS
9781401294274     P     DC COMICS 
£25.00     Published 24/09/19
This new collection of 1990s Batman stories takes the Dark Knight behind the Iron Curtain to battle 
the mysterious Demon. Then, the Penguin exploits a disfigured genius for his latest evil scheme, but 
Batman helps turn his tech skills to the side of good. 

406 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN THE GOLDEN AGE VOL 6
VARIOUS
9781401294168     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 17/09/19
The adventures of Batman and Robin continue into the mid-1940s with these stories, collected in trade 
paperback for the first time. In these stories from the pages of Batman Nos 21-25, Detective Comics 
Nos 82-92 and World’s Finest Nos 12-14, the Dynamic Duo head out west to stop a gang of cattle 
rustlers, untangle the upside down crimes of The Joker and face a gang of crooks who use football 
plays to inspire their crimes. 
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407 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATWOMAN ELEGY
RUCKA, GREG
9781401298869     P     DC COMICS 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
A madwoman known only as Alice is terrorizing Gotham. Inspired by Alice in Wonderland, Alice sees 
her life as a fairy-tale fantasy, and everyone around her just as expendable as shadows in a dream. 
Batwoman must stop Alice from unleashing a poisonous cloud over Gotham city. As the two women 
battle for the fate of the city, Batwoman discovers that Alice has more up her sleeve than mere poison, 
and Batwoman’s life will never be the same. This collects Detective Comics Nos 854-860. 

408 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATWOMAN HAUNTED TIDES
WILLIAMS, J H
9781401298142     P     DC COMICS 
£18.99     Published 10/09/19
The complete Haunted Tide story from the New York Times bestselling Batwoman series by acclaimed 
comic talent J H Williams III gets collected here for the first time! Batwoman is soon to be a show on the 
CW, this story is perfect place to start reading more about this strong, fascinating character. 

409 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREEN LANTERN BY GEOFF JOHNS BOOK 2
JOHNS, GEOFF
9781401294267     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 24/09/19
Writer Geoff Johns continues to re-establish Green Lantern as one of the greatest heroes in the 
universe, with help from superstar artists Carlos Pacheco and Ivan Reis! Collects Green Lantern Nos 
4-20. 

410 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARLEY & IVY MEET BETTY & VERONICA
DINI, PAUL
9781401292751     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
Hiram Lodge (Veronica’s father) wants to invest in the future by building a university with free tuition for 
Riverdale’s residents. His site is a protected swamp on the outskirts of town, and once news of the plan 
reaches Gotham City, a certain eco-warrior (aka Poison Ivy) is determined to prevent the dream from 
becoming reality. 

411 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORION BOOK 2
SIMONSON, WAL
9781401297138     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 03/09/19
He is the brave and noble champion of New Genesis, adopted by its benevolent Highfather and raised 
as his own son. Yet within him also boils the rage and power of his true father - the tyrannical ruler of 
Apokolips, Darkseid! 

412 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCOOBY DOO 50TH ANNIVERSARY
VARIOUS
9781401294373     P     DC COMICS 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
On September 13th, 1969 a talking Great Dane named Scooby-Doo made his TV debut into the living 
rooms of millions of Americans, alongside his four teenage friends who together all make up Mystery, 
Inc. Riding around in their sometimes-smoke-filled Mystery Machine van, Scooby, Daphne, Fred, 
Velma, and Shaggy team up to solve supernatural mysteries through a series of hi-jinks and missteps. 
Jinkies! 

413 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STARGIRL BY GEOFF JOHNS
JOHNS, GEOFF
9781401297121     P     DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 24/09/19
Soon to star in her very own live action series, Stargirl by Geoff Johns collects his earliest work at DC 
Comics as he introduces the young woman who becomes Stargirl, Courtney Whitmore! 

414 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WONDER WOMAN EARTH ONE VOL 2
MORRISON, GRANT
9781401294144     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 17/09/19
The highly anticipated sequel to the No 1 New York Times bestselling original graphic novel is here in 
‘Wonder Woman: Earth One Vol 2’, from the acclaimed creative team of Grant Morrison and Yanick 
Paquette! 

415 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DC POSTER PORTFOLIO JIM LEE
LEE, JIM
9781401294250     P     DC COMICS 
£22.50     Published 24/09/19
DC spotlights top cover artists with the new Poster Portfolio series, continuing with superstar artist Jim 
Lee! This collection includes 20 of Jim Lee’s most memorable DC covers starring Batman, Catwoman, 
Wonder Woman and more! Printed on heavy cardstock paper at a massive 12 by 16 inches, the pages 
of the Poster Portfolios are easily pulled out and are perfect for framing and display! 

416 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANDMAN DREAM HUNTERS 30TH ANNIVERSARY
GAIMAN, NEIL
9781401294236     P     DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 21/09/19
A humble young monk and a magical, shape-changing fox find themselves romantically drawn together. 
As their love blooms, the fox learns of a devilish plot by a group of demons and a Japanese emperor to 
steal the monk’s life. A graphic novel adaptation featuring the artwork of P Craig Russell. 

417 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JOKER HIS GREATEST JOKES
VARIOUS
9781401294410     P 
DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19

Since his debut in Batman 1 in 1940, the Joker has been the Dark Knight’s greatest foe, and has 
appeared on television in live action and animated series, in blockbuster movies and in video games. 
Now, just in time for the autumn 2019 Warner Bros film starring Joaquin Phoenix, DC publishes a new 
‘best of’ collection of the Joker’s greatest stories. In these stories, the Clown Prince of Crime challenges 
Batman, Robin and the rest of Gotham City’s heroes, creating chaos with every step he takes. 
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418 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN DAMNED
AZZAERLLO, BRIAN
9781401291402     H 
DC COMICS 
£19.99     Published 10/09/19

‘Batman: Damned’ is a supernatural horror story told by two of comics’ greatest modern creators, Brian 
Azzarello and Lee Bermejo - a visceral thrill-ride that proudly puts the black in DC imprint Black Label. 
This new publishing imprint from DC Entertainment gives premier talent the opportunity to expand upon 
the canon of DC’s iconic Super Hero comic book characters with unique, standalone stories that are 
outside of the current DC Universe continuity. An all-star line-up of creative teams will craft their own 
personal definitive DC stories in the tradition of compelling literary works. 

419 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATMAN THE KILLING JOKE
MOORE, ALAN
9781401294052     H 
DC COMICS 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19

‘Batman: The Killing Joke’ is Alan Moore’s unforgettable meditation on the razor-thin line between 
sanity and insanity, heroism and villainy, comedy and tragedy. One bad day is all it takes according 
to the grinning engine of madness and mayhem known as the Joker, that’s all that separates the 
sane from the psychotic. Freed once again from the confines of Arkham Asylum, he’s out to prove his 
deranged point. And he’s going to use Gotham City’s top cop, Commissioner Jim Gordon, and the 
Commissioner’s brilliant and beautiful daughter Barbara to do it. 

420 n HHHH

HEAD LOPPER & THE KNIGHTS OF VENORA V3
MACLEAN, ANDREW
9781534313330     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19
In search of answers to their own sordid past, Norgal and Agatha have come to the city of Venoriah, 
finding it in utter chaos. The great egg at the centre of the walled city begins to crack. Goblins gather 
in the field, pike and spear in hand, to welcome their hatching doomsday god. The Sworn Swords of 
Venoriah line the walls to protect their city from invasion. War is imminent. Looming ever darker still, a 
nameless, faceless evil hunts our heroes from afar, seeking the Warrior and The Witch. Dark servants 
within the city pick up the beckoned call. With perils around every corner, Venoriah has enemies and 
friends in no short supply... 

421 n HHHH

I HATE FAIRYLAND BOOK TWO
YOUNG, SKOTTIE
9781534312487     H     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£31.99     Published 17/09/19
In this, the second oversized deluxe hardcover, our axe-weilding ace, Gert, really buckles down on 
getting the Fluff out of Fairyland, but after battling a cosplay cohort and a riddle-prone goblin king, 
there’s just the itsy-bitsy, barely worth mentioning, insignificant matter of an extended stay in a fantasy 
netherworld to deal with. Collects I Hate Fairyland No 11-20, I Hate Image FCBD Special, and Exclusive 
Extras! 

422 n HHHH

WALKING DEAD BOOK 16
KIRKMAN, ROBERT
9781534313255     H     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£31.99     Published 10/09/19
This hardcover features twelve issues of the hit comic book series, along with covers and a sketchbook, 
in one oversized hardcover volume. Perfect for long-time readers and fans of the AMC TV show. Rick 
leads the Commonwealth’s Governor, Pamela Milton, on a tour of the various communities Alexandria is 
aligned with. Naturally... terrible things begin to happen very quickly, and what’s done can’t be undone. 
Collects The Walking Dead Nos 181-192. 

423 n HHHH

WICKED + THE DIVINE VOL 9 OKAY
GILLEN, KIERON
9781534312494     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£15.99     Published 03/09/19
‘After five years, we reach the final volume. We go not gentle into that good night, but go driving a 
converted tank, covered in glitter and spangles, with a soundsystem audible from Mars blaring nothing 
but bangers. Gods, pop stars, an ending. We’ll miss you.’ Collects The Wicked + The Divine Nos 40-45. 

424 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INVISIBLE EMPIRE
NEILSON, MICKY
9781683834472     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 17/09/19
Madge Oberholtzer and The Unmasking of The Ku Klux Klan. Discover the true story of Madge 
Oberholtzer in this graphic novel retelling of her controversial case, which exposed the political 
corruption in Indiana and revealed the true face of the infamous Ku Klux Klan. 

425 n HHHH

D-DAY
CHAMBER, JACK
9781472838780     P     OSPREY 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Storming Fortress Europe. 6th June, 1944: a vast armada stands off the coast of Normandy; in the pre-
dawn gloom gliders carrying British airborne troops approach their target. The first shots are about to be 
fired in ‘the Great Crusade’ to free Europe from Nazi occupation, and thousands of troops will fight their 
way ashore in the teeth of deadly machine-gun and artillery fire from the German defenders. D-Day is 
about to begin. The Normandy landings are brought alive in this electrifying graphic novel that tells the 
story of that Longest Day through the eyes of the men who were there. 

426 n HHHH

SECRET INVASION
BENDIS, BRIAN M
9781846539848     H     PANINI COMICS 
£19.99     Published 01/09/19
The shape-shifting alien race known as the Skrulls has secretly infiltrated every super-powered 
organization on Earth with one goal... full-scale invasion! Brian Michael Bendis and Leinil Francis Yu 
leap off the pages of mega-hit New Avengers and deliver a story that will change the Marvel Universe 
forever. Filled with shocking revelations and powerful action, this pulse-pounding adventure will keep 
you on the edge of your seat as Marvel’s greatest heroes and villains must ask... Who Do You Trust? 
The Marvel Universe will never be the same again! Collecting Secret Invasion Nos 1-8 and Secret 
Invasion: Who Do You Trust? No 1. 

427 n HHHHH

ANIMAL FARM THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
ORWELL, GEORGE
9780241391846     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The first ever graphic novel treatment of Orwell’s seminal fable. When the downtrodden animals of 
Manor Farm overthrow their master Mr Jones and take over the farm themselves, they imagine it is the 
beginning of a life of freedom and equality. But gradually a cunning, ruthless elite, masterminded by the 
pigs Napoleon and Snowball, starts to take control. Soon the other animals find themselves hopelessly 
ensnared as one form of tyranny is replaced with another... Illustrated by the artist Odyr. 
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428 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAKING COMICS
BARRY, LYNDA
9781770463691     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Making Comics’ is the follow-up to Barry’s bestselling ‘Syllabus’ and this time she shares all of her 
comics-making exercises. In a new hand-drawn syllabus detailing her creative curriculum, she has 
students drawing themselves as monsters and superheroes, convincing students who think they can’t 
draw that they can, and most importantly, encouraging them to understand that a daily journal can be 
anything so long as it is hand drawn. She teaches all students and believes everyone and anyone can 
be creative. At the core of ‘Making Comics’ is her certainty that creativity is vital to processing the world 
around us. 

429 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOOMIN DELUXE ANNIVERSARY EDITION VOL 2
JANSSON, LARS
9781770463783     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£55.00     Published 03/09/19
Since the first Moomin comic strip appeared in the London Evening News, Tove Jansson’s creations 
have become an international sensation, inspiring TV shows, cafes, a museum, an opera, and even an 
amusement park. And now in this new deluxe anniversary edition are hundreds of pages of Moomin 
comics, starring Moominmamma, Snorkmaiden, Sniff, Mrs Fillyjonk, and many more familiar faces. 
Collected in this volume are the comics created by Lars Jansson, when his sister, Tove, grew tired of 
drawing a daily strip after half a decade. Her brother Lars had long been involved in the creation of the 
Moomin strips, he translated them into English for publication. 

430 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PITTSBURGH
SANTORO, FRANK
9781681374048     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£25.00     Published 17/09/19
‘Pittsburgh’ is the story of a family, and a city. Author Frank Santoro faces a straightforward yet heart-
rending reality: his parents, once high-school sweethearts, now never speak to each other - despite 
working in the same building. Stuck in the middle, he tries to understand. The result is this book. Using 
markers, pencils, scissors, and tape, with a variety of papers, drawing in vivid colours and exuberant 
lines, Santoro constructs a multi-generational retelling of their lives - framed by his parents’ courtship 
and marriage, and set amid the vital but fading neighbourhood streets. 

431 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RIVER AT NIGHT
HUIZENGA, KEVIN
9781770463745     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£27.50     Published 24/09/19
In ‘The River at Night’, Kevin Huizenga delves deep into consciousness. What begins as a simple, 
distracted conversation between husband and wife, Glenn and Wendy Ganges, him reading a library 
book and her working on her computer, becomes an exploration of being and the passage of time. As 
they head to bed, Wendy, exhausted by a fussy editor and Glenn energized by his reading and no small 
amount of caffeine, the story begins to fracture. ‘The River at Night’ flashes back, first to satirise the 
dot-com boom of the late 1990s and then to examine the camaraderie of playing first-person shooter 
video games with work colleagues. 

432 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TENDERNESS OF STONES
FAYOLLE, MARION
9781681372983     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£22.50     Published 03/09/19
A surreal graphic novel about death, mourning, and family by one of the most promising young artists 
working today. ‘We buried one of dad’s lungs,’ announces the narrator of ‘The Tenderness of Stones’. 
The lung is so large it takes three men to carry it - and that is just the beginning. The family looks on as, 
under the dispassionate orders of anonymous white-clad strangers, their father is disassembled, piece 
by piece: his nose is removed from his face and tied, temporarily, to his neck; his other lung is pulled 
out and he lugs it around in a cart; his mouth is pried off and stored away, leaving him mute. Soon, he 
will be gone entirely... 

433 n HHHH

DC COMICS SUPER VILLAINS
GREENBERGER, ROBERT
9780785837534     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19
DC Comics has created some of the most twisted and complex villainous characters in the world of 
comics. The third instalment in the popular 100 Greatest Moments of DC Comics series, ‘DC Comics 
Super-Villains’ features the pivotal acts that shaped the characters of 74 of these bad guys in over 200 
pages of art. 

434 n HHHHH

RUSTY BROWN
WARE, CHRIS
9780224078139     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19
20 years after ‘Jimmy Corrigan’, Chris Ware is publishing ‘Rusty Brown’ in book form. It is, he 
says, ‘a fully interactive, full-colour articulation of the time-space interrelationships of six complete 
consciousnesses on a single Midwestern American day and the tiny piece of human grit about which 
they involuntarily orbit.’ The six characters are Rusty Brown himself, a shy schoolkid obsessed with 
superheroes, his father ‘Woody’ Brown, an eccentric teacher at Rusty’s school, Chalky White, also a 
schoolboy, Alison White, Chalky’s sister, Jason Lint, an older boy who bullies Rusty and Chalky and 
fancies Alison, and the boy’s teacher, Joanne Cole. 

435 n HHHH

GREY AREA A LONG WAY HOME VOL 2
ABNETT, DAN
9781781086865     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The stunning second volume of the dystopian satire of alien immigration cops! North America, 2045. 
The Global Exo Segregation Zone (aka the ‘Grey Area’) is a huge holding area in Arizona housing 
aliens hoping to visit earth: a melting pot for disputes, crime and inter-species misunderstandings! The 
Exo Transfer Control squads are all that are standing in the way of chaos: heavily-armed immigration 
cops that keep the peace and make sure everyone has their papers in order... 

436 n HHHH

JUDGE DREDD THE SMALL HOUSE
WILLIAMS, ROB
9781781087411     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The critically-acclaimed and fan-lauded latest Judge Dredd tale which sent shockwaves through the 
universe and Mark Millar called ‘one of the best runs ever’! Everything is at stake and no-one is safe 
- in the critically-acclaimed storyline from Rob Williams and Henry Flint, Judge Dredd and his team 
of hand-picked allies finally take on the nefarious Judge Smiley, Mega-City One’s behind-the-scenes 
manipulator - but who will be left standing at the end? And with tensions with Chief Judge Hershey at 
breaking point, has Dredd finally met his match? 

437 n HHHH

ROY OF THE ROVERS 65TH ANNIVERSARY SPECIAL
JACOBS, ANDY
9781781087381     H     REBELLION 2000AD 
£19.99     Published 11/09/19
An incredible and historic hardcover celebrating 65 years of iconic character, Roy of the Rovers! In 
1954, an unassuming young footballer named Roy Race made his debut for Melchester Rovers in 
the pages of Tiger. Seven decades later, Roy of the Rovers is a household name and a footballing 
institution, and Rebellion is celebrating with the Roy of the Rovers 65th Anniversary Special! All the 
goals and glory from seven decades of iconic football action! 

438 n HHHH

SCARLET TRACES A WAR OF/WORLDS ANTHOLOGY
EDGINTON, IAN (ED)
9781781087466     H     REBELLION 2000AD 
£19.99     Published 05/09/19
It is the dawn of the twentieth century. Following the Martians’ failed invasion of Earth, the British 
Empire has seized their technology and unlocked its secrets for themselves, rolling out new machines 
and ever more deadly weapons in their quest for dominance. Editor Ian Edginton presents a rich 
anthology of new stories about imperialism and corruption in the world of HG Wells’ most famous 
creation. Featuring stories by Stephen Baxter, Adam Roberts, James Lovegrove, Emma Beeby and 
many more. 
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439 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SNOWPIERCER PART 1 
EXTINCTION
MATZ
9781785868832     H 
TITAN 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19

The prequel story to the New York Times bestselling Snowpiercer graphic novel series that inspired 
both movie and TV adaptations. Perfect for fans of post-apocalyptic sci-fi! The Snowpiercer saga 
continues with this brand new story by original artist Jean-Marc Rochette and Eisner nominated writer, 
Matz. Set before the extinction event that caused the new ice age in which the Snowpiercer travels 
perpetually around the globe, witness the terrifying events that led to the need for and creation of the 
eponymous train. 

440 n HHH

CHARLOTTE BRONTE BEFORE 
JANE EYRE
FAWKES, GLYNNIS
9781368045827     P 
TURNAROUND 
£10.99     Published 26/09/19

With an introduction by Alison Bechdel, ‘Charlotte Bronte Before Jane Eyre’ presents a stunning graphic 
examination of a woman who battled against the odds to make her voice heard. 

441 n HHH

INTERNET CRUSADER
WYLESOL, GEORGE
9781910395516     P 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published Sep 2019

Ever have one of those days where you’re talking to a smokin’ hot chick online and she turns out to be 
a robot working for an evil cult... and that hot chick sends a computer virus masked as dirty pictures... 
and that computer virus allows Satan to come through everyone’s computers and hypnotise them... but 
the family computer has parental locks on it so you don’t get the virus... and then God messages you 
to say you’re the only person on earth who can save human existence? Anyway, that’s the set up for 
this part art book, part graphic novel and 100% true, deep dive into early internet culture from creator of 
‘Ghosts, Etc’ George Wylesol! 

442 n HHH

MEYER
LANG, JONATHAN
9781643375809     P 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published 17/09/19

Old Meyer Lansky wants others to believe he’s wasting away in a retirement home. That way he can 
take care of some unfinished business in peace. But when a young janitor accidentally involves himself, 
the two embark on a wild and unlawful adventure - the destination of which neither is quite sure. An 
immigrant’s story in the guise of an old mobster’s tale. 

443 n HHH

MIMI & THE WOLVES VOL 1
PIZZO, ALABASTER
9781910395486     H 
TURNAROUND 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

Mimi enjoys a quiet, productive life in her tree house in the Flat Fields with her companion Bobo, until 
a mysterious and disturbing recurring dream of demons and a long-haired deity becomes impossible 
to ignore. In the Evergreen Woods live dangerous creatures who can help her, but will she leave the 
comfort of her home to find answers? 

444 n HHH

MUSE
FILIPPI, DENIS-P
9781643379326     H 
TURNAROUND 
£18.99     Published 24/09/19

Coraline is hired as the private tutor to the young son of wealthy landlords. As she tries to create a 
bond with the boy and his sharp intellect, she begins to discover that the family mansion is more than 
it seems. ‘Muse’ is a lyrical and titillating journey through endless universes and the boundaries of time 
and space. Beautifully drawn by comics superstar Terry Dodson. 
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445 n HHH

OFF WORLD BLUES
MORVAN, JEAN-DAVID
9781594651588     P 
TURNAROUND 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19

A peacekeeping troop ship is violently attacked. Out of 3,000 soldiers aboard, only six survive, the 
remnants of an all-female commando team. After battling a deadly adversary, they manage to land on 
the planet they had brought peace to 16 years earlier, only to find it at war once more. 

446 n HHHH

VANNI CAUGHT BETWEEN 
LIONS & TIGERS
DIX, BENJAMIN
9781780265155     P 
TURNAROUND 
£16.99     Published Sep 2019

In the tradition of Maus, Persepolis, Palestine and The Breadwinner, ‘Vanni’ is a graphic novel focusing 
on the conflict between the Sri Lankan government and the ‘Tamil Tigers’, told from the perspective of 
a single family. This moving, exceptional graphic novel portrays the personal experiences of modern 
warfare, the processes of forced migration and the struggles of seeking asylum in Europe. 

447 n HHHH

BLACK CLOVER VOL 17
TABATA, YUKI
9781974706167     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Asta is a young boy who dreams of becoming the greatest mage in the kingdom. Only one problem - he 
can’t use any magic! Luckily for Asta, he receives the incredibly rare five-leaf clover grimoire that gives 
him the power of anti-magic. Can someone who can’t use magic really become the Wizard King? One 
thing’s for sure - Asta will never give up! 

448 n HHHH

DR STONE VOL 7
INAGAKI, RIICHIRO
9781974707782     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
One fateful day, all of humanity turned to stone. Many millennials later, Taiju frees himself from the 
petrification and finds himself surrounded by statues. The situation looks grim - until he runs into his 
science-loving friend Senku! Together they plan to restart civilization with the power of science! 

449 n HHHH

GOLDEN KAMUY VOL 11
NODA, SATORU
9781974704491     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A tale of high adventure and survival! In the early 20th century, Russo-Japanese War veteran Saichi 
Sugimoto searches the wilderness of Hokkaido for a hoard of hidden gold. With only a cryptic map and 
a native Ainu girl to help him, Saichi must also deal with every murderous cutthroat, bandit and rogue 
who knows about the treasure...! 

450 n HHHH

HAIKYU VOL 34
FURUDATE, HARUICHI
9781974707805     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Shoyo Hinata is out to prove that in volleyball you don’t need to be tall to fly! Ever since he saw the 
legendary player known as ‘the Little Giant’ compete at the national volleyball finals, Shoyo Hinata has 
been aiming to be the best volleyball player ever! Who says you need to be tall to play volleyball when 
you can jump higher than anyone else? 

451 n HHHH

KAGUYA SAMA LOVE IS WAR VOL 10
AKASAKA, AKA
9781974706631     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Two high school geniuses scheme to get the other to confess their love first. Will Hayasaka prove to Kaguya 
that she can win Miyuki’s heart after all... while singing karaoke? Then the student council engages in some 
competitive cooking. Yu tries to spare Miko the embarrassment of the others discovering that she likes to listen 
to sexy voice actors whisper sweet nothings. And Kaguya declines to participate in a group date involving 
Miyuki - with a predictable impact on her mental stability. At some point, you’ve got to upgrade your phone. 

452 n HHHH

ONE PIECE 85 86 & 87 VOL 29 OMNIBUS EDN
ODA, EIICHIRO
9781974705085     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
As a child, Monkey D. Luffy dreamed of becoming King of the Pirates. But his life changed when he accidentally 
gained the power to stretch like rubber... at the cost of never being able to swim again! Years later, Luffy sets off in 
search of the ‘One Piece’, said to be the greatest treasure in the world... With Sanji forced into a political marriage 
by his scheming family, Luffy and members of the Straw Hats enter enemy territory to try to rescue him. 

453 n HHHH

URUSEI YATSURA VOL 3
TAKAHASHI, RUMIKO
9781974703449     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
The hilarious manga classic featuring beautiful space alien princess Lum! Princess Lum invades Earth 
on her UFO, and unlucky Ataru Moroboshi’s world gets turned upside down! Will Lum become Earth’s 
electrifying new leader? Or will Ataru somehow miraculously save Earth from space alien onslaught? 

454 n HHHH

USA DAYS
NAKAMURA, SHINSUKE
9781974706440     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
The life of the internationally famous professional wrestler Shinsuke Nakamura, from his childhood to 
the International Wrestling Grand Prix championship, his ascension to the WWE, and beyond! 

455 n HHHH

YONA OF THE DAWN VOL 19
KUSANAGI, MIZUHO
9781421588018     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Princess Yona lives an ideal life as the only princess of her kingdom. Doted on by her father, the king, 
and protected by her faithfuly guard Hak, she cherishes the time spent with the man she loves, Su-won. 
But everything changes on her 16th birthday when tragedy strikes her family... 

456 n HHHHH

BLUE EXORCIST VOL 22
KATO, KAZUE
9781974708734     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Rin and his exorcist classmates are caught in a secret war against the forces of darkness. Raised 
by Father Fujimoto, a famous exorcist, Rin Okumura never knew his real father. One day a fateful 
argument with Father Fujimoto forces Rin to face a terrible truth - the blood of the demon lord Satan 
runs in Rin’s veins! Rin swears to defeat Satan, but doing that means entering the mysterious True 
Cross Academy and becoming an exorcist himself... 
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457 n HHHHH

DRAGON BALL SUPER VOL 6
TORIYAMA, AKIRA
9781974705207     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Goku’s adventure from the bestselling classic manga Dragon Ball continues in this new series written 
by Akira Toriyama himself! Ever since Goku became Earth’s greatest hero and gathered the seven 
Dragon Balls to defeat the evil Boo, his life on Earth has grown a little dull. But new threats loom 
overhead, and Goku and his friends will have to defend the planet once again in this continuation of 
Akira Toriyama’s bestselling series, Dragon Ball! 

458 n HHHHH

YU GI OH ARC V VOL 6
YOSHIDA, SHIN
9781974707829     P     VIZ MEDIA 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
The latest manga series based on the hit collectible card game! Action Duels have become a global 
sensation, but what is the dark secret behind them that threatens to destroy the world? Yuya and his 
friends have infiltrated Eve’s Antarctic base! In the space between dimensions, Reiji meets Adam at 
last and learns the truth about G O D. Elsewhere, Yuya squares off against Eve for a final Duel. What 
secrets will be revealed in this final battle? 

459 n HHHH

GOBLIN SLAYER VOL 6
KAGYU, KUMO
9781975331931     P     YEN PRESS 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
A grudge match kicks off between Goblin Slayer and the Goblin Champion, hungry for revenge. But 
without the aid of fire, water, or poison, what kind of secret weapon will Goblin Slayer use against his 
mortal foes this time? Will the great mystery of the ruins beneath Water Town be solved once and for 
all...? 

460 n HHHH

OVERLORD VOL 11
MARUYAMA, KUGANE
9781975332303     P     YEN PRESS 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
After undergoing an intense interrogation, Sebas is faced with two choices - to maintain his loyalty to 
his master or stay by Tsuare. Which path will the butler choose? 

FICTION SAGA/ HISTORICAL

461 n HHHHH

CHANGING LARA
JACOBS, ANNA
9780749023751     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
First in a brand new contemporary series from the ever-popular Anna Jacobs. Lara Perryman has spent 
her whole life travelling for her busy corporate job, so it’s a relief when she takes early retirement and 
settles in a leisure village in Wiltshire. She quickly makes friends with the other residents and finds 
herself entangled in the ups and downs, triumphs and tragedies of her new community... Following 
the success of her Honeyfield and Greyladies novels, this is the perfect follow up for fans who loved 
‘Moving On’. 

462 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TO CALAIS IN ORDINARY TIME
MEEK, JAMES
9781786896742     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£17.99     Published 05/09/19
England, 1348. A gentlewoman is fleeing an odious arranged marriage, a Scottish proctor is returning 
home to Avignon, and a handsome young ploughman in search of adventure is on his way to volunteer 
with a company of archers. All come together on the road to Calais. And coming from across the 
Channel is the Black Death. James Meek’s extraordinary ‘To Calais, In Ordinary Time’ is a novel about 
love, class, faith, loss, gender and desire set against one of the biggest cataclysms of human history. A 
tremendous feat of language and empathy, it summons up a medieval world that is at once uncannily 
plausible, utterly alien and eerily reflective of our own. 

463 n HHHH

IMAGINARY LIVES OF JAMES 
PONEKE
MAKERETI, TINA
9781785631528     P 
EYE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19

First UK publication of a powerful historical novel from an award-winning New Zealand writer. It tells the 
gripping tale of James Poneke: orphaned son of a Maori chief; ardent student of English; wide-eyed 
survivor. All the world’s a stage, especially when you’re a living exhibit. But anything can happen to a 
young New Zealander on the savage streets of Victorian London. When James meets the man with 
laughing dark eyes and the woman who dresses as a man, he begins to discover who people really are 
beneath their many guises. Although London is everything James most desires, this new world is darker 
and more dazzling than anything he could have imagined. 

464 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MATTER OF INTERPRETATION
MACDONALD, ELIZABETH
9781912054701     H 
FAIRLIGHT BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

It’s 13th-century Europe and a young monk, Michael Scot, has been asked by the Holy Roman Emperor 
to translate the works of Aristotle and recover his ‘lost’ knowledge. The Scot sets to his task, travelling 
from the emperor’s Italian court to the translation schools of Toledo and from there to the Moorish library 
of Cordoba. But when the Pope deems the translations heretical, the Scot refuses to desist. So begins 
a battle for power between Church and State - one that has shaped how we view the world today. 

465 n HHHH

HUNTRESS
QUINN, KATE
9780008326197     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
On the edge of Soviet Russia, Nina Markova joins the infamous Night Witches - an all-female bomber 
regiment. But when she is downed behind enemy lines, Nina must use all her wits to survive from 
a lethal Nazi murderess known as the Huntress. British war correspondent Ian Graham abandons 
journalism to become a Nazi hunter, yet one target eludes him: the Huntress. And Nina is the only one 
to escape the Huntress alive. In post-war Boston, 17-year-old Jordan McBride is increasingly disquieted 
by the soft-spoken German widow who becomes her new stepmother. Delving into her past, Jordan 
slowly realizes that a Nazi killer may be hiding in plain sight. 

466 n HHHHH

MASTER OF HIS FATE
BRADFORD, BARBARA T
9780008242435     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
London 1884: Queen Victoria is Empress of India and Britain at its peak of worldwide power. James 
Falconer, known as Jimmy, is a barrow boy working for his father on the stalls in the Malvern Market. 
Alexis Malvern is an only child, raised by her father, Henry, who has built a real estate empire in London 
and a successful trading business in Le Havre. Trained by her father and heir to his businesses, Alexis 
has no interest in marrying. But when James Falconer approaches her father for a job, hungry to be 
part of the booming world of trade, she finally meets a man with an ambition and vision that matches 
hers. 
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467 n HHHHH

WINTER ORPHAN
SHARP, CATHY
9780008286712     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Left outside the church one snowy night by her dying mother, Ella has never known love. Taken into the 
workhouse, she is treated unkindly before being sold to a brutish master in order to care for his wife and 
child. Ella struggles to do all the work heaped on her thin shoulders and is desperate to get away. When 
her mistress dies in shocking circumstances, Ella runs away in fear but is caught and once again finds 
herself at the mercy of cruel and harsh treatment. Can Ella resist giving in to despair and somehow find 
the strength to carry on alone... From the bestselling author of ‘The Orphans of Halfpenny Street’. 

468 n HHHHH

STOLEN CHILD
FELTON, JENNIE
9781472256430     H     HEADLINE 
£21.99     Published 05/09/19
Will anyone believe her baby is gone? When Stella Swift is discovered holding a shard of broken glass 
near her newborn baby boy, fears that she might harm William result in her being taken to Catcombe - 
the local asylum. Although the regime is not as harsh as it once was, it’s not somewhere that Tom wants 
to send his wife - but he has no choice. Turning to his kind-hearted sister-in-law Grace for help taking 
care of his other three children whilst he keeps working at the mine seems like the simplest solution 
until Stella is well - if only there wasn’t the shared history between Tom and Grace... 

469 n HHHH

WICKED BY DESIGN
MORAN, KATY
9781786695383     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
K J Whittaker writing as Katy Moran. 1819, Jack ‘Crow’ Crowlas, the charismatic and troubled hero of 
K J Whittaker’s ‘False Lights’, has married his feisty love, Hester and with their baby daughter, settled 
down to enjoy their new life in Cornwall. But for Crow, trouble is never far away and as Cornwall 
seethes with rebellion, he is arrested for treason. Spared execution if he undertakes a dangerous 
mission to St Petersburg, Jack Crowlas finds himself entangled... From the windswept cliffs of Cornwall 
to the glittering ballrooms of St Petersburg, this is Regency romance with a twist. 

470 n HHHH

ASCENDANCY
STRUKUL, MATTEO
9781786692092     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
The first instalment in a trilogy charting the rise of the House of Medici as they become Masters of 
Florence and Progenitors of the Renaissance. Florence, 1429. Giovanni de Medici, the family patriarch, 
has been poisoned. In their quest for political power, the Medici have made bitter enemies in every corner 
of the republic. And now Giovanni’s sons, Cosimo and Lorenzo, have become the hereditary dukes of a 
city where loyalty can always be bought. While Lorenzo hunts for their father’s killer, Cosimo petitions their 
remaining allies as Italy heads towards civil war. But the Medici will need more than alliances to survive... 

471 n HHHHH

WEDDING DRESS MAKER
FLEMING, LEAH
9781789543254     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
1945: In the shadow of loss, disgrace and ill-health, unmarried mother Netta Nichol must watch her child 
being brought up by her farming father and stepmother. Exiled from her beloved Galloway, she seeks 
refuge in a Yorkshire mill town where she finds solace in sewing for her son. With the help of local friends, 
she makes her dream of creating beautiful wedding dresses come true, believing this is the one dress she 
may never get the chance to wear; in a time of rationing and shortages, no small achievement. As she 
begins to win back her self-respect Netta makes one last attempt to claim back her child. 

472 n HHHHH

WELL BEHAVED WOMAN
FOWLER, THERESE ANNE
9781473632493     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A novel of the Vanderbilts. Alva Smith, her Southern family destitute after the Civil War, married into one of 
America’s great Gilded Age dynasties: the newly wealthy but socially shunned Vanderbilts. Ignored by New 
York’s old-money circles and determined to win respect, she designed and built nine mansions, hosted 
grand balls, and arranged for her daughter to marry a duke. But Alva also defied convention for women of 
her time, asserting power within her marriage and becoming a leader in the women’s suffrage movement. 

473 n HHHHH

ONE PERFECT FAMILY
JACOBS, ANNA
9781473673298     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
One Perfect Family... can bring a whole village together. Lancashire, 1934. When Tam Crawford is 
unexpectedly bequeathed some money, he can finally realise his dream of settling down in the beautiful 
village of Ellindale. Tam knows he can be impulsive - his nickname isn’t Crazy Tam for nothing! - but this 
time he is determined not to be ruled by his big heart and hot head. Yet somehow, within just one day, 
he has taken on a fiancee and two children to keep them out of the poorhouse - or worse. 

474 n HHHHH

IRISH PRINCESS
CHADWICK, ELIZABETH
9780751564990     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19
Ireland, 1160. Aoife MacMurchada is just 14 years old when her father Diarmit, King of Leinster, is 
brutally deposed, and her family is forced to flee Southern Ireland into English exile. Diarmit seeks help 
from King Henry II, an alliance that leads him to the charismatic Richard de Clare, lord of Striguil, a man 
dissatisfied with his lot and open to new horizons. Diarmit promises Richard wealth, lands, and Aoife’s 
hand in marriage in return for his aid, but Aoife has her own thoughts on the matter. She may be a 
prize, but she is not a pawn and she will play the game to her own advantage. 

475 n HHHHH

WAY HOME
BRELLEND, KAY
9780349415321     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.99     Published 19/09/19
The next book in a compelling saga series set during WW1, based on the lives of the female factory 
workers at Barratt’s Sweet Factory. Inspired by the true stories from the author’s grandmother, the 
Barratt’s Sweet Factory sagas bring to life wartime London, celebrating the everyday heroism of 
families who fought to rise above their circumstances. This book sees Livvie working in the field 
hospitals of France, facing the horrors of war whilst still trying to keep her family together. 

476 n HHHHH

FIRE QUEEN
COURTNEY, JOANNA
9780349419510     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
The world knows Ophelia as Hamlet’s troubled lover; but behind Shakespeare’s tragedy stands a real 
woman: this is her story... The second novel in the new historical fiction series from the bestselling 
author of the Queens of Conquest series. Courtney’s new trilogy unearths the real women behind 
Shakespeare’s most infamous queens. Follows ‘Blood Queen’, the story of Lady Macbeth. 

477 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INHERITANCE OF SOLOMON 
FARTHING
PAULSON-ELLIS, MARY
9781447293941     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

An old soldier dies alone in his Edinburgh nursing home. No known relatives, and no Will to enact. 
Just a pawn ticket found amongst his belongings, and fifty thousand pounds sewn into the lining of 
his burial suit. An heir hunter in modern-day Edinburgh, Solomon Farthing is down on his luck until, 
perhaps, tipped off to this unexplained fortune. Armed only with the deceased’s name and a crumpled 
pawn ticket, he must find the dead man’s closest relative if he is to get a cut of this much-needed cash. 
But, trawling through the family tree, he uncovers a mystery that goes back to 1918 and a group of 11 
soldiers abandoned in a farmhouse billet in France. 
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478 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOTHER & CHILD
MURRAY, ANNIE
9781509895380     H     MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Bestselling author Annie Murray explores one family’s suffering - plagued by two horrific accidents - 
over two generations... In Birmingham, Jo and Ian’s marriage is hanging by a thread. One night almost 
two years ago, their adopted only child Paul, 23, died in a horrific accident which should never have 
happened. Ian’s mother tragically lost her husband in 1957 in an accident when Ian was very young, 
leaving a terrible mark on the family. Then, haunted by her son’s death, Jo catches a glimpse of a 
young boy in a magazine who resembles him - and learns of a tragedy in faraway India which touches 
her deeply, leading to her embarking on a trip there... 

479 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONE SNOWY NIGHT
BRADSHAW, RITA
9781509898077     H     MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
It’s 1922 and the Depression is just beginning to rear its head in Britain, but Ruby Morgan is about to 
marry her childhood sweetheart and nothing can mar her happiness. Or so she thinks. An unimaginable 
betrayal by those she loves causes her to flee her home and family one snowy night. Crushed and 
heartbroken, she vows that despite the odds stacked against her she will not only survive, but one day 
will show the ones she left behind that she’s succeeded in making something of herself. Brave words, 
but the reality is far from easy. Dangers she could never have foreseen and more tragedy threaten her 
new life, and love always seems just out of reach. 

480 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HIDDEN
CHAMBERLAIN, MARY
9781786076625     P 
ONE WORLD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Dora Simon and Joe O’Cleary live in separate countries, accepting of their twilight years. But their 
monochrome worlds are abruptly upended by the arrival of Barbara Hummel, who is determined to 
identify the mysterious woman whose photograph she has found among her mother’s possessions. 
Forced to confront a time they thought buried in the past, Dora and Joe’s lives unravel - and entwine. 
For, trapped on the Channel Islands under the German occupation in the Second World War, Dora, a 
Jewish refugee, had concealed her identity; while Joe, a Catholic priest, kept quite another secret... 

481 n HHHH

GOODBYE LIVERPOOL
LEE, MAUREEN
9781409192961     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Liverpool, 1937. Trapped in a loveless marriage, Jessica endures her husband’s petty cruelty for the 
sake of her two young children. Her only escape is the local cinema, where she can lose herself for 
an hour or two in the glamour and passion of the silver screen. But when she is offered a glass of 
champagne in a Liverpool hotel - and with it, the thrill of her own romance - her quiet life is shattered 
forever. When her husband uncovers the truth, he is ruthless in his revenge. Left without a home, and 
separated from her beloved children, Jessica is alone and desperate. 

482 n HHHH

SCORPIONS IN CORINTH
ALVEY, J M
9781409180654     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Philocles and his troupe of actors have taken their play, The Builders, on the road to Corinth. But when 
their local contact dies of a suspicious poison only hours after they arrive in the city, Philocles needs 
to start asking questions. But in one of the busiest trading cities in the ancient world, with rival gangs 
roaming the streets and a seemingly ruthless poisoner on the loose - where does he even start? The 
second in the series following ‘Shadows of Athens’. 

483 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINERS WIFE
ALLEN, DIANE
9781509895212     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Set in the Yorkshire Dales, ‘The Miner’s Wife’ is a sweeping family drama following a young woman 
who falls in love with a man who is not everything he seems... 17-year-old Meg Oversby often dreams 
of a more exciting life than the dull existence she faces at her family’s farm deep in the Yorkshire Dales. 
Growing up, she’s always sensed her father’s disappointment at not having a son to help with the farm 
work. So when Meg dances all night at the local market hall with Sam Alderson, a lead miner from 
Swaledale, a new light enters her life. Sam and his brother Jack show Meg a side to life she didn’t know 
existed... 

484 n HHHHH

WE’LL MEET AGAIN
ARCHER, ROSIE
9781787474031     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
The sequel to ‘The Bluebird Girls’, following the fortunes of singers Rainey Bird, Ivy Sparrow and Bea 
Herron as they do their best to keep up morale at home and abroad, entertaining troops in the dark 
days of WW2. A heartwarming, poignant Second World War saga for fans of Katie Flynn, Rosie Clarke 
and Milly Adams. 

485 n HHHHH

GIRL WHO CAME FROM RAGS
HART, GRACIE
9781785038099     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Eliza Wild has come a long way from her hungry childhood days in a rented miner’s cottage on Pit Lane 
on the outskirts of Leeds. Her sewing skills have enabled her to go into business with a wealthy patron 
and to give her young niece, Victoria, a better life than she and her sister, Mary-Anne, ever dreamed 
of. There’s also Eliza’s sweetheart, Tom, who is determined to marry her but having worked so hard to 
get to where she is, will Eliza take a chance on love when it means she might lose everything she has 
ever worked for? 

486 n HHHHH

HEROES ON THE HOME FRONT
CLARKE, ANNIE
9781787462588     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
December 1941, North East England. Despite the recent loss of her father, Sarah is settling well 
into her new role at the munitions factory. Her blossoming romance with pitman Stan is a welcome 
distraction from the dangerous working conditions. But a shocking revelation is about to put everything 
on the line. Meanwhile Fran is desperately missing her sweetheart Davey, who has been conscripted 
to work at Bletchley Park. Beth is longing for someone too - and it’s not her husband on the front line... 
As the factory girls face hardship on the home front, they will discover that the heroes they need are 
already by their side? 

487 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAP OF THE DAMAGE
TOBIN, SOPHIA
9781471151644     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Already a Sunday Times bestselling author with her first novel, ‘A Map of the Damage’ confirms Sophia 
Tobin as a rising star. This is stunning historical fiction for fans of Tracy Chevalier. ‘Both of our love 
affairs began with violence. Charlotte’s with a carriage accident; mine, with a bomb.’ ‘A Map of the 
Damage’ is a story of two love triangles, separated by a century, and of two women embattled by 
notions of class, passion and femininity: Livy, a young woman living through the Blitz, and Charlotte, a 
wealthy married woman of the 1840s. 
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488 n HHHH

KATIE MULHOLLAND
COOKSON, CATHERINE
9780552173490     P     TRANSWORLD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Born into poverty, Katie Mulholland is forced to find work as a maid in the house of a wealthy family. 
But the beautiful young girl captures the eye of her employer’s evil son, who rapes her and leaves her 
pregnant. Out for themselves, the family force her to marry the cruel manager of their mines. But Katie’s 
fate changes course when one man offers her the opportunity to make her own fortune, and to discover 
real love... Spanning Katie’s life from 1860 to the height of the Second World War, this is a timeless tale 
of one woman’s fight for the happy ending she deserves. 

489 n HHHHH

BEAR KING
WILDE, JAMES
9781787632165     H     TRANSWORLD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
AD 375 - The Dark Age is drawing near...  As Rome’s legions abandon their forts, chaos grows on the 
fringes of Britannia. In the far west, the shattered forces of the House of Pendragon huddle together 
in order to protect the royal heir - their one beacon of hope. For Lucanus, their great war leader, is 
missing, presumed dead. And the people are abandoning them. For in this time of crisis, a challenger 
has arisen, a False King with an army swollen by a horde of bloodthirsty barbarians desperate for 
vengeance. One slim hope remains for Lucanus’ band of warrior-allies, the Grim Wolves. 

490 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLOOD IN THE DUST
SWIGGS, BILL
9781785769078     H     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
1853,  Victoria, Australia. Five bushrangers led by the murderous outlaw Warrigal Anderson raid a 
small homestead. When they ride away, nineteen-year-old Toby O’Rourke’s life is changed forever. His 
parents lay dead at his feet and his brother, Patrick, is badly wounded. But Toby O’Rourke is made of 
steel forged in the hardship of colonial life. Forced into adulthood, he and Patrick will seek to restore the 
family fortunes and outwit not only the rich businessman who conspired to rob them of their birth right, 
but the vicious men who murdered their parents... 

491 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRLS FROM GREENWAY
WOODCRAFT, ELIZABETH
9781785767852     P     ZAFFRE 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
1960s Chelmsford. Angie Smith lives in Greenway, Chelmsford, with her elder sister Doreen, their 
struggling mother and their drunk, violent father. Bored with her job, and of her dull, ordinary boyfriend 
Roger, Angie dreams of bigger and better things. But then she meets boutique-owner Gene Battini, 
older, handsome, charming - and married. She is completely swept off her feet. Little does she know 
that Doreen too is falling for Gene, and that their affair will have disastrous consequences. As things at 
home go from bad to worse, Angie and Doreen must struggle to fight for what they want. Can the girls 
from Greenway ever achieve their dreams? 

492 n HHHHH

FAMILIARS
HALLS, STACEY
9781785766145     P     ZAFFRE 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Fleetwood Shuttleworth is 17 years-old, and pregnant for the fourth time. But as the mistress at 
Gawthorpe Hall, she still has no living child, and her husband Richard is anxious for an heir. When 
Fleetwood discovers a secret from the doctor that she will not survive another pregnancy, she’s 
crushed. Then she crosses paths by chance with Alice Gray, a young midwife. Alice promises to help 
her give birth to a healthy baby, and to prove the physician wrong. As Alice is drawn into the witchcraft 
accusations that are sweeping the North-West, Fleetwood risks everything by trying to help her. But is 
there more to Alice than meets the eye? 

493 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GHOST FIRE
SMITH, WILBUR
9781785769429     H 
ZAFFRE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

1754. Inseparable since birth and growing up in India, Theo and Connie Courtney are torn apart by the 
tragic death of their parents. Theo, wracked with guilt, seeks salvation in combat and conflict, joining 
the British in the war against the French and Indian army. Connie, believing herself abandoned by her 
brother, and abused and brutalised by a series of corrupt guardians, makes her way to France, where 
she is welcomed into   high society. Here, she once again finds herself at the mercy of vicious men, 
whose appetite for war and glory lead her to the frontlines of the French battlefield in North America. 

FICTION ROMANTIC

494 n HHHH

WALLFLOWER WAGER
DARE, TESSA
9780008268268     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Wealthy and ruthless, Gabriel Duke clawed his way from the lowliest slums to the pinnacle of high 
society - and now he wants to get even. Loyal and passionate, Lady Penelope Campion never met 
a lost or wounded creature she wouldn’t take into her home and her heart. When her imposing - and 
attractive - new neighbour demands she clear out the rescued animals, Penny sets him a challenge. 
She will part with her precious charges, if he can find them loving homes. Rising to the challenge, 
Gabriel, who wouldn’t know a loving home from a workhouse, is bewitched by the shyly pretty spinster 
who defies his every attempt to resist... 

495 n HHHH

WHERE THERES A WILL
CORBY, BETH
9781473699496     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Would you take the chance that could change everything? After leaving university at the age of twenty-
five with no idea what to do with her life, Hannah is stunned when she is left a mystery bequest by her 
rich, estranged great-uncle Donald. But there’s a catch: before she can find out what she’s inherited, 
she must undertake a series of unknown tasks alongside Alec, Donald’s reluctant (but rather gorgeous) 
PA. As the tasks progress and she and Alec grow closer, Hannah begins to think that Donald’s real gift 
might have more to do with love than money. 

496 n HHHHH

WINTER IN PARADISE
HILDERBRAND, ELIN
9781473677449     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Irene Steele’s life is idyllic, until it is rocked by a late-night phone call that brings news of her husband’s 
sudden death. Even in the midst of her crippling grief, Irene cannot get one question out of her head: 
why was his body found on St John, a tropical Caribbean paradise far removed from their suburban 
life? Leaving the cold Nantucket winter behind, Irene flies hundreds of miles to get to the island - only 
to learn that her husband had a secret second family. And as she delves deeper into the mysterious 
circumstances surrounding the death of the man she loved, she is plunged into a web of intrigue and 
deceit. 
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497 n HHHHH

BRINGING DOWN THE DUKE
DUNMORE, EVIE
9780349424101     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 03/09/19
England, 1879. Annabelle Archer, the brilliant but destitute daughter of a country vicar, has earned 
herself a place among the first cohort of female students at the renowned University of Oxford. In return 
for her scholarship, she must support the rising women’s suffrage movement. Her charge- recruit men 
of influence to champion their cause. Her target - Sebastian Devereux, the cold and calculating Duke of 
Montgomery who steers Britain’s politics at the Queen’s command. Her challenge- not to give in to the 
powerful attraction she can’t deny for the man who opposes everything she stands for. 

498 n HHHHH

LIVING MY BEST LIFE
FROST, CLAIRE
9781471181511     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Bell never thought she’d be facing her 40th birthday single. Recently dumped by her boyfriend of ten 
years, Bell is struggling to move on with her life... Enter Millie, a successful online influencer posting 
under the handle @mi_bestlife. But as a single mum trying to make ends meet and stay ahead of the 
younger generation snapping at her heels, her Instagram feed is far more #BestLie than #BestLife... 
It isn’t until Millie and Bell’s paths cross that the two women begin to realise what they’re missing. Will 
Bell finally learn to live life for herself? And will Millie see that she needs to start living for the moment 
and not for the ‘likes’? 

499 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANTAS ON HIS WAY
JACKSON, LISA ET AL
9781420145892     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£6.99     Published 24/09/19
Just in time for the holidays - a heartwarming and romantic Christmas collection headlined by No 1 New 
York Times bestselling author Lisa Jackson, with brand new novellas from Maisey Yates, Stacy Finz 
and Nicole Helm. Open your heart to the holidays with these stories of unexpected love. Now available 
in mass market! 

FICTION PARANORMAL

500 n HHHHH

DARK ILLUSION
FEEHAN, CHRISTINE
9780349423234     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19
At any other time, Julija Brennan would find solace in the quiet of the Sierra Mountains, but now the 
mage is in the race of her life. Having broken free from her controlling family, Julija’s attempt to warn the 
Carpathians of the coming threat has failed and put a target on her back - and those who are hunting 
her are close behind.... After centuries locked away in a monastery in the Carpathian Mountains, Isai 
Florea can’t believe he’s finally found his lifemate - the missing half of his soul. The second he sees 
Julija, his world blazes with colour. 

501 n HHHHH

IMMORTAL BORN
SANDS, LYNSAY
9781473225367     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
A simple promise to protect her friend’s infant son has turned Allie Chambers’ existence upside down. 
Caring for - and feeding - an orphaned vampire baby has been tricky enough. But as little Liam grows, 
so does his appetite. He needs more blood than she can personally supply. And when her attempts 
to steal from a blood bank go awry, Allie wakes up surrounded by doctors, cops... and the gorgeous, 
mesmerising Magnus, who she can neither trust nor resist. Magnus never expected to find his life mate 
breaking into a blood bank. Clearly, Allie is already entwined with his world - in deeper, more dangerous 
ways than she realises. 

FICTION SCIENCE FICTION

502 n HHHH

TERMINAL OVERKILL
HILL, JUSTIN D
9781781939895     P     BLACK LIBRARY PB 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
In the polluted, sprawling hive cities of Necromunda, life is short. From the decadent heights of the 
Spire to the murderous deeps of the Underhive, those on the climb must be bold and brutal, or face a 
violent end. When the barbarous Fettnir, Goliath overlord of the Chemfall Butchers, turns his attention 
to Escher territory, the result is nothing short of a massacre. Brielle of the Wild Hydras, escapes the 
slaughter and is cast into the deepest levels of the Underhive. Determined to avenge her family, Brielle 
vows that she will end those responsible, but to reach Fettnir and the bounty hunter who murdered her 
mother, she must first survive... 

503 n HHHH

CADIAN HONOUR
HILL, JUSTIN D
9781781939833     P     BLACK LIBRARY PB 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
For ten thousand years, Cadia stood as a bastion against the daemonic tide spewing forth from the 
Eye of Terror. But now the Fortress World lies in ruins, its armies decimated in the wake of Abaddon 
the Despoiler and his Thirteenth Black Crusade. Those who survived, though haunted by the loss of 
their beloved homeworld, remain bloodied and unbarred, fighting ruthlessly in the Emperor’s name. 
Amongst them is the indomitable Sergeant Minka Lesk. Sent to the capital world of Potence, Lesk 
and the Cadian 101st company soon discover that a rot runs through the very heart of the seemingly 
peaceful world. 

504 n HHHH

URIEL VENTRIS CHRONICLES VOL 2
MCNEILL, GRAHAM
9781781939567     P     BLACK LIBRARY PB 
£15.00     Published 05/09/19
The Ultramarines are a byword for loyalty and courage. Their martial prowess is legendary and is 
second only to the God-Emperor. Graham McNeill’s epic trilogy of Ultramarines novels is a masterpiece 
of non-stop action! This omnibus follows the adventures of Space Marine Captain Uriel Ventris and the 
Ultramarines as they battle against the enemies of mankind. From their home world of Macragge, into 
the dreaded Eye of Terror and beyond, Graham McNeill’s prose rattles like gunfire and brings the Space 
Marines to life like never before. 

505 n HHHH

BURIED DAGGER
SWALLOW, JAMES
9781781939703     P     BLACK LIBRARY HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
For long years, the Horus Heresy has ground on. Now, the Death Guard have been sent to begin the 
final battle. But Mortarion and his sons must face their gravest challenge first - for Nurgle has claimed 
them as his own, and he will not be denied... 

506 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MENACE OF THE MONSTER
ASHLEY, MIKE (ED)
9780712352697     P 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19

Classic Tales of Creatures from Beyond. In this compelling new collection of short stories from SF’s 
classic age our visions of ‘other’ are shown in a myriad of forms - beings from other worlds, corrupted 
lifeforms from our own planet and entities from unimaginable dimensions. Be prepared to face your 
greatest fears and relinquish your hold on reality as you confront the menace of the monster. 
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507 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COLD STORAGE
KOEPP, DAVID
9780008334505     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

The astonishing debut novel by the screenwriter of Jurassic Park: a wild and terrifying adventure 
about three strangers who must work together to contain a highly contagious, deadly organism. When 
Pentagon bioterror operative Roberto Diaz was sent to investigate a suspected biochemical attack, 
he found something far worse: a highly mutative organism capable of extinction-level destruction. 
He contained it and buried it in cold storage deep beneath a little-used military repository. Now, after 
decades of festering in a forgotten sub-basement, the specimen has found its way out and is on a lethal 
feeding frenzy. And only Diaz knows how to stop it... 

508 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
MEET ME IN THE FUTURE STORIES
HURLEY, KAMERON
9781616962968     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
When renegade author Kameron Hurley takes you to the future, be prepared for the unexpected. Yes, it will 
be dangerous, frequently brutal, and often devastating. But it’s also savagely funny, deliriously strange, and 
absolutely brimming with adventure. In these edgy, unexpected tales, a body hopping mercenary avenges 
his pet elephant, and an orphan falls in love with a sentient starship. Fighters ally to power a reality-bending 
engine, and a swamp-dwelling introvert tries to save the world - from her plague-casting former wife. 

509 n HHHH

CANTICLE FOR LEIBOWITZ
MILLER, WALTER M
9780356513171     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The classic science fiction novel of a future dark age and humanity’s new renaissance. It is a new dark age 
of fear and ignorance. An atomic Flame Deluge has ravaged the earth, and humanity’s survivors have turned 
against science. In the depths of a hellish desert, the Order of St Leibowitz preserves the few remnants of 
mankind’s knowledge. Then a humble monk makes a miraculous discovery of several artefacts - including a 
note written by the blessed St Leibowitz himself. Could this holiest of relics hold the key to humanity’s salvation? 

510 n HHHHH

RED MOON
ROBINSON, KIM S
9780356508825     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19
American Fred Fredericks is making his first Moon trip - to instal a communications system for China’s 
Lunar Science Foundation. But hours after his arrival he witnesses a murder and is forced into hiding. 
It is also the first visit for celebrity travel reporter Ta Shu. He has contacts and influence, but he too 
will find that the Moon can be a perilous place for any traveller. Finally, there is Chan Qi. She is the 
daughter of the Minister of Finance, and without doubt a person of interest to those in power. She is on 
the Moon for reasons of her own, but when she attempts to return to China, in secret, the events that 
unfold will change everything. 

511 n HHHHH

WORLD ENGINES DESTROYER
BAXTER, STEPHEN
9781473223172     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
In the year 2570, a sleeper will wake... In the mid-21st century, the Kernel, a strange object on a five-
hundred-year-orbit, is detected coming from high above the plane of the solar system. Could it be an 
alien artefact? In the middle of climate-change crises, there is no mood for space-exploration stunts 
- but Reid Malenfant, elderly, once a shuttle pilot and frustrated would-be asteroid miner, decides to go 
take a look anyway. Nothing more is heard of him. But his ex-wife, Emma Stoney, sets up a trust fund to 
search for him the next time the Kernel returns... 

512 n HHHH

WAR AMONGST THE ANGELS
MOORCOCK, MICHAEL
9781473228320     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
The Michael Moorcock Collection continues with this trilogy of novels featuring some of his greatest 
characters, and the terror of the Second Ether. Across the centuries of the human experience and the 
unimaginable reaches of the Second Ether, Rose Von Bek and Jack Karaquazian travel. They live by 
a strict moral code, gambling their sanity or their lives on the turn of a card or the roll of a dice. But the 
Second Ether contains a fault, a crack through which inexhaustible power flows. Power and something 
else. Something which might threaten the entire multiverse. Contains Blood: a Southern Fantasy, 
Fabulouis Harbours and The War Amongst the Angels. 

513 n HHHHH

STAINLESS STEEL RAT
HARRISON, HARRY
9781473227682     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
In the vastness of space, the crimes just get bigger and Slippery Jim diGriz, the Stainless Steel Rat, is 
the biggest criminal of them all. He can con humans, aliens and any number of robots time after time. 
Jim is so slippery that all the inter-galactic cops can do is make him one of their own. 

514 n HHHHH

SHADOW CAPTAIN
REYNOLDS, ALASTAIR
9780575090651     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Returning to the universe of ‘Revenger’, award-winning author Alastair Reynolds delivers another 
thrilling tale set among the stars. Two sisters ran away from home to join the crew of a spaceship. They 
took on pirates, faced down monsters and survived massacres... and now they’re in charge. Captaining 
a fearsome ship of their own, adventures are theirs for the taking - and there’s hoards to loot and 
treasures to find in the darkest reaches of space. But the rules are also more relaxed out on the fringes, 
as they’re about to discover... 

515 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATTLE BEYOND THE DOLESTARS
MCCRUDDEN, CHRIS
9781788421058     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Time for the Machine Republic to Kurl Up and Dye. It’s a year since the Battlestar Suburbia broke free 
from Earth and the human rebellion is hiding out in the asteroid belt. Their leader, Admiral Janice, is 
assembling a fleet she hopes can topple robot rule - except on Wednesday afternoons when she can 
do you a half head of highlights for 30 quid. Janice has given Darren, now the reluctant captain of the 
teenage starship Polari, a critical mission, to open up a path back to Earth by bombing the Martian Gap 
Services. But when it goes wrong and Darren and his crew are chased deep into the solar system, 
Janice has only one hope left, back on Earth... 

516 n HHHH

OUR CHILD OF THE STARS
COX, STEPHEN
9781786489968     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Molly and Gene Myers were happy, until tragedy blighted their hopes of children. This is the year of 
Woodstock and the moon landings; war is raging in Vietnam and the superpowers are threatening each 
other with annihilation. Then the Meteor crashes into Amber Grove, devastating the small New England 
town - and changing their lives for ever. Molly, a nurse, caught up in the thick of the disaster, is given 
care of a desperately ill patient rescued from the wreckage: a sick boy with a remarkable appearance, 
an orphan who needs a mother. And soon the whole world will be looking for him. 

517 n HHHH

STAR WARS GALAXYS EDGE BLACK SPIRE
DAWSON, DELILAH S
9781780899909     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
A stand-alone Star Wars title delving into the character of one of the biggest names in the Star Wars 
universe: Kylo Ren. Walk the ancient streets, meet the colourful characters, and uncover the secret 
history of Star Wars: Galaxy’s Edge, the upcoming expansion to the Disney Parks experience! 
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518 n HHHH

STAR WARS MASTER & APPRENTICE
GRAY, CLAUDIA
9781787462403     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
A new Star Wars novel, taking place before the events of ‘The Phantom Menace’. An unexpected offer 
threatens the bond between Qui-Gon Jinn and Obi-Wan Kenobi as the two Jedi navigate a dangerous 
new planet and an uncertain future. 

519 n HHHHH

END OF THE WORLD SURVIVORS CLUB
WALKER, ADRIAN J
9781785035739     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
In ‘The End of the World Running Club’ Edgar Hill ran 550 miles after an apocalypse to try and find his 
family. He had it easy. This is his wife’s story. Beth Hill has survived the apocalypse with a baby and 
toddler in tow. And what’s more she’s done it alone - without her husband’s help. He’s never been any 
help. But when disaster strikes and someone steals her kids, she knows what she has to do. The new 
world might be very different: no government, no law, no infrastructure and a whole lot more ocean than 
there used to be. But one thing hasn’t changed - the lengths to which a mother will go to save her family... 

520 n HHHHH

GRACE YEAR
LIGGETT, KIM
9781529100587     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
A riveting speculative feminist dystopian thriller for readers of ‘The Power’, ‘The Handmaid’s Tale’ and 
‘The Hunger Games’. Tierney James lives in an isolated village where girls are banished at sixteen to the 
northern forest to brave the wilderness - and each other - for a year. They must rid themselves of their 
dangerous magic before returning purified and ready to marry - if they’re lucky. It is forbidden to speak of 
the grace year, but even so every girl knows that the coming year will change them - if they survive it... 

521 n HHHH

RETURN OF THE INCREDIBLE EXPLODING MAN
HUTCHINSON, DAVE
9781781085844     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
When journalist Alex Dolan is hired by multibillionaire Stanislaw Clayton to write a book about the Sioux 
Crossing Supercollider, the world’s first privately funded high-energy physics facility, this is a dream job. 
Clayton wants to use the collider to research the nature of gravity - with an eye on using the results in 
space exploration - and his 13-billion-dollar pet project has run into a series of high-profile snags and 
delays. There’s talk of the American government pulling its support of the collider, and Clayton needs 
someone to put a good spin on it... 

522 n HHHH

FIREFLY BIG DAMN HERO
HOLDER, NANCY
9781785658280     P     TITAN 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19
The first original novel tying into the critically acclaimed and much-missed Firefly series from creator Joss 
Whedon. Captain Malcolm Reynolds is kidnapped by a bunch of embittered veteran Browncoats who suspect 
him of sabotaging the Independents during the war. Mal is placed on trial for his life, fighting compelling 
evidence that someone did indeed betray them to the Alliance all those years ago. Mal must prove his 
innocence, but his captors are desperate and destitute, and will settle for nothing less than the culprit’s blood. 

FICTION FANTASY

523 n HHHH

BRUNNER THE BOUNTYHUNTER
WERNER, C L
9781781939420     P     BLACK LIBRARY PB 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
This is the dark saga of the ruthless bounty hunter who goes by the name of Brunner. Goblins, 
vampires, outlaws and even dragons - they’re all fair game for this dark hero’s blade. Across the length 
and breadth of the grim Warhammer Old World, Brunner plies his trade, tracking down and killing 
monsters. But he also faces challenges from within his own dubious profession as a rival hunter stakes 
a claim to his bounty. 

524 n HHHH

GOTREK & FELIX THE END TIMES
GUYMER, DAVID
9781781939598     P     BLACK LIBRARY PB 
£15.00     Published 19/09/19
For many long years, Felix Jaeger has followed the dwarf Slyer Gotrek Gurnisson across the world. 
Their adventures have been extraordinary; their heroic partnership the stuff of legends. Now it ends. 
With their friendship in tatters after a series of betrayals, the pair march south at the head of a ragtag 
army, intent on driving the forces of Chaos out of the Empire and returning Felix to his wife. But 
Gotrek’s doom is at hand, and great powers are at work to ensure that he meets it. 

525 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANDMAN DREAM HUNTERS 30TH ANNIVERSARY
GAIMAN, NEIL
9781401294090     P     DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
Neil Gaiman’s original prose novella illustrated by Yoshitako Amano. A humble young monk and a 
magical, shape-changing fox find themselves romantically drawn together. As their love blooms, the fox 
learns of a devilish plot by a group of demons and a Japanese emperor to steal the monk’s life. 

526 n HHHH

VITA NOSTRA
DYACHENKO, MARINA
9780008272890     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Our life is brief... The definitive English language translation of the internationally bestselling Russian 
novel - a brilliant dark fantasy combining psychological suspense, enchantment, and terror that 
makes us consider human existence in a fresh and provocative way. ‘Vita Nostra’ is a complex blend 
of adventure, magic, science, and philosophy, filtered through a distinct Russian sensibility. Brilliantly 
translated by Julia Meitov Hersey. 

527 n HHHH

AFTER THE FLOOD
MONTAG, KASSANDRA
9780008319557     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
The world is mostly water when Pearl is born. The floods have left America a cluster of small islands 
with roving trade ships. Pearl knows little of her father Jacob and elder sister Row, who left her mother 
Myra when she was pregnant with her. Between them they make do, with Myra fishing and trading to 
make ends meet, travelling from island to island on Bird, the boat Myra’s grandfather made before he 
died. Whilst their life is a tranquil one, Myra still aches for the daughter she once lost. When a chance 
encounter reveals that Row might still be alive, Myra packs up 6-year-old Pearl and together they begin 
a dangerous voyage... 

528 n HHHHH

DARKDAWN
KRISTOFF, JAY
9780008180089     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
The epic conclusion to The Nevernight Chronicle. Mia and her brother Jonnen must journey through the 
depths of the ancient metropolis. Their quest will take them through the Godsgrave underdark, back to 
the library of the Quiet Mountain and the poisoned blades of Mia’s old mentors, and at last the fabled 
Crown of the Moon. There, Mia will at last discover the origins of the darkin, and learn the destiny that 
lies in store for her and her world. But with the three suns now in descent, and Truedark on the horizon, 
will she survive? PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN SEPTEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

529 n HHHHH

SIEGE OF STONE
GOODKIND, TERRY
9781786691736     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The Sorceress Nicci, the Wizard Nathan Rahl, and the young swordsman Bannon remain in the 
legendary city of Ildakar after a great internal revolt has freed the slaves and brought down the 
powerful wizards council. But as he fled the city, capricious Wizard Commander Maxim dissolved the 
petrification spell that had turned to stone the invading army of General Utros fifteen centuries earlier. 
Now, hundreds of thousands of half-stone soldiers from the ancient past have awakened, led by one of 
the greatest enemy commanders in history. Nicci, Nathan, and Bannon have to help Ildakar survive this 
unbreakable siege. 
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530 n HHHH

EARWIG
CATLING, BRIAN
9781473687103     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Earwig got his nickname from his grandfather. At the start of this story he is employed to look after a 
strange little girl in a flat in Liege. He spies on her, but never touches her except when, as part of his 
duties, he is required to make teeth of ice and insert them in her gums. When a black cat is delivered 
to the flat, unasked for, the girl forms an immediate bond with it, but Earwig identifies it as the enemy. 
Travelling across country by train, transporting the girl and her cat, Earwig is increasingly caught up in 
a web of unfortunate and increasingly violent coincidences. Not since Edgar Allan Poe has there been 
such a masterly tale of feline evil... 

531 n HHHH

TEN THOUSAND DOORS OF JANUARY
HARROW, ALIX E
9780356512440     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19
In a sprawling mansion filled with exotic treasures, January Scaller is a curiosity herself. As the ward 
of the wealthy Mr. Locke, she feels little different from the artifacts that decorate the halls: carefully 
maintained, largely ignored, and utterly out of place. But her quiet existence is shattered when she 
stumbles across a strange book. A book that carries the scent of other worlds and tells a tale of secret 
doors, of love, adventure and danger. As each page reveals more impossible truths about the world, 
January discovers a story that might just be the key to unlocking the secrets of her past. 

532 n HHHHH

AT DEATHS DOOR
KENYON, SHERRILYN
9780349412238     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19
Born the beautiful daughter of a poor cobbler, Valynda Moore learned early in life that beauty was its 
own form of a curse in a world ruled by ruthless men who would use any means to take what they 
wanted. And the stakes were never higher than the night when one man went so far as to steal her very 
soul and condemn her to live eternity in the body of a living straw doll. Now she has one chance to be 
human again. To have her soul restored to a flesh-and-blood body. But only if she betrays everyone 
she holds dear, and breaks every vow she’s made. To her, the choice is simple. She’d never hurt her 
friends. 

533 n HHHH

BONE SHIPS
BARKER, R J
9780356511832     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
Enter the Hundred Isles, where ships made from the bones of extinct dragons battle for supremacy on 
the high seas. Our hero Meas Giryn must unite a crew of condemned criminals for a suicide mission 
when the first live dragon in centuries is spotted in far off waters... From David Gemmell, Kitschie and 
British Fantasy Award-nominated RJ Barker, author of Age of Assassins. 

534 n HHHHH

ORC ON THE WILD SIDE
HOLT, TOM
9780356506715     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19
Being the Dark Lord and Prince of Evil is not as much fun as it sounds, particularly if you are a basically 
decent person. King Mordak is just such a person. Technically he’s more goblin than person, but the 
point is that he is really keen to be a lot less despicable than his predecessors. Not that the other 
goblins appreciate Mordak’s attempts to redefine the role. Why should they when his new healthcare 
program seems designed to actually extend life expectancy, and his efforts to end a perfectly 
reasonable war with the dwarves appear to have become an obsession? With confidence in his 
leadership crumbling, what Mordak desperately needs is a distraction. 

535 n HHHHH

SAVIOR
WARD, J R
9780349420462     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
In the venerable history of the Black Dagger Brotherhood, only one male has ever been expelled - but 
Murhder’s insanity gave the Brothers no choice. Haunted by visions of a female he could not save, 
he nonetheless returns to Caldwell on a mission to right the wrong that ruined him. However, he is 
not prepared for what he must face in his quest for redemption. Dr Sarah Watkins, researcher at a 
biomedical firm, is struggling with the loss of her fiance. When the FBI starts asking about his death, 
she questions what really happened and soon learns the terrible truth: her firm is conducting inhumane 
experiments in secret. 

536 n HHHHH

LITTLE HATRED
ABERCROMBIE, JOE
9780575095861     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19
The start of a brand new trilogy set in the world of the First Law which will have you gripped from the 
very start. The chimneys of industry rise over Adua bringing new opportunities. But old scores run 
deep as ever. On the blood-soaked borders Angland, Leo dan Brock struggles to win fame on the 
battlefield, and defeat the marauding armies of Stour Nightfall. Savine dan Glokta - socialite, investor, 
and daughter of the most feared man in the Union - plans to claw her way to the top of the slag-heap 
of society by any means necessary. But the slums boil over with a rage that all the money in the world 
cannot control... 

537 n HHHHH

SKYWARD
SANDERSON, BRANDON
9781473217874     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Spensa’s world has been under attack for hundreds of years. An alien race called the Krell leads 
onslaught after onslaught from the sky in a never-ending campaign to destroy humankind. Humanity’s 
only defence is to take to their ships and fight the enemy in the skies. Pilots have become the heroes 
of what’s left of the human race. Spensa has always dreamed of being one of them; of soaring above 
Earth and proving her bravery. But her fate is intertwined with her father’s - a pilot who was killed 
years ago when he abruptly deserted his team, placing Spensa’s chances of attending flight school 
somewhere between slim and none. 

538 n HHHHH

ARCHANGELS WAR
SINGH, NALINI
9781473224599     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
The world of the archangels, guild hunters, and humans is thrust into peril by a new emerging threat. 
Elena Deveraux and her archangel Raphael are irrevocably changed, but how their changes affect the 
world around them is yet to be determined... 

539 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RUIN OF KINGS
LYONS, JENN
9781509879502     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
The first book in Jenn Lyons’s epic Godslayer Cycle. Kihrin grew up on tales of long-lost princes and 
grand quests - despite being raised in a brothel, making money as a musician and street thief. One 
day he overreaches by targeting an absent noble’s mansion, hunting for jewels. There he witnesses 
a prince performing a terrifying dark-magic ritual. Kihrin flees but he’s marked by a demon and his life 
will never be the same again... Prophecy and magic combine in a powerful epic of imperial politics, 
dragons, gods and demons - and a young man who discovers that his fate will determine the future of 
an empire. 
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540 n HHHH

MONSTER
DICKINSON, SETH
9781447281221     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
The traitor Baru Cormorant is now the cryptarch Agonist - a secret lord of the corrupt empire she’s 
vowed to destroy. But to gain the power to shatter this Empire of Masks, she’s had to betray everyone 
she loved. She’s now hunted by a mutinous admiral and haunted by the wound which has split her 
mind in two. But Baru is still leading her dearest foes on an expedition, to gain the secret of immortality. 
It’s her best and perhaps only chance to trigger a war - one that would consume the Masquerade. But 
Baru’s heart is broken, and she fears she can no longer tell justice from revenge... or her own desires 
from the will of the man who remade her. 

541 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHTJAR
HEWITT, DEBORAH
9781509896462     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

In this immersive adventure, a mysterious parcel is about to change Alice Wyndham’s life. It will lead 
her to a magical London infused with Finnish mythology - and reveal the only thing that can save 
her best friend. But when the mysterious Crowley appears at her door, he reveals she’s been seeing 
nightjars - the miraculous birds which guard our souls. A shadowy faction wants to use her rare gift 
to hunt the magically gifted. Forced to go on the run, she follows Crowley to an incredible alternate 
London, to hone her talents. But can she trust him? Alice must risk everything as she navigates a 
dangerous world of magic, marvels and death cults. 

542 n HHHH

BRIGHTFALL
MOYER, JAIME LEE
9781787479203     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Someone is murdering the Merry Men... It’s been a mostly quiet life since Robin Hood put aside 
his pregnant wife Marian, turned his back on his Merry Men and his former life and retreated to a 
monastery to repent his sins... although no one knows what was so heinous he would leave behind 
Sherwood Forest and those he loved most. But when friends from their outlaw days start dying, Father 
Tuck, now the Abbott of St Mary’s, suspects a curse and begs Marian to use her magic to break it. 

543 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL THE SEA GAVE BACK
YOUNG, ADRIENNE
9781789091298     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 03/09/19

For as long as she can remember, Tova has lived among the Svell, the people who found her washed 
ashore as a child and use her for her gift as a Truthtongue. Her own home and clan are long-faded 
memories, but the sacred symbols and staves inked over every inch of her skin mark her as one who 
can cast the rune stones and see into the future. She has found a fragile place among those who fear 
her, but when two clans to the east bury their age-old blood feud and join together as one, her world is 
dangerously close to collapse. For the first time in generations, the leaders of the Svell are divided. 

544 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVER WIND
ALLAN, NINA
9781789091694     P 
TITAN 
£7.99     Published 10/09/19

Martin Newland is fascinated by the nature of time. Watches and clocks are for him metaphorical time 
machines, a means of coming to terms with a clouded past and voyaging forward into the future. But 
was his first timepiece a Smith, given to him on his fourteenth birthday, or the Longines he received as 
a present four years later? Was it the small brass travelling clock unearthed in the run-down house for 
which he is to act as estate agent? And who is the maker of these time machines? Clues abound but 
contradict each other. 

545 n HHHH

DREAM SO DARK
MCKINNEY, L L
9781789093049     P     TITAN 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
In LL McKinney’s thrilling sequel to ‘A Blade So Black’, Alice goes deeper into a dark version of 
Wonderland. Still reeling from her recent battle, she must abandon her friends to complete her mission: 
find The Heart and prevent the Red Lady’s rise. However, a poet capable of using Nightmares to not 
only influence the living but raise the dead, is looking to claim the Black Queen’s power - and Alice’s 
budding abilities - as their own. If there is any hope of defeating this mystery poet’s magic, Alice must 
confront the worst in herself, and in the people she loves... 

546 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAN IN THE DARK
WHITELAW, JONATHAN
9781912666461     P 
URBANE PUBLICATIONS LTD 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

In this follow-up to ‘HellCorp’, The Devil’s back - and he’s still not had a holiday. There’s another 
mystery to solve - a woman kidnapped by terrorists and the world trying to find her. While he hates 
doing God’s bidding, The Devil can’t resist trying to put one over on him. But nothing is ever that 
simple. While The Devil helps the London cops crack the case, there’s trouble in the Underworld. And 
two of humanity’s greatest backstabbers - Brutus and Cassius - are sharpening their knives with an 
eye on stealing his crown. It’s a race against time to find the girl, be the bad guy and maybe stop the 
apocalypse... 

547 n HHHH

IMAGINARY CORPSE
HAYES, TYLER
9780857668318     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
A dinosaur detective in the land of unwanted ideas battles trauma, anxiety and the first serial killer of 
imaginary friends. Tippy the triceratops was once a little girl’s imaginary friend, a dinosaur detective 
who could help her make sense of the world. But when her father died, Tippy fell into the Stillreal, 
the underbelly of the Imagination, where ideas go when they’re too Real to disappear. Now, he does 
detective work for other unwanted ideas - until he runs into the Teatime Man, a nightmare monster who 
can kill an idea permanently. Now Tippy must overcome his own trauma and solve the case, before 
there’s nothing left but imaginary corpses. 
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548 n HHHH

RESURRECTIONIST OF CALIGO
ZALOGA, ALICIA
9780857668264     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Man of Science’ Roger Weathersby scrapes out a risky living digging up corpses for medical schools. 
When he’s framed for the murder of one of his cadavers, he’s forced to trust in the superstitions he’s 
always rejected: his former friend, princess Sibylla, offers to commute Roger’s execution in a blood 
magic ritual which will bind him to her forever. With little choice, he finds himself indentured to Sibylla 
and propelled into an investigation. There’s a murderer loose in the city of Caligo, and the duo must 
navigate science and sorcery, palace intrigue and dank boneyards to catch the butcher before the 
killings tear their whole country apart. 

FICTION HORROR

549 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BONE CHINA
PURCELL, LAURA
9781526602534     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

The new historical chiller novel from the author of ‘The Silent Companions’ and ‘The Corset’. On the 
Cornish coast, Morvoren House plays host to two young women who - forty years apart - are both faced 
with sinister tales of fairy possession. Are these merely stories told by the superstitious and ill-educated 
or is there something dark lurking beneath Morvoren House? 

550 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PROMETHEAN HORRORS
REYES, XAVIER A (ED)
9780712352840     P 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

Classic Stories of Mad Science. ‘Promethean Horrors’ presents some of the greatest mad scientists 
ever created, as each cautionary tale explores the consequences of pushing nature too far. These 
savants take many forms: there are malcontents who strive to create poisonous humans; technologists 
obsessed with genetic splicing; mesmerists interested in the way consciousness operates after death 
and inventors who believe in a hidden reality. United by an unhealthy obsession with wanting to reach 
beyond their circumstances, these mad scientists are marked by their magical capacity to alter the 
present, a gift that always comes at a price... 

551 n HHHH

WAILING WOMAN
LEWIS, MARIA
9780349421308     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 26/09/19
A brand new title from the bestselling author of ‘Who’s Afraid?’ Maria Lewis is reinventing ghosts, 
werewolves and witches with a contemporary, feminist twist. 

552 n HHHH

GRAVE IMPORTANCE
SHAW, VIVIAN
9780356508924     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19
In the hills above Marseille, Oasis Natrun is a highly secret health spa for mummies, equipped with 
the very latest therapeutic innovations both magical and medical. To Dr Greta Helsing, it sounds like 
paradise. But when she takes the job of interim clinical director, it isn’t long before Greta finds herself 
faced with a medical mystery that will take all her diagnostic skill to solve. With help from her friends 
and colleagues - including demons, witches and the inimitable vampyre Sir Francis Varney - Greta must 
put a stop to this mysterious illness before anybody else crumbles to irreparable dust. 

553 n HHHHH

BENEATH THE ATTIC
ANDREWS, V C
9781982114398     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
In 1890, Corrine Dixon meets and is swept away by the charms of rich, sophisticated, and handsome 
Garland Foxworth. After discoverying that she’s pregnant, Garland does what appears to be the 
honourable thing and marries her in a huge wedding ceremony on the luxurious Foxworth Hall grounds 
while both families keep her pregnancy a secret. Now the mistress of the labyrinthine estate, Corrine 
discovers that nothing is what is seems. Garland is not the man she expected and she’s uncomfortable 
with his intense infatuation with his deceased mother’s memory. Can she survive this strange new life? 
Or is her fate already sealed? 

554 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRIP OF IT
JEMC, JAC
9781789091977     P 
TITAN 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19

A chilling literary horror novel, Jac Jemc’s ‘The Grip of It’ tells the story of Julia and James, a young 
couple haunted by their new home. The move - prompted by James’s penchant for gambling, his 
inability to keep his impulses in check - is quick and seamless; both Julie and James are happy to leave 
behind their usual haunts and start afresh. But the house, which sits between lake and forest, has plans 
for the unsuspecting couple... The architecture becomes unrecognisable, decaying before their eyes. 
Stains contract and expand, mapping themselves onto Julie’s body in the form of bruises; and mould 
taints the water that James pours from the sink... 

555 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE 
SUSSEX SEA DEVILS
LOVEGROVE, JAMES
9781785652936     P 
TITAN 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19

It is the autumn of 1910, and for 15 long years Sherlock Holmes and Dr John Watson have battled R’lluhloig, 
the Hidden Mind that was once Professor James Moriarty. Europe is creeping inexorably towards war, and a 
more cosmic conflict is nearing its zenith, as in a single night all the most eminent members of the Diogenes 
Club die horribly, seemingly by their own hands. Holmes suspects it is the handiwork of a German spy 
working for R’lluhloig, but his search for vengeance costs an old friend his life. The companions retreat to 
Holmes’s farm on the Sussex Downs, and it is not long before a client comes calling... 
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556 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WAYWARD GIRLS
MASON, AMANDA
9781785767135     H     ZAFFRE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
1976. Loo and her sister Bee live in a run-down cottage in the middle of nowhere, with their artistic 
parents and wild siblings. Their mother, Cathy, had hoped to escape to a simpler life; instead the family 
find themselves isolated and shunned by their neighbours. At the height of the summer, unexplained 
noises and occurrences in the house begin to disturb the family, until they intrude on every waking 
moment... Now grown up, Lucy is called back to her childhood home. A group of strangers are looking 
to discover the truth about the house and the people who lived there. But is she ready to confront what 
really happened all those years ago? 

FICTION WAR

557 n HHHH

BRIDGE
RADCLIFFE, ROBERT
9781784973926     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
From the bestselling author of ‘Under an English Heaven’, this is the final instalment of Robert 
Radcliffe’s Airborne trilogy, following ‘Airborne’ and ‘Freefall’. ‘The Bridge’ tells the extraordinary story of 
a young soldier, of a new regiment and how, together, they change the course of a war. 

558 n HHHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
EIGHT HOURS FROM 
ENGLAND
QUAYLE, ANTHONY
9781912423101     P 
UNICORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

Imperial War Museum Wartime Classics: one of four launch titles. Autumn 1943. Realising that his 
feelings for his sweetheart are not reciprocated, Major John Overton accepts a posting behind enemy 
lines in Nazi-Occupied Albania. Arriving to find the situation in disarray, Overton attempts to overcome 
geographical challenges and political intrigues to set up a new camp in the mountains overlooking the 
Adriatic. As he struggles to complete his mission amidst a chaotic backdrop, Overton is left to ruminate 
on loyalty, comradeship and the futility of war. 

559 n HHHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
FROM THE CITY FROM THE 
PLOUGH
BARON, ALEXANDER
9781912423071     P 
UNICORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

Imperial War Museum Wartime Classics: one of four launch titles. January 1944, the south coast of 
England. The Fifth Battalion, Wessex Regiment, wait patiently and nervously for the order to embark. 
There is boredom and fear, comedy and pathos as the men all drawn from different walks of life await 
the order to move. With an economy of language that belies its emotional impact, ‘From the City, From 
the Plough’ is a vivid and moving account of the fate of these men as they embark for Normandy and 
advance into France, where the battalion suffers devastating casualties. 

560 n HHHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PLENTY UNDER THE 
COUNTER
HEWITT, KATHLEEN
9781912423095     P 
UNICORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

Imperial War Museum Wartime Classics: one of four launch titles. London, 1942. Flight-Lieutenant David 
Heron, home on convalescent leave, awakes to the news that a murder victim has been discovered in the 
garden of his boarding house. With a week until his service resumes, David sets out to solve the murder. 
Drawn into a world of mystery and double-dealing, he soon realises that there is more to the inhabitants of 
the boarding house than meets the eye, and that wartime London is a place where opportunism and the 
black market are able to thrive. Can he solve the mystery before his return to the skies? 

561 n HHHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
TRIAL BY BATTLE
PIPER, DAVID
9781912423088     P 
UNICORN PRESS 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019

Imperial War Museum Wartime Classics: one of four launch titles. October 1941. Twenty-one-year-old 
Alan Mart is posted to India and taken under the wing of the dogmatic, overbearing Acting-Captain Sam 
Holl. Following the Japanese advance on Singapore, the men are deployed to Malaya. What follows 
is a quietly shattering and searingly authentic depiction of the claustrophobia of jungle warfare and, 
ultimately, the futility of war. 

FILM TV & RADIO

562 n HHHH

FILMS THAT MADE ME
BRADSHAW, PETER
9781448217557     P     BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
Peter Bradshaw is the film reviewer for intelligent, curious filmgoers. A true journalist who understands 
what his readers want to know, his reviews over the past 20 years for The Guardian carry his deep 
experience, knowledge and understanding of film lightly. ‘The Films That Made Me...’ allows Peter 
Bradshaw to share his knowledge and guidance directly with readers. Reviews are the substance of 
this book, and each section begins with an introductory article from the author. 

563 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STAR WARS HOW NOT TO GET EATEN BY EWOKS
BLAUVELT, CHRISTIAN
9780241331330     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
...and Other Galactic Survival Skills. Explore the methods used by your favourite Star Wars movie 
characters to escape sticky situations, with this handy manual. ‘How Not to Get Eaten by Ewoks’ will 
help you to navigate galactic pitfalls, whether you’re learning how to avoid offending aliens of other 
species, or trying to find food and shelter in emergency situations. From survival kits and disguises, 
to tips on diplomacy and etiquette, this book’s step-by-step instructions, illuminating graphics, and 
beautiful illustrations will ensure your survival in a galaxy where anything can happen! 
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564 n HHHHH

AYOADE ON TOP
AYOADE, RICHARD
9780571339136     P     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
At last, the definitive book about perhaps the best cabin crew ‘dramedy’ ever filmed: View From the 
Top starring Gwyneth Paltrow. Richard Ayoade, perhaps one of the most ‘insubstantial’ people of our 
age, takes us on a journey from Peckham to Paris by way of Nevada and other places we don’t care 
about. It’s a journey deep within, in a way that’s respectful and non-invasive; a journey for which we will 
all pay a heavy price, even if you’ve waited for the smaller paperback edition. Ayoade argues for the 
canonisation of this brutal masterpiece, a film that celebrates capitalism in all its victimless glory... 

565 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WOMAN IN THE WINDOW 
FILM TIE IN
FINN, A J
9780008333324     P 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Soon to be a major motion picture featuring Amy Adams, Julianne Moore and Gary Oldman. It’s been 
ten long months since Anna Fox last left her old New York house. Lost in her memories and too terrified 
to step outside, Anna’s lifeline to the real world is her window, where she sits day after day, watching 
her neighbours. When the Russells move in, Anna is instantly drawn to them. A picture-perfect family of 
three, they are an echo of the life that was once hers. But one evening, a frenzied scream rips across 
the silence, and Anna witnesses something no one was supposed to see. But will anyone believe her? 
And can she even trust herself? 

566 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PHOTOGRAPHY OF GAME OF 
THRONES
SLOAN, HELEN
9780008354565     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£50.00     Published 19/09/19

Enter the world of HBO’s global TV phenomenon with this definitive photographic collection from the 
set of the hit series. This deluxe compendium features sumptuous images from the making of the 
show, giving fans an exclusive look at some of their favourite characters and moments in detail. Official 
principal Game of Thrones unit photographer, Helen Sloan, has compiled the most iconic shots from 
the show. The best of these, along with those of the unit photography team, is featured here, capturing 
in striking detail the scope and nuance of the show, celebrating a world of iconic characters, shocking 
moments, breathtaking locations, and much more. 

567 n HHHHH

MAKING OF DOWNTON ABBEY THE FILM
MARRIOTT, EMMA
9781472267320     H     HEADLINE 
£25.00     Published 13/09/19
‘The Making of Downton Abbey - the Film’ is a stunning memento, bringing the world and the characters 
of our favourite fictional country house to life. Featuring spectacular photographs from the production, 
interviews with the cast and crew, and a look into the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, 
this official guide to the Downton Abbey film is made to be treasured and loved by fans across the 
globe. 

568 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN HARRY MET CUBBY
SELLERS, ROBERT
9780750990424     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 01/09/19

The first biography of the legendary producers of the James Bond series, Harry Saltzman and Albert R 
‘Cubby’ Broccoli. They remain the most successful producing partnership in movie history. Loved and 
hated in equal measure, respected and feared by their contemporaries, few movie people have loomed 
as large over the industry as Broccoli and Saltzman, yet tragically they would meet very different ends. 
Broccoli was feted as Hollywood royalty, and his death in 1996 made newspaper headlines around the 
world. Saltzman, who had to sell his partnership in the Bond movies to United Artists in 1974 due to 
financial troubles, died a virtual recluse. 

569 n HHHHH

DOCTOR SLEEP FILM TIE IN
KING, STEPHEN
9781529375077     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
What happened to the child Danny Torrance from ‘The Shining’ after his terrible experience in the 
Overlook Hotel? The instantly riveting sequel to ‘The Shining’, ‘Doctor Sleep’ picks up the story of the 
now middle-aged Dan, working at a hospice in rural New Hampshire, and the very special twelve-
year-old girl he must save from a tribe of murderous paranormals. When Dan meets the evanescent 
Abra Stone, it is her spectacular gift, the brightest shining ever seen, that reignites his own demons 
and summons him to a battle for Abra’s soul and survival. The upcoming film stars Rebecca Ferguson, 
Jacob Tremblay and Ewan McGregor. 

570 n HHHHH

ARCHERS
DAVIES, KERI
9781474607681     H 
ORION HARDBACKS 
£18.99     Published 26/09/19

A Year of Food and Farming - A celebration of the Ambridge year. From the fabled kitchens of Jill Archer and 
Jennifer Aldridge to the kitchen of celebrity chef Ian Craig, readers will learn how to make Keira Grundy’s 
award-winning Fruity Llama, Helen Archer’s recipe for Tuna Bake (and how to serve it; revenge is a dish 
best served cold) and Freddie’s Porridge tips. Month-by-month, we take a journey around The Archers world 
to learn more of its farming year and those big events in the Ambridge calendar: Shrove Tuesday & Lent, 
lambing, Open Farm Sunday, the village fete, Apple Day, the harvest, Stir-up Sunday and Deck the Hall. 

571 n HHHHH

STILL FRIENDS
AUSTERLITZ, SAUL
9781409193906     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
25 Years of the TV Show That Defined an Era. ‘Still Friends’ is an entertaining, fascinating and deeply 
researched behind-the-scenes look at the success of the hit show, Friends, featuring exclusive interviews 
with the show’s creators, cast members and industry insiders. In September 1994, six friends sat down in 
their favourite coffee shop and began bantering. New fans are still finding their way into the lives of Rachel, 
Ross, Joey, Chandler, Monica and Phoebe, thanks to a combination of talented creators, its intimate 
understanding of its youthful audience, and its reign during network television’s last moment of dominance. 
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572 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STEPHEN KING AT THE 
MOVIES
NATHAN, IAN
9781786750815     H 
PALAZZO EDITIONS LTD 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

Surely America’s greatest storyteller, no single author has been adapted more regularly than Stephen 
King. With sixty-five existing movies and thirty television shows, and many more to come, the concept 
of the King adaptation lies at the core of what we understand as Hollywood entertainment, the essence 
of horror, and the landscape of American life. Illustrated with a fabulous array of familiar and unusual 
iconography, this is the most comprehensive account of the films and television series adapted from the 
work of Stephen King ever put together. 

573 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
USS ENTERPRISE NCC 1701 & 1701A HANDBOOK
ROBINSON, BEN
9781858755779     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£42.50     Published 03/09/19
Captain Kirk’s Original Starship Enterprise! Packaged with a die-cast model of the movie version of the 
USS Enterprise A, and lavishly illustrated with detailed technical information, this second volume in the 
Illustrated Handbook series features Captain James T Kirk’s Enterprise from both TV series and the first 
six movies. All the key facts about this iconic starship and technology in the first full colour volume ever 
published. 

574 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO SURVIVE A HORROR 
MOVIE
GRAHAM-SMITH, SETH
9781683691464     P 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 24/09/19

Be Afraid. Be Very Afraid.  From ghosts, vampires, and zombies to serial killers, cannibalistic hillbillies, 
and haunted Japanese videocassettes, ‘How to Survive a Horror Movie’ shows how to defeat every 
obstacle found in scary films. Readers will discover: How to Perform an Exorcism, What to Do If 
You Did Something Last Summer, How to Persuade the Skeptical Local Sheriff, How to Vanquish a 
Murderous Doll, How to Survive an Alien Invasion, How to Tell If You’ve Been Dead Since the Beginning 
of the Movie and much, much more. 

575 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
QUENTIN TARANTINO
NATHAN, IAN
9781781317754     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 24/09/19

The Iconic Filmmaker and His Work. A true cinephile, Tarantino is famed for his visually arresting 
approach and this book will feature images taken on set and behind the scenes. Packed with stunning 
pictures from the Kobal archives, this book explores the genesis of Tarantino’s unique directorial style 
and provides insight into his inspirations and his frequent collaborations with favoured actors. This is 
the ultimate celebration of his work for any Tarantino fan. This beautifully designed package includes a 
slipcase making it a true collector’s item and includes a gatefold timeline of all of Tarantino’s work. 

576 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIM BURTON
NATHAN, IAN
9781781319185     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19
The Iconic Filmmaker and His Work. In this celebration of one of the most remarkable filmmakers of 
the last 30 years, film critic and journalist Ian Nathan explores the depths of Burton’s imagination and 
inspiration. Tim Burton’s entire filmography is presented in this handsome package, a must for anyone 
who enjoys the creativity of films and is a fitting appreciation of one of Hollywood’s most dynamic movie 
directors. Updated edition. 

577 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CULT FLIMMAKERS
SMITH, IAN HAYDN
9780711240261     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

‘Cult Filmmakers’ handpicks 50 notable figures in the world of cinema and explores the creative genius 
that earned them the ‘cult’ label, while celebrating the movies that made their names. The book features 
both industry heavyweights like Tim Burton and David Lynch to the strange and surreal imaginings 
of filmmakers such as Alejandro Jodorowsky and Ana Lily Amirpour. Discover the minds behind such 
beloved features as Melancholia, Easy Rider, Lost in Translation and more. From little knowns with 
small, devout followings, to superstars walking the red carpet, each is special in their individuality and 
their ability to inspire, antagonise and delight. 

578 n HHHH

IRAQ WAR AN ORAL HISTORY
BLUEMEL, JAMES
9781785944567     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19
In ‘The Iraq War’, award-winning documentary maker James Bluemel collects first-hand testimony from 
those who lived through the horrors of the invasion and whose actions were dictated by such extreme 
circumstances. It takes in all sides of the conflict - working class Iraqi families watching their country 
erupt into civil war; soldiers and journalists on the ground; American families dealing with the grief of 
losing their son or daughter; parents of a suicide bomber coming to terms with unfathomable events - to 
create the most in-depth and multi-faceted portrait of the Iraq War to date. Accompanies a 5-part series 
on BBC2. 
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579 n HHHH

LAUNDROMAT
BERNSTEIN, JAKE
9780753553992     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Inside the Panama Papers Investigation of Illicit Money Networks and the Global Elite. A hidden 
circulatory system flows beneath the surface of global finance, carrying trillions of dollars from drug 
trafficking, tax evasion, bribery, and other illegal enterprises. This network masks the identities of those 
who benefit, aided by bankers, lawyers, and auditors paid to look the other way. Drawing on millions of 
leaked documents from the Panamanian law firm Mossack Fonseca, this book tells the true story of the 
Investigation from the Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Jake Bernstein who broke the case. Now a film 
starring Meryl Streep and Gary Oldman. 

580 n HHHHH

TASKMASTER
HORNE, ALEX
9781785944680     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
A new edition, with 20 new tasks, to accompany the new series of TV channel Dave’s flagship game 
show with a difference. It’s a fully-interactive guide to indulging your competitive streak and challenging 
your friends and family to attempt insane tasks from the comfort of your own living room. From making 
the most artistic tea-stain on the page to creating a self-portrait while blindfolded, this book requires 
you to think - and draw - outside of the box. Rivalry is encouraged, dodgy tactics rewarded and bribes 
accepted. Expect cheating. Expect arguments. Expect both cheating and arguments. 

581 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
CHEERS
DAROWSKI, JOSEPH J
9781538113875     H     ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£23.95     Published 15/09/19
A Cultural History. A fascinating look into one of the most beloved sitcoms of all time, ‘Cheers’ examines 
the early struggles of the show to find an audience, to its multiple Emmy wins. This book also takes a 
look at the show’s memorable cast of characters, from Sam and Diane to Carla, Woody, Norm, Cliff, 
and Frasier. 

582 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MONTY PYTHON THE 
COMPLETE GUIDE
PILKINGTON, STEVE
9781789520477     P 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19

How did Python come to be, what tensions were there between its stars, and what was the atmosphere 
like when the crew re-united to make the films long after they had left their TV show days behind them? 
As well as the films and all 45 TV episodes, the record albums will also be examined for their content 
and how it differed from the TV show, as well as the books which came out as spin-off merchandise 
- but were never less than brilliantly entertaining for all that. This book will shine a light on all of the 
Pythons’ hilarious but occasionally misfiring curios. 

583 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
20 YEARS OF TALKSPORT
CRUISE, IAN
9780956328410     P     TALKSPORT LIMITED 
£12.99     Published 02/09/19
Behind the Scenes of the UK’s Favourite Sports Radio Station. This book celebrates the 20th 
anniversary of the launch of the station and is the sequel to the runaway success of ‘talkSPORT: the 
First Ten Years’, published in 2009. The stories involve some of the biggest names in football, sport 
and music, and you won’t believe what goes on behind the scenes. This is the hilarious and often 
unbelievable inside story of how a bunch of broadcasting bigmouths ripped up the rulebook to create 
the world’s biggest sports radio station. 

584 n HHHH

HARRYHAUSEN THE LOST MOVIES
WALSH, JOHN
9781789091106     H     TITAN 
£29.99     Published 10/09/19
Ray Harryhausen was at the forefront of Hollywood SFX for much of the 20th century. But for every film 
that reaches the big screen, half a dozen projects are never realised. ‘Harryhausen: The Lost Movies’ 
explores Harryhausen’s unrealised films, including unused ideas, projects he turned down and scenes 
that ended up on the cutting room floor, with never-before-seen artwork, sketches, photos and test 
footage from the Harryhausen Foundation archives. 

585 n HHHH

JOE ALVES DESIGNING JAWS
PRINCE, DENNIS
9781789091014     H     TITAN 
£29.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Joe Alves: Designing Jaws’ provides the production designer’s view into the development of this 
world-renowned film. Included are Joes’ stunning pre-production illustrations; handwritten location and 
production notes; on-set photographs; blueprints of the shark’s design; and first-time publication of his 
complete catalogue of storyboards. A must-have addition to every film reference library. 

586 n HHHH

MAKING MOON
WARD, SIMON
9781789091007     H     TITAN 
£29.99     Published 24/09/19
Directed by Duncan Jones, and written by Nathan Parker from a story by Jones, Moon is a 2009 sci-fi 
drama following Sam Bell, a man who experiences a personal crisis as he nears the end of a three-year 
solitary stint mining helium-3 on the moon. ‘Making Moon’ will take an in-depth look back at the film’s 
production with interviews with the film’s key creatives, rare concept and behind-the-scenes images, 
and original shooting script excerpts. 

587 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER THE FILM 
VAULT VOL 1
TITAN BOOKS
9781789092639     H 
TITAN 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Forest, Lake, and Sky Creatures. ‘Harry Potter: The Film Vault’ compiles the filmmaking secrets and 
visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a series of twelve deluxe collectible volumes. Each 
intricately designed book features gorgeous concept art and unit photography from the Warner Bros 
archive paired with striking insights about bringing JK Rowling’s Wizarding World to the big screen. In 
addition, a collectible poster accompanies each volume. 

588 n HHHH

HARRY POTTER THE FILM VAULT VOL 2
TITAN BOOKS
9781789092646     H     TITAN 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19
Diagon Alley, King’s Cross and The Ministry of Magic. ‘Harry Potter: The Film Vault’ compiles the 
filmmaking secrets and visionary artistry behind the Harry Potter films into a series of twelve deluxe 
collectible volumes. Each intricately designed book features gorgeous concept art and unit photography 
from the Warner Bros archive paired with striking insights about bringing JK Rowling’s Wizarding World 
to the big screen. In addition, a collectible poster accompanies each volume. 
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589 n HHHH

AERONAUTS
GLAISHER, JAMES
9781911545477     P 
TURNAROUND 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Travels in the Air. ‘The Aeronauts’ is the true story behind the forthcoming Major Motion Picture, telling 
the daring life and death escapades of pioneering Victorian balloonist James Glaisher. The film is set for 
UK cinema release on 1st November, 2019. This book includes the original memoir and writings of the 
English meteorologist and scientist James Glaisher, first published in 1871. 

MEDIA STUDIES

590 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO CREATE TRAILERS/SELL YOUR FILM
MCKINNON, ROY
9781615933068     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£22.50     Published 01/09/19
‘How to Create Trailers That Really Sell Your Film.’ Learn the step-by-step process of creating great 
movie trailers. Gives the reader the tools, tips and tricks of editing trailers from an industry pro. 
Get professional results without the big budget for an expensive trailer house. Helps navigate the 
intimidating process of creating a trailer from start to finish by going over the key aspects of impactful 
trailers: from music, sound design, and trailer arc all the way through the audio and video finishing. 

591 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
MEDIATED WORLD
MINDICH, DAVID T Z
9781538117606     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£52.95     Published 16/09/19

A New Approach to Mass Communication and Culture. Today’s students have a world of knowledge 
at their fingertips, and no longer need textbooks filled with names and dates crammed into a single 
volume. This book takes as its starting point that readers want a compelling story, a good read, an 
intelligent analysis, and a new way of looking at the media revolutions around us. It is designed as a life 
line to help students understand and interpret the sea of media washing over us all. 

592 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
MEDIARCHY
CITTON, YVES
9781509533398     P     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 27/09/19
We think that we live in democracies: in fact, we live in mediarchies. Our political regimes are based 
less on nations or citizens than an audiences shaped by the media. We assume that our social and 
political destinies are shaped by the will of the people without realizing that ‘the people’ are always 
produced, both as individuals and as aggregates, by the media: we are all embedded in mediated 
publics, ‘intra-structured’ by the apparatuses of communication that govern our interactions. In this 
major book, Yves Citton maps out the new regime of experience, media and power that he designates 
by the team ‘mediarchy’. 

COOKERY (GENERAL)

593 n HHHH

LETS DO DINNER
RAMSDEN, JAMES
9781911624738     P     PAVILION 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Perfect do-ahead meals for family and friends. Welcome friends with an aperitif, before serving up a 
home-cooked feast, without spending precious socialising time in the kitchen. Here, he shares the 
secret to preparing meals for guests. The key is simple: make it in advance. With 150 creative and 
stress-free recipes for easy entertaining, there are a range of fresh, modern ideas from pre-dinner 
nibbles to mouth-watering mains and cocktails to toast the lot. 

594 n HHHH

ROASTS
MASON, LAURA
9781911358756     H     PAVILION 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The best traditional recipes for roasted dishes, from a Sunday beef roast with Yorkshire pudding and 
rack of lamb with herb crust to stuffed roast goose, pheasant and veal. Leading chef Laura Mason gives 
you all the best techniques for sourcing, preparing and roasting all kinds of meat: beef, lamb, pork, 
chicken, turkey, duck, goose, and various game, including partridge, grouse and woodcock. To make 
the absolute most of this most prized food, the author explains the various cuts of meat (and what cuts 
work best with various recipes) and roasting times for a rare or well done piece of meat. 

595 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SOUP BOOK
GRIGSON, SOPHIE
9780241388044     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
‘The Soup Book’ is packed with plenty of nourishing recipes for every season. Try winter warmers such 
as parsnip and apple soup or French onion soup, enjoy a light summer lunch of chilled cucumber soup 
with dill, and make a hearty borscht or pumpkin soup in autumn. The recipes are organised first by 
season, and then by ingredient, so you can easily find the ideal soup to suit the fresh ingredients you 
have to hand. The book offers plenty of recipe ideas and inspiration to fill your bowl. Each recipe is 
accompanied by freezing times so that you can prepare your favourite recipes to enjoy later. Updated 
edition. 

596 n HHHH

WHOLE FISH COOKBOOK
NILAND, JOSH
9781743795538     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
New ways to cook, eat and think. In ‘The Whole Fish Cookbook’, groundbreaking seafood chef Josh 
Niland reveals a completely new way to think about all aspects of fish cookery. From sourcing and 
butchering to dry ageing and curing, it challenges everything we thought we knew about the subject 
and invites readers to see fish for what it really is - an amazing, complex source of protein that can 
and should be treated with exactly the same nose-to-tail reverence as meat. Featuring more than 60 
recipes, this book will soon have you embracing new types and will change the way you buy, cook and 
eat fish. 

597 n HHHH

COOK HOUSE
HEDWORTH, ANNA
9781788547215     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
A cookery and lifestyle book from the owner of Cook House. In this book, self-taught chef and proprietor 
Anna tells the unique story of how she plucked up the courage to leave her desk job in architecture and 
create a new career for herself; running a tiny restaurant, menu planning, greeting customers, growing 
her own produce, foraging and cooking every day. ‘Cook House’ is filled with more than 100 delicious 
recipes as well as an inspiration for the millions of others who dream of jumping ship. 
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598 n HHHHH

DONALS SUPER FOOD IN MINUTES
SKEHAN, DONAL
9781529325584     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
Easy Recipes, Fast Food, All Healthy. Fast and delicious family food that just so happens to be good 
for you! Donal’s latest book includes 90 delicious recipes, and tips and tricks, for healthy home cooks 
that will change the way you cook. Using 10 ingredients or less, each recipe uses streamlined, quick 
cooking methods with minimal effort and maximum results that help you make the most of your time 
spent in the kitchen. There are clear nutritional breakdowns, vegan, vegetarian and paleo options for 
each recipe, and a clean cook-friendly design. Made with healthy ingredients at the core, on the table in 
less than 30 minutes. 

599 n HHHHH

LIAMS WEEKDAY TREATS & WEEKEND FEASTS
CHARLES, LIAM
9781529303636     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£22.00     Published 19/09/19
The second cookbook by the breakout star of The Great British Bake Off 2017 and the host of hit 
Channel 4 show, Liam Bakes. Liam Charles is back with new creations and flavour mash-ups that are 
guaranteed to get you cooking! A collection of 70 brand new sweet and savoury recipes that are perfect 
for any occasion. Whether you’re having a cosy night in, going to a family get-together or hanging out 
with friends, Liam has a delicious, quick and easy bake for you. Full of beautiful photography, easy-to-
follow recipes and mouth-watering flavours, this cookbook is a must-have for bakers. 

600 n HHHH

ONE POT FEEDS ALL
ALLEN, DARINA
9780857835758     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
100 Deliciously Simple One-Dish Recipes. Cooking using just a single pot is liberating, satisfyingly 
efficient and relatively inexpensive. There’s less juggling of different elements, no complicated 
techniques, little space required and less washing up to do. What’s not to like? This book includes 100 
dishes to be cooked in a pot, tray or pan. Darina Allen shows you how to make her trademark tasty, 
tried and trusted recipes - in just one pot. 

601 n HHHHH

FROM THE OVEN TO THE TABLE
HENRY, DIANA
9781784725846     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19
Simple dishes that look after themselves. Throwing ingredients into a dish or roasting tin and popping 
them in the oven is Diana Henry’s favourite way to cook. This approach requires little effort and 
leaves the oven to do the work, transforming simple components into golden, burnished, irresistible 
meals. Now she has created a whole book full of these easy-going recipes. In this wonderfully varied 
collection, simple one-pan dishes mean you can just close the oven door, then bring a delicious meal 
straight to the table. 

602 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JEWISH COOKBOOK
KOENIG, LEAH
9780714879338     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£35.00     Published 04/09/19

A rich trove of contemporary global Jewish cuisine, featuring hundreds of stories and recipes for home 
cooks everywhere. Featuring more than 400 home-cooking recipes for everyday and holiday foods from 
the Middle East to the Americas, Europe, Asia, and Africa - as well as contemporary interpretations 
by renowned chefs, this definitive compendium of Jewish cuisine introduces readers to recipes and 
culinary traditions from Jewish communities the world over, and is perfect for anyone looking to add 
international tastes to their table. 

603 n HHHH

SOUR
DIACONO, MARK
9781787132269     H     QUADRILLE PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The magical element that will transform how you eat. Mark Diacono sets out to demystify the sour 
world, and explore why everyone’s extolling the virtues of kombucha and fermenting for their digestive 
health. By grappling with gooseberries and turning his hand to sourdough, experimenting with ultra-cool 
shrub cocktails, and making his own yoghurt, keffir and pickles, Mark tells the story of what makes 
things sour, and offers recipes that maximise the transformative power of this amazing taste. 

604 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POSH POTATOES
WOODS, REBECCA
9781787133570     H 
QUADRILLE PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Fun and creative recipes using the world’s favourite vegetable. In this latest book in the Posh series, 
we celebrate the humble potato in its many forms and offer amazing new ways to cook it. Through 
Breakfast & Brunch, Lunch, Snacks, Sides, Mains, you’ll discover a mouth-watering variety of dishes 
from around the world, and every recipe is accompanied by a tempting photo. Recipes include Sesame 
Sweet Potato Falafel Wraps; Sour Cream and Chive Baked Potato Soup; Piri Piri Soufleed Potatoes; 
Duchess Potatoes; Potato, Gorgonzola and Rosemary Pizza; and Fennel, Potato and Pancetta Gratins. 
Posh up your potatoes and add some sparkle to your spuds! 

605 n HHHHH

FIREFLY THE BIG DAMN COOKBOOK
MONROE-CASSEL, C
9781789092417     H     TITAN 
£24.99     Published 24/09/19
Treat your friends, family, and crew with ‘Firefly: The Big Damn Cookbook’. Featuring over 70 recipes 
inspired by Joss Whedon’s cult TV show Firefly, and illustrated with gorgeous full-colour photography, 
you’ll never have to settle for protein blocks again. From Simon’s protein birthday cake to River’s 
problematic ice planet, this collection of recipes will keep you and your fellow Browncoats well fed even 
on your longest smuggling runs. 

COOKERY FOREIGN

606 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GENNAROS PASTA PERFECTO
CONTALDO, GENNARO
9781911624370     H 
PAVILION 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

This brand new book from celebrated chef Gennaro Contaldo is all about pasta. One of the most 
popular of all Italian dishes, bestselling author and much-loved personality Gennaro reveals all of his 
tips and tricks for making the best of the most versatile of dishes. A delicious collection of over 100 
recipes and featuring beautiful photography by celebrated photographer David Loftus, many of these 
recipes can be cooked in a matter of minutes. 
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607 n HHHH

ARZAK + ARZAK
ARZAK, JUAN MARI
9781911621867     H 
GRUB STREET 
£30.00     Published Sep 2019

From Juan Mari Arzak and Elena Arzak, this book tells the story of a family and a cuisine. It takes a look 
at Juan Mari’s role as a cutting-edge chef and restaurateur, and an inspiration for generations of young 
cooks. It commemorates the 40th anniversary of the birth of the so-called New Basque cuisine, of which 
Juan Mari was the leader, a movement which formed the germ of the current Spanish gastronomic 
revolution, and it contains the most emblematic recipes of the last ten years of his work, as well as the 
most emblematic of his career. 

608 n HHHH

CASA CACAO
ROCA, JORDI
9781911621393     H 
GRUB STREET 
£30.00     Published Sep 2019

El Celler de Can Roca is the restaurant in Girona, Spain opened in 1986 by the Roca brothers: Joan, 
Josep and Jordi. It holds three Michelin stars and in 2013, 2015, 2018 it was named the best restaurant 
in the world by Restaurant magazine. Jordi Roca is currently one of the world’s most advanced 
chocolatiers, and was proclaimed best pastry chef in the world in the 2014 Fifty Best Awards. This book 
shows Jordi’s search for the origins of cocoa and his journey to discover how to master chocolate for 
the creation of new, totally revolutionary desserts. 

609 n HHHH

JAPANESE TABLE
HELLSTEN, SOFIA
9781784882150     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£18.00     Published 05/09/19
Small plates for simple meals. In this book, Sofia Hellsten celebrates her love of Japan with the simple 
recipes that are the backbone of Japanese home cooking. Based on the ichijuu-sansai tradition - which 
literally means ‘one soup, three dishes’ - uncomplicated, delicious small plates are served with steamed 
rice, and can be enjoyed any time of day. Each ingredient is treated like royalty, and recipes include 
Origiri, Clear shiitake soup, Soy pickled eggs and Sweet miso cod. With suggestions on how to build 
the perfect meal, as well as easy-to-find ingredients and quick methods, this book will inspire you to 
make Japanese food your everyday staple. 

610 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANTONI IN THE KITCHEN
POROWSKI, ANTONI
9781529010336     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

The food guru and breakout star of the Netflix smash hit Queer Eye reveals his stylish, accessible, 
simple and delicious recipes. Antoni’s debut cookbook brings together his trademark inclusive and 
accessible attitude to food with one hundred of his all-time favourite recipes. With chapters including 
Weeknight Healthyish Meals, Apps and Snacks and Bakes, the book celebrates his love for fresh, 
casual and healthy cooking and the occasional indulgent feast. With delicious recipes, beautiful 
photos and simple cooking techniques, ‘Antoni in the Kitchen’ celebrates fast feel-good food, and the 
therapeutic nature of cooking. 

611 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY RENDANG ISNT CRISPY & OTHER FAVOURITE
OLPIN, ZALEHA
9789814841511     H     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£19.99     Published Sep 2019
And Other Favourite Malaysian Dishes. Take a culinary voyage through the vibrant flavours of Malaysia 
with MasterChef UK contestant, Zaleha Olpin, as she shares her favourite family recipes in this 
cookbook. Malaysian-born Zaleha pays tribute to dishes she grew up with, including laksam, a rolled 
rice noodle dish unique to the East Coast of Malaysia; nasi lemak, one of Malaysia’s most iconic dishes; 
as well as chicken rendang, the controversial dish she prepared on the show. 

612 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TASTE THE WILD
NIESCHLAG, LISA
9781911632320     H 
MURDOCH BOOKS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

Recipes and Stories from Canada. Who doesn’t dream of leaving everyday life behind and really 
experiencing nature with an adventure in the wilderness and a delicious campfire supper to round off 
a perfect day? Enjoy the beauty and stillness of breathtaking shots, taken on location in the National 
Parks of Vancouver and Banff, of the lakes, cascading waterfalls, rivers, canyons, mountains and deep, 
green, tranquil forests for which Canada is renowned. This is the stunning natural backdrop for recipes 
and short extracts from Charles Dickens, Margaret Atwood, Chris Czajkowski and Anne Michaels 
inspired by Canada’s incredible landscapes. 

613 n HHHH

WAGAMAMA FEED YOUR SOUL
WAGAMAMA
9780857837035     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
70 fresh + simple recipes from The Wagamama Kitchen. Wagamama is a global brand with restaurants 
in more than 25 countries. It is synonymous with fast and freshly prepared nutritious and delicious 
Japanese-inspired food. This book includes more than 70 tempting recipes inspired by restaurant 
favourites. The dishes have been designed for every occasion, from rapid weekday meals, to slow-
cooked ramens and the art of making gyoza. 
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614 n HHHH

WOK ON
HUANG, CHING-HE
9780857836335     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 26/09/19
Deliciously Balanced Meals in 30 Minutes or Less. Fast, fresh and fun, the dishes in this book celebrate 
the versatility of the wok. They come from countries across Asia, including Taiwan, Hong Kong, 
Malaysia and Vietnam, and are simple enough for every day and every cook. From dumplings and 
curries to stir-fries, each dish can be made in 30 minutes or less and has been created with nutrition, 
taste and affordability in mind. 

615 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEIRLOOM
OWENS, SARAH
9781611805420     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£28.00     Published 24/09/19
Time-Honoured Techniques, Nourishing Traditions, and Modern Recipes. Organized into two parts, 
you’ll discover the building blocks for inspired food. Part One explores traditional preservation 
techniques from fermenting and pickling to dehydrating, working with sourdough, and making broth, 
butter, yogurt, and whey. Part Two becomes a full expression of ingredients and techniques: recipes 
that are nourishing, flavourful, and satisfying. With recipes that layer flavours in rich and unique 
ways and that reflect the seasons, the dishes here are comforting, surprising, and give a feeling of 
abundance. 

616 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVER SPOON CLASSIC
SILVER SPOON KITCHEN
9780714879345     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£39.95     Published 18/09/19

The definitive guide to preparing the most important, authentic, and delicious Italian recipes, featuring 
70 of the very best-of-the-best recipes from Italy’s incredibly diverse regions. Carefully selected from 
the Silver Spoon cookbooks, this new collection features exquisite photography of the dishes, is replete 
with elegant double ribbon for easy reference, and a sumptuous design and package, which makes for 
an ideal gift or keepsake for the amateur and serious chef. With dishes for all tastes and seasons, this 
is the definitive guide to to preparing the most important, authentic, and delicious Italian recipes. 

617 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PALESTINE ON A PLATE
KALLA, JOUDIE
9780711245280     L 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£18.99     Published 03/09/19

‘Palestine on a Plate’ showcases the wide-ranging, vibrant and truly delicious dishes of Palestine and 
introduces the reader to traditional Palestinian methods, cooking styles and flavours. The book is a 
tribute to family, cooking and home, made with the ingredients that Joudie’s mother and grandmother 
use, and their grandmothers used before them - old recipes created with love that bring people together 
in appreciation of the beauty of this rich heritage. Immerse yourself in the  stories and culture and 
experience the wonderful flavours of Palestine through the food in this book. 

618 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RICK STEIN’S SECRET FRANCE
STEIN, RICK
9781785943881     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£26.00     Published 05/09/19

Fifty years ago Rick Stein first set foot in France. Now, he returns to the food and cooking he loves 
the most... and makes us fall in love with French food all over again. In search of the new French 
Idyll, Rick’s meandering quest through the byways and back roads of rural France sees him pick up 
inspiration from Normandy to rural Provence. With characteristic passion and joie de vivre, Rick serves 
up incredible recipes - vibrant, fresh and uncomplicated, the true essence of a food so universally loved. 

619 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LASAGNA
HEZEL, ANNA
9781984824066     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
A Baked Pasta Cookbook. Change the way you think about lasagna with a cookbook featuring 50 
recipes that are bold, creative, and always comforting. Whether you’re craving a meatball lasagna, 
keeping it stupid simple with a slow cooker spinach lasagna, or hosting brunch with an eggy carbonara 
lasagna that shouts ‘Hello!’ from the centre of the table, you’ll find plenty of new ways to cook the 
classic dish in ‘Lasagna: A Baked Pasta Cookbook’. 

620 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELEVEN MADISON PARK THE NEXT CHAPTER
HUMM, DANIEL
9780399580659     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£55.00     Published 24/09/19
Revised and Unlimited Edition. From one of the world’s top dining destinations, New York’s three-
Michelin-starred restaurant Eleven Madison Park, comes an updated single-volume collection of more 
than 80 recipes, stories, food photographs, and watercolour paintings from celebrated chef Daniel 
Humm. 

COOKERY VEGETARIAN

621 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOSH HOW TO LIVE VEGAN
FIRTH, HENRY
9780008349967     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

Do you want to go vegan but have no idea where to start? Overwhelmed by the amount of information 
out there and how difficult it seems to stay on track? BOSH!, the pioneers of simple, easy and delicious 
plant-based cooking, are here to help and make a sustainable and ethical lifestyle accessible to 
everyone. This book will cover all aspects of vegan living, everything from food to toiletries to travel. 
Should you be eating avocados? Is it still ok to wear an old leather belt? What do you tell your friends 
when they offer you a glass of non-vegan wine? Henry and Ian will answer these questions and more in 
this fully-comprehensive guide. 
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622 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUSHI MODOKI
IINA
9781615196081     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£14.99     Published 01/09/19

The Japanese Art and Craft of Vegan Sushi. Over 50 ways to enjoy authentic, delicious vegan sushi 
and Japanese fare that tastes and looks like the real thing. With clear step-by-step instructions for 
assembling elegant plates bursting with colour and crunch - plus the full range of traditional sides, 
‘Sushi Modoki’ is the ultimate guide to becoming a vegan sushi master. 

623 n HHHHH

ZAIKA
GILL, ROMY
9781841883052     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Vegan recipes from India. With over 100 innovative and exciting curries and side dishes, vegan recipes 
have never been so inviting. Inspired by her own heritage, Romy Gill M.B.E., has expertly written a 
collection of recipes that not only delivers incredible vegan food but are simple to make - they can 
be made in a hurry for a fast weekday supper or leisurely at the weekend to enjoy with friends. Most 
importantly, they are a celebration and a timely reminder of the benefits of flavoursome vegan cuisine. 

624 n HHHH

VEGAN MAC & CHEESE
ROBERTSON, ROBIN
9781558329737     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 17/09/19
Who says vegans can’t have macaroni and cheese? In this inspiring volume by bestselling vegan 
author Robin Robertson, you will find more than 50 awesome plant-based recipes for deeply flavourful 
dishes that take this timeless comfort food in exciting new directions. 

625 n HHHH

OPINIONATED GUIDE TO 
VEGAN LONDON
POPOWA, SARA KIYO
9781910566565     P 
TURNAROUND 
£9.95     Published 19/09/19

Veganism has come of age. And we should all be thankful, not just the cows. The brilliant places in 
this guide will tempt even those more traditional foodies with original food pairings and stylish, fresh 
interiors. Instagram blogger Sara Kiyo Popowa has helped Hoxton Mini Press create an unashamedly 
opinionated guide to the very best ethical eateries in all of London. 

BAKING & CAKE DECORATING

626 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPER SOURDOUGH
MORTON, JAMES
9781787134652     H 
QUADRILLE PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

From the former Great British Bake Off finalist and author of ‘Brilliant Bread’, James Morton, the 
no-nonsense guide to making and baking perfect sourdough bread. James talks the home baker 
through everything from starters, flours and hydration, to kneading, shaping, rising, scoring and baking, 
explaining how to achieve the perfect crust and crumb. With more than 40 sourdough recipes including 
basic loaves and rolls, baguettes, bagels and buns, clear step-by-step instructions, troubleshooting 
tips and explanations of what works and why, ‘Super Sourdough’ is the new, accessible guidebook that 
bakers everywhere have been waiting for. 

627 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MODERN SOURDOUGH
ESHKERI, MICHELLE
9781781318768     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.00     Published 11/09/19

In ‘Modern Sourdough’, Michelle Eshkeri reveals how mastering the art of sourdough baking can open 
up a world of sweet and savoury treats at home. Bringing together over 100 mouth-watering recipes 
inspired by Michelle’s heritage, ‘Modern Sourdough’ expands our understanding of this ancient baking 
technique. Featuring a step-by-step guide to making a sourdough starter, as well as methods for 
folding, shaping, scoring and baking, it demonstrates how you too can make signature loaves, as well 
as naturally-leavened pizzas, challah, focaccia, French pastries, brioche and babka. 

628 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BANANA COOKBOOK
BROOKS, SAM
9781786859839     H 
SUMMERSDALE 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19

50 Simple and Delicious Recipes. There’s more to the banana than meets the eye. We all know and 
love bananas as a quick and tasty snack that can help fuel us through the day. But you might not realise 
that these beauties are an endlessly versatile ingredient. From breakfast delights through to show-
stopping desserts, this book contains dozens of simple and delicious recipes. Whether you’re vegan or 
gluten-free, in need of a quick bite or hankering for some good old comfort food, there’s plenty in these 
pages that will leave you nourished, satisfied and truly thankful for this humble yellow fruit. 
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629 n HHHH

BOMPAS & PARR COCKTAIL BOOK
BOMPAS & PARR
9781911624844     H     PAVILION 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Recipes for Mixing Extraordinary Drinks. Already responsible for giving jelly a 21st-century makeover, 
Sam and Harry, the boys at Bompas & Parr now focus their attention on the perennially popular 
cocktail, the most sophisticated form of drink. But of course with an extra special twist. Sam and Harry 
take us on a rollercoaster journey through the wonderful world of sours, martinis, old-fashioneds, 
punches and highballs. Classics, new interpretations of old favourites and crazy concoctions are all to 
be expected, but the boys also provide advice on the all-important presentation, the ingredients and 
getting the ice just right. 

630 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF CIDER TIPS
COX, EVE
9781472973597     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
From how to make cider to how to buy the best ciders around, Eve Cox shares 50 ingenious tips within 
this perfect pocket book. With recipe suggestions, such as cider apple sauce, cider bread or cider jelly, 
and ideas for cider cocktails (cider punch anyone?), in this little book you will learn how to get the best 
from the ciders you stumble across. 

631 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF PROSECCO TIPS
LANGLEY, ANDREW
9781472973320     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
50 invaluable tips for Prosecco lovers. For Prosecco drinkers everywhere, this delightful little book 
is packed full of helpful tips for how to store, chill and serve your bottles of liquid gold, as well as 
numerous ideas for delicious Prosecco cocktails. Within these pages you can also find handy 
suggestions for other sparkling wines to look out for and ideas for how to add some pizzazz to your 
table with some unlikely but brilliant recipes for cooking with Prosecco. 

632 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF RUM TIPS
LANGLEY, ANDREW
9781472973313     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
50 invaluable tips for rum lovers. Packed with straightforward advice from how to pour and store rum 
to how to mix and match it with food, this ingenious little book will help maximise your appreciation of 
the drink you love. Uncover a range of rum cocktails, from Pina Colada or Cuba Libre to Dark ‘n Stormy 
and the infamous Hurricane, guaranteed to impress your friends and family. Sup the wisdom of ‘The 
Little Book of Rum Tips’. 

633 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF VODKA TIPS
LANGLEY, ANDREW
9781472973337     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
50 invaluable tips for vodka drinkers. From Harvey Wallbangers to Cosmopolitans, and from the classic 
007 Martini to a brooding Black Russian, this little book is packed full of your favourite vodka cocktail 
recipes, as well as surprising food pairings and recipes for cooking with vodka. With ideas and tips for 
how best to store, serve and taste, you’re sure to quench your thirst for vodka knowledge! 

634 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PHILOSOPHY OF TEA
GEBELY, TONY
9780712352598     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

How did drinking the infusions of a unique plant from China become a vital part of everyday life? This 
gift book presents an entertaining and illuminating introduction to the history and culture of tea, from 
its origins in the Far East to the flavours and properties of different varieties, and the rituals of tea 
preparation and drinking around the world. The fitting follow-up to ‘The Philosophy of Coffee’ and ‘The 
Philosophy of Wine’. Features illustrations from the British Library collection. 

635 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOME BREW BEER
HUGHES, GREG
9780241392577     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Home Brew Beer’ is a comprehensive guide to brewing beer, with clear, illustrated instructions from 
the simplest brewing technique - beer kits, to the most customizable - full mash. Detailed information 
on ingredients helps you choose your malt, yeast, hops and flavourings, and lets you know which 
equipment you need to get started. With more than 100 recipes to choose from, you can brew beer of 
almost any style from across the world. Each is suitable for the full-mash technique, while many also 
contain malt extract variations. Updated to include new techniques and new recipes, you’ll have all the 
information you need to brew your perfect beer. 

636 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HAIR OF THE DOG
CALABRESE, SALVATORE
9781454934288     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

90 Hangover Cocktails and Cures. Celebrated bartender Salvatore Calabrese is here to help anyone 
suffering from a hangover. He explains why we get hangovers and how to prevent them before, during 
and after overindulging. If that doesn’t work, he offers a range of recipes to ease the pain. Packed with 
pithy, insightful quotes and expert advice, this book also provides a handy hangover scale to judge the 
level of suffering, a three-day detox programme and a survey of herbal remedies. 

637 n HHHH

FLAVOURED SPIRITS
HAMPSON, TIM
9781785216695     P     HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019
A Manual for Creating Spirited Infusions. With easy to follow clear instructions, this book contains more 
than 30 recipes for making liqueurs and infusions, featuring a wide range of tastes and ingredients from 
blackberries and chili to Turkish delight and chocolate. This is the essential practical guide for anyone 
wanting to explore the world of spirited infusions, whether to create the most amazing bespoke drinks 
collection, make the most of the season’s fruits and foraging trips, or host sparkling cocktail parties. 
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638 n HHHH

101 WHISKIES TO TRY BEFORE YOU DIE
BUXTON, IAN
9781472258267     H     HEADLINE 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
Fourth edition, fully revised and updated. ‘101 Whiskies to Try Before You Die’ is a whisky guide with 
a difference. It is not an awards list. It is not a list of the 101 ‘best’ whiskies in the world in the opinion 
of a self-appointed whisky guru. It is simply a guide to the 101 whiskies that enthusiasts must seek out 
and try in order to complete their whisky education. Avoiding the deliberately obscure, the ridiculously 
limited and the absurdly expensive, whisky expert Ian Buxton recommends an eclectic selection of old 
favourites, stellar newcomers and mystifyingly unknown drams that simply have to be drunk. 

639 n HHHH

ART OF THE COCKTAIL
ANDERSON, HAMISH
9781781576564     H     ILEX PRESS 
£10.00     Published 02/09/19
From the Dali Wallbanger to the Stinger Sargent, cocktails with an artistic twist. 50 cocktails inspired 
by famous artists, their art and their favourite tipples. Shake up delicious art-inspired drinks, from the 
absinthe-fuelled Pablo Pisco Sour to the verdant Henry Mojito, and discover evocative cocktails that 
will transport you straight to surrealist dinner parties. Filled with art anecdotes and colourful tales, this is 
both a whistle-stop tour through art history and an exciting way to wet your whistle. 

640 n HHHH

BRIEF HISTORY OF LAGER
DREDGE, MARK
9780857835239     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
500 Years of the World’s Favourite Beer. In this fascinating book, beer expert Mark Dredge dives into 
the history of this well-loved drink. Discover: what exactly a lager is; how it was first brewed and how it 
would have tasted; what beer was like before the birth of lager; and what role was played by German 
monks and kings in the creation of the drink we know so well today. 

641 n HHHH

VOGUE COCKTAILS
MCNULTY, HENRY
9781840917888     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Classic drinks from the golden age of cocktails. ‘Vogue Cocktails’ is a collection of recipes compiled 
by former British Vogue drinks aficionado and man-about-town, Henry McNulty. Taking inspiration 
from the cocktail culture of the 1930s, ‘Vogue Cocktails’ contains 150 recipes organized by base spirit 
- Champagne, Gin, Vodka, Whisky, Rum and Brandies and Other Spirits - to ensure a drink for every 
palate. The book also contains essential information on stocking your bar and mixing drinks, with jazz-
age inspired illustrations by Graham Palfrey-Rogers throughout. 

642 n HHHH

WHISKY DICTIONARY
WISNIEWSKI, IAN
9781784725488     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£15.00     Published 05/09/19
An A-Z of whisky, from history and heritage to distilling and drinking. This is the drinker’s guide to every 
aspect of whisky, from Scotch to Japanese, rye to bourbon and beyond. With hundreds of entries 
covering everything from history, ingredients and distilling techniques to flavour notes, cocktails and the 
many varieties of whisky from all around the world, renowned whisky expert Ian Wisniewski explores 
and unlocks the wonderful world of a drink like no other. 

643 n HHHH

WORLD ATLAS OF GIN
HARRISON, JOEL
9781784725310     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The gins of more than 50 countries explored, explained and enjoyed. From gin made in small batches 
from local botanicals, through to large facilities which make some of the world’s most recognized 
gin brands, ‘World Atlas of Gin’ looks at everything from the botanical to the bottle: how and where 
botanicals are grown and harvested and their role within the flavour of gin; producers and the stories 
behind their brands; exactly where, and how, gins are made; and, country by country, the best 
examples to try. 

644 n HHHH

LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF CLASSIC COCKTAILS
PYRAMID
9780753733325     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Whether you prefer the simple yet suave whiskey Old Fashioned, or the sweet sour fusion of a rum 
Daiquiri, ‘The Little Black Book of Classic Cocktails’ contains a host of timeless and contemporary 
favourites, gathered together in a purse-sized collection. 

645 n HHHH

LITTLE BLACK BOOK OF GIN COCKTAILS
PYRAMID
9780753733684     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
There are hundreds and hundreds of different cocktails, but there are classics such as the Martini, 
Corpse Reviver, Tom Collins, Negroni and French 75 that have one luscious ingredient in common: gin. 
Here in ‘The Little Black Book of Gin Cocktails’ you’ll find a collection of all your favourite classic and 
contemporary gin cocktails. 

646 n HHHHH

HUGH JOHNSONS POCKET WINE BOOK 2020
JOHNSON, HUGH
9781784724849     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Hugh Johnson’s Pocket Wine Book’ is the essential reference book for everyone who buys wine 
- in shops, restaurants, or on the internet. Now in its 43rd year of publication, it has no rival as the 
comprehensive, up-to-the-minute annual guide. 

647 n HHHHH

SIP 100 GIN COCKTAILS WITH ONLY THREE INGREDIENTS
SIPSMITH
9781784726089     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£15.00     Published 05/09/19
Cocktails don’t need to be complex. In fact, the experts at leading craft distiller Sipsmith firmly believe 
that a good gin drink needs just three key ingredients - a quality gin; something sweet; and something 
sour. Abide by that one simple rule and the world is your oyster. This book contains 100 recipes for gin 
cocktails of all kinds, each made of just three basic ingredients - ranging from the classic Negroni and 
Tom Collins, to some of the many takes on the Martini, and unexpected flavours to suit any occasion. 

648 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TOKYO COCKTAILS
COLDICOTT, NICHOLAS
9781604338867     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 04/09/19
‘Tokyo Cocktails’ takes you inside the city’s best bars and introduces you to bartenders and mixologists 
conjuring up drinks that reflect the city’s essence, namely how thousands of years of tradition fuse with 
myriad contemporary influences. Featuring over 100 recipes that honour and reinvent classics and 
make the best of local ingredients, this book is the ideal cocktail enthusiast’s guide to drinking like a 
local, whether you’re making a trip to Tokyo or staying at home and simply wishing you were there. 

649 n HHHH

ULTIMATE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BEER
YENNE, BILL
9780785837527     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£19.99     Published 10/09/19
A Complete Guide to the Best Beers from Around the World. Join author Bill Yenne on a whirlwind tour 
of the crafty world of beer. After a quick stop to learn about the anatomy of beer, including ingredients, 
styles, and even museums, ‘The Ultimate Encyclopedia of Beer’ guides you through all the regions of 
the world and their famous brews. Features maps, charts, illustrations, and photographs showcasing 
favourite brews of the areas. 
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650 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLDS BEST WHISKIES
ROSKROW, DOMINIC
9780785837510     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£19.99     Published 24/09/19
750 Unmissable Drams from Tain to Tokyo. Aimed at beginners as well as connoisseurs, this revised 
and expanded edition of ‘The World’s Best Whiskies’ encompasses everything you need to know to 
increase your appreciation of this complex and fascinating spirit. Iconic distilleries, such as Lagavulin, 
Highland Park, and Glenrothes in Scotland, are fully explored alongside the bourbon innovators of 
Kentucky, such as Woodford Reserve and Maker’s Mark. Whisky is one of the world’s most revered 
spirits, with connoisseurs spending a great deal of money and time on the appreciation of rare 
expressions and limited edition bottles. 

651 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MARTINI COCKTAIL
SIMONSON, ROBERT
9780399581212     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19
A Meditation on the World’s Greatest Drink, with Recipes. Trendsetting bars and restaurants are 
bringing back the martini, which was overlooked in the early days of the craft cocktail revival. This is the 
first book in decades to celebrate and explore the history of this most iconic of classic cocktails, with 50 
recipes. 

GARDENING & FARMING

652 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STORY OF GARDENING
HOBHOUSE, PENELOPE
9781911595748     H 
PAVILION 
£35.00     Published 05/09/19

A fully updated and revised edition of a gardening classic. From the cooling fountains of the Alhambra 
to the imposing palace grounds of Chinese emperors and the clean lines of the formal French parterre, 
this inspiring history charts the fascinating evolution of gardening over thousands of years, bringing to 
life the world’s most beautiful and magnificent gardens. Acclaimed garden designer and plantswoman 
Penelope Hobhouse draws on her extensive experience and shows you how an appreciation of style 
and techniques from all over the world helps us to understand how modern gardens have developed. 

653 n HHHH

WILDLIFE POND BOOK
HOWARD, JULES
9781472958327     P     A&C BLACK 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
Create Your Own Pond Paradise for Wildlife. This friendly, practical guide includes everything you need 
to know to help wetland wildlife flourish outside your back door. It offers a fresh and unique perspective 
on ponds, encouraging readers of any budget to reach for the spade and do something positive to 
benefit their shared neighbourhood nature. With up-to-date, clear guidance on a range of innovative 
pond designs, this new book aims to encourage a wider audience to connect with freshwater habitats 
and offers readers tips on how to observe, study and enjoy pond wildlife through microscopy, dipping, 
torching and traditional wildlife spotting. 

654 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRILLED
GARCES, LEAH
9781472962584     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

‘Grilled: Turning Adversaries into Allies to Change the Chicken Industry’ is Leah Garces’ story of 
working alongside the food and farming industry for animal welfare and ethical food. Instead of fighting 
and protesting and shaming, Garces has instead tried to find common ground with producers. She has 
worked alongside owners of the megafarms, befriending them, having frank conversations with them, 
and ultimately encouraging change through dialogue and discussion. Leah is changing the way America 
farms her animals through this bold approach, helping to directly improve the lives of millions of farmed 
animals. 

655 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEE HOTEL
ORLOW, MELANIE VON
9781785216589     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019

All you need to know in one concise manual. Solitary bees and bugs need our help, not just on a global 
level but in every back garden, courtyard and balcony. Creating little homes for them to lay their eggs 
in is a really easy way to the insect population, and at the same time bring diversity, wildlife and plant 
propagation to your outdoor spaces. This book is full of helpful hints, tips and projects on how to fill your 
garden with happy bees and beneficial insects. 

656 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAUTIFUL OBSESSION
BLAKE, JIMI
9781999734527     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£30.00     Published 19/09/19
Jimi Blake’s World of Plants at Hunting Brook Gardens. Jimi Blake spent 25 years collecting the 
choicest perennials he could get his hands on. At Hunting Brook, these come together in a unique 
fusion of tropical, prairie and woodland styles to make a flamboyant, surprising, experimental garden 
that is overflowing with ideas for enthusiastic gardeners. Exotics from the Far East and South America 
rub shoulders with temperate perennials to excite the eye. A huge plant palette includes many that are 
‘borderline hardy’ ensuring borders are unconstrained. 

657 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CONTAINER SUCCULENTS
KURODA, KENTARO
9780804851053     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 17/09/19
‘Container Succulents’ is the perfect book for container gardening beginners who don’t have a lot 
of space to work with. The beautiful photographs of succulent decor are sure to inspire your inner 
gardener, interior designer and all-around house plant lover. Learn how to care for and display 
individual succulent varieties, or get creative with groupings that combine multiple plants with 
complementary colours, shapes and sizes. Whether you prefer a garden that is simple or intricate, this 
book covers all the basics of container selection and succulent care to ensure healthy plants. 
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658 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PLANTING THE OUDOLF GARDENS/HAUSER/WIRTH
DUSOIR, RORY
9781999734534     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£30.00     Published 19/09/19
‘Planting the Oudolf Gardens at Hauser & Wirth Somerset.’ Piet Oudolf is renowned for his exceptional 
use of perennials and grasses which is brilliantly displayed at Durslade Farm, the gardens of the world-
class Hauser and Wirth gallery in Bruton in Somerset. In this book, Kew-trained Rory Dusoir analyses 
the plant choices, planting plans and horticultural techniques that make this garden so compelling. Here 
the inviting sweep of Oudolf Field encourages close scrutiny and there is no better place to discover 
more about this unique style of naturalistic planting. 

659 n HHHH

ROYAL GARDENS AT HIGHGROVE
KNAPPETT, GILL
9781841658650     H     PITKIN GUIDES 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
When Prince Charles first moved in to Highgrove, the gardens were a blank canvas and His Royal 
Highness an inexperienced gardener. Now, nearly 40 years later, through hard work and passion, not 
only has he become an accomplished gardener but the grounds of his Gloucestershire home have been 
transformed into one of the most remarkable gardens in Britain, delighting visitors from all around the 
world. With a Foreword by His Royal Highness, this lavishly illustrated book brings together the history 
of Highgrove and the myriad gardens that he has created which reflect his interests: architecture, the 
arts, conservation, and his belief in organic principles. 

660 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
APPLE BOOK
SANDERS, ROSIE
9780711245129     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 24/09/19
Rosie Sanders, often described as the best painter of the world’s most famous fruit, has devoted years 
to researching this book and submitting the apples to hour upon hour of meticulous observation. In 
144 beautifully detailed watercolours she depicts the unrivalled range of form, colour and texture which 
characterize such varieties as Beauty of Bath, Peasgood Nonsuch, Cox’s Orange Pippin and Egremont 
Russet. Painted with their blossom, twig and leaf, Rosie offers detailed descriptions of each apple’s 
aroma, flavour and season as well as something of the history of each variety. 

661 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAMBRIDGE COLLEGE 
GARDENS
RICHARDSON, TIM
9780711238510     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£40.00     Published 24/09/19

Tim Richardson’s book on the most exquisite gardens in and around the university of Cambridge’s 
colleges combines brilliant research and elegant prose with stunning photography by Clive Boursnell. 
This book invites an armchair appreciation of the history, horticulture and atmosphere that these 
hallowed gardens provide. The gardens are as rich and varied as the colleges themselves, often set 
within stunning architecture, and include formal quadrangles, naturalistic planting, walled gardens, 
rooftop oases, productive plots and watermeadows as well as the private spaces enjoyed exclusively by 
the college masters, porters and fellows. 

662 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEW GARDENERS GUIDE TO GROWING BULBS
WILFORD, RICHARD
9780711239340     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
A new guide to planting and cultivating plants from bulbs, featuring easy to follow and inspiring projects, 
detailed information on different plants and beautiful botanical illustrations from the Kew archive. With 
expert advice from Richard Wilford and the Kew Gardens team, this is the ultimate companion to 
growing and planting with bulbs. 

663 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEW GARDENER’S GUIDE TO 
GROWING FRUIT
MAGUIRE, KAY
9780711239371     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Definitive and authoritative advice to choosing, planting, growing and maintaining 75 of your own fruit 
and nut crops. A combination of botanical beauty and practical advice in ‘The Kew Gardener’s Guide 
to Growing Fruit’ will inspire beginners and experienced growers to love and grow their own fruit. From 
growing from seed to harvesting, the projects will bring the wonderful world of fruit to life and  produce 
confident, keen growers wanting to expand their experience of growing their own. 

664 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO GROW NATIVE 
ORCHIDS IN GARDENS LARGE 
AND SMALL
WALL, WILSON
9780857844606     H 
GREEN BOOKS 
£19.99     Published 01/09/19

A unique illustrated book about growing native orchids giving a step by step guide to every planting 
situation. In this book, readers will learn how to cherish these remarkable flowers and help them flourish 
in their natural habitat; which species of orchids will work in their garden and what companion plants to 
grow next to them; how to grow orchids from seed or in a container; how to start an orchid meadow or 
add orchids to an orchard; and how to preserve and promote local ecosystems. 

665 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WE MADE A WILDFLOWER 
MEADOW
VERNER, YVETTE
9780857845245     P 
GREEN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

Inspired by the idea of doing something positive for their local environment, Yvette Verner and her 
husband Mike bought a small field close to their home in the south of England. With the bountiful 
assistance of nature they have created a flower meadow which attracts a rich variety of wildlife, 
including badgers, deer and a multitude of birds and butterflies. In this book Yvette tells the story of their 
meadow: how they designed the layout, selected and planted wild flowers, trees and hedges and spent 
many absorbing hours wildlife-watching. Meadows such as theirs support large populations of plants, 
insects, birds and other animals. 
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PETS & VET SCIENCE

666 n HHHHH

DOG IS LOVE
WYNNE, CLIVE
9781787475632     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 24/09/19
The Science of Why and How Your Dog Loves You. What makes dogs truly special? Why does our 
relationship with them feel so much more deep and intense than with other animals? Any dog owner 
knows that the bond with their dog is unique. The unparalleled loyalty and total devotion of a dog seems 
the stuff of true love - but is this a whimsical construction that bears little relation to reality? Through 
ground-breaking scientific experiments and eye-opening historical evidence, canine behavioural 
psychologist Dr Clive Wynne unlocks the secret to our unique bond with dogs and their capacity to love, 
unprecedented in the animal kingdom. 

667 n HHHH

CAT PERSONALITY TEST
FINKA, LAUREN
9781529105278     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19
How well do you really know your cat? Through this book’s series of behavioural tests, Battersea’s 
feline behavioural expert Dr Lauren Finka can help you easily determine which of the cat’s five main 
personality traits best describes your pet, and what their specific wants and needs are. Whoever your 
cat is, you’ll learn what makes them tick, and be a step closer to the domestic feline harmony you’ve 
always dreamt of. 

668 n HHHHH

OUR DOGS OURSELVES
HOROWITZ, ALEXANDRA
9781471185182     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
In this book Alexandra Horowitz examines what’s called the ‘dog-human bond’: examining all aspects 
of the complexity of this unique interspecies pairing. From her position as a dog scientist, she uses the 
science of dogs and dog-human interaction to ground a consideration of the various ways that dogs, 
as a species, reflect us, and how they reflect (sometimes badly, sometimes well) on us. And she goes 
beyond the cognitive science to consider the culture, laws, and human dynamics that reveal and restrict 
this bond between two disparate species. 

669 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEY DOG! SNIFFS ARE FOR 
FEET
KEEFER, WENDY
9781912881734     P 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£7.99     Published 26/09/19

‘Hey Dog! Sniffs are for Feet!’ is the companion book to ‘Hey Dog! Let’s Talk!’ Aimed at parents, ‘Sniffs’ 
helps the average pet owner to deal with the potential difficulties in introducing a small child into a 
household with a dog or visa-versa. Divided into four chapters with several sections in each, the book 
approaches the topic beginning with pregnancy then moving through arrival of the baby, the toddler in 
the house and finally, the growing child. It covers the importance of safety in the home and raising your 
child to show consideration and respect toward the canine member of the family. Remembering the 
needs of the dog is also important. 

GAY & LESBIAN INTEREST

670 n HHHH

AGAINST MEMOIR
TEA, MICHELLE
9781911508625     P 
AND OTHER STORIES 
£10.00     Published 02/09/19

A queer countercultural icon opens up about all things artistic, radical and romantic. Winner of the PEN 
American Center essay prize, Michelle Tea is our exuberant guide to the hard times and wild creativity 
of queer and misfit life in America, by way of ‘SCUM Manifesto’ author Valerie Solanas, the lesbian 
motorbike gang HAGS, a trans protect camp and teenage goths hustling for tips at an ice creamery. 
Upsparing but unwaveringly kind, ‘Against Memoir’ solidifies Tea’s place as one of the leading queer 
writers of our time. 

GIFT/GENERAL NON BOOK

671 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CELEBRITREES
AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES
9780749581909     P     AA PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
A collection of fascinating facts and amusing stories about Britain’s oldest residents - its trees. This 
small but stunning little gift book is dedicated to Britain’s amazing, ancient, majestic and marvellous 
trees, something our small island has thousands of, some over 5,000 years old. These magnificent 
natural monuments have been culturally important to us too; as meeting places for religious or spiritual 
worship, as the focus for ceremonies such as wassailing or as way-markers to shepherds and travellers 
before the use of maps became widespread. Maybe it is time to give them the attention they deserve. 

672 n HHHHH

TAO OF POOH & THE TE OF PIGLET
HOFF, BENJAMIN
9781405293778     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
The Principles of Taoism demonstrated by Winnie-the-Pooh and Piglet - a new edition of this hugely 
successful book with a fresh new cover look. Winnie-the-Pooh has a certain way about him, a way 
of doing things that has made him the world’s most beloved bear, and Pooh’s Way, as Benjamin Hoff 
brilliantly demonstrates, seems strangely close to the ancient Chinese principles of Taoism. And as for 
Piglet, he embodies the very important principle of Te, meaning Virtue of the Small. Benjamin Hoff’s 
explanations of Taoism and Te through Pooh and Piglet show that this is not an ancient and remote 
philosophy but something that you can use, here and now. 
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673 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COUNTRYSIDE
HARDING, ANGELA
9781787556782     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

‘Countryside’, with Angela Harding’s striking contemporary art, is a celebration of the world around us, 
the joy of the seasons and calm it brings us, if only we would take the time to be within it. A new series 
of gift books from Flame Tree, Thoughts to Inspire and Motivate features the inspirational art of top 
female illustrators and artists. Each book is a celebration of empowerment and diversity, displaying 
the breadth and complexity of modern life, turning anxieties into positivity, everyday challenges into 
universal meditations. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

674 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
REFRESH
WHATMORE, NEL
9781787556867     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

‘Refresh’ is illustrated by Nel Whatmore whose sumptuous paintings highlight the fresh perspectives 
of a unique artist. Joyful and spirited, the book finds inspiration in the everyday. A new series of gift 
books from Flame Tree, Thoughts to Inspire and Motivate features the inspirational art of top female 
illustrators and artists. Each book is a celebration of empowerment and diversity, displaying the breadth 
and complexity of modern life, turning anxieties into positivity, everyday challenges into universal 
meditations. 

675 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPIRIT
WALL, JOSEPHINE
9781787556874     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

‘Spirit’, with Josephine Wall’s celestial art is a remarkable evocation of mind, body and spirit, graced 
with poetry and quotations for readers of every age. A new series of gift books from Flame Tree, 
Thoughts to Inspire and Motivate features the inspirational art of top female illustrators and artists. Each 
book is a celebration of empowerment and diversity, displaying the breadth and complexity of modern 
life, turning anxieties into positivity, everyday challenges into universal meditations. 

676 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STRENGTH
KAHLO, FRIDA
9781787556799     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

‘Strength’, featuring the sensibility of Frida Kahlo, offers a paean to the determined independence of 
the remarkable artist and activist. A new series of gift books from Flame Tree, Thoughts to Inspire and 
Motivate features the inspirational art of top female illustrators and artists. Each book is a celebration of 
empowerment and diversity, displaying the breadth and complexity of modern life, turning anxieties into 
positivity, everyday challenges into universal meditations. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST 
2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

677 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BUDDHA FINDING 
HAPPINESS
MIKOSCH, CLAUS
9781781453797     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

The journey of the Little Buddha began when Claus Mikosch and his four-year old daughter used to 
go walking near a Buddhist temple, and she asked him questions about the Buddha. When Claus had 
the idea to collect their conversations, the Little Buddha was born. It is not a book about the Buddha 
or about Buddhism. It is instead the story of a pretty normal Buddha who, tired of meditating beneath 
his Bodhi tree, embarks upon a journey. Inspired by Claus’ travels to India, ‘The Little Buddha: Finding 
Happiness’ is a timeless tale of friendship, curiosity and the art of being simply happy. 

678 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BUDDHA LOOKING FOR LOVE
MIKOSCH, CLAUS
9781781453803     H     GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019
The journey of the Little Buddha began when Claus Mikosch and his four-year-old daughter used to 
go walking near a Buddhist temple, and she asked him questions about the Buddha. When Claus had 
the idea to collect their conversations, the Little Buddha was born. It is not a book about the Buddha or 
about Buddhism. It is instead the story of a pretty normal Buddha who, tired of meditating beneath his 
Bodhi tree, embarks upon a journey. Inspired by Claus’ travels to India, ‘The Little Buddha: Looking for 
Love’ is the second book in the series: a universal tale of the human need to love and be loved. 

679 n HHHH

ADVENTURES OF AZUKI/MINIATURE HEDGEHOG
TSUNODA, SHUICHI
9781472142993     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
...and Friends. Azuki, the much-loved Japanese miniature hedgehog who became an Instagram 
sensation, with over 407,000 followers, sadly died on the 20th January 2019. His daughter, Monaka, 
born on the 8th April 2018, is following in her father’s footsteps. This is a collection of adorable 
photographs of Azuki, Monaka and their friends baking, playing pool, reading and enjoying other mini-
adventures. 
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680 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAT
HISTORY & HERALDRY
9781841614113     H 
CHRIS LLOYD 
£5.99     Published 26/09/19

Good meows... we have the purr-fect gift for cat lovers everywhere! A feast of feline funnies are waiting 
for you in this fur-bulous new gift book! The eye-catching black and white retro ‘50s style illustrations 
are full of cattitude and, coupled with the humorous sentiment, sprinkled throughout in the style of a 
dictionary definition, make this book stand out from the rest. Ravette are launching this new title with 
‘The Dog’. 

681 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOG
HISTORY & HERALDRY
9781841614120     H     CHRIS LLOYD 
£5.99     Published 26/09/19
A paws-itively great new gift book for dog lovers everywhere! Featuring black and white retro ‘50s style 
illustrations and humorous sentiment in the style of a dictionary definition, you’ll be barking up the right 
tree with this comical canine collection. Ravette are launching this new title with ‘The Cat’. 

682 n HHHHH

100 POSTCARDS FROM AUSTEN TO ZOLA
PENGUIN CLASSICS
9780241396810     N     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A collection of 100 postcards, each with a different iconic Penguin Classic cover, in a beautifully 
designed box. Spanning 4,000 years of world literature, covering all the greatest works of fiction, poetry, 
drama, history and philosophy in between, this set of literary postcards is the perfect gift for book lovers 
everywhere. Here you will find Shakespeare, Austen, Balzac, Ibsen, Virgil, Chekhov, Gaskell, Dickens, 
Bronte, Nietszche, Wells, Confucius, Keko, Keats and so much more. 

683 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LEONARDO DA VINCIS FLYING MACHINES KIT
DEWAR, ANDREW
9780804852241     N     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19
Paper Airplanes Based on the Great Master’s Sketches That Really Fly! Each realistic model provides 
insights into the incredible mind of Leonardo da Vinci, and the detailed instructions, colourful diagrams 
and sturdy pop-out paper pieces make it easy to get the planes up into the air quickly where the real 
fun begins! This kit includes: Pre-cut paper pieces for 13 different machines based on Leonardo’s most 
original designs; A full-colour 64-page book with step-by-step instructions for assembling the flying 
machine models; A pre-assembled rubber band slingshot launcher used to launch the planes into the 
sky. 11 of the models really fly! 

684 n HHHH

BE MORE DOG
DAVIES, ALISON
9781787134546     H     QUADRILLE PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Life Lessons from Our Canine Friends. This book reveals the different doggo traits that you can adopt 
to ‘Be More Dog’ and live a happier, healthier, more ‘courageous canine’ existence. Packed with 
practical tips and exercises, interspersed with folklore and fun facts about our loyal, loving companions, 
there’s something for everyone. So, throw yourself a bone, use the power of the paw and learn the art 
of being more dog. 

685 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOVE IS A LABRADOR
ELLIS, CHARLIE
9781786859822     H 
SUMMERSDALE 
£7.99     Published 12/09/19

A Lab-Tastic Celebration of the World’s Favourite Dog. Every home should have a Lab, the only 
question is: chocolate, black, yellow or red? Whichever’s your favourite, it’s confirmed: these are the 
most Labradorable pups on the planet. Dedicated to the world’s favourite breed, this paw-some little 
book will prove that its not just any old dog who’s a man’s best friend - it’s a Labrador. 

CHRISTMAS

686 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS
GOODWIN, GEORGE
9780712352949     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

A stocking-filler-sized compilation of Christmas lore, revealing the intriguing origins of the traditional 
festivities. Forty short pieces on individual traditions are each accompanied by charming vintage 
illustrations from the British Library’s collection of Christmas books, cards and ephemera. 

687 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NUTCRACKER & OTHER 
CHRISTMAS TALES
BARNES & NOBLE LEATHERBOUND
9781435169265     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£30.00     Published Sep 2019

This Christmas treasury features 10 heart-warming stories, including the title tale by Alexander Dumas 
which inspired the well-known ballet. The contents also include works by Louisa May Alcott, L M 
Montgomery and L Frank Baum, as well as the full text of Charles Dickens’s classic ‘A Christmas Carol’. 
In addition, the collection includes a dozen poems, led by Clement Clark Moore’s famous account of the 
night before Christmas, ‘A Visit from St Nicholas’. The entire book features full-colour artwork from the 
Golden Age of Illustration. 
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688 n HHHH

CHRISTMAS AT HIGHCLERE
COUNTESS/CARNARVON
9781848095229     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Highclere Castle, known as ‘the real Downton Abbey’, bustles with activity at the best of times, but it is 
never more alive than at Christmas. ‘Christmas at Highclere’ is a look behind the scenes at the routines 
and rituals that make the castle the most magical place to be throughout the festive season. In this 
book Lady Carnarvon also provides recipes, tips and inspiration from their kitchen so that readers can 
bring a quintessentially British festive spirit to their own home. Published to tie in with the UK release of 
the Downton Abbey film on September 5th. 

689 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANTA MY LIFE & TIMES
GREEN, JARED
9781787732223     H 
TITAN 
£21.99     Published 10/09/19

Beautifully illustrated by comic book legend, Bill Sienkiewicz, this official autobiography of Santa Claus 
is the perfect Christmas present, telling the true story behind the legend that is Santa Claus. Just 
imagine what it would be like to sit beside Santa Claus and hear for the first time the true story of his 
miraculous life as only Santa himself could tell it. Old Kris Kringle tells his story, from his childhood to 
the workings of his toyshop, and on the mysteries of his Christmas Eve flight, in an illustrated Christmas 
keepsake designed for families to read aloud. 

STATIONERY LICENSED

690 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EIGHT LIMBS OF YOGA
JOURNALS
9781683835608     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
An Inspiration Journal. This beautiful ruled journal is based on Patanjali’s eightfold path for a meaningful 
life, elucidating each of the limbs of yoga through illustrations and brief descriptions and providing 
ample room for note-taking. 

691 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MEDITATION A DAY & NIGHT REFLECTN JOURNA
JOURNALS
9781683835585     P     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Meditation: A Day and Night Reflection Journal (90 Days).’ This guided journal provides a space for you 
to mindfully record and reflect on your daily meditation practice. 

692 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NAMASTE HARDCOVER 
RULED JOURNAL
JOURNALS
9781683835615     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Stay inspired everywhere you go. From mornings at the yoga studio to evenings in the sanctuary of 
your home, this beautifully crafted journal will inspire and accompany you as you learn, grow, and 
create. 

693 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOX & THE STAR NOTE CARDS 
& ENVELOPES
BICKFORD-SMITH, C
9780525574439     N 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19

From Coralie Bickford-Smith, the award-winning author of the beloved children’s book ‘The Fox and the 
Star’, comes a set of 12 all-occasion note cards with envelopes embellished with full-colour illustrations 
from the original book. 

694 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STEVEN UNIVERSE DELUXE BLANK SKETCHBOOK
SUGAR, REBECCA
9781683835653     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£12.99     Published 04/09/19
Celebrate your love of the animated TV show Steven Universe with this deluxe sketchbook featuring 
exclusive content from show creator Rebecca Sugar! Let the colourful characters of Steven Universe 
inspire your creativity. Featuring an exclusive foreword from show creator Rebecca along with 
whimsical drawings from her and the show’s other artists, this sketchbook invites Steven Universe fans 
to bring out their inner artist within its blank pages. 

695 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINTER BOTANICALS NOTE 
CARDS & ENVELOPES
NOTECARDS
9781524759100     N 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19

A box of 12 elegant, wintry note cards and envelopes featuring rare botanical portraits of winter plants 
drawn from the New York Botanical Garden’s extensive archives. The art is vividly coloured and the 
sturdy box is printed with four-colour art and can be used as a keepsake when empty. 
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DIARIES

696 n HHHHH

FABER & FABER POETRY DIARY 2020
DIARIES 2020
9780571355082     H     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A full-colour hardback A5 size desk diary with a week to a view, with a poem or illustration every week. Illustrated 
throughout with vintage and contemporary book jackets, the diary has a sturdy cover and an elastic closure. 

697 n HHHHH

LIBERTY FABER POETRY DIARY 2020
DIARIES 2020
9780571354993     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A full-colour hardback A5 size desk diary with a week to a view, with a poem or illustration every week. Illustrated 
throughout with vintage and contemporary book jackets, the diary has a sturdy cover and an elastic closure. 

ANNUALS

698 n HHHHH

MATCH OF THE DAY ANNUAL 2020
ANNUALS 2020
9781785944550     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
From the UK’s No 1 football magazine, the very best footy annual is back! Crammed full with fun football trivia, 
quizzes, games, puzzles, top 10s, cartoons and more, this is the only annual fans of the beautiful game will 
need. This year’s annual will also include a section covering the key moments, best goals and much more from 
the FIFA World Cup. Featuring Gary and all of the MOTD presenters, Paz, Ketch, and the planet’s top teams 
and players, ‘Match of the Day Annual 2020’ is the best around - it will be on the top of your Christmas list! 

699 n HHHH

VIZ ANNUAL 2020 THE TRUMPETERS LIPS
ANNUALS 2020
9781781067123     H     VIZ 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A Rousing Blast from the pages of Issues 262-271. Entertaining and informative features: Life on Mars, 
Who’s Who in Accident and Emergency, the Origins of Christmas and 20 Things you Never Knew about 
James Bond. There are Thrilling Adventure stories: The Shark Hunters of Hammerhead Bay, Striker’s 
Last Match, The Ghost of Greytowers and Time Travelling White Van Man. 

CURRENT & WORLD AFFAIRS

700 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ERDOGAN RISING
SMITH, HANNAH L
9780008308841     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Everyone has heard of Erdogan, the bullish Turkish President who pulled his democracy back towards 
dictatorship. This is the inside story of his blazing path to power, and what a populist Turkey means for the 
rest of the world. Hannah Lucinda Smith, Turkey correspondent with The Times, has been on the ground 
in Turkey since the onset of the Arab Spring. From the frontlines of the wars in Syria and eastern Turkey, 
through the refugee crisis and the attempted coup against Erdogan, she traces how chaos in the Middle 
East has blown back on a country that was once heralded as the model of Islamic democracy. 

701 n HHHH

BLUSTER
NEUMANN, PETER
9781787381896     H     C HURST & CO (PUBLISHERS)LTD 
£15.99     Published 26/09/19
Donald Trump’s War on Terror. Defeating terrorism was one of Donald Trump’s key campaign promises. 
But there is no easy way to make sense of Trump’s war on terror. Is it all bluster, aimed at mobilising his 
base, or does it represent a genuine shift from previous administrations? In ‘Bluster’, Peter Neumann 
assesses Trump’s approach to countering terrorism, and argues that his war on terror looks strong and 
powerful in the short term, but will cause damage over time. 

702 n HHHH

PEACEKEEPER HUMANITARIAN ABUSER
FREEDMAN, ROSA ET AL
9781787381131     P     C HURST & CO (PUBLISHERS)LTD 
£14.99     Published 25/09/19
Children at Risk Worldwide. Sadly, the story of humanitarian abuse against children is an ongoing story 
that will remain in the news. Thousands of organisations worldwide are putting vulnerable children at 
risk without anyone holding them to account. This book explores how and why these abuses occur, and 
proposes a robust, evidence-based solution for safeguarding children. 

703 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SKRIPAL FILES
URBAN, MARK
9781529006926     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
March 2018, Salisbury, England. A man and his daughter are found slumped on a bench, poisoned 
by the deadly nerve agent Novichok. He was a Russian national who became an MI6 spy. Russia 
are publicly accused by the British government of carrying out the attac, sparking a diplomatic crisis 
between Russia and the West. Then two innocent people find a discarded perfume bottle used in the 
attack and one of them, Dawn Sturgess, tragically dies. It is now a murder investigation. How exactly 
did we get here? Based on interviews with Sergei Skripal before his poisoning, Mark Urban explains the 
most shocking espionage incident in a decade. 

704 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
RUSSIA & AMERICA
TSYGANKOV, ANDREI
9781509531141     P     WILEY 
£16.99     Published 13/09/19
The Asymmetric Rivalry. In one of the first analyses of the evolving Trump-Putin relationship, leading 
scholar of Russian foreign policy Andrei P Tsygankov challenges the dominant view that US-Russian 
relations have entered a new cold war phase. Russia’s US strategy, he argues, can only be understood 
in the context of a changing international order. While America strives to preserve its global dominance, 
Russia - the weaker power - exploits its asymmetric capabilities and relations with non-Western allies to 
defend and promote its interests, and to avoid yielding to US pressures. 

POLITICS

705 n HHHH

MYTHS WE LIVE BY
CAVE, PETER
9781786495204     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Adventures in Democracy, Free Speech and Other Liberal Inventions. In this witty and mischievous 
book, philosopher Peter Cave dissects the most controversial disputes today and uses philosophical 
argument to reveal that many issues are less straightforward than we’d like to believe. Leaving no 
sacred cow standing, Cave uses ingenious stories and examples to challenge our most strongly held 
assumptions. Is democracy inherently a good thing? What is the basis of so-called human rights? Is 
discrimination always bad? Are we morally obliged to accept refugees? 
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706 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRIME MINISTERS
RICHARDS, STEVE
9781786495877     H 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Reflections on Leadership. At a time of unprecedented political upheaval, this magisterial history 
explains who leads us and why. From Harold Wilson to Theresa May, it brilliantly brings to life all nine 
inhabitants of 10 Downing Street over the past fifty years, vividly outlining their successes and failures - 
and what made each of them special. Based on unprecedented access and in-depth interviews, as well 
as more than twenty years reporting from Westminster, Steve Richards expertly examines the men and 
women who have defined the UK’s role in the modern world and sheds new light on the demands of the 
highest public office in the land. 

707 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
F**K BUSINESS  
THE BUSINESS OF BREXIT
ANDERSON, IAIN
9781785905322     P 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19

Featuring exclusive and candid interviews with those at the heart of No 10, the Cabinet and Parliament, 
and with the foremost business leaders of this Brexit generation, this book portrays the exhaustion 
felt by all major companies over politics. With unparalleled access to the key players, it describes how 
business sought to prepare for Brexit only to be frustrated by the inability of Parliament to set out a 
clear pathway ahead. But it also points the way ahead for a new relationship and a brighter future. This 
is essential, often shocking, reading for anyone interested in how Brexit unfolded for Britain’s most 
important economic movers and shakers. 

708 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HONOURABLE LADIES 
VOLUME 2 1997-2019
DALE, IAIN (ED)
9781785902451     H 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£35.00     Published 26/09/19

Second volume in a landmark series providing a profile and biography of all 287 female MPs from 
1997 through to 2019. With female contributors from Mary Beard to Caroline Lucas, Ruth Davidson to 
Yvette Cooper and Margaret Beckett to Ann Widdecombe, ‘The Honourable Ladies: Volume 2’ is an 
indispensable and illuminating testament to the stories and achievements of these remarkable women. 
The first volume was published in September 2018. 

709 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JACOB’S LADDER
ASHCROFT, MICHAEL
9781785904875     H 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19

Jacob Rees-Mogg is one of the most prominent and controversial figures in contemporary British 
politics. He is a man who divides opinion in his own party, in Parliament and across the country. In 
this wide-ranging unauthorised biography of the Conservative Member of Parliament for North East 
Somerset, Michael Ashcroft, bestselling author of ‘Call Me Dave: The Unauthorised Biography of David 
Cameron’, turns his attention to one of the most intriguing politicians of our time. 

710 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAY AT 10
SELDON, ANTHONY
9781785905179     H 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 17/09/19

Written by one of Britain’s leading political and social commentators, ‘May at 10’ describes how Theresa 
May arrived in 10 Downing Street in 2016 with the clearest, yet toughest, agenda of any Prime Minister 
since the Second World War: delivering Brexit. What follows defies belief or historical precedent, telling 
the compelling inside story of the most turbulent period in modern British politics for 100 years. 

711 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEX LIES & POLITICS
COWLEY, PHILIP (ED)
9781785905063     P 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19

The Secret Influences That Drive Our Political Choices. Written by leading political experts, the 
chapters in this book draw on data from surveys, studies and opinion polls to reveal how voters tick, 
why they behave as they do and even what their most intimate bedrooms secrets are. At once hilarious, 
revealing and shocking, this book covers everything you need to know about the bedroom habits, 
political untruths and voting nuances behind British electoral politics. 
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712 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WEAK ARE A LONG TIME IN 
POLITICS
KIDD, PATRICK
9781785905339     H 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19

‘The Weak are a Long Time in Politics: Sketches from the Brexit Neverendum.’ Politics looked 
straightforward when Patrick Kidd took over the reins of the daily political sketch in The Times in 2015... 
In this anthology of his best columns from the past four years, Kidd plays the role of parliamentary 
theatre critic, chronicling the collapse of Cameron, the nebulous clarity of May, the rise and refusal 
to fall of Corbyn, and Boris Johnson’s repeated failure to keep his foot out of his mouth. Featuring a 
menagerie of supporting oddballs, this is a much-needed antidote to the gloom of the Brexit years. 

713 n HHH

MARCH OF THE MODERATES
CARR, RICHARD
9781788317344     H 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, and the Rebirth of Progressive Politics. Anglo-American relations, the so-called 
Special Relationship, reached a new era with the rise of New Labour and the New Democrats in the 
late-1980s and early-1990s. Richard Carr reveals the untold story of the transatlantic ‘Third Way’ 
analysing how Tony Blair and Bill Clinton won power and ultimately lost it. Using newly unearthed 
archives and interviews with key players, he investigates the relationship between the administrations 
and sheds new light on the Good Friday Agreement in Northern Ireland, the handover to George W 
Bush, and the controversial Iraq War. 

714 n HHHH

HAVENT YOU HEARD
CONTE, MARIE LE
9781788701778     H     BONNIER BLINK 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
A Guide to Westminster Gossip and Why Mischief Gets Things Done. In ‘Haven’t You Heard...?’, Marie 
Le Conte looks at the role gossip plays in all areas of politics - for the people in positions of power, the 
press who have most of the control, and how the internet has changed everything. From policy rows 
which aren’t about policy at all and boozy nights with dramatic consequences, to people spinning their 
way to the top and media quid pro quos veering into blackmail, she sets out in great and entertaining 
detail how politics really works. 

715 n HHHH

LEFT FOR DEAD
GOODALL, LEWIS
9780008226725     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The Strange Death and Rebirth of Labour Britain. In ‘Left for Dead?’ political journalist Lewis Goodall 
traces the journey of the British and wider Western left from the twilight of the ‘Third Way’ to the tumult 
of the financial crisis to Brexit and Trump and now, to Corbynism. Because one thing is for certain - 
while the left might not be dead, the traditional social democratic centre-left which we have known since 
the war is barely twitching in the road. But what has replaced it? Where has it come from? And what 
does it mean for the long-term future of Labour? 

716 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOR THE RECORD
CAMERON, DAVID
9780008239282     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19

Revealing the battles and achievements of David Cameron’s life and career in intimate and frank detail, 
‘For the Record’ will be an important assessment of the significant political events of the last decade, 
the nature of power and the role of leadership at a time of profound global change. 

717 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RESPONSIBILITIES OF DEMOCRACY
MAJOR, JOHN
9781912208739     P     HAUS PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published 02/09/19
In this new book, two figures of the British political establishment, John Major and Nick Clegg, share 
their thoughts on where democracy is heading and how it can survive in the 21st century. Major writes 
of the qualities on which a healthy democracy depends, as he deplores the coarsening of political 
exchange. Clegg writes of the ways in which political language has always involved trading insults and 
argues that echo chambers, although now more sophisticated, are nothing new. Compromise, Clegg 
insists, is not betrayal, but the very substance of our politics and our democracy. 

718 n HHHH

ORBAN
LENDVAI, PAUL
9781787382206     P     C HURST & CO (PUBLISHERS)LTD 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Europe’s New Strongman. Winner of the Prix du Livre European 2018, this book is a no-holds-barred 
biography of Hungarian Prime Minister Orban. As populism threatens the survival of liberal democracy 
in Europe, it is a useful exercise to consider Orban’s ruthless crackdown on refugees and his open 
break with normative values. Celebrated veteran journalist Paul Lendvai draws on access to exclusive 
documents and penetrating interviews. 

719 n HHHHH

HOW TO START A REVOLUTION
DUCA, LAUREN
9780349011929     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19
Young People and the Future of Politics. An examination of fourth wave feminism and political youth 
culture. It is also a much-needed reminder that government by and for the people requires our input. 
Journalist Lauren Duca wrote her now famous article ‘Donald Trump is Gaslighting America’ just after 
Trump’s election. It went viral and was viewed over 1.5 million times. The article examined Trump’s lies, 
fake news and manipulative language much before the mainstream media picked up on it, and it put 
Teen Vogue on the map. 

720 n HHHH

HOW TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
ROBERTSON, KATE
9781788401463     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
This is a unique and practical guide to activism which combines the latest thinking, experiences and 
advice from the world’s greatest activists. This book speaks to a generation who are switching selfie-
sticks for protest placards and showing that every individual has the power to be the change. 
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721 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FABULISTS
PEEL, MICHAEL
9781786076595     H     ONE WORLD 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
In Search of Honesty in a World Built on Fantasy. Politicians around the world are weaving their own 
heroic fictions - the strongmen, the apparently enlightened, apparently liberal reformers, the smiling 
kings and autocrats, the proud defenders of bygone empires. Used properly, these stories can act as 
a glue to bind us to one another as a community. But some citizens don’t fit the mould, and others are 
willing to risk their lives to tell a different story altogether... Acclaimed Financial Times journalist Michael 
Peel reveals the invisible threads connecting politics worldwide, exploding the myth that anyone is 
looking to the West for moral guidance. 

722 n HHHH

NO ROOM FOR SMALL DREAMS
PERES, SHIMON
9781474604215     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Shimon Peres was a Polish-born Israeli statesman. He was the ninth President of Israel from 2007 
to 2014. Peres served twice as the Prime Minister of Israel and twice as Interim Prime Minister, and 
he was a member of 12 cabinets in a political career spanning over sixty-six years. Here are six 
key decisions that have helped shape the nation, or six dreams that many would have considered 
unrealistic, but have largely defeated those pessimistic about the new country’s future. 

723 n HHHHH

BALANCE OF POWER
ACEMOGLU, DARON
9780241314296     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19
States, Societies and the Narrow Corridor to Liberty. By the authors of the international bestseller 
‘Why Nations Fail’, Daron Acemoglu and James A Robinson, and based on decades of research, this 
powerful new big-picture framework explains how some countries develop towards and provide liberty 
while others fall to despotism, anarchy or asphyxiating norms - and explains how liberty can thrive 
despite new threats. 

724 n HHHHH

RESPONSIBLE GLOBALIST
DAMLUJI, HASSAN
9780241355091     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
What Citizens of the World can Learn from Nationalism. A pragmatic and optimistic book that shows 
globalism and nationalism don’t have to be opposites - and that globalists can learn from how 
nationalists built their case in the 19th century by offering a more emotional narrative. With a wealth of 
examples from the United States to India, China and the Middle East, this book offers a boldly optimistic 
and pragmatic blueprint for building an inclusive, global nation. This will be a century-long project, 
where success is not guaranteed. 

725 n HHHH

NEVILLE CHAMBERLAINS LEGACY
MILTON, NICHOLAS
9781526732255     H     PEN & SWORD BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 30/09/19
Hitler, Munich and the Path to War. Neville Chamberlain has gone down in history as the architect of 
appeasement, the Prime Minister who by sacrificing Czechoslovakia at Munich in September 1938 
put Britain on an inevitable path to war. In this radical new appraisal of the most vilified politician of 
the twentieth century, historian Nicholas Milton claims that by placating Hitler, Chamberlain not only 
reflected public opinion but also embraced the zeitgeist of the time. Chamberlain also bought Britain 
vital time to rearm when Hitler’s military machine was at its zenith. 

726 n HHHH

BAD NEWS FOR LABOUR
PHILO, GREG ET AL
9780745340661     P 
PLUTO PRESS 
£14.99     Published 20/09/19

Jointly written by five leading voices on the topic, this book looks at the contentious issue of antisemitism 
in the Labour Party today, and sets out ways of addressing the problem while maintaining the integrity of 
the organisation. The first part of the book includes original material on public beliefs about antisemitism 
in the Labour Party, and the kinds of problems this poses regarding voting intentions and demoralization 
of the membership. The writers then investigate the institutional problems and policy decisions that 
prevented a coherent and well-planned response from the party, and how Labour can rectify this today. 

727 n HHHHH

EVERY DAY IS EXTRA
KERRY, JOHN
9781471177361     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
The Observer Book of the Year. ‘Every Day is Extra’ is John Kerry’s personal story. The title comes from a 
saying he and his buddies had in Vietnam. Here, he tells the story of his extraordinary life of public service, 
from decorated Vietnam veteran to five-term United States senator, 2004 Democratic presidential candidate, 
and Secretary of State for four years: a personal and candid memoir by a witness to some of the most 
important events of our recent history, including the Iran nuclear deal and the Paris climate accords. John 
Kerry is a man often portrayed as aloof and stiff but, as this book reveals, he is funny, warm and dedicated. 

728 n HHHHH

FEAR TRUMP IN THE WHITE HOUSE
WOODWARD, BOB
9781471181320     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
With authoritative reporting honed through eight presidencies from Nixon to Obama, author Bob Woodward 
reveals in unprecedented detail the harrowing life inside President Trump’s White House and precisely how he 
makes decisions on major foreign and domestic policies. Woodward draws from 100s of hours of interviews with 
firsthand sources, meeting notes, personal diaries, files and documents. The focus is on the explosive debates 
and the decision-making in the Oval Office, the Situation Room, Air Force One and the White House residence. 
This is the most intimate portrait of a sitting president ever published during the president’s first years in office. 

729 n HHHH

IDENTITY
FUKUYAMA, FRANCIS
9781781259818     P     PROFILE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Identity’ is an urgent and necessary book: a sharp warning that unless we forge a universal understanding 
of human dignity, we will doom ourselves to continual conflict. The demands of identity direct much of 
what is going on in world politics today. The universal recognition on which liberal democracy is based 
has been increasingly challenged by restrictive forms of recognition based on nation, religion, sect, race, 
ethnicity, or gender, which have resulted in anti-immigrant populism, the upsurge of politicised Islam, the 
fractious environment of many college campuses, and the hideous emergence of white nationalism. 

730 n HHHH

NERVOUS STATES
DAVIES, WILLIAM
9781784707033     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
How Feeling Took Over the World. In this age of emotional political conflict, there is less and less to agree 
upon. Experts are no longer respected as impartial; public debate is reduced to attack and counter-
attack; the boundary between facts and propaganda seems to be dissolving. We live in a world not quite 
at war but nor exactly at peace. How did things reach this point, and what can we do about it? In this 
enlightening, far-reaching and provocative book, William Davies explores how physical and emotional 
feeling came to reshape our world today, destabilising governments and placing us all on high-alert. 
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731 n HHHHH

YEAR AT THE CIRCUS
SOPEL, JON
9781785944376     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Inside Trump’s White House. Jon Sopel, the BBC’s North America Editor and author of the breakout 
political book of 2017, ‘If Only They Didn’t Speak English’, takes us inside Trump’s West Wing and 
explores the impact this presidency has had on the most iconic of American institutions. Each chapter 
starts inside a famous Washington room, uncovering its history and its new resonance in the Trump era. 

732 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
MAPPING POPULISM
AGNEW, JOHN
9781538124024     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£17.95     Published 09/09/19

Taking Politics to the People. This concise book from John Agnew and Michael Shin explores the rise 
of populism, comparing the electoral success of populist movements and politicians in Europe and 
the United States. Organized around themes of turnout, leadership, and media, and using compelling 
maps, their book encourages discussion on an increasingly important topic - and on the future of 
democracy itself. 

733 n HHHH

BETRAYING BIG BROTHER
FINCHER, LETA HONG
9781786633651     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 24/09/19
The Feminist Awakening in China. On the eve of International Women’s Day in 2015, the Chinese 
government arrested five feminist activists and jailed them for 37 days. The Feminist Five became a 
global cause celebre... But the Feminist Five are only symbols of a much larger feminist movement 
of civil rights lawyers, labour activists, performance artists and online warriors that is prompting an 
unprecedented awakening among China’s urban, educated women. In this book, journalist and scholar 
Leta Hong Fincher argues that the popular, broad-based movement poses the greatest threat to China’s 
authoritarian regime today. 

734 n HHHH

ECONOMICS FOR THE MANY
MCDONNELL, JOHN (ED)
9781788737449     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Economics for the Many’, edited and introduced by Shadow Chancellor of the Exchequer, John 
McDonnell, features contributions from the participants in McDonnell’s New Economics conferences, 
including Faiza Shaheen, Barry Gardiner, Prem Sikka, Ann Pettifor, Paul Mason and Rebecca Long-
Bailey and covers topics from housing, public ownership and fairer international trading systems 
to industrial policy for the 21st century and how to tackle tax avoidance and regional imbalances. 
Together, the essays in this volume lay out the vision for a new economics; one that works for the many, 
not the few. 

735 n HHHH

FALL & RISE OF THE BRITISH LEFT
MURRAY, ANDREW
9781788735131     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 17/09/19
The remarkable advance of ‘Corbynism’ did not emerge from nowhere. It is the product of 
developments in socialist and working-class politics over the past forty years and more. This book is 
essential reading for those who want to know where Corbynism comes from: the policies, personalities 
and moments of resistance that have produced this new horizon. This includes the story of power 
struggles within the Labour Party, and the eventual defeat of New Labour. 

736 n HHHH

INEQUALITY & THE 1%
DORLING, DANNY
9781788736473     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Why we cannot afford the rich in post Brexit Britain. Since the great recession hit in 2008, the 1% has 
only grown richer while the rest find life increasingly tough... In this book leading social thinker Danny 
Dorling lays bare the extent and true cost of the division in our society and asks: what have the super-
rich ever done for us? He shows that inquality is the greatest threat we face and why we must urgently 
redress the balance. Fully updated new edition. 

737 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
FAR RIGHT TODAY
MUDDE, CAS
9781509536849     P 
WILEY 
£14.99     Published 20/09/19

The far right is back with a vengeance. After several decades at the political margins, far right politics 
has again taken centre-stage. Three of the world’s largest democracies - Brazil, India and the United 
States - now have a radical right leader, while far right parties continue to increase their profile and 
support within Europe... Challenging orthodox thinking on the relationship between conventional and far 
right politics, Cas Mudde offers a complex and insightful picture of one of the key political challenges 
of our time. 

738 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
FOR A POLITICS OF THE COMMON GOOD
BADIOU, ALAIN
9781509535057     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 13/09/19
This volume of conversations between Alain Badiou and Peter Engelmann focuses on the concrete 
political situation in the world of today. Here the validity and applicability of Badiou’s ideas are tested in 
relation to the great social and political problems of our time, including terrorism, migration, the surge in 
support for nationalist and populist parties and the growing gap between rich and poor. 

739 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
IDENTITY POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES
BROWN-DEAN, KHALILAH
9780745654126     P     WILEY 
£18.99     Published 27/09/19
In 2017, a white supremacist rally at the University of Virginia forced many to consider just how much 
progress had been made in a country that nine years prior, had elected its first Black president. Beyond 
these racial flashpoints, the increasingly polarized nature of US politics has reignited debates around 
the meaning of identity, citizenship, and acceptance in America today. In this pioneering book, Khalilah 
L Brown-Dean moves beyond the headlines to examine how contemporary controversies emanate from 
longstanding struggles over power, access, and belonging. 

740 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
IN DEFENCE OF DEMOCRACY
FULLER, ROSLYN
9781509533138     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 06/09/19
Should Brexit or the election of Trump cause us to doubt our faith in democracy? Are ‘the people’ too 
ignorant or stupid to rule? Numerous commentators are beginning to seriously argue that the answer to 
these questions might be ‘yes’. In this humorous, take-no-prisoners book, Canadian-Irish author Roslyn 
Fuller kicks these anti-democrats where it hurts the most - the facts. 
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741 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
IS GLOBALIZATION OVER
GREEN, JEREMY
9781509535453     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 27/09/19
Looming trade wars and rising nationalism have stirred troubling memories of the 1930s. Will history 
repeat itself? Do we face the chaotic breakdown of the global economic system in face of stagnation, 
protectionism and political tumult? In this book, Jeremy Green argues that, although we face grave 
problems, globalization is not about to end. Setting today’s challenges within a longer historical context, 
he demonstrates that the global economy is more interconnected than ever before and the costs of 
undoing it high enough to make a complete breakdown unlikely. 

742 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SOCIALISM
LAMB, PETER
9781509531615     P     WILEY 
£14.99     Published 27/09/19
Socialism has made a dramatic comeback in the 21st century. In the wake of financial crisis, mounting 
inequality and social decay, it seems more relevant than ever. Nobody who seeks to understand 
contemporary politics can ignore it. In this book, leading scholar Peter Lamb identifies the key ideas 
and principles of socialism and explores different (often conflicting) interpretations that have appeared 
in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Americas, from the early 19th century until today. 

743 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
AUSTERITY
KONZELMANN, SUSAN J
9781509534876     P     WILEY 
£14.99     Published 06/09/19
Austerity has been at the centre of political controversy in the last decade, invoked as the answer to, or 
cause of, our post-crash economic malaise by politicians and academics across the political spectrum. 
However, despite being the cause of debate for over three centuries, it remains a confusing and poorly-
understood concept. In this book, Susan J Konzelmann aims to demystify austerity as an economic 
policy, a political idea and a social phenomenon that has been at the centre of controversy for the past 
decade. 

GENDER STUDIES

744 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IT’S ABOUT BLOODY TIME 
PERIOD
BARNETT, EMMA
9780008308070     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

The fierce and funny manifesto from broadcaster Emma Barnett. Myth-debunking and taboo-busting, 
this is going to be the book that everyone is talking about. At a time when women around the world 
are raising their voices in the fight for equality, there is still one taboo where there remains a deafening 
silence: periods. Bold, unapologetic and a crusade to ignite conversation, this is a book for every 
woman - and man - everywhere. 

HISTORY & NOSTALGIA

745 n HHH

EXILES
SANTINI, DARIA
9781788316903     H 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Actors, Artists and Writers Who Fled the Nazis for London. ‘The Exiles’ explores the lives of German-
speaking, mostly Jewish, emigres in London and their impact on British culture, focusing on the artistic 
scene of London in 1934 when these characters made their presence truly felt. 

746 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAY THE WAR BROKE OUT
HYAMS, JACKY
9781789461268     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Sunday, 3rd September 1939: the dawn of a new conflict that would engulf the world. Eighty years 
on, a look back at the lives of British people at that time reveals a very different world from the one we 
know today. What was it really like to be living in Britain in September 1939? This is a fresh insight into 
the hearts and minds of a nation on that fateful day. With exclusive personal interviews, untold stories, 
wartime diaries and newspaper reports, it reveals the innermost fears and hopes of a society on the 
brink of war. 

747 n HHHH

HOW TO BE A DICTATOR
DIKOTTER, FRANK
9781408891629     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The Cult of Personality in the Twentieth Century. Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, Mao Zedong, Kim II-sung, 
Ceausescu, Mengistu of Ethiopia and Duvalier of Haiti. In this book, Frank Dikotter returns to eight of 
the most chillingly effective personality cults of the 20th century. From carefully choreographed parades 
to the deliberate cultivation of a shroud of mystery through iron censorship, these dictators ceaselessly 
worked on their own image and encouraged the population at large to glorify them. At a time when 
democracy is in retreat, are we seeing a revival of the same techniques among some of today’s world 
leaders? 

748 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANARCHY
DALRYMPLE, WILLIAM
9781408864371     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£25.00     Published 10/09/19

The Relentless Rise of the East India Company. ‘The Anarchy’ tells the story of how one of the world’s 
most magnificent empires disintegrated and came to be replaced by a dangerously unregulated private 
company, based thousands of miles overseas and answerable only to its shareholders. In his most 
ambitious and riveting book to date, William Dalrymple tells the story of the East India Company as it 
has never been told before, unfolding a timely cautionary tale of the first global corporate power. 315 
years after its founding, with a corporate Mogul now sitting in the White House, the story of the East 
India Company has never been more current. 
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749 n HHHH

MILK A 10000 YEAR HISTORY
KURLANSKY, MARK
9781526614346     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Profoundly intertwined with human civilization, milk has a compelling and a surprisingly global story to 
tell, and historian Mark Kurlansky is the perfect person to tell it. Tracing the liquid’s diverse history from 
antiquity to the present, he details its curious and crucial role in cultural evolution, religion, nutrition, 
politics, and economics. Kurlansky’s first global food history since the bestselling ‘Cod’ and ‘Salt’, this is 
the fascinating story of milk and all things dairy - with recipes throughout. 

750 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ILLUSTRATED POLICE NEWS
STRATMANN, LINDA
9780712352499     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

The Shocks, Scandals and Sensations of the Week 1864-1938. ‘The Illustrated Police News’ cost just 
a penny, providing an affordable illustrated roundup of ‘all the startling events of the week’ from its first 
issue published on 20th February 1864. Promising to educate the people with fantastic features such as 
‘Burglaries of The Week’ and its bountiful, often outlandish, illustrations, the paper was also a perhaps 
unexpected champion of social change. With crime historian Linda Stratmann as guide, the articles and 
special reports of the newspaper provide a fascinating view into the reading tastes and daily lives of its 
readership throughout the decades. 

751 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PACIFIC
HATFIELD, PHILIP J
9780712352192     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£30.00     Published Sep 2019

An Ocean of Wonders. The rich history of the Pacific is explored through specific objects, each one 
beautifully illustrated, from the earliest human engagement with the Pacific through to the modern day. 
With entries covering mapping, trade, whaling, flora and fauna, and the myriad vessels used to traverse 
the ocean, ‘Pacific’ builds on recent interest in the voyages of James Cook to tell a broader history. This 
visually stunning publication highlights the importance of an ocean that covers very nearly a third of the 
surface of the globe, and which has dramatically shaped the world and people around it. 

752 n HHHH

WALLS
FRYE, DAVID
9780571348428     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
A History of Civilization. For thousands of years, humans have built walls and assaulted them, admired 
walls and reviled them. Great Walls have appeared on nearly every continent, the handiwork of 
people from Persia, Rome, China, Central America, and beyond. They have accompanied the rise of 
cities, nations, and empires. And yet they rarely appear in our history books. Spanning centuries and 
millennia, drawing on archaeological digs to evidence from Berlin and Hollywood, David Frye uncovers 
the story of walls and asks questions that are both intriguing and profound. Did walls make civilization? 

753 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WARRIOR
ALBERT, EDOARDO
9781783784424     H 
GRANTA BOOKS 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19

The Biography of a Man with No Name. ‘Warrior’ tells the story of a forgotten man, a man whose bones 
were found in an Anglo-Saxon graveyard at Bamburgh castle in Northumberland. It is the story of a 
violent time when Britain was defining itself in waves of religious fervour, scattered tribal expansion 
and terrible bloodshed; it is the story of the fighting class, men apart, defined in life and death by their 
experiences on the killing field; it is an intricate and riveting narrative of survival and adaptation set in 
the stunning political and physical landscapes of medieval England. 

754 n HHHHH

SAY NOTHING
KEEFE, PATRICK R
9780008159269     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
A True Story of Murder and Memory in Northern Ireland. One night in December 1972, Jean 
McConville, a mother of ten, was abducted from her home in Belfast and never seen alive again. Her 
disappearance would haunt her orphaned children, the perpetrators of this terrible crime and a whole 
society in Northern Ireland for decades. In this powerful, scrupulously reported book, Patrick Radden 
Keefe offers not just a forensic account of a brutal crime but a vivid portrait of the world in which it 
happened. The tragedy of an entire country is captured in the spellbinding narrative of a handful of 
characters, presented in lyrical and unforgettable detail. 

755 n HHHH

ISLAND STORIES
REYNOLDS, DAVID
9780008282318     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Britain and Its History in the Age of Brexit. What does Brexit do to our sense of history? On the basis 
that you cannot map the future if you have no sense of the past, Cambridge professor of international 
history and bestselling author of ‘The Long Shadow’, sets out his profound, multi-cultural interpretation 
of the many Island Stories that make up Britain’s history. 

756 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLUFFERS GUIDE TO 
ARCHAEOLOGY
BAHN, PAUL
9781785215865     P 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019

Instantly acquire all the knowledge you need to pass as an expert in the world of archaeology. Know 
where to dig, how to dig, why to dig, what to say about the dig, how to dig the dig, what to drink, how 
much to drink, and even what to wear. Never again confuse a hypocaust with a hypothesis. Bask in the 
admiration of your fellow undergraduates as you pronounce confidently on the merits of interpretive 
(correct) and post-processual archaeology, and hold your own against the most pretentious of 
archaeological know-alls! 
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757 n HHHH

LAST PALACE
EISEN, NORMAN
9781472237309     P     HEADLINE 
£10.99     Published 02/09/19
An extraordinary account of the occupants of the Prague Villa Petschek, and their place against the 
history of Europe, written by the former US ambassador to the Czech Republic. ‘The Last Palace’ tells 
the story of the tumultuous past 100 years in Europe as seen from the most beautiful house in Prague. 
It weaves a tapestry that is as vast and as intricate as any that hang in the palace itself. It is also an 
exploration of the wider themes in international history that have triggered three global wars (two hot 
and one cold), and threaten the peace of our world today. 

758 n HHHH

WARS OF THE ROSES
BICHENO, HUGH
9781789544725     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£12.00     Published 05/09/19
From the 1450s, when the mentally unstable Henry VI struggled to control the violent feuding of his 
magnates, through the rise and fall of Richard of York, to the chaos and bloodshed of the 1470s which 
followed Edward IV’s accession and his secret marriage to Elizabeth Woodville, this is a saga of 
ambition, intrigue and bloodshed. Charting a clear course through the dynastic and factional minefield 
of the era, and offering an authoritative analysis of the battles that ensued, Hugh Bicheno’s ‘The Wars 
of the Roses’ is a compelling one-volume account of England’s longest and bloodiest civil war. 

759 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRUSADERS
JONES, DAN
9781781858882     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

Dan Jones, bestselling chronicler of the Middle Ages, turns his attention to the history of the Crusades 
- the sequence of religious wars fought between the late eleventh century and late medieval periods, in 
which armies from European Christian states attempted to wrest the Holy Land from Islamic rule, and 
which have left an enduring imprint on relations between the Muslim world and the West. Dan Jones 
is a master of popular narrative history, with the priceless ability to write page-turning narrative history 
underpinned by authoritative scholarship. Never before has the era of the Crusades been depicted in 
such bright and striking colours. 

760 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DECEPTION
HALE, CHRISTOPHER
9780750988179     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£25.00     Published 01/09/19

The first book to tell the complete story of Adolf Eichmann’s plan to deceive the last Jews of 
Europe. ‘I suppose you know who I am? I was in charge of the actions in Germany and Poland and 
Czechoslovakia. I am prepared to sell you one million Jews: Goods for blood... Blood for goods.’ 
These were the chilling words uttered by one of the most notorious Nazi bureaucrats, SS Colonel Adolf 
Eichmann, to a young Jewish businessman called Joel Brand in the spring of 1944. In ‘Deception’, 
Christopher Hale presents a new account of the ‘Brand Mission’ based on evidence in the national 
archives of Germany, Hungary, Britain and the United States. 

761 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOUR THOUSAND LIVES
UNGERSON, CLARE
9780750992350     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019
The Rescue of German Jewish Men to Britain, 1939. In November 1938 about 30,000 German Jewish 
men were taken to concentration camps. This is the remarkable story of how the grandees of Anglo-Jewry 
persuaded the British Government to allow them to establish a transit camp in Sandwich, East Kent, to 
which up to 4,000 men could be brought while they waited for permanent settlement overseas. The rescue 
was funded by the British Jewish community, with help from American Jewry. How would the people of 
Sandwich - a town the same size as the camp - react to so many German-speaking Jewish foreigners? 

762 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUIDE TO THE CREW OF TITANIC
BABLER, GUNTER
9780750992336     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019
The Structure of Working Aboard the Legendary Liner. This study provides a much needed insight into 
the confusing and complicated world of the crew of Titanic. It examines the jobs on board and what they 
involved, explaining watch systems and the hierarchy. It solves many mysteries, from night watchmen 
who do not appear as such in the muster lists, boots stewards who did not shine shoes and information 
on tips, salaries and hidden bonuses. A topic hitherto only briefly touched on in the existing literature, 
this book breathes life into the story of the ship and its crew, of which 76.4 per cent died in the sinking. 

763 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SISTER QUEENS
MCGRIGOR, MARY
9780750992374     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019
Isabella and Catherine de Valois. Two sisters: born nine years apart to a mad French king during the turbulent 
years of the Hundred Years War, the bitter series of conflicts that set the House of Plantagenet against the 
House of Valois. Catherine de Valois, the beautiful young bride of Henry V, conducted a passionate affair with 
the young Owain Tudor, with whom she was to found the entire Tudor Dynasty; her sister Isabella, who was 
married aged seven to Richard II, subsequently fled England following his murder, only to find her country fatally 
divided. A gripping tale of love, exile and conflict in a time when even royal women had to fight for survival. 

764 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUBURBIA
RANDALL, DAVID
9780750991506     P 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.99     Published 02/09/19

A witty, eagle-eyed look at the ups and downs of growing up in the suburbia of the 1950s to 1970s. You 
don’t get to choose where you grow up, and for more than 80 per cent of the population, the boring, 
unadventurous and thoroughly unfashionable suburbs serve as their childhood stomping grounds. 
Much derided in literature and popular culture, acclaimed author David Randall turns his eagle eye and 
sharp wit on growing up in Suburbia - and his own childhood through the 1950s, ‘60s and ‘70s. 

765 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNROMAN BRITAIN
RUSSELL, MILES
9780750990813     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£14.99     Published 02/09/19
Roman Britain is usually thought of as a land full of togas, towns and baths with Britons happily 
going about their Roman lives under the benign gaze of Rome. This is, to a great extent, a myth that 
developed after Roman control of Britain came to an end, in particular when the British Empire was 
at its height in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. In fact, Britain was one of the least enthusiastic 
elements of the Roman Empire. Many failed to acknowledge the Roman lifestyle at all, while many 
others were only outwardly Romanised, clinging to their own identities under the occupation. Even the 
Roman army in Britain became chronically rebellious. 
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766 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AS FAR AS THE EYE CAN SEE
WADE, S DENHAM
9780750987035     H 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published 02/09/19

A History of Seeing. From the mastery of fire a million years ago, humans repeatedly invented new 
ways to see their surroundings, each other and themselves. Artificial light, early art, mirrors, writing, 
lenses, printing, photography, film, television, smartphones. These tools didn’t just add to our visual 
repertoire, they shaped Western culture and made us who we are. ‘As Far As the Eye Can See’ traces 
the history of seeing using eleven inventions, from the first evolutionary stirrings of sight to the present. 
And with each revolution in seeing, sight slowly eclipsed our other senses. Having come this far, Wade 
asks, are we now at peak seeing? 

767 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HISTORY OF THE WORLD 
WITH THE WOMEN PUT BACK 
IN
LUCKER, KERSTIN
9780750989091     P 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

‘A History of the World with the Women Put Back In.’ This book adds women’s stories to the wider 
context of global history. Our perception of history is formed by those who record it, and traditionally 
it has been told by men, for men, about the achievements of men. Women were often deemed less 
important, their letters destroyed, their stories ignored. This book attempts to discover some of the 
missing pieces of the big puzzle of world history, by examining the sources and telling women’s stories 
alongside men’s. It’s a history of sexism and the ideas and assumptions that allowed misogyny to 
become so entrenched worldwide. 

768 n HHHH

NORTHUMBRIANS
JACKSON, DAN
9781787381940     H     C HURST & CO (PUBLISHERS)LTD 
£20.00     Published 26/09/19
North-East England and its People - A New History. A stirring account of the Northumbrians and their 
astonishing contribution to British and global history. From the Venerable Bede to Geordie Shore, this is 
a concise history of the distinctive North East. Written as a popular history from a contributor to BBC’s 
Making History and Who Do You Think You Are? 

769 n HHHH

VIOLENCIA
WEBSTER, JASON
9781472129857     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
A New History of Spain: Past, Present and the Future of the West. A controversial, urgent and new 
history of Spain from the best-selling interpreter of the country, Jason Webster. Spain’s crises are 
deepening: Catalans struggle for independence, political parties push to the extremes, and the dead 
call restlessly to the living. Will the country follow the example of its history by resolving its problems 
once again through violence? 

770 n HHHHH

DOMINION
HOLLAND, TOM
9781408706954     H 
LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£25.00     Published 06/09/19

The Making of the Western Mind. Christianity is the most enduring and influential legacy of the ancient 
world, and its emergence the single most transformative development in Western history. Even the 
increasing number in the West today who have abandoned the faith of their forebears, and dismiss all 
religion as pointless superstition, remain recognisably its heirs. Seen close-up, the division between a 
sceptic and a believer may seem unbridgeable. 

771 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JALAN SINGAPURA
TEO, EISEN
9789814828741     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£21.99     Published Sep 2019
700 Years of Movement in Singapore. This book sheds new light on Singapore’s history through its land 
transport networks, and urban and traffic patterns. From horse carriages to subway trains, dirt tracks 
to million-dollar expressways, ancient attap villages to glass-and-steel waterfronts, the movement of a 
people has shaped Singapore’s present - and illuminates its future. 

772 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HISTORY OF ISLAM IN 21 
WOMEN
KAMALY, HOSSEIN
9781786076434     H 
ONE WORLD 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19

Beginning in 7th-century Mecca and Medina, this book takes us around the globe, through 11th-century 
Yemen and Khorasan, and into 16th-century Spain, Istanbul and India. From there to 19th-century 
Persia and the African savannah, to 20th-century Russia, Turkey, Egypt and Iraq, before reaching 
present day London. From the first believer, Khadija, and the other women who witnessed the formative 
years of Islam, to award-winning mathematician Maryam Mirzakhani in the 21st-century, Hossein 
Kamaly celebrates the lives and groundbreaking achievements of these extraordinary women in the 
history of Islam. 
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773 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HISTORY OF THE WORLD IN 21 
WOMEN
MURRAY, JENNI
9781786076281     P 
ONE WORLD 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

‘A History of the World in 21 Women’ celebrates the lives, struggles and achievements of women 
who have had a profound impact on the shaping of our world. Jenni’s 21 are: Joan of Arc, Artemisia 
Gentileschi, Angela Merkel, Benazir Bhutto, Hillary Clinton, Coco Chanel, Empress Dowager Cixi, 
Catherine the Great, Clara Schumann, Hatshepsut, Wangari Maathai, Golda Meir, Frida Kahlo, Toni 
Morrison, Margaret Atwood, Isabella of Castile, Cathy Freeman, Anna Polotkovskaya, Sirimavo 
Bandaranaike, Madonna and Marie Curie. 

774 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCYTHIANS
CUNLIFFE, BARRY
9780198820123     H     OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS 
£25.00     Published 15/09/19
Nomad Warriors of the Steppe. The Scythians were warlike nomadic horsemen who roamed the steppe 
of Asia in the first millennium BC. Using archaeological finds from burials and texts written, mainly, by 
Greeks, this book reconstructs the lives of the Scythians, exploring their beliefs, their burial practices, 
their love of fighting and their flexible attitude to gender. 

775 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOMINION
ACKROYD, PETER
9781509881321     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
The penultimate volume of Peter Ackroyd’s masterful History of England series, ‘Dominion’ begins in 
1815 as national glory following the Battle of Waterloo gives way to post-war depression, spanning 
the last years of the Regency to the death of Queen Victoria in January 1901. In it, he takes us from 
the accession of the profligate George IV whose government was steered by Lord Liverpool, who was 
firmly set against reform, to the reign of his brother, William IV, the ‘Sailor King’, whose reign saw the 
modernization of the political system and the abolition of slavery. But it was the accession of Queen 
Victoria that sparked an era of enormous innovation. 

776 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EUROPEANS
FIGES, ORLANDO
9780241004890     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£30.00     Published 26/09/19

Three Lives and the Making of a Cosmopolitan Culture. ‘The Europeans’ is Orlando Figes’ masterpiece. 
Surprising, beautifully written, it describes huge changes through intimate details, little-known stories 
and through the lens of Turgenev and the Viardots’ touching, strange love triangle. Events which we 
now see as central to European high culture are made completely fresh, allowing the reader to revel in 
the sheer precariousness with which the great salons, premieres and bestsellers came into existence. 

777 n HHHHH

REPUBLIC OF SHAME
HOGAN, CAELAINN
9781844884452     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Stories from Ireland’s Institutions for ‘Fallen Women’. Caelainn Hogan - a brilliant young journalist, born 
out of wedlock in an Ireland that was only just starting to free itself from the worst excesses of Catholic 
morality - has been talking to the survivors of the institutions and to the religious orders that operated 
them. She has visited the sites of the institutions and studied state documents that have much to reveal 
about how they operated. The result is a startling and often moving account of how an entire society 
colluded to operate a sort of gulag for unmarried mothers and their babies. 

778 n HHHHH

ROLLER COASTER EUROPE 1950-2017
KERSHAW, IAN
9780141980447     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
After the overwhelming horrors of the first half of the 20th century, described by Ian Kershaw in his 
previous book as having gone ‘to Hell and back’, the years from 1950 to 2017 brought peace and 
relative prosperity to most of Europe. Enormous economic improvements transformed the continent. 
The catastrophic era of the world wars receded into an ever more distant past, though its long shadow 
continued to shape mentalities. In this remarkable book, Kershaw has created a grand panorama of the 
world we live in and where it came from. Drawing on examples from all across Europe, this book will 
make us all rethink Europe and what it means to be European. 

779 n HHHHH

WHO DARES WINS
SANDBROOK, DOMINIC
9781846147371     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£30.00     Published 26/09/19
Britain, 1979-1982. The fascinating story of how Margaret Thatcher, Princess Diana and the SAS 
changed the world. Evocative, surprising and gloriously entertaining, Dominic Sandbrook’s new book 
recreates the great turning point in Britain’s modern history. For some people this was an age of 
unparalleled opportunity, the heyday of computers and credit cards, snooker, Sloane Rangers and 
Spandau Ballet. But as industries collapsed, working-class communities buckled and the Labour Party 
tore itself apart. And when Argentine forces seized the Falklands, it seemed the final humiliation for a 
deeply divided country. 

780 n HHHHH

WINDS OF CHANGE
HENNESSY, PETER
9781846141102     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19
Britain in the Early Sixties. The third volume of Peter Hennessy’s landmark postwar history of Britain. 
Previous volumes have won the Duff Cooper Prize, the NCR Prize for Non-Fiction and the Orwell Prize. 
As with his acclaimed histories of British life in the two previous decades, ‘Never Again’ and ‘Having It 
So Good’, Peter Hennessy explains the political, economic, cultural and social aspects of a nation with 
inimitable wit and empathy. 

781 n HHHH

HISTORY OF THE ROYAL HOSPITAL CHELSEA
WYNN, STEPHEN
9781526751447     P     PEN & SWORD BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 30/09/19
1682-2017. The Warriors’ Repose. This history looks at the Hospital’s beginnings, with its Royal 
patronage and heritage which dates back to King Charles II in 1682, and goes on to look at some 
of the characters who have been In-Pensioners over the centuries, as well as some individuals who 
have been buried in the Hospital’s grounds. This includes the ashes of the ex British Prime Minister, 
Baroness Margaret Thatcher and her husband, Sir Denis Thatcher. The Hospital survived both the First 
and Second World Wars, although it did not escape totally unscathed, suffering both damage and loss 
of life at the hands of German aircraft. 
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782 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GREAT STATE
BROOK, TIMOTHY
9781781258286     H 
PROFILE BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19

China and the World. The last eight centuries of China’s relationship with the world told through the 
eyes of traders, invaders, civil servants, visionaries, and traitors. In this book, Timothy Brook examines 
China’s relationship with the world from the Yuan through to the present by following the stories of 
ordinary and extraordinary people navigating the spaces where China met and meets the world. 
Bureaucrats, horse traders, spiritual leaders, explorers, pirates, emperors, invaders, migrant workers, 
traitors, and visionaries: this is a history of China as no one has told it before. 

783 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPEDITIONS UNPACKED
STAFFORD, ED
9781781318782     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£30.00     Published 17/09/19

In this unique and enthralling book, explorer and survivalist Ed Stafford curates 25 great expeditions 
through the lens of the kit these remarkable explorers took with them. In an environment where lack 
of preparation could mean certain death, the equipment carried, ridden and sailed into uncharted 
territories could mean the success or failure of an expedition. Was it simply a case of better provisions 
and preparation that helped Amundsen beat Scott to the South Pole? And how has the equipment taken 
to Everest changed since Hillary’s first ascent? 

784 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ATLAS OF VANISHING PLACES
ELBOROUGH, TRAVIS
9781781318959     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.00     Published 03/09/19

The Lost Worlds as They Were and as They Are Today. Discover the cities that once ruled their 
kingdoms, uncover the dramatic effect of changing seas and rivers on the land and the people by their 
sides, and imagine what the world once looked like as you discover the places that have vanished from 
modern atlases. Travis Elborough takes you on a voyage to all corners of the world in search of the lost, 
disappearing and vanished. Specially commissioned cartography showing each place as it once was 
and how it is today, and archive photography, bring these incredible stories to life. 

785 n HHHHH

SOVIETISTAN
FATLAND, ERIKA
9780857057778     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
A Journey Through Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan and Uzbekistan. Erika Fatland 
takes the reader on a journey that is unknown to even the most seasoned globetrotter. The five former 
Soviet Republics’ all became independent when the Soviet Union fell apart in 1991. How have these 
countries developed since then? In the Kyrgyzstani villages Erika Fatland meets victims of the widely 
known tradition of bride snatching; she visits the huge and desolate Polygon in Kazakhstan where the 
Soviet Union tested explosions of nuclear bombs; she meets Chinese shrimp gatherers on the banks of 
the dried out Aral Sea and she witnesses the fall of a dictator. 

786 n HHHH

VIETNAM WAR
WARD, GEOFFREY C
9781785039089     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
An Intimate History. Drawing on hundreds of brand new interviews, Ken Burns and Geoffrey C 
Ward have created the definitive work on Vietnam. It is the first book to show us the war from every 
perspective: from idealistic US Marines and the families they left behind to the Vietnamese civilians, 
both North and South, whose homeland was changed for ever; politicians, POWs and anti-war 
protesters; and the photographers and journalists who risked their lives to tell the truth. The book sends 
us into the grit and chaos of combat, while also expertly outlining the complex chain of political events 
that led America to Vietnam. 

787 n HHHHH

CRUCIBLE
EMMERSON, CHARLES
9781847923967     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The Long End of the Great War and the Birth of a New World, 1917-1924. A brilliant work of narrative 
history with an international cast of characters that captures this definitive period after the close of 
the Great War. ‘Crucible’ charts the trajectories of the characters who fell from power in the bloody 
breakdown of Europe’s old order between 1917 and 1924, and those for whom the restless chaos 
marked the beginning of an unlikely rise to fame. Outside the classic frames of war and peace, these 
all-too-human tales of Europe’s post-war metamorphosis tell a wider story of the times and the century 
to come. 

788 n HHHHH

RENIAS DIARY
SPIEGEL, RENIA
9781529105049     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
A Young Girl’s Life in the Shadow of the Holocaust. The heartbreaking diary of a Polish-Jewish girl 
who lived through the early days of the Holocaust, recently rediscovered after 70 years. Introduction 
by Deborah Lipstadt. ‘July 15, 1942, Wednesday. Remember this day; remember it well. You will tell 
generations to come. Since 8 o’clock today we have been shut away in the ghetto. I live here now. The 
world is separated from me and I’m separated from the world.’ Written with a clarity and skill that is 
reminiscent of Anne Frank, it is an extraordinary testament to both the horrors of war, and to the life that 
can exist even in the darkest times. 

789 n HHHHH

STARING AT GOD BRITAIN IN THE GREAT WAR
HEFFER, SIMON
9781847948311     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£30.00     Published 19/09/19
‘Staring at God’ is the latest in Simon Heffer’s highly successful and critically acclaimed histories of 
modern Britain. Drawing heavily on original sources, Heffer explains not only why Britain went to war in 
1914 but what impact the struggle had on the politics, social life and culture of the country. The previous 
volume, ‘The Age of Decadence’, was widely selected as a book of the year pick. 
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790 n HHH

ORIGINS OF THE MODERN 
WORLD
MARKS, ROBERT B
9781538127032     P 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£22.95     Published 15/09/19

A Global and Environmental Narrative from the Fifteenth to the Twenty-First Century. Now in its fourth 
edition, this clearly written and engrossing book presents a global and environmental narrative of the 
origins of the modern world since 1400. Robert Marks constructs a story in which Asia, Africa, and the 
New World play major roles and points to the resurgence of Asia and the vastly changed relationship of 
humans to the environment. 

791 n HHHH

TIMELINES
HAYWOOD, JOHN
9780500022573     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£19.95     Published 12/09/19
The Events that Shaped History. John Haywood presents a grand sweep of global history in an immediately 
accessible format via concise, insightful and engaging text summaries alongside timelines, maps and 
illustrations. There are 50 sections, each dealing with significant moments in the human story from the 
origins of our first ancestors right up to the present day. A short essay introduces and summarizes the most 
important political and cultural landmarks with a clear timeline then presenting events in four categories: 
Politics & Economy, Religion & Philosophy, Science & Technology and Arts & Architecture. 

792 n HHHH

INVENTION OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE
SAND, SHLOMO
9781788736619     P     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
A historical tour de force, this book offers a groundbreaking account of Jewish and Israeli history. 
Exploding the myth that there was a forced Jewish exile in the first century at the hands of the Romans, 
Israeli historian Shlomo Sand argues that most modern Jews descend from converts, whose native 
lands were scattered across the Middle East and Eastern Europe. 

793 n HHHH

WE FIGHT FASCISTS
SONABEND, DANIEL
9781788733243     H     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19
The 43 Group and the Forgotten Battle for PostWar Britain. In 1946 many Jewish soldiers returned to their 
homes in England imagining that they had fought and defeated the forces of fascism in Europe. Yet in London 
they found a revived fascist movement inspired by Sir Oswald Mosley and stirring up agitation against Jews 
and communists. Many felt that the government, the police and even the Jewish Board of Deputies were 
ignoring the threat; so they had to take matters into their own hands, by any means necessary. 

DECORATING & INTERIOR DESIGN

794 n HHHH

TRICIA GUILD IN MY VIEW
GUILD, TRICIA
9781858946757     H     MERRELL 
£45.00     Published 12/09/19
As a world-renowned interior designer, Tricia Guild firmly believes that the way we choose to live 
has a huge impact on our well-being. For Tricia, Italy is an enduring passion, and when she and her 
family bought a new house in Umbria, she found the perfect opportunity to create a special home - a 
contemporary interpretation of the local vernacular - that represents her kind of modernity. ‘In My View’ 
takes us on an extensive tour of the stunning property, from the entrance courtyard and the light-filled 
rooms of the main house to the outdoor dining areas, kitchen garden, guest accommodation and pool. 

795 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COORIE HOME BEAUTIFUL SCOTTISH LIVING
PEARSON, BETH
9781785302671     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
The coorie home reflects the Scottish personality in all its brilliant diversity. Authentic, comfortable, a stylish 
sanctuary from the outside world... here are homes full of decidedly Scottish meaning and joy. This new book takes 
the philosophy of coorie into a domestic setting. It’s packed full of ideas for creating that elusive feeling of cosiness. 
From brochs to lofts, allotments to castles, here are the characteristics of the quintessential Scottish home. 

796 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RESTORATION STORIES
STOCKLEY, PHILIPPA
9781910258415     H 
PIMPERNEL PRESS 
£45.00     Published 05/09/19

A paean to the passage of time in old London domestic interiors. What is it about old pine panelling layered 
with flaking paint that enchants the eye and tugs at the heart? The soft shine of wooden boards, worn and 
gappy. Sunlight shafting through an open door out to an unevenly flagged yard where a clay pipe might turn 
up alongside a Thames oyster shell or a pottery shard. Blue-and-and white export ware; the molten lustre of 
mahogany or worn silver; the curiosity of tricorn hat boxes or a fragment of Spitalfields silk; portraits whose 
owners might once have lived here. Would they have believed that these houses would stand 250 years later? 

797 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SIMPLY SPACED
LEED, MONICA
9781631066078     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£16.99     Published 24/09/19
‘Simply Spaced’ is your step-by-step guide for clearing your space and mind. Broken down into 12 monthly 
projects, this accessible guide offers inspiring tips on common clutter culprits, things to let go of now, storage hacks, 
product recommendations, and style ideas. Create an inspiring, tranquil, and clutter-free home, one room at a time. 
The book brings a fresh perspective to home organization and the powerful impact of simplicity and style at home. 

FASHION & BEAUTY

798 n HHHH

FABULOUS FROCKS
EASTOE, JANE
9781911624790     H     PAVILION 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A Celebration of Dress Design. This book contains everything you need to know about the modern 
history of dress design, from the corset-free styles of 1920s flappers to the conceptual constructions 
of modern artists. Since Coco Chanel invented the little black dress in 1926 it has become a staple for 
a woman’s wardrobe. Even considering the many decades it’s been since women discovered trousers 
and separates, women dream of wearing glorious, glamorous gowns, whether it’s on the Hollywood red 
carpet, or perhaps on her wedding day... No item of clothing has endured for longer than the dress. 

799 n HHHH

SHARP SUITS
MUSGRAVE, ERIC
9781911624783     H     PAVILION 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
A Celebration of Men’s Tailoring. This book contains everything you need to know about suits, from the 
traditional designs of the early 1900s, to innovative contemporary variations. For millions of men across the 
world the common denominator that identifies them is the suit. Just three and a half metres of fabric, some 
internal shaping elements, lining, buttons and several metres of thread are all it takes to produce the jacket-
and-trouser combination that can be seen from boardrooms to bars, wherever men gather. In ‘Sharp Suits’ we 
examine the fascinating history and evolution of the modern suit from the late seventeenth century to date. 
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800 n HHH

PARIS CAPITAL OF FASHION
STEELE, VALERIE
9781350102941     H 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£40.00     Published 05/09/19

With contributions from leading fashion authorities and a host of spectacular images from the 
accompanying exhibition at the Museum at FIT, this book explores the history of Paris as the world’s 
fashion capital. 

801 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FASHION THE DEFINITIVE VISUAL GUIDE
FRANKLIN, CARYN
9780241388310     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19
Learn about the evolution of costume and dress in this lavishly illustrated guide. From the extravagance 
of Ancient Egypt, through the legendary houses of Chanel and Dior, to today’s catwalk sensations, this 
gorgeous, carefully curated collection shows how fashion reflects people and places, and captures 
the times in which they lived. Packed with a dazzling combination of original fashion plates, archive 
images, and commissioned photography, ‘Fashion’ takes you on a fabulous tour across the centuries 
as it catalogues the history of what people wear, revealing how Western fashion has been influenced by 
design from around the world. 

802 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FASHIONOPOLIS
THOMAS, DANA
9781789546064     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

An investigation into the damage wrought by the massive clothing industry - and the grassroots high-
tech global movement fighting to reform it. ‘Fashionopolis’ is first a story of capitalist excess. The author 
surveys the damage wrought by a globalized profit-hungry supply chain: sweatshop labour, ecological 
degradation, overconsumption, waste, and creative exhaustion. But she also sees renewal in a host 
of developments, from 3D clothes production to clean denim processing, from smart manufacturing to 
hyperlocalism, from the creation of truly circular fabrics to lab-grown leather. 

803 n HHHH

FASHION EVOLUTION
REED, PAULA
9781840917901     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The 250 Looks That Shaped Modern Fashion. From the Chanel suit to the Wonderbra, via Jackie 
Kennedy, Ziggy Stardust and Alexander McQueen, respected fashion journalist and editor Paula Reed 
explores each of the styles and visionaries that have defined the way we dress. Spanning fifty years - 
from the 1950s to the 1990s - and accompanied by striking photographs throughout, ‘Fashion Evolution’ 
is the definitive story of the style moments that changed the world. 

804 n HHHH

MUSINGS ON FASHION & STYLE
MOSS, KATE (ED)
9780847865567     H     RIZZOLI/UNIVERSAL 
£35.00     Published 10/09/19
For lovers of vintage clothing, British supermodel and vintage fashion muse Kate Moss unveils a 
personally curated selection of her favourite couture and costume pieces from the Museo de la Moda, 
the world-class fashion museum in Santiago, Chile. Edited by Kate Moss and fashion curator Lydia 
Kamitsis, this volume features a stylish selection of one hundred archival pieces from the museum, 
each charting different fashion trends that have inspired Moss’s personal sartorial style. 

805 n HHHH

FASHION CENTRAL SAINT MARTINS
BLACKMAN, CALLY
9780500293713     P     THAMES & HUDSON 
£29.95     Published 05/09/19
Celebrating the most famous and influential fashion school in the world, ‘Fashion Central Saint Martins’ 
is filled with never-before-seen student work by and exclusive interviews with talented graduates who 
have gone on to become the biggest names in fashion. Discover a treasure trove of early sketches, first 
student collections and fashion shoots by designers, journalists and stylists. 

806 n HHHH

ITALIAN GENTLEMAN
JACOMET, HUGO
9780500022863     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£29.95     Published 12/09/19
Featuring lavish photographs, with close-ups of subtle, exquisite details, most taken specially for this 
publication, ‘The Italian Gentleman’ explores the world behind the finished garments - the ateliers 
and hidden shops where legends are born. Including iconic brands alongside fabric mills, shirting, 
accessories and shoemaking, this timely publication is a tribute to true Italian style with today’s modern 
man in mind. 

807 n HHHH

PRADA CATWALK
FRANKEL, SUSANNAH
9780500022047     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£48.00     Published 26/09/19
The Complete Collections. The first comprehensive overview of Prada’s womenswear collections, from 
its 1988 debut to today, presented through original catwalk photography. Published in collaboration 
with Prada to celebrate over 30 years of trend-setting creations and written by one of fashion’s most 
respected writers and former fashion director of Grazia, Susannah Frankel. 

808 n HHHHH

PARISIAN CHIC
GACHET, SOPHIE
9782080204127     L     THAMES & HUDSON 
£19.95     Published 26/09/19
The Original French Style Guide. Celebrity model and true Parisienne, Ines de la Fressange’s New York 
Times bestselling ‘Parisian Chic’ has been fully updated in this long-awaited new edition. This ultrachic 
red leatherette volume includes a ribbon page marker and rounded corners; it’s a must-have for any 
woman who wants to infuse her own style with the essence of Parisian chic. 
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809 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN WE’RE 64
ANSARI, LOUISE
9781472960689     P 
BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Your Guide to a Great Later Life. ‘When We’re 64’ is a practical guide to what to do before we grow 
older to have a great later life. This book includes all the essentials on working longer, how to fund 
retirement, volunteering, where to live and what kind of house you’ll need. It covers how to stay healthy 
- and still live a full life if you develop a health condition - and reveals how your attitude towards aging 
could actually increase your lifespan. There are sections on relationships with family and friends, as 
well as caring for older relatives and how to navigate the system, plus a sensitive look at loneliness. 

810 n HHHH

ORGANISED MUM METHOD
BRAY, EMMA
9780349422206     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 05/09/19
Transform your home in 30 minutes a day. ‘The Organised Mum Method’ is THE housekeeping bible 
that will completely revolutionise your home. Say goodbye to mess, clutter and weekends spent tidying 
and cleaning! Gemma Bray (a.k.a The Organised Mum) is a firm believer that there is more to life than 
housework, and over the last decade she has perfected The Organised Mum Method (TOMM). ‘The 
Organised Mum Method’ is a structured, manageable and ultra-efficient cleaning routine that ensures all 
areas of the home are taken care of. It’s easy to follow, effective and ensures that everything gets done 
in just 30 minutes a day, Monday to Friday... 

811 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO RAISE A READER
PAUL, PAMELA
9781523505302     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£15.99     Published 01/09/19

A parent’s guide to raising a lifelong reader, packed with practical ideas for engaging children of all 
ages in books, plus wonderful lists of books, arranged by age and subject matter, to keep the shelves 
stocked and young readers’ interests high from birth through teens. 

812 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEING AT YOUR BEST WHEN YOUR KIDS ARE AT THEIR WORST
PAYNE, KIM JOHN
9781611802146     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 20/09/19
‘Being at Your Best When Your Kids Are at Their Worst: Practical Compassion in Parenting.’ We know 
that when our children are at their worst, they need us to be at our best - or as close to it as we can get 
at the time. But how can we move from a ‘stress regress’ to speaking in a voice that is warm, calm, and 
firm? Educator Kim John Payne offers techniques that simply but very directly shift these damaging 
patterns of communication and parental behaviour. It is a grounded and practical tool that he has taught 
to numerous parents worldwide. 

813 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DO DEATH FOR A LIFE BETTER LIVED
BLAINEY, AMANDA
9781907974670     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Death has a 100% success rate. Yet when someone close to us dies, why are we utterly unprepared? 
When we stopped talking about death, we lost our capacity to deal with it. This needs to change. By 
accepting death as a natural part of life and changing how we feel and talk about it, we can start to live 
more consciously. Death can be our greatest teacher. If we are more prepared for its inevitability, we 
wake up to the preciousness of life and learn to embrace it. This book is a manual for living. 

814 n HHHH

PERMISSION TO FEEL
BRACKETT, MARC
9781787478817     P     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
The mental wellbeing of children and adults is shockingly poor. Marc Brackett, author of ‘Permission to 
Feel’, knows why. And he knows what we can do. Marc Brackett is a professor in Yale University’s Child 
Study Center and founding director of the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. In his 25 years as an 
emotion scientist, he has developed a remarkably effective plan to improve the lives of children and 
adults - a blueprint for understanding our emotions and using them wisely so that they help, rather than 
hinder, our success and well-being. 

SELF HELP/RELATIONSHIPS

815 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
MOTHER OF ALL JOBS
ARMSTRONG, CHRISTINE
9781472956255     P 
A&C BLACK 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

How to Have Children and a Career and Stay Sane(ish). When Christine Armstrong became a mother, 
it never occurred to her that she would want to give up her job. But the truth is, combining work and 
small kids is hard, and when Christine tried it, she found herself desolate with misery... ‘The Mother 
of All Jobs’ brings together the wisdom of the women who opened up about everything (and we mean 
everything) into a manifesto for happy professional families. Ignoring the glossy lives presented on 
social media, this book shows that, while it’s not always pretty, working parents can thrive if they have 
the knowledge others learnt the hard way. 

816 n HHHH

DEFINING YOU
MURDEN, FIONA
9781473668393     P     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
How to Profile Yourself and Unlock Your Full Potential - Self Development Book of the Year 2019, 
Business Book Awards. ‘Defining You’ is the shortcut to psychological profiling for professionals and 
business leaders, complete with tests, analysis and guidance. Fiona Murden helps some of the most 
successful people in the world to understand their behaviour and improve their performance. Here in 
this book, she guides you through the professional profiling assessment process in private, to help you 
discover your strengths, understand what really drives you and learn which environments will help you 
to excel. 
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817 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
52 LISTS FOR CALM
SEAL, MOOREA
9781632172853     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

A Weekly Journaling Inspiration for Soothing Anxiety and Creating a Peaceful Life. A 12-month undated 
yearly planner. For fans of the bestselling 52 Lists series and anyone looking to bring more peace and 
calm into their lives, this journal includes lists and tips specially designed to soothe the stressed-out 
soul. Develop peace of mind and serenity through the calming practice of list-making. 

818 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FEAR BUBBLE
MIDDLETON, ANT
9780008194666     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Beat Your Fears and Embrace Your Future. In his ground-breaking new book, Ant Middleton shares 
the tools and techniques from a life led on the edge that have enabled him to achieve his goals and 
ambitions. Drawing from his experiences as one of the military’s elite, as well as his adventures to the 
world’s most inhospitable places, he explains his concept of the Fear Bubble and shows how we can all 
use his example to harness our fears and overcome any obstacle in our lives. A captivating, insightful 
and inspiring read, this book will arm you with the means to harness your fears and embrace the future 
you have always wished for. PREV ANNOUNCED MAY 2019 GDE. 

819 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PERFORM UNDER PRESSURE
EVANS, CERI
9780008313166     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

The transformative mind-model for performing under stress and making pressure your advantage, used 
by the world’s top performers. Here, forensic psychiatrist Dr Ceri Evans gives you the tools to take 
control of the moment. No one is immune to pressure. We all fall victim to its effects in the same ways. 
But pressure is misunderstood: it can be your greatest ally in leading a fulfilling and successful life. 
The more discomfort there is in a situation, the better it is for those who have prepared. He shares his 
life-changing methods to give you a better understanding of how the brain behaves under pressure and 
how to deal with it. PREV ANNOUNCED JUNE 19 GDE. 

820 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEAL YOUR DRAINED BRAIN
DOW, MIKE
9781781807552     P     HAY HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
Everything in our increasingly busy lives is setting us up to feel drained and frazzled. And while the 
short-term effects may not seem like an urgent problem, over the long term, exhaustion can be life-
threatening. In this book, written in his trademark down-to-earth style, Dr Mike Dow explains that there 
is a way to thrive in this busy, modern world without medicating our anxiety and insomnia with pills 
and more pills. He shares common sense advice, nutritional tips, recipes, cognitive behavioural tools, 
supplements, breathing techniques, self-hypnosis and mindfulness to help us manage our anxiety, 
overcome insomnia and achieve mental clarity. 

821 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OWN YOUR ENERGY
SVIRINSKAYA, ALLA
9781788172981     P 
HAY HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

Through decades of experience running a successful healing practice, internationally renowned healer 
Alla Svirinskaya has observed time and again that in order to achieve true, sustainable wellbeing and 
live authentically we must live in alignment with our unique energy frequency. In other words, we must 
own our energy. Otherwise, it will be owned and overpowered by the energy of others. In this book, she 
draws on her unparalleled knowledge as a fifth-generation healer to share her most powerful insights 
and techniques in energy protection. 

822 n HHHH

OWN YOUR SELF
BROGAN, KELLY
9781401956820     H     HAY HOUSE 
£20.99     Published 17/09/19
With mental health problems becoming overmedicated in the Western world, Kelly Brogan, MD, 
New York Times bestselling author and holistic psychiatrist, proposes an alternative to medicating 
our mental, emotional and physical pain away. Kelly begins by exploring the mistaken belief that our 
symptoms - from mood swings to brain fog to fatigue - are evidence that we are sick or broken, before 
explaining that true healing comes from understanding the meaning behind your symptoms. 

823 n HHHHH

POWER OF CHOWA
TANAKA, AKEMI
9781472267856     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
Solutions to Everyday Problems Using the Japanese Wisdom of Chowa. The Japanese concept of 
chowa can be translated as harmony, but it more accurately means ‘the search for balance’, and it 
is a way of life that runs deeply throughout Japanese culture. It enables us to look at our lives from 
a genuinely fresh can-do perspective, with a realistic attitude that fosters being as true as we can to 
ourselves, and as brave as we can in the world. 

824 n HHHH

STATE OF AFFAIRS
PEREL, ESTHER
9781473673557     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Rethinking Infidelity - a book for anyone who has ever loved. Is there such a thing as an affair-proof 
marriage? Is it possible to love more than one person at once? Why do people cheat? Can an affair 
ever help a marriage? Infidelity is the ultimate betrayal. But does it have to be? Relationship therapist 
Esther Perel examines why people cheat, and unpacks why affairs are so traumatic; because they 
threaten our emotional security. In infidelity, she sees something unexpected - an expression of longing 
and loss. 
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825 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
ANXIETY SURVIVAL GUIDE
GALLAGHER, B ET AL
9781785926419     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Getting through the Challenging Stuff. A survival guide for young people becoming adults, aged 18-25, 
with anxiety. Co-written with psychologists and a college student who has experienced anxiety herself, 
this is a relatable and straightforward guide to managing worry in emerging adulthood. As well as 
providing tried-and-tested advice and exercises that are proven to reduce feelings of anxiety, it includes 
recovery stories from people who have managed their symptoms successfully. 

826 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POSITIVE SLEEP
WATKINS, GILES
9781912555277     H     LID PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 26/09/19
A book written by a leader for professionals who struggle with sleep. Giles Watkins, the author, explores 
this problem through his own sleep struggles and provides guidance for readers using techniques and 
personal tips that transformed his life and helped him to sleep better. Along the way he explains the 
importance and function of sleep and how lack of sleep typically affects professionals. The book also 
examines how organizations can promote better sleep. As challenges with sleep for professionals reach 
epidemic proportions in the 21st century, this book provides an invaluable guide. 

827 n HHHH

GETTING THINGS DONE WORKBOOK
ALLEN, DAVID
9780349424088     P     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£14.99     Published 02/09/19
10 Moves to Stress-Free Productivity. An accessible, practical, step by step guide that supplements 
‘Getting Things Done’ by providing the details, the how-to’s and the practices to apply GTD more fully 
and easily in daily life. The incredible popularity of ‘Getting Things Done’ revealed people’s need to take 
control of their own productivity with a system that reduces the stress of staying on top of it all. Around 
the world hundreds of certified trainers and coaches are engaged full time in teaching the process, 
supported by a grassroots movement of Meetup groups, LinkedIn groups, Facebook groups, podcasts, 
blogs and dozens of apps based on it. 

828 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KAIZEN
HARVEY, SARAH
9781529005356     H 
MACMILLAN 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

This beautifully colour illustrated and photographed book offers a way to build good habits and remove 
bad ones, without being too hard on yourself along the way. The focus is on having patience, shaping 
solutions for yourself rather than following others and not giving up when things aren’t - working. 
Rather than being critical of your faults, the emphasis is on mindful, positive change. Well-known in the 
business and sports worlds as a method for mapping incremental goals, Kaizen is also a wonderful tool 
for slowly improving aspects of your life, without feeling daunted or overwhelmed by the challenge. 

829 n HHHH

ART & POWER OF ACCEPTANCE
BUSH, ASHLEY DAVIS
9781856753937     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Your Guide to Inner Peace. Exploring the journey from resistance to alignment to possibility, Ashley 
Davis Bush debunks the idea that acceptance is merely passive apathy or resignation. In this book, she 
introduces you to the simple but radical practice of self-compassion as the key to disarming resistance, 
expanding positive emotions and allowing you to move easily with ‘what is’. She invites you to see how 
acceptance paradoxically leads to powerful, lasting change. 

830 n HHHH

GROW YOUR OWN HAPPINESS
SMITH, DEBORAH
9781783253074     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
8 Key Skills for Contentment and Wellbeing. A toolbox of positive principles, tips and techniques 
for ultimate self-care. ‘Grow Your Own Happiness’ shows how positive psychology - the science of 
happiness - can be used every day. With key principles explained to provide the foundation for change, 
tests for measuring wellbeing and simple techniques that can easily be applied to a busy lifestyle, as 
well as case studies, anecdotes and tips, this book provides everything you need to shine. 

831 n HHHH

HOW TO BE A GENTLEWOMAN
JEFFS, LOTTE
9781788401432     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£15.00     Published 05/09/19
The Art of Soft Power in Hard Times. Gentlewoman: a woman who blends old-fashioned values such 
as courtesy, kindness, and generosity, with a thoroughly modern and open-minded attitude; using her 
self-confidence to show up, not show off and her optimism to inspire others and build a happier life 
for herself. ‘How to be a Gentlewoman’ presents an antidote to the multi-directional pressures of 21st 
century life. 

832 n HHHH

LITTLE BOOK OF RESILIENCE
RICKMAN, CHERYL
9781856753975     L     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Embracing life’s challenges in simple steps. Life is full of twists and turns - some joyful, some downright 
awful and others utterly bizarre. Whatever you’re facing, ‘The Little Book of Resilience’ provides 
a useful set of tools to help you deal with anything life throws your way. This little book is about 
strengthening ourselves, mentally, emotionally and physically, how to increase our resilience and, most 
importantly, maintain it. 

833 n HHHHH

POWER IN YOU
FRASER, HENRY
9781841883366     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
How to Accept your Past, Live in the Present and Shape a Positive Future. Mouth artist, motivational 
speaker and author of the inspirational memoir ‘The Little Big Things’, Henry Fraser explores the 
transformative power of acceptance in this motivational guide. Combining his wisdom and insight, 
Henry shows you that the key to keeping a positive attitude - in the face of difficult and unexpected 
challenges - is to accept that seemingly negative experiences, such as failures, disappointments, 
mistakes and misfortunes, are actually the ultimate markers of human success. 

834 n HHHH

STOP SNORING THE EASY WAY
DILKES, MIKE
9781841882710     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Stop Snoring the Easy Way & the Real Reasons You Need To’ will give you back control of your life, 
and explain why stopping snoring is not just desirable - it is essential. Dr Mike Dilkes has spent years 
developing this simple 5-minute exercise. His tried and tested method will cure your snore and: Boost 
your mood; Strengthen your relationships; Improve your performance at work; Save you money; Make 
you look and feel younger; and Reduce your risk of developing sleep apnea (a common disorder 
associated with impotence, loss of concentration, poor memory, diabetes, hypertension, high blood 
pressure and heart attacks). 
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835 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ENERGY HEALING FOR RELATIONSHIPS
SHERWOOD, KEITH
9780738752068     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£15.99     Published 01/09/19
In this groundbreaking book, Keith Sherwood and Sabine Wittmann show you how to transform your 
relationships by healing the wounds, blockages, and attachments that drive family members apart. 
Featuring helpful examples and hands-on exercises, ‘Energy Healing for Relationships’ helps you 
find a compatible partner, heal family dynamics, strengthen your connections to your loved ones, and 
overcome parental challenges. This book is designed to ensure that children grow up with all the love 
and self-confidence they need and to enhance the well-being of all the members of your family. 

836 n HHHH

HOW TO BE SOBER & KEEP YOUR FRIENDS
EVERETT, FLIC
9781787134225     H     QUADRILLE PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Turning down a drink isn’t easy. Not only do you have to deal with your own desire for that chilled and 
glistening glass of white, you also have to tackle the: ‘Why aren’t you drinking?’ ‘Are you pregnant?’ 
‘Go on... just one!’ And the worst one of all: ‘You’re no fun without a drink!’ This book shows you how 
and why you can still be the life and soul of the party, keep your friends, and be sober. Through a broad 
range of tips and tricks, you’ll feel empowered to take on those trigger moments (stressful work day; 
challenging family life; break up), as well as classic big occasions (the wedding toast; the bachelorette 
party; the Christmas lunch). 

837 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOY THE MOLE THE FOX & 
THE HORSE
MACKESY, CHARLIE
9781529105100     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Enter the world of Charlie’s four characters and unlikely friends - the boy, the mole, the fox and the 
horse - discover their touching story, and their most poignant and universal life lessons. A book of 
hope for uncertain times, the book will include new, previously unseen - and Charlie’s most-loved - 
illustrations. ‘My hope is that the book goes some way to helping people live more courageously, more 
honestly and with more love for themselves and others’ (Charlie Mackesy). 

838 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POWER OF NUNCHI
HONG, EUNY
9781786331809     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Nunchi (noon-chee): eye measure. It sounds like they’re all experts in the art of nunchi, even if they 
don’t know it. In everything, from finding love to excelling at work, improving your nunchi will help you to 
open doors you never knew existed. Nunchi is the guiding principle of Korean life, but anyone can use 
it: it’s the art of reading a room, your way of understanding what other people are thinking and feeling, 
and using that to get ahead. Korean parents believe that teaching their children nunchi is as important 
as teaching them to cross the road safely. With great nunchi, it feels like the world is on your side. 

839 n HHHHH

SHOOK ONE
GOD, CHARLAMAGNE THA
9781501193262     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
Anxiety Playing Tricks on Me. ‘Charlamagne Tha God’, New York Times bestselling author of ‘Black 
Privilege’, reveals his blueprint for breaking free from your fears and anxieties. Being ‘shook’ is more 
than a rap lyric for Charlamagne, it’s his mission to overcome. While it may seem like he’s ahead of 
the game, he is actually plagued by anxieties, such as the fear of losing his roots, the fear of being a 
bad dad, and the fear of being a terrible husband. In the national bestseller ‘Shook One’, Charlamagne 
chronicles his journey to beat those fears and shows a path that you too can take to overcome the 
anxieties that may be holding you back. 

HUMOUR

840 n HHHH

POCKET KARDASHIAN WISDOM
HARDIE GRANT LONDON
9781784882860     H     HARDIE GRANT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Sassy, shameless and surprisingly profound quotes from the whole family. The world’s most famous 
family offer their opinions on absolutely everything you can think of - from authenticity, to growing older, 
to how to take your best selfie. Whether you can’t live without them, or you just can’t look away, the 
Kardashian gang are an absolute goldmine of philosophy, advice and hysterical one-liners, and this 
collection of their best quotes is a must-have for any fan. Organised into six chapters, this collection of 
wisdom covers all aspects of the Kardashian empire - Style, Hustle, Self-love, Haters, Family and Sass. 

841 n HHHH

CATS GUIDE TO HUMANS
HADDON, CELIA
9781529353006     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
‘Do you need a human in the first place? If you do, do not adopt a human on impulse. You may not 
get the right one for your lifestyle.’ George the Cat is the feline world’s favourite agony aunt. Now 
he brings us his irresistible, hilarious A-Z guide for fellow felines to help them navigate the human 
world, understand their sometimes weird and idiotic behaviour, and help turn human failings to feline 
advantages. Includes advice on how to move a sleeping human to the very edge of their bed, enjoy the 
use of their empty boxes before they’re thrown out, and to get doors opened for you whether or not you 
have a private catflap. 

842 n HHHH

CUNK ON EVERYTHING
CUNK, PHILOMENA
9781529324563     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
A parody encyclopedia from the star of Charlie Brooker’s Screenwipe and Cunk on Christmas. In the 
olden days, people used to learn about things from encyclopedias. That was really good, because you 
could read it, and learn it, then you could stop worrying about thinking. But now, with the internet and 
more people and science and research, there’s just too much knowledge - more every year - and it’s 
overwhelming. So, after years of asking the big questions - like ‘what did people do before evolution?’ 
and ‘what is clocks?’ - intrepid reporter and visionary philosopher Philomena Cunk is bringing the 
encyclopedia back with this definitive guide. 

843 n HHHH

MR KNOW IT ALL
WATERS, JOHN
9781472155214     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
The Tarnished Wisdom of a Filth Elder. No one knows more about everything - especially everything 
rude, clever, and offensively compelling - than John Waters. The man in the pencil-thin moustache, 
auteur of the transgressive movie classics Pink Flamingos, Polyester, the original Hairspray, Cry-Baby, 
and A Dirty Shame, is one of the world’s great sophisticates, and in ‘Mr Know-It-All’ he serves it up raw: 
how to fail upward in Hollywood; how to develop musical taste from Nervous Norvus to Maria Callas; 
how to build a home so ugly and trendy that no one but you would dare live in it; more important, how to 
tell someone you love them without emotional risk. 
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844 n HHHHH

GILES THE COLLECTION 2020
GILES, CARL
9780600634775     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The 2020 Giles annual takes a look at the tiny details with which the 20th century’s leading cartoonist 
filled his artworks. Mischievous parrots, tortured teddy bears and hapless hounds can all be 
found getting into the oddest of scrapes to the side of the main action. Centring on the archetypal 
dysfunctional cartoon family, Giles expert John Field encourages you to look beyond the main action 
and revel in the detail. 

845 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MACTRUMP
DOESCHER, IAN
9781683691600     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 17/09/19
A clever satire that adapts the events of the first two years of the Trump administration into a 
Shakespearean tragedy, loosely modelled on Macbeth. No one thought MacTrump, Lord of MacTrump 
Towers, Son of New York would ascend to the highest position in the kingdom. But with the help of his 
unhappy but dutiful wife, Lady MacTrump; his clever daughter, Desdevanka; and his coterie of advisers 
led by McBannon and McPriebus, MacTrump is comfortably ensconced in the Oval Tower of The White 
Hold as President of the United States, free to make proclamations to his subjects through his favourite 
messenger, McTweet. 

846 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEAR GIRLS
WONG, ALI
9780525508830     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£19.99     Published 03/09/19
Intimate Tales, Untold Secrets, and Advice for Living Your Best Life. Ali Wong shares the wisdom she’s 
learned from a life in comedy and reveals stories from her life off stage, including the brutal singles life 
in New York (ie the inevitable confrontation with erectile dysfunction), reconnecting with her roots (and 
drinking snake blood) in Vietnam, tales of being a wild child growing up in San Francisco, and parenting 
war stories. Though addressed to her daughters, Ali Wong’s letters are absurdly funny, surprisingly 
moving, and enlightening (and disgusting) for all. Ali’s 2016 Netflix comedy specials, Baby Cobra, was 
an immediate sensation! 

847 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BOOK OF LOST WORDS
GILLARD, JOE
9780399582677     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
Collywobbles, Snollygosters, and 87 Other Surprisingly Useful Terms Worth Resurrecting. The founder 
of History Hustle presents a handy guide for expressing yourself with history’s best words. This 
collection features scores of unique words from history that deal with surprisingly modern issues like 
sleeping in and procrastination - proving that some things never change! ‘The Little Book of Lost Words’ 
presents each term that’s ready to be brought back into modern-day use, complete with definition, 
hilarious sample sentence, and cheeky historical art. 

848 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRED BASSET YEARBOOK 2020
GRAHAM, ALEX
9781786859860     P 
SUMMERSDALE 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19

National treasure Fred Basset returns! Dive in to this new collection of witty cartoon strips from the 
Daily Mail to join Fred and his loveable gang on their latest antics and escapades. 

TRUE CRIME

849 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PEAKY BLINDERS THE REAL STORY
CHINN, CARL
9781789461725     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
The story of the Peaky Blinders as we know them, thanks to the TV series, is infused with drama and dread. 
But who were the real Peaky Blinders? Did they really exist? Social historian, and author, Carl Chinn, has 
spent decades searching them out. Now he reveals the true story of the notorious Peaky Blinders, one of 
whom was his own great grandfather and, like the Shelbys, an illegal bookmaker in back-street Birmingham. 
Drawing together a wide-range of original sources, including rarely seen images of the real characters and 
interviews with their relatives, this book adds a new dimension to the story of Birmingham’s underworld. 

850 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TALKING WITH PSYCHOPATHS & SAVAGES
BERRY-DEE, C
9781789461152     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
A Journey into the Evil Mind. Having interviewed some of the world’s most terrifying people, renowned 
criminologist Christopher Berry-Dee has gained unparalleled access into the mind of psychopaths 
and what truly makes them tick. Here, he provides testimony from psychopaths from all walks of life, 
allowing them to reveal in their own words the rationale behind their most remorseless actions. 

851 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOST NOTORIOUS 
HIGHWAYMEN
JOHNSON, CHARLES
9780712352741     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£17.99     Published Sep 2019

‘A General History of the Lives, Murders and Adventures of the Most Notorious Highwaymen.’ Captain Charles 
Johnson’s celebrated ‘A General History of the Pirates’ (1724) is the most famous book about pirates ever 
written. Buoyed by the volume’s runaway success Johnson followed up with the equally engrossing ‘The 
Lives and Adventures of the Most Famous Highwaymen’ (1734) which, published here for the first time in two 
centuries, provides over 50 accounts of the most notorious British criminals of the 17th and 18th centuries. 

852 n HHHHH

KILLERS CONFESSION
EDWARDS, KAREN
9781472266651     H     HEADLINE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
And a Mother’s Fight for Justice. ‘I love you so much, I can’t keep putting you through this. I will come home 
when I’m clean.’ These were the last words 20-year-old Becky Godden-Edwards said to her mum, Karen, 
before disappearing in 2003. It was eight long years before Karen discovered the heartbreaking truth about 
why Becky never did come home: she had been murdered just a few weeks after Karen last saw her. 

853 n HHHH

ULTRA
JONES, TOBIAS
9781786697363     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Italy’s ultras are the most organised and violent fans in European football. Many groups have evolved 
into criminal gangs, involved in ticket-touting, drug-dealing and murder. A cross between the Hells 
Angels and hooligans, they’re often the foot-soldiers of the Mafia and have been instrumental in the rise 
of the far-right. This book is an exploration of the dark side of football, of Italy and of far right politics 
and organised crime: the hard core fans known as the ultras. 
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854 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CORRUPT BODIES
EVERETT, PETER
9781785785528     H 
ICON BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 26/09/19

Death and Dirty Dealing in a London Morgue. In 1985, Peter Everett landed the job as Superintendent 
of Southwark Mortuary. In just 6 years he’d gone from lowly assistant to running the UK’s busiest 
murder morgue. What he didn’t know was that Southwark, operating in near-Victorian conditions, was 
a hotbed of corruption. Attendants stole from the dead, funeral homes paid bribes, and there was a 
lively trade in stolen body parts and recycled coffins. Set in the fascinating pre-DNA and psychological 
profiling years of 1985-87, this memoir tells a gripping and gruesome tale, with a unique insight into a 
world of death most of us don’t ever see. 

855 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KINGDOM OF LIES
FAZZINI, KATE
9781786076373     H 
ONE WORLD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

There is a global war going on and the next target could be anyone - an international corporation or 
a randomly selected individual. From cybercrime villages in Romania to intellectual property theft 
campaigns in China, these are the true stories of the hackers behind some of the largest cyberattacks 
in history and those committed to stopping them. Kate Fazzini has met the hackers who create new 
cyberweapons, hack sports cars and develop ransomware capable of stopping international banks in 
their tracks. A fast-paced look at technological innovations that were mere fantasy only a few years ago, 
but now make up an integral part of all our lives. 

856 n HHHH

REAL LOLITA
WEINMAN, SARAH
9781474605618     P     ORION PAPERBACKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The Kidnapping of Sally Horner and the Novel that Scandalized the World. Vladimir Nabokov’s ‘Lolita’ is 
one of the most beloved and notorious novels of all time. And yet, very few of its readers know that the 
subject of the novel was inspired by a real-life case: the 1948 abduction of eleven-year-old Sally Horner. 
Weaving together suspenseful crime narrative, cultural and social history, and literary investigation, ‘The 
Real Lolita’ tells Sally Horner’s full story for the very first time, drawing upon extensive investigations, 
legal documents, public records and interviews with remaining relatives. 

857 n HHHHH

MURDER BY THE BOOK
HARMAN, CLAIRE
9780241346945     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19
A gripping investigation into the crime that scandalized literary London, from Dickens to Thackeray. On a spring 
morning in 1840, on a respectable Mayfair street, a household of servants awoke to discover their gentle, 
unobtrusive master, Lord William Russell, was lying dead in bed with his throat cut so deeply that the head was 
almost severed. The whole of London was scandalized by the unfolding drama of such a shocking murder, 
but behind it was another story, a work of fiction. When the culprit, the 23-year-old French valet, eventually 
confessed, he claimed his actions were the direct result of reading the bestselling crime novel of the day. 

858 n HHHH

MURDER MYSTERY & MY FAMILY/INNOCENT WOMAN
FARRINGTON, KAREN
9781785944772     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
An Innocent Woman. A True-Crime Casebook from the Hit BBC Series. This riveting book, from the team 
behind the series Murder, Mystery and My Family, explores five historical true-crime tales with women at their 
heart - from a case of ‘poison panic’ in 19th century Essex to a pre-War murder that tragically tore a Dorset 
family apart. Using fresh research and interviews with descendants of those involved, this book delves deeper 
into each crime, while also looking at our changing attitudes to women who have found themselves at the 
centre of our darkest dramas. With a foreword by barristers Jeremy Dein QC and Sasha Wass QC. 

859 n HHHH

UNBELIEVABLE
MILLER, T CHRISTIAN
9781786090072     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 03/09/19
She said she was raped. Detectives said she lied. The real-life investigation behind the forthcoming 
NETFLIX series: two Pulitzer Prize-winning journalists uncover the story of Marie, an 18-year-old girl who 
was branded a liar after reporting her brutal rape, and the detectives who followed a twisting path to arrive 
at the truth. ‘Unbelievable’ is a chilling tale of doubt, lies, and the hunt for justice, unveiling the disturbing 
reality of how sexual assault is investigated and the long history of scepticism toward its victims. 

860 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OUTLAW OCEAN
URBINA, IAN
9781847925855     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19

‘The Outlaw Ocean’ is a riveting, adrenaline-fuelled tour of a vast, lawless and rampantly criminal world that 
few have ever seen: the high seas. There are few remaining frontiers on our planet. But perhaps the wildest, 
and least understood, are the world’s oceans: too big to police, and under no clear international authority, 
these immense regions of treacherous water play host to the unbridled extremes of human behaviour and 
activity. Both a gripping adventure story and a stunning expose, this unique work of reportage brings fully 
into view for the first time the disturbing reality of a floating world that connects us all. 

861 n HHHH

BILLION DOLLAR WHALE
WRIDHT, TOM
9781912854547     P     SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
The Man Who Fooled Wall Street, Hollywood, and the World. This exposes how a ‘modern Gatsby’ 
swindled over $5 billion with the aid of Goldman Sachs in ‘the heist of the century’. Now a No 1 
international bestseller, ‘Billion Dollar Whale’ is ‘an epic tale of white-collar crime on a global scale’, 
revealing how a young social climber from Malaysia pulled off one of the biggest heists in history. 
In 2009, a chubby, mild-mannered graduate of the University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton School of 
Business named Jho Low set in motion a fraud of unprecedented gall and magnitude - one that would 
come to symbolise the next great threat to the global financial system. 

862 n HHHH

GREEN RIVER RUNNING RED
RULE, ANN
9781982120504     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
The Real Story of the Green River Killer - America’s Deadliest Serial Murderer. In 1982, the body of 
Wendy Coffield is discovered floating near the sandy shore of Washington’s Green River. Authorities 
have no idea that this tragic and violent death is only the beginning of a string of murders that will rock 
and terrify the Seattle area for two decades. With her signature riveting prose and in-depth research, 
Ann Rule takes us behind the scenes of the search for the Green River Killer, a terrifying spectre who 
ritualistically killed young women and eluded authorities for years. 
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863 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NARCO CHARLIE
CLARKSON, WENSLEY
9781913094058     P 
SOHO FRIDAY MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

The criminal genius who turned Britain on to cocaine. The extraordinary story of how Charlie Wilson, 
renowned as one of the leaders of the Great Train Robbery gang, turned his back on so-called 
traditional crime to become the underworld’s Original Narco by masterminding a multi-billion dollar 
drugs network in partnership with the ultimate cocaine cowboy, Pablo Escobar. Today, Wilson 
is credited with helping turn cocaine into the Western World’s number one recreational drug of 
choice.’Narco Charlie’ will unravel the bullet-riddled story of South Londoner Wilson’s cocaine empire 
and his forays into the deadliest killing fields of all: South America. 

LAW & CRIMINOLOGY

864 n HHHH

LAWS STRANGEST CASES
SEDDON, PETER
9781911622352     H     PAVILION 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Extraordinary but true tales from over five centuries of legal history. A rollicking collection of barely 
believable stories from five centuries of legal history - you’ll be gripped by these tales of murder, 
intrigue, crime, punishment and the pursuit of justice. Meet the only dead parrot ever to give evidence in 
a court of law, the doctor with the worst bedside manner of all time, the murderess who collected money 
from her mummified victim for 21 years, and explore one of the most indigestible dilemmas - if you’d 
been shipwrecked 2,000 miles from home, would you have eaten Parker the cabin boy? 

865 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BLUFFERS GUIDE TO LAW
LAING, ADRIAN
9781785216237     P 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019

Instant Wit and Wisdom. Instantly acquire all the knowledge you need to pass as an expert in the world 
of law. Know the difference between civil and criminal lawyers, jurisprudence and judicial imprudence, 
tort and illegal coercion (which is usually very painful). 

866 n HHHH

TRIALS OF THE STATE
SUMPTION, JONATHAN
9781788163729     H     PROFILE BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
Law and the Decline of Politics. In the past few decades, legislatures throughout the world have suffered 
from gridlock. In democracies, laws and policies are just as soon unpicked as made. It seems that Congress 
and Parliaments cannot forge progress or consensus. Moreover, courts often overturn decisions made by 
elected representatives. In the absence of effective politicians, many turn to the courts to solve political 
and moral questions. Rulings from the Supreme Courts in the United States and United Kingdom, or the 
European court in Strasbourg may seem to end the debate but the division and debate does not subside. 

867 n HHHHH

MISJUSTICE
KENNEDY, HELENA
9781784707682     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
How British Law is Failing Women. One of our most eminent lawyers and defenders of human rights shows how 
the British justice system is discriminating against, and failing, women. Helena Kennedy forensically examines 
the pressing new evidence that women are still being discriminated against throughout the legal system... The 
#MeToo campaign has been in part a reaction to those failures. So what comes next? How do we codify what 
we have learned? In this richly detailed and shocking book, one of our most eminent human rights thinkers and 
practitioners shows with force and fury that change for women must start at the heart of what makes society just. 

868 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
BIRTH OF THE FBI
OLIVER, WILLARD M
9781442265035     H 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£24.95     Published 16/09/19

Teddy Roosevelt, the Secret Service, and the Fight Over America’s Premier Law Enforcement Agency. 
Most people believe the Federal Bureau of Investigation began under J Edgar Hoover in the 1920s or 
1930s. However, the reality is very different; it began in 1908, under President Theodore Roosevelt. 
The premier law enforcement agency in the United States was actually created because of a political 
fight between the executive and legislative branches of government. This book reveals the true story 
behind the birth of the FBI and provides some useful insights into an important part of American history. 

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS

869 n HHHH

FACE PRESSED AGAINST A WINDOW
WATERSTONE, TIM
9781786496324     P     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Sir Tim Waterstone is one of Britain’s most successful businessmen, having built the Waterstones empire that 
started with one bookshop in 1982. In this charming and evocative memoir, he recalls the childhood experiences 
that led him to become an entrepreneur and outlines the business philosophy that allowed Waterstones to 
dominate the bookselling business throughout the country. Tim explores his formative years in a small town in 
rural England at the end of the Second World War, and the troubled relationship he had with his father, before 
moving on to the epiphany he had while studying at Cambridge, which set him on the road to Waterstone’s. 

870 n HHHH

LAWLESS
MOTLEY, KIMBERLEY
9781760633172     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£17.99     Published 05/09/19
In the summer of 2008 Kimberley Motley quit her job as a public defender in Milwaukee to join a US government 
sponsored ‘capacity building’ programme that helped train attorneys in war-torn Afghanistan. She was thirty-two 
at the time, a former Mrs Wisconsin and mother of three who had never travelled outside the United States. Her 
decision, made primarily for financial reasons, marked the beginning of an Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland-
style journey that saw Motley descend into a rabbit hole of US bureaucracy, systemic indifference, casual racism 
and hypocrisy, matched equally by deeply entrenched Afghan cultural oppression and corruption. 

871 n HHHH

TEN STEPS TO NANETTE
GADSBY, HANNAH
9781911630234     H     ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
The memoir from Australia’s much-loved comedian, Hannah Gadsby, whose stand up show and self-
described swan-song, NANETTE, won the Edinburgh Comedy Award in 2017 before transferring to 
New York, where it went on to achieve critical acclaim. 
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872 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRINCE ALBERT
WILSON, A N
9781782398318     H 
ATLANTIC BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

The Man Who Saved the Monarchy. In this exhaustively researched and definitive biography, A N 
Wilson reveals Prince Albert to be a man of prodigious gifts. Not only was he politically astute, he had 
administrative gifts which could have made him a great general. He was scientifically informed. He 
understood, and was enthused by, modern technology. He was a knowledgeable art collector. He was 
a musician and composer. He was the father of a family. Between them, Victoria and Albert rescued the 
British monarchy from grave crisis and established the kind of country Britain would become over the 
next century. 

873 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
WHOLE SCENE GOING ON
FANTONI, BARRY
9781846974892     P 
BIRLINN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Inside the Sixties - From Private Eye to the Pop Revolution. ‘A Whole Scene Going On’ covers Barry 
Fantoni’s working - and sometimes not working - life from his first sell-out one-man show in 1963 to the 
point in the late Sixties when the swinging decade merged into the political unrest of the Seventies. The 
memoir begins with his early days at Private Eye and his first meeting with Peter Cook, and then covers 
his work as an illustrator and painter and his television career (Barry was voted Male TV Personality of 
the Year in 1966). 

874 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DOUBLE AGENT
FULTON, KEVIN
9781789461343     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
My Secret Life Undercover in the IRA. Early on a Saturday morning in August 1998, a car was parked 
in Omagh’s high street. By the afternoon, the pavements had filled with shoppers, and then explosives 
packed inside the vehicle detonated. It was the worst single atrocity of the Troubles. Only it could have 
been avoided. Kevin Fulton had infiltrated the IRA. When news came to him of the planned attack he 
handed the information on to his handlers. It was ignored. This is just one of the revelations in this, the 
most significant book ever to be published about the ongoing war in Northern Ireland. 

875 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SECRETS & LIES
KEELER, CHRISTINE
9781789461374     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The Trials of Christine Keeler. In her own words, the life of the young model and dancer who helped 
to bring down the Tory government of Harold Macmillan - the ‘Profumo Affair’ remains the greatest 
political sex scandal in recent British history. Following her death in December 2017, it is now possible 
to update her book to include revelations that she did not wish to be published in her lifetime. The result 
is a revised and updated book containing material that has never been officially released, which really 
does lift the lid on just how far the Establishment went to protect its own. 

876 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UPSTAIRS DOWNSTAIRS
NEWMAN, HILDA
9781789461275     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£8.99     Published 18/09/19
My Life in Service as a Lady’s Maid. The incredible true story told by a former lady’s maid, Hilda 
Newman, of what life was really like living and working amongst England’s nobility. The year was 1935: 
the twilight of the English arisocracy. It was a time of wealth and glamour. As personal maid to Lady 
Coventry, Hilda had a unique insight into the leisured life of one of Britain’s most noble families. In her 
fascinating memoir, she takes us back to the period between the wars, an era which would soon be 
dramatically changed by the Second World War. 

877 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
YEAR OF THE MONKEY
SMITH, PATTI
9781526614759     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 24/09/19

Dream-like, exquisite and arresting, ‘The Year of the Monkey’ is the story of an artist’s adventures on 
the highways of grief, age and political crisis: perfect not simply for fans of ‘Just Kids’ and Bob Dylan’s 
‘Chronicles’, but also for fans of the works of Roberto Bolano and Haruki Murakami. Riveting, elegant, 
often humorous, illustrated by Smith’s signature Polaroids, this book is a moving and original work, a 
touchstone for our turbulent times. 

878 n HHHH

TOYMAKER
KAREN, TOM
9781788700863     H     BONNIER BLINK 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Toy inventor and designer Tom Karen recounts his colourful and creative life through the objects and 
mementos that have come to define it - from his early life in Czechoslovakia, his journey fleeing Nazi 
Germany across continental Europe, and his formative years in the UK as a Jewish immigrant landing 
on these shores with little-to-no money; through to his ascent to the top of the design tree, becoming 
the ‘man who designed the 1970s’, and his later years as a creative polymath and design mentor. In 
this book he tells a story of not just an extraordinary life, but shows the importance of nurturing one’s 
own imagination. 

879 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY LAST SUPPER
RAYNER, JAY
9781783351466     H 
FABER CHILDRENS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

One Meal, a Lifetime in the Making. A brilliantly entertaining account of Jay Rayner’s life in food and his 
attempt to construct his perfect last supper. Part memoir, part investigation of the ingredients that fill our 
table, the end result is a truly global journey through food and our relationship with what we eat. It is the 
story of one hungry man, in eight courses. 
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880 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I REMAIN IN DARKNESS
ERNAUX, ANNIE
9781910695975     P     FITZCARRALDO EDITIONS 
£8.99     Published 18/09/19
An extraordinary evocation of a grown daughter’s attachment to her mother, and of both women’s 
strength and resiliency. ‘I Remain in Darkness’ recounts Ernaux’s attempts first to help her mother 
recover from Alzheimer’s disease, and then, when that proves futile, to bear witness to the older 
woman’s gradual decline and her own experience as a daughter losing a beloved parent. This book 
is a new high water mark for Ernaux, surging with raw emotional power and her sublime ability to use 
language to apprehend her own life’s particular music. 

881 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIOGRAPHIC AUDREY
COLLINS, SOPHIE
9781781453711     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

Great Lives in Graphic Form. An alternative introduction into the life of Audrey Hepburn - part of the 
bestselling Biographic series. Engaging infographics present 50 defining facts about this iconic movie 
star and fashion idol’s life, work and legacy. A TV drama series about Hepburn’s life (Wildside Media), is 
being released in 2020. 

882 n HHHH

EVERYDAY MADNESS
APPIGNANESI, LISA
9780008300333     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
A short, potent examination of the ways in which our sanity can become, suddenly, elusive, ‘Everyday 
Madness’ is a deeply personal and brave account of subjects that resonate powerfully for so many of 
us. It delves into the aftermath of Lisa Appignanesi’s partner’s death, the story of her father (a post-
war Polish immigrant to Canada) and finally the perspective of Lisa’s two-year-old grandson, whose 
younger brother arrives and upends his world. Asking how we might cope with, or even heal, the forms 
of everyday madness that we are all faced with in our lives, Lisa’s memoir is a poignant, heartfelt 
reflection on love and loss. 

883 n HHHH

NAPOLEON
ZAMOYSKI, ADAM
9780008116095     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
The Man Behind the Myth. A landmark new biography that presents the man behind the many myths. 
The first writer in English to go back to the original European sources, Adam Zamoyski’s portrait of 
Napoleon is historical biography at its finest. Based on primary sources in many European languages, 
and beautifully illustrated with portraits done only from life, this magnificent book examines how 
Napoleon Buonaparte, the boy from Corsica, became ‘Napoleon’; how he achieved what he did, and 
how it came about that he undid it. It does not justify or condemn but seeks instead to understand 
Napoleon’s extraordinary trajectory. 

884 n HHHHH

INNOCENT
GLASS, CATHY
9780008341985     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Innocent’ is the shocking true story of little Molly and Kit, siblings, aged 3 years and 18 months, who 
are brought into care as an emergency after suffering non-accidental injuries... Both children become 
sick with a mysterious illness while, experienced foster carer, Cathy, is looking after them. Very worried, 
she asks for more hospital tests to be done. They’ve already had a lot. When Cathy’s daughter, Lucy, 
becomes ill too she believes she has found the cause of Kit and Molly’s illness and the parents aren’t 
to blame. However, nothing could be further from the truth and what comes to light is far more sinister 
and shocking. 

885 n HHHHH

RAVENMASTER
SKAIFE, CHRISTOPHER
9780008307936     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
My Life with the Ravens at the Tower of London. A rewarding, intimate, and inspiring partnership 
has developed between the ravens and their charismatic and charming protector, the Ravenmaster. 
Weaving together insights from folklore, history, and contemporary behavioural science, Christopher 
Skaife shines light on these mysterious creatures and entertains readers with anecdotes from his own 
experience with his beloved bird family. ‘The Ravenmaster’ is a book for anyone with an interest in 
history, nature, memoir, and the macabre. 

886 n HHHH

EXTREME SURVIVORS
COLLINS MAPS
9780008347833     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
60 of the World’s Most Extreme Survival Stories. Tales of sixty of the most daring escapes, famous 
shipwrecks, and ultimate survivals. The statistics, descriptions, archive photographs and illustrative 
maps will give the reader a full understanding of how Joe Simpson crawled to safety in the South 
American Andean mountains, how Anthony Farrah-Hockley evaded capture after the Battle of Imjin 
River in the Korean War and how Shackelton’s men survived the incredible journey by boat to South 
Georgia. Foreword by Bear Grylls. 

887 n HHHHH

EDUCATION OF AN IDEALIST
POWER, SAMANTHA
9780008274900     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19
A relentless advocate for promoting human rights, Pulitzer-Prize winner Samantha Power is widely 
known as the moral voice of her generation. This book traces Power’s distinctly American journey, 
from Irish immigrant to human rights activist to United States Ambassador to the United Nations. It is a 
humorous, stirring, and ultimately unforgettable account of the world-changing power of idealism - and 
of one person’s fierce determination to make a difference. 

888 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHORT HISTORY OF FALLING
HAMMOND, JOE
9780008339906     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

In 2018, Joe Hammond wrote a piece for the Guardian about the 33 birthday cards he was writing for 
his two sons. It was shared by thousands. ‘In A Short History of Falling’ he tells the story behind that 
piece, about the experience of living with - and dying of - motor neurone disease (ALS). This is not a 
lament. It is a deeply imaginative meditation on what it feels like to confront the fact that your family 
will persist through time without you. It’s a book about love and about fatherhood. But it’s also an 
extraordinary kind of travel writing: an unblinking account of a journey into unlighted territory. 
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889 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT YOU SEE WHEN YOU 
CAN’T SEE
COOPER, ZENA
9781788173193     P 
HAY HOUSE 
£10.99     Published 24/09/19

Zena was born with Marfan Syndrome, a connective tissue disorder which affects the heart, eyes, 
lungs, blood vessels, joints, bones and bodily systems. Concretely, it meant she is nearly completely 
blind, yet she kept this condition hidden from the world for four decades - until she met Munch. A guide 
dog with a huge personality, Munch made her invisible disability suddenly plain for all the world to see. 
This book shares the story of her journey with Munch, who helped her not only come to terms with her 
disability but gave her the strength to find her place in the world and help others. 

890 n HHHHH

RELENTLESS
STOTT, DEAN
9781472266897     H     HEADLINE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
From Special Forces to World Record Breaker. We know the SAS motto that who dares wins, but 
special forces warrior Dean Stott also lives his life by another powerful mantra - the relentless pursuit of 
excellence. In 16 years of service, Dean rose to the top of Britain’s fighting force, taking part in some of 
the most daring and dangerous operations in the war on terror. But then, following a horrific parachuting 
accident, his dream career was cut short, and his ethos was put to its toughest test. Just like the day 
when his dad said he could never make it as a soldier, Dean’s doctors told him that he would never 
again perform at the elite level... 

891 n HHHH

CABIN IN THE MOUNTAINS
FERGUSON, ROBERT
9781786696762     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
The wooden holiday cabin, or hytte, is a staple of Norwegian life. Robert Ferguson, author of 
‘Scandinavians’, explores the history and meaning of a national icon. Turf-roofed and wooden-built, 
offering fresh clean air, peace, isolation and the promise of a day’s wood-chopping, hiking or snow-
clearing amid extraordinary landscapes surrounded by woods, lakes and mountains, the hytte - or 
wooden cabin home - is a crucial part of the national identity of every Norwegian. In 2016, Ferguson 
and his wife bought a piece of land high up in the Hardangervidda, the mountainous plateau that 
dominates south central Norway, and on it they built a hytte. 

892 n HHHH

WARBURGS
CHERNOW, RON
9781786690081     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£12.00     Published 05/09/19
Title cancelled prior to publication. 

893 n HHHHH

FATHER OF LIONS
CALLAGHAN, LOUISE
9781789540765     H     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Between 2014 and 2017, the ‘Islamic State’ ruled the city of Mosul, in northern Iraq, killing ‘traitors’, 
destroying books and oppressing women. But miraculously, in a park on the eastern edge of the Tigris, 
a zoo was kept open. ‘Father of Lions’ is the story of Mosul Zoo. It survived under the stern hand of 
Abu Laith, the zookeeper, a man with an interesting past and a lifelong animal lover. His real name 
was Imad, but for as long as he could remember everyone had called him by his nickname, Abu Laith - 
‘Father of Lions’. And the lions and bears survived not only two years of Isis occupation, but starvation 
and bombardment by liberating forces. 

894 n HHHHH

OSCAR
STURGIS, MATTHEW
9781788545983     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£15.99     Published 05/09/19
Oscar Wilde’s life - like his wit - was alive with paradox. He was both an early exponent and victim of 
‘celebrity culture’: famous for being famous, he was often ridiculed and disparaged. His achievements 
were frequently downplayed, his successes resented. He had a genius for comedy but strove to write 
tragedies. He was a snob but was prone to great acts of kindness. In the first major biography of Oscar 
Wilde in thirty years, Matthew Sturgis brings alive the radical ideas and distinctive characters of the fin 
de siecle to write the richest account of Wilde’s life to date. 

895 n HHHHH

LOST HOMESTEAD
WHEELER, MARINA
9781473677746     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19
Mahatma Gandhi, My Family and the Legacy of Empire. On 3rd June 1947, as British India descended 
into chaos, its division into two states was announced. For months the violence and civil unrest 
escalated. With millions of others, Marina Wheeler’s mother Dip Singh and her Sikh family were forced 
to flee their home in the Punjab, never to return. Through her mother’s memories, accounts from her 
Indian family and her own research in both India and Pakistan, she explores how the peoples of these 
new nations struggled to recover and rebuild their lives. 

896 n HHHHH

TO WAR WITH THE WALKERS
VENNING, ANNABEL
9781473679306     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Three Soldiers, the War Bride, the Nurse and a Doctor: One Family’s Extraordinary Story of Survival 
in the Second World War. ‘We were one of those lucky families. Six of us and we all survived the war. 
And yet one knew of other families who lost all of their children’ (Ruth Walker). This is the story of the 
Walker family, six siblings (including the author’s grandfather) who survived Blitz, battle and internment 
and lived to tell the tale. Together, the stories of these ordinary yet extraordinary siblings tell the story of 
WW2 from the home front to Italy, Burma, Malaya and Thailand. 

897 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I CHOOSE ELENA
OSBORNE-CROWLEY, L
9781999683399     P     INDIGO PRESS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Aged 15 and on track to be an Olympic gymnast, Lucia Osborne-Crowley was violently raped on a night 
out. The injuries she sustained ended her gymnastics career, and eventually manifested in life-long 
chronic illnesses, which medical professionals now believe can be caused by untreated trauma. Here, 
she tells of the immediate aftermath of the assault, and years of misdiagnosis, to the strength she 
found in the portrayals of strong, sensitive women, such as in Elena Ferrante’s series of Neopolitan 
books. Her investigations reveal profound societal failures - of law, justice, education and the healthcare 
system. 

898 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
THINGS THAT MAKE WHITE PEOPLE UNCOMFORTABLE
BENNETT, MICHAEL
9781642590234     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Michael Bennett is a Super Bowl Champion, a three-time Pro Bowl defensive end, a fearless activist, 
a feminist, a grassroots philanthropist, an organizer, and a change maker. He’s also one of the most 
scathingly humorous athletes on the planet, and he wants to make you uncomfortable. Bennett adds his 
unmistakable voice to discussions of racism and police violence, Black athletes and their relationship to 
powerful institutions like the NCAA and the NFL, the role of protest in history, and the responsibilities of 
athletes as role models to speak out against injustice. The paperback edition with a new introduction. 
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899 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY MOTHER LAUGHS
AKERMAN, CHANTAL
9780995716230     P 
INPRESS 
£13.99     Published 23/09/19

In 2013, the filmmaker Chantal Akerman’s mother was dying. She flew back from New York to care for her, 
and while she was caring her, she wrote. She wrote about her childhood, the escape her mother made from 
Auschwitz but didn’t talk about, the difficulty of loving her girlfriend, C, her fear of what she would do when 
her mother did die. Among these imperfectly perfect fragments of writing about her life, she placed stills from 
her films. This book is both the distillation of the themes Akerman pursued throughout her creative life, and a 
version of the simplest and most complicated love story of all: that between a mother and a daughter. 

900 n HHHH

LOST GIRLS
TAYLOR, D J
9781472126863     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
Love, War and Literature: 1939-51. Who were the Lost Girls? At least a dozen or so young women at large 
in Blitz-era London have a claim to this title. But this book concentrates on just four: Lys Lubbock, Sonia 
Brownell, Barbara Skelton and Janetta Parlade. Chic, glamorous and bohemian, as likely to be found living 
in a rat-haunted maisonette as dining at the Ritz, they cut a swathe through English literary and artistic life 
in the 1940s. Three of them had affairs with Lucian Freud. One of them married George Orwell. Another 
became the mistress of the King of Egypt and was flogged by him on the steps of the Royal Palace. 

901 n HHHH

RESTORATION HEART
CASH, WILLIAM
9781472132185     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
‘Restoration Heart’ is William Cash’s ‘restore-a-wreck’ memoir of house and heart - the story of 
an English writer and publisher who suffers a post-divorce, mid-life breakdown and is restored by 
architecture, love and beauty. It’s a story of love, divorce and redemption with an Elizabethan house 
at its heart: at the start of the memoir his old family house, Upton Cressett, is as much in need of 
being rescued and ‘fixed up’ as is its owner. The memoir also holds up a dark lens to the Bonfire of the 
Vanities generation that Cash was a paid-up member of after leaving Cambridge. 

902 n HHHHH

EQUAL
GRACIE, CARRIE
9780349012261     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Equal’ is an inspiring, personal and campaigning book about how we should and can fight for equal pay 
and other kinds of equality in the workplace, by former BBC China editor Carrie Gracie. Gracie joined a 
group of high-profile BBC women who challenged the national broadcaster over equal pay after enforced 
disclosures revealed huge gaps between top men and women. Gracie had insisted on equal pay at the 
time of her China posting, and after trying with other BBC women to put things right through negotiation, 
she eventually resigned her post complaining publicly of a ‘secretive and illegal’ pay culture. 

903 n HHHHH

HIGH SCHOOL
TEGAN & SARA
9780349011974     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£16.99     Published 24/09/19
From iconic musicians Tegan and Sara comes a nostalgic memoir about high school, detailing their first 
loves and first songs in a compelling look back at their origin story. This is the revelatory and unique coming 
of-age story of Sara and Tegan Quin, identical twins from Calgary, Alberta, growing up in the height of 
grunge and rave culture in the 90s, well before they became the celebrated musicians and global LGBTQ 
icons we know today. While grappling with their identity and sexuality, often alone, they also faced academic 
meltdown, their parents’ divorce, and the looming pressure of what might come after high school. 

904 n HHHHH

NAKED LOBSTERS & OTHER EXTRAORDIN/FOLLIE
SCARFE, GERALD
9781408711552     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19
Gerald Scarfe tells his life story for the first time. With captivating, often thrilling stories, he takes us from 
his childhood and early days at Punch and Private Eye, through his long and occasionally tumultuous 
career as the Sunday Times cartoonist, to his film-making at the BBC and much-loved designs for Pink 
Floyd’s The Wall and Disney’s Hercules. Along the way he has drawn Churchill from life, gone on tour 
with The Beatles and thoroughly upset Mrs Mary Whitehouse. It is a very personal, wickedly funny and 
caustically insightful account of an artist’s life at the forefront of contemporary culture and society. 

905 n HHHHH

TRIBES
LAMMY, DAVID
9781472128737     H 
LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19

David was the first black Briton to study at Harvard Law School and practised as a barrister before entering 
politics. He has served as the Member of Parliament for Tottenham since 2000. Today, David is one of 
Parliament’s most prominent and successful campaigners for social justice. He led the campaign for 
Windrush British citizens to be granted British citizenship and has been at the forefront of the fight for justice 
for the families affected by the Grenfell Tower fire. In 2007, inspired by the bicentenary of the Abolition of the 
Slave Trade Act and looking to explore his own African roots, David Lammy took a DNA test... 

906 n HHHH

ROWING THE PACIFIC
DAWSON, MICK
9781472140401     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
7,000 Miles from Japan to San Francisco. Storms, fatigue, equipment failure, intense hunger, and lack 
of water are just a few of the challenges that ocean rower Mick Dawson endured whilst attempting to 
complete one of the world’s ‘Last Great Firsts’. Dawson’s thrilling account of his epic adventure details 
how he and his rowing partner Chris Martin propelled their fragile craft, stroke by stroke for thousands 
of miles across some of the most dangerous expanses of ocean, overcoming failure, personal tragedy 
and everything that nature could throw at them along the way. 

907 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DIARY OF A LONE TWIN
LOFTUS, DAVID
9781529011289     H 
MACMILLAN 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

A poignant and powerful memoir of one man’s life after the death of his identical twin and a rare glimpse 
into the unique relationship that twins share. More than 30 years ago, David Loftus’s chreished identical 
twin, John, passed away. Ever since, a day hasn’t passed without David feeling the loss. In 1987, 
after recovering from a brain tumour, John contracted meningitis and found himself back in hospital for 
treatment. David, as always, was by his side. They were opening their twenty-fourth birthday presents 
when a fatally miscalculated routine injection forced John into a coma. He died within two weeks. PREV 
ANNOUNCED IN JUNE 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 
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908 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY LIFE & STRANGE TIMES
THEROUX, LOUIS
9781509880362     H 
MACMILLAN 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

In his book, Louis takes the reader on a joyous journey through his life and unexpectedly successful 
career. Nervously accepting the BBC’s offer of his own series, he went on to create an award-winning 
documentary style that has seen him immersed in worlds as diverse as racist US militias and secretive 
pro-wrestlers, the violent gangs of Johannesburg and extreme drinkers in London. Arguably his biggest 
challenge was corralling celebrities in his When Louis Met series, with Jimmy Savile proving most 
elusive. Blindsided when the revelations about Savile came to light, Louis was to reflect again on the 
nature of evil he had spent decades uncovering. 

909 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIME LIVED WITHOUT ITS 
FLOW
RILEY, DENISE
9781529017106     H 
MACMILLAN 
£9.99     Published 30/09/19

This essay reflects on how perceptions of time may be altered after the sudden death of a child, and 
why inhabiting this sharply new temporality stops one’s habitual modes of telling. Neither tearful memoir 
nor testament of hope, the essay charts a vivid experience of such a suspended time and discovers an 
unsuspected intimacy between time and language. Although a life inside this ‘arrested’ time resists being 
described, it is neither exceptional nor pathological; to outlive one’s child is historically common enough. But, 
because of this felt suspension of the usual flow of time which enables narration, it leaves few literary traces. 

910 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIGHT THROUGH CARTOONS
ZUNAR
9789814841221     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£15.99     Published Sep 2019
My Story of Harassment, Intimidation and Jail. This book chronicles Zunar’s fight through cartoons from 
2009 to 2018. Zunar is a political cartoonist from Malaysia, who has been drawing editorial cartoons for 
over 30 years. With his slogan, How Can I be Neutral, Even My Pen Has a Stand, he exposes corruption 
and abuse of power committed by the government of Malaysia through his art. Peppered within the pages 
of this book are some of Zunar’s timeless philosophies on cartooning, which have kept him going despite 
the odds stacked against him - arrests, court charges, the banning of books, and a travel ban. 

911 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RELUCTANT EDITOR
BALJI, PN
9789814828208     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019
The Singapore Media as Seen Through the Eyes of a Veteran Newspaper Journalist. PN Balji was an 
active participant in mainstream journalism, having spent nearly 40 years working in five newsrooms. 
He was part of a hardy generation of newspaper editors who wrestled with editorial issues and made 
tough decisions, sometimes against the will of Lee Kuan Yew. He also had a ringside view of his 
colleagues’ tussles and confrontations with the government. In this book, Balji weaves a compelling 
narrative, with anecdotes, of an alternative story of how some editors of his generation managed to hold 
the ground when Lee was at his rogue best. 

912 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AND HOW ARE YOU DR SACKS
WESCHLER, LAWRENCE
9780374236410     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£21.99     Published 01/09/19

A Biographical Memoir of Oliver Sacks. The untold story of Dr Oliver Sacks, his own most singular 
patient. Author Lawrence Weschler began spending time with Sacks in the early 1980s, in order 
to profile the neurologist for The New Yorker. Almost a decade earlier, Dr Sacks had published his 
masterpiece ‘Awakenings’, the account of his long-dormant patients’ miraculous but troubling return to 
life in a Bronx hospital ward. Over the ensuing years, the two worked closely together until, for personal 
reasons, Sacks asked him to abandon the profile. Then, 30 years later, when Sacks was dying, he 
urged Weschler to take up the project once again. This book is the result. 

913 n HHHH

IN STRICTEST CONFIDENCE
HORWOOD, CRAIG REVEL
9781789291599     P     MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The third instalment in Craig Revel Horwood’s frank and funny biography takes the reader through 
the highs and lows of his life. With his famous wit and a wealth of backstage gossip, ‘In Strictest 
Confidence’ is the perfect read for all his fans as well as those of Strictly Come Dancing. Join Craig and 
a host of Strictly stars on the live tours and get the real stories from behind the scenes. He marks the 
milestones in his life, including turning fifty and moving from London to live in a ‘gorgeous’ country pile, 
as well as going under the knife for a second hip operation, plus a few nips and tucks. 

914 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EVERYTHING THAT MAKES US 
HUMAN
JAYAMOHAN, JAY
9781789291407     H 
MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Jay Jayamohan makes life and death decisions on a daily basis. That’s because he’s a Consultant 
Paediatric Neurosurgeon in a busy Oxford hospital. This is his poignant, heart-breaking, funny, 
harrowing and unflinchingly human memoir. Every day, parents put all their faith in him to make their 
sick children well again. Though he is proud of his successes, he is haunted by every failure. He is 
known not only for his skill in surgery but also his human touch: to him, no patient is only a number. He 
pulls no punches and owns his mistakes, but the complete picture is one of a man driven to save as 
many lives as possible. 
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915 n HHHH

BUDDY
OWST, NICOLA
9781912624669     H 
MIRROR BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

The Heartwarming Story of a Very Special Rescue. Buddy was discovered on wasteland outside 
London; he had been abandoned in a crate and was suffering from mange and severe dermatitis, 
weighing only 3 kgs. It was the worst case of neglect the vets had ever seen, and they gave him only a 
few days to live... This is the miraculous story of how Buddy survived neglect, abandonment and cancer 
to become one of Britain’s best loved pets - and became a hit at dog shows up and down the country. 

916 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW TO BE AUTISTIC
POE, CHARLOTTE A
9781912408320     P 
MYRIAD EDITIONS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

‘How To Be Autistic’ challenges narratives of autism as something to be ‘fixed’, as she believes her 
autism is a fundamental aspect of her work. She writes: ‘I wanted to show the side of autism that I 
have lived through, the side you don’t find in books and on Facebook groups. My piece is a story 
about survival, fear and, finally, hope. It is an open letter to every autistic person who has suffered the 
verbal, mental or physical abuse and come out snarling and alive. ‘If I can change just one person’s 
perceptions, if I can help one person with autism feel like they’re less alone, then this will all be worth it.’ 

917 n HHHH

STONED
WOOD, JO
9781788401494     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Photographs and treasures from life with the Rolling Stones. Married to the Stones’ legendary guitarist 
Ronnie, Jo Wood was at the heart of all-night parties, hours in the recording studio, months on tour, 
time spent in prison, meeting famous friends and, above all, having a good time. But her unique 
personal collection shows more than just the world’s biggest rock band at work. Photographs, notes 
and diary entries reveal a previously unseen, intimate side to a group of people who weren’t rock stars 
to Jo - they were her closest friends. Jo’s photographs and memories show what it was like to be on the 
inside of music history. 

918 n HHHH

GUNZBURGS
MEAUX, LORRAINE DE
9781905559992     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
A Family Biography. In 1857 the Gunzburgs arrived in Paris from Russia with their large family, a retinue 
of business staff and extensive domestic help: personal assistants, secretaries, tutors, wet-nurses and 
nannies, coachmen, ladies’ companions, valets and maids, and even a kosher cook. For the Gunzburgs 
were practising Jews who observed every religious law whilst also launching themselves into Parisian 
high society. Napoleon III was on a mission to modernise France and the Gunzburgs were quick to avail 
themselves of opportunities that were opening up - particularly in banking. 

919 n HHHHH

IAN MCKELLEN THE BIOGRAPHY
O’CONNOR, GARRY
9781474608510     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Sir Ian McKellen is that rarest of characters: a celebrity whose distinguished political and social service 
has transcended his enormous fame and international stardom to reach far beyond the stage and 
screen. The breadth of his endeavour - professional, personal and political - has been truly staggering. 
Of some four-hundred stage and film roles, there are only three, in his own estimation, of which he 
has not been proud. Iconic roles have not been in short supply: Gandalf in The Lord of the Rings being 
perhaps the most universally-recognised and well-loved. 

920 n HHHHH

JOURNEYS IN THE WILD
THURSTON, GAVIN
9781841883106     H 
ORION HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

The Secret Life of a Cameraman. From Gavin Thurston, the award-winning Blue Planet II and Planet 
Earth II cameraman with a foreword by Sir David Attenborough comes extraordinary and adventurous 
true stories of what it takes to track down and film our planet’s most captivating creatures. Gavin has 
been a wildlife photographer for over thirty years. Against a backdrop of modern world history, he’s 
lurked in the shadows of some of the world’s remotest places in order to capture footage of the animal 
kingdom’s finest: prides of lions, silverback gorillas, capuchin monkeys, brown bears, grey whales, 
penguins, mosquitoes - you name it he’s filmed it. 

921 n HHHHH

MORE THAN LIKELY A MEMOIR
CLEMENT, DICK
9781474611534     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Dick Clement and Ian La Frenais are the creators of some of British television’s most beloved 
comedies. Essex-born Clement teamed up with Geordie insurance salesman La Frenais in the early 
1960s and scripted a series about two young pals from Newcastle, The Likely Lads, which became one 
of BBC Two’s first hits. The duo went on to create the classic sitcoms Whatever Happened to the Likely 
Lads?, Porridge starring Ronnie Barker, and Auf Wiedersehen, Pet. Together and separately they have 
worked as writers and script editors for some of the most famous TV programmes ever made. Partners 
for more than five decades, this is their story. 

922 n HHHH

M K GANDHI AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY
GANDHI, M K
9780241986998     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 12/09/19
In his own words, the powerful story of Gandhi’s progress towards becoming the 20th century’s most 
enduring figure of peace. Publication to coincide with the media buzz of the 150th anniversary of 
Gandhi’s birth. This edition incudes a new introduction by award-winning author Pankaj Mishra on 
what Gandhi means today. Stunning new jacket treatment will revitalise this 20th century classic and 
perennial bestseller. 
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923 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALASTAIR COOK MEMOIR
COOK, ALASTAIR
9780241401422     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Alastair Cook is the greatest batsman ever to play for England and, as one of the most gifted players 
in the world he knows that his triumphs are as important as the challenges and moments of resilience. 
Now, as The English Cricket team reel from his dramatic retirement, Alastair tells his story: a close-up 
account of his last chapter, his 33rd and last Test hundred, an intimate tale of his life, his family, of the 
man he is today and the man he will be - after cricket. An icon, a role model and one of the loveliest 
men alive, Alastair is lauded as a person as well as a player and this is his never-before-heard story. 

924 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHURCHILL
ROBERTS, ANDREW
9780141981253     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Andrew Roberts is one of Britain’s bestselling historians. This book is the most authoritative biography 
of Churchill, surpassing Roy Jenkins’s biography of two decades ago by taking the story beyond 
1945 and drawing on masses of incredible new material. This is a goldmine of revelations - the first 
biographer to have access to over 40 collections of private papers from the Churchill archive, and to 
George VI’s private diaries detailing their meetings. Also includes newly unearthed photos. The result is 
Churchill as we’ve never seen him before, in all his complexity. 

925 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GLOSSY YEARS
COLERIDGE, NICHOLAS
9780241342879     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19

Magazines, Museums and Selective Memoirs. Over his thirty-year career at Conde Nast, Nicholas 
Coleridge has witnessed it all. From the anxieties of the Princess of Wales to the blazing fury of 
Mohamed Al-Fayed, his story is also the story of the people who populate the glamorous world of 
glossy magazines. Packed with surprising and often hilarious anecdotes, ‘The Glossy Years’ provides 
perceptive insight into the changing and treacherous worlds of fashion, journalism, museums and a 
whole sweep of British society. This is a rich, honest, witty and very personal memoir of a life splendidly 
lived. 

926 n HHHHH

SONTAG HER LIFE
MOSER, BENJAMIN
9780241003480     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£30.00     Published 17/09/19
Susan Sontag was our last great literary star. ‘Sontag’ is the first biography based on exclusive access 
to her restricted personal archives and on hundreds of interviews conducted with many people around 
the world who spoke freely for the first time about Susan Sontag, including Annie Leibovitz. It is a 
definitive portrait of an endlessly complex, dazzling woman; one of the twentieth century’s greatest 
thinkers, who lived one of its most fascinating lives. 

927 n HHHHH

UNDYING
BOYER, ANNE
9780241399729     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19
A Meditation on Modern Illness. A week after her 41st birthday, Anne Boyer was diagnosed with highly 
aggressive triple-negative breast cancer. For a single mother living payslip to payslip who had always 
been the caregiver rather than the one needing care, the catastrophic condition was both a crisis 
and an initation into new ideas about mortality and the gendered politics of illness... This book is an 
intellectually exhilarating memoir-meets-examination of cancer (both illness and industry) in the age of 
data, from an award-winning poet and essayist. 

928 n HHHHH

CHILDHOOD
DITLEVSEN, TOVE
9780241391938     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Life in Tove’s neighbourhood in Copenhagen is confusing and difficult: her father can’t find work, her mother is 
angry and remote, and Tove herself sometimes thinks she’s been exchanged at birth. But ‘inside of me long, 
mysterious words began to crawl across my soul’ and she soon realises that she has a vocation, something 
unknowable and secret within, and that if she can only find the right words, she will one day succeed in forging 
a true life of her own - somewhere beyond the narrow streets of her childhood. The first volume in Ditlvesen’s 
autobiographical trilogy, ‘Childhood’ captures the triumps and tragedies of girlhood with intense vividness. 

929 n HHHHH

YOUTH
DITLEVSEN, TOVE
9780241405550     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Unable to stay on to high school, Tove starts her first job (which lasts only one day) and soon embarks 
on a varied and chequered career: as au pair, cleaner, stock-room assistant and office worker. But Tove 
is hungry, for poetry, for love, for real life to begin. As she navigates exploitative bosses, uninspiring 
boyfriends and a Nazi landlady, she struggles to keep her poetic vocation in sight - until she finally realises 
the ‘miracle’ that she has always dreamed of. The second volume in Ditlvesen’s autobiographical trilogy, 
‘Youth’ is a sensitive, often funny and almost painfully truthful portrayal of adolescence. 

930 n HHHHH

DEPENDENCY
DITLEVSEN, TOVE
9780241391747     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Tove is only 20, but she’s already famous, a published poet and wife of a much older literary editor. Her path 
in life seems set, but she has no idea of the struggles that lie ahead - love affairs, an unwanted pregnancy, 
physical pain and crippling opioid addiction. As the years go by, the central tension of her life comes into painful 
focus: the terrible lure of dependency, in all its forms, and the possibility of living life freely and fearlessly - as an 
artist on her own terms. The final volume in Ditlvesen’s autobiographical trilogy and perhaps her masterpiece, 
‘Dependency’ is a dark and blisteringly honest account of addiction, and the way out. 

931 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LAST LETTERS
MOLTKE, H A VON
9781681373812     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£15.99     Published 17/09/19
The Prison Correspondence between Helmuth James and Freya von Moltke, 1944-45. ‘Last Letters’ 
is a profoundly personal record of the couple’s love, faith, and courage in the face of fascism. Written 
during the final months of World War II, the correspondence is at once a collection of love letters written 
in extremis and a historical document of the first order. Published to great acclaim in Germany, this 
volume now makes this deeply moving correspondence available for the first time in English. 
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932 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SINGLE JOURNEY ONLY
OWEN, URSULA
9781784631871     H 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£16.99     Published 15/09/19

Ursula Owen’s wide-ranging memoir begins with her fleeing Nazi Germany, explores her education 
and travels, her life in Egypt, Lebanon and the USA, explores her successful publishing career, her 
campaigning for freedom of expression, and ends with her still feeling an outsider while playing vital 
roles at the cultural heart of contemporary Britain. She has been a significant figure in the worlds 
of literature and free expression since the 1970s. A founding director of Virago Press in 1974, later 
becoming Joint Managing Director, she worked with a committed team as the company rapidly 
developed an international reputation. 

933 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BETH CHATTO A LIFE WITH 
PLANTS
HORWOOD, CATHERINE
9781910258828     H 
PIMPERNEL PRESS 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19

‘Beth Chatto: A life with plants’ tells the story of the most influential British plantswoman of the past 
hundred years. Beth Chatto was the inspiration behind the ‘right plant, right place’ ethos that lies at the 
heart of modern gardening. She also wrote some of the best-loved gardening books of the twentieth 
century, among them ‘The Dry Garden’, ‘The Damp Garden’, and ‘Beth Chatto’s Gravel Garden’. Some 
years before her death in May 2018, aged ninety-four, Beth authorized Catherine Horwood to write her 
biography, with exclusive access to her archive. This book includes her notebooks and diaries, never 
previously published. 

934 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
JAMES BALDWIN LIVING IN 
FIRE
MULLEN, BILL V
9780745338545     H 
PLUTO PRESS 
£20.00     Published 20/09/19

A biography of the icon of the Black Lives Matter movement, political activist and renowned author. In 
the first biography of James Baldwin in over a decade, Bill Mullen celebrates the personal and political 
life of the great American writer who refused to shy away from the fire of political and social turmoil. As 
racist and reactionary forces rise across the world, this is an essential guide to the life and legacy of 
one of America’s most important radical voices. 

935 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY FATHERS GLASS EYE
VANASCO, JEANNIE
9780715653777     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
‘My Father’s Glass Eye’ is Jeannie’s struggle to honour her father, her larger-than-life hero, but also 
the man who named her after his daughter from a previous marriage, a daughter who died. After his 
funeral, Jeannie spends the next decade in escalating mania, in and out of hospitals - increasingly 
obsessed with the other Jeanne. Obsession turns to investigation as she plumbs her childhood 
awareness of her dead half-sibling and hunts for clues into the mysterious circumstances of her death. 
It becomes a puzzle she must solve to better understand herself and her father. 

936 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THINGS WE DIDNT TALK ABT WHEN I WAS GIRL
VANASCO, JEANNIE
9780715653753     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
‘Things We Didn’t Talk About When I Was a Girl’ is Jeannie’s story of her friendship with a man 
that ended in rape when she was nineteen. With the election of Trump and the rise of the #MeToo 
movement, recurrent nightmares of the incident that plagued her as a girl have returned. As a means 
of processing her conflicted feelings, she resolves to face her trauma head-on. Through interviews with 
the perpetrator - transcripts of which are included in the book - and wide-ranging research, Jeannie’s 
compelling memoir explores how the incident impacted both of their lives, while examining the culture 
and language surrounding sexual assault and rape. 

937 n HHHH

ROBIN CHICHESTER CLARK
WATSON, NIGEL
9781788162449     H     PROFILE BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
A Passionate Moderate. Elected MP for Londonderry in 1955, Robin Chichester Clark was at the forefront 
of Northern Irish politics for almost 20 years during one of the most turbulent periods for the province. A 
son and grandson of Northern Irish MPs, he held leading positions in both government and opposition, 
although remaining outside the UK government when Edward Heath came to power in 1970 because of 
his brother’s position as Prime Minister of Northern Ireland. Heath later made him Minister of State for 
Employment. His dynamic career in politics was followed by over 30 years in active philanthropy. 

938 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BREAKING & MENDING
CANNON, JOANNA
9781788160575     H 
PROFILE BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19

In this powerful memoir, Joanna Cannon tells her own story as a junior doctor, and the stories of many 
others like her, facing the extraordinary and sometimes daunting landmarks along the way: from the 
first shock of holding another person’s life in your hands, to moments of crisis and loss. In a profession 
where weakness remains a taboo, this book will bring this tension to life with vivid, human stories, 
and hope for how we can better care for those we rely on to care for us - as well as crucial lessons on 
mental health at work for all of us. 

939 n HHHH

BOB DYLAN HIS LIFE IN PICTURES
SHAPIRO, HARRY
9780785837602     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£19.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Bob Dylan: His Life in Pictures’ does exactly what the title says. In 256 pages with over 300 images it provides 
a timeline to this amazing career, showing highlights along with more mundane moments at home and on tour. 
Though this book may not help you to understand Dylan’s lyrics, it provides a brilliant photographic background 
to his life and music. After a contextualizing introduction, it breaks his life into five chapters that cover the story 
decade by decade from the 1960s. Each chapter has a detailed timeline and a wealth of information. 
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940 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIVING WITH COCO CHANEL
YOUNG, CAROLINE
9780711240346     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.00     Published 03/09/19
Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel was one of the most influential and ground-breaking fashion designers of 
the twentieth century. This beautifully illustrated biography tells her remarkable story in a unique and 
accessible way, examining how the homes and landscapes of her life relate to her work. From her 
childhood at the convent at Aubazine to her boutique and apartment on Rue Cambon in Paris and her 
villa, La Pausa, on the French Riveria, Chanel’s style was inspired and influenced by her environment. 
Emerging at a time that allowed women to be more independent, she designed clothes that let them 
be free. 

941 n HHHH

JOHN LAW
BUCHAN, JAMES
9781848666085     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A Scottish Adventurer of the Eighteenth Century. The mesmerising story of the 18th century financier of 
genius who rose from humble Scottish origins to control the purse-strings of the most powerful nation 
in Europe. Law’s financial wizardry transformed the fortunes of France, enriching speculators and 
investors across the continent. He was made Controller-General of Finances, and his fall from grace 
was as specacular as his rise. Here, the biographer of Adam Smith, dramatises the life of one of the 
most inventive financiers in history, a man who was born before his time and in whose day the word 
millionaire came to be coined. 

942 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HAVE A CIGAR
MORRISON, BRYAN
9781846893087     P 
QUILLER PUBLISHING 
£18.95     Published Sep 2019

The candid and outspoken memoir of Bryan Morrison, the music business mogul behind The Pretty 
Things, Pink Floyd, T Rex, The Jam and George Michael. Spanning the golden age of British rock’n’roll 
from the 60s to the 80s, this is the extraordinary story of a cigar-chomping, East End entrepreneur, with 
a passion for art and design, fashion, music and polo. 

943 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINNING AGAINST THE 
ODDS
WHEELER, STUART
9781846892950     H 
QUILLER PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19

‘Winning Against the Odds’ tells the story of one of England’s most fascinating and eccentric men. 
Stuart Wheeler went to Eton and Oxford. He was an officer in the Welsh Guards, a barrister, an 
investment banker and a major donor to the Conservative Party. You might think that he has led a life 
of impeccably conformist upper-class respectability. You’d be wrong. For he is also an illegitimate child 
adopted at the age of two, a maverick businessman who made his fortune on the back of ‘the most 
brilliant idea that anyone had had of his generation’ and a devoted gambler who has been thrown out of 
more than one Las Vegas casino. 

944 n HHHH

PAPER CUTS A MEMOIR
BERNARD, STEPHEN
9781784707040     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An original and hauntingly powerful memoir, ‘Paper Cuts’ takes us inside the mind of a young Oxford academic 
whose life has been devastated by severe mental illness. In this book, he tests the bounds of what a memoir 
can achieve. Living through the trauma of childhood abuse and mental illness, he writes to escape and 
confront, to accuse and explain. Each morning when he wakes, Stephen must literally reconstruct his self: 
every night he writes himself a letter to be read the next day. This fractured, intensely personal narrative follows 
a single day in his life as he navigates a course through the effects of mania, medication and memories. 

945 n HHHHH

CREST OF A WAVE
MCDONALD, JANE
9780753554333     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Jane McDonald may be a BAFTA-winning TV star and platinum-selling artist, but she’ll never forget her Northern 
roots, and she’s as much known for her Yorkshire charm and humour as for her showbiz accolades. After her 
first success as star of TV’s The Cruise in 2000, Jane hit stormy waters, facing a broken marriage, losing her 
house and, she thought, her career. But Jane’s unsinkable and now she’s back on the crest of a wave. In her 
uplifting autobiography she shares her incredible story with heart and humour. It hasn’t always been plain sailing, 
but now she’s enjoying more success than ever before, and her fans love her all the more for it. 

946 n HHHH

WOMAN WHO CRACKED THE ANXIETY CODE
HOARE, JUDITH
9781912854165     P     SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£18.99     Published 12/09/19
The extraordinary life of Dr Claire Weekes. The story of the little-known mental health pioneer who 
revolutionised how we see the defining problems of our era: anxiety, panic, depression, sorrow, guilt, disgrace, 
obsession, sleeplessness, low confidence, loneliness, agoraphobia. The international bestseller ‘Self-Help For 
Your Nerves’, first published in 1962 and still in print, has helped tens of millions of readers to overcome all of 
these, and continues to do so. But when it was first released, its diminutive author, Dr Claire Weekes, wasn’t 
taken seriously but seen as underqualified and overly populist by the medical establishment... 

947 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
999 LIFE ON THE FRONTLINE
FARNWORTH, DAN
9781471184420     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Dan Farnworth brings vividly to life his astonishing experiences as a medic working on the frontline of 
the UK Ambulance Service. ‘999 - Life on the Frontline’ is packed with stories that are sometimes sad, 
occasionally hilarious, often moving but always inspirational. However, the work also takes its emotional 
toll, and Dan won an ITV NHS Heroes Award after setting up the Our Blue Light Campaign that helps 
those in his profession suffering from PTSD - something that struck him after a truly shocking event. His 
story will make you see our ambulance service in a completely new way. 

948 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I LOVE THE BONES OF YOU
ECCLESTON, C
9781471176319     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

Drawing on his memories, Christopher Eccleston describes a vivid life of growing up in a Salford, working-class 
household in the 1970s with his siblings, a loving mother, and the totemic figure of his hardworking, serious-
minded and socialist father - Ronnie. How his life changed from potential ‘factory fodder’ in his native Northwest to 
a deep-rooted desire to perform on stage, and what developed into a burgeoning acting career - from his stunning 
film debut Let Him Have It; to the BBC’s landmark drama Our Friends in the North; his remarkable relaunch of the 
iconic Doctor Who franchise; and many more BAFTA-nominated roles over the past three decades. 
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949 n HHHHH

MY CRAZY WORLD THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY
DIGNAM, CHRISTY
9781471184314     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19
Christy Dignam was born in Dublin in 1960 and became the lead singer of the hugely popular Irish 
band Aslan in the 1980s, before battling with heroin addiction. Having recovered, he returned to the 
band and continued to have huge success, with six No 1 albums in Ireland. In this compelling memoir, 
Dignam looks back over his long career, vividly bringing to life the good times and the bad, but always 
remembering that at the heart of it all are his songs and his family. 

950 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OVER THE TOP
NESS, JONATHAN VAN
9781471179914     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£20.00     Published 24/09/19

Jonathan Van Ness has an effect on people. His warmth and wit radiates from every pore of his body. 
He is best known as the heart and soul and breakout star of Queer Eye, one of the most watched 
shows on Netflix. The Fab Five’s exploits in each episode are totally ‘water cooler’ moments. His first 
book, ‘Over The Top’, is a laugh-and-cry-out-loud memoir and tells the story of his hilarious and moving 
account of his childhood growing up in Quincy, Illinois, hanging out with the pool ladies - those fabulous 
matriarchs of Quincy Country Club, overcoming bullying and eventually becoming his high school’s first 
male cheerleader. 

951 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRAWLING FROM THE WRECKAGE
PORTER, GAIL
9781913094041     P     SOHO FRIDAY MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
We all think we’re familiar with Gail Porter’s story; she’s the ‘90s pin-up who was projected onto the side 
of the Houses of Parliament by FHM, who then lost her hair to alopecia. However, despite maintaining a 
regular presence on our screens, and on radio, little is truly known about the struggles Gail’s faced, the 
strength she’s harnessed to overcome them, everything that makes Gail who she is today. This is the 
first book Gail has written herself - the book that really reveals who she is. 

952 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAN DETOX
GEERE, VERITY
9781913094065     P 
SOHO FRIDAY MEDIA LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Based on the very true story of Verity Geere, a smart, successful broadcast journalist, who at the 
age of 39, still hasn’t found what she’s looking for; a good man to marry and have a family with. So 
disenchanted with the disposable digital dating age, whereby swiping right to meet a man, leads to 
unfulfilling, meaningless liaisons, she self-imposes The Man Detox - banning all sex and relationships 
- while she peels back the layers of her dating history on a journey of self-discovery about her often 
funny, fruity, heart-breaking and sometimes jaw-dropping sex life and relationships. 

953 n HHHH

BETTER AMBITION
FARRON, TIM
9780281083589     H     SPCK 
£19.99     Published Sep 2019
Confessions of a Faithful Liberal. Tim Farron’s account of his involvement in the turbulent politics of 
recent years offers a wealth of insight into life at the top of a major party and the prospects for the 
liberal left in Britain today. Full of warmth, honesty and humour, ‘A Better Ambition’ traces his rise to 
leadership of the Liberal Democrats - from his childhood in Preston and joining the Liberals to becoming 
a Christian, to his central role during the Conservative-Lib Dem coalition of 2010-15. He also reflects 
on the effects and implications of the scrutiny he received because of his religious beliefs, and his 
subsequent choice to step aside as leader. 

954 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUTLER ON WHEELS
WHEELER, PAUL
9781912881758     P 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£9.99     Published 26/09/19

Tales of a Billionaires’ Chauffeur. This book paints a revealing picture of the ruthless, ultra-ambitious 
people who run some of the biggest businesses in the UK. These people are driven in more ways than 
one, and they are only as happy as their last business deal. After a good day, they’ll tip the chauffeur 
generously, but after a bad one, he could find himself told to take the bus home and not come back. 
In between it gives an insight into the life of a chauffeur, who can find himself expected to be a racing 
driver one minute and a country-house butler, a shoulder to cry on or a children’s entertainer the next. 

955 n HHHH

AT HOME WITH MUHAMMAD ALI
ALI, HANA
9780552173728     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
A Memoir of Love, Loss and Forgiveness. ‘At Home with Muhammad Ali’ is an intimate, behind-the-scenes 
portrait of a legend, a man admired and respected as the greatest sporting icon of our age, written by 
Ali’s daughter Hana. As Muhammad Ali approached the end of his astonishing boxing career, he strove 
to embrace a new purpose and role in life beyond the ring. It was a role that would see him take centre 
stage as an ambassador for peace and friendship, whilst at the same time attempting to find balance and 
harmony with his many commitments and responsibilities as a husband, devoted father, son and friend. 

956 n HHH

GREATEST LOVE STORY EVER 
TOLD
MULLALLY, MEGAN
9781101986691     P 
TURNAROUND 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

An Oral History. The year: 2000. The setting: Los Angeles. Megan Mullally had agreed to star in a 
random play, and Nick Offerman, a basement-dwelling scenic carpenter had said he would assay a 
supporting role in the self-same pageant. At the first rehearsal, Megan’s gaze fell upon the carpenter, 
and like a bolt of lightning, Cupid set down his bow and picked up a rocket launcher. And fired a 
love rocket. It resulted in a coupling that has endured to this day; a sizzling, perpetual tryst that has 
captivated the world with its kindness, athleticism, astonishingly low-brow humour, and true passion. A 
New York Times bestseller. 
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957 n HHHH

OBLIVION
ABAD, HECTOR
9781912987009     P 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19

‘Oblivion’ is a heartbreaking tribute to the author’s father, Hector Abad Gomez, whose criticism of the 
Colombian regime led to his murder by paramilitaries in 1987. Twenty years in the writing, it paints an 
unforgettable picture of a man who followed his conscience and paid for it with his life during one of the 
darkest periods in Latin America’s recent history. Transcending the political, it also shines as one of the most 
exquisitely written accounts of profound love between a father and son that modern literature has to offer. 

958 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LAST LANDLADY
THOMPSON, LAURA
9781783528455     P     UNBOUND 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
An English Memoir. Laura Thompson’s grandmother Violet was one of the great landladies. Born in a 
London pub, she became the first woman to be given a publican’s licence in her own name and just 
as pubs defined her life, she seemed in many ways to embody their essence. Laura traces the story of 
the English pub, asking why it has occupied such a treasured position in our culture. But even Violet, 
as she grew older, recognised that places like hers were a dying breed, and Laura also considers the 
precarious future they face. Part memoir, part social history, part elegy, this book pays tribute to an 
extraordinary woman and the world she epitomised. 

959 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGNIFICENT WOMEN 
AND THE REVOLUTIONARY 
MACHINES
HEALD, HENRIETTA
9781783526604     H 
UNBOUND 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

‘Magnificent Women and Their Revolutionary Machines.’ In 1919, in the wake of the First World War, 
a group of extraordinary women came together to create the Women’s Engineering Society. They 
were trailblazers, pioneers and boundary breakers. On its centenary, this book tells the stories of the 
women at the heart of this group - from their success in fanning the flames of a social revolution to their 
significant achievements in engineering and technology. It centres on the parallel but contrasting lives 
of the two main protagonists, Rachel Parsons and Caroline Haslett - one born to privilege and riches 
whose life ended in dramatic tragedy. 

960 n HHHH

CARLOS SLIM
OSORNO, DIEGO
9781786634375     H     VERSO PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19
Patron of Mexico’s Power Mafia. The biography of Carlos Slim, one of the richest people of all time, is not 
just the tale of the first man from a developing country ever to reach the top of the Forbes list of billionaires. 
It is the story of a character who represents the neoliberal mentality of our times, who mistrusts politicians, 
believes that the market is the most efficient mechanism for everything (even to combat corruption), and 
sees philanthropy as a social investment with businesses as the exclusive form of collective wealth. In this 
new book, Diego Osorno examines this symbol of 21st century capitalism and of Mexico. 

LITERATURE & ANTHOLOGIES

961 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
READING ROOM
SANSOM, IAN
9780712352543     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£17.99     Published Sep 2019

Inspirational Extracts for Every Day of the Year. This is a playful and provocative collection of 365 
extracts sourced from the British Library’s collections. Selected to challenge and inform the reader, 
each excerpt is accompanied by the unique shelfmark number of the source publication. Encompassing 
a wide range of great works in literature, poetry, essays and letters, historical and scientific treatises, 
and including beloved and popular authors as well as controversial writers, each extract will encourage 
enquiry and stimulate the imagination. 

962 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BBC NATIONAL SHORT STORY AWARD 2019
BBC
9781912697229     P     COMMA PRESS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
A unique publication of all the short-listed stories in the world’s biggest prize for the form. The BBC 
National Short Story Award with Cambridge is back for the 14th year with television and radio 
broadcaster Nikki Bedi chairing the judging panel for the 2019 award. It is one of the most prestigious 
Awards for a single short story, with the winning author receiving 15,000 pounds, and four further 
shortlisted authors 600 pounds each. The stories are broadcast on BBC Radio 4 and published in an 
anthology. 

963 n HHHH

LETTERS OF SYLVIA PLATH VOL 2 1956-1963
PLATH, SYLVIA
9780571339211     P     FABER & FABER 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
The second volume of this landmark edition of Sylvia Plath’s correspondence. With unabridged letters 
to more than 140 correspondents - most never yet published, the book includes photographs and 
drawings, extensive footnotes, textual variants, and an index. 

964 n HHHHH

COVENTRY
CUSK, RACHEL
9780571350445     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
After the publication of ‘Outline’, ‘Transit’ and ‘Kudos’ - in which Rachel Cusk redrew the boundaries 
of fiction - this writer of uncommon brilliance returns with a series of essays that offers new insights on 
the themes at the heart of her life’s work. Encompassing memoir and cultural and literary criticism, with 
pieces on gender, politics and writers such as D H Lawrence, Olivia Manning and Natalia Ginzburg, this 
collection is essential reading for our age: fearless, unrepentantly erudite, both startling and rewarding. 

965 n HHHH

WHOSE STORY IS THIS
SOLNIT, REBECCA
9781783785438     H     GRANTA BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Essays at the Intersection. Who gets to shape the narrative of our times? The current moment is a 
battle over that foundational power. Women, people of colour and non-straight people are telling other 
versions, and white men in particular are fighting to preserve their own centrality. In this outstanding 
collection of essays by one of the most prescient and insightful commentators today, Solnit appraises 
the voices that are emerging, why they matter and the obstacles they face in making themselves heard. 
Powerful, incisive, inspiring, a fourth essay collection from the bestselling author of the iconic ‘Men 
Explain Things To Me’. 
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966 n HHHHH

EXPERIMENTS ON REALITY
ROBINSON, TIM
9781844884834     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Long recognized as perhaps the greatest non-fiction writer at work in Ireland, for his vast, polymathic 
accounts of nature and culture in the Aran Islands and Connermara, Tim Robinson is also an essayist 
of genius whose fascinations range across the globe. In ‘Experiments on Reality’, he shines the light of 
his intelligence on his own life, and on some of the most fascinating questions in science and culture. 
Robinson brings us to his boyhood in Yorkshire, National Service in Malaya in the 1950s, and his years 
as a visual artist in Istanbul, Vienna and London. 

967 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RED THREAD 20 YEARS OF 
NYRB CLASSICS
FRANK, EDWIN
9781681373911     P 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19

In Greek mythology, Ariadne gave Theseus a ball of red thread to guide him through the labyrinth, and 
the Red Thread offers a path through and a way to explore the ins and outs and twists and turns of the 
celebrated NYRB Classics series, now twenty years old. The series is known for translating great books 
from throughout the ages and all over the world; for rediscovering neglected geniuses such as Eve 
Babitz, Sylvia Townsend Warner, and John Williams; and for its wide-ranging eclecticism. 

968 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SURFACING
JAMIE, KATHLEEN
9781908745811     H 
SORT OF BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Under the ravishing light of an Alaskan sky, objects are spilling from the thawing tundra linking a Yup’ik 
village to its hunter-gatherer past. In the shifting sand dunes of a Scottish shoreline, impressively 
preserved hearths and homes of Neolithic farmers are uncovered. In a grandmother’s disordered 
mind, memories surface of a long-ago mining accident and a ‘mither who was kind’. In this luminous 
new essay collection, acclaimed author Kathleen Jamie visits archeological sites and mines her own 
memories - of her grandparents, of youthful travels - to explore what surfaces and what reconnects us 
to our past. 

969 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WONDERLAND
O’REGAN, MARIE (ED)
9781789091489     P 
TITAN 
£8.99     Published 17/09/19

From the greatest names in fantasy and horror comes an anthology of stories inspired by ‘Alice’s 
Adventures in Wonderland’. Join Alice as she is thrown into the whirlwind of Wonderland, in an 
anthology that bends the traditional notions of Lewis Carroll’s classic novel. Contributors include the 
bestselling MR Carey, Genevieve Cogman, Catriona Ward, Rio Youers and LL McKinney. Within these 
pages you’ll find myriad approaches to Alice, from horror to historical. There’s even a Wild West tale 
from Angela Slatter, poetry, and a story by Laura Mauro which presents us with a Japanese folklore-
inspired Wonderland. 

970 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY MOTHER THE BEARDED 
LADY
KINGTON, MILES
9781783526505     H 
UNBOUND 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

The Selected Letters of Miles Kington. A journalist, columnist, humorist and musician, Miles Kington 
began his writing career at Punch, where he created Franglais, a hugely popular fictional language, 
before going on to write a daily column for The Times, followed by the Independent. He wrote over thirty 
thousand newspaper columns in his lifetime, as well as contributing to countless magazines and other 
publications. When he died in 2008, he left behind an enormous archive of correspondence. Effortlessly 
funny and entertaining, this collection is full of his inimitable style. 

971 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WITH CHILD
MARTIN, ANDY
9781509538225     P 
WILEY 
£12.99     Published 06/09/19

Lee Child and the Readers of Jack Reacher. Andy Martin spent a year in the company of Lee Child, 
creator of tough-guy hero Jack Reacher. ‘With Child’ is the diary of their adventures, tracking the 
publication and reception of ‘Make Me’, the writing of ‘Night School’ at an apartment in Manhattan, 
the filming of ‘Never Go Back’ in New Orleans, all the agony and ecstasy of the creative process and 
the sheer hard work of selling a bestseller. This compelling account of life on the road with Lee Child 
demonstrates that readers are just as important as writers in the making of modern fiction. 
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972 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOVERNMENT INSPECTOR
GOGOL, NIKOLAI
9781847498151     P     ALMA BOOKS LTD 
£7.99     Published 25/09/19
The mayor and local officials of a small provincial town in Russia have got it made: corruption is rife and they 
have all the power. Yet, when they learn that an undercover government inspector is about to make a visit, 
they face a mad dash to cover their tracks. Soon, the news that a suspicious person has recently arrived 
from St Petersburg and is staying in a local inn produces a series of events and misunderstandings that 
lead to a hilarious denouement. Often quoted as Russian literature’s greatest comedy, ‘The Government 
Inspector’ is a trenchant satire of the corruption, greed and stupidity of petty officialdom. 

973 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPEDITION OF HUMPHRY CLINKER
SMOLLETT, TOBIAS
9781847498083     P     ALMA BOOKS LTD 
£5.99     Published 25/09/19
Full of decadence, drunkenness and debauchery, and littered with double entendres, bawdy puns and 
scatological references, ‘The Expedition of Humphry Clinker’, published only a few months before 
Smollett’s death, is a biting and sharply observed satire of the luxury and licentiousness of 18th-century 
society. It tells the story of Squire Matthew Bramble and his family’s journey across England and Scotland: 
from the gouty hypochondriac squire eager to take the waters in various spa towns to his malapropistic 
sister Tabitha, who is keenly looking for a husband. This edition contains notes and extra material. 

974 n HHH

ENGLISH FAMILY
DINIS, JULIO
9781910213834     P 
DEDALUS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Mr Richard Whitestone is English and a successful businessman based for many years in Oporto, Portugal. 
He remains resolutely English in his tastes and in his accent. His favourite reading is ‘Tristram Shandy’, 
which he reads and re-reads constantly. A widower for many years, he lives with his children Jenny and 
Carlos. Jenny is the angel of the house and wise beyond her 21 years. Carlos is 18 and much given to 
carousing with his friends and to falling - very briefly - in love with whichever pretty girl he sees. He is the 
despair of his father, but his sister believes in him despite all, because she knows he has a good heart... 

975 n HHH

LES DIABOLIQUES
D’AUREVILLY, BARBEY
9781909232150     P 
DEDALUS BOOKS 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

In ‘Les Diaboliques’ there are six tales of female temptresses - she-devils - in which horror and the wild 
Normandy countryside combine to send a shiver down the spine of the reader. First published in 1874, 
‘Les Diaboliques’ caused uproar and all copies of the book were seized on the orders of the Ministry of 
Justice as the book was a danger to public morality. Scandal made the book an immediate success. It 
is now regarded as a classic and is studied in French schools. It will appeal to readers of decadent and 
Gothic fiction, especially those who like femmes fatales in their novels. 

976 n HHH

WOMAN & THE PUPPET
LOUYS, PIERRE
9781912868124     P 
DEDALUS BOOKS 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

One of the great novels about obsessive love, ‘The Woman and the Puppet’ was first published in 
France in 1898 and is considered Pierre Louys’ masterpiece. It has inspired five film adaptations, 
including Josef van Sternberg’s in 1935 and Luis Bunuel’s in 1977. 

977 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALICE IN WONDERLAND
CARROLL, LEWIS
9781787557024     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 

978 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DAVID COPPERFIELD
DICKENS, CHARLES
9781787557062     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 
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979 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MANSFIELD PARK
AUSTEN, JANE
9781787556980     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 

980 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRIDE & PREJUDICE
AUSTEN, JANE
9781787556744     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 

981 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SENSE & SENSIBILITY
AUSTEN, JANE
9781787556973     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 

982 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TALE OF TWO CITIES
DICKENS, CHARLES
9781787557031     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019

The Flame Tree Collectable Classics are chosen to create a delightful and timeless home library. Each 
stunning edition features deluxe cover treatments, ribbon markers, luxury endpapers and gilded edges. 
The unabridged text is accompanied by a Glossary of Victorian and Literary terms produced for the 
modern reader. 

983 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CONFESSIONS OF AN ENGLISH OPIUM EATER
QUINCEY, THOMAS DE
9781509899791     H     MACMILLAN COLLECTORS LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics with 
gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book 
lover. This edition is introduced by biographer, critic and academic Dr Frances Wilson. Explosive and 
unforgiving, ‘Confessions of an English Opium Eater’ describes in searing detail the pleasure, pain and 
mind-expanding powers of opium. 

984 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IN THE RAVINE & OTHER STORIES
CHEKHOV, ANTON
9781509899807     H     MACMILLAN COLLECTORS LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics with 
gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book 
lover. Chekhov had an incomparable ability to write about the seemingly everyday with insight, humour 
and compassion. His characters are brilliantly drawn, from the church warden who’s convinced his 
wife’s a witch because strangers arrive on the doorstep whenever there’s a storm, to the wronged wife 
who confronts her husband’s chorus-girl lover, to the melancholy school teacher who imagines how her 
life might have been. 

985 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY ANTONIA
CATHER, WILLA
9781509899784     H     MACMILLAN COLLECTORS LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics with 
gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any 
book lover. Antonia and her family are from Bohemia and they must endure real hardship and loss to 
establish a new home in America. But Antonia is never broken by adversity, and her strength and love 
of life stays with her childhood friend Jim for years to come, even as he leaves home to study and 
pursue his career. Told through Jim’s eyes, ‘My Antonia’ is a rich and beautiful novel about childhood 
and growing up. 

986 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MASTER & MARGARITA
BULGAKOV, MIKHAIL
9781529012118     H     MACMILLAN COLLECTORS LIBRARY 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics with 
gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for any book 
lover. In Mikhail Bulgakov’s imaginative extravaganza, Satan, disguised as a magician, descends upon 
Moscow in the 1930s with his riotous band, which includes a talking cat and an expert assassin. This 
visit has several aims, one of which concerns the fate of the Master, an author who has written a novel 
about Pontius Pilate and is now in a mental hospital. 
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987 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PRINCE
MACHIAVELLI, NICCOLO
9781529008401     H     MACMILLAN COLLECTORS LIBRARY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Part of the Macmillan Collector’s Library, a series of stunning, clothbound, pocket-sized classics 
with gold-foiled edges and ribbon markers. These beautiful books make perfect gifts or a treat for 
any book lover. Drawing on examples from the ancient Greeks and Romans and from Machiavelli’s  
contemporaries, ‘The Prince’ offers - some believed with satirical intent - advice on how a ruler should 
preserve his power, conduct and warfare, and maintain his reputation. Machiavelli not only influenced 
many of the great statesmen of his age, but was also one of the founding fathers of modern political 
thought. 

988 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COLLECTED PETER PAN
BARRIE, J M
9780198813965     H     OXFORD WORLDS CLASSICS 
£16.99     Published Sep 2019
A new collection of J M Barrie’s ‘Peter Pan’ stories, showing the evolution of this enduring children’s 
classic - from his first appearance in ‘The Little White Bird’ to the final version of the ‘Peter Pan’ play we 
know today. With an introduction and notes by Robert Douglas-Fairhurst. 

989 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CITADEL
CRONIN, A J
9781529015386     P 
PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

A book which inspired the creation of the NHS, ‘The Citadel’ is a moving story of tragedy, triumph and 
redemption. With a foreword by Adam Kay, the bestselling author of ‘This is Going to Hurt’. When 
newly qualified doctor Andrew Manson takes up his first post in a Welsh mining community, the young 
Scot brings with him a bagful of idealism and enthusiasm. Both are soon strained to the limit as 
Andrew discovers the reality of performing operations on a kitchen table and washing in a  scullery, of 
unspeakable sanitation, of common infantile cholera and systemic corruption. There are no X-rays, no 
ambulances - nothing to combat the disease and poverty. 

990 n HHHHH

TALES FROM 1001 NIGHTS
LYONS, MALCOLM ET AL
9780241382714     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
This is the essential one-volume edition of ‘Tales from 1,001 Nights’, drawn from the acclaimed and 
landmark 3-volume Penguin Classics translation. It contains ‘Aladdin’, ‘Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves’, 
‘Sindbad the Sailor’ and many other classic tales from the ‘Arabian Nights’. 

991 n HHHH

SEVEN PILLARS OF WISDOM
LAWRENCE, T E
9780241372623     P     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Although ‘continually and bitterly ashamed’ that the Arabs had risen in revolt against the Turks as a 
result of fraudulent British promises of self rule, Lawrence led them in a triumphant campaign which 
revolutionized the art of war. ‘Seven Pillars of Wisdom’ recreates epic events with extraordinary 
vividness. 

992 n HHHH

LIVES & DEATHS
TOLSTOY, LEO
9781782275411     P     PUSHKIN PRESS 
£12.00     Published 26/09/19
Fresh translations of Tolstoy’s richest shorter works by the award-winning Boris Dralyuk. Although best 
known for his monumental novels, Tolstoy also wrote tightly compressed works of equal power. This 
new collection gathers two of his greatest novellas, ‘Family Happiness’ and ‘The Death of Ivan Ilyich’, 
together with a late masterpiece, the fable-like story ‘Alyosha the Pot’. 

993 n HHHH

GREAT GATSBY
FITZGERALD, F SCOTT
9781840227956     H     WORDSWORTH 
£6.99     Published 07/09/19
These hardbacks are cloth-bound, with matching coloured endpapers, and embossed gold and 
coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover illustrations. 

994 n HHHH

JANE EYRE
BRONTE, CHARLOTTE
9781840227925     H     WORDSWORTH 
£6.99     Published 07/09/19
These hardbacks are cloth-bound, with matching coloured endpapers, and embossed gold and 
coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover illustrations. 

995 n HHHH

PRIDE & PREJUDICE
AUSTEN, JANE
9781840227932     H     WORDSWORTH 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
These hardbacks are cloth-bound, with matching coloured endpapers, and embossed gold and 
coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover illustrations. 

996 n HHHH

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
BRONTE, EMILY
9781840227949     H     WORDSWORTH 
£6.99     Published 07/09/19
These hardbacks are cloth-bound, with matching coloured endpapers, and embossed gold and 
coloured blocking to enhance their beautiful, bespoke cover illustrations. 

POETRY

997 n HHHHH

PILLOW THOUGHTS III MENDING THE MIND
PEPPERNELL, COURTNEY
9781449497057     P     ANDREWS MCMEEL PB 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Following ‘Pillow Thoughts’ and ‘Pillow Thoughts II: Healing The Heart’, this beautifully raw and 
poignant collection of poetry and prose, ‘Mending the Mind’, continues the series from poet Courtney 
Peppernell. Fix yourself a warm drink and settle into Peppernell’s words as she pens a tribute to her 
readers who are bravely continuing their journey from hurt to healing. 
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998 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIENDS  
A POEM FOR EVERY  
DAY OF THE YEAR
HUNTER, JANE M
9781849945899     H 
PAVILION 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

365 poems celebrating friendship, love and constancy. This wonderful collection of poems celebrates 
friendship every day of the year. There are poems on the joys of companionship, encouragement, 
consolation, humour and love, making this a perfect gift for friends, family and partners. Poems featured 
include Emily Bronte’s ‘Love and Friendship’ and Stevie Smith’s ‘Pleasures of friendship’, as well as 
writings from Keats, Norman MacCaig, Waldo Emerson and Amy Lowell. Some of the most beautiful 
poems ever written are collected here to give us insight into the important things in life. 

999 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AFTER CEZANNE
MAITREYABANDHU
9781780374826     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£12.00     Published 26/09/19
‘After Cezanne’ is a sequence of 56 poems exploring the life and work of the post-impressionist painter 
Paul Cezanne, with 26 full colour reproductions of his paintings. Reimagining his friendships with Zola 
and Pissarro, his impact on Matisse and Picasso, Maitreyabandhu celebrates Cezanne’s work in poems 
at once tender, urgent and amused. 

1000 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
I MAY BE STUPID BUT IM NOT THAT STUPID
HILL, SELIMA
9781780371917     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£9.95     Published 26/09/19
‘I May Be Stupid But I’m Not That Stupid’ is Selima Hill’s 19th book of poetry and features six 
contrasting but complementary poem sequences: about family, fear, abuse and autism, and finding 
refuge with swimming, dogs and a jovial uncle. 

1001 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TRAWLERMANS TURQUOISE
CALEY, MATTHEW
9781780374888     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£9.95     Published 26/09/19
‘Trawlerman’s Turquoise’, Matthew Caley’s sixth collection, brings together elements as diverse as 
telepathy, Madame Blavatsky, epistolary novels, muse worship and Balzac’s coffee addiction. 

1002 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN THE TREE FALLS
CLARKE, JANE
9781780374802     P     BLOODAXE BOOKS 
£9.95     Published 26/09/19
‘When the Tree Falls’ is Jane Clarke’s second collection. These lyrically eloquent poems bear witness 
to the rhythms of birth and death, celebration and mourning, endurance and regrowth. An elegiac 
sequence, inspired by the loss of her father, moves gracefully through this second collection from the 
author of ‘The River’. 

1003 n HHHH

FROLIC & DETOUR
MULDOON, PAUL
9780571354498     H     FABER & FABER 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
‘Frolic and Detour’ is a book that is at once engaged and engaging, woven with subtle threads of history 
and geography that represent not only our profound interconnectedness but the fragility of those very 
connections. Ranging as it does from poems that take as their subject matter the Native American 
leaders Joseph Brant and Mangas Coloradas, through the Great War, the Irish Rising, hunting with 
eagles, the house wren, to the day-to-day assault of 21st-century America, this book reminds us that 
the sidelong glance is the sweetest, the tangential approach the most telling. 

1004 n HHHH

LOVE IN A LIFE
MOTION, ANDREW
9780571356027     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
‘Love in a Life’, Andrew Motion’s sixth volume of poetry, marks a conspicuous development in the 
work of the founder of the modern Narrative School. Directness and a new colloquialism are wedded 
to Motion’s distinctive obliquities in a volume where the idea of marriage governs the architecture of 
each poem and the book as a whole. The stories of two marriages gradually emerge, like chapters in a 
narrative, and are themselves bound to more public material, so that each lends profound resonances 
to the other. 

1005 n HHHH

NOISE OF A FLY
DUNN, DOUGLAS
9780571333820     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
The first collection from Douglas Dunn in sixteen years, and the first since he was awarded the Queen’s 
Gold Medal for Poetry in 2013. Brimming with warmth, mischief and a self-deprecating humour, as 
well as with a charming, ‘Larkinesque’ crankiness: a quarrel with ageing, an impatience with youth, the 
grievousness of losing friends and colleagues. But for all its intimate, hearthside rumination, this is a 
volume of poems that looks outward in equal measure: at Scottish independence, British politics and 
an international refugee crisis, and reflects unflinchingly on what it is to consider oneself a contributor 
to society. 

1006 n HHHH

ONE LARK ONE HORSE
HOFMANN, MICHAEL
9780571342303     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
The first new collection of poems in nearly twenty years - since the publication of ‘Approximately 
Nowhere’ in 1999, this is a highly-anticipated collection from the German-born poet, essayist and 
translator. Approaching his sixtieth birthday, the poet explores where he finds himself, geographically 
and in life, treating with wit and compassion such universal themes as ageing and memory, place, and 
the difficulty for the individual to exist at all in an ever bigger and more bestial world. 

1007 n HHHH

POEMS OF DOROTHY MOLLOY
MOLLOY, DOROTHY
9780571348466     H     FABER & FABER 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
‘The Poems of Dorothy Molley’ gathers deftly crafted, dark, erotic poems of the author of ‘Hare Soup’ 
and ‘Gethsemane Day’, alongside her manuscript work, which appeared as ‘Long-Distance Swimmer’ 
(2009), and the remaining body of unpublished material, to present a complete edition of poems to 
meet the growing readership of this startling talent. 

1008 n HHHHH

FORWARD BOOK OF POETRY 2020
VARIOUS POETS
9780571353880     P     FABER & FABER 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
‘The Forward Book of Poetry 2020’ brings together a selection of the best poetry published in the British 
Isles over the last year, including the winners of the 2019 Forward Prizes - and a foreword by jury chair 
Shahidha Bari. In celebrating today’s fresh voices alongside new work by familiar names, this anthology 
offers both an overview of the current poetry scene and a great introduction to contemporary poets. 
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1009 n HHHHH

ANOTHER TIME
AUDEN, W H
9780571351152     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of this loved and admired collection of poems. ‘Another Time’ was the 
first volume that Auden published after his departure to America with Christopher Isherwood in January 
1939. It was dedicated to Chester Kallman. The poems, some of which date from the early thirties, are 
about people, places and the intellectual climate of the times, and they show greater variety of tone and 
technique than in any previous book of Auden’s. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series 
of ten titles celebrating Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1010 n HHHHH

ARIEL
PLATH, SYLVIA
9780571351169     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Plath’s best-known collection. The poems in ‘Ariel’, including many 
of Plath’s best-known such as ‘Lady Lazarus’, ‘Daddy’, ‘Edge’ and ‘Paralytic’, were all written between 
the publication in 1960 of Plath’s first book, ‘The Colossus’, and her death in 1963. This beautifully 
designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1011 n HHHHH

HAW LANTERN
HEANEY, SEAMUS
9780571352326     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of this deeply moving, meditative, understated collection from the Nobel 
Prize-winning poet. Widely praised on its first publication in 1987, ‘The Haw Lantern’ ventured into new 
imaginative territory with poems exploring the theme of loss - including the celebrated sonnet sequence 
concerning the death of the poet’s mother - joined by meditations on the conscience of the writer and 
exercises in an allegorical vein. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles 
celebrating Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1012 n HHHHH

HAWK IN THE RAIN
HUGHES, TED
9780571351176     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Hughes’s first and groundbreaking poetry collection. This multi-award 
winning collection has at its heart the mixture of beauty and violence in the natural world. Dedicated 
to Sylvia Plath, ‘The Hawk in the Rain’ is a stunning collection of poems on the themes of competition 
and the struggle for survival. Hughes would go on to become Britain’s Poet Laureate in 1984 until his 
death in 1998. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating Faber’s 
publishing over the decades. 

1013 n HHHHH

HIGH WINDOWS
LARKIN, PHILIP
9780571352319     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Larkin’s ‘perfectly-judged’ final poetry collection. This collection of 
poems shows, as does all his best work, his ability to adapt contemporary speech rhythms and everyday 
vocabulary to subtle metrical patterns and poetic forms. Many of the poems in the collection, which 
includes some of his best-known pieces (‘The Old Fools’, ‘This Be the Verse’, ‘The Explosion’, and the 
title poem) show the preoccupation with death and transience that is so typical of the poet. This beautifully 
designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1014 n HHHHH

LOOK WE HAVE COMING TO DOVER
NAGRA, DALJIT
9780571352340     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Nagra’s hugely successful and popular debut. Taking in its sights 
Matthew Arnold’s ‘land of dreams’, the collection explores the idealism and reality of a multicultural 
Britain with wit, intelligence and no small sense of mischief. Nagra, whose own parents came to 
England from the Punjab in the 1950s, conjures a jazzed hybrid language to tell stories of aspiration, 
assimilation, alienation and love. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles 
celebrating Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1015 n HHHHH

MARIANNE MOORE SELECTED POEMS
MOORE, MARIANNE
9780571351145     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Moore’s seminal collection. A reissue of the 1935 ‘Selected Poems’, 
which, with an Introduction by T S Eliot, brought Moore’s work to the attention of a wider public. This 
beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten key titles celebrating Faber’s publishing over 
the decades. 

1016 n HHHHH

OF MUTABILITY
SHAPCOTT, JO
9780571352357     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Shapcott’s Costa Prize-winning collection. Jo Shapcott’s award-
winning first three collections, gathered in ‘Her Book: Poems 1988-1998’, revealed her to be a writer of 
ingenuous, politically acute and provocative poetry, and rightly earned her a reputation as one of the 
most original and daring voices of her generation. In ‘Of Mutability’ Shapcott is found writing at her most 
memorable and bold. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating 
Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1017 n HHHHH

SERIOUS CONCERNS
COPE, WENDY
9780571352333     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of Cope’s bestselling collection of poems. Wendy Cope’s first book 
of poems and parodies, ‘Making Cocoa for Kingsley Amis’, went straight into the bestseller lists. Its 
successor, ‘Serious Concerns’ has proved even more popular, addressing such topics as ‘Bloody Men’, 
‘Men and Their Boring Arguments’, ‘Two Cures for Love’, ‘Kindness to Animals’ and ‘Tumps’ (Typically 
Useless Male Poets). This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating 
Faber’s publishing over the decades. 

1018 n HHHHH

WASTE LAND
ELIOT, T S
9780571351138     H     FABER & FABER 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
Faber 90th Anniversary edition of this modernist masterpiece. Published in 1922, ‘The Waste Land’ was 
the most revolutionary poem of its time, offering a devastating vision of modern civilisation between the 
two World Wars. This beautifully designed edition forms part of a series of ten titles celebrating Faber’s 
publishing over the decades. 

1019 n HHHH

TRUTH ABOUT MAGIC
ATTICUS
9781472267245     H     HEADLINE 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19
An adventure into the great unknown - finding ourselves, our purpose, and the simple joys of life. It’s 
about lavender fields, drinking white wine out of oak barrels in vineyards, laughing until you cry, dancing 
in wood barns with people you love until the sun comes up, eating food that makes you say, ‘wow’, 
making love on sandy beaches on the coast of Spain. A vibrant, transcendent journey into growth, it’s 
a book that will leave you smiling, energised and booking flights to far off beaches. The third collection 
of romantic and poignant poems from Atticus, the No.1 Instagram poet, bestselling author of ‘Love Her 
Wild’ and ‘The Dark Between Stars’. 

1020 n HHHH

POEMS FROM THE EDGE OF EXTINCTION
MCCABE, CHRIS
9781473692992     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Poems from the Edge of Extinction’ gathers together 50 poems in languages from around the world 
that have been identified as endangered, and offers a unique insight into the culture of these beautiful, 
vulnerable languages through the voices of their poets. With one of the world’s 7,000 languages 
disappearing every two weeks, and with them their poetic traditions, this anthology, with accompanying 
English translations and commentaries, aims to celebrate voices which may otherwise fall silent. 
It includes poems by both new and established poets, such as award-winning Joy Harjo in Native 
American Mvskoke (Creek) Nation, and Gearoid Mac Lochlainn in Irish Gaelic. 
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1021 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TELL ME THE TRUTH ABOUT 
LIFE
MATTHEWS, CARYS (ED)
9781789290998     H 
MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

A National Poetry Day Anthology. 100 Poems That Matter. Celebrating National Poetry Day’s 25th 
anniversary, this collection is an indispensable anthology which celebrates poetry’s power to tap into the 
truths that matter. Curated and introduced by Cerys Matthews, this collection draws on the wisdom of 
crowds: featuring poems nominated for their insight into truth by a range of ordinary and extraordinary 
people: from Britain’s first astronaut, Helen Sharman, to the driver of the number 19 bus, from sporting 
heroes and world-famous musicians to teachers, artists and politicians. 

1022 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SELECTED POEMS
RILEY, DENISE
9781529017120     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
‘Selected Poems’ brings together poems of Denise Riley from across her career and includes a 
selection from her acclaimed collection ‘Say Something Back’, which was shortlisted for the TS 
Eliot Prize, the Giller Prize and the Forward Prize for best collection and the Costa, plus some new, 
previously-uncollected poems. It is the most complete collection of her poetry, including everything she 
currently wishes to preserve. As a book it serves as testimony to her status as one of our most beloved 
and critically acclaimed poets, and an argument for her to be more widely read. 

1023 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DANCING BY THE LIGHT OF 
THE MOON
BRANDRETH, GYLES
9780241397923     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Following the recent success of the bestselling ‘Have You Eaten Grandma?’, Gyles Brandreth is back 
with his next love-letter to language. In his last book Gyles lamented the rise of emojis, the misuse of 
punctuation and the younger generation’s lack-lustre approach to language. In this stunning new book, 
Gyles celebrates the finest uses of English by handpicking the ultimate anthology and Great Britain’s 
best-loved poems. 

1024 n HHHHH

POETRY PHARMACY
SIEGHART, WILLIAM
9780141987576     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 25/09/19
Tried-and-True Prescriptions for the Heart, Mind and Soul. The hit self-help poetry anthology that 
won’t stop winning hearts and minds - now with 12 new poems. This pocket-sized book presents 
the most essential poems in William Sieghart’s dispensary: those which, again and again, have 
really shown themselves to work. Whether you are suffering from loneliness, lack of courage, 
heartbreak, hopelessness, or even from an excess of ego, there is something here to ease your pain. 
PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN SEPTEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

1025 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TELESCOPE
HELLER, MICHAEL
9781681374062     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
For over fifty years, Michael Heller has been building one of the most impressive bodies of work in 
contemporary American poetry. A poet who digs in and thinks hard, a poet who, in the tradition of 
George Oppen, makes the abstract concrete and the concrete abstract, Heller is a writer who returns 
again and again to his major themes, the better to rethink them anew. This new selection of his work, 
the first in many years, provides a perfect vantage from which to contemplate his achievement. 

1026 n HHHH

NOBODY
OSWALD, ALICE
9781787331969     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
This is a book-length poem - a collage of water-stories, taken mostly from the Odyssey - about a minor 
character, abandoned on a stony island. It is not a translation, though, but a close inspection of the sea 
that surrounds him. There are several voices in the poem but no proper names, although its presiding 
spirit is Proteus, the shape-shifting sea-god. We recognise other mythical characters - Helios, Icarus, 
Alcyone, Philoctetes, Calypso, Clytemnestra, Orpheus, Poseidon, Hermes - who drift in and out of the 
poem, surfacing briefly before disappearing. 

1027 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UP IN THE ATTIC
AYRES, PAM
9781529104936     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£18.99     Published 26/09/19

The brand new collection of verse from the nation’s favourite poet, Pam Ayres. Pam’s poems have 
enchanted readers and audiences for more than four decades, and her new collection will not 
disappoint! Full of the warmth and humour that her fans love her for, there is also a reflective, profound 
nature of her new writing that has brought whole audiences to tears - from complaints about trendy 
restaurant tableware in ‘Don’t Put My Dinner on the Slate!’ and a series of poems about the hell of long-
haul flying, to the poignant ‘Up in the Attic’, in which Pam is deluged in memories when on the search 
for an old document. 

PLAYS

1028 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOUR LITTLE GIRLS
PICASSO, PABLO
9781847498021     P     ALMA BOOKS LTD 
£5.99     Published 25/09/19
This surreal composition has been considered a forerunner to the theatre of the absurd of the 1950s, as 
exemplified by Beckett, Ionesco and Adamov. This volume also contains the accompanying illustrations 
by Picasso himself. In the 1940s, Picasso wrote two plays in French: the first, ‘Desire Caught by the 
Tail’, was conceived during the German occupation of Paris and features a cast of grotesque allegorical 
characters such as the Onion, Silence or Fat Anxiety discussing the crucial wartime themes of hunger, 
cold and love; the second, ‘The Four Little Girls’, came about a few years after the end of the war, on 
the French Riviera. 
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LITERARY CRITICISM

1029 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MONSTER SHE WROTE
KROGER, LISA
9781683691389     H 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£15.99     Published 17/09/19

Everyone knows about Mary Shelley, creator of Frankenstein; but have you heard of Margaret 
Cavendish, who wrote a science-fiction epic 150 years earlier? Have you read the psychological 
hauntings of Violet Paget, who was openly involved in long-term romantic relationships with women in 
the Victorian era? Or the stories of Gertrude Barrows Bennett, whose writing influenced H.P. Lovecraft? 
‘Monster, She Wrote’ shares the stories of women past and present who invented horror, speculative, 
and weird fiction and made it great. And each profile includes a curated reading list so you can seek out 
the spine-chilling tales that interest you the most. 

1030 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
100 GREATEST LITERARY CHARACTERS
PLATH, JAMES ET AL
9781538103753     H     ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£29.95     Published 15/09/19
This book identifies 100 of the most intriguing characters from some of the most well-known novels 
published over several centuries, from Hester Prynne and Harry Potter to Jay Gatsby and T S Garp. 
The book profiles these memorable characters and details their significance both at the time they were 
created and today. 

CREATIVE WRITING

1031 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WRITERS CREATIVE WORKBOOK
KENWARD, JOY
9781782408901     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 24/09/19
This is a practical and insightful guide into the joyful craft of mindful writing. Focusing on the 
transformative process of writing and conscious creativity, this beautifully illustrated part-manual, 
part-journal explores the holistic value of writing for writing’s sake. The author invites story-tellers, 
poets, travel-writers, journalists and letter-writers - in fact anyone curious about the ancient wisdom of 
mindfulness and its relevance to the modern creative voice - to embrace affirmations, meditations and 
Buddhist wisdom. With practical exercises and astute notes on dissolving creative block, planning, time, 
and caring for your words. 

MEDICAL & NURSING

1032 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AIR AMBULANCE ALL MODELS
HAYNES OPERATIONS MANUALS
9781785212062     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£22.99     Published Sep 2019

An insight into the role and operation of helicopter air ambulances in the UK. A unique insight into the UK air-
ambulance service, with the aim of raising awareness of the remarkable work carried out by the services, and the 
effort required behind the scenes to ensure the successful, safe and efficient operation of helicopters and crew 
around the country. Written with the cooperation of Haynes’ local air ambulance service - Dorset and Somerset Air 
Ambulance - a donation from each copy sold will be made to the national Association of Air Ambulances charity. 

1033 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
PATIENT REVOLUTION
GILBERT, DAVID
9781785925382     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

How We Can Heal the Healthcare System. In this refreshingly positive and remarkable book, David 
Gilbert shares the powerful real-life stories of ‘patient leaders’ - ordinary people affected by life-changing 
illnesses, disabilities, or conditions, who have all gone back into the fray to help change the healthcare 
system in necessary and inspiring ways... These moving and courageous stories aim to motivate others to 
take back control and showcase the pivotal importance of patients as genuine decision-making leaders. 

1034 n HHH	 25% Pre Publication Discount
MEDICAL STATISTICS FROM SCRATCH
BOWERS, DAVID
9781119523888     P     WILEY 
£36.00     Published 13/09/19
An Introduction for Health Professionals. ‘Medical Statistics from Scratch’ is the bestselling, user-
friendly introduction and guide to medical statistics and on how best to organize, analyze and present 
sample data. 4th edition. 

PSYCHOLOGY & PSYCHIATRY

1035 n HHHHH

WHATS YOUR TYPE
EMRE, MERVE
9780008201418     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The Strange History of Myers-Briggs and the Birth of Personality Testing. An unprecedented history of the 
personality test that has achieved cult-like devotion, devised a century ago by a mother and daughter - a 
pair of homemakers - and found today in boardrooms, classrooms, and beyond. Drawing from original 
reporting and never-before-published documents, this book examines nothing less than the definition of 
the self - our attempts to grasp, categorise and quantify our personalities. Surprising and absorbing, the 
book, like the test at its heart, considers the timeless question: What makes you you? 
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1036 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BOOK OF AUTISM 
FAQS
HARTMAN, DAVIDA
9781785924491     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

How to Talk with Your Child About Their Diagnosis and Other Conversations. Not telling children about 
their autism diagnosis can have a significant negative impact on their mental health; by equipping 
parents with a language of positivity around autism, the book will make a difference to many children on 
the spectrum. It advises on how and when to talk to autistic children with both high and low care needs, 
and provides guidance on supporting children’s relationships with peers at school, as well as how to 
broach the conversation with the child’s siblings. 

1037 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TALKING TO STRANGERS
GLADWELL, MALCOLM
9780241351567     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19

What We Should Know About the People We Don’t Know. In July 2015, a young black woman named 
Sandra Bland was pulled over for a minor traffic violation in rural Texas. Minutes later she was arrested 
and jailed. Three days later, she committed suicide in her cell. What went wrong? ‘Talking to Strangers’ 
is all about what happens when we encounter people we don’t know, why it often goes awry, and what 
it says about us. Through a series of puzzles, encounters and misunderstandings, from little-known 
stories to infamous legal cases, Gladwell takes us on a journey through the unexpected. 

1038 n HHHH

WHY DO I FEEL LIKE AN IMPOSTER
MANN, SANDI
9781786782182     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
How to Understand and Cope with Imposter Syndrome. Many of us share a shameful little secret: 
deep down we feel like complete frauds and are convinced that our accomplishments are the result of 
luck rather than skill. This is a psychological phenomenon known as ‘Imposter Syndrome’. This book 
examines the reasons why up to 70% of us are developing this syndrome - and what we can do about 
it. 

1039 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WANDERING SOULS
NATHAN, TOBIE
9781509534968     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 27/09/19
Tobie Nathan is a leading proponent of ethnopsychiatry - a blend of anthropology and clinical 
psychology - and he established the first ethnopsychiatric clinic in France in 1979. In September 2014 
the French government entrusted Tobie Nathan with the task of counselling radicalized young people 
who had been drawn to jihadism. In this book he recounts his experiences of some of the young people 
he met and counselled. 

HEALTH & FITNESS

1040 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COMPLETE MASSAGE
PLUM, VICTORIA
9780241373477     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Interested in practising massage at home or considering taking a course? Let this book be your guide on 
everything from effleurage to epineuria. Annotated anatomy and physiology illustrations show you how 
different levels of pressure work the muscles, and the profound effect massage can have on the nervous 
system and on cardio and lymphatic health. Learn how to prepare physically and mentally, and get the 
lowdown on oils and massage beds, diffusers and candles. And if you’re receiving a massage, find out why 
drinking water before and after is important and how focusing on breathing enhances muscle relaxation. 

1041 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MENOPAUSE
NEWSON, LOUISE R
9781785216428     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

All you need to know in one concise manual. This new Concise Manual takes a straightforward look 
at menopause. What is it? When does it occur? What can be expected? How can it be managed? Dr 
Louise Newson is a well-known specialist in menopause and saw the need for a fact-based manual for 
women and their families. 

1042 n HHHH

COMPLETE GUIDE TO YIN YOGA
CLARK, BERNIE
9780968766583     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
The Philosophy and Practice of Yin Yoga. This second edition of this bestselling book provides an 
in-depth look at the philosophy and practice of Yin Yoga with illustrated sections on how to practise it, 
including detailed descriptions and photographs of over 30 Yin Yoga asanas. This is an updated version 
of the book that has become the go-to resource for Yin Yoga teachers all over the world and has been 
required reading in many teacher-training programs. 

1043 n HHHH

CHEMOTHERAPY
MIL, JOSE VAN
9780857837523     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19
Healthy Eating During Chemotherapy contains more than 100 recipes that have been devised by a 
chef and based on nutritional advice. This much-needed cookbook contains more than 100 recipes 
that have been created to excite the palate without over-stimulating it, together with helpful advice and 
information. Packed with practical tips and a Good Food List, it’s not only an easy, flexible, appetising 
guide but also a source of inspiration for both patient and carer alike. 

1044 n HHHH

DEMENTIA
RAYMAN, M ET AL
9780857837530     P     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published 03/09/19
Healthy Eating to Reduce The Risk of Dementia: 100 Fantastic Recipes Based on Extensive, In-Depth 
Research. Dementia affects nearly 47 million people worldwide, with 7.7 million new cases every 
year, and it has a dramatic and devastating impact on sufferers and their families. There is evidence, 
however, that a healthy lifestyle, especially in mid-life, can help to reduce the risk of developing 
dementia. In this much-needed book, Margaret Rayman and her team of nutritional experts lay down 
some clear and effective guidelines, based on original research, to show you how to adapt your diet 
and lifestyle to help protect you against this disease. 
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1045 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUT HEALTH DOCTOR
ROSSI, MEGAN
9780241355084     P 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

An easy-to-digest guide to health from the inside out. Drawing from the latest scientific research, Dr 
Rossi shows us how understanding your gut can help with successful weight management, improved 
mood and fitness levels, healthier skin and boosted immunity. Busting myths around good gut health 
and even offering advice on how to check your poo, Dr Rossi shows how sleeping, relaxing and 
exercising will have a surprising impact on your gut health, offering easy hacks to super-charge your 
digestive health and beat the bloat. Packed with delicious gut-boosting meal ideas. 

1046 n HHHH

HOW TO WIN AT YOGA
VEDA, MARCUS
9781785042478     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Nail the hardest poses and find your selfie. Written by two leading yoga teachers at the heart of the 
London yoga scene, this is a witty, playful, full-colour guide for a new generation of Instagram yogis. 
From sunset splits to backbends in Bali, packed with drills for strength and flexibility and tips for 
costume and hair, ‘How to Win at Yoga’ makes those apparently impossible yoga poses possible, and 
look great on the ‘gram’. 

1047 n HHHH

CANCER SYMPTOMS THE MINDFUL WAY
REZEK, CHERYL
9781847094230     P     SHELDON PRESS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
We all know that there can be difficult situations in life, whether physical or psychological. Reading 
through this book will introduce the concept of mindfulness and how it can be applied to control your 
thoughts and emotions in a more balanced, accepting way. A summary of the history of mindfulness 
will be presented, as well as research that has been published on how mindfulness can specifically 
aid people in easing cancer symptoms. Throughout the book there are practices for you to use and 
assistance with doing these practices through a step-by-step guide to each one. 

1048 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ART OF HEALTHY LIVING
KELLY, DENISE
9780857088116     P 
WILEY 
£12.99     Published 20/09/19

How Good Nutrition and Improved Wellbeing Leads to Increased Productivity, Vitality and Happiness. 
‘The Art of Healthy Living’ will highlight how every aspect of your life can improve with the correct food, 
fitness, and emotional support, all making you smarter, more productive and more motivated in both 
your personal and professional life. This book explains how to make simple changes to your lifestyle 
and diet, to get the results you want. 

1049 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FITBIT FOR DUMMIES
MCFEDRIES, PAUL
9781119592310     P 
WILEY(DUMMIES) 
£17.99     Published 13/09/19

From Fitbit features to the Fitbit app to the social features of Fitbit.com, this approachable book covers 
everything you need to know to get the most out of your Fitbit wristband or watch. Whether you’re a 
fitness newcomer, a regular walker, or a long-time exerciser, your Fitbit is a powerful device that can tell 
you much more than how many steps you take each day. This book offers easy-to-follow, step-by-step 
instructions for tracking all that data and getting the most out of your Fitbit investment. 

PREGNANCY AND CHILDCARE

1050 n HHHHH

MAN VS TODDLER
COYNE, MATT
9781472245038     P     HEADLINE 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
In the follow-up to the critically acclaimed Sunday Times bestseller ‘Dummy’ comes ‘Man vs Toddler’ 
- the story of what happens when your little one is transformed from an innocent bundle of joy into 
a creature that walks, talks... and craps in a plastic bucket in the middle of your living room. ‘Man vs 
Toddler’ exposes the lie that when it comes to parenting ‘it gets easier’. But is it just as foul-mouthed 
and heart-warming as Matt’s first book, and will have you laughing and crying with recognition as he 
shares his observations and advice on everything from tantrums to the horrors of soft-play. 

1051 n HHHH

HOW TO STOP LOSING YOUR SH*T WITH/KIDS
NAUMBURG, CARLA
9781473686922     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
‘How to Stop Losing Your Sh*t with Your Kids’: Effective strategies for stressed out parents. You scream, 
you shout, you snap at them. You’re cranky and irritable more often than you’d like to admit. You know 
how you want to parent; you want to be a calmer, more rational and intentional parent, but no matter how 
hard you try, you can’t help it. You keep losing your shit. Just remember: YOU ARE NOT A BAD PARENT. 

1052 n HHHH

OTHER MOTHER
BRISTER, JEN
9781910931967     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Perfect mother? Tiger mother? Natural mother? Or other mother? A wickedly honest parenting tale for 
every kind of family. This is a book for any parent who feels they don’t fit the mould of a traditional 2.4 
family. Stand-up comedian Jen Brister takes a very funny, very honest look at life as a parent to her 
young twin boys: from IVF awfulness to crying over the pages of sleep training manuals. As ‘the other 
mother’ she has the perfect vantage point for us to laugh and cry alongside her. 

1053 n HHHH

UNMUMSY MUM A-Z
UNMUMSY MUM
9781787632172     H     TRANSWORLD 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
An Inexpert Guide to Parenting. From bestselling author and massively popular blogger The Unmumsy 
Mum comes this hilarious, irreverent and searingly candid compendium of parenting experiences. With 
entries including D is for Desperation, F is for Fish Fingers, S is for Supermum and V is for Vagina, 
it’s safe to say this is not your average A-Z. This book won’t tell you what sort of parent your should 
(or shouldn’t) be; instead, it offers a refreshingly honest account of what being a mum to three young 
children is really like and the surprising lessons that have been learned along the way. 
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1054 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY FIRST PREGNANCY
GIRLING, JOANNA
9781910336564     P 
WHITE LADDER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 09/09/19

Your complete guide to a healthy, happy pregnancy. This comprehensive pregnancy guide offers 
support and reassuring advice for the first-time mum-to-be. Written by a team of medical professionals, 
it includes important changes to official guidelines and up-to-date information so you can have a 
safe and enjoyable pregnancy. From coping with morning sickness to preparing for labour, ‘My First 
Pregnancy’ offers guidance throughout it all. 

SPECIAL DIETS & SLIMMING

1055 n HHHH

PIXIES PLATES
TURNER, PIXIE
9781789541076     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£10.00     Published 12/09/19
In her first book ‘The Wellness Rebel’, Pixie Turner explored the aftermath of the ever-expanding 
‘wellness industry’, busting diet myths and explaining how we can understand evidence-based basics of 
nutrition and enjoy eating well. This abridged giftable version of ‘The Wellness Rebel’ is her collection of 
70 delicious recipes and beautiful photos in a handy paperback format, updated with a new introduction 
from Pixie. 

1056 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHOLE FOOD COOKING 
EVERY DAY
CHAPLIN, AMY
9781579658021     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£30.00     Published 01/09/19

Transform the Way You Eat with 250 Vegetarian Recipes Free of Gluten, Dairy, and Refined Sugar. 
In the follow-up to her acclaimed IACP Award and James Beard Award-winning cookbook, chef Amy 
Chaplin has written an indispensable whole food cooking bible to share her strategies, key recipes, and 
techniques for eating well day in and day out without getting bored. 

SEX & SEXUALITY

1057 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
BEHIND CLOSED DOORS SEX 
EDUCTN TRANSFORM
FIENNES, NATALIE
9780745338736     P 
PLUTO PRESS 
£9.99     Published 20/09/19

Sex Education Transformed. One thing we know for certain is that sex is personal: perhaps the most 
intimate thing of all. But sex is also shaped by a complicated web of cultural, social and political forces 
outside of ourselves. Fear-mongering, moral panic and outdated attitudes pervail, but if #MeToo has 
taught us anything, it’s how dangerous it is to keep conversations about sex hidden from view. ‘Behind 
Closed Doors’ invests in a radical, inclusive and honest sex education, taking us beyond learning about 
the ‘birds and the bees’, to identifying inequality that stands in the way of sexual freedom. 

MIND BODY & SPIRIT

1058 n HHHH

TAPPING SOLUTION/CREATE LASTING CHANGE
ORTNER, JESSICA
9781401953706     P     HAY HOUSE 
£13.99     Published 03/09/19
Why do we fear the unknown so intensely that we’re willing to shy away from our deepest desires and 
settle for playing small? Why do we get enthused when we first start something, only to burn out the 
moment things feel challenging? And why, even when we get the outcomes we desire, do we often 
struggle to sustain them and instead slip back into old, self-sabotaging patterns? In ‘The Tapping 
Solution to Create Lasting Change’, New York Times best-selling author Jessica Ortner shares the 
lessons she’s learned about what it feels like to flow through change and how to bring about real 
transformation in ways that are both authentic and empowering. 

1059 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPER ATTRACTOR
BERNSTEIN, GABRIELLE
9781401957162     H 
HAY HOUSE 
£19.99     Published 24/09/19

Are you ready to take your spiritual practice to the next level and manifest love and joy like you’ve never 
experienced before? When we connect to the non-physical presence beyond our visible sight, true 
miracles happen. ‘Super Attractor’ is a manifesto for making that connection and marrying your spiritual 
life with your day-to-day experience. It teaches us how to co-create the life we want, that attracting is 
fun and that we don’t have to work as hard to get what we want. Most importantly, it shows us that when 
we connect to our intuitive powers, we become a force of love in the world. 
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1060 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPER ATTRACTOR JOURNAL
BERNSTEIN, GABRIELLE
9781401957810     H 
HAY HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 24/09/19

After the huge success of Gabrielle Bernstein’s ‘The Universe Has Your Back Journal’, Gabby’s fans 
are asking for more ways to put her teachings into practice. ‘The Super Attractor Journal’ gives readers 
the practical tools they need - including 8 interactive lessons - to practise the powerful techniques from 
the upcoming ‘Super Attractor’ book and activate their own Super Attractor abilities through journalling. 
Using the journal, readers will deepen their connection to their inner  spiritual force (their Super 
Attractor abilities), get into the flow of the Universe and feel empowered to manifest a life filled with 
purpose, happiness, abundance and peace. 

1061 n HHHH

PRAJNA
MANEK, MIRA
9781472267702     H     HEADLINE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Ayurvedic Rituals For Happiness. Prajna is the Sanskrit word for wisdom. Ayurveda is one of the world’s 
oldest healing systems, rooted in the principle of a mind-body-spirit connection. Ayurveda comes from 
the Sanskrit words ‘ayur’ and ‘veda’, respectively ‘life’ and ‘knowledge’. This book dips into this ancient 
knowledge base, extracts the essence of this Indian philosophy and revives a wealth of timeless rituals 
to effect positive change in our lives. In India, from the prayers and chanting of mantras to daily yoga 
and breathing exercises, these rituals are an intrinsic part of everyday existence. 

1062 n HHHH

DAILY CALM
O’MORAIN, PADRAIG
9781529313000     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
100 Daily Reminders to Help You Build the Mindfulness Habit. Build a positive meditation habit with 
‘Daily Calm’, a mindfulness reminder - a sort of ‘thought of the day’ - that mindfulness expert Padraig 
O’Morain sends out to his 15,000 subscribers every morning, and has done for the last 5 years. 
Following on from the success of this, Padraig has compiled 100 brand new bells and exercises into 
‘Daily Calm’. By picking up the book and dipping into the short exercises, you will learn to integrate 
mindfulness into your life and build up a regular mindfulness habit. 

1063 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BUSINESS CASUAL YOGI
CHATTERJI, VISH
9781683836872     P     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£11.99     Published 10/09/19
Take Charge of Your Body, Mind, and Career. This practical guidebook provides accessible methods to 
leverage the yoga tradition as a tool to unlock one’s fullest creativity, leadership potential, and overall 
well-being. Filled with physical and mental exercises, personalized guides for diet and lifestyle, and 
tools such as meditation and breathing exercises, ‘The Business Casual Yogi’s’ simple framework will 
help you attain greater happiness, balance, and success. 

1064 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ILLUSTRATED BESTIARY 
BOOK & CARDS
TOLL, MAIA
9781635862126     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£15.99     Published 17/09/19

Guidance and Rituals from 36 Spirited Animals. From the bestselling author of ‘The Illustrated Herbiary’ 
comes a lushly illustrated guide to the symbolism of the animal kingdom, with beguiling profiles of 36 
mammals, birds, reptiles, and insects, along with oracle cards, rituals, and reflections to shape readers’ 
meditations. 

1065 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ART OF REMEMBERING
WIKING, MEIK
9780241376058     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

How to Create and Remember Happy Moments. Every year, we are given a fixed number of days. 
Some days pass us by without leaving a trace and some days we remember forever. Combining 
research on happiness and mnemonics (learning techniques that aids memory retention or retrieval) 
Meik Wiking explores how peak experiences are made, stored and remembered. Using data and 
diaries, interviews, global surveys and studies and conducting real-life behavioural science and 
happiness experiments, the Happiness Research Institute will answer how we can we create perfect 
moments. Moments that will go down in history. Moments that will shape who we are. 

1066 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DRAGON MAGICK
CONWAY, D J
9780738759531     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 01/09/19
Discover how to work magic with the mighty dragon clans in this powerful book from bestselling author 
and dragon expert, D J Conway. Perfect for beginners and experienced dragon handlers alike, this 
book first covers the basics of dragons and magic, and then provides detailed information about the 
thirty-three clans. Explore each dragon’s colouring, eye differences, claw, wing, and scale shape, and 
personality. Learn about the clans’ different communication styles and how they approach honour, 
respect, and more. This marvellous book opens the doors to the world of dragons and allows you to 
soar with them to new heights of magic. 

1067 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIND YOUR MANTRA
GUNAR, AYSEL
9781631066221     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Find Your Mantra’ is a beautiful book filled with 180 uplifting messages promoting a lifestyle of 
optimism, positivity, and mindfulness. Read the book every day as your daily reminder, affirmation, and 
inspiration. Whether your focus is peace, love, happiness, strength, or your journey - you’ll find the 
perfect mantra for every day of your life. By reading these affirmations - one a day, several at a time, or 
just by opening the book at random - you’re taking the first step toward building a more rewarding life. 
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1068 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NATURE TONIC
KWANT, JOCELYN DE
9781782407867     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
A Year in My Mindful Life. ‘Nature Tonic’ is a beautiful, mindful workbook to cherish. It encourages us 
to connect with nature and grow our own meditative awareness every day. Exploring meaningful ways 
we can all experience and appreciate the natural world, this precious guide helps us to notice and note 
nature’s enchanting wonders, focus on the seasons, and experience simply being in nature. Practical 
prompts entwine with lengthier meditative notes on the joy of journaling sensory nature, the zen of 
forest bathing, the simple pleasures of botanical drawing, and ways to reconnect our souls with the soil. 

1069 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEEKING SLOW
BARNES, MELANIE
9781631066306     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 24/09/19
‘Seeking Slow’ provides you with the tools you need to slow down and reconnect with the harmonious 
rhythm of daily life, the gentle pace of nature, and, most importantly, yourself. If daily life feels like a 
relentless onslaught, it’s time to discover the beauty of slow living. Being fully present and embracing 
what you have is key; whether that means getting outdoors for a walk with family, learning to meditate, 
taking up a new craft, reading a book, or simply taking a long deep  breath during the umpteenth load 
of laundry. 

1070 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIND YOUR GLOW FEED YOUR SOUL
SILVA, EMILY
9781631066412     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Find Your Glow, Feed Your Soul’ is an alphabet guide to cultivating peace and purpose into your 
everyday life. We could all use a little more inner glow. So many of us let fear and self-doubt dictate our 
lives in big and small ways - keeping us from making a new friend or preventing us from going back to 
school or feeling happy or simply being our best selves. With ‘Find Your Glow, Feed Your Soul’, you can 
easily learn to practise mindfulness and incorporate positivity into your  everyday life. You’ll find words 
of encouragement whenever you need them in this beautiful little nightstand book. 

1071 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINDFUL THOUGHTS FOR MAKERS
BECK, ELLIE
9781782408833     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Mindful Thoughts for Makers’ is a lovingly-crafted little book celebrating the meditative beauty and 
nature of making. In it, Ellie Beck reveals why creating with our hands is uplifting, rewarding and 
soothing for the mind, body, and soul. Honouring rituals, noticing the internal quiet, creating time, and 
finding your flow are all explored in this charmingly-illustrated collection of reflections. The importance 
of making mistakes, respecting your creativity, appreciating dirty hands, and noticing the mundane 
moments, together form a meaningful tool every maker will cherish. 

1072 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINDFUL TRAVELLING
SAMUEL, SARAH
9781782409298     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Mindful Travelling’ explores why broadening our horizons is good for the heart and soul! Sarah 
Samuel shines light on why travelling offers the glorious opportunity to learn more about who we really 
are - outside of our daily routine and conditioned self. By embracing the sense of freedom of leaving 
everyday life and material possessions; facing fears and opening to trust; to setting intentions and 
connecting with our own wildness, she reveals how travelling and mindfulness are natural companions. 
Through personal anecdotes and meditative insights, discover how to bring the joys of mindful travelling 
back home. 

1073 n HHHHH

UNWIND YOUR MIND
RED, EMMA WHISPERS
9781846046230     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
The Life-changing Power of ASMR. The online phenomenon taking over the world, Autonomous 
Sensory Meridian Response is a form of sound healing often described as ‘brain tingles’. With 
psychological benefits similar to mindfulness and meditation, it can make you feel sleepy, relaxed and 
totally present in the moment. ‘Unwind Your Mind’ reveals how you too can use its quiet power to find 
calm in a busy world. 

1074 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COURSE IN MEDITATION
OSHO
9781984825964     P     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
A 21-day experiential course designed to give readers a taste of meditation as it was taught by the 
contemporary mystic Osho. Presented in easy-to-understand language and an easy-to-navigate format, 
‘A Course in Meditation’ includes a 21-day program for applying meditation and mindfulness to release 
the tensions and stress of the body and mind in order to relax into an experience of still and silent 
awareness. Each day of the program introduces a different aspect of meditative living with a simple, 
practical meditation and awareness exercise related to the subject of the day. 

1075 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DRAW BREATH
GRANGER, TOM
9781787830332     H 
SUMMERSDALE 
£14.99     Published 12/09/19

If yoga and doodling had a baby, this book would be it. Explore your breath mindfully through a series 
of simple, relaxing and creative drawing exercises in this meditative and gorgeously illustrated book. 
You don’t need to be good at drawing; you don’t need to be a yogi, or an expert at meditation; you don’t 
need anything but a pencil, and your breath. Combining the hot-trend topics of health, mindfulness 
and yoga along with adult creativity and colouring books, this is the perfect book to help you make 
breathtaking art. 

1076 n HHHH

WHAT THE DEAD ARE DYING TO TEACH US
BOARD, CLAIRE
9781786782045     P     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
Lessons Learned from the Afterlife. A fresh and thoroughly modern take on Afterlife communication. 
Claire Broad is known as the Honest Medium, in ‘What the Dead are Trying to Teach’ Claire shares 
invaluable insights into life after death gained through her own experience, whilst also drawing on the 
most up-to-date scientific studies on consciousness. 

1077 n HHHH

WHEN PLANTS DREAM
PINCHBECK, DANIEL
9781786780799     H     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19
Ayahuasca, Amazonian Shamanism and the Global Psychedelic Renaissance: How Ayahuasca is 
Changing the World. A powerful tool for transformation, Ayahuasca is a psychoactive tea that has a long 
history of ritual use among indigenous groups of the Upper Amazon, and more and more Westerners 
are flocking to drink it in a quest for greater self-knowledge, healing and a reconnection with the natural 
world. This formerly esoteric, little-known ‘brew’ is now a growth industry. But why? This is a return to 
Daniel Pinchbeck’s heartland, picking up where his groundbreaking book ‘Breaking Open the Head’ left 
off. 
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1078 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CAR MISCELLANY
HEPTINSTALL, SIMON
9780749581848     H     AA PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
A collection of entertaining trivia about our favourite mode of transport. Fascinating facts for motoring 
buffs. Car books often take themselves too seriously or are about hugely expensive models that most 
people can only aspire to. This new title includes all types of cars (modern, classic, road, race, real 
and imaginary), as well as engines and all things automotive. The lists, infographics and nuggets of 
information will appeal to those who love cars or who just enjoy brilliant pieces of trivia. And because 
the book’s arranged in fun, bite-sized pieces, you can devour it in one sitting or dip in and out of it, as 
the mood takes you. 

1079 n HHH

SETTLE CARLISLE RAILWAY
SALVESON, PAUL
9781785006371     P 
CROWOOD PRESS 
£24.00     Published 23/09/19

A comprehensive history of the Settle to Carlisle railway line - one of the world’s great rail journeys. This 
book gives details of constructing the 72-mile railway, seventeen viaducts and fourteen tunnels through 
some of the most wild and inhospitable terrain in England. It also describes the people who worked the 
line, past and present, the locomotives and disasters that befell the railway, the threat of closure in the 
mid-1980s and the campaign to save it, and finally, the line today and its future. 

1080 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FIRST GEAR
RAY, KEITH
9780750988162     P 
THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Myth-Busting Motoring Milestones. What was the very first real ‘automobile’? And what actually 
constitutes an automobile anyway? Such questions are not easy to answer but Keith Ray has 
embraced the challenge and compiled a myth-busting book packed with fascinating facts. Ranging 
from the ‘firsts’ in motoring technology, he not only reveals what happened first but joyfully rights 
historic wrongs along the way. The V8 engine did not originate in America, as most people believe, 
and Rudolph Diesel certainly didn’t invent the diesel engine. This is the perfect gift for any motoring 
enthusiast. PREV ANNOUNCED MARCH 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

1081 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MALLARD
HALE, DON
9780750991513     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£16.99     Published 02/09/19
The smooth outline of streamlined A4 Pacific locomotive Mallard is instantly recognisable, an icon of 
railway history resplendent in blue. Famously reaching a top speed of 126mph on 3rd July 1938 on the 
East Coast main line, this world record for steam locomotives still stands today. Don Hale tells the full 
story of how the record was broken, from the rivalry of the nineteenth-century London-Scotland speed 
race, to similarities in Mallard’s futuristic design to the Bugatti car, and the influence of Germany’s 
nascent Third Reich in propelling the train into an instrument of national prestige. 

1082 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHIPS OF SPLENDOUR
MILLER, WILLIAM H
9780750991469     H     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£25.00     Published 01/09/19
This beautiful, full colour book presents a review of passenger ships from the 1940s through to the 
1960s and the onset of the jet age. The fleet includes varied representatives: the great Cunarders, the 
United States, France & Michelangelo from the North Atlantic, but many others as well - ships such as 
the Southern Cross, Windsor Castle, Canberra & Oriana. Other, smaller liners also appear, ships such 
as the Aureol, Batory, Guglielmo Marconi, Hanseatic, Queen of Bermuda & Willem Ruys, complete with 
notes, historic facts and anecdotes, about these ships, all broken up by decade. 

1083 n HHHH

GQ DRIVES
HENDERSON, PAUL
9781784725990     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
A Stylish Guide to the Greatest Cars Ever Made. From the magazine synonymous with style comes 
the ultimate guide to the greatest cars the world has ever seen. From classics of the 1950s to the very 
latest machines, featuring sultry Italian supercars, classic British engineering, pure American muscle 
and much more besides, ‘GQ Drives’ is an indispensable handbook of automotive excellence. 

1084 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONDONS UNDERGROUND
GREEN, OLIVER
9780711240131     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£35.00     Published 17/09/19

The Story of the Tube. It is impossible to imagine London without the Tube: the beating heart of the 
city, the Underground shuttles over a billion passengers each year below its busy streets and across 
its leafy suburbs. In this major work published in association with Transport for London, Tube expert 
Oliver Green traces the history of the Underground, following its troubles and triumphs, its wartime and 
peacetime work, and the essential part it has played in shaping London’s economy, geography, tourism 
and identity. 

MILITARY & WAR NON FICTION

1085 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLD WAR II MAP BY MAP
SNOW, PETER
9780241358719     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
In this stunning visual history book, purpose-made maps tell the story of the Second World War from 
the rise of the Axis powers to the dropping of the atom bomb on Hiroshima and Nagasaki and beyond. 
Each map is rich with detail and graphics, helping you to chart the progress of key events of World War 
II on land, sea, and air, such as the Dunkirk evacuation, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the D-Day landings, 
and the siege of Stalingrad. As well as purpose-made maps, historical maps from both Allied and Axis 
countries offer unique insights into the events. 
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1086 n HHH

BEAUFIGHTER BOYS
PITCHFORK, GRAHAM
9781911621447     H 
GRUB STREET 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

True Tales from Those Who Flew the ‘Whispering Death’. A departure from the Cold War for the 
Boys series! Researched many years ago by the author for a project which did not come to fruition, 
Beaufighter air and ground crew gave freely of their stories which ranged from complete memoirs to 
brief anecdotes. And there were a plethora of original photographs for him to choose from. Graham 
Pitchfork has built on these reminiscences to trace the roles of Beaufighter squadrons spread across all 
the theatres of World War Two operations. 

1087 n HHHH

HERCULES BOYS
SMITH, CHRIS
9781911621454     H 
GRUB STREET 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

True Stories by the Air and Ground Crews of the RAF’s Lynchpin Since 1967. The Lockheed Hercules 
C-130 with its unflattering nicknames such as ‘Fat Albert’ and ‘Roman Nose’ has proven to be one of 
the most remarkable aircraft in the RAF... ‘Hercules Boys’ contains a fascinating collection of first-hand 
and highly entertaining accounts by the ground and air crews themselves who adapted to everything 
that the elements, enemy and ‘airships’ in Whitehall threw at them. A must have for any military aviation 
devotee. 

1088 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHASTISE
HASTINGS, MAX
9780008280529     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

The Dambusters Story, 1943. Operation Chastise, the destruction of the Mohne and Eder dams in 
north-west Germany by the RAF’s 617 Squadron on the night of 16/17 May 1943, was an epic that has 
passed into British legend. Here once again is a dramatic retake on familiar history by a master of the 
art. Max Hastings sets the Dams Raid in the big picture of the bomber offensive and of the Second 
World War, with moving portraits of the young airmen, so many of whom died; of Barnes Wallis; the 
monstrous Harris; the tragic Guy Gibson, together with superb narrative of the action of one of the most 
extraordinary episodes in British history. 

1089 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ARNHEM NINE DAYS OF BATTLE
BROWN, CHRIS
9780750992206     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£14.99     Published 02/09/19
This paperback edition is timed for September 2019, the 75th anniversary of the Battle of Arnhem. 
Drawing extensively on eye-witness experience and unit diaries, and providing a detailed tactical and 
technical analysis of the arms, equipment and practices of the day, ‘Arnhem: Nine Days of Battle’ 
provides a fascinating day-on-day account of one of the most iconic actions of the Second World War. 
Supported by battle maps, timelines and troop diagrams as well as touring guides, this is the perfect 
companion for the armchair historian or the intrepid battlefield traveller. 

1090 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BURMA 1942
TANNER, RALPH
9780750992367     P     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019
Memories of a Retreat: The Diary of Ralph Tanner, KOYLI. In December 1941 a Japanese battalion 
crossed the Burma-Siam border and seized Victoria Point, heralding the invasion of Burma. The first 
air raids on Rangoon were opposed by only two fighter squadrons. What followed was a fighting retreat 
as the British forces sturggled to the Indian border, harried by an experienced Japanese force. ‘Burma 
1942’ is a unique assessment of this disastrous episode in British military history, taken in part from the 
diary and maps kept by Ralph Tanner, who served with 2nd Battalion The King’s Own Yorkshire Light 
Infantry during the retreat. 

1091 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DONT LET THEM BAG THE NINES
WILLIAMS, F
9780750991315     H     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.99     Published 02/09/19
The extraordinary First World War account of pilot Captain Eric Williams’ bombing and reconnaissance 
raids over Germany. Gripping and immediate, Williams’ vivid descriptions of his raids over the German 
Rhinelands and Schwartzwald at the helm of his DH4 place the reader right in the air with him, relaying 
the thoughts running through his mind in real time as events unfolded around him. The account begins 
when the test pilot was stationed with 55 Squadron in Nancy in early 1918, and ends when he is sent 
home to England, with a Croix de Guerre and a DFC to his name - as fate would have it just as his 
dearest friend was killed in action. 

1092 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ATLAS OF THE BLITZKRIEG 
1939-41
KIRCHUBEL, ROBERT
9781472834997     H 
OSPREY 
£45.00     Published 19/09/19

Coinciding with the 80th anniversary of the outbreak of World War II, this stunning, slip-cased collection 
of cartography offers a detailed insight into the German Blitzkrieg that overran Europe in the early years 
of the war. Featuring 107 detailed maps, this impressive atlas shows, in intricate detail, the fighting and 
physical challenges faced by the German attackers and Allied defenders. 

1093 n HHHH

GIRL WITH A SNIPER RIFLE
ZHUKOVA, YULIA
9781784383985     H     PEN & SWORD BOOKS 
£19.99     Published 30/09/19
An Eastern Front Memoir. In this vivid first-hand account we gain unique access to the inner workings 
of Stalin’s Central Women’s Sniper School, near Podolsk in Western Russia. Luliia was a dedicated 
member of the Komsomol (the Soviet communist youth organisation) and her parents worked for the 
NKVD. She started at the sniper school and eventually became a valued member of her battalion 
during operations against Prussia. She persevered through eight months of training before leaving for 
the Front on 24th November 1944 just days after qualifying. 
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1094 n HHHHH

OUR MAN IN NEW YORK
HEMMING, HENRY
9781787474826     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
The British Plot to Bring America into the Second World War. The gripping story of a propaganda 
campaign like no other: the covert British operation to manipulate American public opinion. When 
William Stephenson - ‘our man in New York’ - arrived in the United States towards the end of June 1940 
with instructions from the head of MI6 to ‘organise’ American public opinion, Britain was on the verge of 
defeat. Surveys showed that just 14% of the US population wanted to go to war against Nazi Germany. 
But soon that began to change... 

1095 n HHHH

FIRST TO FIGHT
MOORHOUSE, ROGER
9781847924605     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The Polish War 1939. Drawing for the first time on Polish, German and Soviet sources, ‘First to Fight’ 
is the definitive history of the German invasion of Poland, which opened the war in September 1939. 
Roger Moorhouse provides a dramatic narrative of military events, brought to life by a select cast of 
generals and politicians, soldiers and civilians from all sides. In the process, ‘First to Fight’ explodes 
many of the myths that still surround the campaign and challenge our understanding of how Britain and 
France entered the war. Published to tie in with the 80th anniversary of the Second World War. 

1096 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EMERGENCY IN MALAYA
PEARCE, MARTIN
9781787632042     H 
TRANSWORLD 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Soldiers, Spies and Victory in the Dying Days of Empire, 1948-1960. The story of the Malayan 
Emergency remains a relatively unknown yet fascinating part of 20th-century history. ‘Emergency’ tells 
this complex story in a readable, engaging style, and will set the conflict in its full context, both militarily 
and politically, as well as socially, exploring the challenges facing a virtually bankrupt Britain. Drawing 
on archive material and the first-hand accounts of people who served in the Emergency, this is an 
accessible and comprehensive single-volume survey of this last great colonial war. 

MYTHOLOGY & LEGEND

1097 n HHHH

CHINESE FAIRY TALES & LEGENDS
MARTENS, F H ET AL
9781912392155     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
This elegantly presented edition of Richard Wilhelm and Frederick H Martens’ classic collection of 
73 Chinese fairy tales has been re-edited by a leading Chinese historian to heighten its appeal to the 
modern Western reader. As China continues to develop as an economic and political superpower, 
there has been a growing interest in its history and literature. China has a rich oral tradition and these 
stories, passed down through hundreds of years, not only enthral and delight, but also cast light on the 
country’s ancient culture. 

1098 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANTHOLOGY OF SCOTTISH FOLK TALES
FOLK TALES
9780750992039     H     THE HISTORY PRESS 
£12.99     Published 02/09/19
Carefully selected stories from the celebrated Folk Tales series have been gathered here for this 
special volume. Herein lies a treasure trove of tales from a wealth of talented storytellers performing in 
the country today. From the selkie mother who cannot ignore the calling to the sea, to the stoor worm 
battling with Thor and a fugitive hiding in a dark cave, this book celebrates the distinct character of 
Scotland’s different customs, beliefs and dialects, and is a treat for all who enjoy a well-told story. 

1099 n HHHH

NORSE MYTHS
BIRKETT, TOM
9781786488817     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Stories of The Norse Gods and Heroes Vividly Retold. The great Norse Myths are among the most 
dramatic and unforgettable stories in all human history. These fascinating, fantastical tales have 
inspired centuries of art, culture and literature. ‘The Norse Myths’ takes us on a thrilling journey through 
the Norse cosmos, from the creation of the world to Ragnarok, the final world-destroying conflict; via 
the Nine Worlds, and the exploits of the mighty gods and goddesses - mystical Odin, malicious Loki, 
mighty Thor and more - and their quarrel with the giants, bringing to life the magical world of monsters 
and mythical creatures. 

1100 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOXFIRE WOLFSKIN/OTHER 
SHAPE SHIFTING WO
BLACKIE, SHARON
9781910463680     H 
TURNAROUND 
£14.99     Published 10/09/19

‘Foxfire, Wolfskin and Other Stories of Shape-Shifting Women.’ These twelve written stories are original 
for modern readers, but based on existing folklore and fairy tales. They all focus on women who have 
the ability to transform themselves, or who have been transformed or enchanted - who have the ability 
to shape-shift, to renew themselves, to cross over from one element to another - from land to water, this 
world and the Otherworld, womankind to wild creature. In ‘Foxfire’, Sharon Blackie uses myth, folklore 
and fairy tales from British and Northern European traditions to build upon her radical eco-feminist 
message. 

NATURAL HISTORY/WILDLIFE

1101 n HHHH

HIGHLANDS SCOTLANDS WILD HEART
MOSS, STEPHEN
9781472969392     P     A&C BLACK 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
In the very north of Britain, far from the bustling cities and picturesque countryside to the south, lies 
Western Europe’s greatest wilderness: the Scottish Highlands. With thoughtful, authoritative text 
accompanied by spectacular new photography, this book follows a year in the lives of a stellar cast of 
wild animals as they struggle to survive in this beautiful, yet unforgiving landscape - a land where only 
the toughest survive. 
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1102 n HHHH

GUIDE TO GARDEN WILDLIFE
LEWINGTON, RICHARD
9781472964830     P     A&C BLACK 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Even the smallest garden can be an important haven for wildlife, and this authoritative guide enables 
everyone to explore this wealth on their back doorstep. Packed with updated descriptions and 
information on the life history, behaviour and occurrence of more than 500 species of animals and 
insects that can be found in gardens, including practical information for wildlife-friendly gardening. 
Beautiful illustrations by two award-winning wildlife artists, Richard and Ian Lewington. Completely 
updated and revised second edition. 

1103 n HHHH

DARK SKIES
FRANCIS, TIFFANY
9781472964595     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
A Journey into the Wild Night. Darkness has shaped the lives of humans for millennia, and in ‘Dark 
Skies’, author Tiffany Francis, over the course of a year, travels around Britain and Europe, to learn 
more about nocturnal landscapes and investigates how our experiences of the night-time world have 
permeated our history, folklore, science, geography, art and literature. 

1104 n HHHH

CURIOUS CREATURES ON OUR SHORES
THOROGOOD, CHRIS
9781851245345     H     BODLEIAN LIBRARY 
£15.00     Published 06/09/19
This veritable marine treasure trove of a book is richly illustrated by the author, with fifty of the most 
beautiful, easily encountered, and sometimes astonishing marine organisms found on British coasts, 
from seemingly exotic seahorses and starfish, to peculiar sea-potatoes and sea lemons. 

1105 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCIENCE OF ANIMALS
PACKHAM, CHRIS
9780241346785     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£30.00     Published 26/09/19

From tiny insects to sleek sharks and majestic elephants, this book invites you to explore the animal 
kingdom up close. Whether you’re interested in specific animal groups such as mammals or birds or 
have a passion for wildlife photography, this book will delight, fascinate, and surprise. Crystal-clear 
diagrams then explain how animals work and describe how they are adapted to do different things and 
to survive in different environments. The unique nose-to-tail approach, with chapters on different body 
parts, allows you to focus in on the beauty of the antenna of a moth, the flight feathers of a parrot, or 
the feeding tentacles of a jellyfish. 

1106 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINOSAURS & PREHISTORIC LIFE
DK
9780241287309     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The Definitive Visual Guide to Prehistoric Animals. From the origin of life, through the age of dinosaurs 
stalked by the terrifying Tyrannosaurus rex, to the earliest humans, this book tells the story of life on 
Earth. Dinosaurs may be the stars of the show but the book is truly comprehensive, with fossil plants, 
invertebrates, amphibians, fish, birds, reptiles, mammals, and even early bacteria conjuring up an entire 
past world. To put all of these extinct species in context, the book explores geological time and the way 
life-forms are classified. It also looks at how fossils preserve the story of evolution, and how they can 
be deciphered. 

1107 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ICE AT THE END OF THE 
WORLD
GERTNER, JON
9781785785672     H 
ICON BOOKS 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

An Epic Journey Into Greenland’s Buried Past and Our Perilous Future. Locked within that vast ‘white 
desert’ are some of our planet’s most profound secrets. As the Arctic warms, and the ice melts at an 
accelerating rate, Greenland is evolving into an economic and climatological hub, on which the future 
of the world turns. Journalist and historian Jon Gertner reconstructs in vivid, thrilling detail the heroic 
efforts of the scientists and explorers who have visited Greenland over the past 150 years - on skis, 
sleds, and now with planes and satellites, using every tool available to uncover the secrets revealed by 
the ice before it’s too late. 

1108 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OUTBACK A PHOTICULAR 
BOOK
KAINEN, DAN
9781523508235     H 
MELIA PUBLISHING SERVICES LTD 
£21.00     Published 01/09/19

A new addition to the bestselling Photicular line, featuring images of amazing Australian animals from 
kangaroos to lizards that walk on two feet - images that really move when you turn the page! - plus 
fascinating text about the Australian outback, its landscape, its history, and the remarkable creatures 
who call it home. 

1109 n HHHHH

ALMANAC A SEASONAL GUIDE TO 2020
LEENDERTZ, LIA
9781784725211     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
The third instalment of the bestselling Almanac Seasonal Guides. This book gives you the tools and 
inspiration you need to celebrate, mark and appreciate each month of the year in your own particular 
way. Divided into the 12 months, a set of tables each month gives it the feel and weight of a traditional 
almanac, providing practical information that gives access to the outdoors and the seasons, perfect for 
expeditions, meteor-spotting nights and beach holidays. 

1110 n HHHHH

REWILD YOURSELF
BARNES, SIMON
9781471175428     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
23 Spellbinding Ways to Make Nature More Visible. We’re not just losing the wild world. We’ve lost 
the habit of looking and seeing and listening and hearing. But we can make hidden things visible, and 
this book shows how you can bring the magic of nature much closer to home. As you take on new 
techniques and a little new equipment, you will discover new creatures and, with them, new areas of 
yourself that had gone dormant. Once put to use, they wake up, start working again. You become wilder 
in your mind and in your heart - and the wild world begins to appear before you. 
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1111 n HHHHH

SECRET NETWORK OF NATURE
WOHLLEBEN, PETER
9781784708498     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Did you know that trees can make clouds? Or that a change in wolf population can alter the course of a 
river? Or that earthworms give wild boar directions? The natural world is a web of intricate connections, 
many of which go unnoticed by humans. But it is these connections that maintain nature’s finely 
balanced equilibrium, and tinkering with one tiny element can set off a chain reaction that affects an 
entire ecosystem. In this book, the forester and bestselling author of ‘The Hidden Life of Trees’, Peter 
Wohlleben, opens our eyes to surprising connections and unlikely partnerships in nature. 

1112 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMAZING FACTS ABOUT 
BABY ANIMALS
SAFSTROM, MAJA
9780399580680     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£11.99     Published 24/09/19

‘Amazing Facts About Baby Animals’ is a celebration of all kinds of fuzzy, fluffy, scaly, and feathery 
animal babies and their parents. This charming collection by Swedish artist Maja Safstrom is full of 
interesting, weird, and funny facts about animals: before they are born (elephants are pregnant for 22 
months!); when they are born (whales are born tail-first so they don’t drown!); and life as babies (parrots 
give their offspring names! Baby macaques have snowball fights!). Perfect for art- and nature-loving 
kids and adults, this book makes a wonderful gift and conversation starter for the whole family. 

1113 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STRONGHOLD
MALARKEY, TUCKER
9781780724010     H 
SHORT BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

One man’s quest to save the world’s wild salmon - before it’s too late. An improbable and inspiring 
story, ‘Stronghold’ takes the reader on a wild and at times dangerous adventure as we follow Guido 
Rahr - who at the age of 15 began a lifelong love affair with the majestic salmon - from Oregon to 
Alaska to one of the world’s last remaining salmon strongholds, in the Russian Far East - a landscape 
that is rapidly being developed for oil, gas, minerals, and timber. As he befriends and navigates corrupt 
officials, oligarchs, unexpected allies, and impenetrable bureaucracies, he reveals the astonishing 
natural history of the endangered salmon. 

1114 n HHH

MOSQUITO
WINEGARD, TIMOTHY C
9781911231127     P 
TURNAROUND 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

What was George Washington’s secret weapon during the American Revolution, and how did it lead 
to Britain colonising Australia? What protected Popes for centuries? And what does Starbucks have to 
thank for its global domination? The answer to these and many more is: the mosquito. The mosquito 
has razed economies, determined the fates of empires and decided the outcome of pivotal wars. She 
- only females bite - has dispatched an estimated 52 billion people from a total of 108 billion ever to 
have lived. As the greatest purveyor of extermination we have known, she has played a greater role in 
shaping our history than any other living creature. 

1115 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JUNGLE GEMS
ZHANG, YIKAI
9781783527922     H     UNBOUND 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
The remarkable true adventures of a young naturalist who travelled to China in search of an elusive 
beetle. When the amateur naturalist Yikai Zhang chanced upon a box of beetle specimens collected 
by the insect dealer Hakamoto, he discovered among them what seemed to be evidence of a new 
species - a sinister-looking Carabus from Hainan Island, where the genus had never been seen before. 
Yikai’s curiosity intensified when Max Barclay, a world-leading entomologist at London’s Natural History 
Museum, was baffled by the entire collection. But with only this single specimen known to science, they 
had to gather more evidence to establish its validity. 

1116 n HHHH

DANCING WITH BEES
HOWARD, BRIGIT S
9781603588485     H     WATKINS MEDIA LTD 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
A Journey Back to Nature. A naturalist’s passionate dive into the world of bees of all stripes - and what 
we can learn from them. ‘Dancing with Bees’ is Brigit Strawbridge Howard’s charming and eloquent 
account of a return to rediscovering a perspective on the world that had somehow been lost to her 
for decades and reconnecting with the natural world. With special care and attention to the plight of 
pollinators, including honeybees, bumblebees and solitary bees, and what we can do to help them, 
in this book she shares fascinating details of the lives of flora and fauna that have filled her days with 
ever-increasing wonder and delight. 
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BIRDS

1117 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ATLAS OF AMAZING BIRDS
SEWELL, MATT
9781843654063     H 
PAVILION 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Matt Sewell has made his personal selection of the most amazing birds from around the world and 
illustrated them in his dazzling style, accompanied by witty and informative descriptions and maps 
of every continent. Every bird chosen to appear in this book is amazing in its own individual way - 
birds that migrate thousands of miles, have strange and showy mating rituals, survive in extreme 
environments, are brilliant builders, are super-fast, super-brave or super-big! Sections on each 
continent - Europe, Asia, Africa, Australasia, North America, South America and Antarctica - include 
maps to pore over. 

1118 n HHHHH

AS KINGFISHERS CATCH FIRE BIRDS & BOOKS
PRESTON, ALEX
9781472155146     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
‘As Kingfishers Catch Fire: Birds and Books’ is an illustrated and visually stunning exploration of birds 
in literature, from Ovid to Ted Hughes. When Alex Preston was 15, he stopped being a birdwatcher. 
Adolescence and the scorn of his peers made him put away his binoculars, leave behind the hides and 
the nature reserves and the quiet companionship of his fellow birders. His love of birds didn’t disappear 
though. Rather, it went underground, and he began birdwatching in the books that he read, creating 
his own personal anthology of nature writing that brought the birds of his childhood back to brilliant life. 
Beautifully illustrated by Neil Gower. 

MAMMALS

1119 n HHHH

WHEN THE LAST LION ROARS
EVANS, SARA
9781472916143     P     A&C BLACK 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
The Rise and Fall of the King of the Beasts. The killing of a much-loved lion called Cecil by an American 
big-game hunter in Zimbabwe in July 2015 sparked international outrage. It also drew world attention to 
shrinking numbers of the ‘kings of the beasts’ and their continued hunting for sport. There are no lions 
left north of the Sahara and their range in southern Africa has shrunk considerably. Two sub species 
have already gone. With numbers down to just 20,000, many experts believe, that without effective 
conservation plans in place, Africa’s remaining lions will be wiped out by the mid half of this century. 

1120 n HHHH

HEDGEHOG HANDBOOK
COULTHARD, SALLY
9781789545876     P     HEAD OF ZEUS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Fun, sweet and warm-hearted, ‘The Hedgehog Handbook’ is a month by month celebration of one of 
the countryside’s best-loved creatures. Packed with inspirational quotes, entertaining facts, folklore 
and literary references, it’s the perfect gift for anyone with a penchant for prickles. The book explores 
different facets of this much-admired mammal - from its wildlife habits to its literary heritage, how 
different cultures have viewed the hedgehog and what we can do to help preserve this icon of rural life. 

1121 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
ALMOST HUMAN
FIDJESTOL, ALFRED
9781771643856     H 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

The Story of Julius, the Chimpanzee Caught Between Two Worlds. A moving and revealing biography 
of Norway’s most famous chimpanzee. Julius is a national celebrity, the inspiration behind pop hits 
and bestselling books. He’s also a chimpanzee, born in captivity but raised in a zookeeper’s home 
after his own mother rejects him. Julius’s new parents change his diapers and comfort him when he 
has nightmares, and their daughters play with him. But soon they must reintroduce Julius to the zoo, a 
challenging task that brings new learnings on primate behaviour and the dangers of animal celebrity. 

1122 n HHHH

WOLVES
FULLER, TODD K
9780785837381     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
This pictorial celebration of wolves around the world reveals the lives of these alluring creatures through 
stunning photographs paired with facts from wolf biologist Professor Todd Fuller. The photographs and 
expert insight reveal the true nature and beauty of the wolf, including their environments, how they 
communicate, and their eating habits. This remarkable, easy-to-follow pictorial will have you enamoured 
with the riveting creatures and their astounding journeys throughout the seasons. 

PERFORMING ARTS

1123 n HHHH

CLASSIC ALBUMS BY WOMEN
MURPHY, COLLEEN
9781788840392     H 
ACC ART BOOKS 
£18.00     Published 25/09/19

Across the genres, across the generations, across the board, this book presents over 100 inspirational 
albums by women, from top-selling hits to the indie and obscure, as chosen by musicians, DJs, 
producers, journalists, radio hosts and music industry insiders. This book is an overdue celebration of 
women’s significant and compelling contributions to music. 

1124 n HHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
33 1/3 B SIDES
STOCKTON, WILL (ED)
9781501342455     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£15.99     Published 05/09/19
New Essays by 33 1/3 Authors on Beloved and Underrated Albums. ‘The 33 1/3 B-sides’ brings 
together original essays addressing the underrated or overlooked albums that have influenced these 
authors. If given another chance to write for the series, which albums would 33 1/3 authors focus on 
the second time around? This anthology features compact essays on albums that consume them, but 
about which they did not write. It will cumulatively serve as a ‘to-listen-to’ list for readers in search of 
unexplored music territories. 
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1125 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CROSSROADS
RADCLIFFE, MARK
9781786898159     H     CANONGATE BOOKS LTD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
A personal reflection on the crucial turning points in the history of music, from BBC broadcaster and 
musician Mark Radcliffe. At a momentous time in his life, and being at the most famous junction in 
music history, led him to think about the pivotal tracks in music and how the musicians who wrote and 
performed them - from Woodie Guthrie to Gloria Gaynor, Kurt Cobain to Bob Marley - had reached 
the crossroads that led to such epoch-changing music. In this warm, intimate account of music and its 
power to transform our lives, he takes a personal journey through these touchstone tracks, looking at 
the story behind the records. 

1126 n HHH

ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO JAZZ 
DANCE
HENRY, DOLLIE
9781785006357     P 
CROWOOD PRESS 
£20.00     Published 23/09/19

Jazz dance and its inherent music is recognized as one of the original and most potent art forms of 
the last two centuries. From its African roots to our present-day global dance community, the jazz 
idiom has afforded a cross fertilization with all other artistic, cultural and social representations within 
the arts industry, providing an accessible dance platform for dancers, teachers and creatives to enjoy 
both recreationally and professionally. ‘The Essential Guide to Jazz Dance’ offers a practical and 
uncomplicated overview to the multi-layered history, practices and development of jazz dance as a 
creative and artistic dance form. 

1127 n HHHH

ILL BE YOUR MIRROR
REED, LOU
9780571345991     H     FABER & FABER 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The Collected Lyrics. Out of print for several years, a comprehensive volume of Lou Reed’s lyrics, now 
updated in a new text design to include the lyrics from his final album with Metallica and Lulu, with a 
new introduction by Laurie Anderson. Containing a body of work that spans more than four decades 
and facsimile pages from late career lyrics, this is a monument to the literary qualities of an American 
original whose images and storytelling genius are now embedded in the counter-cultural narrative. 

1128 n HHHH

MARS BY 1980
STUBBS, DAVID
9780571351299     P     FABER & FABER 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
The Story of Electronic Music. An exhaustive history of electronic music from the acclaimed author 
of ‘Future Days’. It’s a tale of mavericks and future dreamers overcoming Luddite resistance, of 
malfunctioning devices, and sonic mayhem. Its beginnings are in the world of avant-classical 
composition, but the book also encompasses the cosmic funk of Stevie Wonder, Giorgio Moroder, 
and unforgettable ‘80s electronic pop from the likes of Depeche Mode, the Pet Shop Boys, and Laurie 
Anderson - right up to present day innovators on the underground scene. 

1129 n HHHH

SILENT MUSICIAN
WIGGLESWORTH, MARK
9780571337910     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Why Conducting Matters. This book is not intended to be an instruction manual for conductors, nor is it 
a history of conducting. It is for all who wonder what conductors actually do. Exploring the relationships 
with the musicians and music they conduct, and the public and personal responsibilities they face, 
leading conductor Mark Wigglesworth writes with engaging honesty about the role for any music lover 
curious to know whether or not the profession really matters. 

1130 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIOGRAPHIC MARLEY
FLAVELL, LIZ
9781781453728     H     GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019
Great Lives in Graphic Form. An alternative introduction to the life of Bob Marley - part of the bestselling 
Biographic series. An array of fascinating facts covering the iconic musician’s work, thoughts, habits 
and legacy. 2020 will mark the 75th anniversary of Marley’s birth. 

1131 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VIOLIN MANUAL
GOSLING, JOHN
9781785212598     P 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

How to assess, buy, set-up and maintain your violin. Drawing on the experience and expertise found 
in a traditional English repair and restoration shop, the ‘Violin Manual’ is a fully illustrated guide to 
the maintenance, repair and restoration of these beautiful instruments. With guidance divided into 
‘basic’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘advanced’ sections, this manual will prove valuable to a wide spectrum 
of people, from violinists who want to do simple maintainance on their own instruments to those 
wishing to become expert restorers. All violinists will find this book absorbing and enlightening. PREV 
ANNOUNCED IN OCTOBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

1132 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
ANOTHER DAY IN THE LIFE
STARR, RINGO
9781905662586     H 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£30.00     Published 24/09/19

My Life in Photos and Music. ‘Another Day In The Life’ is introduced and narrated by Ringo Starr, with 
forewords by legendary movie director David Lynch and rock photographer Henry Diltz. Ringo shows 
us the world as seen through a Starr’s eyes, in more than 500 observational photographs and rare 
images from the archives, and an original text of nearly 13,000 words. From Los Angeles to Tokyo and 
everywhere in between, Ringo’s photographs celebrate his life in music and offer a glimpse behind the 
scenes. Meditative, witty and always engaging, Ringo reflects on a legendary life in music. 

1133 n HHHHH

BURNING DOWN THE HAUS
MOHR, TIM
9780349701318     H     LITTLE BROWN HARDBACKS (A & C) 
£13.99     Published 26/09/19
Punk Rock, Revolution and the Fall of the Berlin Wall. Tim Mohr brings us the secret history of punks 
in East Germany in his reclamation and exaltation of youth culture and youthful idealism as not only an 
instigator for discourse, but as an actual catalyst for political upheaval - and radical, fierce, irrepressible 
change. The punk scene in east Germany was not a music sub-culture as known in the west, but a 
dangerous political statement that required bravery and sacrifice. Punks were unable to get jobs, and 
were ultimately plunged into a cycle of arrest and anarchy. October 2019 marks the 30th anniversary of 
the fall of the Berlin Wall. 
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1134 n HHHH

SWAN LAKE
COOPER, BILL
9781786825797     H 
OBERON BOOKS LTD 
£35.00     Published Sep 2019

Swan Lake is the world’s best-loved classical ballet. The Royal Ballet has reimagined this classic in 
a sumptuous new production. This beautiful, illustrated book brings Swan Lake to life. Included are 
backstage photographs from rehearsals and images of the sumptuous set and costume designs. 
The highlight of the book is the series of stunning images of Royal Ballet stars and the exquisite 
corps de ballet performing at the Royal Opera House. From one of the country’s top performing arts 
photographers, Bill Cooper. 

1135 n HHHH

KATE BUSH SYMPHONY OF YOU
MANKOWITZ, GERED
9781788401456     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19
‘Symphony of You’ is a complete celebration of Kate Bush - her music, her look, her impact, her 
creativity. Showcasing hundreds of Gered Mankowitz’s breathtaking photographs from the early years 
of Kate’s career, the majority of the images in this book have never been seen outside of the author’s 
own private works. The book also features essays from authors across a number of disciplines - from 
bestselling novelists and award-winning musicians to academics - offering their opinions on how Kate 
has shaped the cultural landscape. ‘Symphony of You’ is a truly special collection, and a homage to a 
unique artist. 

1136 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEPECHE MODE
GITTINS, IAN
9781786750648     H 
PALAZZO EDITIONS LTD 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19

Faith and Devotion. Published to coincide with the 40th anniversary of their formation in 1980. Part 
musical odyssey, part cultural history, this extensively illustrated biography, by bestselling author Ian 
Gittins, draws on dozens of first hand interviews to give us an inside view of one of the most unlikely 
stories in pop and rock. 

1137 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELTON JOHN
ROBERTS, CHRIS
9781786750891     H 
PALAZZO EDITIONS LTD 
£30.00     Published 05/09/19

A celebrated retrospective of one of popular music’s most enduring and talented star names. Fully 
illustrated throughout, including rare archive memorabilia and previously unpublished photography. To 
be published in 2019 at the end of his farewell world tour. 

1138 n HHHHH

TIL WRONG FEELS RIGHT
POP, IGGY
9780241399873     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19
Lyrics and Pictures of Iggy Pop. Iggy Pop hasn’t left a mark on music; he’s left it battered, bruised and 
covered in blood. From fronting the legendary proto-punk band The Stooges to collaborating with an 
eclectic mix of artists including David Bowie, Lou Reed, Debbie Harry, Jack White and Josh Homme, 
Iggy has proved himself to be one of music’s most iconic, outrageous and enduring music artists. 
Inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in 2010, here for the first time are his collected lyrics, 
beautifully illustrated and complete with his and others’ reflections on a genre-defining music career that 
spans five decades. 

1139 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DO SING
SILLS, JAMES
9781907974700     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Reclaim Your Voice. Find Your Singing Tribe. Singing together is a fundamental part of being human: it 
creates community, it helps us express ourselves and it makes us feel more alive. It even benefits our 
mental and physical health and wellbeing. So why do we save it for ‘peak’ moments such as weddings 
or a Cup Final? ‘Do Sing’ will dispel some of the myths about singing and help you overcome any 
inhibitions so you can reclaim your voice and find your singing tribe. 

1140 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILCOPEDIA
JOHNSON, DANIEL COOK
9781911036531     P 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.95     Published 13/09/19

‘Wilcopedia’ is a comprehensive guide to the music of the preeminent American rock band of the 
twenty-first century. It offers a thorough appraisal of the entire Wilco canon, with detailed insights into 
every album and song the band have released, as well as side projects, collaborations, covers, and 
more. Since their formation in 1994, Wilco have become one of the most acclaimed and influential 
bands of modern times. While previous books have told their story in a biographical sense, this book 
zeroes in on the music, tracing the evolution of the band’s material from the studio to the concert stage. 
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1141 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LONDONS GREAT THEATRES
CALLOW, SIMON
9783791383866     H 
PRESTEL 
£29.99     Published 05/09/19

This richly illustrated exploration of the most remarkable London theatres features witty and engaging 
texts by actor Simon Callow, whose knowledge of the city’s dramatic venues is intimate and wide-
ranging. One of the most prominent photographers of the past 50 years, Derry Moore, captures the 
theatres from every angle, whether it’s a velvet box seat at the Novello, the view from the Theatre 
Royal, Haymarket’s proscenium, or the grand entrance of the foyer in the Apollo Victoria. 

1142 n HHHHH

DRAMATIC EXCHANGES
ROSENTHAL, DANIEL
9781781259368     P     PROFILE BOOKS 
£15.00     Published 26/09/19
The Lives and Letters of the National Theatre. A rich collection of correspondence like no other, this 
book offers a fascinating and celebratory look at the world of theatre and beyond. It brings together for 
the first time eight hundred of the most inspiring, dramatic and amusing letters from the life of Britain’s 
most beloved theatre; from fantastical good luck missives to long conspiratorial letters. Together, they 
reveal the stories behind some of the most lavish, triumphant, daring and disastrous productions in the 
theatre’s history. 

1143 n HHHH

U2 REVOLUTION
SNOW, MAT
9780785837633     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
Mat Snow’s ‘U2: Revolution’ is lushly illustrated with over 200 photos and 2 gatefold timelines exploring 
the band’s incredible history. Starting with their roots in Dublin where the four teenaged friends first 
started playing together in Larry Mullen’s kitchen, Snow follows the band through their debut album, 
Boy, their chart-topping albums of the 1980s, their record-breaking tours and global activism of the 
1990s, and their reflective reconnection with core fans in the twenty-first century. 

1144 n HHHH

AC/DC
POPOFF, MARTIN
9780785837541     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
Formed in 1973, AC/DC became one of the most popular and bestselling bands in rock history with 
their no-frills approach to loud, heavy, and sweat-drenched blues-based rock music. This new book 
from talented rock journalist Martin Popoff pays tribute to the band’s discography by moderating in-
depth and entertaining conversations about all 16 of AC/DC’s studio albums, every page illustrated with 
thoughtfully curated performance and offstage photography and rare memorabilia. 

1145 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CLASSIC FM FAMILY MUSIC 
BOX
LIHOREAU, TIM
9781781318072     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£18.00     Published 03/09/19

‘The Classic FM Music Box’ is the perfect introduction to the classical world for music lovers of all 
ages. Far from a stuffy, academic work, this entertaining book features brightly coloured, hand-drawn 
illustrations by Olivia Waller, and concealed buttons that play short bursts of iconic pieces of music. The 
book is arranged by era, from the Renaissance to the twentieth century. Each era will have an overview 
followed by profiles of significant composers and their works. Young readers will be introduced to the 
genius of artists such as Mozart, Beethoven, Liszt, Rachmaninov, Verdi and Schubert. PREVIOUSLY 
ANNOUNCED IN SEPTEMBER 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

1146 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
GOING PLATINUM
ERMILIO, BRETT
9781493040445     P     ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£12.95     Published 01/09/19
KISS, Donna Summer, and How Neil Bogart Built Casablanca Records. The first full account of 
legendary music producer Neil Bogart’s life and meteoric career. Bogart was the founder of Casablanca 
Records and made the top acts of all of ‘70s music’s defining genres: stadium rock with KISS, disco 
with Donna Summer and the Village People, and funk with George Clinton’s Parliament-Funkadelic. 
Written by his close nephew, who draws extensively on family archives and anecdotes, the book will 
capture all the glitz and glamour of Bogart’s disco empire. 

1147 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEATLES 1962-1969
ASSANTE, ERNESTO (ED
9788854415348     H 
WHITE STAR PUBLISHERS 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19

When Europe’s youth broke onto the 1960s cultural scene they provoked a veritable revolution the 
effects of which can still be felt today. The Beatles were the stars of the show. They revolutionized 
customs, fashion, images, writing and language. They pushed legions of creative talents to express 
themselves with originality in the worlds of cinema, literature and art. They made skirts shorter and 
hair longer. Society changed because the Beatles took youth - a social category that was virtually non-
existent before the group’s arrival on the scene - and put it centre stage. 

1148 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MUSIC THEORY FOR DUMMIES
PILHOFER, MICHAEL
9781119575528     P     WILEY(DUMMIES) 
£17.99     Published 06/09/19
‘Music Theory For Dummies’ gives readers essential information on reading, writing, and really 
understanding music and how it works. The book includes helpful hints on composing, arranging, and 
creating original melodies, harmonies, and chords. This revised and expanded edition includes new 
sections on conducting basics, modern genres, the Nashville notation system, and musical movements 
that changed history! 
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1149 n HHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
MAGNET
BARBAROSSA, EVA
9781501348754     P     BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
For over two thousand years magnets have inspired tales of myth, magic, exploration, science, and 
art. From the physical to the metaphorical, our language is littered with magnetic allusions: magnetic 
personalities, animal magnetism, Mesmerism, and magnetic attraction. In ‘Magnet’, Eva Barbarossa 
weaves together stories of ancient and modern wonders, of discovery and creation, of madness 
and desire, of beauty and awe, taking us from the spectacle of the aurora borealis to the disastrous 
searches for the North Pole. Part of the Object Lessons series - short, beautifully designed books about 
the hidden lives of ordinary things. 

1150 n HHHH

MAKING THE MONSTER
HARKUP, KATHRYN
9781472933768     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
The Science Behind Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein. The year 1818 saw the publication of one of the most 
influential science-fiction stories of all time. ‘Frankenstein: Or, the Modern Prometheus’ by Mary Shelley 
had a huge impact on gothic horror and science-fiction genres, and her creation has become part of our 
everyday culture, from cartoons to Hallowe’en costumes. Even the name ‘Frankenstein’ has become 
a by-word for evil scientists and dangerous experiments. How did a teenager with no formal education 
come up with the idea for an extraordinary novel such as Frankenstein? Clues are dotted throughout 
Georgian science and popular culture. 

1151 n HHHH

YOUR BRAIN EXPLAINED
DINGMAN, MARC
9781473696556     P     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
What Neuroscience Reveals About Your Brain and Its Quirks. Sleep. Memory. Pleasure. Fear. 
Language. We experience these things almost every day, but how do our brains create them? This 
book is a personal tour around your grey matter. Neuroscientist Marc Dingman gives you a crash 
course in what goes on in your brain and explains the latest research on the brain functions (and 
malfunctions) that affect you on a daily basis. 

1152 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCIENTISTS WHO CHANGED HISTORY
DK ILLUSTRATED BIOGRAPHIES
9780241363416     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Explore the lives and achievements of more than 85 of the world’s most inspirational and influential 
scientists with this innovative and boldly graphic biography-led book. The book profiles trailblazing 
individuals from Greek mathematicians, such as Archimedes and Pythagoras, through physicists of 
the early 20th-century, such as Marie Curie and Albert Einstein, to modern greats such as Stephen 
Hawking and Tim Berners-Lee. Each featured individual has made a major contribution to one or more 
scientific fields, from physics and astronomy to chemistry, biology, psychology, and from genetics and 
computer science to geology and palaeontology. 

1153 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MATHS BOOK
PARKER, MATT
9780241350362     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Take a journey through the fascinating story of fractions, numbers, patterns, and shapes in order to 
better understand the complex world we live in. This diverse and inclusive account of mathematics will 
have something for everybody - for those interested in the maths behind world economies, secret spies, 
modern technology and plenty more, taking readers around the world, from Babylon to Bletchley Park. 
Tracing maths through the Scientific Revolution to its 21st-century use in computers, the internet, and 
AI, ‘The Maths Book’ uses an innovative visual approach to make the subject accessible to everyone, 
casual readers and students alike. 

1154 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORIGIN OF SPECIES
DARWIN, CHARLES
9781787556805     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

Initially received with muted applause, Darwin’s ‘The Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection’ 
was soon recognised as the breakthrough scientific advance that explained the evidence of the world 
around us, the place and history of humans, the connections between environment and evolution. 
Flame Tree’s Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing on 
ancient, medieval and modern writing. Offering a fund of essential knowledge, and spell-binding stories 
it satisfies every facet of human interest: scientific, philosophical, sociological, romantic, dramatic and 
mysterious. 

1155 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
QUANTUM THEORY
PLANCK, MAX
9781787556829     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

The seminal works of quantum theory from the early years of the 20th Century, representing 
breakthroughs in science that radically altered the landscape of modern knowledge: ‘Quantum Theory 
of Line-Spectra’ by Niels Bohr and ‘The Origin and Development of the Quantum Theory’ by Max 
Planck. Flame Tree’s Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series of definitive books drawing 
on ancient, medieval and modern writing. Created to entertain, inform and enrich, the new series brings 
infinite variety to refresh the mind, presented in beautiful editions for the modern market. 

1156 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPECIAL & GENERAL 
RELATIVITY
EINSTEIN, ALBERT
9781787556812     H 
FLAME TREE PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published Sep 2019

‘Special and General Relativity’ by Albert Einstein contains his core paper, ‘Relativity, The Special & The 
General Theory, A Popular Exposition’, which established his reputation as one of the greatest thinkers 
of our and perhaps any age. Also included are the four lectures he gave to explain his findings in more 
detail: ‘The Meaning of Relativity’. Flame Tree’s Great Works That Shape Our World is a new series 
of definitive books drawing on ancient, medieval and modern writing. Created to entertain, inform and 
enrich, the new series brings infinite variety to refresh the mind, presented in beautiful editions for the 
modern market. 
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1157 n HHHHH

HOW TO DRAW A MAP
SWANSTON, ALEX
9780008275792     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
In ‘How to Draw a Map’, father and son cartographers Alexander and Malcolm Swanston demonstrate 
the skill, creativity and care in the timeless art of creating maps - and what these artefacts reveal 
about the legion of mapmakers who went before us. Maps have influenced humanity in many 
unexpected ways: life, death, sexual reproduction, espionage, war and peace. This book traces the 
story of mapmaking - cartography - from the first scratchings on the cave wall to the detailed high-tech 
‘navigator’. This is the story of human conceptions, often misconceptions, of our world. 

1158 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIFESPAN
SINCLAIR, DAVID
9780008353742     H 
HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 10/09/19

The Revolutionary Science of Why We Age - and Why We Don’t Have To. In this paradigm-shifting book 
from acclaimed Harvard Medical School doctor and one of TIME magazine’s 100 most influential people 
on earth, Dr David Sinclair reveals that everything we think we know about ageing is wrong, and shares 
the surprising, scientifically-proven methods that can help readers live younger, longer. Dr Sinclair takes 
what we have long accepted as the limits of human potential and mortality and turns them into choices. 
Destined to be the biggest book on genes, biology, and longevity of this decade. 

1159 n HHHH

FLIGHT
SCOTT, ZACK
9781472247872     H     HEADLINE 
£26.00     Published 19/09/19
‘Flight’ is the story of humankind’s most ambitious undertaking. From thousand-year-old flying machines 
and the trailblazing ‘birdmen’ who risked their lives to test them, to the Wright brothers’ legendary first 
flight and the iconic spacecraft of the modern era, ‘Flight’ weaves together the extraordinary history 
of aviation with an in-depth look at the mechanics of how planes work. Spellbinding, sumptuously 
illustrated, and written by a former RAF technician, this is the definitive guide to how we conquered the 
skies. 

1160 n HHHHH

HOW TO
MUNROE, RANDALL
9781473680326     H     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£16.99     Published 03/09/19
The world’s most entertaining and useless self-help guide, from the brilliant mind behind the wildly 
popular webcomic xkcd and the million- selling ‘What If?’ and ‘Thing Explainer’. For any task you might 
want to do, there’s a right way, a wrong way, and a way so monumentally bad that no one would ever 
try it. ‘How To’ is a guide to the third kind of approach. It’s full of highly impractical advice for everything 
from landing a plane to digging a hole. Bestselling author and cartoonist Randall Munroe explains how 
to predict the weather by analyzing the pixels of your Facebook photos. 

1161 n HHHH

ORIGIN OF ALMOST EVERYTHING
NEW SCIENTIST
9781473696266     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Introduction by Professor Stephen Hawking. When Edwin Hubble looked into his telescope in the 
1920s, he was shocked to find that nearly all of the galaxies he could see through it were flying away 
from one another. If these galaxies had always been travelling, he reasoned, then they must, at some 
point, have been on top of one another. This discovery transformed the debate about one of the most 
fundamental questions of human existence - how did the universe begin? 

1162 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SOMETHING DEEPLY HIDDEN
CARROLL, SEAN
9781786076335     H 
ONE WORLD 
£20.00     Published 12/09/19

Quantum Worlds and the Emergence of Spacetime. Spanning the history of quantum discoveries, from 
Einstein and Bohr to the present day, this is the essential guide to the most intriguing subject in science. 
In this book, Sean Carroll debunks the myths that have grown up around quantum physics, resurrects 
and reinstates the Many-Worlds Interpretation, and presents a new path to solving the apparent conflict 
between quantum mechanics and gravity. A magisterial tour, ‘Something Deeply Hidden’ encompasses 
the cosmological and everyday implications of quantum reality. And, finally, it all makes sense. 

1163 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BREAKFAST WITH EINSTEIN
ORZEL, CHAD
9781786076403     P     ONE WORLD 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The Exotic Physics of Everyday Objects. Just beneath the surface of our ordinary lives, strange 
phenomena lurk. Exciting physics doesn’t only show up in the Big Bang, or a black hole - it’s all 
around us. Beginning at sunrise, Chad Orzel embarks upon a fascinating tour of the exotic science 
that underlies each moment of our day. Did you know your alarm clock held secrets about quantum 
mechanics? And that the GPS on your phone has a built in correction for the effects of relativity? In this 
book, the ordinary becomes extraordinary, everything is possible and the day’s end will find us dazzled. 

1164 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INCANDESCENT
LEVIN, ANNA
9781912235315     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
In recent decades, artificial light has spread exponentially around the world at the expense of darkness. 
And the quality of light has altered, with technology and legislation crushing incandescent lighting - a 
source of warm, bright light - and leaving colder, harsher LED light in its place. ‘Incandescent’ explores 
this phenomenon and its deep impacts on our physical environment, health and psychological well-
being. This important book shines a light on a subject that has been little scrutinised but intimately 
affects us all, and asks, just where do we go from here? 

1165 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SECRET LIFE OF BONES
SWITEK, BRIAN
9780715653791     P     PRELUDE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Here, Brian Switek frames the history of our species through the importance of bone from instruments 
and jewellery, to objects of worship and conquest, from the origins of religion through the genesis of 
science and up to this very day. While bone itself can reveal our individual stories, the truth very much 
depends on who’s telling it. Our skeletons are as embedded in our culture as they are in our bodies. 
Switek, an enthusiastic osteological raconteur, cuts through biology, history, and culture to understand 
the meaning of what’s inside us and what our bones tell us about who we are, where we came from and 
the legacies we leave behind. 
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1166 n HHHHH

MATHS OF LIFE & DEATH
YATES, KIT
9781787475427     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Maths is the story of the world around us, and the wisdom it gives us can be the difference between 
success and disaster. We are all doing maths all the time, from the way we communicate with each 
other to the way we travel, from how we work to how we relax. Many of us are aware of this. But few of 
us really appreciate the full power of maths - the extent to which its influence is not only in every office 
and every home, but also in every courtroom and hospital ward. In this eye-opening and extraordinary 
book, Yates explores the true stories of life-changing events in which the application of mathematics 
has played a critical role. 

1167 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
ONE GIANT LEAP
PAPPAS, CHARLES
9781493038435     H 
ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD 
£15.95     Published 01/09/19

Iconic and Inspiring Space Race Inventions that Shaped History. On July 20, 1969, Americans had their 
eyes and ears glued to their TVs and radios. NASA’s successful moon landing left the nation in awe. 
This moment inspired inventors and engineers across the nation. To celebrate the 50th anniversary of 
the 1969 moon landing, this book shares with you 20 patents that were inspired by the space race and 
how they reshaped the world. 

1168 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IRRATIONAL APE
GRIMES, DAVID ROBERT
9781471178252     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

In this book, David Robert Grimes shows how we can be lured into making critical mistakes or drawing 
false conclusions, and how to avoid such errors. Given the power of modern science and the way that 
movements can unite to protest a cause via social media, we are in dangerous times. But fortunately, 
we can learn from our mistakes, and by critical thinking and scientific method we can discover how to 
apply these techniques to everything from deciding what insurance to buy to averting global disaster. 
This book, packed with fascinating case studies and examples, helps ensure we are ready for the 
modern world. 

1169 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ART OF INNOVATION
BLATCHFORD, IAN
9781787632493     H 
TRANSWORLD 
£25.00     Published 12/09/19

From Enlightenment to Dark Matter. ‘The Art of Innovation’ is a history of the modern world through 
the lens of art and science, showing how artists and scientists are not two cultures but two poles of the 
same culture. Through fascinating stories exploring exciting relationships between famous artworks and 
significant scientific and technological objects - from Constable’s clouds and the chemist who measured 
changes in air pressure, to the introduction of photography and the representation of natural history in 
print - this is a new perspective on how we interpret, study and explore the extraordinary world around 
us. Based on a landmark Radio 4 series. 

ASTRONOMY & METEOROLOGY

1170 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CLOUD A DAY
PRETOR-PINNEY, GAVIN
9781849945783     H 
PAVILION 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

The new book from the author of the bestselling ‘The Cloudspotter’s Guide’. Passionate cloud spotter 
and bestselling author Gavin Pretor-Pinney gives you a cloud a day in his new book, published together 
with the Cloud Appreciation Society. Spending a few moments a day with your head in the clouds can 
have a profound effect on your well-being, which is why Gavin’s Cloud Appreciation Society sends a 
cloud image and story every day to its members. ‘A Cloud A Day’ features 365 cloud images to inspire a 
moment of calm atmospheric contemplation each day. 

1171 n HHHH

GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY 2020
DUNLOP, STORM ET AL
9780008257712     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A month-by-month guide to exploring the skies above Britain and Ireland. A comprehensive handbook 
to the planets, stars and constellations visible from the northern hemisphere. With 6 pages for each 
month covering January to December 2020, this practical guidebook is both an easy introduction to 
astronomy and a useful reference for seasoned stargazers. Designed for Britain and Ireland but usable 
anywhere in the world between 40 degrees N and 60 degrees N, covering most of Europe, southern 
Canada and the Northern United States. Written and illustrated by Storm Dunlop and Wil Tirion and 
approved by the astronomers of the Royal Observatory Greenwich. 
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1172 n HHHH

GUIDE TO THE NIGHT SKY SOUTH/HEMIS 2020
DUNLOP, STORM
9780008348977     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
‘2020 Guide to the Night Sky, Southern Hemisphere.’ A month-by-month guide to exploring the skies 
above Australia, New Zealand and South Africa, this comprehensive handbook to the planets, stars and 
constellations includes 6 pages for each month covering January to Demember 2020. This practical 
guide is both an easy introduction to astronomy and a useful reference for seasoned stargazers. Now 
includes a section on comets and a map of the moon. Written and illustrated by astronomical experts, 
Storm Dunlop and Wil Tirion. 

1173 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHTWATCH
DICKINSON, TERENCE
9781554071470     H 
CHRIS LLOYD 
£19.95     Published 26/09/19

A Practical Guide to Viewing the Universe. Revised fourth edition of the world’s top-selling stargazing 
guide, illustrated with star charts updated for use right through to 2025. There are dozens of new 
photographs throughout the book that show the latest thrilling discoveries made by current space 
observatories and probes. Wiro-binding. 

1174 n HHHHH

DARK SKIES
STIMAC, VALERIE
9781788686198     H     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019
A Practical Guide to Astrotourism. ‘Dark Skies’ reveals the best star-gazing experiences around the 
world, including guides to 35 dark-sky sites and national parks, many accredited by the Dark Sky 
Association. This practical and comprehensive book also features information on the aurora, all 12 
annual meteor showers, the next decade of total solar eclipses, an overview of commercial space flight, 
and how to view rocket launches. Published in time for the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing. 

1175 n HHHH

SPACE THE 10 THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
SMETHURST, BECKY
9781841883823     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
This book is for anyone who wants to easily understand the mind-blowing fundamentals of our 
extraordinary, expanding universe. Written by Oxford astrophysicist Dr Becky Smethurst and composed 
of ten captivating, simple essays, it guides you swiftly through the galaxies, explaining the mysteries of 
black holes, dark matter and what existed before the Big Bang, presenting the evidence as to whether 
we really are alone, illuminating what we still don’t know, and much more besides. If you have big 
questions about Space, this book will provide you with the answers in an engaging and succinct way. 

1176 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNIVERSE MIDI FORMAT
MALIN, DAVID
9781838660154     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£24.95     Published 11/09/19

Exploring the Astronomical World. ‘Universe’ is a groundbreaking survey that celebrates the popular subject 
of astronomy through 300 images created by those who have tried to understand or who have been inspired 
by - the beauty and mystery of stars, planets, and beyond. Carefully chosen by an international panel 
of experts and arranged in highlight thought-provoking contrasts and similarities, the selection includes 
paintings, photographs, sculpture, animation, prints, sketches, digital renderings with iconic works by 
renowned photographers, artists, and astronomers alongside previously unpublished finds. 

1177 n HHHH

PHILIPS MONTH BY MONTH STARGAZING 2020
COUPER, HEATHER
9781849075206     P     PHILIPS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
This guide for Stargazers in Britain and Ireland is written by two of the UK’s best-known and respected 
astronomers, Prof Heather Couper and Prof Nigel Henbest. It includes 12 month-by-month Night Sky 
Maps for year-round stargazing. The new 2020 edition has been completely revised to make the night 
sky even more accessible to beginners and experts alike. Superbly illustrated with photographs taken 
by the best amateur photographers illustrating the night skies. 

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

1178 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ON FIRE
KLEIN, NAOMI
9780241410721     H 
PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£17.99     Published 17/09/19

The (Burning) Case for a Green New Deal. For more than twenty years, Naomi Klein has been the 
foremost chronicler of the economic war waged on both people and planet - and the champion of a 
sweeping environmental agenda with justice at its centre. Her books have defined our era. ‘On Fire’ 
gathers for the first time more than a decade of her impassioned writing from the frontline of climate 
change, and pairs it with new material on the staggeringly high stakes of what we choose to do next. 

1179 n HHHH

DOMINION
LUSSIER, PAUL
9781785150210     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19
At the current rate of carbon pollution, we are likely to see the first wave of global catastrophes as 
a result of CO2 levels within the next 20 to 25 years. ‘Dominion’ is the first exploration of the race to 
save the planet - providing an authoritative examination of the history, science and mechanics of the 
various geoengineering schemes, their possible implications, and the extraordinary cast of characters - 
scientists, entrepreneurs, despots, ecologists, politicians - involved. It also points to what might save us 
from destruction: a new era of cooperation, and possibly the next stage in our evolution as a species. 
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SOCIOLOGY & HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

1180 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MADNESS OF CROWDS
MURRAY, DOUGLAS
9781472959959     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£20.00     Published 17/09/19

Gender, Identity, Morality. Douglas Murray is the internationally bestselling author of ‘The Strange 
Death of Europe’ and the foremost commentator on identity and culture in the United Kingdom. In 
his explosive new book Murray examines the 21st century’s most contentious issues: sexuality, race, 
mental health and gender. He reveals the astonishing new culture wars playing out in our media, 
universities, schools, homes and in perhaps the most violent place of all: online. 

1181 n HHHH

ENGINES OF PRIVILEGE
KYNASTON, DAVID
9781526601278     P     BLOOMSBURY PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Britain’s Private School Problem. A rigorous, compelling and balanced examination of the British private 
school system and the lifetime inequalities it entrenches. Education is fundamental to creating who 
we are. Intrinsic to any vision of the future of Britain, therefore, has to be the nature of our educational 
system. Yet the quality of conversation on the issue of private education remains surprisingly sterile, 
patchy and highly subjective. Francis Green and David Kynaston carefully examine options for change, 
while drawing on the valuable lessons of history. 

1182 n HHHH

AMERICAN OVERDOSE
MCGREAL, CHRIS
9781783351695     P     FABER & FABER 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
The opioid epidemic is the deadliest drug crisis in American history. In this book, Chris McGreal outlines 
the opioid tragedy in three acts: the negligent policies that allowed the greed and corruption of big 
pharma to profit from the suffering of their patients; the wide-spread addiction that ravages American 
towns and cities; and the even more devastating arrival of the drug cartels who deliberately and 
catastrophically exploited the market for addiction that has been created. Through the lives of doctors, 
addicts, policy-makers, pharmaceutical reps, and family members, McGreal exposes the truth behind 
one of the greatest mistakes of modern medicine. 

1183 n HHHHH

WILL MY CAT EAT MY EYEBALLS
DOUGHTY, CAITLIN
9781474613392     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
Big Questions from Tiny Mortals About Death. Every day, funeral director Caitlin Doughty receives 
dozens of questions about death. What would happen to an astronaut’s body if it were pushed out of 
a space shuttle? Do people poo when they die? Can Grandma have a Viking funeral? In the tradition 
of Randall Munroe’s ‘WHAT IF?’, Doughty’s new book blends her scientific understanding of the body 
and the intriguing history behind common misconceptions about corpses to offer factual, hilarious and 
candid answers to more than fifty urgent questions posed by her youngest fans. 

1184 n HHHHH

MERITOCRACY TRAP
MARKOVITS, DANIEL
9780241289914     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£25.00     Published 10/09/19
How Our Modern Ideal is Feeding Inequality, Dismantling the Middle Class and Devouring the Elite. A 
revolutionary new argument from an eminent Yale Law professor, attacking the myth of meritocracy to show 
how it has caused today’s political, economic, and psychological crises - and how we might escape its trap. 

1185 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
MASK OFF MASCULINITY 
REDEFINED
BOLA, J J
9780745338743     P 
PLUTO PRESS 
£9.99     Published 20/09/19

What is masculinity? Dominating the world around us, from Trump’s twitter outbursts to deadly gun 
violence, from male suicide rates to incels on Reddit and 4chan, masculinity is perceived to be ‘toxic’, 
‘fragile’ and ‘in crisis’. In ‘Mask Off’, JJ Bola exposes masculinity as a performance that men are socially 
conditioned into. Using examples of non-Western cultural traditions, music and sport, he shines light on 
historical narratives around manhood, debunking popular myths along the way. Part of the Outspoken 
series of short, political books for young people. 

1186 n HHHHH

LIES THAT BIND
APPIAH, KWAME A
9781781259245     P     PROFILE BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
From the best-selling author of ‘Cosmopolitanism’ comes this revealing exploration of how the collective 
identities that shape our polarized world are riddled with contradiction. We often think identity is 
personal. But the identities that shape the world, our struggles, and our hopes, are social ones, shared 
with countless others. Our sense of self is shaped by our family, but also by affiliations that spread out 
from there, like our nationality, culture, class, race and religion. Taking these broad categories as a 
starting point, the author challenges our assumptions about how identity works. 

1187 n HHHH

THIS COULD BE OUR FUTURE
STRICKLER, YANCEY
9780753552834     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19
A Manifesto for a More Generous World. A provocative vision for building a society that looks beyond 
money and toward maximizing the values that make life worth living, from the co-founder of Kickstarter. 
Hopeful but firmly grounded, full of concrete examples and bursting with creativity, ‘This Could Be Our 
Future’ brilliantly dissects the world we live in and shows us a road map to the world we are capable of 
making. 

1188 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WATERS OF THE WORLD
DRY, SARAH
9781911617334     H 
SCRIBE PUBLICATIONS 
£25.00     Published 12/09/19

From the glaciers of the Alps to the towering cumulonimbus clouds of the Caribbean and the 
unexpectedly chaotic flows of the North Atlantic, ‘Waters of the World’ is a tour through 150 years of the 
history of a significant but underappreciated idea: that the Earth has a global climate system made up 
of interconnected parts, constantly changing on all scales of both time and space. A prerequisite for the 
discovery of global warming and climate change, this idea was forged by scientists studying water in its 
myriad forms. This is their story. 
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1189 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
CRISIS OF EXPERTISE
EYAL, GIL
9780745665788     P     WILEY 
£17.99     Published 20/09/19
Gil Eyal is an accomplished sociologist whose work has focused on the sociology of expertise, 
intellectuals and knowledge - particularly as these relate to politics. In this new major work, he asks 
whether we are witnessing the ‘death of expertise’ in the era of Trump and Brexit, or if the handwringing 
about an assult on science is an hysterical reaction of newly-threatened elites. 

1190 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
FAILURE
APPADURAI, ARJUN
9781509504725     P     WILEY 
£12.99     Published 27/09/19
This book is a highly original analysis of the phenomenon of failure, especially in relation to Silicon 
Valley and Wall Street. We tend to focus on the start-ups that succeed, like Google and Facebook, but 
for every start-up that succeeds, many more fail. How should we understand failure, and why do we 
erase failure from our memory? 

1191 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
TELEMACHUS COMPLEX
RECALCATI, MASSIMO
9781509531721     P     WILEY 
£14.99     Published 06/09/19
Parents and Children after the Decline of the Father. Fatherhood today is in crisis. Fathers have gone 
missing, or have become their children’s playmates, and the symbolic authority of the father has lost 
its power. For many, the decline of the traditional pater familias is no bad thing - his time has passed. 
But what remains of the father today in the wake of this decline, and what should the relation between 
children and parents now be? In addressing these questions, psychoanalyst and bestselling author 
Massimo Recalcati draws inspiration from the story of Telemachus in Homer’s ‘Odyssey’. 

1192 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT MAKES A SOCIAL CRISIS
ALEXANDER, JEFFREY C
9781509538256     P     WILEY 
£15.99     Published 13/09/19
The Societalization of Social Problems. In this book, Jeffrey Alexander develops a new sociological 
theory of social crisis, which he calls societalization - in which crises are triggered by the discourse 
and institutions of the civil sphere, fuelling widespread anguish about social justice and the future of 
democratic life. 

SPORTS & GAMES

1193 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BOARD GAMES IN 100 MOVES
LIVINGSTONE, IAN
9780241363782     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
This is a Golden Age for board games. More people are playing games such as chess, Monopoly, Risk 
and Scrabble, than ever before! But how did these games, and so many others, come to be invented? 
Discover the compelling stories behind the creation of the board games we know and love to play: 
stories that have touched every aspect of people’s lives down the ages. Our journey starts 5,000 
years ago and takes you right up to the present day. On the way, each game will reveal the fascinating 
secrets of its origin and its lasting appeal. 

1194 n HHHH

COLLINS SCRABBLE DICTIONARY
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
9780008320157     H     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
An essential resource for all serious Scrabble players. This major new edition is fully updated to include 
all valid words between 2 and 9 letters in length from the latest official Scrabble word list, and allows 
players to settle disputes over the eligibility of words. 5th edition. 

1195 n HHHH

COLLINS ULTIMATE SCRABBLE DICT/WORD LIST
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
9780008320287     H     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£24.99     Published 05/09/19
All the official playable words, plus tips and strategy. The most comprehensive Scrabble resource ever, 
this is the perfect reference for all players. Now fully updated with the new official word list, it includes 
an exhaustive list of every valid word playable in Scrabble. 4th edition. 

1196 n HHHH

COLLINS SCRABBLE DICTIONARY
COLLINS DICTIONARIES
9780008320140     P     HARPERCOLLINS REFERENCE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
This major new edition is fully updated to include all valid words between 2 and 9 letters in length from 
the latest official Scrabble word list, and allows players to settle disputes over the eligibility of words. 
5th edition. 

1197 n HHHH

INCOMPLETE BOOK OF RUNNING
SAGAL, PETER
9781451696257     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
On the verge of turning forty, Peter Sagal - Brainiac Harvard grad, short bald Jew with a disposition 
towards heft, and a sedentary star of public radio - started running seriously. And much to his own 
surprise, he kept going, faster and further, running fourteen marathons and logging tens of thousands of 
miles on roads, sidewalks, paths, and trails all over the United States and the world, including the 2013 
Boston Marathon, where he crossed the finish line moments before the bombings. Here, Sagal shares 
commentary and reflection about running, creating a book that is at once smart, honest, and affecting. 

EQUESTRIANISM

1198 n HHHH

MAJESTIC HORSE
ALEXANDER, SERAPHINA
9780785836995     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£19.99     Published 24/09/19
Nobility, Beauty, and Spirit. This beautifully photographed and comprehensive volume covers all the 
most important aspects of equestrianism, from a first encounter with a horse to how to take one into a 
competition - including a wealth of technical information about horses and how to care for them. Above 
all, however, it is a celebration and a treasury of just how wonderful horses are and why people have 
loved them throughout their history of coexistence. 

MOTOR SPORTS

1199 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CIAO STIRLING
PIRIE, VALERIE
9781785904639     H 
BITEBACK PUBLISHING 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19

The Inside Story of a Motor Racing Legend. When Valerie Pirie interviewed for her first real secretarial job after 
college, she did not expect to end up working for Stirling Moss. Regarded as the greatest driver who was never 
crowned world champion, he would become not only her new boss, but a lifelong friend. Here, in this playful and 
moving memoir, she opens up about the man behind the steering wheel. With a joie de vivre and unparalleled 
pluck, Pirie details the highs and lows of her many years working with a true pioneer of Formula One. 
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1200 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RAW SPEED
WOFFINDEN, TAI
9781786062789     H     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19
Tai Woffinden is one of the biggest stars of Speedway. A Double World Champion and GB Team 
Captain. Born in England but raised in Australia, he followed in his late father’s footsteps in the sport to 
become the youngest ever World Champion. However, he has not been without his share of struggles. 
In 2010, he lost his father and mentor to cancer. Known for his speed on the track and his quirky 
tattoos, he is a popular figure within the sport. His autobiography provides an eye-opening insight into 
the life of one of speedway’s most exciting talents. 

1201 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LOLA T70
PARKER, CHAS
9781785212079     H 
HAYNES PUBLISHING GROUP 
£25.00     Published 12/09/19

1965 onward (all models). An insight into the design, engineering, maintenance and operation of 
Lola’s legendary sports racing car. An essential addition to the Haynes range of iconic sports racing 
car Manuals, complementing titles covering AC Cobra, Ferrari 250 GTO, Jaguar D-type, Ford GT40, 
Porsche 917, Ferrari 512S/M, Jaguar XJR-9 and Porsche 956/962. 

1202 n HHHHH

TO HELLS GATE & BACK
JARVIS, GRAHAM
9781474612845     H     ORION HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
The Life and Extreme Times of an Off-road Motorcyclist. Graham Jarvis has been at the top of off-road 
motorcycling for the best part of twenty-five years and has competed in hundreds of competitions and 
races all over the world, from TV’s Junior Kickstart in the early 1990s to the fabled and ridiculously 
perilous two-day Italian event Hell’s Gate, which he has dominated in recent years and which is one of 
motorsport’s most feared events. Having excelled at Trials and Enduro, Graham moved into the high-
octane world of Extreme Enduro, one of the most exhilarating sports on two wheels, in 2011. 

1203 n HHHHH

HOW NOT TO BE A PROFESSIONAL RACING DRIVER
PLATO, JASON
9780241404140     H     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Since joining the Williams Touring Car team in 1997 it’s no coincidence that he has had more race wins 
than Lewis Hamilton and Stirling Moss, competed in more races than Jenson Button and set the largest 
number of fastest laps ever. But it’s also no coincidence that he once spent several days in prison in 
Monaco for stealing a JCB. He’s a rule breaker who has had more than his fair share of near-death 
experiences, drunken escapades and more. Yet he’s still racing. There is nothing sensible, predictable 
or considered about Jason, but this is how he became a racing legend. 

1204 n HHHH

ASTON MARTIN DB 70 YEARS
NOAKES, ANDREW
9781781319284     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£30.00     Published 03/09/19
From Le Mans champions to James Bond’s favourite ride to today’s supercars, ‘Aston Martin DB’ 
celebrates 70 years of Britain’s greatest sports cars with this superb collection of over 250 stunning, 
and often rarely seen images from the Aston Martin Heritage Trust archive. 

SOCCER

1205 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PER MERTESACKER MY 
AUTOBIOGRAPHY
MERTESACKER, PER
9781909245938     H 
DeCOUBERTIN 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Per Mertesacker appeared in over 150 Premier League games for Arsenal and over 100 games for Germany 
and was part of the 2014 World Cup-winning squad in Brazil. In his autobiography, he reveals the story of that 
summer in Brazil, explaining the tactical tricks of Jogi Low as well as the motivational arts of Arsene Wenger. He 
asks himself to what extent talent plays a role in football, having been a youth who was told he had too little of 
it until he was promoted by Ralf Rangnick at Hanover 96. Now the academy manager at Arsenal, Mertesacker 
details what it really takes to become a success in the game he started playing when he was just 4. 

1206 n HHHHH

GOING TO THE MATCH
HAMILTON, DUNCAN
9781473661806     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
The Passion for Football: The Perfect Gift for Football Fans.  A massive audience in sitting-rooms, parks and pubs 
watched England in the 2018 World Cup. Yet as Duncan Hamilton demonstrates with style, insight and wit in 
‘Going to the Match’, watching on TV is no substitute for being there. Hamilton embarks on a richly entertaining, 
exquisitely crafted journey through football. Glory game or grass roots, England v Slovenia or Guiseley v 
Hartlepool, he delves beneath the action to illuminate the stories which make the sport endlessly compelling. 

1207 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AGE OF FOOTBALL
GOLDBLATT, DAVID
9781509854240     H     MACMILLAN 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
The epic exploration of society, politics, and economics in the twenty-first century through the prism 
of football, by the critically acclaimed author of ‘The Ball is Round’. In ‘The Age of Football’, David 
Goldblatt charts football’s global cultural ascent, its economic transformation and deep politicisation, 
taking in prison football in Uganda and amputee football in Angola, the role of football fans in the Arab 
Spring, the footballing presidencies of Bolivia’s Evo Morales and Turkey’s Recep Erdogan, and China’s 
declared intention to both host and win the World Cup by 2050, as well as the FIFA corruption scandal. 

1208 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CRISTIANO & LEO
BURNS, JIMMY
9781509849147     P     PAN MACMILLAN PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
The Race to Become the Greatest Football Player of All. The definitive account of the world-shaping rivalry 
between Cristiano Ronaldo and Lionel Messi and their on-going competition to be the greatest football 
player of all time. One a preening adonis, a precision physical machine who blows teams away with his 
pace and power; the other a shuffling genius, able to do things with a football that seem other-worldly. Their 
differences seem to tap into something fundamental about football and indeed life. Between them they have 
scored over a thousand goals, won the Ballon d’Or nine times and redefined modern football. 

1209 n HHHH

EVEN HESKEY SCORED
HESKEY, EMILE
9781785315008     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 16/09/19
Emile Heskey, My Story. The revealing autobiography of former footballer Emile Heskey. From humble 
beginnings, Emile became one of Leicester’s favourite sons, as part of Martin O’Neill’s swashbuckling 
misfits. ‘Even Heskey Scored’ is an honest, first-person account of a footballer who faced harsh 
criticism and media scrutiny, despite being loved by his team-mates. 
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1210 n HHHHH

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
LINEKER, GARY
9781529124361     H     RANDOM HOUSE 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
The official book based on the acclaimed football podcast Behind Closed Doors. Written by Gary 
Lineker and Danny Baker, this is a rollicking inside guide to football that shares never-before-told 
dressing room tales and behind-the-scenes stories from Gary and Danny’s time in football and 
broadcasting. Full of new and exclusive stories that have never appeared on the podcast - or anywhere 
- before, the book is full of the intimate details of life in and around the game we all love. 

1211 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JUAN MATA SUDDENLY A 
FOOTBALLER MY STORY
MATA, JUAN
9781910335369     H 
REACH SPORT 
£20.00     Published 26/09/19

One of the finest players in the Premier League, Juan Mata tells the inside story of life at Manchester 
United, as well as reliving his childhood and recalling his glory years with Chelsea and Spain. This thoughtful 
footballer gives his views on the experiences and personalities that have helped to shape his career. 

1212 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MICHAEL OWEN REBOOT MY 
LIFE MY TIME
OWEN, MICHAEL
9781911613336     H 
REACH SPORT 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Legendary striker Michael Owen’s career divides opinion among fans and his honest new 
autobiography will see him set the record straight once and for all. It promises to make for an explosive 
read and will be one of the most talked about football books of the year. 

1213 n HHHH

MAKE THE PEOPLE HAPPY
EVANS, TONY
9781787631502     H     TRANSWORLD 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
An Intimate History of Liverpool Football Club. In his latest book Tony Evans once again turns 
his attention to Liverpool, the city and the football club, this time looking at both from an historical 
perspective and providing readers with a tremendous oral history which will perfectly capture this 
unique community, its passion and its pride. 

1214 n HHHH

TWO TRIBES
EVANS, TONY
9780857503206     P     TRANSWORLD 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Liverpool, Everton and a City on the Brink. The story of the epic 1985/86 football season, when 
Liverpool and Everton were the top two teams in the land and the game changed for ever. This book 
brilliantly recounts those gladitorial, epic twelve months of turmoil on and off the field, and how it all 
reached its fitting climax at the home of football, as the population of Liverpool took over London for 
one unforgettable day. A season that had begun in shame would end in pride, and help redeem the 
reputation of a city that the game had destroyed. 

COMBAT SPORTS

1215 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHAOS IS A FRIEND OF MINE
MACKENNA, EWAN
9781909245907     H 
DeCOUBERTIN 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19

This book tells Conor McGregor’s journey to becoming one of the most controversial sports stars of the 
21st century, loved and loathed in equal measure, a divisive figure who, by 2018, was a multi-millionaire 
champion shacked up in Las Vegas and waiting for his latest superfight. A wonderful rags-to-riches 
tale? Dedicated athlete? Cultural phenomenon? Troubled soul? Out-of-control kid? Confused young 
man? Narcissist? Arrogant thug? Sporting icon? McGregor is any and all but, crucially, more than most 
sporting stars, he is also a mirror of society. 

1216 n HHHH

35 YEARS OF WRESTLEMANIA
SHIELDS, BRIAN
9780241361351     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£17.99     Published 05/09/19
This new edition of the fan-favourite, best-selling title ‘30 Years of WrestleMania’ brings the story of the 
biggest event in the WWE calendar bang up to date with 32 pages of brand-new content. Relive, or 
discover, all the most exciting matches, celebrity appearances, and controversies in this premier event’s 
storied history. The key, historic matches of every Wrestlemania are explored in depth. Spectacular 
full-colour photographs from WWE’s own archive - many never seen before - superbly capture the 
unrivalled glamour, and many of the most action-packed, unforgettable moments, both in the ring and 
behind-the-scenes! 

1217 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MODERN NINJA WARFARE
CUMMINS, ANTONY
9784805314814     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 10/09/19
‘Modern Ninja Warfare’ takes a contemporary look at the stealthy methods of the Ninja (Shinobi) and 
how they can be employed to counter modern security threats. This book provides an ideal overview 
of Ninjutsu techniques for security personnel, military, Special Forces, military history buffs and anyone 
serious about learning how Ninja tactics can be applied to the modern world. Ninja historian Antony 
Cummins, himself a skilled martial artist, takes a detailed and realistic look at the Ninja, their methods 
and their role in the medieval Japanese military, as well as how they compare to today’s Special Forces 
and covert military groups. 
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1218 n HHHH

SUGAR RAY ROBINSON STORY
JARRETT, JOHN
9781785315350     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 09/09/19
Boxing’s Comeback King. Sugar Ray Robinson was boxing royalty. King of the world. Personality with 
a punch. Over 25 years he ruled three divisions, from lightweight to middleweight. This book is an 
insightful, brilliantly researched biography of an all-time boxing great and world heavyweight champion. 
Contains photo section including action images and photographs from Robinson’s life. 

1219 n HHHH

TALES FROM THE TOP TABLE
BIRCH, CRAIG
9781785315374     H     PITCH 
£19.99     Published 09/09/19
How Boxing’s Superstars Took Over a Town. The hard-hitting, personal stories shared by some of 
boxing’s biggest names are presented in a series of short, sharp features in ‘Tales from the Top Table’. 
Seventeen world champions are among the main attractions. Delve deep into the psyche of the famous 
fighting men and relive their experiences in the ring - the good, the bad and the ugly. There are many 
fresh and surprising stories included here, as these memorable anecdotes about the fighters’ lives and 
times were originally intended only for the ears of those in attendance at the Bar Sport in Cannock - and 
could easily have stayed that way. 

1220 n HHH

SOULMAN
JOHNSON, ROCKY ET AL
9781770414938     H 
TURNAROUND 
£23.99     Published 05/09/19

The Rocky Johnson Story. Best known now as The Rock’s father, Rocky Johnson was one of the most 
gifted professional wrestlers in the ‘70s and ‘80s. Now Rocky tells his story: from being homeless in 
Nova Scotia at 13, to finding success in the WWF, to how he used this entertainment form to overcome 
disadvantage and become a WWE Hall of Famer. 

RACQUET SPORTS

1221 n HHH

WIMBLEDON 2019
NEWMAN, PAUL
9781909534919     H 
VISION SPORTS PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 12/09/19

The Official Story of the Championships. For millions of tennis lovers The Championships will 
be the sporting high point of the British summer and ‘Wimbledon 2019: The Official Story of The 
Championships’ will be the comprehensive, entertaining and beautifully illustrated re-telling of a spell-
binding fortnight of tennis at the All England Club. 

RUGBY

1222 n HHHH

RUGBYS STRANGEST MATCHES
GRIFFTHS, JOHN
9781911622345     H     PAVILION 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Extraordinary but true stories from over a century of rugby. Rugby fans will delight in this astonishing 
collection of outlandish stories from the past 150 years of the game. Here you’ll find, among many other 
curious events, the Irish international who arranged his marriage in order to play against England, the 
team of top soccer players who beat their rugby counterparts at their own game, the day the entire 
Wales team was sent off, and when in an astonishing turn of events underdog Japan triumphed and 
beat South Africa (and who doesn’t love an underdog?). The tales in this book are bizarre, fascinating, 
and, most importantly, true. 

1223 n HHHHH

OPEN SIDE
WARBURTON, SAM
9780008336578     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19
Sam Warburton OBE was not only a titan of Welsh rugby, but an icon of the game. Having represented 
his country as a player and team captain at all junior levels, he propelled himself to international 
attention in 2011 when named as the youngest ever captain of Wales for the Rugby World Cup. Written 
in a compelling but soul searching style, this is an astoundingly personal book exploring the nature of 
leadership, the value of self-control, the precision of mindset and of course the future of the game. 

1224 n HHHH

RUGBY WORLD CUP MISCELLANY
WHITE, JOHN
9781785315619     H     PITCH 
£14.99     Published 02/09/19
Facts, History, Statistics and Trivia 1987-2019. ‘The Rugby World Cup Miscellany’ will transport you 
directly into the thrilling history of the greatest event in global rugby union. Here’s a treasure trove of 
insider facts, fantastic feats, firsts and lasts, records and stats - covering every nation and every star 
player to have made their mark in a tournament now watched by 120 million fans worldwide. 

PHILOSOPHY

1225 n HHH

HOW TO BE AN 
EXISTENTIALIST
COX, GARY
9781350068988     P 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

The 10th anniversary edition of a witty classic about the philosophy of existentialism. It is also a 
genuine self-help book offering clear advice on how to live according to the principles of existentialism 
formulated by Nietzsche, Sartre, Camus, and the other great existentialist philosophers. 
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1226 n HHH

SEX & THE FAILED ABSOLUTE
ZIZEK, SLAVOJ
9781350043787     H 
BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC 
£20.00     Published 19/09/19

‘Sex and the Failed Absolute’ provides nothing short of a new definition of dialectical materialism. 
Radical new readings of Kant and Hegel sit side by side with lively commentaries on film, politics and 
culture. And in forging this new materialism, Zizek doesn’t shy away from taking on and analysing 
important recent philosophies such as the work of Alain Badiou, Robert Brandom, Quentin Meillassoux 
and everything from popular scientist and quantum mechanics to sexual difference and analytic 
philosophy. This is Slavoj Zizek at his interrogative and energising best and represents his most 
rigorous articulation to date of his philosophical system. 

1227 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PHILOSOPHERS THEIR LIVES & WORKS
DK
9780241301722     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
From Confucius and Plato to Karl Marx and Noam Chomsky, this book brings together more than 100 
illustrated biographies of the world’s great philosophers. Introduced with a stunning portrait of each 
featured philosopher, the biographies trace the ideas, friendships, loves, and rivalries that inspired 
the great thinkers and influenced their work, providing revealing insights into what drove them to 
question the meaning of life, and come up with new ways of understanding the world and the history of 
ideas. This book introduces the key ideas, themes, and working methods of each featured individual. 
Foreword by Simon Blackburn. 

1228 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SIX SECRETS OF 
INTELLIGENCE
ADAMS, CRAIG
9781785784828     P 
ICON BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Why modern education doesn’t teach us how to think for ourselves. Six ideas that reveal how to see 
through lies, deceptions and empty rhetoric, and a warning that we currently misunderstand both 
intelligence and education. Some people have something to say in any conversation and can spot the 
hidden angles of completely unrelated problems; but how do they do it? Condensing that blueprint to 
six ‘secrets’, Craig Adams uncovers the underlying patterns of every discussion and debate we’ve ever 
had, and shows us how to be both harder to manipulate and more skilful in any conversation or debate 
- no matter the topic. PREV ANNOUNCED IN MAY 2019. 

1229 n HHHH

LIKE A THIEF IN BROAD DAYLIGHT
ZIZEK, SLAVOJ
9780141989198     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Power in the Era of Post-Humanity. In recent years, techno-scientific progress has started to utterly 
transform our world - changing it almost beyond recognition. In this extraordinary new book, renowned 
philosopher Slavoj Zizek turns to look at the brave new world of Big Tech, revealing how, with each new 
wave of innovation, we find ourselves moving closer and closer to a bizarrely literal realisation of Marx’s 
prediction that ‘all that is solid melts into air’. 

1230 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SCHOOL OF LIFE
BOTTON, ALAIN DE
9780241382318     H 
PENGUIN BOOKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

An Emotional Education. One decade ago, Alain de Botton founded The School of Life, an institute 
dedicated to understanding and improving our emotional intelligence. Now he presents the gathered 
wisdom of those ten years: a wide-ranging and innovative compendium of emotional intelligence. Using 
the mixture of social analysis, philosophical insight and practical wisdom which has come to define the 
School of Life’s essential work, this book considers how we interact with each other and with ourselves, 
and how we can do so better. 

1231 n HHHHH

LESSONS IN STOICISM
SELLARS, JOHN
9780241382776     H     PENGUIN PRESS/CLASSICS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
In the past few years, Stoicism has been making a comeback. But what exactly did the Stoics believe? 
In ‘Lessons in Stoicism’, philosopher John Sellars weaves together the key ideas of the three great 
Roman Stoics - Seneca, Epictetus and Marcus Aurelius - with snapshots of their fascinating lives, to 
show us how their ideas can help us today. 

1232 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ART OF WAR
TZU, SUN
9781611806977     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£8.99     Published 24/09/19
The most prestigious and influential book on strategy and dealing with conflict, beautifully translated 
for clear, accessible reading. In the words of Sun Tzu, ‘To win without fighting is best’. This timeless 
Chinese classic captures the essence of military strategy used in ancient East Asia, with lessons 
on how to handle conflict confidently, efficiently, and successfully. Thomas Cleary’s translation is a 
breakthrough achievement that has been a gold standard among translations for three decades, 
offering the complete text in eminently readable prose with short commentaries by other ancient 
Chinese strategists and philosophers. 

1233 n HHHHH

EVERYDAY UBUNTU
NGOMANE, MUNGI
9781787631984     H     TRANSWORLD 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Living better together, the African way. Ubuntu is a Xhosa word originating from a South African 
philosophy that encapsulates all our aspirations about how to live life well, together. It is the belief in a 
universal human bond: I am only because you are. And it means that if you are able to see everyone 
as fully human, connected to you by their humanity, you will never be able to treat others as disposable 
or without worth. By embracing the philosophy of Ubuntu and living it out in daily life it’s possible to 
overcome division and be stronger together in a world where the wise build bridges, not walls. 

1234 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SOCRATES
PRIOR, WILLIAM J
9781509529742     P     WILEY 
£17.99     Published 27/09/19
Socrates is one of the most important thinkers in western philosophy, yet he remains enigmatic, having 
left behind no works of his own. Instead, his thought is understood primarily through the work of his 
followers, particularly Plato. Yet Plato’s dialogues can offer conflicting portraits of Socrates... In this 
accessible introduction, William Prior assesses Socrates the man, his famous trial, and the nature of his 
philosophy. He explore Socrates’ intellectualism, conception of the good life, his religious views and his 
thoughts concerning justice. 
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1235 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
CONSPIRACY THEORIES
CASSAM, QUASSIM
9781509535835     P     WILEY 
£9.99     Published 13/09/19
A sharp analysis of the growing trend to believe in conspiracies and ‘fake news’. This book explains 
how we can combat conspiracy theories despite the fact that they do not depend upon rational 
argument. In this book Quassim Cassam explores the psychology and politics of conspiracy theories 
to show how they can damage public understanding of important issues, and explains how conspiracy 
theories work to undermine truth. 

1236 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
WHITE PRIVILEGE
SULLIVAN, SHANNON
9781509535293     P 
WILEY 
£9.99     Published 13/09/19

Some embrace the idea of white privilege as an important concept that helps us to make sense of 
the connection between race and social and political disadvantages, while others are critical or even 
hostile. Regardless of personal views, it can be difficult to agree on what ‘white privilege’ even means. 
Philosopher Shannon Sullivan cuts through the confusion and cross-talk to challenge what ‘everybody 
knows’ about white privilege. 

RELIGION

1237 n HHHH

BEING JEWISH TODAY
BAYFIELD, TONY
9781472962089     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£18.99     Published 05/09/19
Confronting the Real Issues. Rabbi Bayfield draws on key Jewish thinkers who can contribute to 
the force of his argument that the Jewish community is under threat throughout the world - Levinas, 
Maimonides, Hannah Arendt, Jonathan Sacks, Spinoza, Samson Raphael Hirsch, Walter Benjamin and 
Stephen Jay Gould. Rabbi Bayfield’s book is written to appeal to all Jewish people, whether religious or 
cultural, and to increase the understanding and self-understanding of Judaism today. 

1238 n HHHH

READING LIFE
LEWIS, C S
9780008307110     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Reflections and Essays: The Joy of Seeing New Worlds Through Others’ Eyes. The revered teacher 
and bestselling author reflects on the power, importance, and joy of a life dedicated to reading books in 
this delightful collection drawn from his wide body of writings. More than 50 years after his death, CS 
Lewis continues to speak to readers, thanks not only to his intellectual insights on Christianity but also 
his wondrous creative works and deep reflections on the literature that influenced his life. Cultivated 
from his many essays, articles, and letters, as well as his classic works, ‘The Reading Life’ provides 
reflections on the love and enjoyment of books. 

1239 n HHHH

FEARFULLY & WONDERFULLY
BRAND, PAUL
9781473693289     P     HODDER RELIGIOUS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
The Marvel of Bearing God’s Image.  An internationally renowned surgeon and an award-winning writer 
of faith take readers on a tour of wonder through the human body - from the micro-view of cells to the 
macro-view of our connectedness as people made in God’s image. Mysterious, intricate, pulsing with 
energy... the human body is an endlessly fascinating repository of incredible secrets. In this new work, 
comprising two classics (‘Fearfully and Wonderfully Made’ and ‘In His Image’) edited together and 
updated, renowned surgeon Dr Paul Brand and award-winning writer Philip Yancey take us on a tour of 
wonder through the human body. 

1240 n HHHH

HOW THE BIBLE ACTUALLY WORKS
ENNS, PETER
9781529342840     P     HODDER RELIGIOUS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
‘In which I explain how an ancient, ambiguous, and diverse book leads us to wisdom rather than 
answers - and why that’s great news.’ Bible scholar Peter Enns explains that the Bible is not an 
instruction manual or rule book but a powerful learning tool for cultivating God’s wisdom. 

1241 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
PRAYERS OF THE PIOUS
SULEIMAN, OMAR
9781847741295     H     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19
This inspirational collection of prayers and reminders is the perfect companion for anyone who wishes 
to connect to the Divine. Shaykh Omar Suleiman provides us with thirty short prayers taken from the 
teachings of the Prophet Muhammad and the early generations, each with a short reminder to deepen 
the impact of the prayer in our lives. ‘Prayers of the Pious’ provides spiritual gems that serve as 
valuable wisdom and practical advice for the soul. By reading this short work with an attentive heart, the 
reader can cultivate love for God and His Messenger and live life with gratitude and contentment. 

1242 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEN ONE RELIGION IS NOT ENOUGH
BIRSELL, DUANE R
9780807039885     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£13.99     Published 20/09/19
An exploration into the lives of people who embrace two or more religious traditions, and what this 
growing community tells us about change in our society. ‘When One Religion Isn’t Enough’ explores the 
lives of spiritually fluid people, revealing that while some chose multiple religious belonging, many more 
inherit it. For many North Americans, the complicated legacies of colonialism are part of their family 
story, and they may consider themselves both Christian and Hindu, or Buddhist, or Yoruban, or one of 
the many other religions native to colonized lands. 

1243 n HHHH

FOLLOWING JESUS
NOUWEN, HENRI
9780281083558     H     SPCK 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019
Finding Our Way Home in an Age of Anxiety. A never before seen work from Henri Nouwen, offering a 
compelling case for why Christianity is still relevant, beautiful, intelligent and necessary in the modern 
world. Nouwen writes eloquently about calling and purpose, fear and hope and explains why, with so 
many choices available to 21st century seekers, the greatest reward for those looking for fulfilment is to 
choose belief in God. 

1244 n HHHH

WAKE UP FOR ADVENT
SENTAMU, JOHN
9780281083541     P     SPCK 
£9.99     Published Sep 2019
The Archbishop of York’s Advent Book 2019. Wake up! Clean up! Feed up! Grow up! Explore these 
Gospel imperatives with Archbishop Sentamu in this lively and invigorating sequence of Advent 
meditations. Packed with stimulating questions for personal reflection or group discussion. 
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1245 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OUTGROWING GOD
DAWKINS, RICHARD
9781787631212     H 
TRANSWORLD 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19

Should we believe in God? Do we need God in order to explain the existence of the universe? Do we 
need God in order to be good? In twelve chapters that address some of the most profound questions 
human beings confront, Dawkins marshals science, philosophy and comparative religion to interrogate 
the hypocrisies of all the religious systems and explain to readers of all ages how life emerged without 
a Creator, how evolution works and how our world came into being. For anyone hoping to grapple with 
the meaning of life and what to believe, ‘Outgrowing God’ is a challenging, thrilling and revelatory read. 

PHRASE & LANGUAGE GUIDES

1246 n HHHH

GREEK PHRASE BOOK & DICTIONARY
BERLITZ PHRASE BOOK & DICT
9781780045283     P     BERLITZ 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Second edition. 

ATLASES & MAPS

1247 n HHHH

KRAKOW POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218839     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£4.99     Published 01/09/19
Includes PopOut Maps of greater and central Krakow as well as additional maps of Kazimierz, around 
Krakow and a transit map. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1248 n HHHH

MARRAKESH POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218822     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£4.99     Published 01/09/19
Includes PopOut Maps of Marrakesh and Medina as well as additional maps of the souks, Gueliz and 
arround Marrakesh. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1249 n HHHH

PRAGUE POPOUT MAP
POPOUT MAPS
9781910218815     M     FOOTPRINT POPOUT MAPS 
£4.99     Published 01/09/19
Includes PopOut Maps of greater and central Prague as well as additional maps of Prague Castle, Old 
Town and a transit map. Fully up-to-date listings of sights, shops, hotels, restaurants, cafes and bars. 

1250 n HHHH

LISBON CITY MAP
MARCO POLO CITY MAPS
9783829759120     M     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
Fresh, new look, high quality cartography - striking colours will help travellers navigate even more 
easily. New matt laminate finish, durable and tear-resistant! New, more detailed scale - 1:12000. 

1251 n HHHH

PARIS CITY MAP
MARCO POLO CITY MAPS
9783829759182     M     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
Fresh, new look, high quality cartography - striking colours will help travellers navigate even more 
easily. New matt laminate finish, durable and tear-resistant! New, more detailed scale - 1:12000. 

1252 n HHHH

ALGARVE HOLIDAY MAP
MARCO POLO HOLIDAY MAPS
9783829770309     M     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
New style cover design clearly communicates the main sales points. New matt laminate finish, durable 
and tear-resistant! Key points of interest are featured with a brief description and are marked on 
the map to help travellers get more from their trip. Two inspirational itineraries are included, offering 
travellers ideas for what to see and how to plan their day. Perfect scale for touring - 1:150000. 

1253 n HHHH

LANZAROTE HOLIDAY MAP
MARCO POLO HOLIDAY MAPS
9783829770354     M     MARCO POLO TRAVEL PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
New style cover design clearly communicates the main sales points. New matt laminate finish, durable 
and tear-resistant! Key points of interest are featured with a brief description and are marked on 
the map to help travellers get more from their trip. Two inspirational itineraries are included, offering 
travellers ideas for what to see and how to plan their day. Perfect scale for touring - 1:110000. 

TRAVEL BIOG & WRITING

1254 n HHHHH

RHINE
COATES, BEN
9781473665095     P     NICHOLAS BREALEY PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Following Europe’s Greatest River from Amsterdam to the Alps. For five years, Ben Coates lived 
alongside a major channel of the river in Rotterdam, crossing it daily, swimming and sailing in its 
tributaries. In ‘The Rhine’, he sets out by bicycle from the Netherlands where it enters the North Sea, 
following it through Germany, France and Liechtenstein, to its source in the icy Alps. He explores the 
impact that the Rhine has had on European culture and history and finds out how influences have 
flowed along and across the river, shaping the people who live alongside it. 

1255 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KAFKAS PRAGUE
WAGENBACH, KLAUS
9781909961654     P     HAUS PUBLISHING 
£9.99     Published 16/09/19
Nearly 100 years after his death, the works of Franz Kafka continue to intrigue and haunt us. Even 
those with only a fleeting acquaintance with his unfinshed novels, or his stories, diaries and letters, 
‘Kafkaesque’ has become a byword for the menacing, unfathomable absurdity of modern existence 
and bureaucracy. Yet for all the universal significance of his fiction, Kafka’s writing remains inextricably 
bound up with his life and work in Prague, where he spent every one of his 40 years. 
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1256 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FOOTNOTES
FIENNES, PETER
9781786076298     H 
ONE WORLD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

A Journey Round Britain in the Company of Great Writers. Every journey has its stories. Beginning 
with Enid Blyton and childhood in the Isle of Purbeck, Peter Fiennes embarks on a unique exploration 
of Britain. He follows in the footsteps of some our greatest writers, tracing the paths recorded in their 
books, journals and diaries, and looks for the country they knew. How much has time changed us? And 
has it been for better, or worse? Are we trapped in the past?... ‘Footnotes’ is a lyrical foray into our past 
and present, and a mesmerising quest to picture these isles anew. 

1257 n HHHHH

OTTOMAN ODYSSEY
SCOTT, ALEV
9781784293710     P     QUERCUS PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Travels through a Lost Empire. Alev Scott’s odyssey began when she looked beyond Turkey’s borders 
for contemporary traces of the Ottoman Empire. Their 800-year rule ended a century ago - and yet, 
travelling through twelve countries from Kosovo to Greece to Palestine, she uncovers a legacy that’s 
vital and relevant; where medieval ethnic diversity meets 21st century nationalism, and displaced 
people seek new identities. It’s a story of surprises. An acolyte of Erdogan in Christian-majority Serbia 
confirms the wide-reaching appeal of his authoritarian leadership. A Druze warlord explains the 
secretive religious faction in the heart of the Middle East. 

1258 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NORTH KOREA JOURNAL
PALIN, MICHAEL
9781786331908     H 
RANDOM HOUSE 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19

In May 2018, former Monty Python stalwart and intrepid globetrotter Michael Palin spent two weeks in 
the notoriously secretive Democratic People’s Republic of Korea. Now he shares his day-by-day diary 
of his visit, in which he describes not only what he saw - and his fleeting views of what the authorities 
didn’t want him to see - but recounts the conversations he had with the country’s inhabitants, talks 
candidly about his encounters with officialdom, and records his musings about a land wholly unlike any 
other he has ever visited - one that inspires fascination and fear in equal measure. 

TRAVEL GUIDES BRITISH ISLES

1259 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AA BED & BREAKFAST GUIDE 
2020
AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES
9780749581916     P 
AA PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 23/09/19

Throughout the year, the AA’s inspectors are visiting and grading the B&Bs that appear in this guide. 
Each one is judged on its presentation, quality of accommodation, leisure facilities, breakfasts and 
evening meals, service, hospitality, conference facilities and cleanliness and housekeeping. Then they 
are rated from one to five stars for quality; gold stars indicate ‘Highly Commended’ B&Bs - the very best 
places within three, four and five star ratings. All five-star establishments join the ‘Premier Collection’ 
and are highlighted throughout the guide. Fully updated including the latest room prices, amenities and 
contact details. 

1260 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AA BEST RESTAURANTS 2020
AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES
9780749581930     P 
AA PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 23/09/19

This compact and practical guide to Britain and Ireland’s top dining destinations features larger images 
and includes all venues which currently hold a Rosette for culinary excellence as well as AA Restaurant 
of the Year award-winners from the AA Hospitality Awards. With over 2000 restaurants currently 
awarded Rosettes by the AA’s inspectors, this is the food lover’s guide to enjoying the best cuisine 
in Britain. All the rosetted restaurants feature purely on merit. Fully updated including the latest chef 
changes and sample menu prices. 

1261 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AA HOTEL GUIDE 2020
AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES
9780749581923     P 
AA PUBLISHING 
£16.99     Published 23/09/19

Celebrating over 50 years as Britain’s most complete guide to where to stay, this continues to showcase 
hotels from across the UK and Ireland with over 2600 hotels, including over 700 budget hotels. From 
the most opulent and sophisticated of London’s elite hotels to personally run small hotels in the British 
countryside and the practical and convenient budget hotel aimed at business or air travellers, to the 
luxurious country house hotel catering for leisure and sporting guests, the guide is your best resource to 
find places to stay. Fully updated including the latest room prices and leisure facilities. 
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1262 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WEIRD MUSEUMS
AA LIFESTYLE GUIDES
9780749581855     H     AA PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
An affectionate look at some of Britain’s quirkiest collections. Bored with the big hitters on the museum 
circuit? Maybe it’s time to take the family to one of Britain’s many weird museums, where you never get 
quite what you bargained for. Anyone with an interest in the unusual will love this collection of places 
specialising in the curious, the cool - and the downright peculiar. These are under-the-radar collections 
of artefacts where you come with an open mind and leave having learned something unexpected or 
having seen something amazing, strange, intriguing or hilarious. 

1263 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
BEST OF ENGLAND PUB GUIDE
RIDGWELL, SIMON
9781999916640     P     CENTRAL BOOKS 
£19.99     Published Sep 2019
Best of England have selected and photographed 200 of the best country pubs to create this new 
pub guide. Each one is hand picked and has been visited and reviewed by a member of the Best of 
England team. The guide includes local knowledge and hidden gems. None of the pubs have paid to be 
included. This is the perfect stocking filler. 

1264 n HHHH

LONDON
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367414     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to London, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 
lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of London. 5th edition. 

1265 n HHHHH

IRELAND 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368725     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£15.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of DK’s Ireland guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1266 n HHHHH

LONDON 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368749     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of DK’s London guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1267 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
HARDENS LONDON RESTAURANTS 2020
HARDENS RESTAURANT GUIDES
9781916076105     P     HARDENS GUIDES 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19
Celebrating three decades next year, Harden’s introduced the concept of survey-based ratings and 
reviews to the UK. The most authoritative based guide to the capital’s restaurant scene, it remains a 
must-buy for any discerning Londoner or visitor. Twenty-ninth edition. 

1268 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IRELAND
INSIGHT GUIDES
9781789191127     P 
INSIGHT GUIDES 
£15.99     Published 01/09/19

From deciding when to go, to choosing what to see when you arrive, this guide is all you need to 
plan your trip and experience the best of Ireland, with in-depth insider information on must-see, top 
attractions like Dublin, the Giant’s Causeway, the Aran Islands, Connemara and the Wild Atlantic Way, 
and hidden cultural gems like the walls of Derry and the holy mountain of Croagh Patrick. This book is 
ideal for travellers seeking immersive cultural experiences, from exploring vibrant Dublin, colourful Cork 
and historic Derry, to discovering the wild west coast, the plains of Tipperary and the Glens of Antrim. 
Now with FREE eBook. Eleventh edition. 

1269 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DEVON & CORNWALL
INSIGHT GUIDES GREAT BREAKS
9781789191189     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19
Explore the best of Devon and Cornwall with this indispensably practical guide. From making sure you 
don’t miss out on must-see attractions like the Eden Project, Exeter, Tresco Gardens, Dartmoor and 
Torquay, to discovering hidden gems, including Tintagel, the easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes 
will save you time, help you plan and enhance your Great Break in Devon and Cornwall. Practical, 
pocket-sized and packed with inspirational insider information, this is the ideal on-the-move companion 
to your trip to Devon and Cornwall. Now with FREE eBook. Fourth edition. 

1270 n HHHHH

BEST OF LONDON 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015401     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
One of the world’s most visited cities, London has something for everyone: from history and culture 
to fine food and good times. This guide is packed with inspirational images, itineraries and planning 
information, and London’s best sights and experiences. Revised edition. 

1271 n HHHHH

GOOD PUB GUIDE 2020
STAPLEY, FIONA
9781529103724     P     RANDOM HOUSE 
£15.99     Published 05/09/19
The 38th edition of this much-loved guide is as invaluable as ever. Organised county by county, its 
comprehensive yearly updates and countless reader recommendations ensure that only the very best 
pubs make the grade. Here you you will find not only classic country pubs, town centre inns, riverside 
retreats and historic havens, but also popular newcomers including gastro pubs and pubs specialising 
in malt whisky and craft beer. 

1272 n HHHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
GOOD FOOD GUIDE 2020
CARTER, ELIZABETH(ED
9780953798384     P     WAITROSE LTD 
£17.99     Published 19/09/19
‘The Good Food Guide’ and its loyal readers lead the discovery of hidden dining gems and new 
restaurant talent. With over 1,200 independent, impartial reviews and recommendations it is your one-
stop guide to the culinary trends for 2020. Combining expert, anonymous inspections with thousands of 
pieces of reader feedback, the Guide will lead you to brilliant brunches, perfect lunch spots, great-value 
local restaurants - or something really special for that once in a lifetime experience. 
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1273 n HHHH

REMARKABLE ROAD TRIPS
SALTER, COLIN
9781911641018     H     PAVILION 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
‘Remarkable Road Trips’ collects over 50 of the most spectacular, dangerous, and thoroughly 
memorable road trips from around the world. Entries range from the shortest - the Guoilang Tunnel 
hewn into the side of a cliff face in China, to the longest, the Dempster Highway in desolate stretches 
of Arctic Canada. Some can be driven in a day or less, others may take four or five; the variety of 
landscapes and terrain and even latitudes is huge. For the adrenaline rush, there is even the old 
Nurburgring circuit in Germany. Common to all of them is a gallery of stunning photographs making 
them bucket-list destinations. 

1274 n HHHH

111 PLACES/BERLIN THAT YOU SHOULDNT MISS
111 PLACES
9783740805890     P     ACC ART BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 25/09/19
This ultimate insider’s guide to Berlin, revised and updated for 2019, features interesting and unusual 
places not found in traditional travel guides In Berlin, the city divided after World War II. But this 
metropolis, once again the capital of Germany, encompasses many clandestine niches characteristic 
of a heterogeneous city without a beginning and without an end between its famous backyards, nature 
parks, and bridges. 

1275 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MILAN
BERLITZ POCKET GUIDES
9781785731372     P     BERLITZ 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a 
convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in 
Milan, from top tourist attractions like the Brera, La Scala, Castello Sforzesco, Milan Cathedrals and 
the Piazza del Duomo, to hidden gems, including the San Siro, the city gate at Porta Ticinese and the 
Navigli. Now includes a bilingual dictionary. Fifth edition. 

1276 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANTIGUA & BARBUDA
BERLITZ POCKET GUIDES
9781785730665     P     BERLITZ 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
This pocket guide combines narrative text with insightful colour photography to highlight the very best 
that this unique region has to offer. The Where to Go chapter details all the key sights that a visitor must 
see, from the Georgian-era marina of Nelson’s Dockyard to stunning RendezVous Bay. The What to Do 
chapter explores the diverse range of shopping opportunities and entertainment available, whilst the 
Eating Out chapter investigates the local cuisine and provides a list of recommended restaurants for 
visitors to try. To inspire you, the book offers a rundown of Top 10 Attractions. Second edition. 

1277 n HHHH

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO JAPAN
IYER, PICO
9781526611536     H     BLOOMSBURY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Observations and Provocations. After 32 years in Japan, Pico Iyer can use everything from anime to 
Oscar Wilde to show how his adopted home is both hauntingly familiar - and the strangest place on 
earth. He draws on readings, reflections and conversations with Japanese friends to illuminate an 
unknown place for newcomers, and to give longtime residents a look at their home through fresh eyes. 
‘A Beginner’s Guide to Japan’ is a playful and profound guidebook full of surprising, brief and incisive 
glimpses into Japanese culture. From one of the most engaging and discerning travel writers of his 
generation. 

1278 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DISHOOM FROM BOMBAY 
WITH LOVE
THAKRAR, S ET AL
9781408890677     H 
BLOOMSBURY 
£26.00     Published 05/09/19

Through the course of these pages, you will go on a gentle walking tour of South Bombay, peppered 
with much eating and drinking. Gradually, you’ll discover the simple joy of early chai and omelette at 
Kyani and Co, of dawdling in Horniman Circle on a lazy morning, of eating your fill on Mohammed Ali 
Road, of strolling on the sands at Chowpatty at sunset or taking the air at Nariman Point at night. Once 
you find your places of refuge, Bombay will become human and then - without you noticing exactly 
when - it will complete the seduction and become delightful. 

1279 n HHHHH

AZORES
SAYERS, DAVID
9781784776237     P     BRADT PUBLICATIONS 
£15.99     Published Sep 2019
Bradt’s ‘Azores’ is the only comprehensive guidebook to this nine-island archipelago, one of the best 
places in the world for whale watching. Thanks to the experience of expert botanist David Sayers, and 
the ongoing involvement of author Murray Stewart, the book retains a depth of knowledge about flora 
and fauna. This new edition has been thoroughly updated and includes an expanded focus taking in the 
land- and sea-based activities which are now a significant part of the Azores’ attractions. 7th edition. 

1280 n HHHH

BARCELONA
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367810     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Barcelona, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 
10 lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of Barcelona. 5th 
edition. 

1281 n HHHH

BERLIN
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367339     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Berlin, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 
lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of Berlin. 5th edition. 

1282 n HHHH

NEW YORK CITY
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367766     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to New York City, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, 
top 10 lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of New York City. 
5th edition. 

1283 n HHHH

PARIS
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367773     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Paris, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 lists 
and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of Paris. 5th edition. 
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1284 n HHHH

ROME
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367780     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Rome, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 
lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of Rome. 5th edition. 

1285 n HHHH

SAN FRANCISCO
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367797     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to San Francisco, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 
lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of San Francisco. 5th edition. 

1286 n HHHH

WASHINGTON DC
EYEWITNESS TOP 10
9780241367803     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
An unbeatable, pocket-sized guide to Washington, DC, packed with insider tips and ideas, colour maps, top 10 
lists and a laminated pull-out map - all designed to help you see the very best of Washington, DC. 5th edition. 

1287 n HHHH

WASHINGTON DC 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368794     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Washington, DC guide, packed with colour 
photography, DK’s iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss 
a thing. 2nd edition. 

1288 n HHHHH

AMSTERDAM 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368701     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Amsterdam guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1289 n HHHHH

BERLIN 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368718     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Berlin guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1290 n HHHHH

ITALY 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368732     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Italy guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1291 n HHHHH

NEW YORK CITY 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368756     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the New York City guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1292 n HHHHH

PARIS 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368763     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£13.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Paris guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1293 n HHHHH

PRAGUE 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368770     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Prague guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1294 n HHHHH

ROME 2020
EYEWITNESS TRAVEL GUIDES
9780241368787     P     DORLING KINDERSLEY TRAVEL GUID 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Your journey starts here. This new edition of the Rome guide, packed with colour photography, DK’s 
iconic illustrations and detailed maps, has been expertly updated so you won’t miss a thing. 2nd edition. 

1295 n HHHH

VIETNAM CAMBODIA & LAOS
SPOONER, ANDREW
9781911082620     P     FOOTPRINT HANDBOOKS 
£16.99     Published 01/09/19
Sixth edition. 

1296 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CARIBBEAN THE LESSER ANITILLES
INSIGHT GUIDES
9781789191080     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£16.99     Published 01/09/19
From deciding when to go, to choosing what to see when you arrive, this guide is all you need to plan 
your trip and experience the best of the Caribbean, with in-depth insider information on must-see, top 
attractions like Palm Beach, Mango Festival, dolphin watching, Bonaire Marine Park and Den Paradera, 
and hidden cultural gems like the beautiful island of Monserrat. This book is ideal for travellers seeking 
immersive cultural experiences, from exploring Saint Lucia’s Pitons, Martinique’s Jardins de Balata 
and Guadeloupe’s Reserve Cousteau, to discovering Tobago’s dive sites and hiking Trinidad’s northern 
coastline. With FREE eBOOK. 8th ed. 

1297 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BARCELONA
INSIGHT POCKET GUIDES
9781789191950     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a 
convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in 
Barcelona, from top tourist attractions like La Rambla, Sagrada Familia, Museu Picasso, Casa Battlo 
and the waterfront to hidden gems, including Barri Gotic. Compact, concise and packed with essential 
information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal on-the-move pocket travel guide when 
you’re exploring Barcelona. Now with FREE eBOOK. Second edition. 

1298 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MADRID
INSIGHT POCKET GUIDES
9781789192025     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a 
convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in 
Madrid, from top tourist attractions like Plaza Mayor, the Prado, El Escorial, Puerta del Sol and Plaza 
Santa Ana to hidden gems, including Parque del Been Retiro. Compact, concise and packed with 
essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal on-the-move pocket travel 
guide when you’re exploring Madrid. Now with FREE eBOOK. Second edition. 
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1299 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POLAND
INSIGHT POCKET GUIDES
9781789192261     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a convenient, 
quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in Poland, from top tourist 
attractions like Krakow, Mabork Castle, Kazimierz and Wieliczka salt mine, to hidden gems, including Zamosc. 
Compact, concise and packed with essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal 
on-the-move pocket travel guide when you’re exploring Poland. Now with FREE eBOOK. Fourth edition. 

1300 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SYDNEY
INSIGHT POCKET GUIDES
9781789191226     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a 
convenient, quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in 
Sydney, from top tourist attractions like Sydney Opera House, Royal Botanic Gardens, Bondi Beach 
and Sydney Harbour Bridge, to hidden gems, including Marble Bar and Elizabeth Bay House. Compact, 
concise and packed with essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this is an ideal on-
the-move pocket travel guide when you’re exploring Sydney. Now with FREE eBOOK. 

1301 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLORE QUEENSLAND
INSIGHT EXPLORE GUIDES
9781789191141     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19
This is the ideal pocket companion when discovering Queensland: a full-colour guide containing 15 
easy-to-follow routes with a wealth of activities on offer, including sailing from the Whitsunday Islands 
with their tropical beaches, sand driving on Fraser Island and spotting crocodiles in the far north’s Wet 
Tropics. Each route guides you through an interesting area with clear directions, a detailed map and 
authentic places to eat and drink along the way. The directory section contains a wealth of practical 
information and a range of carefully selected hotels to suit all budgets. Now with FREE eBOOK. 
Second edition. 

1302 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VANCOUVER & VICTORIA
INSIGHT EXPLORE GUIDES
9781789191165     P 
INSIGHT GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19

Discover the best of Vancouver and Victoria with this indispensably practical guide. From making sure 
you don’t miss out on must-see attractions like Vancouver’s Gastown and Stanley Park and Victoria’s 
harbour and maritime museum, and further away gems like Grouse Mountain and Whistler, the 
easy-to-follow, ready-made walking routes will save you time, help you plan and enhance your visit to 
Vancouver and Victoria. Practical, pocket-sized and packed with inspirational insider information, this is 
the ideal on-the-move companion to your trip to Vancouver and Victoria. Now with FREE eBOOK. 

1303 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THAILAND
INSIGHT GUIDES
9781789191103     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£16.99     Published 01/09/19
From deciding when to go, to choosing what to see when you arrive, this guide is all you need to 
plan your trip and experience the best of Thailand, with in-depth insider information on must-see, top 
attractions like Bangkok, Similan Islands Marine National Park, Phuket, Sukhothai and Chiang Mai, and 
hidden cultural gems like Nan. This book is ideal for travellers seeking immersive cultural experiences, 
from exploring Ayutthaya, Mae Hong Son and Nakhon Ratchasima (Khorat) Province, to discovering 
Bang Pa-In and Lopburi. Now with FREE eBOOK. Eighteenth edition. 

1304 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SRI LANKA
INSIGHT POCKET GUIDES
9781789191202     P     INSIGHT GUIDES 
£6.99     Published 01/09/19
Plan your trip, plan perfect days and discover how to get around - this pocket-sized guide is a convenient, 
quick-reference companion to discovering fun and interesting things to do and see in Sri Lanka, from top 
tourist attractions like Colombo, Kandy, Sigiriya and Yala National Park, to hidden gems, including Jaffna and 
the North. Compact, concise and packed with essential information about Where to Go and What to Do, this 
is an ideal on-the-move pocket travel guide when you’re exploring Sri Lanka. Now with FREE eBOOK. 

1305 n HHHH

BEST OF BARCELONA 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015326     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
Barcelona is an enchanting seaside city with boundless culture, fabled architecture and a world-class 
drinking and dining scene. This guide is packed with inspirational images, itineraries and planning 
information, and Barcelona’s best sights and experiences. Revised edition. 

1306 n HHHH

ABU DHABI
LONELY PLANET POCKET GUIDES
9781786570765     P     LONELY PLANET 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Full-colour, pocket-sized guidebook with the city’s best walking tours and pull-out map. Top sights now 
includes Louvre Abu Dhabi. 2nd edition. 

1307 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THREE HOURS FROM
LONELY PLANET
9781788683319     H 
LONELY PLANET 
£16.99     Published Sep 2019

894 amazing microtrips from your favourite cities. Suggested sights and activities range from popular 
and well-known to secret, hidden locations. Themed spreads include Africa’s best beach towns and 
Europe’s top wine regions. Includes places and experiences that might be off travellers’ radars. 

1308 n HHHHH

UNIQUE STATES OF AMERICA
LONELY PLANET
9781788686419     H     LONELY PLANET 
£19.99     Published Sep 2019
The most iconic and unusual experiences across America. From the tiny gold-rush town of Chicken, 
Alaska to Las Vegas’ dazzling Neon Museum and Nashville’s legendary Hatch Show Print, this book 
takes readers on a journey across all 50 states to discover the country’s most iconic destinations and 
experiences. Themes include the best family-friendly places, art and culture, and food and drink - all 
accompanied with expert itineraries, authoritative commentary and beautiful photography. 

1309 n HHHHH

BEST OF NEW YORK CITY 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015418     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
Epicentre of the arts. Dining and shopping capital. Centre of international commerce. Trendsetter in 
fashion and design. One of the world’s greatest cities, New York wears many crowns, and spreads 
an irresistible feast for all. This guide is packed with inspirational images, itineraries and planning 
information, and NYC’s best sights and experiences. Revised edition. 
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1310 n HHHHH

BEST OF PARIS 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015432     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
Paris’ monument-lined boulevards, museums, classical bistros and boutiques are enhanced by a new wave of 
multimedia galleries, creative wine bars, design shops and tech start-ups. This book is packed with inspirational 
images, itineraries and planning information, and Paris’ best sights and experiences. Revised edition. 

1311 n HHHHH

BEST OF ROME 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015449     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
Even in a country of exquisite cities, like Italy, Rome is special. Epic, hot-blooded and achingly beautiful, 
it’s a heady mix of haunting ruins, awe inspiring art, iconic monuments and vibrant street life. This guide 
is packed with inspirational images, itineraries and planning information, and Rome’s best sights and 
experiences. Revised edition. 

1312 n HHHHH

BEST OF TOKYO 2020
LONELY PLANET BEST OF CITY GDE
9781787015494     P     LONELY PLANET 
£13.99     Published Sep 2019
Linking past and future, Tokyo dazzles with its traditional culture and passion for everything new. This 
guide is packed with inspirational images, itineraries and planning information, and Tokyo’s best sights 
and experiences. Revised edition. 

1313 n HHHHH

OMAN UAE & ARABIAN PENINSULA
LONELY PLANET MULTI COUNTRY GD
9781786574862     P     LONELY PLANET 
£19.99     Published Sep 2019
Sixth edition. Now in full colour and with new image galleries, Expats planning feature, the hajj 
experience, Islam in Arabia, Grand Mosque, Mecca floor plan, and new chapter on Yemen. 

1314 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PARIS
POCKET ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194579     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£8.99     Published 01/09/19
Discover the best of Paris with this compact, practical, entertaining Pocket Rough Guide. This slim, trim 
treasure trove of trustworthy travel information is ideal for short-trip travellers and covers all the key sights 
(Notre-Dame, Eiffel Tower, Louvre), restaurants, shops, cafes and bars, plus inspired ideas for day-trips, 
with honest and independent recommendations from expert authors. Now with FREE eBook. Fifth edition. 

1315 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
100 TOP PLACES ON EARTH 
2020
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194593     P 
ROUGH GUIDES 
£16.99     Published 01/09/19

From iconic favourites like the Grand Canyon to up-and-coming destinations like Tiblisi, this stunning 
photography collection will inspire even the most intrepid traveller. Over 150 high-quality images bring the 
100 places to life, spanning atmospheric hilltop pagodas, dramatic mountain scenery, and sparkling urban 
citiscapes. Lively descriptive text accompanies each entry, capturing the destination’s spirit and exactly 
what makes it so special. Organized geographically by region, the book reaches every corner of the world, 
with each place carefully selected by Rough Guides’ experienced team of authors and editors. 

1316 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ITALY
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194531     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£17.99     Published 01/09/19
Discover Italy with this comprehensive, entertaining, ‘tell it like it is’ Rough Guide, packed with 
comprehensive practical information and expert honest and independent recommendations. Whether 
you plan to check out aperitivo joints, take a boat cruise, wander through ancient ruins or explore local 
neighbourhoods, this guide to Italy will help you discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink 
and shop along the way. Now with FREE eBook. Thirteenth edition. 

1317 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR 
TIME ON EARTH
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194586     P 
ROUGH GUIDES 
£14.99     Published 01/09/19

Featuring 1000 unique experiences around the globe, the authors have cherry-picked their favourite 
experiences from their travels to inspire yours - making this the perfect book for planning your next 
big adventure, or just dreaming of future travels. This third editon has been fully revised, with stunning 
new colour photographs throughout, and a wealth of new writing, from taking breakfast in a Burmese 
teahouse to witnessing the world’s most intense storms in Venezuela. Fourth edition. 

1318 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MEXICO
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194562     P     ROUGH GUIDES 
£18.99     Published 01/09/19
Discover Mexico with this comprehensive, entertaining, ‘tell it like it is’ Rough Guide, packed with 
comprehensive practical information and expert honest and independent recommendations. Whether 
you plan to see the sprawling Mayan ruins at Chichen Itza, listen to mariachi in Mexico City, go diving 
off Isla Cozumel or try Mexico’s favourite tipple in Tequila, the guide to Mexico will help you discover 
the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Now with FREE eBook. Eleventh 
edition. 

1319 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRANCE
ROUGH GUIDES
9781789194548     P 
ROUGH GUIDES 
£17.99     Published 01/09/19

Discover France with this comprehensive, entertaining, ‘tell it like it is’ Rough Guide, packed with 
comprehensive practical information and expert honest and independent recommendations. Whether 
you plan to visit some of France’s world-famous museums, eat in its legendary restaurants, hike or ski 
in the Alps or the Pyrenees or simply enjoy sitting in cafes, the Rough Guide to France will help you 
discover the best places to explore, sleep, eat, drink and shop along the way. Now with FREE eBook. 
Fifteenth edition. 
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1320 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLDS GREAT DIVE SITES
WOOD, LAWSON
9781912081080     H 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19

This magnificent and comprehensive illustrated reference to the world’s best dive locations includes 
the Caribbean Sea (Bahamas, Mexico, Cuba, Cayman Islands, The Virgin Islands, Belize, Honduras, 
Aruba, Bonaire, and Curacao, Tobago, St Lucia and Dominica), Bermuda, the Red Sea (Egypt and 
Sudan), the Indian Ocean (Oman, Maldives, Seychelles, Mozambique and Western Australia), the Indo-
Pacific (Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia), and the Pacific Ocean (Philippines, Micronesia, Melanesia, 
Papua New Guinea, French Polynesia and Eastern Australia). The underwater photography shows a 
huge variety of wrecks, marine habitats and aquatic species. 

1321 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLDS GREAT RAILWAY 
JOURNEYS
SOLOMON, BRIAN
9781912081776     H 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£25.00     Published 26/09/19

A portrait in words and photographs of over 50 of the world’s most exciting, unusual and exotic railway 
journeys, including North America, Europe, Africa, Asia and Australasia. Each journey is accompanied 
by a route map and is described in terms of the technical challenges of the construction of the track as 
well as the stunning views to be seen while travelling on the trains. One of the most famous, the Orient 
Express route from Paris to Istanbul, is historical and no longer possible as a single journey but full 
details of how to trace the route today accompany the description of the original concept. 
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ART & DESIGN
1322 9788874398744 Allo Kafii Gida Lema, Antoine  ACC Art Books £65.00 H H 40%
1323 9781864708059 At Home With Kingshaven Wylonis, Lauren  ACC Art Books £50.00 H H 40%
1324 9788874398645 Kifwebe Neyt, Francois Et Al  ACC Art Books £85.00 H H 40%
1325 9788874398133 Pierre Dartevelle African Art 2 Vols Plisnier, Valentine  ACC Art Books £62.00 H H 40%
1326 9789401461535 Art Of Optical Illusion Toromanoff, Pierre  ACC Art Books £27.50 H HH 40%
1327 9789063695323 Secret Of The Highly Creative Thinker Nielsen, Dorte  BIS Publishers £17.99 P HH  
1328 9781781301012 Forgotten Masterpieces Dalrymple, W (Ed)  Bloomsbury £35.00 H HH  
1329 9781911408543 Artist Refugees & British Art Wakelin, Peter  Casemate UK Ltd £20.00 P HHH  
1330 9780226521558 Art Of Return Meyer, James  Chicago University Press £50.00 H HH 25%
1331 9781452170206 Almost Lost Arts Freidenrich, Emily  Chronicle £25.00 H HHH  
1332 9781781575994 Central Saint Martins Foundation Central Saint Martin  Ilex Press £25.00 H HHH  
1333 9780789213402 Patterns In Art Leoneschi, Francesca  Ingram Publisher Services £21.99 H H 35%
1334 9780789213396 Greek & Roman Mosaics Pappalardo, Umberto  Ingram Publisher Services £53.99 H H 35%
1335 9784756251695 Buddhas In The Palm Of Your Hand Takaoka, Kazuya  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
1336 9781602200395 Elegant Life Of Chinese Literati Zhenheng, Wen  Publishers Group UK £19.99 H H  
1337 9781602201613 50 Masterpieces Of Chinese Paintings Kunfeng, Huang  Publishers Group UK £15.99 P H  
1338 9783791384061 Golden Age Of Dutch & Flemish Painting Wolf, Norbert  Prestel £99.00 H HHH  
1339 9783791385662 Islamic Art Mozzati, Luca  Prestel £29.99 H HHH  
1340 9783791359045 Original Bauhaus Wiedemeyer, Nina(Ed)  Prestel £45.00 H HHH  
1341 9783791359021 Original Bauhaus Exercise Book Wiedemeyer, Nina(Ed)  Prestel £25.00 H HHH  
1342 9788417412401 Eco Design Furniture Liu, Yvy  Promopress £14.99 P HH  
1343 9788417084127 Experiences In Typography Wang, Shaoqiang (Ed)  Promopress £39.99 H HH  
1344 9788417412432 New Necklaces Estrada, Nicolas  Promopress £19.99 P HH  
1345 9788417656041 What Images Really Tell Us Mariani, Massimo  Promopress £24.99 P HH  
1346 9788417656027 Design It Emotional Caldas, Sara Vieira  Promopress £19.99 P HHH  
1347 9780847865505 Achille Salvagni Salvagni, Achille  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
1348 9780847867387 Ventian Heritage Rossi, Toto Bergamo  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
1349 9780847861279 Great Party Rafanelli, Bryan  Rizzoli/Universal £42.00 H HH  
1350 9781621537199 Swastika & Symbols Of Hate Heller, Steven  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HH  
1351 9781861187338 Islamic Art Of Persia Arberry, A J  Star Book Sales £19.99 P H  
1352 9780500241530 Graphic Art Of Tattoo Lettering Betts, B J  Thames & Hudson £19.95 H HHH  
1353 9780500294369 Impressionism Skea, Ralph  Thames & Hudson £10.95 H HHH  
1354 9789887903468 Dot Line Shape Victionary  Thames & Hudson £29.95 P HH  
1355 9780578469829 Parks Kelley, Brian  Thames & Hudson £39.00 H HH  
1356 9781872005447 Beazley Designs Of The Year 2019 McLintock, Maria(Ed)  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
1357 9782080204189 Jewish Art & History Salmona, Paul (Ed)  Thames & Hudson £30.00 P HHH  
1358 9782080203700 Trouble With Women Artists Adler, Laura  Thames & Hudson £24.95 H HHH  
1359 9781484755754 Marc Davis In His Own Words Docter, Pete  Turnaround £125.00 H H  
1360 9781912690398 Artfully Dressed Puttelaar, C Van De  Unicorn Press £50.00 H HH  
1361 9781788736541 Future Of The Image Ranciere, Jacques  Verso Publishing £11.99 P HHH 40%
1362 9781788736602 Intervals Of Cinema Ranciere, Jacques  Verso Publishing £11.99 P HHH 40%
1363 9781788736527 Staging The People Ranciere, Jacques  Verso Publishing £11.99 P HHH 40%
1364 9781851779222 Japanese Netsuke Hutt, Julia  V&A Publications £20.00 P HH 40%

ARTISTS & THEIR WORK
1365 9781419740671 Leonardo Da Vinci Complete Paintings Marani, Pietro C  Abrams £75.00 H HHH  
1366 9788874398980 Eye For Quality Hourde, Charles-W  ACC Art Books £55.00 H H 40%
1367 9781732986411 Tom Slaughter Blue Cover Lowry, Glen Et Al  ACC Art Books £65.00 H H 40%
1368 9781912520268 Humphrey Ocean Thomas, Ben  ACC Art Books £30.00 H HHH 40%
1369 9781912520374 Humphrey Ocean Book Of Birds Ocean, Humphrey  ACC Art Books £12.95 H HHH 40%
1370 9781912520367 Laura Knight A Working Life Valentine, Helen  ACC Art Books £12.95 P HHH 40%
1371 9781781300923 Rembrandts Light Scott, Jennifer  A&C Black £35.00 H HHH 25%
1372 9781781300930 Rembrandts Light Scott, Jennifer  A&C Black £19.95 P HHH 25%
1373 9781912165216 Drawn On Real Life King, Tim  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £19.95 P HH  
1374 9780226664835 Lenore Tawney Mirror Of The Universe Patterson, Karen  Chicago University Press £34.00 H HH 25%
1375 9781787556843 Flower McLeod, Este  Flame Tree Publishing £9.99 H HHH  
1376 9781787556850 Song Willis, Tilly  Flame Tree Publishing £9.99 H HHH  
1377 9781786695321 Reluctant Memoir Ballagh, Robert  Head Of Zeus £12.99 P HHH  
1378 9780789213556 Yoshitoshis One Hundred Aspects Of/Moon Stevenson, John  Ingram Publisher Services £124.00 H H 35%
1379 9780789213389 Ronald Bladen Sculpture Mattison, Robert S  Ingram Publisher Services £53.99 H H 35%
1380 9781848223233 Katharina Grosse Volk, Gregory  Lund Humphries £35.00 H HHH 30%
1381 9780720620665 Finding Nemon Young, Aurelia  Peter Owen Publishers £14.99 P HHH  
1382 9780190908812 Alive Still Blaine, Nell  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 H H 20%
1383 9784756251718 Art Of Baron Yoshimoto Yoshimoto, Baron  Publishers Group UK £35.00 H HH  
1384 9784756251879 Katsuya Terada Real Size Terada, Katsuya  Publishers Group UK £35.00 H HH  
1385 9783791359298 Beatriz Gonzalez A Retrospective Ostrander, Tobias  Prestel £39.99 H H  
1386 9783791358819 Elias Sime Tightrope Adler, Tracy  Prestel £45.00 H H  
1387 9783791358789 Betye Saar Call & Response Eliel, Carol S  Prestel £24.99 S HH  
1388 9783791358833 Larry Bell Time Machines Gartenfeld, Alex  Prestel £49.99 P HH  
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1389 9783791358260 Thomas Joshua Cooper The Worlds Edge Govan, Michael  Prestel £45.00 P HH  
1390 9783791385983 Vincent Van Gogh Kuhl, Isabel  Prestel £14.99 L HH  
1391 9783791358963 Christian Warlich Tattoo Flash Book Wittman, Ole  Prestel £25.00 H HHH  
1392 9783791385846 Lichtenstein Posters Doring, Jurgen  Prestel £17.99 P HHH  
1393 9780565094843 Mammals Of North America Audubon, John James  Quarto Publishing Group £25.00 H HHH  
1394 9780847867332 Arakawa Diagrams For Imagination Haxthausen, Charles  Rizzoli/Universal £80.00 H H  
1395 9780847866953 Art & Race Matters Sims, Lowery S Et Al  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H H  
1396 9780847864911 Francesca Woodman Abrams, Nora Burnett  Rizzoli/Universal £40.00 H H  
1397 9780847864720 In Modern Rendering Chamberlain, Gala  Rizzoli/Universal £115.00 H H  
1398 9788891824684 Italian Frescos From Giotto To Tiepolo Montanari, Tomaso  Rizzoli/Universal £70.00 H H  
1399 9780847866199 Jamali Mystical Journey Of Hope Jamali  Rizzoli/Universal £115.00 H H  
1400 9780847867509 Jennifer Guidi Krimko, Stuart  Rizzoli/Universal £40.00 P H  
1401 9780847866212 Richard Diebenkorn Nicholas, Sasha  Rizzoli/Universal £115.00 H H  
1402 9780847862887 Robert De Niro Sr Storr, Robert  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
1403 9780847866977 Roberta B Marks Marks, Roberta  Rizzoli/Universal £57.50 H H  
1404 9780847865826 Shio Kusaka Kusaka, Shio  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H H  
1405 9780847866465 Ashley Longshore Longshore, Ashley  Rizzoli/Universal £37.95 H HH  
1406 9780993220777 50 Women Sculptors Robson, Cheryl (Ed)  Signature Book Representation £21.99 H HH 35%
1407 9781912918171 Sketchbook Art  Sona Books £25.00 H HHH  
1408 9781849766340 Mark Leckey Wallis, Clarrie (Ed)  Tate Gallery Publishing £19.99 P HHH  
1409 9781849766333 William Blake The Artist Myrone, Martin (Ed)  Tate Gallery Publishing £40.00 H HHH  
1410 9780500094099 Hannah Ryggen Paasche, Marit  Thames & Hudson £24.95 H HH  
1411 9780500022627 Walter Crane Uglow, Jenny  Thames & Hudson £18.95 H HH  
1412 9780500021477 100 Sculptors Of Tomorrow Beers, Kurt  Thames & Hudson £39.95 H HHH  
1413 9780500295229 Antony Gormley On Sculpture Gormley, Antony  Thames & Hudson £16.95 P HHH  
1414 9780500295359 Drawings Of Rembrandt Slive, Seymour  Thames & Hudson £29.95 P HHH  
1415 9780500294833 How Turner Painted Townsend, Joyce H  Thames & Hudson £14.95 P HHH  
1416 9780500480540 Pushing Paper Seligman, Isabel  Thames & Hudson £18.95 P HHH  
1417 9780500021828 Voyaging Out Trant, Carolyn  Thames & Hudson £24.95 H HHH  
1418 9780500480458 William Morris’s Flowers Bain, Rowan  Thames & Hudson £14.95 H HHH  
1419 9780500022153 Judith Kerr Carey, Joanna  Thames & Hudson £18.95 H HHH  
1420 9780500294642 Gauguin Thomson, Belinda  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
1421 9781908970503 On Being An Artist Craig-Martin, M  Thames & Hudson £14.95 P HH  
1422 9783883756950 Richard Hamilton Introspective Spectre, Phillip  Thames & Hudson £38.00 H HH  
1423 9781912690381 Rest Between Two Notes Forman, Fran  Unicorn Press £40.00 H H  

ARCHITECTURE & URBAN DEV
1424 9789401461696 Beautified China Provoost, Kris  ACC Art Books £45.00 H H 40%
1425 9781864708349 Cafe Culture Schneider, Robert  ACC Art Books £30.00 H H 40%
1426 9788193750193 Calcutta Then Kolkata Now Datta-Ray, Sunanda K  ACC Art Books £45.00 H H 40%
1427 9788874398843 Canada Pavilion At The Venice Biennal Legault, Rejean (Ed)  ACC Art Books £40.00 H H 40%
1428 9789401461610 Edgy Architecture Toromanoff, Pierre  ACC Art Books £35.00 H H 40%
1429 9788193750186 Glorious Hotels Of India Brockway, Cosmo S  ACC Art Books £45.00 H H 40%
1430 9783868595437 Housing The Family Cantauw, C Et Al  ACC Art Books £30.00 P H 40%
1431 9783038601494 Shifting Patterns Guttmann, Eva Et Al  ACC Art Books £35.00 P H 40%
1432 9783868595710 Urban Design Methods Giseke, Undine Et Al  ACC Art Books £29.00 P H 40%
1433 9789401461030 Carchitecture Demeulemeester, T  ACC Art Books £40.00 H HH 40%
1434 9781911339335 Story Of 70 St Mary Axe Reid, James (Photog)  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £49.95 H H  
1435 9781786273703 Short Story Of Architecture Hodge, Susie  Laurence King £14.99 L HH  
1436 9788499361505 Corporate Design Magrinya, Oriol  Chris Lloyd £35.00 H H  
1437 9788499361468 High On Office Design Daab, Ralf (Curated)  Chris Lloyd £35.00 H H  
1438 9781848222151 Play On Fair, Alistair  Lund Humphries £29.95 H HHH 30%
1439 9781858946788 California Concrete A Landscape/Skatepar Zaki, Amir  Merrell £35.00 H HH 40%
1440 9781858946795 Painted Hall Lucas, Anya Et Al  Merrell £40.00 H HH 40%
1441 9780198832577 Vessels Brittenham, C (Ed)  Oxford Higher Education £30.00 H H 20%
1442 9781580935548 Kieran Timberlake Fullness Kieran, Stephen  Publishers Group UK £40.00 H H  
1443 9783791385358 East German Modern Engels, Hans  Prestel £35.00 H HHH  
1444 9781859468616 Automatic For The City Bobisse, Riccardo  Riba Enterprises £45.00 H H 20%
1445 9788891822734 Bisazza Foundation Phillips, Ian  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H H  
1446 9780847865895 Bricks & Brownstone Lockwood, C Et Al  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
1447 9788891824301 Broken Nature Antonelli, Paola  Rizzoli/Universal £25.00 P H  
1448 9780847865475 Gwathemy Siegel Kaufman 50+ Siegel, Robert  Rizzoli/Universal £72.50 H H  
1449 9780847865987 Locatelli Partners Dialogues Locatelli, M Et Al  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
1450 9780847866458 Morphosis Mayne, Thom  Rizzoli/Universal £85.00 H H  
1451 9780847866625 Pierre Yovanovitch Yovanaovitch, Pierre  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
1452 9780847865628 Renewing Tradition Smith, Eric J  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
1453 9780847863525 West Kowloon Station Jodidio, Philip  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
1454 9788891820419 Treehouses Towers & Tea Huts Pierconti, Mauro  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H HH  
1455 9780500519202 Courtyard Living Chan, Charmaine  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HHH  
1456 9780500343531 Model City Pyongyang Bianchi, Cristiano  Thames & Hudson £19.95 H HHH  
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1457 9780500252352 Underground Guide To Sewers Halliday, Stephen  Thames & Hudson £19.95 H HHH  
1458 9781999858377 Sensing Place Gumuchdjian, Philip  Thames & Hudson £25.00 H HH  
1459 9782080204042 Tadao Ando The Challenge Ando, Tadao  Thames & Hudson £40.00 H HHH  
1460 9781912690466 Sculpting The Land Bell, Diana A  Unicorn Press £25.00 H H  
1461 9780300245790 Hidden London Bownes, David Et Al  Yale University Press £25.00 H HHH 40%

MYSTICISM & OCCULT
1462 9781507210741 Wicca A Modern Practitioners Guide Murphy-Hiscock, Arin  Adams Media £10.99 H HHH  
1463 9781620558614 Sacred Herbs Of Samhain Hopman, Ellen Evert  Simon & Schuster £14.99 P HHH  
1464 9781620558423 Slavic Witchcraft Helvin, Natasha  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HHH  
1465 9781912918140 Magic & Witchcraft Occult  Sona Books £19.99 H HHH  

ASTROLOGY & FORTUNE TELLING
1466 9781683491873 Knock Knock Affirmators Tarot Deck Knock Knock  Knock Knock £18.95 N HHH  
1467 9781783253296 Spirit Animal Wisdom Cards Wright, Katie-Jane  Octopus Publishing Group £15.99 N HHH  
1468 9781841882840 Your Zodiac Soul Wadsworth, John  Orion Paperbacks £8.99 P HHH  
1469 9781620558775 Art & Science Of Face Reading Lamonica, Jennifer  Simon & Schuster £14.99 P HHH  
1470 9781507210840 Only Tarot Book Youll Ever Need Alexander, Skye  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HHH  

UNEXPLAINED PHENOMENA
1471 9781578596874 Alien Book Refern, Nick  Turnaround £16.99 P HH  
1472 9781578596898 Celebrity Ghosts & Notorious Hauntings Jones, Marie D  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  

AUDIO
1473 9781529027143 My Life & Strange Times CD Theroux, Louis  Macmillan £21.99 C HHH  
1474 9781529029338 Nothing Ventured CD Archer, Jeffrey  Macmillan £21.99 C HHH  
1475 9781786142917 North Korea Journal Unabridged 4 CDs Palin, Michael  Random House £20.00 C HHH  
1476 9781786142597 Testaments Unabridged 9 CDs Atwood, Margaret  Random House £20.00 C HHH  
1477 9780593150504 Galaxys Edge Black Spire CD Dawson, Delilah S  Random House International £40.00 C H  
1478 9781787537507 Dr Who Lost Tv Episodes Collection 2 CDs Nation, Terry Et Al  Random House Audio BBC £30.00 C HH  
1479 9781787537033 Dr Who Resurrection Of The Daleks CDs Saward, Eric  Random House Audio BBC £22.50 C HH  
1480 9781787533929 Im Sorry I Havent A Clue 18 2 CDs BBC Radio Comedy  Random House Audio BBC £13.25 C HHH  
1481 9781787534551 Just A Minute A Vintage Collection CDs BBC Radio Comedy  Random House Audio BBC £25.00 C HHH  

BUSINESS & MANAGEMENT
1482 9789401461382 Immortal Enterprise Dyck, Fons Van  ACC Art Books £30.00 L H 40%
1483 9781472971913 Influence McCorquodale, Sara  Bloomsbury £20.00 H HHH  
1484 9781529374490 Tech Titans Of China Fannin, Rebecca  Nicholas Brealey Publishing £20.00 P HHH  
1485 9781787696549 Link Pratt, Lorien  Emerald Publishing £16.99 H HH 20%
1486 9781910158555 Event Portfolio Management Antchak, V Et Al  Goodfellow Publishers £34.99 P HH 20%
1487 9781911396987 Experiential Consumption & Marketing In Correia, A (Ed)Et Al  Goodfellow Publishers £34.99 P HH 20%
1488 9781633698017 Race Work & Leadership Morgan, Laura Et Al  Harvard Business Review Press £33.00 H H  
1489 9781633696563 Helping People Change Boyatzis, R Et Al  Harvard Business Review Press £22.00 H HH  
1490 9781633697706 Reinventing The Organization Yeung, Arthur  Harvard Business Review Press £23.00 H HH  
1491 9781633697898 Artificial Intelligence Harvard Business Review  Harvard Business Review Press £16.99 P HH  
1492 9781633697911 Blockchain Harvard Business Review  Harvard Business Review Press £14.99 P HH  
1493 9781633698093 Managing In A Downturn Zook, Chris  Harvard Business Review Press £16.99 P HH  
1494 9781642590432 Drums Of War Drums Of Development Glassman, Jim  Ingram Publisher Services £25.99 P H 35%
1495 9781948836401 Freedom Formula Finkel, David  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 H H 35%
1496 9781599186498 Napoleon Hills Success Masters Napoleon Hill  Ingram Publisher Services £15.99 P H 35%
1497 9781642590555 Politics Of The Precariat Braga, Ruy  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
1498 9781642590593 When Workers Shot Back Ovetz, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £25.99 P H 35%
1499 9781948787895 Wholehearted Mirza, Adnan Hussain  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
1500 9781599186504 Stress-Less Leadership Greiner, Nadine  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P HH 35%
1501 9780749497064 Business Analysis Handbook Winter, Helen  Kogan Page Ltd £29.99 P HH 22%
1502 9780749484385 Sustainable Road Freight Greening, Phil  Kogan Page Ltd £39.99 P HH 22%
1503 9780749483951 Technology & The Blue Economy Lambert, Nick Et Al  Kogan Page Ltd £44.99 P HH 22%
1504 9780749497323 Building An Outstanding Workforce Aldrich, Paul  Kogan Page Ltd £29.99 P HHH 22%
1505 9781789550771 5 Modes Of Leadership Wyatt, Stuart  Legend Press Business £14.99 P HHH  
1506 9781789550795 Mastering Management Consultancy Markham, Calvert  Legend Press Business £29.99 P HHH  
1507 9781492680260 10 Stories Great Leaders Tell Smith, Paul  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
1508 9781492045779 Experience Centric Organization Clatworthy, Simon D  O’Reilly £39.99 P HH  
1509 9780804852005 Sun Tzu’s Art Of War For Women Huang, Catherine  Publishers Group UK £9.99 P H  
1510 9781523099757 Customer Driven Disruption Sakar, Suman  Random House International £19.99 H H  
1511 9781523085392 Everyday Project Management Davidson, Jeff  Random House International £18.99 P H  
1512 9781523086665 Psychology Of Power Joy, Melanie  Random House International £19.99 H H  
1513 9781523098835 There’s No Such Thing As An IT Project Lewis, Bob  Random House International £32.00 P H  
1514 9780983879398 Leadership Behaviour DNA Ellis, Lee  Star Book Sales £18.50 P HH  
1515 9781626346451 Trailblazer Kathwari, Farooq  Star Book Sales £21.50 H HH  
1516 9781847169471 Buying A Franchise Clark, Gordon  Straightforward Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
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1517 9781847169464 Buying Property Abroad Packer, Steven  Straightforward Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
1518 9781529392852 English At Work Jovin, Ellen  Teach Yourself £16.99 P HHH  
1519 9780143133438 Getting Things Done Workbook Allen, David  Turnaround £15.99 P HHH  
1520 9781847169457 Setting Budgets & Managing Cashflows Rhodes, Jennifer  Turnaround £9.99 P HHH  
1521 9781786634429 Money Aglietta, Michel  Verso Publishing £12.99 P HHH 40%

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE
1522 9781911396710 Management Accounting For The Hospitality Adams, Debra  Goodfellow Publishers £34.99 P HH 20%

CAREERS
1523 9781781577097 What They Didnt Teach You In Art School Davis, Rosalind  Ilex Press £15.99 H HHH  
1524 9781781577165 What They Didnt Teach You In Design School Cleaver, Phil  Ilex Press £15.99 H HHH  
1525 9781781577158 What They Didnt Teach You In Photo School Fordham, Demetrius  Ilex Press £15.99 H HHH  
1526 9781626346536 What Game Are You Playing Moriarty, Robin  Star Book Sales £17.50 H HH  

GENERAL COMPUTING & IT
1527 9781492045267 Hands On Smart Contract Development Hoover, David H  O’Reilly £47.99 P HHH  
1528 9781492049395 Strategic Writing For UX Podmajersky, Torrey  O’Reilly £31.99 P HHH  
1529 9781524748258 Rebooting AI Marcus, Gary  Random House International £22.50 H HH  

OPERATING SYSTEMS
1530 9781492053828 Cloud Native Scholl, Boris Et Al  O’Reilly £47.99 P HHH  

PROGRAMMING & LANGUAGES
1531 9781593279943 Hacksplain McDonald, Malcolm  No Starch Press £29.99 P HHH  
1532 9781492051213 C# 8.0 Pocket Reference Albahari, Joseph  O’Reilly £19.99 P HHH  
1533 9781680506600 Programming Machine Learning Perrotta, Paolo  O’Reilly £38.50 P HHH  

GAMES
1534 9781419738937 8 Bit Apocalypse Rubens, Alex  Abrams £11.99 P HH  
1535 9781640781528 Pathfinder Flipmat Classics Hamlet Engle, Jason A Et Al  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 N H  
1536 9781640781535 Pathfinder Fliptiles Urban Sewers Expans Engle, Jason A  Diamond Book Distributors £21.99 N H  
1537 9781640781504 Starfinder Pawns Tech Terrain Pawn Collection Paizo Staff  Diamond Book Distributors £27.99 N H  
1538 9781640781498 Starfinder RPG Alien Archive 3 Pasini, Joe  Diamond Book Distributors £35.99 H H  
1539 9781640781511 Starfinder Adventure Path Fate Of The Fifth Brennan, Patrick  Diamond Book Distributors £20.99 P HHH  

OTHER SOFTWARE PACKAGES
1540 9781492043454 Fundamentals Of Software Architecture Ford, Neal  O’Reilly £55.99 P HHH  

SOCIAL & LEGAL ASPECTS
1541 9781633697874 Cybersecurity Harvard Business Review  Harvard Business Review Press £14.99 P HH  
1542 9781538122358 Cyberbullying & The Wild Wild Web Hitchcock, J A  Rowman & Littlefield £13.95 P HH 25%

PHOTOGRAPHY
1543 9782374951331 Tom Of Finland Hooven, F Valentine  Abrams £25.00 H HH  
1544 9781419738210 Waves Gilbert, Thom  Abrams £26.99 H HH  
1545 9781782748984 Coast Ross, Davis  Amber Books £19.99 H HHH  
1546 9781943876068 Earth River Sky Atkins, Rob  ACC Art Books £49.95 H H 40%
1547 9781864708387 Fierce Beauty Meola, Eric  ACC Art Books £65.00 H H 40%
1548 9788833670492 Gambling With Life Guozheng, Niu  ACC Art Books £40.00 H H 40%
1549 9781864708394 West Krantz, Anouk Masson  ACC Art Books £45.00 H H 40%
1550 9781788840361 Essential Marilyn Monroe Greene, Joshua  ACC Art Books £35.00 H HHH 40%
1551 9781597114561 Brooklyn The City Within Webb, Alex  Aperture £39.95 H HHH  
1552 9781597114677 Joel Meyerowitz Provincetown Meyerowitz, Joel  Aperture £60.00 H HHH  
1553 9781597114592 Photowork Forty Photographers On Process Wolf, Sasha (Ed)  Aperture £19.95 P HHH  
1554 9781911339243 Food For Thought Truck Studio O & A  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £29.95 P H  
1555 9781912165162 Mesozoic Park Munro, Terry  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £24.95 P H  
1556 9781912165186 Vantage Koopmans, Ryan  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £34.95 H HH  
1557 9781452182803 Hope Never Fear Shell, Callie  Chronicle £17.99 H HH  
1558 9781452181813 Ballerina Project Shitagi, Dane  Chronicle £29.00 H HHH  
1559 9781781453759 British Wildlife Photography Awards 10 Gowan, Maggie  GMC Distribution £25.00 H HHH  
1560 9783775745949 David Lurie Karoo Land Of Thirst Barth, Nadine (Ed)  Hatje Cantz £40.00 H HHH  
1561 9781781576663 Tate The Photographers Ideas Book Yabsley, Lorna  Ilex Press £12.99 P HHH  
1562 9781644280294 Cheap Shots Barrows, Chris  Ingram Publisher Services £21.99 H H 35%
1563 9781848223769 Moholy-Nagy In Britain 1935-1937 Carullo, Valeria  Lund Humphries £29.95 H HHH 30%
1564 9781869663599 Portrait Of New Zealand Jacobs, Warren  New Holland £16.99 P HHH  
1565 9781681985237 Canon Eos Rp Guide To Digital Photograpy Busch, David D  Publishers Group UK £30.00 P HH  
1566 9781789141450 Photography & War Oldfield, Pippa  Reaktion Books Ltd £22.50 P HH 20%
1567 9788891821812 In China Where It All Began Quan, Xiao  Rizzoli/Universal £60.00 P H  
1568 9780847867325 Invisible Sun Sager, Bobby  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
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1569 9781599621579 San Francisco On Instagram Kurtzman, Dan  Rizzoli/Universal £18.95 H H  
1570 9780847865536 Skrebneski Documented Skrebenski, Victor  Rizzoli/Universal £115.00 H H  
1571 9780847866205 Craig McDean Manual McDean, Craig  Rizzoli/Universal £85.00 H HH  
1572 9780500545218 World According To Roger Ballen Ballen, Roger  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HHH  
1573 9782080204325 Photo/Brut Decharme, Bruno  Thames & Hudson £45.00 H H  
1574 9783775745994 Polar Bears Raib, Jochen (Ed)  Thames & Hudson £14.99 H HH  
1575 9782080204080 Jacques Henri Lartigue Lartigue, Jacques H  Thames & Hudson £7.95 H HH  
1576 9783943330311 Black Men Clubbing Abramson, Michael  Turnaround £36.99 H HH  
1577 9781576879252 On The Bowery Grazda, Ed  Turnaround £24.99 H HH  
1578 9780917860751 Enigmatic Stream Sexton, Richard  Unicorn Press £42.50 P H 35%

ANTIQUES & COLLECTING
1579 9781912217854 Gemstones Crowe, Judith  Bloomsbury £25.00 H HH  
1580 9781840917833 Rare Watches Miquel, Paul  Octopus Publishing Group £40.00 H HHH  
1581 9780760366806 Hot Wheels Palmer, Kris  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 L HH  
1582 9780760365779 Barbie Forever Gerber, Robin  Quarto Publishing Group £25.00 H HHH  
1583 9780500022832 Wyvern Collection Williamson, Paul  Thames & Hudson £65.00 H H  
1584 9780500021507 Diamond Jewelry Scarisbrick, Diana  Thames & Hudson £49.95 H HH  
1585 9781785623028 Grand Slam Of Groggs Roberts, Marc  Welsh Books Council £14.99 H HH 20%

PUZZLE & QUIZ BOOKS
1586 9781838570071 Super Wordsearch Box Set Saunders, Eric  Arcturus Publishing £12.99 P HH  
1587 9781786275295 NME Quiz Book Dimery, Rob  Laurence King £12.99 P HH  
1588 9781788400657 Today Programme Puzzle Book 2 BBC  Octopus Publishing Group £12.99 P HHH  
1589 9789353334093 Ultimate Ipl Quiz Ashley, Berty  Rupa Publishing £4.99 P HH  
1590 9781787830264 Rude Puzzle Book Cox, Richard  Summersdale £7.99 P HHH  

KNITTING & STITCHCRAFT
1591 9781452173467 Embroidered Life Barnes, Sara  Chronicle £17.99 H HH  
1592 9786059192828 Crochet Flowers & Blocks Various  GMC Distribution £14.99 P HH  
1593 9781464774980 Huggable Monsters Simpson, Kristi  GMC Distribution £11.99 P HH  
1594 9786059192712 Patchwork Gifts Baek, Elise  GMC Distribution £14.99 P HH  
1595 9786059192606 Seedlings Quilts Godfrey, Jodi  GMC Distribution £14.95 P HH  
1596 9781464778230 Cross Stitch Luvable Pets Gillum, Linda  GMC Distribution £8.99 P HHH  
1597 9781640210479 Dress Up Schmidt, Linda  GMC Distribution £17.99 P HHH  
1598 9781464778261 Dye Namic Cross Stitch Hautman, Amy  GMC Distribution £8.99 P HHH  
1599 9781464778247 Mini Cross Stitch Ornaments Leisure Arts  GMC Distribution £8.99 P HHH  
1600 9781624148033 Simple Geometric Quilting Preston, Laura  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
1601 9781624148330 Whimsical Felt Embroidery Thompson, Meghan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
1602 9781602200401 Quilt Art Chinese Style Shuang, Qiao  Publishers Group UK £15.99 P H  
1603 9781510732926 Fabulous Costumes Fabulous Dogs Colon, Jalina  Simon & Schuster £10.99 P HHH  
1604 9781631597978 First Time Embroidery Wyszynski, Linda  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 P HH  
1605 9781631597572 Sewing 101 Quarry Book Editors  Quarto Publishing Group £10.99 P HH  
1606 9781683560098 Follow Your Heart Atkinson, Terry  Roundhouse Publishing Group £24.99 P H  
1607 9781683560104 Patchwork Picnic Larson, Gracey  Roundhouse Publishing Group £24.99 P H  
1608 9781683560043 Sunday Best Quilts Yorder, Corey  Roundhouse Publishing Group £27.99 P H  
1609 9781683560111 Big Book Of Little Quilts That Patchwork Place  Roundhouse Publishing Group £27.99 P H  
1610 9781683560036 Christmas At Buttermilk Basin West, Stacy  Roundhouse Publishing Group £25.99 P H  
1611 9781683560050 Hearth & Home Morton, Jo  Roundhouse Publishing Group £27.99 P H  
1612 9781683560128 Lynettes Best Loved Stitcheries Anderson, Lynette  Roundhouse Publishing Group £27.99 P H  
1613 9781912918102 Quilting & Patchwork Complete Beginners Guide  Sona Books £19.99 H HHH  

DRAWING & PAINTING
1614 9781789500509 Amazing Colour By Numbers Large Print James, Susanne  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
1615 9781788885225 Artists Materials Pearce, Emma  Arcturus Publishing £11.99 P HH  
1616 9781789504897 Fairies Colouring Book Lennox, E R  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
1617 9781789500486 Mindfulness Colour By Numbers Large Print James, Susanne  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
1618 9781789502053 Ultimate Drawing Book Barber, Barrington  Arcturus Publishing £14.99 P HH  
1619 9789063695330 Sketching Eissen, Koos  BIS Publishers £25.00 P HH  
1620 9789063695347 Sketching The Basics Eissen, Koos  BIS Publishers £25.00 P HH  
1621 9786059192026 Brush Lettering & Watercolour Haas, Katja  GMC Distribution £9.99 P HH  
1622 9786059192729 Floral Watercolour Madchenkunst, C S  GMC Distribution £15.99 P HH  
1623 9781640210431 15 Minute Artist Holmes, Catherine V  GMC Distribution £17.99 P HHH  
1624 9781781576472 If Youre Bored With Acrylics Read This B Harrison, Denise  Ilex Press £14.99 P HHH  
1625 9781786275127 Read This If You Want/Great Drawing People Leamy, Selwyn  Laurence King £12.99 P HH  
1626 9788417412463 Exploring Collage & Mixed Media Techniqu Escandell, Victor  Promopress £19.99 P HH  
1627 9788417656119 Creative Drawing Rissler, Albrecht  Promopress £15.99 H HHH  
1628 9781633227958 Art Of Drawing People Yaun, Debra K Et Al  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 P HH  
1629 9781633228061 Drawing Dragons & Fantasy Characters Dobrzycki, M Et Al  Quarto Publishing Group £9.99 P HH  
1630 9780789336811 Bob Ross Coloring Book Ross, Bob  Rizzoli/Universal £12.95 P HH  
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1631 9781912918119 Painting & Drawing Complete Guide  Sona Books £19.99 H HHH  

CRAFTS
1632 9781419732805 Year Of Knots Chien, Windy  Abrams £21.99 H HH  
1633 9781419738180 Reclaimed Wood Armster, Klaas  Abrams £22.99 H HH  
1634 9786059192811 Cute Birds Made With Wool Felt Miwa, Utsunomiya  GMC Distribution £9.99 P HH  
1635 9786059192736 Hand Lettering Haas, Katja  GMC Distribution £9.99 P HH  
1636 9786059192804 Paper Cutting Matsubara, Maki  GMC Distribution £9.99 P HH  
1637 9786059192798 Three Dimensional Paper Flowers Hayashi, Hiromi  GMC Distribution £9.99 P HH  
1638 9781784945152 Needle Felting Herian, Emma  GMC Distribution £14.99 P HHH  
1639 9781784945091 Woodland Whittling Benson, Peter  GMC Distribution £9.99 H HHH  
1640 9781781577370 Tate Create Things/Make & Do By Artists Tallant, Sally  Ilex Press £12.99 P HHH  
1641 9781526724526 Spinning & Weaving Huggins-Cooper, Lynn  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
1642 9781423652441 Snowflakes Higham, Cindy  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
1643 9780760366158 Creative Candle Making Mennitt, Meredith  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 K HH  
1644 9781631597121 Everyday Blacksmith Wicks, Nicholas  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  
1645 9781631598036 First Time Felting Lane, Ruth  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 P HH  
1646 9781631597596 Bead Jewelry 101 Mitchell, Karen  Quarto Publishing Group £10.99 P HH  

CULTURAL STUDIES
1647 9781507210789 Bizarre World Ross, E Reid  Adams Media £10.99 H HHH  
1648 9780781813938 Celebrating Your Polish Heritage Strybel, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 P H 35%
1649 9789888552320 Journal Of The Royal Asiatic Society China Royal Asiatic Society China  Star Book Sales £19.95 P H  

POPULAR CULTURE
1650 9782390250999 Lazy Frenchie In La Hagen, Aurelie  ACC Art Books £16.95 P HH 40%
1651 9781612439327 Spiders Clowns & Great Mole Rats Thompson, Andrew  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
1652 9781789041644 Ideology & The Virtual City Bailes, Jon  O Books £9.99 P H  
1653 9781604338270 Happy Happy Holiday Pot Cookie Kit Cider Mill Press  Publishers Group UK £15.99 K H  
1654 9783791384948 Land Of The Rising Cat Okazaki, Manami  Prestel £14.99 L HHH  
1655 9781787133983 Mixed Feelings Shimada, Naomi  Quadrille Publishing £16.99 H HHH  
1656 9780760365823 She Sheds Kotite, Erika  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 H HH  
1657 9780847867349 Ed Hardy Deeper Than Skin Breuer, Karin  Rizzoli/Universal £35.00 H HH  
1658 9781912918164 Complete Book Of Mario Mario  Sona Books £16.99 H HHH  
1659 9783943330342 Punkouture Torcinovich, Matteo  Turnaround £31.99 H HH  
1660 9781629635248 Sticking It To The Man Nette, Andrew  Turnaround £25.99 P HH  
1661 9781934170779 Cockettes Hauser, Fayette  Turnaround £37.99 H HHH  

MULTICULTURAL INTERESTS
1662 9781786992772 Back To Black Andrews, Kehinde  Legend Press £8.99 P H  

REFERENCE GENERAL
1663 9781912165209 Visual Aid Draught Associates  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1664 9781732512627 Little Book Of Misquotations Harry, Lou  Publishers Group UK £7.99 H H  
1665 9781578268177 Proverbs From Around The World Ley, Gerd De  Turnaround £12.99 H HH  

EDUCATION GENERAL
1666 9781472961532 Research Informed Practice Ludgate, Jennifer  Bloomsbury Children’s Education £22.99 P HHH 30%
1667 9781472963017 Looking For Learning Loose Parts England, Laura  Bloomsbury Children’s Education £12.99 P HHH 30%
1668 9781472963130 Looking For Learning Provocations England, Laura  Bloomsbury Children’s Education £12.99 P HHH 30%
1669 9781785833977 Opening Doors/Richer English Curriculum 10/13 Cox, Bob  Crown House Publishing £12.99 P HH 20%
1670 9781785833984 Opening Doors/Richer English Curriculum 6-9 Cox, Bob  Crown House Publishing £12.99 P HH 20%
1671 9781785834103 Troubled Hearts Troubled Minds Nelmes, Peter  Crown House Publishing £16.99 P HH 20%
1672 9781785834011 Zest For Learning Lucas, Bill  Crown House Publishing £16.99 P HHH 20%
1673 9781789736267 In Defense Of Free Speech Flynn, James R  Emerald Publishing £16.99 P HH 20%
1674 9781785928192 Supporting Gender Diversity/Early Childhood Pastel, Encian Et Al  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HHH 22%
1675 9781250190161 Normal Sucks Mooney, Jonathan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.00 H H  
1676 9781788925532 Transdisciplinary Approach To Intl Teach Looney, Stephen D(Ed  Multilingual Matters £29.95 P H 30%
1677 9781788925488 Embodied Work Of Teaching Hall, Joan Kelly(Ed)  Multilingual Matters £39.95 P HH 30%
1678 9780807064542 Power In The Room Gillen, Jay  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
1679 9781523087006 Leadership In Higher Education Kouzes, James M  Random House International £25.00 H H  
1680 9780525568797 Paying For College 2020 Princeton Review  Random House International £17.99 P H  
1681 9781984826060 Prepared Tavenner, Diane  Random House International £22.50 H H  
1682 9781631984266 Intentional Teaching In Early Childhood Heidemann, Sandra  Roundhouse Publishing Group £29.99 P H  
1683 9781631983191 Teach For Attention Werb, Ezra  Roundhouse Publishing Group £15.99 P H  
1684 9781138556973 Calling All Superheroes Grimmer, Tamsin  Taylor & Francis £16.99 P HH 20%

STUDY AIDS & TEXTBOOKS
1685 9781510451469 WJEC A Level History Student GDE Unit 5 Star, Phil  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 15%
1686 9781510471672 CACHE Level 2 Extended Diploma In Health Rasheed, E Et Al  Hodder Education £24.99 P HHH 15%
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1687 9781510449602 OCR Level 3 Free Standing Maths Qualification Ling, Michael  Hodder Education £11.99 P HHH 15%
1688 9781510467163 WJEC AS Mathematics Goldie, Sophie  Hodder Education £14.99 P HHH 15%
1689 9781510468764 OCR A Level Geography Coursework Workbook Holmes, David  Hodder Education £5.99 P HHH 15%
1690 9781510451452 WJEC A Level History Student GDE Unit 4 Holt, Gareth  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 15%
1691 9781510421349 Cambridge IGCSE First Language English Reynolds, John  Hodder Education £13.50 P HH 5%
1692 9781510421714 Cambridge IGCSE Mathematics Core & ExtendedJeskins, John Et Al  Hodder Education £13.50 P HH 5%
1693 9781510421295 Cambridge IGCSE & O Level Economics StudyHoang, Paul  Hodder Education £13.50 P HH 5%
1694 9781510421394 Cambridge IGCSE & O Level Geography StudyGuinness, Paul  Hodder Education £13.50 P HH 5%
1695 9781510455498 AQA A Level PE Student Guide 2 Burrows, S Et Al  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 5%
1696 9781510473300 AQA A Level PE Year 1 & Year 2 Alterton, Carl Et Al  Hodder Education £39.99 P HHH 5%
1697 9781510448032 Cambridge IGCSE French Study & Revision Shannon, Paul  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 5%
1698 9781510448186 Cambridge IGCSE German Study & Revision Lanzer, Harriette  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 5%
1699 9781510448100 Cambridge IGCSE Spanish Study & Revision Sanchez, Jose A G  Hodder Education £9.99 P HHH 5%
1700 9781510421264 Cambridge IGCSE & O Level Business Studies Borrington, Karen  Hodder Education £13.50 P HHH 5%
1701 9781510467132 English Literature For The IB Diploma Amy, Nic Et Al  Hodder Education £35.00 P HHH 5%
1702 9781510457751 Higher Geography Global Issues Campbell, Calum  Hodder Education £16.99 P HHH 5%
1703 9781510458413 OCR A Level Geography Workbook 1 Stiff, Peter Et Al  Hodder Education £5.99 P HHH 5%
1704 9781510473317 OCR A Level Pe Year 1 & Year 2 Honeybourne, John  Hodder Education £39.99 P HHH 5%

LANGUAGES & LINGUISTICS
1705 9781529325010 Complete Estonian Kitsnik, Mare  Hodder & Stoughton £39.99 P HH  
1706 9780781813983 Beginners Chinese (Mandarin) With Online Ho, Yong  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 P H 35%
1707 9781788925334 L2 Grammatical Representation & Processing Arteaga, Deborah(Ed  Multilingual Matters £24.95 P H 30%
1708 9781788925136 Learning English & Chinese As Foreign Languages Lin, Wen-Chuan  Multilingual Matters £29.95 P HH 30%
1709 9780198795094 Minimalist Parsing Berwick, Robert C(E)  Oxford Higher Education £29.99 P H 20%
1710 9780198847243 Cognition & Communication In The Evolution Of ... Reboul, Anne  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 P H 20%
1711 9780198804666 Meaning Of More Wellwood, Alexis  Oxford Higher Education £29.99 P H 20%
1712 9780285643864 Avem Occidere Mimicam/Kill A Mockingbird Lee, Harper  Profile Books £15.00 H HH  
1713 9781138496798 Persian Course Farsi Shirin Ast Brookshaw, Dominic P  Taylor & Francis £40.99 P HH 20%
1714 9781912631100 Teach Your Dog Cornish Cakebread, Anne  Welsh Books Council £4.99 P HHH 20%
1715 9781912631117 Teach Your Dog Gaelic Cakebread, Anne  Welsh Books Council £4.99 P HHH 20%
1716 9781912631094 Teach Your Dog Irish Cakebread, Anne  Welsh Books Council £4.99 P HHH 20%
1717 9781912631124 Teach Your Dog Japanese Cakebread, Anne  Welsh Books Council £4.99 P HHH 20%

ELT
1718 9780008356408 Cobuild English Usage B1-C2 Collins Cobuild Grammar  HarperCollins Reference £20.00 P HHH  
1719 9781788924610 Brokering Britain Educating Citizens Cooke, Melanie (Ed)  Multilingual Matters £24.95 P HH 30%

EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS
1720 9781785925580 Trauma & Attachment Aware Classroom Brooks, Rebecca  Jessica Kingsley £16.99 P HH 22%
1721 9781785928659 Healthy Mindsets For Little Kids Azri, Stephanie  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HHH 22%
1722 9781787751484 Mentally Healthy Schools Workbook Knightsmith, Pooky  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HHH 22%

FICTION BLACK & ETHNIC
1723 9781496709325 Other Side Hickman, Trice  Dafina Books £8.99 P H  
1724 9781496715845 Right Beside You Monroe, Mary  Dafina Books £16.99 H H  
1725 9781496715432 Sisters Survival Rax, Cydney  Dafina Books £6.99 P H  
1726 9781496723826 Tempted At Midnight Hodges, Cheris  Dafina Books £6.99 P H  
1727 9781496724243 Thugs & The Women Who Love Them Clark, Wahida  Dafina Books £13.99 P H  
1728 9781622862078 Full Figured 14 Hunt, La Jill  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1729 9781622861873 Queen Hustlaz Part 2 Love, Falicia  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1730 9781622862603 Secret Life Of Baltimore Girls Katt  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1731 9781622862108 Swirl Secrets Honey  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1732 9781622861880 Ties To The Hood G-Code Monique, Aija  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1733 9781622862139 Vengeance A Never Ending Nightmare B, Johnna  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
1734 9781622862634 Where The Heart Is Hawk, H G  Turnaround £13.99 P H  
1735 9781622862122 Falling For My Side Dude Williams, Racquel  Turnaround £6.99 P H  

FICTION CRIME/THRILLERS
1736 9780008339197 Gemini Burnell, Mark  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1737 9780008312947 Killer You Know Taylor, A M  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1738 9780008339203 Third Woman Burnell, Mark  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1739 9780008337315 HMS Ulysses Maclean, Alistair  HarperCollins £8.99 P HHH  
1740 9780008337322 Ice Station Zebra Maclean, Alistair  HarperCollins £8.99 P HHH  
1741 9780008192358 Hooded Gunman Curran, John  HarperCollins £40.00 H HHH  
1742 9781838590567 Despite The Darkness Brown, David Maughan  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1743 9781838590130 Good Question Lyons, V R  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1744 9781789018851 Knight In Tenerife Hutton, Graham  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1745 9781838590147 Lara Bliss Loves Madder Genuine Babb, G J  Matador £7.99 P HH  
1746 9781838590321 Mr Pink Hjerten, Patrick  Matador £9.99 P HH  
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1747 9781838590451 Murder In St Pauls Dale, Richard  Matador £10.99 P HH  
1748 9781838590437 Shamus Dust Roger, Janet  Matador £11.99 P HH  
1749 9781838590536 Consequences Of Finding Daniel Morgan Robinson, Peter J  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1750 9781250166449 Because Youre Mine Frey, Rea  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
1751 9781250229489 Borrowing Of Bones Munier, Paula  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
1752 9781250158482 Extinction Agenda Laurence, Michael  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1753 9781250300072 Truth Behind The Lie Lovestam, Sara  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
1754 9780765391537 Assassins Revenge Larsen, Ward  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
1755 9781464211379 Whos Sorry Now Robinson, Maggie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1756 9781643131559 Dodging & Burning Copenhaver, John  W W Norton £8.99 P HH 30%
1757 9780738761312 Third Mrs Durst Aguirre, Ann  Publishers Group UK £19.99 H H  
1758 9780738754284 Means To An End Redmond, Lissa Marie  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
1759 9780738752983 Hollywood Hack Garrett, Kellye  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
1760 9780738760360 Time For Murder Is Meow Lotempo, T C  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
1761 9781510747852 Secrets On Chicory Lane Benson, Raymond  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HH  
1762 9780786045341 Home Invasion Johnstone, William W  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1763 9781496723413 Off Islander Colt, Peter  Random House International £19.99 H H  
1764 9781496720634 Murder Flies The Coop Ellicott, Jessica  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1765 9781496708946 Purls & Poison Canadeo, Anne  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1766 9781496720214 Murder In The First Edition Elliott, Lauren  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1767 9781496782137 Christmas Cow Bells Bryan, Mollie Cox  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1768 9781496716088 Fudge Bites Coco, Nancy  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1769 9781496720641 Seances Are For Suckers Berry, Tamara  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1770 9781496715746 Let The Dead Keep Their Secrets Simpson, Rosemary  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1771 9781496716279 Murder In Her Stocking McKevett, G A  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1772 9781496708526 Death Of A Gigolo Levine, Laura  Random House International £19.99 H H  
1773 9781496708502 Death Of A Neighborhood Scrooge Levine, Laura  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1774 9780786043088 Dark Winter Tata, Anthony J  Random House International £7.99 P H  
1775 9781496718457 Here Comes Santa Paws Berenson, Laurien  Random House International £15.99 H H  
1776 9781496724823 Clarets Of Fire Blum, Christine E  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1777 9781496719485 Two Bites Too Many Goldstein, Debra H  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1778 9781496723741 Carpet Diem Simon, Misty  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1779 9781496713704 Knit Before Dying Hartwell, Sadie  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1780 9781496722652 Have Yourself A Beary Little Murder Macy, Meg  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1781 9781496717535 Marry Christmas Murder Blackmore, Stephanie  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1782 9781496717757 Autumn Alibi Hesse, Jennifer D  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1783 9781496714626 Late Checkout Perry, Carol J  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1784 9781496722812 Murder At Kensington Palace Penrose, Andrea  Random House International £19.99 H H  
1785 9781948924375 See That My Grave Is Kept Clean Paul, Bart  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HH  
1786 9781641290883 99 Ways To Die Lin, Ed  Soho Press £8.99 P HH  
1787 9781641290890 Line Limon, Martin  Soho Press £8.99 P HH  
1788 9781616959630 When Hell Struck Twelve Benn, James R  Soho Press £23.99 H HH  
1789 9781988281735 Ascendant Parkin, Peter  Star Book Sales £13.99 P H  
1790 9781912881772 Geraldine Mead, John  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
1791 9780440001133 Nights Tail Kelly, Sofie  Turnaround £20.99 H HH  
1792 9780451489357 Murder In Red Fletcher, Jessica  Turnaround £6.99 P HH  
1793 9781910074268 Threes A Crowd Garner, Richard  Vine House Distribution £8.99 P HH  

FICTION GENERAL
1794 9781911350637 Fleshcoloured Dominoes Skujins, Zigmunds  Arcadia £9.99 P HHH  
1795 9781789503975 Grimms Fairy Tales Grim Brothers  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
1796 9781789503982 Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tales Andersen, Hans C  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
1797 9781789504026 Classic Fairy & Folk Tales Collection Various  Arcturus Publishing £49.99 H HH  
1798 9781632868428 We Shall Not All Sleep Nagy, Estep  Bloomsbury Paperbacks £9.99 P HHH  
1799 9781910170649 War Baby Baron, Alexander  Five Leaves Publications £9.99 P HHH 35%
1800 9781910170656 With Hope Farewell Baron, Alexander  Five Leaves Publications £9.99 P HHH 35%
1801 9781912766123 Caravaners Arnim, Elizabeth Von  Handheld Press £12.99 P HH  
1802 9780008278694 Big Five O Wenham-Jones, Jane  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1803 9780008354367 Five Wakes & A Wedding Ross, Karen  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1804 9780008347840 Little Bookshop At Herring Cove Hailes, Kellie  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1805 9780008351694 Motherwhelmed Sommerville, Anniki  HarperCollins £7.99 P HH  
1806 9780008324452 Summer House In Santorini Parks, Samantha  HarperCollins £7.99 P HH  
1807 9780008331023 Summer To Remember Cooke, Victoria  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1808 9780008340636 Next Adventure Horton, Janice  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1809 9780008331009 Sunshine Over Bluebell Castle Bennett, Sarah  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
1810 9780008319724 Foxglove Farm Barlow, Christie  HarperCollins £8.99 P HH  
1811 9781912905058 Jeweller Lewis, Caryl  Honno Welsh Womens Press £8.99 P HHH  
1812 9781644280423 All The Right Circles Russell, John  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H H 35%
1813 9781640092280 Three Flames Lightman, Alan  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 H H 35%
1814 9781941920824 Honey I Killed The Cats Maslowska, Dorota  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P HH 35%
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1815 9781916465640 Loop Lozano, Brenda  Inpress £10.99 P H  
1816 9781845234546 Stranger At The Gate Hearne, John  Inpress £12.99 P H  
1817 9781789550856 Mr Two Bombs Coles, William  Legend Press £8.99 P HHH  
1818 9781472154484 Virgil Wander Enger, Leif  Little Brown Paperbacks (A&C) £8.99 P HHH  
1819 9781838590307 Sorry Luv Ill Send Another Car Springthorpe, Nigel  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1820 9781250222374 Campusland Johnston, Scott  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1821 9781250174765 Carnegie Hill Vatner, Jonathan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1822 9781250164223 Keeping Lucy Greenwood, T  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
1823 9781555978471 Machine Steinberg, Susan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
1824 9781250214928 Mysterium Froderberg, Susan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
1825 9781250047328 Things You Save In A Fire Center, Katherine  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
1826 9781250214881 Third Hotel Berg, Laura Van Der  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P HH  
1827 9781908670557 Faces On The Tip Of My Tongue Pagano, Emmanuelle  Peirene Press £12.00 P HH  
1828 9781496719829 Alaskan Catch Pethick, Sue  Random House International £7.99 P H  
1829 9781496717634 Amish Christmas Letters Davis, Patricia  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1830 9781496717832 Amish Second Christmas Gray, Shelley S  Random House International £12.99 P H  
1831 9781420149180 Amish Cookie Club Christmas Price, Sarah  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1832 9781420145106 New Beginings At Promise Lodge Hubbard, Charlotte  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1833 9781496723734 Home For Christmas Chamberlin, Holly  Random House International £6.99 P H  
1834 9780857427199 Apostoloff Lewitscharoff, S  Seagull Books London Ltd £11.99 P HH 25%
1835 9780857427076 August Wolf, Christa  Seagull Books London Ltd £7.99 P HH 25%
1836 9780857427014 Drilling Through Hard Boards Kluge, Alexander  Seagull Books London Ltd £12.99 P HH 25%
1837 9780857427229 Fire Doesnt Burn Rothmann, Ralf  Seagull Books London Ltd £11.99 P HH 25%
1838 9780857427205 Flying Mountain Ransmayr, Christoph  Seagull Books London Ltd £12.99 P HH 25%
1839 9780857427151 I Hilbig, Wolfgang  Seagull Books London Ltd £12.99 P HH 25%
1840 9780857427311 King Of China Rammstedt, Tilman  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
1841 9780857427212 Village Indian Khider, Abbas  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
1842 9780857427182 What Was Before Mosebach, Martin  Seagull Books London Ltd £11.99 P HH 25%
1843 9780857427106 Answer From The Silence Frisch, Max  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
1844 9780857427168 Mr Adamson Widmer, Urs  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
1845 9781843517542 Love Notes From A German Building Site Duncan, Adrian  Signature Book Representation £11.00 P H 35%
1846 9781597098984 Question Of Authority Cline, Rachel  Signature Book Representation £11.95 P HH  
1847 9781988281759 Left On Main Street Jackson, Crystal  Star Book Sales £13.99 P H  
1848 9781626346499 Hubris Falls Hiley, Matthew S  Star Book Sales £14.50 P HH  
1849 9781912881352 Misogynous President Morley, Kevin  Star Book Sales £10.99 P HH  
1850 9781912881703 Outreach Berry, Shelly  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
1851 9781912662012 Marcus The Intrepid Village Boy Waldron, Victor  Turnaround £11.99 P H  
1852 9781939810441 Kitchen In The Corner Of The House Ambai  Turnaround £16.99 P HH  
1853 9783943196764 Readymades Holten, John  Turnaround £14.99 P HH  
1854 9781629636498 Road Through San Judas Fraga, Robert  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1855 9780143198055 Split Tooth Tagaq, Tanya  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1856 9781940953953 Translators Bride Reis, Joao  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1857 9781590519219 Inheritance Toynton, Evelyn  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  
1858 9781612197982 Revisionaries Moxon, A R  Turnaround £20.00 H HHH  
1859 9781590519714 Siege Of Troy Kallifatides, T  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  
1860 9781925773613 Memoirs Of Many In One White, Patrick  Turnaround £8.99 P HHH  
1861 9781912690558 Name Beneath The Stone Newcome, Robert  Unicorn Press £10.99 P HH  

FICTION SHORT STORIES
1862 9780872332966 From The Midway Seligman, Leaf  Casemate UK Ltd £17.50 P HH  
1863 9781946724205 Spider Love Song & Other Stories Au, Nancy  Chicago University Press £13.00 P HH 25%
1864 9781771962896 Nosy White Woman Wilson, Martha  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
1865 9781948226349 Pen America Best Debut Short Storie 2019 Machado, Carmen  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
1866 9781640092488 Terrarium Trueblood, Valerie  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
1867 9781999962227 Mechanics Institute Review Issue 16 Bell, Julia (Forewd)  Inpress £10.00 P HH  
1868 9781838590222 Mostly Murder Brassington, E  Matador £8.99 P HH  
1869 9781838590031 Rosa Luxemburgs Blouse Bellos, Susan  Matador £8.99 P HH  
1870 9781838590345 Twenty Tiny Tales Bradley, Elaine J  Matador £9.99 P HH  
1871 9781841596266 Berlin Stories Hensher, Philip  Random House £12.99 H HHH  
1872 9789353332754 Duel Bond, Ruskin  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
1873 9789353333973 Petals On The Ganga Bond, Ruskin  Rupa Publishing £4.99 P HH  
1874 9781597090438 Sex & Taipei City Chao, Yu-Han  Signature Book Representation £11.95 P HH  

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS
1875 9781419736193 Drawing Power Gay, Roxane  Abrams £22.99 H HH  
1876 9781684153992 By Night Vol 2 Allison, John  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1877 9781684153978 Jim Hensons Fraggle Rock Where Is It Henson, Jim  Boom Studios £7.50 P HHH  
1878 9781684153930 Klaus How Santa Claus Began Morrison, Grant  Boom Studios £10.99 P HHH  
1879 9781684153985 New World Vignolli, David J  Boom Studios £12.99 P HHH  
1880 9781684153954 Sparrowhawk Dawson, Delilah S  Boom Studios £14.99 P HHH  
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1881 9781684153923 Woods Yearbook Edition 2 Tynion, James Iv  Boom Studios £22.50 P HHH  
1882 9781684153893 Wwe The Phenomenal One Hopeless, Dennis  Boom Studios £14.99 P HHH  
1883 9781684154029 Charles M Schulzs Linus Schulz, Charles M  Boom Studios £10.99 H HHH  
1884 9781506712345 Eerie Archives Vol 27 Various  Dark Horse £41.99 H H  
1885 9781506714660 Archie Vs Predator Campi, Alex De  Dark Horse £14.99 P HHH  
1886 9781506708133 Avatar The Last Airbender Imbalance Pt 3 Hicks, Faith Erin  Dark Horse £9.50 P HHH  
1887 9781506711836 Dissident X Pander Brothers  Dark Horse £24.99 P HHH  
1888 9781506711058 Hellboy & The B P R D 1956 Mignola, Mike  Dark Horse £16.99 P HHH  
1889 9781506709376 Lifeformed Vol 2 Hearts & Minds Lowery, Matt Mair  Dark Horse £10.99 P HHH  
1890 9781506712529 Mask Omnibus Vol 2 Arcudi, John  Dark Horse £20.99 P HHH  
1891 9781506713274 Ms Koizumi Loves Ramen Noodles Vol 1 Narumi, Naru  Dark Horse £9.50 P HHH  
1892 9781401298838 Doom Patrol Bronze Age Omnibus Kupperberg, Paul  DC Comics £80.00 H H  
1893 9781401292737 Tales Of The Batman Gerry Conway Vol 3 Conway, Gerry  DC Comics £40.00 H H  
1894 9781401294205 Absolute Batman Arkham Asylum 30th Anniversary Morrison, Grant  DC Comics £60.00 H HH  
1895 9781401294175 Batman Eternal Omnibus Snyder, Scott  DC Comics £100.00 H HH  
1896 9781401292829 Batman The Bronze Age Omnibus Vol 3 Barr, Mike W  DC Comics £100.00 H HH  
1897 9781613451762 Ghita An Erotic Treasury Archival Edition V2 Thorne, Frank  Diamond Book Distributors £135.00 H H  
1898 9781549307959 Little Mama Mahmouidi, Halim  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P H  
1899 9781949889918 Pug Davis Sugar, Rebecca  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P H  
1900 9781684054961 Punks Not Dead Vol 2 London Calling Barnett, David  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P H  
1901 9781534313286 Age Of Bronze Vol 2 Sacrifice Shanower, Eric  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
1902 9781524112554 Army Of Darkness/Bubba Ho Tep Duvall, Scott  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HH  
1903 9781524112615 Complete Gail Simone Red Sonja Oversized Simone, Gail  Diamond Book Distributors £44.99 H HH  
1904 9781524112677 Elvira Mistress Of The Dark Vol 2 Avallone, David  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HH  
1905 9781772941067 Menage A 3 Vol 4 Lumsdon, David  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
1906 9781949028195 Oberon Vol 1 Parrott, Ryan  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
1907 9781684055272 October Faction Open Season Niles, Steve  Diamond Book Distributors £26.99 P HH  
1908 9781949028201 Stronghold Vol 1 Hester, Phil  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
1909 9781524112851 Turok Valley Of The Lost Marz, Ron  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
1910 9781942275947 Van Helsing Sword Of Heaven Dixon, Chuck  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
1911 9781534313293 Assassin Nation Volume 1 Starks, Kyle  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HHH  
1912 9781524111403 Boys Omnibus Vol 4 Ennis, Garth  Diamond Book Distributors £26.99 P HHH  
1913 9781534313323 Farmhand Vol 2 Thorne In The Flesh Guillory, Rob  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
1914 9781524112721 Ian Flemings James Bond Live & Let Die Jensen, Van (Ed)  Diamond Book Distributors £22.99 H HHH  
1915 9781534313347 Lazarus The Third Collection Rucka, Greg  Diamond Book Distributors £35.99 H HHH  
1916 9781524112790 Peter Cannon Thunderbolt Gillen, Kieron  Diamond Book Distributors £26.99 H HHH  
1917 9781947804388 To Love Ru Darkness Vol 12 Hasemi, Saki  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P HHH  
1918 9781947804449 Worlds End Harem Vol 6 Shouno, Kotarou  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P HHH  
1919 9781683962649 Comics Journal 304 Groth, Gary Et Al  Fantagraphics £12.99 P HH  
1920 9781683962601 Free S**t Burns, Charles  Fantagraphics £17.99 H HH  
1921 9781683962564 Now 7 The New Comics Anthology Reynolds, Eric  Fantagraphics £8.99 P HH  
1922 9781927668702 Rat Time Roberts, Keiler  Ingram Publisher Services £8.99 P H 35%
1923 9781632368249 Edens Zero 4 Mashima, Hiro  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1924 9781632368355 Gleipnir 4 Takeda, Sun  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1925 9781632368409 Im Standing On A Million Lives 3 Yamakawa, Naoki  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1926 9781632368447 Land Of The Lustrous 9 Ichikawa, Haruko  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1927 9781632368454 Magus Of The Library 2 Izumi, Mitsu  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1928 9781632368478 Missions Of Love 18 Toyama, Ema  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1929 9781632368508 O Maidens In Your Savage Season 4 Okada, Mari  Kodansha Europe Ltd £10.99 P HH  
1930 9781632368546 Quintessential Quintuplets 5 Haruba, Negi  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1931 9781632368720 Seven Deadly Sins 34 Suzuki, Nakaba  Kodansha Europe Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1932 9781632368614 Wotakoi Love Is Hard For Otaku 4 Fujita  Kodansha Europe Ltd £14.99 P HH  
1933 9781302916954 Age Of Conan Belit Queen Of/Black Coast Howard, Tini  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1934 9781302915803 Age Of X Man Apocalypse & The X Tracts Seeley, Tim  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1935 9781302915766 Age Of X Man Nextgen Brisson, Ed  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1936 9781302915797 Age Of X Man Prisoner X Ayala, Vita  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1937 9781302915773 Age Of X Man The Amazing Nightcrawler McGuire, Seanan  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1938 9781302915780 Age Of X Man X Tremists Williams, Leah  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1939 9781302914578 Doctor Strange By Mark Waid Vol 3 Herald Waid, Mark  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1940 9781302918330 Domino Hotshots Simone, Gail  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1941 9781302919634 Fantastic Four By Jonathan Hickman Vol 2 Hickman, J Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1942 9781302915568 Fantastic Four Epic Collection Lee, Stan  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1943 9781302916671 Immortal Hulk Vol 4 Ewing, Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1944 9781302917418 Major X Liefeld, Rob  Marvel Comics £16.99 P HHH  
1945 9781302920005 Man Wolf The Complete Collection Marvel Comics  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1946 9781302917609 Marvel Monograph The Art Of Esad Ribic Ribic, Esad  Marvel Comics £16.99 P HHH  
1947 9781302919696 Marvel Visionaries Jack Kirby Kirby, Jack  Marvel Comics £29.50 P HHH  
1948 9781302919641 Spider Man The Many Hosts Of Carnage Michelinie, D Et Al  Marvel Comics £33.50 P HHH  
1949 9781302918835 Thanos Rising Marvel Select Edition Aaron, Jason  Marvel Comics £20.99 P HHH  
1950 9781302914486 Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Vol 11 Call You North, Ryan Et Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
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1951 9781302914271 Unstoppable Wasp Unlimited Vol 2 Whitley, J Et Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1952 9781302919283 War Of The Realms Amazing Spider Man ... Ryan, Sean Et Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1953 9781302918774 War Of The Realms New Agents Of Atlas Pak, Greg  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1954 9781302918552 War Of The Realms Strikeforce Hill, Bryan  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1955 9781302916961 War Of The Realms Venom Bunn, Cullen Et Al  Marvel Comics £14.99 P HHH  
1956 9781302915810 Wolverine Infinity Watch Duggan, Gerry  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1957 9781302915742 X Force Vol 2 Brisson, Ed Et Al  Marvel Comics £13.50 P HHH  
1958 9781302919368 X Men By Roy Thomas & Neal Adams Thomas, Roy  Marvel Comics £33.50 H HHH  
1959 9781302919702 X Men Milestones Inferno Simonson, L Et Al  Marvel Comics £29.50 P HHH  
1960 9781302918897 Marvels Postcard Book Ross, Alex  Marvel Comics £19.99 P HHH  
1961 9781302919535 Marvel Horror Omnibus Gerber, Steve Et Al  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £104.50 H HH  
1962 9781302918156 Marvel Masterworks Marvel 2 In 1 Vol 4 Wolfman, Marv Et Al  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £62.50 H HH  
1963 9781302919269 Marvel Masterworks/Incredible Hulk V13 Wein, Len  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £62.50 H HH  
1964 9781302919528 Spider Man By John Byrne Omnibus Byrne, John  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £104.50 H HH  
1965 9781302919351 Golden Age Sub Mariner By Bill Everett Everett, Bill  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £125.00 H HH  
1966 9781302917678 Marvel Art Of Joe Quesada Expanded Edition Quesada, Joe  Marvel Comics Firm Sale £41.99 H HHH  
1967 9781642750706 Blank Canvas My So Called Artists Jour 2 Higashimura, Akiko  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P H  
1968 9781642750676 Classmates Vol 2 Sotsu Gyo Sei Winter Nakamura, Asumiko  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1969 9781642751192 Mushoku Tensei Jobless Reincarnation 9 Magonote, Rifujin Na  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1970 9781642751246 Saint Seiya Saintia Sho Vol 7 Kurumada, Masami  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1971 9781642751253 Shomin Sample I Was Abducted/Elite 10 Takafumi, Nanatsuki  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1972 9781642751260 Sorry For My Familiar Vol 5 Yaguraba, Tekka  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1973 9781642751277 Wonderland Vol 3 Ishikawa, Yugo  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1974 9781642751215 Machimaho I Messed Up & Made The Wrong 3 Souryu  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
1975 9781642751154 Captain Harlock Dimensional Voyage Vol 9 Matsumoto, Leiji  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1976 9781642751130 Certain Scientific Railgun Vol 14 Kamachi, Kazuma  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1977 9781642751208 My Monster Secret Vol 17 Masuda, Eiji  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P HH  
1978 9784756251985 Girls Illustration Various  Publishers Group Uk £22.99 P HH  
1979 9780785837374 Making Comics A Practical Guide Gibbons, Dave  Quarto Publishing Group £9.99 P HHH  
1980 9781781086841 Wildcat Loner Tomlinson, Barrie  Rebellion 2000Ad £14.99 P HHH  
1981 9781785867323 Atar Gull Nury, Fabien  Titan £21.99 H HH  
1982 9781787733145 Secret Life Of Pets Pet Tails Lapuss, Stephane  Titan £5.99 H HH  
1983 9781785866623 Michael Moorcock Elric Vol 2 Stormbringe Blondel, J Et Al  Titan £26.99 H HHH  
1984 9781681122328 Forbidden Harbor Radice, Teresa  Turnaround £25.99 H H  
1985 9781682557815 Archie 1000 Page Comics Jubilee Archie Superstars  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1986 9781682557877 Best Of Archie Comics 4 Deluxe Edition Archie Superstars  Turnaround £16.99 H HH  
1987 9781947194809 Golden Sheep 1 Ozaki, Kaori  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  
1988 9781621067672 Hardcore Anxiety Chancellor, Reid  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1989 9781682557853 Katy Keene Archie Superstars  Turnaround £9.99 P HH  
1990 9781947194786 My Boy 5 Takano, Hitomi  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  
1991 9781947194892 Hanging High School Nisioisin  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
1992 9781682557839 Archie By Nick Spencer Vol 1 Spencer, Nick  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
1993 9781506712284 Girl In The Bay Dematteis, J M  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
1994 9781974706648 Idol Dreams Vol 6 Tanemura, Arina  Viz Media £6.99 P HH  
1995 9781974700653 Shortcake Cake Vol 5 Morishita, Suu  Viz Media £6.99 P HH  
1996 9781974702701 Ao Haru Ride Vol 6 Sakisaka, Io  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1997 9781974707683 Behind The Scenes Vol 7 Hatori, Bisco  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1998 9781974704422 Demon Slayer Kimetsu No Yaiba Vol 8 Gotouge, Koyoharu  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
1999 9781974707102 Fourth Generation Head Tatsuyuki Oyamato Beriko, Scarlet  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
2000 9781974707133 Komi Cant Communicate Vol 2 Oda, Tomohito  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
2001 9781974706358 Love In Limbo Vol 2 Haji  Viz Media £8.99 P HHH  
2002 9781974707461 Mobile Suit Gundam Thunderbolt Vol 12 Ohtagaki, Yasuo  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
2003 9781974703654 Ran & The Gray World Vol 4 Irie, Aki  Viz Media £9.99 P HHH  
2004 9781974705177 Record Of Grancrest War Vol 4 Mizuno, Ryo  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
2005 9781974707836 Sleepy Princess In The Demon Castle Vol8 Kumanomata, Kagiji  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
2006 9781974706433 Takane & Hana Vol 10 Shiwasu, Yuki  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
2007 9781974707768 Twin Star Exorcists Vol 16 Sukeno, Yoshiaki  Viz Media £6.99 P HHH  
2008 9781974710140 Assassination Classroom Complete Box Set Matsui, Yusei  Viz Media Hardbacks £140.00 P HHH 40%
2009 9781975331825 No Matter How I Look At It Its You V14 Tanigawa, Nico  Yen Press £9.99 P HH  
2010 9781975304522 Bungo Stray Dogs Vol 12 Asagiri, Kafka  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  

FICTION SAGA/ HISTORICAL
2011 9780008331061 Last Summer In Ireland Doughty, Anne  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
2012 9780008331016 Secret Letter Barrett, Kerry  HarperCollins £12.99 P HH  
2013 9781644280287 Arroyo Jacobs, Chip  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H H 35%
2014 9781838590550 No Going Back Patrick, Anna  Matador £9.99 P HH  
2015 9781838590062 Signal Failures Boulton, David J  Matador £9.99 P HH  
2016 9781616209803 Collectors Apprentice Shapiro, B A  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
2017 9781616206345 Darwin Affair Mason, Tim  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £21.99 H H  
2018 9781492664185 Today We Go Home Estes, Kelli  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
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2019 9781841593968 Oscar & Lucinda Carey, Peter  Random House £14.99 H HHH  
2020 9781496713100 Chariot On The Mountain Ford, Jack  Random House International £12.99 P H  
2021 9781510742093 Preserve Anderson, Steve  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HH  
2022 9780451491626 City Of Secrets Thompson, Victoria  Turnaround £6.99 P HH  

FICTION ROMANTIC
2023 9781912550104 Evies Little Black Book Pearl, Hannah  Choc Lit £7.99 P HHH  
2024 9781472265104 Love On Lexington Avenue Layne, Lauren  Headline £8.99 P HHH  
2025 9781472258779 Prenup Layne, Lauren  Headline £8.99 P HHH  
2026 9781642631401 Misadventures In Blue Simone, Sierra  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 P H 35%
2027 9781642631517 Sharks Pride Payne, Angel  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 P H 35%
2028 9781640637603 Truth About Cowboys Jones, Lisa Renee  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2029 9781640635319 Rogue King Owen, Abigail  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
2030 9781420145618 Its A Christmas Thing Dailey, Janet  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2031 9781496725325 Merry & Bright Shalvis, Jill  Random House International £7.99 P H  
2032 9781420148329 Only For You Howell, Hannah  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2033 9781496720283 Seduction On A Snowy Night Putney, Mary Jo  Random House International £12.99 P H  
2034 9781420145830 Fallen Zanetti, Rebecca  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2035 9781420146479 Londons Late Night Scandal Bryany, Anabelle  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2036 9781420147209 Scandalous Spencer, Minerva  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2037 9781420148107 Once A Spy Putney, Mary Jo  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2038 9781420146721 Merry Viscount Mackenzie, Sally  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2039 9781912881789 Long Dark Rainbow Tappenden, Michael  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
2040 9781984805683 Bringing Down The Duke Dunmore, Evie  Turnaround £12.99 P HH  
2041 9781984803924 How To Catch A Wicked Viscount Bennett, Amy Rose  Turnaround £6.99 P HH  
2042 9780425277010 Wherever You Are Banks, Maya  Turnaround £6.99 P HHH  

FICTION PARANORMAL
2043 9781912881765 Poetic Justice Oxford Raya, Fran  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  

FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
2044 9781419734656 Lost Transmissions Boskovich, Desirina  Abrams £22.99 H HH  
2045 9781789503920 First Men In The Moon Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2046 9781789503937 Invisible Man Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2047 9781789503944 Island Of Doctor Moreau Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2048 9781789504019 Time Machine & Other Stories Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2049 9781789503951 War Of The Worlds Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2050 9781789503968 When The Sleeper Wakes Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £8.99 H HH  
2051 9781789501797 H G Wells Collection Wells, H G  Arcturus Publishing £49.99 H HH  
2052 9781787583696 Guardian Reclaimed Earth Book 2 Moyer, J D  Hawkins Publishing Services £20.00 H H  
2053 9781787583689 Guardian Reclaimed Earth Book 2 Moyer, J D  Hawkins Publishing Services £9.95 P HH  
2054 9781912436194 Science Fiction For Survival King, Liesl (Ed)  Inpress £15.99 P HH  
2055 9781789550634 War Of The Worlds Wells, H G  Legend Press £8.99 P HHH  
2056 9781250303868 Restless Lightning Baker, Richard  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
2057 9780765388698 Inch By Inch Llywelyn, Morgan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
2058 9781786076267 In/Half Frelih, Jasmin B  One World £9.99 P HHH  
2059 9781473228405 Wake Sawyer, Robert J  Orion Paperbacks £9.99 P HHH  
2060 9781781086186 Judge Anderson Year Two Ware, Danie  Rebellion 2000Ad £8.99 P HHH  
2061 9781912535477 Lethbridge Stewart An Ordinary Man Frankham-Allen, Andy  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
2062 9781912535460 Mutually Assured Domination Walters, Nick  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
2063 9781789090611 Venom Lethal Protector Tuck, James R  Titan £7.99 P HHH  

FICTION FANTASY
2064 9781607015321 Best Dark Fantasy & Horror 2019 Edition Guran, Paula  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HHH  
2065 9781250209115 Gurkha & The Lord Of Tuesday Hossain, Saad Z  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
2066 9781616207939 Lightest Object In The Universe Eisele, Kimi  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
2067 9781250195609 Nottingham Makaryk, Nathan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
2068 9781642751390 Classroom Of The Elite Light Novel Vol 2 Kinugasa, Syougo  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P H  
2069 9781642750591 Division Maneuver Vol 2 Binary Hero Senoo, Shippo  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 P H  
2070 9781250207821 Mage Fire War Modesitt, L E  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
2071 9781250208491 Vallista Brust, Steven  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
2072 9781250213570 Queen Of Crows Cole, Myke  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P HH  
2073 9781785651137 Seared Lands Wolf, Deborah A  Titan £16.99 H HHH  
2074 9781975382575 Miracles Of The Namiya General Store Higashino, Keigo  Yen Press £14.99 H HH  
2075 9781975304713 Torture Princess Fremd Torturchen Vol 2 Ayasato, Keishi  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  

FICTION HORROR
2076 9781789501759 Dracula & Other Tales Stoker, Bram  Arcturus Publishing £17.99 H HH  
2077 9781435169418 Classic Supernatural Stories Barnes & Noble Leatherbound  GMC Distribution £30.00 H HHH  
2078 9781787581661 One By One Gillespie, D W  Hawkins Publishing Services £20.00 H H  
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2079 9781787582439 Savage Generation Tallerman, David  Hawkins Publishing Services £20.00 H H  
2080 9781787581654 One By One Gillespie, D W  Hawkins Publishing Services £9.95 P HH  
2081 9781787582422 Savage Generation Tallerman, David  Hawkins Publishing Services £9.95 P HH  
2082 9781597809726 Best Horror Of The Year Vol 11 Datlow, Ellen  Simon & Schuster £11.99 P HHH  
2083 9781913062033 Damned Richardson, Tarn  Red Door Publishing £8.99 P HHH 40%
2084 9781913062040 Fallen Richardson, Tarn  Red Door Publishing £8.99 P HHH 40%
2085 9781913062057 Risen Richardson, Tarn  Red Door Publishing £8.99 P HHH 40%
2086 9781785768583 Wayward Girls Mason, Amanda  Zaffre £12.99 P HHH  

FICTION WESTERNS
2087 9780786045334 Between Hell & Texas Richards, Dusty  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2088 9780786043965 Have Brides Will Travel Johnstone, Wiliam W  Random House International £6.99 P H  
2089 9780786043668 Bullets Dont Argue Johnstone, William W  Random House International £6.99 P H  

FILM TV & RADIO
2090 9781419738036 Monsters Of The Week Handlen, Zack  Abrams £14.99 P HH  
2091 9781419740473 World Of It Wax, Alyse  Abrams £30.00 H HH  
2092 9781910170625 Welcome To The Cheap Seats Graves, Andrew  Five Leaves Publications £9.99 P HHH 35%
2093 9781526751591 Golden Age Of Science Fiction Wade, John  Pen & Sword Books £16.99 P HHH  
2094 9781789141542 Second Sight Mars-Jones, Adam  Reaktion Books £14.99 P HHH  
2095 9788857240930 Alfred Hitchcock Hitchcock, Alfred  Thames & Hudson £29.95 H HHH  
2096 9781787731875 Star Trek Classic Picard Titan  Titan £21.99 P HH  
2097 9781785654954 Alien The Blueprints Langridge, Graham  Titan £29.99 H HHH  
2098 9780857303387 10000 Ways To Die Cox, Alex  Turnaround £21.99 P HHH  
2099 9781524743352 Generation Friends Austerlitz, Saul  Turnaround £20.00 H HHH  

MEDIA STUDIES
2100 9781783341580 Wolf Catcher Brown, C Rewcastle  Gibson Square Limited £9.99 P HH  
2101 9781781577172 What They Didnt Teach You In Film School Parga, Miguel  Ilex Press £15.99 H HHH  
2102 9781526143679 Framing Referendum Campaigns In The News Dekavalla, Marina  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2103 9781526114259 Shinners Dissos & Dissenters Hoey, Paddy  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2104 9781526143600 Adjusting The Contrast Malik, Sarita (Ed)  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HHH 25%
2105 9789198376838 Exposed Hammarlin, Mia-Marie  Manchester University Press £25.00 H HHH 25%
2106 9780190052133 Sublimity Of Document MacDonald, Scott  Oxford Higher Education £25.99 P H 20%
2107 9780745340265 Manufacturing The Enemy Bolender, Keith  Pluto Press £14.99 P HHH 25%
2108 9781538121498 Theres No Crying In Newsrooms Gilger, Kristin G  Rowman & Littlefield £22.95 H H 25%
2109 9781538121658 Global Communication Kamalipour, Yahya(Ed  Rowman & Littlefield £32.95 P HH 25%

COOKERY (GENERAL)
2110 9781624148118 Cork & Knife Clifton, Emily  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2111 9781624147937 Keto Kids Cookbook Dillard, Sam  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2112 9781579659356 Mad Hungry Game Day Food Quinn, Lucinda Scala  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H H  
2113 9781579659363 Mad Hungry Sunday Suppers Quinn, Lucinda Scala  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H H  
2114 9781624148408 Clean Eating Breakfasts & Lunches Baier, Lacey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2115 9781760791186 Slow Cooking Guide New Holland  New Holland £12.99 H HHH  
2116 9781604338881 Cast Iron Narins, Rachel  Publishers Group UK £27.50 H H  
2117 9781631066474 Boards Galore Brown, Maegan  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 H HHH  
2118 9780385345910 Bobby At Home Flay, Bobby  Random House International £25.00 H H  
2119 9780525573258 Super Easy Sweets Arnoult, Natacha  Random House International £11.99 P H  
2120 9781789141436 Mustard A Global History Guzey, Demet  Reaktion Books £10.99 H HHH  
2121 9780525609889 Kosher Style Rosen, Amy  Turnaround £25.00 H HH  
2122 9780147531162 Living High Off The Hog Olson, Michael  Turnaround £25.00 H HH  

COOKERY FOREIGN
2123 9781419738470 Butter Passion Bordier, J-Y Et Al  Abrams £26.99 H HH  
2124 9789089898005 Sabor Sabor Alvarez, Sandra  ACC Art Books £25.00 H H 40%
2125 9789401461481 So Simple Naessens, Pascale  ACC Art Books £25.00 H H 40%
2126 9781452173313 American Sfoglino Funke, Evan  Chronicle £25.00 H HH  
2127 9781632172297 Fried Rice Centoni, Danielle  GMC Distribution £18.99 H HHH  
2128 9780781813921 Menus & Memories From Punjab 10th Annive Sidhu, Veronica  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 P HH 35%
2129 9781624148071 Food You Love But Different Oron, Danielle  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2130 9781624147074 My Spiced Kitchen Cohen, Yaniv  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2131 9781760791209 Wood Fired Pizza Oven Pellicano, John  New Holland £12.99 P HH  
2132 9781432310226 Cape Mediterranean Merwe, Lise Van Der  Publishers Group UK £17.99 P H  
2133 9780804852524 Easy Thai Cooking Danhi, Robert  Publishers Group UK £7.99 H H  
2134 9780804852517 My Indian Kitchen Nayak, Hari  Publishers Group UK £9.99 H H  
2135 9781945256912 Perfect Pie Americas Test Kitchn  Publishers Group UK £28.00 P H  
2136 9781432309756 Taste Of South Africa/Kosher Butcher’s Wife Lurie, Sharon  Publishers Group UK £14.99 P H  
2137 9783791385181 Place At The Table Langholtz, Gabrielle  Prestel £29.99 H HHH  
2138 9781558329874 Butchering Smoking Curing Sausage/Jerky Hasheider, Philip  Quarto Publishing Group £17.99 P HH  
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2139 9780847863556 Art Of The Host Hitz, Alex  Rizzoli/Universal £35.00 H H  
2140 9781599621548 Kerbers Farm Cookbook Voulgaris, Nick  Rizzoli/Universal £28.95 H H  
2141 9780847864560 Pecans Recipes & History Bryant, Barbara  Rizzoli/Universal £22.95 H H  
2142 9780789336781 Roughwood Book Of Pickling Weaver, William Woys  Rizzoli/Universal £30.00 H H  
2143 9780789336866 Sweet Serendipity Sapphire Edition Bruce, Stephen  Rizzoli/Universal £22.95 H H  
2144 9780789336774 Bobs Burgers Burger Recipe Box Bouchard, Loren  Rizzoli/Universal £14.95 P HHH  
2145 9780847864690 Made In Mexico Cookbook Mena, Danny  Rizzoli/Universal £30.00 H HHH  

COOKERY VEGETARIAN
2146 9781419738128 Forest Feast Mediterranean Gleeson, Erin  Abrams £26.99 H HH  
2147 9781624148385 Eat More Plants Krebs, Molly  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2148 9781523500369 Umami Bomb Pelzel, Raquel  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £15.99 H H  
2149 9781760791193 Vegetarian Cooking Guide New Holland  New Holland £12.99 H HHH  
2150 9781912827091 Keto Vegan Dahlke, Ruediger  Thames & Hudson £14.99 H HH  

BAKING & CAKE DECORATING
2151 9781784945213 Sugarcraft Flowers Hill, Marilyn  GMC Distribution £14.99 P HHH  
2152 9781423652823 Cakes For Kids Lalbaltry, Juliette  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
2153 9780399582790 Gluten Free Baking At Home Larsen, Jeffrey  Random House International £22.50 H H  

DRINKS & BEVERAGES
2154 9781419734571 99 Bottles Mack, Andre Et Al  Abrams £18.99 H HH  
2155 9781419733178 Cider Revival Wilson, Jason  Abrams £20.00 H HH  
2156 9789401461573 Specialty Coffee Pauwels, Katrien  ACC Art Books £35.00 H H 40%
2157 9781743795323 Vignette Lopes, Jane  Hardie Grant Books £20.00 H HHH  
2158 9781624148293 Mod Cocktails Jacob, Natalie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
2159 9781623545253 Mezcal Hajeski, Nancy J  Publishers Group UK £13.99 H H  
2160 9780760364901 Bourbon Curious Minnick, Fred  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 H HH  

GARDENING & FARMING
2161 9783868595192 Botanical City Gandy, Matthew  ACC Art Books £30.00 P H 40%
2162 9782379710810 Little Book Of Roses Beauvais, Michel  ACC Art Books £10.95 H HHH  
2163 9781851245161 Heritage Apples Ball, Caroline  Bodleian Library £25.00 H HHH  
2164 9781604698534 Lifelong Gardener Gattone, Toni  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £15.99 H H  
2165 9780847864805 Eden Revisited Pasti, Umberto  Rizzoli/Universal £40.00 H H  
2166 9780847865796 English Gardens Bradley-Hole, K  Rizzoli/Universal £62.50 H HHH  

PETS & VET SCIENCE
2167 9781452181929 Year Of The Dogs Musi, Vincent J  Chronicle £21.99 H HH  

GAY & LESBIAN INTEREST
2168 9780807039823 Unapologetic Carruthers, Charlene  Publishers Group UK £11.99 P H  

GIFT/GENERAL NON BOOK
2169 9781760633554 NZ Rugby Stars Cookbook NZ Rugby Foundation  Atlantic Books £14.99 P HHH  
2170 9781452181837 Bibliophile Bookshelf Keychain Mount, Jane  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N HH  
2171 9781452181820 Bibliophile Magic Keychain Mount, Jane  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 N HH  
2172 9781781577318 Peanuts Poster Book Schulz, Charles M  Ilex Press £14.99 H HHH  
2173 9781250215093 Poetry Lovers Companion Hayes, Nadia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 P H  
2174 9781855147379 100 Fashion Icons National Portrait Gallery 100  National Portrait Gallery £12.95 P HH  
2175 9781855147423 100 Writers National Portrait Gallery 100  National Portrait Gallery £12.95 P HHH  
2176 9784756252227 Cat Whiskers Pie International  Publishers Group UK £9.99 H HH  
2177 9781787830394 2020 Twenty Years Of Amazing Things Berry, Sam  Summersdale £9.99 H HHH  
2178 9781786859914 For The Best Friend Ever Gift  Summersdale £6.99 H HHH  
2179 9781786859921 For The Best Sister Ever Gift  Summersdale £6.99 H HHH  
2180 9781786859884 I Love You Because Vouchers Gift  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  
2181 9781786859891 Youre Awesome Because Vouchers Gift  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  

CHRISTMAS
2182 9781789502367 Charles Dickens Christmas Stories Dickens, Charles  Arcturus Publishing £9.99 H HH  
2183 9781454711032 Holiday Hand Lettering Lark  Gmc Distribution £14.99 P HH  
2184 9781620933305 Cozy Christmas Comforts Gooseberry Patch  Rowman & Littlefield £11.95 H H 35%

GAMES/PUZZLES
2185 9781786275288 You Callin Me A Cheetah Psst Im/Leopard George, Marcel  Laurence King £14.99 N HH  
2186 9781472838834 Gaslands Refuelled Hutchinson, Mike  Osprey £20.00 H HHH  
2187 9781472838841 Last Days Zombie Apocalypse Seasons Barker, Ash  Osprey £20.00 H HHH  

STATIONERY LICENSED
2188 9781419738296 Start With A Word Guided Journal Reynolds, Peter H  Abrams £14.99 P HH  
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2189 9781452172835 Monarchs Of England Card Deck Chalke, Dan  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £19.99 N HH  
2190 9781452167329 Bibliophile 50 Postcards Mount, Jane  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £14.99 N HHH  
2191 9781452167312 Bibliophile Readers Journal Mount, Jane  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £12.99 H HHH  
2192 9781454933311 Daily Spell Journal Wigington, Patti  Gmc Distribution £14.99 H HH  
2193 9781454936336 My Book Journal Journals  Gmc Distribution £14.99 L HH  
2194 9781632172488 Daring Dames Postcards Martz, Kyler  Gmc Distribution £14.99 N HH  
2195 9781632172495 Whaleboats Postcards Martz, Kyler  Gmc Distribution £14.99 N HH  
2196 9780804852210 Cool Blue Gift Wrapping Papers Tuttle Publishing  Publishers Group UK £7.99 N H  
2197 9780804851978 Hokusai Prints Note Cards Tuttle Publishing  Publishers Group UK £12.99 N H  
2198 9780804851640 Japanese Cranes Note Cards Tuttle Publishing  Publishers Group UK £12.99 N H  
2199 9780804852227 All Natural Gift Wrapping Papers Tuttle Publishing  Publishers Group UK £7.99 N H  
2200 9780804852104 Black & Gold Gift Wrapping Papers Tuttle Publishing  Publishers Group UK £11.99 N H  
2201 9781631066641 Success Journal Serious Blue Hechler, Matthias  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HH  
2202 9781631066634 Success Journal Sunny Pink Hechler, Matthias  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HH  
2203 9781925811148 Friends Playing Cards Sousa, Chantel De  Smith Street Books £7.99 N HH  
2204 9781910566640 Notebook For Bad Ideas Grey/Lined Notebooks  Turnaround £15.00 H HHH  
2205 9781910566657 Notebook For Bad Ideas Grey/Plain Notebooks  Turnaround £15.00 H HHH  
2206 9781910566626 Notebook For Bad Ideas Red/Lined Notebooks  Turnaround £15.00 H HHH  
2207 9781910566633 Notebook For Bad Ideas Red/Plain Notebooks  Turnaround £15.00 H HHH  

CALENDARS
2208 9783946688631 Art Of Punk & New Wave Covers Calendar Seltmann, Oliver  Star Book Sales £24.95 N HHH  
2209 9783946688655 Childhood Heroes Perpetual Claendar Blanck, Christian  Star Book Sales £24.95 N HHH  
2210 9781780265087 One World Almanac 2020 Almanac 2020  Turnaround £13.99 N HH  
2211 9781780265070 One World Calendar 2020 Calendars 2020  Turnaround £14.95 N HHH  
2212 9781780265100 One World Family Calendar 2020 Calendars 2020  Turnaround £9.95 N HHH  
2213 9781780265261 Women Of The World Calendar 2020 Calendars 2020  Turnaround £9.95 N HHH  
2214 9781780265094 World In Your Kitchen Calendar 2020 Calendars 2020  Turnaround £9.95 N HHH  

DIARIES
2215 9781999675967 Ignota Diary 2020 Diaries 2020  Inpress £12.99 P HHH  
2216 9781780265124 Amnesty Diary & Notebook Pack 2020 Diaries 2020  Turnaround £9.95 P HH  
2217 9781780265117 Plan B Diary 2020 Diaries 2020  Turnaround £9.95 P HH  

CURRENT & WORLD AFFAIRS
2218 9780226650609 Authoritarian Apprehensions Wedeen, Lisa  Chicago University Press £22.00 P HH 25%
2219 9781787381391 International Populism McDonnell, Duncan  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £30.00 P HH 30%
2220 9781787382138 Polarized & Demobilized Kurd, Dana El  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £45.00 H HH 30%
2221 9781787381988 Transforming The War On Drugs Idler, Annette (Ed)  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £40.00 H HH 30%
2222 9781787382244 Terrorist In Search Of Humanity Devji, Faisal  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £12.99 P HHH 30%
2223 9781642590302 Aftershocks Of Disaster Bonilla, Yarimar  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2224 9781642590425 Crisis Movement Strategy Sotiris, Panagiotis  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
2225 9781641770545 Deceiving The Sky Gertz, Bill  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H HH 35%
2226 9781526116529 American Foreign Policy Drolet, Jean-F (Ed)  Manchester University Press £22.50 P HH 25%
2227 9781526143709 Sport & Diplomacy Rofe, J Simon (Ed)  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2228 9781526114846 Death Machines Schwarz, Elke  Manchester University Press £22.50 P HHH 25%
2229 9781912248582 How To Justify Torture Adams, Alex  Repeater Books £9.99 P HHH  
2230 9781642930559 Hunting The Caliphate Pittard, Dana J H  Simon & Schuster £20.00 H HH  
2231 9781510740204 Midnight In Samarra Ford, Frank Gregory  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HHH  
2232 9781786997616 Myth Of Development Rivero, Oswaldo De  Zed Books £18.99 P HH 20%
2233 9781786997760 China & Her Neighbours Tai, Michael  Zed Books £25.00 H HHH 35%
2234 9781786994837 New Spanish Revolutions Finnigan, C  Zed Books £14.99 P HHH 35%
2235 9781780326351 Unknowers McGoey, Linsey  Zed Books £12.99 P HHH 35%

POLITICS
2236 9781468314984 Inequality Paradox McWilliams, Douglas  Abrams £21.99 H HH  
2237 9781785905070 Jeremy Corbyn & The Strange Rebirth/Labour Beckett, Francis  Biteback Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
2238 9781529204629 Modi & The Reinvention/Indian Foreign Policy Hall, Ian  Bristol University Press £19.99 P HH 20%
2239 9781640122130 Crude Nation Gallegos, Raul  Casemate UK Ltd £17.50 P HH  
2240 9780226676203 Beyond The Laboratory Kuznick, Peter J  Chicago University Press £28.00 P HH 25%
2241 9781787381407 German New Right Rosellini, Jay J  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £40.00 H HH 30%
2242 9781787381438 Arafat & Abbas Klein, Menachem  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £30.00 H HHH 30%
2243 9780865719217 Free Fair & Alive Bollier, David  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 P H 35%
2244 9780865719248 Happiness Policy Handbook Musikanski, Laura  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P H 35%
2245 9781642590500 Socialism & Commodity Production Chattopadhyay, P  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
2246 9781640092471 Silicon States Greene, Lucie  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P HH 35%
2247 9781526143686 Inequality & Democratic Egalitarianism Harvey, Mark  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2248 9781526143006 Uneven Path Of British Liberalism Jones, Tudor  Manchester University Press £25.00 H HHH 25%
2249 9781250316622 Russia Trap Beebe, George  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
2250 9781616209940 What Unites Us Rather, Dan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
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2251 9781620975572 State Of Resistance Pastor, Manuel  The New Press £16.99 P HH  
2252 9780393357288 Oath & The Office Brettschneider, C  W W Norton £11.99 P HH 30%
2253 9781324003656 Stakes Kuttner, Robert  W W Norton £18.99 H HH 30%
2254 9780190867775 Polarization McCarty, Nolan  Oxford University Press £10.99 P H  
2255 9780198833529 World Peace & How We Can Achieve It Bellamy, Alex J  Oxford University Press £20.00 H HH  
2256 9780190262747 Colombia Mahoney, Richard D  Oxford University Press £10.99 P HH  
2257 9780198841876 Worlds Most Prestigious Prize Lundestad, Geir  Oxford University Press £18.99 H HHH  
2258 9780745339757 Here To Stay Here To Fight Field, Paul  Pluto Press £17.99 P HHH 25%
2259 9781447349549 Essays On The Welfare State Titmuss, Richard  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2260 9781447352525 Rethinking Britain Konzelmann (Ed)Et Al  Policy Press £14.99 P HHH 20%
2261 9781760893040 Xi Jinping The Backlash McGregor, Richard  Random House International £5.99 P H  
2262 9781538112601 Political Campaign Communication Denton, Robert Et Al  Rowman & Littlefield £32.95 P HH 25%
2263 9781538124604 Democracy In California Janiskee, B P Et Al  Rowman & Littlefield £21.95 P HHH 25%
2264 9789353334185 Politics Of Jugaad The Coalition Handbk Naqvi, Saba  Rupa Publishing £11.99 H HH  
2265 9789353333805 When India Votes Jethwaney, Jaishri  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2266 9780863563614 Legacy Of Empire Thompson, Gardner  Saqi Books Publishers £20.00 H HHH 20%
2267 9781476777283 All The Powers Of Earth Blumenthal, Sidney  Simon & Schuster £25.00 H HHH  
2268 9781501152689 America The Farewell Tour Hedges, Chris  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HHH  
2269 9781853981951 Red Bear Or Yellow Dragon Harrison, Marguerite  Star Book Sales £18.99 P HH  
2270 9781138484054 Political Public Relations Stromback, Jesper(Ed)  Taylor & Francis £44.99 P HH 20%
2271 9781570273605 I Hate War But I Hate Our Enemies Even M Schulz, Heath  Turnaround £13.00 P H  
2272 9781629637044 Building Free Life International Initiative  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  
2273 9781912690541 Look Where Were Going Howell, David  Unicorn Press £20.00 H HH  
2274 9781788737944 Brazil Apart Anderson, Perry  Verso Publishing £16.99 H HH 40%
2275 9781786636508 Against Creativity Mould, Oli  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
2276 9781788730037 Algiers Third World Capital Mokhtefi, Elaine  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
2277 9781788737104 End Of Parliamentary Socialism Leys, Colin  Verso Publishing £14.99 P HHH 40%
2278 9781786637567 For A Left Populism Mouffe, Chantal  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
2279 9781788736053 How To Be An Anticapitalist In/21st Cent Wright, Erik Olin  Verso Publishing £12.99 P HHH 40%
2280 9781788736701 Mongrel Firebugs & Men Of Property Fraser, Steve  Verso Publishing £18.99 P HHH 40%
2281 9781788737692 Outsider In The White House Sanders, Bernie  Verso Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
2282 9781788736862 Political Writings Marx, Karl  Verso Publishing £30.00 P HHH 40%
2283 9780300246650 How To Rig An Election Cheeseman, Nic  Yale University Press £9.99 P HHH 40%

GENDER STUDIES
2284 9781785926174 Sex Sexuality & Trans Identities Jacobson, G J Et Al  Jessica Kingsley £50.00 P H 22%
2285 9781785924835 They/Them/Their Young, Eris  Jessica Kingsley £16.99 P HH 22%
2286 9781785358746 Way Of The Conscious Warrior Mistlberger, P T  O Books £14.99 P HH  
2287 9781447336402 Women & Religion Ruspini, E (Ed)Et Al  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2288 9780500295021 Is Masculinity Toxic Smiler, Andrew  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
2289 9781629637051 All Of Me Burlison, Dani  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  
2290 9781629637068 Beyond The Periphery Of The Skin Federici, Silvia  Turnaround £13.99 P HHH  

HISTORY & NOSTALGIA
2291 9781419737992 Most Spectacular Restaurant In The World Roston, Tom  Abrams £20.00 H HH  
2292 9781911358596 Stourhead Anderton, Stephen  Pavilion £16.99 H HHH  
2293 9788193860816 Indian Life & People In The 19t Century Losty, J P  ACC Art Books £29.95 H H 40%
2294 9788193860809 Jodhpur Lancers Creese, Michael  ACC Art Books £19.95 H H 40%
2295 9788193860854 Prince Patron & Patriarch Singh, H H Sukhjit  ACC Art Books £34.95 H H 40%
2296 9788193984604 Sikh Heritage Shankar, Sondeep  ACC Art Books £29.95 H H 40%
2297 9781785512018 Wolfsonian-Fiu Wolfson, Mitchell Jr  ACC Art Books £12.95 P H 40%
2298 9781789508437 Pirates Cawthorne, Nigel  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
2299 9781789508475 Wild West Nolan, Frederick  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
2300 9781789508048 Witches Cawthorne, Nigel  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
2301 9781780276069 King Over The Water Seward, Desmond  Birlinn £25.00 H HH 40%
2302 9781912476725 Clyde The Making Of A River Riddell, John F  Birlinn Origin £20.00 P HH 40%
2303 9781912476732 Cupar A History Martin, Paula  Birlinn Origin £14.99 P HH  
2304 9781912476749 Fast & Bonnie McCallum, May Fife  Birlinn Origin £20.00 P HH  
2305 9781912476817 Northern Earldoms Orkney & Caithness Crawford, Barbara  Birlinn Origin £17.99 P HH  
2306 9781912476756 Stories From South Uist Maclellan, Angus  Birlinn Origin £9.99 P HH  
2307 9781612008141 Mapping The Great Game Dean, Riaz  Casemate UK Ltd £20.00 H HHH  
2308 9781612007939 Old Testament Warriors Elliott, Simon  Casemate UK Ltd £7.99 P HHH  
2309 9780226647487 Citizen Brown Gordon, Colin  Chicago University Press £27.00 H HH 25%
2310 9780226652535 Culture Of Feedback Belgrad, Daniel  Chicago University Press £24.00 P HH 25%
2311 9780226625638 Dark Lens Meltzer, Francoise  Chicago University Press £27.00 H HH 25%
2312 9780226636337 Money Power & The People Shaw, Christopher W  Chicago University Press £23.00 H HH 25%
2313 9780226557748 None Of Your Damn Business Cappello, Lawrence  Chicago University Press £23.00 H HH 25%
2314 9781909245914 There She Goes Hughes, Simon  Decoubertin £20.00 H HHH  
2315 9781910900314 Minority Of James V Emond, Ken  John Donald £50.00 H HH  
2316 9781683962595 All The Presidents Friedman, Drew  Fantagraphics £21.99 H HH  
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2317 9781910170632 Reds Rebels & Radicals Bell, David  Five Leaves Publications £9.99 P HH 35%
2318 9781845889098 Waterford City A History Manning, Cian  The History Press £18.99 P HH  
2319 9780750991377 Haunted Yorkshire Tyler, Nick  The History Press £12.00 P HH  
2320 9781529337365 Growing Up With Ireland Cox, Valerie  Hodder & Stoughton £14.99 P HHH  
2321 9781787382145 Animosity At Bay Raghavan, Pallavi  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £40.00 H HH 30%
2322 9781635765861 Bourbon King Life & Crimes/George Remus Batchelor, Bob  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H H 35%
2323 9781642590630 Co-Operativism & Local Development/Cuba Novkovic, Sonja  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
2324 9781635766127 Strenuous President Swanson, Ryan  Ingram Publisher Services £13.99 H H 35%
2325 9781641770583 Who Killed Civil Society Husock, Howard A  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 H HH 35%
2326 9781526104595 Children Born Of War In The 20th Century Lee, Sabine  Manchester University Press £25.00 P HH 25%
2327 9781526109309 Labour British Radicalism &/1st Worldwar Bland, Lucy (Ed)  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2328 9781526142627 Dancing In The English Style Abra, Allison  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2329 9781526142375 Race In A Godless World Alexander, Nathan G  Manchester University Press £25.00 H HHH 25%
2330 9781838590352 Paddy & Patel Patel, N D  Matador £21.99 P HH  
2331 9780809079636 Equality Postel, Charles  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
2332 9781616209704 Island Of The Lost Druett, Joan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2333 9781760790875 Doomsday Cults Moore, Jonathan  New Holland £12.99 P HH  
2334 9781643131320 Mayflower Lives Whittock, Martyn  W W Norton £21.99 H HH 30%
2335 9780190932947 Samurai Wert, Michael  Oxford University Press £12.99 H H  
2336 9780198811343 Biography Of Loneliness Alberti, Fay Bound  Oxford University Press £20.00 H HH  
2337 9780198794998 Lab Of Ones Own Fara, Patricia  Oxford University Press £10.99 P HHH  
2338 9780141990125 Building Jerusalem Hunt, Tristram  Penguin Books £14.99 P HH  
2339 9781526751546 Cromwell & His Women Whitehead, Julian  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2340 9781526733450 Life In Medieval Europe Cybulskie, Daniele  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
2341 9781526723512 Suffragettes Of Kent Godfrey, Jennifer  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
2342 9781526743305 Following In The Footsteps/Henry Tudor Carradice, Phil  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
2343 9781526736796 Gender & Sexuality In Ireland Irish Perspectives  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HH  
2344 9781473875876 Derbyshire At War 1939-45 Cooper, Glynis  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HH  
2345 9781473834088 Canterbury In The Great War Wynn, Stephen  Pen & Sword Books £9.99 P HH  
2346 9781526751614 Roots Of Irelands Troubles Stedall, Robert  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2347 9781526751683 Suffragette Planners & Plotters Atherton, Kathryn  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
2348 9780807029688 In Jerusalem Harris, Lis  Publishers Group UK £22.50 H H  
2349 9781423652809 When Hollywood Came To Utah D’Arc, James  Publishers Group UK £27.50 H H  
2350 9781841658070 Life In The 1950s Pitkin  Pitkin Guides £6.00 P HHH  
2351 9780785836971 Illustrated History Of Firearms Supica, Jim  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 H HH  
2352 9780847864522 Palaces Of St Petersburg Morel, Thierry  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H HH  
2353 9789388292467 Beyond The Boulevards Sriram, Aditi  Rupa Publishing £9.99 H HH  
2354 9781784423773 Traditions Of Death & Burial Frisby, Helen  Shire Publications £9.99 P HHH 40%
2355 9781912918188 Ancient Egypt & The Golden Pharaoh History  Sona Books £19.99 H HHH  
2356 9781912918157 Wild West History  Sona Books £19.99 H HHH  
2357 9780281081134 Human Odyssey Green, Stephen  SPCK £19.99 H HHH  
2358 9780281079124 Mayflower Pilgrims Wilson, Derek  SPCK £19.99 H HHH  
2359 9781861187482 Decisive Moments In The History Of Islam Enan, Muhammed A  Star Book Sales £25.00 P H  
2360 9781861187284 Muslims In Spain Lane-Poole, Stanley  Star Book Sales £19.99 P H  
2361 9780500519936 Land Of The White Horse Miles, David  Thames & Hudson £24.95 H HHH  
2362 9780500294802 Lives Of The Ancient Egyptians Wilkinson, Toby  Thames & Hudson £9.99 P HHH  
2363 9783716518533 Ancient City Walls In China Yang, Guoqing  Thames & Hudson £49.95 H HH  
2364 9780995745575 Godless Utopia Brown, Roland E  Thames & Hudson £22.50 H HHH  
2365 9780948092978 Torture & Punishment Royal Armouries  Unicorn Royal Armouries £9.99 P HHH  
2366 9781788735094 Imperial Intimacies Carby, Hazel V  Verso Publishing £20.00 H HHH 40%
2367 9780907633600 Royal Confinements Dewhurst, Jack  Vine House Distribution £18.99 H HH  
2368 9788854415188 Great City Plans Brown, Kevin J  White Star Publishers £30.00 H HH  
2369 9788854415324 Great Events That Changed Our Lives Somoza, Alfredo Luis  White Star Publishers £25.00 H HH  
2370 9780300250718 Amritsar 1919 Wagner, Kim A  Yale University Press £11.99 P HHH 40%
2371 9780300232257 To Begin The World Over Again Lockwood, Matthew  Yale University Press £25.00 H HHH 40%

DECORATING & INTERIOR DESIGN
2372 9781784725563 For The Love Of White Rucker, Chrissie  Octopus Publishing Group £30.00 H HHH  
2373 9788417084110 Time For Dining Wang, Shaoqiang (Ed)  Promopress £39.99 H HH  
2374 9781631597855 First Time Window Treatments Woodcock, Susan  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 P HH  
2375 9780847864751 California Romantica Keaton, Diane  Rizzoli/Universal £35.00 H H  
2376 9780847863518 Ezequiel Farca + Cristina Grappin Jodidio, Philip  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
2377 9780847865338 In Comfort & Style Stanley, Estee  Rizzoli/Universal £32.95 H H  
2378 9780847863617 New Elegance Corrigan, Timothy  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H H  
2379 9780847863570 No Place Like Home Stuart, Madeline  Rizzoli/Universal £42.00 H H  
2380 9780847865154 On Style Dellatore, Carl  Rizzoli/Universal £32.95 H H  
2381 9788891822741 Unexpected Pucci Pucci, Laudomia  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
2382 9780847866090 Vincenzo De Cotiis Bony, Anne  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H H  
2383 9780847863563 Well Adorned Home Kincaid, Cathy  Rizzoli/Universal £38.95 H H  
2384 9780847866038 Kelly Wearstler Wearstler, Kelly  Rizzoli/Universal £42.00 H HH  
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2385 9780847866274 Elemental Barratt-Campbell F  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H HHH  
2386 9780847865703 Rooms With History Hicks, Ashley  Rizzoli/Universal £45.00 H HHH  
2387 9780847865512 English House Style Goodall, John  Rizzoli/Universal £62.50 H HHH  
2388 9780865653696 Robert Stilin Interiors Stilin, Robert  Thames & Hudson £50.00 H H  
2389 9780865653689 Bedtime Forner, Celia (Ed)  Thames & Hudson £50.00 H HH  
2390 9780865653702 Inside Tangier Houses & Gardens Baldissera, Nicolo C  Thames & Hudson £60.00 H HH  
2391 9780865653634 Tom Scheerer More Decorating Scheerer, Tom  Thames & Hudson £50.00 H HH  

DO IT YOURSELF
2392 9781631869075 How To Build Your Own Tiny House Marshall, Roger  GMC Distribution £25.00 P HH  
2393 9780760366257 Book Of Home How To/Complete Home Repair Black & Decker  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 L HH  
2394 9780711239777 Old House Eco Handbook Hunt, Roger  Quarto Publishing Group £35.00 H HHH  

FASHION & BEAUTY
2395 9782374950853 I Love To Hate Fashion Prigent, Loic  Abrams £17.99 H HH  
2396 9781849944786 Nova 1965-1975 Hillman, David Et Al  Pavilion £40.00 H HHH  
2397 9788836641260 Scarves Capalbo, C Et Al  ACC Art Books £39.95 H H 40%
2398 9781640210325 Beginners Fashion Design Studio Hart, Christopher  GMC Distribution £12.99 P HH  
2399 9780789213471 Women Of The 1920s Bleitner, Thomas  Ingram Publisher Services £16.99 H HH 35%
2400 9781786274854 100 Women 100 Styles Blanchard, Tamsin  Laurence King £19.99 H HH  
2401 9781786275493 Promakeup Design Book Nguyen-Grealis, Lan  Laurence King £14.99 P HH  
2402 9781783253234 Plant Based Beauty Arnaudin, Jess  Octopus Publishing Group £12.99 H HHH  
2403 9788417412524 Lingerie & Beachwear 1000 Fashion Design Croci, Dorina  Promopress £24.99 P HH  
2404 9788891824325 Bvlgari Boscaini, Lucia  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
2405 9780847866366 Daniel Brush Becker, Vivienne  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H H  
2406 9780847860494 Marie Helene De Taillac Deroo, Eric  Rizzoli/Universal £65.00 H H  
2407 9780847866120 Mina Perhonen Mingawa, Akira Et Al  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H H  
2408 9780847866533 Missoni Capella, M  Rizzoli/Universal £130.00 H H  
2409 9780847867363 Target 20 Years Of Design For All Hastreitter, Kim  Rizzoli/Universal £22.95 H H  
2410 9780847865888 Bejeweled Roderick, Kyle  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H HH  
2411 9780847867066 Larry Legaspi Owens, Rick Et Al  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H HH  
2412 9780847860111 Adrian Hollywood Superstar Stanley, Leonard  Rizzoli/Universal £50.00 H HHH  
2413 9780847865574 Hunks & Heroes Moor, Jim  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H HHH  
2414 9780847864133 International Best Dressed List Fine, Amy  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H HHH  
2415 9780847863815 Lagerfeld The Chanel Shows Proctor, Simon  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H HHH  
2416 9780847866229 Rick Owens Fashion Owens, Rick  Rizzoli/Universal £40.00 H HHH  
2417 9780847864089 Style Of Movement Browar, Ken  Rizzoli/Universal £55.00 H HHH  
2418 9780500021958 Henry Poole & Co Sherwood, James  Thames & Hudson £35.00 H HHH  
2419 9780500023037 Yves Saint Laurent Lowit, Roxanne  Thames & Hudson £24.95 H HHH  
2420 9780500295151 Diana Vreeland Empress Of Fashion Stuart, Amanda M  Thames & Hudson £14.99 P HHH  
2421 9782080203984 Paris Fashion Flair Coulon, Marc-Antoine  Thames & Hudson £45.00 H HHH  
2422 9781576879238 Brown Bohemians Brown Bohemians  Turnaround £33.99 H HH  
2423 9781484741221 Art Of Disney Costuming Cline, Rebecca  Turnaround £37.99 H HHH  
2424 9780300244304 Zandra Rhodes Nothdruft, Dennis(Ed  Yale University Press £30.00 H HHH 40%

FAMILY MATTERS HOME LIFE
2425 9781742572369 Best Man Best Speech Bliss, Dominic  New Holland £6.99 P HHH  
2426 9781741101119 Complete Wedding Speech Guide Byrne, Andrew  New Holland £7.99 P HHH  
2427 9781592339129 10 Minute Feng Shui Alexander, Skye  Quarto Publishing Group £11.99 H HH  
2428 9781592339136 10 Minute Tidy Home Hunter, Sara L  Quarto Publishing Group £11.99 H HH  
2429 9781592339143 10 Minuter Declutter Alexander, Skye  Quarto Publishing Group £11.99 H HH  
2430 9780847866014 Entertaining At Home Carman, Ronda  Rizzoli/Universal £32.95 H H  
2431 9789353334031 Secrets To Raising A Smarter Child Sandhu, Inderbir  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2432 9781621575030 Raising A Strong Daughter Meeker, Meg  Simon & Schuster £19.99 H HH  
2433 9781578268160 Manners That Matter Most Eding, June  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  

SELF HELP/RELATIONSHIPS
2434 9781401957445 Illusion Of Money Cease, Kyle  Hay House £20.00 H HHH  
2435 9781942801740 Things To Do Instead Of Killing Yourself Booth, Tara  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
2436 9781989025697 Wake Up Before Your Wake Up Call Parker, Toni  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
2437 9781838590512 101 Positive Pictures Valentine, Robert  Matador £12.99 P HH  
2438 9781635861846 Ani Trimes Little Book Of Affirmations Trime, Ani  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H H  
2439 9781523508297 Its The Little Things Austin, Richard  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H H  
2440 9781523506361 My Perfectly Imperfect Life Smit, Irene  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2441 9781492680505 88 Days To Any Goal Roberts, Rollan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2442 9781492679547 What Extraordinary People Know Moore, Anthony  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
2443 9781921024757 Harden The F#ck Up Economakis, Felix  New Holland £12.99 P HH  
2444 9781608686315 Bulletproof Spirit Willis, Dan  Publishers Group UK £14.99 P H  
2445 9780738760926 Fierce Woman Shapiro, Rhoda  Publishers Group UK £13.99 P H  
2446 9781608686407 Loving Out Loud Spizman, Robyn  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
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2447 9780738757452 Signs Of Spirit Comtois, Roland  Publishers Group UK £15.99 P H  
2448 9781788601085 Resilience Dynamic Campbell, Jenny  Practical Inspiration £15.99 P HHH 35%
2449 9780525574934 Double Down Clarke, Antoinette M  Random House International £19.99 H H  
2450 9780593136072 Soulful Art Of Persuasion Harris, Jason  Random House International £14.99 P H  
2451 9781984822567 Soulful Art Of Persuasion Harris, Jason  Random House International £22.50 H H  
2452 9781910453803 Mindfulness At Work & Home Higgins, Gillian  Red Door Publishing £9.99 P HHH 40%
2453 9789353333508 Super Tips For Super Memory Mysorekar, Sushant  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2454 9789353333997 Ultimate Brain Boosting Toolkit Stephen, Shireen  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2455 9781912881697 Unimaginable Loss McWilliams, Fiona  Star Book Sales £7.99 P HH  
2456 9781786859907 How To Supercharge Your Confidence Neal, Christina  Summersdale £12.99 H HHH  
2457 9781786859853 Its Ok Not To Be Ok Chamberlain, Claire  Summersdale £8.99 H HHH  

HUMOUR
2458 9781449493691 Escape Manual For Introverts Vaz, Katie  Andrews McMeel £9.99 P HHH  
2459 9781473687295 Notes From A Lost Tribe Lynch, Declan  Hodder & Stoughton £7.99 P HHH  
2460 9780785837732 Cats In Sweaters Stern, Jonah  Quarto Publishing Group £4.99 H HH  
2461 9780785837725 Teachers Bored Teachers  Quarto Publishing Group £4.99 H HH  
2462 9781925811186 This Book Is Literally Just Pics/Animals Smith Street Books  Smith Street Books £9.99 H HH  

TRUE CRIME
2463 9781948836067 King Of Weed Cournoyer, Jimmy  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2464 9781948836340 Avery Kratz, Ken  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 H HH 35%
2465 9781492685852 Chase Darkness With Me Jensen, Billy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £19.99 H H  
2466 9781526726322 Britains Unsolved Murders Turton, Kevin  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
2467 9781526738608 Hidden Lives Of Jack The Rippers Victims Hume, Robert  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
2468 9781526733818 Krays London Allen, Caroline  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2469 9781400034246 In My Fathers House Butterfield, Fox  Random House International £12.99 P H  

LAW & CRIMINOLOGY
2470 9781526127914 Decay Of International Law With A New In Carty, Tony  Manchester University Press £22.50 P HH 25%
2471 9781680994681 Restorative Justice For Colleges/Univers Karp, David  Simon & Schuster £3.99 P HH  
2472 9781641433501 Environmental Law Handbook Ewing, Kevin A Et Al  Rowman & Littlefield £95.00 H HH 25%
2473 9781138390256 Crime Prevention Lab, Steven P  Taylor & Francis £63.99 P HH 20%

BIOGRAPHIES & MEMOIRS
2474 9782374950846 H P Lovecraft Against/World Against Life Houellebecq, Michel  Abrams £13.99 H HHH  
2475 9781911350354 Death Of A Translator Gorman, Ed  Arcadia £9.99 P HHH  
2476 9781743318416 Unfettered & Alive Summers, Anne  Atlantic Books £16.99 P HHH  
2477 9781780276113 White Rose Of Gask Barbour, Freeland  Birlinn £14.99 H HH  
2478 9781911339281 New York Love Story Bikis, Naomi  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £59.95 H H  
2479 9780226662565 Crossing McCloskey, Deirdre N  Chicago University Press £15.00 P HH 25%
2480 9781783341467 Nancy Mitford Mitford, Nancy  Gibson Square Limited £9.99 P HH  
2481 9781473690653 Chest Pain Harding, Michael  Hodder & Stoughton £14.99 H HHH  
2482 9781529318708 Overcoming Phelan, Vicky  Hodder & Stoughton £14.99 P HHH  
2483 9781644280430 Bleeding Internally Since 1971 Christopher, Jason  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 H H 35%
2484 9781989025475 Life In The City Of Dirty Water Thomas-Muller, C  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2485 9781948836593 Geraldo Show Rivera, Geraldo  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P HH 35%
2486 9781948836395 Now Accepting Roses Stanton, Amanda  Ingram Publisher Services £17.99 H HH 35%
2487 9781838590048 Adventure In Education Esp, Derek  Matador £8.99 P HH  
2488 9781838590383 We Happy Few Wicker, Richard M  Matador £9.99 P HH  
2489 9781250142641 Dottir Davidsdottir, Katrin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
2490 9781492680079 Elizabeth Warren Felix, Antonia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
2491 9781627793834 Enigma Of Clarence Thomas Robin, Corey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £22.99 H H  
2492 9780374112646 State At Any Cost Segev, Tom  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £30.99 H H  
2493 9781910723975 Racing The Wind A Cumbrian Childhood Nolan, Patricia  Merlin Unwin Books £12.00 H HHH  
2494 9781911632290 Backyard To Backpack Farrell, Evie  Murdoch Books £14.99 P HHH  
2495 9781633885882 American Spy Roy, H K  Publishers Group UK £19.99 H H  
2496 9780807076552 Breathe Perry, Imani  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
2497 9781633885806 Earl Warren Herda, D J  Publishers Group UK £19.99 H H  
2498 9780807039830 Looking For Lorraine Perry, Imani  Publishers Group UK £14.99 P H  
2499 9781841658780 Isambard Kingdom Brunel McIlwain, John  Pitkin Guides £6.00 P HHH  
2500 9781948924504 Children Of Nazis Crasnianski, Tania  Simon & Schuster £10.99 P HHH  
2501 9781524747336 Guest Of The Reich Finn, Peter  Random House International £22.50 H H  
2502 9781789141573 Stendhal Manzini, Francesco  Reaktion Books £11.99 P HH  
2503 9781789141443 Paracelsus An Alchemical Life Moran, Bruce T  Reaktion Books £15.95 H HHH  
2504 9781595728531 I Only See The Person In Front Of Me Vinke, Hermann  Roundhouse Publishing Group £15.99 P H  
2505 9781493039197 Katharine Hepburn Edwards, Anne  Rowman & Littlefield £12.95 P HH 35%
2506 9789353040833 Soliloquy Of A Small Town Uncivil Servan Srivastava, K K  Rupa Publishing £8.99 P HH  
2507 9781843517641 From Lucifer To Lazarus O’Reilly, Mick  Signature Book Representation £18.00 P H  
2508 9781911487333 Captain Shakespear Dillon, Alan  Signature Book Representation £25.00 H HH  
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2509 9781642931280 Playing God Youn, Anthony  Simon & Schuster £20.00 H HH  
2510 9781948924146 Us Against Alzheimers Golden, Marita  Simon & Schuster £20.00 H HH  
2511 9781439189054 Arthur Ashe A Life Arsenault, Raymond  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HHH  
2512 9789888552368 Betwixt & Between Sun, Margaret  Star Book Sales £14.95 P H  
2513 9789888552351 Designing A Life Memoirs Of Kai-Yin Lo Lo, Kai-Yin  Star Book Sales £19.95 P H  
2514 9789888552399 Shanghai Daisy Kwok, Daisy  Star Book Sales £14.95 P H  
2515 9781626345713 Rock & A Hard Place Zelt, George  Star Book Sales £21.50 H HH  
2516 9781912881710 Trust Me Im A Care Worker Bulteel, Chris  Star Book Sales £9.99 P HH  
2517 9781612198149 Graham Greens The Last Interview Greene, Graham  Turnaround £12.99 P HHH  
2518 9781912690046 Images Of An Australian Enlightenment Lovegrove, Austin  Unicorn Press £30.00 H H  
2519 9781912690510 People Like Us Buechler, Sandra  Unicorn Press £35.00 H H  
2520 9781912690473 India Calling Farthing, Michael  Unicorn Press £20.00 P HH  
2521 9781912690527 Rudolf Hess Harris, John  Unicorn Press £15.00 P HH  
2522 9781786834720 Peacemaker Murphy, Paul  University Of Wales Press £25.00 H HH 20%
2523 9780300234763 Einstein On The Run Robinson, Andrew  Yale University Press £16.99 H HHH 40%
2524 9780300243086 Marie Antoninette Hardman, John  Yale University Press £20.00 H HHH 40%
2525 9780300234046 Oblivion Or Glory Stafford, David  Yale University Press £20.00 H HHH 40%
2526 9781786997708 Memoirs From The Womens Prison Saadawi, Nawal El  Zed Books £12.99 P HHH 35%

LITERATURE & ANTHOLOGIES
2527 9781780275987 Scotland Her Story Goring, Rosemary  Birlinn £12.99 P HH 40%
2528 9781912476787 Duanaire Na Scracaire McLeod, Wilson  Birlinn Origin £25.00 P HH 40%
2529 9781640091757 Good Wild Sacred Snyder, Gary  Ingram Publisher Services £7.99 P H 35%
2530 9781593765644 Pets Castro, Jordan  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2531 9780393355130 Essential Essays Rich, Adrienne  W W Norton £12.99 P H 30%
2532 9780525565536 O Henry Prize Stories Furman, Laura  Random House International £11.99 P H  
2533 9780525576785 Republic If You Can Keep It Gorsuch, Neil  Random House International £22.50 H H  
2534 9780300246667 True Stories & Other Essays Spufford, Francis  Yale University Press £10.99 P HHH 40%

CLASSICS
2535 9781789501766 Iliad Homer  Arcturus Publishing £17.99 H HH  
2536 9781838570606 Great Reads Adventure Collection Various  Arcturus Publishing £59.99 P HH  
2537 9781838570613 Great Reads Horror & Fantasy Collection Various  Arcturus Publishing £59.99 P HH  
2538 9781838570590 Great Reads Mystery Collection Various  Arcturus Publishing £59.99 P HH  
2539 9781435169579 Middlemarch Eliot, George  GMC Distribution £30.00 H HHH  
2540 9780198804970 Jane Eyre Bronte, Charlotte  Oxford Worlds Classics £5.99 P HHH  

POETRY
2541 9781846975127 Black Cart Carruth, Jim  Birlinn £8.99 P HH 40%
2542 9781846972119 These Islands We Sing MacNeil, Kevin (Ed)  Birlinn £9.99 P HHH  
2543 9781912476800 Caran An-T-Saoghail Wiles Of The World Meek, Donald E  Birlinn Origin £25.00 P HH 40%
2544 9781912476794 Gair Nan Clarsach The Harps Cry O’Baoill, Colm (Ed)  Birlinn Origin £15.00 P HH 40%
2545 9781912476770 Lasair The Flame Black, Ronald  Birlinn Origin £25.00 P HH 40%
2546 9781784107871 Donegal Tarantella Cannon, Moya  Carcanet Press Ltd £9.99 P HH  
2547 9781784107956 Gaudent Angeli O’malley, Mary  Carcanet Press Ltd £9.99 P HH  
2548 9781784108571 Kingdom Of Love Mann, Rachel  Carcanet Press Ltd £9.99 P HH  
2549 9781784107796 Smart Devices Rumens, Carol  Carcanet Press Ltd £14.99 P HH  
2550 9780226642642 Bitter English Almallah, Ahmad  Chicago University Press £14.00 P HH 25%
2551 9781571315205 Eyes Bottle Dark With A Mouthful/Flowers Skeets, Jake  Ingram Publisher Services £11.99 P H 35%
2552 9781566895613 Safe House I Have Known Healey, Steve  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2553 9781643620077 Speech Magi, Jill  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2554 9781999675943 States Of The Body Produced By Love Ramayya, Nisha  Inpress £10.99 P H  
2555 9781912915293 Warm & Snouting Thing Herdman, Ramona  Inpress £6.50 P H  
2556 9781908058652 After The Formalities Anaxagorou, Anthony  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2557 9781911469858 Caprices Byrne, James  Inpress £11.99 P HH  
2558 9781788640671 Mallarme Poems Jarvis, Matthew  Inpress £4.99 P HH  
2559 9781911570738 Notes On Loneliness Cockrill, Dan  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2560 9781912565245 Postcolonial Banter Manzoor-Khan, S  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2561 9781781725542 Second Whisper Hjelimgaard, Lynne  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2562 9781788640633 Seeking Mind Jarvis, Matthew  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2563 9781912565269 Sometimes Angry Spoz  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2564 9781845234515 Unknown Soldier Senevirante, Seni  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2565 9781912565252 Unspoken Word Rose, Evrah  Inpress £9.99 P HH  
2566 9781911027737 Dad Remember You Are Dead Saphra, Jacqueline  Inpress £9.99 P HHH  
2567 9781789016772 Copernicus What Have You Done Behrend, Don  Matador £7.99 P HH  
2568 9781555978488 Be Recorder Smith, Carmen G  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2569 9780857427069 Georg Trakl Collected Poems Trakl, Georg  Seagull Books London Ltd £14.99 P HH 25%
2570 9780857427144 Rubble Flora Selected Poems Braun, Volker  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
2571 9781597096218 Sunbathing On Tyrone Powers Grave Dower, Kim  Signature Book Representation £12.95 P HH 35%
2572 9788086264547 Users Manual Kolar, Jiri  Signature Book Representation £18.00 H HH  
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2573 9781597098960 Wild Honey Tough Salt Stafford, Kim  Signature Book Representation £12.95 P HH  
2574 9780281078929 Love Set You Going Poems Of The Heart Morley, Janet  SPCK £12.99 H HHH  

LITERARY CRITICISM
2575 9780226652191 Wordsworths Fun Bevis, Matthew  Chicago University Press £22.00 P HH 25%
2576 9781910170618 So We Live Thomas, S (Ed) Et Al  Five Leaves Publications £12.99 P HHH 35%
2577 9781642590395 Again Dangerous Visions Milner, Andrew  Ingram Publisher Services £25.99 P H 35%
2578 9780393357271 Meg Jo Beth Amy Rioux, Anne Boyd  W W Norton £11.99 P HH 30%
2579 9780198842675 Tolkiens Lost Chaucer Bowers, John M  Oxford Higher Education £25.00 H H 20%
2580 9780857427243 On Tarrying Vogl, Joseph  Seagull Books London Ltd £9.99 P HH 25%
2581 9781788737579 Makers Of Worlds Readers Of Signs Lustig, Kfir Cohen  Verso Publishing (Academic) £25.00 P HHH 20%

CREATIVE WRITING
2582 9781632172150 Whats Your Story Leitman, Margot  GMC Distribution £16.99 P HH  
2583 9781623174057 Aphrodites Pen Fosse, Stella  Publishers Group UK £12.99 P H  
2584 9781604338874 Write Like Hemingway Cider Mill Press  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
2585 9781925820041 Journal Writers Companion Thomas, Alyss  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HH  
2586 9781621061601 From Chaos To Creativity Kwak, Jessie L  Turnaround £13.50 P H  

MEDICAL & NURSING
2587 9780198814672 Clinical Saqs For The Final Frcem Banerjee, A Et Al  Oxford Higher Education £35.99 P H 20%
2588 9781550598070 Strategies For The Mccqe Part Ii Naugler, Christopher  Star Book Sales £89.95 P HH  

PSYCHOLOGY & PSYCHIATRY
2589 9781789738100 Mad Muse Berman, Jeffrey  Emerald Publishing £19.99 P H 20%
2590 9781948836586 Molecule Of More Lieberman, Daniel Z  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2591 9781785928314 Art Therapy With Adults/Autism Spectrum Gonzalez-Dolginko, B  Jessica Kingsley £19.99 P HH 22%
2592 9781785927515 Handbook Of Therapeutic Care For Children Mitchell, J(Ed)Et Al  Jessica Kingsley £29.99 P HH 22%
2593 9781785923708 Supporting Vulnerable Babies/Young Child Bunston, Wendy (Ed)  Jessica Kingsley £25.00 P HH 22%
2594 9781785925610 Responding After Suicide Walraven-Thissen, A  Jessica Kingsley £16.99 P HHH 22%
2595 9781913068028 Gender Mosaic Joel, Daphna  Octopus Publishing Group £9.99 H HHH  
2596 9780198834403 Emotion Evans, Dylan  Oxford University Press £8.99 P HHH  
2597 9781529329148 Can We Talk Vohra, Sarah  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  
2598 9781510745940 Understanding Mental Illness Barnes, Carlin  Simon & Schuster £16.99 H HH  
2599 9781138501348 Perspectives On Social Psychology Rogers, Wendy S  Taylor & Francis £34.99 P HH 20%
2600 9780815348016 Practice Of Emotionally Focused Couple Therapy Johnson, Susan  Taylor & Francis £32.99 P HH 20%

ALTERNATIVE MEDICINE
2601 9781507210864 Healing Power Of Reflexology Adams Media  Adams Media £10.99 H HHH  
2602 9781507210888 Healing Power Of Reiki Adams Media  Adams Media £10.99 H HHH  
2603 9781848193796 Gender & Sexuality In Chinese Medicine Lumenello, Catherine  Jessica Kingsley £35.00 H H 22%
2604 9781848193956 Principles & Practical Application/Acupuncture Hartmann, David  Jessica Kingsley £50.00 H HH 22%
2605 9780753733929 Natural Highs Lambert, Mary  Octopus Publishing Group £10.00 P HHH  
2606 9781602201620 Hand Reflexology & Acupressure Feisong, Chen  Publishers Group UK £15.99 P H  
2607 9781570673771 Herbal Antivirals For Boosting Immunity Live Healthy Now  Publishers Group UK £4.99 P H  
2608 9780738756875 Llewellyns Complete Book/Essential Oils Kynes, Sandra  Publishers Group UK £28.00 P H  

HEALTH & FITNESS
2609 9781612439303 Good Bacteria For Healthy Skin Simpson, Paula  Ingram Publisher Services £13.99 P H 35%
2610 9781612439372 Maximum Pain Relief With Your Tens Unit Doctor Jo  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 P H 35%
2611 9780857013866 Yoga Student Handbook O’Neill, Sian (Ed)  Jessica Kingsley £14.99 P HH 22%
2612 9781570673764 Kick Diabetes David, Brenda  Publishers Group UK £22.00 P H  
2613 9780593135808 Athletes Guide To Cbd Douglas, Scott  Random House International £11.99 P H  
2614 9781529329131 Beating Insomnia Without Really Trying Cantopher, Tim  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  
2615 9781529329162 Chronic Fatigue Syndrome Arroll, Megan A  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  
2616 9781529329179 Coping Successfully With Hiatus Hernia Smith, Tom  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  
2617 9781529329124 Living With Fibromyalgia Craggs-Hinton, C  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  

PREGNANCY AND CHILDCARE
2618 9781250089571 Small Animals Brooks, Kim  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2619 9780190863388 9 Months In 9 Months Out Lobue, Vanessa  Oxford Higher Education £14.99 P H 20%
2620 9781447349358 From Here To Maternity Oakley, Ann  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2621 9781558329775 Birth Partners Quick Reference Guide/Planner Simkin, Penny  Quarto Publishing Group £9.99 P HH  
2622 9781558329799 Nursing Mothers Quick Reference Guide/Planner Huggins, Kathleen  Quarto Publishing Group £9.99 P HH  
2623 9781529329155 Coping With Birth Trauma/Postnatal Depression Jolin, Lucy  Sheldon Press £9.99 P HHH  
2624 9781510745858 First Time Mom Pellowski, Melanie J  Simon & Schuster £12.99 H HH  

SPECIAL DIETS & SLIMMING
2625 9781401944629 Make Your Own Rules Cookbook Stiles, Tara  Hay House £12.99 P HHH  
2626 9781624147906 Low Carb Cooking With Your Instant Pot Sunwell-Vidaurri, E  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £16.99 P H  
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2627 9781643130682 Ultimate Guide To Eating For Longevity Waxman, Denny  W W Norton £13.99 P HHH 30%
2628 9781592338931 Autoimmune Protocol Comfort Food Cookbook Hoover, Michelle  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  
2629 9781592338894 Family Friendly Keto Instant Pot Cookbook Hunley, Anna  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 P HH  
2630 9781592339112 Super Low Carb Snacks Slajerova, Martina  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 P HHH  
2631 9781628603866 Easy Keto Meal Prep Castaneda, Jenny  Turnaround £29.99 P HHH  

SEX & SEXUALITY
2632 9781538113950 Mature Sexual Intimacy Karinch, Maryann  Rowman & Littlefield £19.95 H H 25%

MIND BODY & SPIRIT
2633 9781452179797 Dangerous Games To Play In The Dark Peters, Lucia  Chronicle £8.99 H HH  
2634 9781838590208 How To Live Your Life Lewis, Georgie  Matador £9.99 P HH  
2635 9781250204226 Beyond The Known Realization Selig, Paul  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2636 9781250216212 Make Time Be Present Kearns, Erika  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 P H  
2637 9781250210043 Meditation Harbula, Patrick  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
2638 9781911632054 Portal Cronin, Tom  Murdoch Books £14.99 P HHH  
2639 9781789042061 Hoodoo In The Psalms S, Taren  O Books £11.99 P H  
2640 9781789040548 Coherent Self Coherent World Durham, Diana  O Books £10.99 P HH  
2641 9781785358333 Fairy Queens Daimler, Morgan  O Books £6.99 P HH  
2642 9780738760872 Holy Water Incident Dorian, William  Publishers Group UK £14.99 P H  
2643 9781611599930 Angels All Around Newmark, Amy  Simon & Schuster £10.99 P HHH  
2644 9781620558751 Developing Supersensible Perception Joye, Shelli Renee  Simon & Schuster £16.99 P HHH  
2645 9781620558836 Sex & The Enneagram Gadd, Ann  Simon & Schuster £14.99 P HHH  
2646 9781620559130 Odin & The Nine Realms Oracle Card & Book Grace, Sonja  Simon & Schuster £25.00 P HHH  
2647 9781786859938 Affirmations For Every Day Pickup, Gilly  Summersdale £9.99 H HHH  
2648 9781786859945 How To Find Calm Golding, Sophie  Summersdale £12.99 H HHH  
2649 9781786857934 Joy Of Missing Out Delaney, Clara  Summersdale £6.99 H HHH  
2650 9781578268153 Acts Of Kindness Sciortino, Rhonda  Turnaround £10.99 P HH  
2651 9788854415157 365 Peaceful Thoughts From Eastrn Wisdom Various  White Star Publishers £14.99 H HH  

TRANSPORT
2652 9781782748816 Harley Davidson Classics Tipler, John  Amber Books £19.99 H HH  
2653 9781908211835 Bikers Legend Legacy & Life Charles, Gary  Chronicle £16.95 H HH  
2654 9781785006333 Airliner Models Lawler, Anthony J  Crowood Press £50.00 H HHH 35%
2655 9781785006258 Colour Light Signalling For Model Railwa Paley, Simon  Crowood Press £19.99 P HHH 35%
2656 9781785006319 Alfa Romeo 2000 & 2600 Bagnall, Tony  Crowood Press £25.00 H HHH 35%
2657 9788879117463 Lambretta Tv/Li Series 3 Tessera, Vittorio  Giorgio Nada £35.00 H HH  
2658 9780749484262 Transport Managers & Operators Technolog Douglas, Chris  Kogan Page Ltd £39.99 P HH 22%
2659 9781858946764 Design Between The Lines Quement, Patrick Le  Merrell £35.00 H HHH 40%
2660 9781526719492 Balloons & Airships Burton, Anthony  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2661 9781473882072 Great Northern Railway Gallery Vanns, Michael A  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2662 9781613254714 1001 Jeep Facts Foster, Patrick  Publishers Group UK £22.50 P H  
2663 9781613254981 Chevrolet Small Blocks Parts Interchange Staffel, Ed  Publishers Group UK £25.00 P H  
2664 9781613254332 How To Rebuild VW Aircooled Engine 1961-03 Phillips, Prescott  Publishers Group UK £25.00 P H  
2665 9780785837503 Art Of The Corvette Leffingwell, Randy  Quarto Publishing Group £19.99 H HH  
2666 9780785837473 Chevrolet Trucks Edsall, Larry  Quarto Publishing Group £19.99 H HH  
2667 9780785837459 Harley Davidson Knucklehead Field, Greg  Quarto Publishing Group £16.99 H HH  
2668 9780760365199 Hemi Muscle 70 Years Holmstrom, Darwin  Quarto Publishing Group £24.99 H HH  
2669 9780785837480 Jeep Foster, Patrick R  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HH  
2670 9780785837497 Route 66 Barn Find Road Trip Cotter, Tom  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HH  
2671 9780785837466 Wide Open Muscle Leffingwell, Randy  Quarto Publishing Group £19.99 H HH  
2672 9780760363904 Complete Book Of Jaguar Thorley, Nigel  Quarto Publishing Group £45.00 H HH  
2673 9781916045316 Seats Of London Martin, Andrew  Safe Haven Books Limited £12.99 P HHH 40%
2674 9783943330274 Motorbikes & Counter Culture Thevenet, Jean-Marc  Turnaround £31.99 H HH  
2675 9781787113947 How To Restore Norton Commando Rooke, Chris  Veloce Publishing £35.00 P HH  
2676 9781787114524 Triumph Spitfire & GT6 Ayre, Iain  Veloce Publishing £13.99 P HH  
2677 9781787113107 Chevrolet Impala 1958-1970 Mort, Norm  Veloce Publishing £15.99 P HH  
2678 9781787113114 Pick Up Trucks 1973-1987 Mort, Norm  Veloce Publishing £15.99 P HH  
2679 9781851779673 Cars Accelerating The Modern World Cormier, Brendan(Ed)  V&A Publications £30.00 L HHH 40%

MILITARY & WAR NON FICTION
2680 9781782748823 Military Jet Aircraft Jackson, Robert  Amber Books £19.99 H HH  
2681 9781782749110 Germanys Lightning War Gilbert, Adrian  Amber Books £22.99 P HH  
2682 9781782747567 Battle Of The Bulge Jordan, David  Amber Books £19.99 H HH  
2683 9781782748939 AK 47 McNab, Chris  Amber Books £14.99 P HH  
2684 9781782748960 Sherman Tank Ford, Riger  Amber Books £14.99 P HH  
2685 9781782748946 T-34 Tank Hughes, Matthew  Amber Books £14.99 P HH  
2686 9781789508451 Age Of Gladiators Matthews, Rupert  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
2687 9781640122321 Its My Country Too Bell, Jerri (Ed)  Casemate UK Ltd £17.50 P H  
2688 9780811738477 Land With No Sun Arthurs, Ted  Casemate UK Ltd £14.95 P H  
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2689 9781912866779 Tanks Messenger, Charles  Casemate UK Ltd £29.95 H H  
2690 9781912866243 With Valour & Distinction Atter, Nigel  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 P H  
2691 9781912866625 Britain Turned Germany Jones, Serena (Ed)  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P H  
2692 9781912866632 I Am Minded To Rise Scott, Jenn  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P H  
2693 9781912866175 Fated To Defeat Gladysiak, Lukasz  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P HH  
2694 9780811738491 Hitlers Great Gamble Ellman, James  Casemate UK Ltd £23.95 H HH  
2695 9781612008165 Normandy 1944 Zetterling, Niklas  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 H HH  
2696 9781612008011 Operation Starlite Lehrack, Otto  Casemate UK Ltd £14.99 P HH  
2697 9780811738668 Prelude To Stalingrad Sdvizhkov, Igor  Casemate UK Ltd £15.95 P HH  
2698 9781912866861 Congo Unravelled Hudson, Andrew  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P HH  
2699 9781912866298 Showdown In The Western Sahara Volume 2 Cooper, Tom Et Al  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P HH  
2700 9781912866854 Zambezi Valley Insurgency Wood, J R T  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P HH  
2701 9781912866335 At The Forward Edge Of Battle Volume 2 Hamid, Syed Ali  Casemate UK Ltd £19.95 P HH  
2702 9781912866588 Essential Agony Johnston, Arran  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 P HH  
2703 9781912866595 Ready To Bleed Johnston, Arran  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 P HH  
2704 9781912866458 Kitchener Samson, Anne  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 H HH  
2705 9781912866410 Unef The Yugoslav Contingent Dimitrijevic, Bojan  Casemate UK Ltd £16.95 P HH  
2706 9781912866670 All At Sea Dillon, John  Casemate UK Ltd £25.00 P HH  
2707 9781912866687 Royal Navy Officers Of/Seven Years War Harrison, Cy  Casemate UK Ltd £35.00 P HH  
2708 9781612008004 No Better Place To Die Murphy, Robert M  Casemate UK Ltd £9.99 P HHH  
2709 9781612007717 Soe & Oss In World War II Stejskal, James  Casemate UK Ltd £7.99 P HHH  
2710 9781911621461 Rate Of Climb Peacock-Edwards, R S  Grub Street £20.00 H HHH  
2711 9781787381971 Isis Reader Ingram, Haroro Et Al  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £35.00 H HH 30%
2712 9781787381964 Night Letters Sands, Chris  C Hurst & Co (Publishers)Ltd £30.00 H HHH 30%
2713 9781635766141 Death Drop Cragg, Rod  Ingram Publisher Services £23.99 P H 35%
2714 9781838590369 General Field Marshall Erwin Rommel Patel, Tony  Matador £22.99 P HH  
2715 9781741102697 Australia Under Attack Lockwood, Douglas  New Holland £12.99 P HH  
2716 9781472833860 Hunt The Bismarck Konstam, Angus  Osprey £25.00 H HHH  
2717 9781472833235 MacArthurs Air Force Yenne, Bill  Osprey £25.00 H HHH  
2718 9781472838551 Soviet T-55 Main Battle Tank Kinnear, James  Osprey £30.00 H HHH  
2719 9781472825490 Tidal Wave Cleaver, Thomas M  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2720 9781472838384 Warship Tyger Endsor, Richard  Osprey £60.00 H HHH  
2721 9781472835222 Battle Of Berlin 1943-44 Worrall, Richard  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2722 9781472834010 Long March 1934-35 Lai, Benjamin  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2723 9781472831880 Sioux Warrior Vs US Cavalryman Field, Ron  Osprey £13.99 P HHH  
2724 9781472829634 Dornier Do 17 Units Of World War 2 Goss, Chris  Osprey £14.99 P HHH  
2725 9781472829252 Tempest V Vs Fw 190D-9 1944-45 Forsyth, Robert  Osprey £13.99 P HHH  
2726 9781472833488 Army Of Pyrrhus Of Epirus Sekunda, Nicholas  Osprey £11.99 P HHH  
2727 9781472836250 British Escort Carriers 1941-45 Konstam, Angus  Osprey £11.99 P HHH  
2728 9781472835987 Jet Prototypes Of World War II Buttler, Tony  Osprey £13.99 P HHH  
2729 9781526740304 Britains Island Fortresses Clements, Bill  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2730 9781781593578 Carthages Other Wars Hoyos, Dexter  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HH  
2731 9781526760722 Hitlers Savage Canary Lampe, David  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2732 9781526746955 In Peace & War Rhoderick-Jones, R  Pen & Sword Books £30.00 H HH  
2733 9781473895324 Military History Of Late Rome 457-518 Syvanne, Ilkka  Pen & Sword Books £30.00 H HH  
2734 9781473834101 Poland & The Second World War 1938-1948 McGilvray, Evan  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HH  
2735 9781526757043 Battle For Laos Emerson, Stephen  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2736 9781526721426 7th SS Mountain Division Prinz Eugen/War Baxter, Ian  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2737 9781473881792 Air War Over North Africa USAAF Ascendant Mitchelhill-Green, D  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HH  
2738 9781526758347 Battle Of Midway Grehan, John  Pen & Sword Books £28.50 P HH  
2739 9781526749062 Riverine Craft Of The Vietnam Wars Branfill-Cook, Fran  Pen & Sword Books £16.99 P HH  
2740 9781526749277 Battle For Paris 1815 Dawson, Paul L  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2741 9781526746870 Battle Of Britain Broadcaster Gardner, Robert  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2742 9781473821071 Children At War 1914-1918 Newman, Vivien  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2743 9781784383732 Fall Of Rorkes Drift Laband, John  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
2744 9781526741189 French Armoured Cruisers 1887-1932 Jordan, John  Pen & Sword Books £40.00 H HHH  
2745 9781526727336 Guide To Hitlers Munich Mathieson, David  Pen & Sword Books £19.99 H HHH  
2746 9781526760760 I Was Hitlers Pilot Baur, Hans  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
2747 9781526753236 Raf West Malling Moor, Anthony J  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2748 9781526758064 Who Really Won The Battle Of Marathon Lagos, Constantinos  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2749 9781526739452 Women Of The Third Reich Heath, Tim  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2750 9781526712585 Wreck Hunter Foreman, Melody  Pen & Sword Books £25.00 H HHH  
2751 9781526752550 Yorkshire A Story Of Invasion Uprising & Conflict Levitt, Paul C  Pen & Sword Books £12.99 P HHH  
2752 9781526737199 Zeppelin Offensive Marks, David  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2753 9781526760661 Tommies Songs & Slang 1914-1918 Brophy, John  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2754 9781526756725 Americans From Normandy To German BorderBlades, Brooke S  Pen & Sword Books £15.99 P HHH  
2755 9781526746672 Wingates Men Higgs, Colin  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2756 9781788160322 British Forces In Germany 1945-2019 Johnston, Peter  Profile Books £35.00 H HHH  
2757 9781925335804 False Flags Robinson, Stephen  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 P HH  
2758 9781493039029 Devils Playground Bloomfield, Gary  Rowman & Littlefield £17.95 H HH 35%
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2759 9781510720916 Never Mind Well Do It Ourselves Bierbauer, Alec  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H H  
2760 9781786990808 Liberias Women Veterans Vastapuu, Leena  Zed Books £19.99 P HH 20%

MYTHOLOGY & LEGEND
2761 9781838570279 Dictionary Of Mythology Coleman, J A  Arcturus Publishing £19.99 H HH  
2762 9781787556898 Japanese Myths Jackson, Jake (Ed)  Flame Tree Publishing £9.99 P HHH  
2763 9781838590246 Irish Tales Larter, Nick  Matador £22.50 H HH  
2764 9781789141207 Fairies A Dangerous History Sugg, Richard  Reaktion Books £9.99 P HHH  
2765 9781786834683 Introducing The Medieval Dragon Honegger, Thomas  University Of Wales Press £11.99 P HH 20%

NATURAL HISTORY/WILDLIFE
2766 9781780460833 Introducing Palaeontology Jackson, Patrick N W  Dunedin Academic Press Ltd £9.99 P HHH 20%
2767 9780008102371 Honey Bee Carreck, Norman  HarperCollins £35.00 P HHH  
2768 9780008102326 Honey Bee Carreck, Norman  HarperCollins £60.00 H HHH  
2769 9781910723968 Wildlife Of The Pennine Hills Kennedy, Doug  Merlin Unwin Books £20.00 H HH  
2770 9781910723951 Pennines Shaw, Helen  Merlin Unwin Books £14.99 H HHH  
2771 9781925546309 Australian Wildlife On Your Doorstep Jackson, Stephanie  New Holland £14.99 P HH  
2772 9781925546453 Insects Taylor, Marianne  New Holland £6.99 P HHH  
2773 9781925546538 World Of Reptiles World Of  New Holland £12.99 H HHH  
2774 9781643131252 Polar Affair Davis, Lloyd Spencer  W W Norton £19.99 H HHH 30%
2775 9781510740006 US Guide To Venomous Snakes/Their Mimics Shupe, Scott  Simon & Schuster £10.99 P H  
2776 9780565094645 Natures Explorers Various  Quarto Publishing Group £20.00 H HHH  
2777 9781789141351 Goldfish Roos, Anne-Marie  Reaktion Books £12.95 P HHH  

BIRDS
2778 9781925546521 World Of Birds World Of  New Holland £12.99 H HHH  
2779 9781789141399 Kingfisher Szabo, Ildiko  Reaktion Books £12.95 P HHH  
2780 9781912081011 Birds Of Sri Lanka Wijeyeratne, Gehan  Star Book Sales £19.99 P HH  

FLORA
2781 9781925546361 Trees Birkett, Alan  New Holland £6.99 P HHH  
2782 9783791386003 Maria Sibylla Merian Poster Book Poster Books  Prestel £19.99 P HHH  
2783 9781510740679 Ultimate Guide To Mushrooms Eyssartier, G  Simon & Schuster £12.99 H H  
2784 9780735275072 To Speak For The Trees Bereford-Kroeger, D  Turnaround £20.99 H HHH  

PERFORMING ARTS
2785 9781419734809 Green Day Gruen, Bob  Abrams £18.99 H HHH  
2786 9781912165179 27 Club Lewis, John  Black Dog Publishing Ltd £29.95 H HH  
2787 9781789520378 Tori Amos Every Album Every Song Eidtang, Trude  Central Books £14.99 P HH  
2788 9781787557406 Elvis Hudson, Alice  Flame Tree Publishing £9.99 H HH  
2789 9781787557352 Led Zeppelin Draper, Jason  Flame Tree Publishing £9.99 H HH  
2790 9781945572784 Go All The Way Myers, Paul  Ingram Publisher Services £18.00 H H 35%
2791 9781760790950 True Confessions Of A Shameless Gossip Bennett, Craig  New Holland £12.99 P H  
2792 9780190602895 Achieving Musical Success In/String Classroom Butz, Karel  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 P H 20%
2793 9781904590354 Joe Thompson Thompson, Joe  Pomona £9.99 P HHH 35%
2794 9780785837619 365 Guitars Amps & Effects You Must Play Hunter, Dave  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 H HH  
2795 9780785837596 Legendary Guitarists & Their Guitars Kris, Dom  Quarto Publishing Group £12.99 H HH  
2796 9780785837657 Prince Life & Times Draper, Jason  Quarto Publishing Group £19.99 H HH  
2797 9780847865444 DJ Khaled Khaled, D J  Rizzoli/Universal £32.95 H HHH  
2798 9780847866472 Together Forever Friedman, Glen  Rizzoli/Universal £36.00 H HHH  
2799 9788797078037 Beatles Vangsgaard, Soren  Saltway Publishing £19.99 H HH  
2800 9788797078044 Pink Floyd Vangsgaard, Soren  Saltway Publishing £19.99 H HH  
2801 9780857427090 Night Music Adorno, Theodor W  Seagull Books London Ltd £12.99 P HH 25%
2802 9781631583094 John Mulhollands Story Of Magic Mulholland, John  Simon & Schuster £5.99 H H  
2803 9781925811193 Wheres Bowie Smith Street Books  Smith Street Books £9.99 H HHH  
2804 9781789520484 Maximum Darkness Leonard, Deke  Star Book Sales £12.99 P HH  
2805 9781789520491 Twang Dynasty Leonard, Deke  Star Book Sales £17.99 P HH  
2806 9780367150501 Michael Chekhov Handbook Petit, Lenard  Taylor & Francis £29.99 P HH 20%
2807 9781629637037 Silenced By Sound Brennan, Ian  Turnaround £17.99 P H  
2808 9781629637020 Working Class Heroes Callahan, Mat  Turnaround £12.99 P H  
2809 9781621064046 What About Tomorrow Herbert, Alexander  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  

SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
2810 9783038601487 Experimental Zone Marguin, Severine  ACC Art Books £35.00 P H 40%
2811 9781472949998 Principles Of Earth Observation/Marine ... Lavers, Christopher  A&C Black £25.00 P HH 40%
2812 9780226648941 Viral Economies Porter, Natalie  Chicago University Press £22.00 P HH 25%
2813 9781785006395 Building Drainage Adeyeye, Kemi  Crowood Press £24.00 P HHH 35%
2814 9781426220555 Pleased To Meet Me Sullivan, Bill  National Geographic Society £17.00 H HHH  
2815 9781788400770 Meet Your Hormones Whitlock, Catherine  Octopus Publishing Group £14.99 P HHH  
2816 9780198846420 Computing Possible Futures Rouse, William B  Oxford Higher Education £29.99 H H 20%
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2817 9780198797920 On Trial For Reason Finocchiaro, Maurice  Oxford Higher Education £25.00 H H 20%
2818 9780565092634 Volcanoes & Earthquakes Petrone, Chiara M  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 P HHH  
2819 9781853981173 In Search Of Nikola Tesla Peat, F David  Star Book Sales £12.99 P HH  
2820 9780815363392 Materials For Architects & Builders Lyons, Arthur  Taylor & Francis £45.99 P HH 20%

ASTRONOMY & METEOROLOGY
2821 9781452174891 Stargazing Nataraj, Nirmala  Chronicle £25.00 H HH  
2822 9780393357066 Light Of The Stars Frank, Adam  W W Norton £11.99 P HH 30%
2823 9780760366769 Moonshots Bizony, Piers  Quarto Publishing Group £24.99 P HH  

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
2824 9781250215079 Amity & Prosperity Griswold, Eliza  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
2825 9781856233286 Towards Zero Waste Harty, Feidhlim  Permanent Publications £9.95 P HH  
2826 9780500295038 Should We All Be Vegan Watson, Molly  Thames & Hudson £12.95 P HHH  
2827 9781770414303 Blue Communities Barlow, Maude  Turnaround £11.99 P HH  
2828 9781786997517 Development Dictionary Sachs, Wolfgang (Ed)  Zed Books £18.99 P HH 20%
2829 9781786997562 History Of Development Rist, Gilbert  Zed Books £18.99 P HH 20%
2830 9781786997661 Radical History Of Development Studies Kothari, Uma (Ed)  Zed Books £18.99 P HH 20%

SOCIOLOGY & HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
2831 9781635572995 City Of Omens Werb, Dan  Bloomsbury £18.99 H HHH  
2832 9781620405468 Elderhood Aronson, Louise  Bloomsbury £18.99 H HHH  
2833 9781642590753 Bringing Back The Social/Sociology Religion Altglas, Veronique  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 P H 35%
2834 9781785928130 Montessori Method/Connect People/Dementia Brenner, Tom  Jessica Kingsley £16.99 P HH 22%
2835 9781785925191 Social Work Cats & Rocket Science James, Elaine Et Al  Jessica Kingsley £18.99 P HHH 22%
2836 9781526117274 Table For One Lahad, Kinneret  Manchester University Press £20.00 P HH 25%
2837 9781616209049 Death In The Rainforest Kulick, Don  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £20.99 H H  
2838 9781911632214 On Eating Meat Evans, Matthew  Murdoch Books £14.99 P HHH  
2839 9781447351528 Approved Mental Health Professional Practice Stone, Kevin Et Al  Policy Press £21.99 P HH 20%
2840 9781447349600 Gift Relationship Titmuss, Richard  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2841 9781447349303 Pathways To Recovery & Desistance Best, David  Policy Press £22.99 P HH 20%
2842 9781447349488 Social Support & Motherhood Oakley, Ann  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2843 9781447349426 Sociology Of Housework Oakley, Ann  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2844 9781447347798 Well Connected Community Gilchrist, Alison  Policy Press £21.99 P HH 20%
2845 9781447338901 Research & The Social Work Picture Shaw, Ian  Policy Press £26.99 P HH 20%
2846 9781609809539 Fruit Of All My Grief Garcia, Malcolm  Seven Stories Press £16.99 P HH  
2847 9781138491304 Learning Critical Reflection Beres, Laura (Ed)  Taylor & Francis £29.99 P HH 20%

SPORTS & GAMES
2848 9781419738593 NFL 100 A Century Of Pro Football Fleder, Rob  Abrams £40.00 H HH  
2849 9781474611800 50 Great Puzzles On Defence Klinger, Ron  Orion Hardbacks £9.99 P HHH  
2850 9781683583165 Game Of My Life Pittsburgh Steelers Loede, Matt  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HH  
2851 9781683582946 Miracle Moments In New York Giants Histoty Rock, Tom  Simon & Schuster £18.99 H HH  
2852 9781912918126 NFL Legends Sport  Sona Books £16.99 H HHH  
2853 9781786857859 Beer Games Bridges, Dan  Summersdale £6.99 P HHH  
2854 9781785622755 Beyond Extreme Morgan, Lowri  Welsh Books Council £12.99 P HH 20%

EQUESTRIANISM
2855 9781908809865 Laminitis A Horse Centred Approach Vialls, Richard  Allen & Unwin £24.00 P HH 35%
2856 9781839500152 100 Winners Pettinga, Rodney(Ed)  Raceform/Racing Post £5.99 P HHH  
2857 9781839500299 Victor Chandler Chandler, Victor  Raceform/Racing Post £25.00 H HHH  

MOTOR SPORTS
2858 9788879117357 Alex Zanardi A Life In Pictures Donnini, Mario  Giorgio Nada £40.00 H HH  
2859 9781785315497 Memorable Isle Of Man Tt Races Driver-Fisher, James  Pitch £20.00 H HHH  

SOCCER
2860 9781909715721 Gallacher Biography Of A Troubled Genius Hutchinson, Roger  Birlinn £17.99 H HHH 40%
2861 9781909715738 History Of Scottish Football In 100 Objects Bollen, Andy  Birlinn £9.99 H HHH 40%
2862 9781909715745 Life In La Liga McWilliam, Rab  Birlinn £14.99 P HHH 40%
2863 9781909245983 English League Laschke, Ian  Decoubertin £25.00 H HHH  
2864 9781785315312 Me & My Big Mouth Denton, Graham  Pitch £12.99 P HHH  
2865 9781785315381 Tournament Frozen In Time Scragg, Steven  Pitch £16.99 H HHH  
2866 9781785315503 Sheffield United Greatest Games Anson, Matt  Pitch £16.99 H HHH  
2867 9781785315480 Bristol City Match Of My Life Palmer, Neil  Pitch £16.99 H HHH  
2868 9781510742222 Becoming Coach Jake Jacobson, Martin  Simon & Schuster £16.99 H HHH  
2869 9781912918133 Football Play Like A Pro Football  Sona Books £16.99 H HHH  
2870 9781906796754 Official Brentford Big Book/Griffin Park Lane, David  Star Book Sales £39.99 H HH  
2871 9783960985969 Football Disco Caldarelli, L Et Al  Thames & Hudson £22.00 P HHH  
2872 9781912631179 Trailing Clouds Of Glory Burnell, Nick  Welsh Books Council £9.99 P HH 20%
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COMBAT SPORTS
2873 9781623173937 Chen Style Taijiquan Collected Masterworks Chen, Mark  Publishers Group UK £15.99 P H  
2874 9781785315367 Joe Louis Myler, Thomas  Pitch £19.99 H HHH  
2875 9781785315626 My History Of Violence Couch, Jane  Pitch £19.99 H HHH  
2876 9781785315404 Staying Positive Banke, Paul  Pitch £19.99 H HHH  
2877 9781945186691 Dirty Fighting Morrah, David  Simon & Schuster £9.99 P HH  
2878 9781945186707 Do Or Die Biddle, Anthony J D  Simon & Schuster £9.99 P HH  
2879 9781770415027 Storytellers Oliver, Greg  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  
2880 9781770414846 Life Is Short & So Am I Postl, Dylan H  Turnaround £22.99 H HHH  
2881 9781770414921 There Is No Such Thing As A Bad Kid Bullard, Thaddeus  Turnaround £24.99 H HHH  

CRICKET
2882 9781785315329 Unforgiven Gray, Ashley  Pitch £19.99 H HHH  
2883 9789353333935 Trail Of Crickets Holy Grail Prabhudesai, D  Rupa Publishing £4.99 P HH  

RUGBY
2884 9781909715820 Our Blood Is Green Rich, Gavin  Birlinn £17.99 H HH 40%
2885 9781785315473 St Helens Match Of My Life Kuzio, David  Pitch £16.99 H HHH  
2886 9781912631186 Stories Of Grav Meirion, Rhys (Ed)  Welsh Books Council £7.99 P HH 20%

FISHING/HUNTING/SHOOTING
2887 9781910723944 Feather Benders Flytying Techniques Clarke, Barry Ord  Merlin Unwin Books £25.00 H HHH  
2888 9781910723920 Hooked On Lure Fishing Garnett, Dominic  Merlin Unwin Books £25.00 H HHH  
2889 9781526751409 How To Catch More Salmon Giles, Henry J  Pen & Sword Books £14.99 P HHH  
2890 9781510704657 Shooters Bible Guide To Sporting Shotgun Brant, Alex  Simon & Schuster £14.99 P HH  

WATERSPORTS
2891 9781472955395 Ocean Sailing Heiney, Paul  A&C Black £35.00 H HHH 25%
2892 9781912177189 Optimist Racing Irish, Steve  Fernhurst £15.99 P HH  
2893 9781912177967 Passage Planning Companion Buchan, Alastair  Fernhurst £7.99 P HHH  
2894 9783791385952 Surf Like A Girl Amell, Carolina  Prestel £35.00 H HHH  
2895 9780847863587 Sailing America Wal, Onne Van Der  Rizzoli/Universal £75.00 H H  
2896 9780847866410 Fletcher Family Fletcher, Dibi  Rizzoli/Universal £42.00 H HH  

OUTDOOR PURSUITS
2897 9781984897695 Classic Krakauer Krakauer, Jon  Random House International £11.99 P HH  
2898 9780847866113 Climbing Rock Lynch, Jesse  Rizzoli/Universal £36.00 H HH  

PHILOSOPHY
2899 9781783341535 Art Of Always Winning An Argument Grayling, A C  Gibson Square Limited £9.99 P HH  
2900 9781640092747 What It Means To Be Moral Zuckerman, Phil  Ingram Publisher Services £18.99 H H 35%
2901 9781683837336 Bhagavad Gita Sutton, Nicholas  Insight Editions £16.99 H HH  
2902 9781683837329 Yoga Sutras Sutton, Nicholas  Insight Editions £12.99 H HH  
2903 9780190880965 Wrong Of Rudeness Olberding, Amy  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H H 20%
2904 9780198842408 Medieval Philosophy Vol 4 Adamson, Peter  Oxford University Press £25.00 H HH  
2905 9780198830788 Foucault Gutting, Gary  Oxford University Press £8.99 P HHH  
2906 9780198829164 Scepticism Pritchard, Duncan  Oxford University Press £8.99 P HHH  
2907 9781633885981 Art Of Deception Capaldi, Nicholas  Publishers Group UK £14.99 P H  
2908 9781538127926 Right Thing To Do Rachels, James (Ed)  Rowman & Littlefield £47.95 P HH 25%
2909 9781786600882 Genesis Of Living Forms Ruyer, Raymond  Rowman & Littlefield £19.95 P HH 25%
2910 9789388292443 Light In All Is One Sodhi, Navkirat (Ed)  Rupa Publishing £9.99 H HH  
2911 9789388292429 Live & Let Others Live Krishna, Nanditha(Ed  Rupa Publishing £9.99 H HH  

RELIGION
2912 9781782743729 Confucius The Analects Confucius  Amber Books £14.99 H HHH  
2913 9781780460741 Religion In India Past & Present Babb, Lawrence A  Dunedin Academic Press Ltd £24.99 P HH 20%
2914 9781909919945 Acts 13-28 For You Mohler, R Albert  Good Book Company £9.99 P H  
2915 9781784983758 His Testimonies My Heritage Anyabwile, Kristie  Good Book Company £8.99 P H  
2916 9781784983826 Joy In The Sorrow Chandler, Matt  Good Book Company £8.99 P H  
2917 9780008263225 Preparing For Easter Lewis, C S  HarperCollins £8.99 P HHH  
2918 9781473694231 Life Change Elsdon-Dew, Mark  Hodder & Stoughton £8.99 P HHH  
2919 9781473671546 Culture Of God Nassar, Nadim  Hodder Religious £9.99 P HHH  
2920 9781473696822 Eternity Is Now Ortberg, John  Hodder Religious £9.99 P HHH  
2921 9781529374988 Greatest Secret Kandiah, Krish  Hodder Religious £12.99 P HHH  
2922 9781529390612 Your Battles Belong To The Lord Meyer, Joyce  Hodder Religious £14.99 P HHH  
2923 9780860377573 Sahih Muslim Volume 2 Salahi, Adil  Ingram Publisher Services £16.99 P H 35%
2924 9781789040166 Why I Am A Pacifist Gee, Tim  O Books £6.99 P HHH  
2925 9780190221935 Americanist Approaches To/Book Of Mormon Fenton, Elizabeth(Ed  Oxford Higher Education £22.99 P H 20%
2926 9780190931353 Twentysomething Soul Clydesdale, Tim  Oxford Higher Education £19.99 H H 20%
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2927 9781611807561 Painting Enlightenment Arai, Paula  Publishers Group UK £25.00 P H  
2928 9781614294535 Theravada Abhidhamma Karunadasa, Y  Publishers Group UK £27.50 H H  
2929 9781680994865 Overcoming The Blues Fraser, Ryan Noel  Simon & Schuster £14.99 P HH  
2930 9781621578680 Imago Dei Piper, Everett  Simon & Schuster £19.99 H HH  
2931 9780281083237 Q&A Bible Verse 5-Year Journal Blue Edit Petley, Carol  SPCK £12.99 H HH  
2932 9780281082148 So Everyone Can Hear Crosby, Mark  SPCK £9.99 P HH  
2933 9781861187581 Astonishing Facts Of The Holy Qur’an Saeed, Sohaib  Star Book Sales £19.99 P H  
2934 9781861187239 Book Of Enoch Charles, R H (Trans)  Star Book Sales £17.99 P H  
2935 9781861187437 Sufism An Introduction Khannam, F  Star Book Sales £19.99 P H  
2936 9781629636412 Godless Bufe, Chaz  Turnaround £17.99 P HH  
2937 9781787355286 Outrage Rollier, Paul  UCL Press £20.00 P H 25%
2938 9780300248401 When Christians Were Jews Fredriksen, Paula  Yale University Press £14.99 P HHH 40%

PHRASE & LANGUAGE GUIDES
2939 9781780045276 Hungarian Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2940 9781780045269 Latin American Spanish Phrase Book/Dict Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2941 9781780045252 Nordic Europe Phrase Book & Dictionary Berlitz Phrase Book & Dict  Berlitz £6.99 P HHH  
2942 9780781813976 Tigrinya-English/English-Tigrinya Dictio Weldemichael, Tedros  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%

ATLASES & MAPS
2943 9783829759151 Madrid City Map Marco Polo City Maps  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £5.99 M HHH  
2944 9781426220586 National Geographic Atlas Of The World Tait, Alex  National Geographic Society £170.00 H HH  
2945 9781849075084 Philips Drivers Atlas Britain Philips Road Atlas  Philips £8.99 P HHH  

TRAVEL BIOG & WRITING
2946 9781912436248 Gatecrashing Europe Mole, Kris  Inpress £12.99 P HH  
2947 9781781725177 No Far Shore Fyfe, Anne-Marie  Inpress £9.99 P HHH  
2948 9781910453681 Around The World In 80 Cigars Hammond, Nick  Red Door Publishing £25.00 H HHH 40%
2949 9789888552443 Chinese Pictures Bird, Isabella  Star Book Sales £19.99 P H  
2950 9780865653672 Wandering Eye Flores-Vianna, M  Thames & Hudson £30.00 H HHH  

TRAVEL GUIDES BRITISH ISLES
2951 9781864707571 Gardeners Travel Companion To England McCulloch, Janelle  ACC Art Books £25.00 H HH 40%
2952 9781908632821 Coastal Pub Walks North Wales Rogers, Carl  Cordee £5.99 P HH  

TRAVEL GUIDES FOREIGN
2953 9783740806040 111 Places In Gran Canaria/Shouldnt Miss Suarex, Rolando  ACC Art Books £12.99 P HHH 40%
2954 9783740807146 111 Places In Myanmar/You Shouldnt Miss Kraas, Frauke Et Al  ACC Art Books £12.99 P HHH 40%
2955 9781640971660 Amalfi Coast Capri & Naples Fodors Guides  Fodors £17.99 P HH  
2956 9781640971646 Florence & Tuscany Fodors Guides  Fodors £17.99 P HH  
2957 9781640971622 New York City 2020 Fodors Guides  Fodors £17.99 P HH  
2958 9781640972148 Savannah Fodors Infocus Guides  Fodors £11.99 P HH  
2959 9781628090987 Unofficial Guide To Disneyland 2020 Kubersky, Seth  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P HH 35%
2960 9781628091021 Unofficial Guide To Las Vegas 2020 Sehlinger, Bob  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P HH 35%
2961 9781628091007 Unofficial Guide/Walt Disney Wld/Kids 02 Sehlinger, Bob  Ingram Publisher Services £14.99 P HH 35%
2962 9783829768498 Bali Marco Polo Handbooks  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £12.99 P HHH  
2963 9783829768481 Norway Marco Polo Handbooks  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £12.99 P HHH  
2964 9783829755603 Andalucia Marco Polo Spiral Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £9.99 S HHH  
2965 9783829755641 Fuerteventura Marco Polo Spiral Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £9.99 S HHH  
2966 9783829755610 Malta Marco Polo Spiral Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £9.99 S HHH  
2967 9783829755627 New Zealand Marco Polo Spiral Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £9.99 S HHH  
2968 9783829755634 South Africa Marco Polo Spiral Guides  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £9.99 S HHH  
2969 9781869665241 Japan Andrew, Megan  New Holland £7.99 P HH  
2970 9781510747050 Not For Tourists Gde/New York City 2020 Not For Tourists Guide  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HHH  
2971 9780847865420 Americas Great Mountain Trails Palmer, Tim  Rizzoli/Universal £37.95 H HH  
2972 9780473446352 Bangkok In 12 Dishes Suvalko, Antony  Saltway Publishing £10.99 P HH  
2973 9781621068129 This Is San Francisco Barrett, Alexander  Turnaround £8.99 P H  
2974 9781368027540 Disneyland Resort Official Guide 2020 Birnbaum Guides 2020  Turnaround £13.99 P HH  
2975 9781368027595 Walt Disney World For Kids Official 2020 Birnbaum Guides 2020  Turnaround £10.99 P HHH  
2976 9781368027588 Walt Disney World Official Guide 2020 Birnbaum Guides 2020  Turnaround £16.99 P HHH  
2977 9789811405389 Tokyo & Beyond Chittenden, Anna  Turnaround £17.99 P HHH  
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CHILDREN’S CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX

Our title listings are split into 2 sections within the children’s 
section. The first is Key New Titles - Children’s for the 
month ahead featuring all of our pre-publication offers, titles 
with illustrations, recommends and those with a high star 
rating. 

The second New Titles - Children’s section is a single line 
listing featuring the rest of the months publications. Within 
this section firm sale titles are highlighted in bold. Short 
discounts are shown where appropriate, if no discount is 
shown then the title is available at your standard trade terms.

New titles are listed in the following order within our 
classifications shown below:

• By publisher
• Then within publisher by series
• When there is a series, titles will then be listed within that 

series by title
• When there is no series, titles will be listed within publisher 

by title

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Stop Press Page 195 Page 254

Education Special Needs Page 200

Children’s Fiction 
Graphic Novel Page 201 Page 254

Children’s Christmas Page 202 Page 254

Children’s Stationery 
& Calendars Page 204 Page 254

Children’s Fiction Page 205 Page 255

Children’s Education Page 214 Page 255

Children’s Picture Paperbacks Page 216 Page 256

Children’s 
Picture Hardbacks Page 221 Page 256

Children’s Activity / Puzzle Page 227 Page 257

Children’s Humour Page 230

CLASSIFICATION KEY NEW 
TITLES

NEW
TITLES

Children’s Non-Fiction Page 230 Page 257

Children’s Reference

Children’s Boardbooks Page 235 Page 258

Children’s Poems & Rhymes Page 240 Page 259

Children’s Young Adults Page 240 Page 259

Children’s Gift & Seasonal Page 245 Page 259

Children’s Audio Page 252 Page 260

Children’s Religious Page 260

Children’s Film & TV Page 252 Page 260

Children’s Computing Page 253 Page 260

FOR OUR ADULT’S CLASSIFICATIONS INDEX PLEASE SEE PAGE 17
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FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

2978 n HHHH

SPIDER MAN THE MADNESS OF MYSTERIO
CHILDRENS COMICBOOKS
9781846539923     P     PANINI BOOKS 
£7.99     Published Jul 2019
An all-ages Spider-Man comic book written especially for the younger end of the market. Spinning 
out of the pages of the award-winning Spectacular Spider-Man magazine and featuring the villain of 
the moment, Mysterio - who appears in the 2019 blockbuster Spider-Man Far From Home, this 64 
page softcover hits the sweet spot for reluctant readers, Spider-Man fans and budding comicbook 
aficionados. Also contains stories featuring classic bad-guys such as the Kingpin, Sandman and 
shocker! 

CHILDREN’S FICTION

2979 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GHOULIA & THE MYSTERIOUS 
VISITOR
CANTINI, BARBARA
9781419736902     H 
ABRAMS 
£7.99     Published 13/08/19

Age 6 to 8. One dark stormy night, Ghoulia’s cousin Dilbert comes to visit. She’s confused - she 
didn’t invite him, and she didn’t even know she had a cousin Dilbert. Plus, it turns out that Dilbert’s a 
real grouch. He complains about everything!... Everything about Crumbling Manor is simply not up to 
his standards. When Ghoulia tries to track down Auntie Departed to find out why she invited such a 
grumpy relative in the first place, she finds that Auntie’s vanished. She can’t find her anywhere. And, 
the doorbell won’t stop ringing. One after another, Ghoulia’s friends arrive - all with the same mysterious 
invitation in hand... 

2980 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STAR WARS REY & PALS
BROWN, JEFFREY
9781452180434     H 
CHRONICLE 
£10.99     Published 20/08/19

What if Rey hadn’t grown up all alone on dusty planet Jakku, but instead had a galaxy of friends to play 
with? New York Times bestselling author Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star Wars galaxy with a collection 
of brand-new adventures starring young Rey and Kylo, Finn and Poe, Hux and Phasma, Rose and 
BB-8 - all under the watch of prouchy old Luke, General Leia, Han, and Chewie! Whether it’s Kylo trying 
to use the Force to cheat at Go Fish, Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey making a complete mess during 
lightsaber training with Luke, Rey and her friends will try the patience of their guardians, to the delight of 
Star Wars fans of all ages. 

CHILDREN’S PICTURE H/B

2981 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BORING BOOK
YOSHITAKE, SHINSUKE
9781452174563     H 
CHRONICLE 
£12.99     Published 06/08/19

Age 5 to 8. This exploration of boredom from acclaimed author-illustrator Shinsuke Yoshitake playfully 
- and hilariously - unpacks the ways in which a seemingly stagnant state is actually a portal into a 
dynamic, life-enriching experience. For anyone who’s ever been mind-numbingly bored, this smart, 
laugh-out-loud picture book just might change your perspective on the state of boredom forever. 

2982 n HHHH

TIBBLE & GRANDPA
MEDDOUR, WENDY
9780192771957     H     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 29/08/19
Tibble loves talking to Grandpa. But Grandpa has stopped listening. Mum says just give him time. 
But Tibble wants to talk to Grandpa NOW...  So Tibble tries his favourite game - TOP THREES! And 
something amazing happens. Grandpa starts talking again... A moving story about love, loss, and 
the wonder of grannies and grandpas, from the award-winning team of Wendy Meddour and Daniel 
Egneus. 

CHILDREN’S GIFT

2983 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NORDIC TALES
THYNELL, ULLA
9781452174471     H 
CHRONICLE 
£16.99     Published 13/08/19

This collection of 16 traditional tales transports readers to the enchanting world of Nordic folklore. 
Translated and transcribed by folklorists in the 19th century, and presented here unabridged, the stories 
are by turns magical, hilarious, cozy, and chilling. They offer a fascinating view into Nordic culture and 
a comforting wintertime read. Ulla Thynell’s glowing contemporary illustrations accompany each tale, 
conjuring dragons, princesses, and the northern lights. This special gift edition features an embossed, 
textured case and a ribbon marker. 
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2984 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BAUHAUS BALLET
DAWNAY, GABBY
9781786274885     H 
LAURENCE KING 
£19.99     Published 29/07/19

Age 4 to 7. Watch the dancers as they leap, spin and kick their way through this beautiful pop-book. 
Inspired by the eccentric and innovative Bauhaus Triadic Ballet, this gorgeous book explores colours, 
shapes, patterns and movements in a visually stunning and enthralling way. With bold artwork rendered 
in Lesley Barnes’ striking style and playful text by Gabby Dawnay, this special pop-up book will appeal 
to all ages. 

2985 n HHHH

LOST FAIRY TALES
OTTER, ISABEL
9781848578753     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 22/08/19
Age 7 to 11. Fearless Girls Around the World. If damsels in distress and prissy princesses give you 
cause for despair then look no further... This enchanting anthology of 20 overlooked and forgotten fairy 
tales has been collected from different cultures around the world. Every story features a strong female 
heroine, who approaches life with humour, wit, cunning and bravery. None of these heroines needs 
rescuing. 

ELT

2986 n HHHHH

ALPHABET BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/01
9780241393673     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2987 n HHHHH

ALPHABET BOOK ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/01
9780241393857     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

2988 n HHHHH

IS IT NAT
LADYBIRD READERS START/02
9780241393680     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2989 n HHHHH

IS IT NAT ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/02
9780241393864     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

2990 n HHHHH

NAT SITS
LADYBIRD READERS START/03
9780241393697     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2991 n HHHHH

NAT SITS ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/03
9780241393871     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

2992 n HHHHH

TOP DOG & POMPOM
LADYBIRD READERS START/04
9780241393703     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2993 n HHHHH

TOP DOG & POMPOM ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/04
9780241393888     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

2994 n HHHHH

TOP DOG IS SICK
LADYBIRD READERS START/05
9780241393710     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2995 n HHHHH

TOP DOG IS SICK ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/05
9780241393895     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 
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2996 n HHHHH

FUN RUN
LADYBIRD READERS START/06
9780241393727     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2997 n HHHHH

FUN RUN ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/06
9780241393901     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

2998 n HHHHH

GUS IS HOT
LADYBIRD READERS START/07
9780241393734     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

2999 n HHHHH

GUS IS HOT ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/07
9780241393918     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3000 n HHHHH

JAZZ THE VET
LADYBIRD READERS START/08
9780241393741     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3001 n HHHHH

JAZZ THE VET ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/08
9780241393925     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3002 n HHHHH

VICK THE VET
LADYBIRD READERS START/09
9780241393758     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3003 n HHHHH

VICK THE VET ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/09
9780241393932     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3004 n HHHHH

DASH & THUD
LADYBIRD READERS START/10
9780241393765     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3005 n HHHHH

DASH & THUD ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/10
9780241393949     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3006 n HHHHH

BIG BAD BASH
LADYBIRD READERS START/11
9780241393772     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3007 n HHHHH

BIG BAD BASH ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/11
9780241393956     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3008 n HHHHH

BIG FISH
LADYBIRD READERS START/12
9780241393796     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3009 n HHHHH

BIG FISH ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/12
9780241393963     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 
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3010 n HHHHH

BIG SHIP
LADYBIRD READERS START/13
9780241393802     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3011 n HHHHH

BIG SHIP ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/13
9780241393970     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3012 n HHHHH

MARTIN & LORNA
LADYBIRD READERS START/14
9780241393819     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3013 n HHHHH

MARTIN & LORNA ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/14
9780241393987     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3014 n HHHHH

FARMER CARL
LADYBIRD READERS START/15
9780241393826     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3015 n HHHHH

FARMER CARL ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/15
9780241393994     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3016 n HHHHH

BIG DIPPER
LADYBIRD READERS START/16
9780241393833     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3017 n HHHHH

BIG DIPPER ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/16
9780241394007     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3018 n HHHHH

SILVER RING
LADYBIRD READERS START/17
9780241393840     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Ladybird Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for children learning English as a foreign or second language. The Phonics Focus 
pages at the start of each Reader introduces the phonics and phonemes covered, while activities and 
assessments at the back enable the child to practise the phonics and sight words covered in the book. 

3019 n HHHHH

SILVER RING ACTIVITY BOOK
LADYBIRD READERS START/17
9780241394014     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. This Activity Book to accompany the Ladybird Reader provides practice of key language 
structures and vocabulary, while developing a range of skills: singing, spelling and writing, reading, 
speaking and listening. 

3020 n HHHHH

CHRISTMAS CAROL
DICKENS, CHARLES
9780241375211     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3021 n HHHHH

PLASTIC
PENGUIN READERS LEVEL 1
9780241375228     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3022 n HHHHH

TALES OF ADVENTUROUS GIRLS
PENGUIN READERS LEVEL 1
9780241397985     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 
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3023 n HHHHH

BOY
DAHL, ROALD
9780241397688     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3024 n HHHHH

CALL OF THE WILD
LONDON, JACK
9780241375259     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3025 n HHHHH

HOW TO TURN DOWN A BILLION DOLLARS
GALLAGHER, BILLY
9780241397725     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. The Snapchat Story. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language 
Teaching(ELT) markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or 
second language. The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular 
classics adapted for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to 
the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3026 n HHHHH

PRIVATE
PATTERSON, JAMES
9780241397701     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3027 n HHHHH

CLIMATE CHANGE
HRH PRINCE OF WALES
9780241397862     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3028 n HHHHH

DRACULA
STOKER, BRAM
9780241375242     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3029 n HHHHH

GREAT GATSBY
FITZGERALD, F SCOTT
9780241375266     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3030 n HHHHH

WONDER
PALACIO, R J
9780241397893     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3031 n HHHHH

ME BEFORE YOU
MOYES, JOJO
9780241397916     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3032 n HHHHH

PRIDE & PREJUDICE
AUSTEN, JANE
9780241375273     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3033 n HHHHH

WOMEN WHO CHANGED THE WORLD
PENGUIN READERS LEVEL 4
9780241375280     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3034 n HHHHH

DR WHO BORROWED TIME
ALDERMAN, NAOMI A
9780241397886     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 
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3035 n HHHHH

WUTHERING HEIGHTS
BRONTE, EMILY
9780241375297     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3036 n HHHHH

DARKEST HOUR
MCCARTEN, ANTHONY
9780241397909     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3037 n HHHHH

SPY WHO CAME IN FROM THE COLD
CARRE, JOHN LE
9780241397954     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3038 n HHHHH

ORIGINALS
GRANT, ADAM
9780241397978     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 17. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) 
markets, designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. 
The series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

3039 n HHHHH

HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN
9780241375303     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. Penguin Readers is a graded reading series for English Language Teaching (ELT) markets, 
designed for teenagers and young adults learning English as a foreign or second language. The 
series includes a mix of contemporary fiction, compelling non-fiction, and popular classics adapted 
for language learners, as well as market-specific titles. Each Reader level is aligned to the Common 
European Framework of Reference (CEFR). 

EDUCATION SPECIAL NEEDS

3040 n HHHHH

MOST PECULIAR TOY FACTORY
BELL, ALEX
9781781128756     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 15/09/19
Shadows of teddy bears flit across windows. Dolls whisper behind closed doors. Something has gone very wrong 
at Hoggle’s Happy Toys. But five years after shutting its doors, the toy factory is opening again, and Tess Pipps 
has found herself a job there. As she and her siblings start their first day of work, they are about to discover what 
dark secrets are lurking inside the factory’s walls ... A creepy mystery adventure packed with Willy Wonka-inspired 
humour and characters. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant and dyslexic readers aged 8+. 

3041 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SOPHIE TAKES TO THE SKY
WOODFINE, KATHERINE
9781781128718     P 
BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 15/09/19

Age 5+. Scaredy-Cat Sophie is afraid of everything! So when a balloonist comes to the town fair, 
Sophie is left behind while everyone else goes to watch him fly in his marvellous balloon. She’s far too 
frightened of the crowds, the commotion and even riding in a horse-drawn carriage. But Sophie longs 
to watch the hot-air balloon sail across the sky. If she could just be brave enough to face her fears, 
who knows where her journey might take her... Inspired by the incredible life of Sophie Blanchard, the 
world’s first female hot-air balloonist, a touching tale for young readers learning to overcome anxiety 
and follow their dreams. Illustrated by Briony May Smith. 

3042 n HHHHH

TIN BOY
COLE, STEVE
9781781128725     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 15/09/19
Mining for tin in deep, dangerous trenches is the only life that Tono has ever known. Worked to the 
brink of exhaustion each day, his only escape is in the precious moments when he reads his dad’s 
old comics. In a world of heroes and superpowers, he can forget the terrifying mining pits. But an 
underwater avalanche, a glimpse of something bright red in the sandy seabed, and a canny sidekick 
are about to transform Tono’s life forever ... Fate collides with a stark reality in this truly unique and 
unforgettable story. Particularly suitable for struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers aged 8+. 

3043 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHITE EAGLES
WEIN, ELIZABETH
9781781128961     P 
BARRINGTON STOKE 
£7.99     Published 15/09/19

Reading Age: 8. Interest Age: Teen. Summer 1939. Krystyna Tomiak has been called up to join the 
White Eagles, Poland’s valiant air force. After years of flight training she is ready to prove herself as 
a liaison pilot. But as German forces gather at the border, Poland teeters on the brink of a ravaging 
war. When the invasion hits too close to home and Krystyna is left with just her plane and the clothes 
on her back, will she be able to navigate the most challenging flight of her life? Particularly suitable for 
struggling, reluctant or dyslexic readers aged 13+. 

3044 n HHHH

GHOSTLY GAME
PEARSON, MAGGIE
9781472968906     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Alone in the house one night, four friends make up a ghost story. It’s all fun and games until the 
messages start to appear. And as the shadows get darker and the ghost looms closer, soon come the 
accidents... Ideal for struggling or reluctant readers, those with EAL and those with dyslexia. Produced 
in association with reading experts at Catch Up. Aimed at readers aged 11+ with a manageable length 
(88 pages) and reading age 9+. Illustrated by Nelson Evergreen. 
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3045 n HHHH	 35% Pre Publication Discount
ZERO TO HERO
GOFFE, SEB
9781472968944     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS EDUCATION 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. Will is football mad. He practises every day and he’s got great skills - but he’s the shortest in 
his year. He knows he would be great on the football pitch, if only he could show the coach that skill can 
beat size. Will Will ever get a chance to play on the team? ‘Zero to Hero’ is a football-filled adventure 
about determination, overcoming the odds and being a team player. Ideal for struggling and reluctant 
readers, those with EAL and those with dyslexia. Produced in association with reading experts at Catch 
Up. Aimed at readers aged 10+ with a manageable length (64 pages) and reading age 8+. 

3046 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MOON UNIT
METCALF, DAN
9781785917943     P     RAVEN BOOKS 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Reader Age: 7-8. Interest Age: 8-14. The Pick Your Path series offers a fresh take on the traditional 
‘Choose your own adventure’ format. These are short, strong, fast-moving stories, offering short, low-
level texts with every page requiring the reader to choose the next course of action in the story. These 
are not just books; they are fully interactive adventures that will have the reader guessing and guessing 
- what happens next? The reader decides! 

3047 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RING BEARER
METCALF, DAN
9781785917929     P     RAVEN BOOKS 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Reader Age: 7-8. Interest Age: 8-14. The Pick Your Path series offers a fresh take on the traditional 
‘Choose your own adventure’ format. These are short, strong, fast-moving stories, offering short, low-
level texts with every page requiring the reader to choose the next course of action in the story. These 
are not just books; they are fully interactive adventures that will have the reader guessing and guessing 
- what happens next? The reader decides! 

3048 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ZOMBIE STORM
METCALF, DAN
9781785917936     P     RAVEN BOOKS 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Reader Age: 7-8. Interest Age: 8-14. The Pick Your Path series offers a fresh take on the traditional 
‘Choose your own adventure’ format. These are short, strong, fast-moving stories, offering short, low-
level texts with every page requiring the reader to choose the next course of action in the story. These 
are not just books; they are fully interactive adventures that will have the reader guessing and guessing 
- what happens next? The reader decides! 

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS

3049 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SUPERMAN OF SMALLVILLE
BALTAZAR, ART
9781401283926     P     DC COMICS 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19
Thirteen-year-old Clark Kent knows. He has a super-secret - one his parents are constantly worried will 
get out. Clark promises to be extra careful, but when random things start flying off and disappearing, 
his parents threaten to ground him. Except he’s innocent! If Superman isn’t responsible... who is? Join 
Clark in this hilarious adventure as he sniffs out the real culprit. 

3050 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARLEY QUINN BREAKING 
GLASS
TAMAKI, MARIKO
9781401283292     P 
DC COMICS 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 8 to 12. The first title in DC’s new line of original graphic novels for middle grade readers. 
Harleen is a tough, outspoken, rebellious kid who lives in a ramshackle apartment above a karaoke 
cabaret owned by a drag queen named Mama. Ever since her parents split, Mama has been her only 
family. When the cabaret becomes the next victim in the wave of gentrification that’s taking over the 
neighbourhood, Harleen gets mad. When she decides to turn her anger into action, she is faced with 
two choices: join Ivy, who’s campaigning to make the neighbourhood a better place to live, or join The 
Joker. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN AUGUST 2018 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

3051 n HHH

DEEP BREATHS
GOOCH, CHRIS
9781603094559     P 
DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£17.99     Published 24/09/19

Age 13 to 16. A space bounty hunter tracks down a frog princess, a woman finds a condom where it 
shouldn’t be, and a spoiled art student works his first freelance job. ‘Deep Breaths’ is a collection of 
short comics about tension, violence, monsters, and moments... including the award-winning story 
‘Mooreland Mates’ and nine other tales, rarely or never before seen. Builds on the fantastic critical 
reception of Gooch’s first book ‘Bottled’. 

3052 n HHHH

OBLIVION SONG BY KIRKMAN & DE FELICI V3
KIRKMAN, ROBERT
9781534313262     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 13 to 16. In the wake of the world’s Second transference event... everything is different now. 
Collects Oblivion Song Nos 13-18. 

3053 n HHHH

PAPER GIRLS VOL 6
VAUGHAN, BRIAN K
9781534313248     P     DIAMOND BOOK DISTRIBUTORS 
£13.99     Published 10/09/19
Age 13 to 16. The End is Here! After surviving adventures in their past, present and future, the Paper 
Girls of 1988 embark on one last journey, a five-part epic that includes the emotional double-sized 
series finale. Featuring a new wraparound cover from Eisner Award-winning co-creator Cliff Chiang, 
which can be combined with the covers of all five previous volumes to form one complete mega-image! 
Collects Paper Girls Nos 26-30. 
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3054 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PEANUT BUTTER & JELLY
CLANTON, BEN
9781405295321     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Narwhal and Jelly are back and Narwhal has a new obsession... peanut butter! He’s so 
obsessed he even wants to change his name to... that’s right... Peanut Butter! Ever-sensible Jelly isn’t 
so sure that’s the best idea, but is all for Narwhal trying new things (instead of just eating waffles all 
the time, no matter how delicious waffles are). A wonderfully silly early graphic novel series featuring 
three short stories about trying new things, favourite foods and accepting who we are. The perfect first 
book for young readers, just moving on from picture books, discovering the joys of friendship, working 
together and the power of imagination. 

3055 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HILDA & THE MOUNTAIN 
KING
PEARSON, LUKE
9781911171171     H 
FLYING EYE 
£12.95     Published 01/09/19

Age 6+. See what perils await our beloved blue-haired adventurer in the sixth book of Luke Pearson’s 
widely praised Hilda series. We rejoin our heroine for her latest adventure just as she awakes to find 
herself... in the body of a troll! Her mother is worried sick, and is perplexed by the strange creature that 
seems to have taken Hilda’s place. Now, both of them are in a race to be reunited before Ahlberg and 
his safety patrol get the chance to use their new secret weapon to lay waste to the trolls, and Hilda 
along with them! The long-awaited conclusion to the Hilda graphic novel series by Luke Pearson. 

3056 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PUMPKINHEADS
ROWELL, RAINBOW
9781529008630     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. A smart and swoony Rainbow Rowell romance in colour graphic novel form. Deja and Josiah 
are seasonal best friends. Every autumn, all through high school, they’ve worked together at the best 
pumpkin patch in the whole wide world (not many people know that the best pumpkin patch in the 
whole wide world is in Omaha, Nebraska, but it definitely is). They say goodbye every Halloween, and 
they’re reunited every September 1. But this Halloween is different - Josiah and Deja are finally seniors, 
and this is their last season at the pumpkin patch. Their last shift together. Their last goodbye. 

3057 n HHHH

AMAZING WORLD OF GUMBALL THE STORM
SJURSEN-LIEN, K
9781787732131     P     TITAN 
£12.99     Published 13/09/19
A big ol’ storm has set its sights on Elmore but the Watterson family isn’t going to let some bad weather 
spoil their day, at least not until everything starts going wrong! After a power outage forces Gumball 
and Darwin to figure out how to have fun without video games - not an easy task - Richard leads a 
catastrophic attempt to fix a leak in the ceiling so one measly puddle will cease driving his household 
absolutely crazy. But their troubles don’t end there... 

3058 n HHH

BIGBY BEAR FOR ALL 
SEASONS BOOK 2
COUDRAY, PHILIPPE
9781643379906     H 
TURNAROUND 
£11.99     Published 09/09/19

Follow Bigby and his friends as they explore the ever-changing and fascinating seaons. Winter, spring, 
summer and fall, this lovable bear and his furry friends always find fun and adventure. 

3059 n HHHH

COMBATANTS WILL BE DISPATCHED VOL 1
AKATSUKI, NATSUME
9781975306090     P     YEN PRESS 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 13 to 16. Secret Society Kusaragi’s on a mission to conquer the world, one lewd remark at a time. 
With a garbage reputation and a knack for trash talking, these guys are hardly the elite force needed for 
an invasion, but for something as insane as world domination? Maybe. 

CHRISTMAS

3060 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHILDRENS LITERARY 
CHRISTMAS
BRITISH LIBRARY
9780712352796     H 
BRITISH LIBRARY 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

An Anthology. Immerse yourself in some truly festive magic with this brand-new collection of the finest 
Christmas stories, prose, songs and poetry from some of the greatest writers in the English language. 
Inspired by the approach and style of the British Library’s 2018 bestseller ‘A Literary Christmas’, this 
carefully chosen anthology moves its focus to those most deeply involved in the wonders of Christmas, 
the children. This treasure trove of stories is brought to life by an equally beautiful selection of seasonal 
illustrations from the collections of the Library and the artwork of some of the great modern book 
illustrators. 

3061 n HHHH

GOODNIGHT SANTA
DK
9780241376478     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 5. A Magical Christmas Story. Snuggle up and share this magical Christmas story about a little 
girl who dreams of meeting Santa on Christmas Eve. With Santa’s sleigh flying across a glittering moon, 
it’s the perfect Christmas gift book for babies, toddlers, and preschoolers. A little girl and her teddy go 
out in their snowy, moonlit garden, looking for Santa. Along the way, they meet playful fox cubs, Mrs 
Owl, and Mr Cool Cat, and wish them all goodnight. Soon the little girl learns that Santa only comes 
when you’re fast asleep and tucked up in bed. Can she still find a way to wish him goodnight? 
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3062 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ON ANGEL WINGS
MORPURGO, MICHAEL
9781405293150     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A singing of wings, a glorious light, and a sudden beacon of brightness. It can only mean - can it really? 
- a visit from the Angel Gabriel himself... One cold Christmas night, a shepherd recounts the magical 
story of how he came to be the first visitor to the newborn Christ child - ahead of the other shepherds, 
and in complete secret. This magical reworking of the Nativity by the bestselling author of ‘War Horse’, 
Michael Morpurgo, is beautifully illustrated by Quentin Blake. A wonderful Christmas gift to treasure and 
share. 

3063 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MIMI & THE MOUNTAIN 
DRAGON
MORPURGO, MICHAEL
9781405294195     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Michael Morpurgo and Helen Stephens’ classic Christmas story, now in a brand-new larger gift format 
- the perfect Christmas gift! High in the mountains of Switzerland, lives a terrible dragon. In the village 
below, the people do everything they can to keep the dragon away. But one day, a little girl called Mimi 
finds a baby dragon. The little creature is lost and frightened but how did he get there and what if his 
mother comes looking for him? Mimi must be extremely brave if she is going to help the little dragon 
find his way home... A wonderful story about friendship, courage and adventure, perfect for sharing with 
the whole family. 

3064 n HHHHH

WINNIE THE POOH A PUDDING FOR CHRISTMAS
WINNIE THE POOH
9781405294621     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£3.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Christopher Robin has played with all his toys and read all his books... so what else is there left 
to do on a dark, wintry day in the Hundred Acre Wood? Make a Christmas pudding of course! Eeyore, 
Owl, Rabbit, Kanga, Roo, Tigger, Piglet and Pooh gather to help make an enormous pudding, fit for a 
feast. But when little Roo goes missing, Eeyore is inclined to blame the pudding... Winnie-the-Pooh and 
his friends are brought to life in this new festive story with new illustrations – a perfect stocking filler. 

3065 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHRISTMAS SURPRISE
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419456     H 
PRIDDY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 1 to 4. ‘Christmas Surprise’ is an imaginative changing picture book, full of Christmas 
transformations. A little fir tree becomes a shiny Christmas tree, a plain snowman is given a fun new 
outfit, and an empty sleigh turns into a Santa’s sleigh packed with presents. With lively text and bold 
illustrations on the left page, children can then pull the tab on the right page to watch the acetate image 
magically change. This book is a real festive treat with silly jokes to read aloud too! 

3066 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SANTAS GIFTS
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419463     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
There are lots of Christmas surprises to find and funny friends to meet in ‘Santa’s Gifts’ - a Christmas 
hide-and-seek book with big, sturdy flaps and chunky sliders, making it an ideal Christmas treat for 
toddlers. Join Santa as he delivers presents to his animal friends. He gives giraffe a scarf, hippo a 
bubble bath, and dog a skate-board. But what special present will he give to his favourite reindeer? Lift 
the flaps and slide the doors to reveal fun Christmas presents, until the sparkly ending. 

3067 n HHHHH

CHRISTMAS CAROL
DICKENS, CHARLES
9780241411193     H     PUFFIN 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most famous Christmas stories in 
English literature. Charles Dickens’ most loved book is a true classic and a Christmas time must-read. 
The stunning cover design includes two coloured foils. 

3068 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHERE DO DIGGERS CELEBRATE CHRISTMAS
SAYRES, BRIANNA C
9780525579519     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£6.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 1 to 3. Now in a board book edition - a perfect stocking stuffer! What do diggers and tractors and 
forklifts and tankers do to get ready for the holidays? The same things your family does! 

3069 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHRISTMAS IS GOLDEN
MULDROW, DIANE E
9781984852168     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£5.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 3 to 7. A new gift book all about Christmas, featuring the beloved and classic art of Little Golden Books! 
Wrap yourself in the warmth and joy of Christmas with this lyrical celebration of the holidays. With lush, 
classic art from your favourite yuletide Little Golden Books, this snowy winter wonderland - full of shimmering 
lights, warm gingerbread, and friendly carollers - will make the perfect addition to your holiday traditions. 

3070 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS
MOORE, CLEMENT C
9781912650194     H 
SCALLYWAG PRESS 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 3 to 6. This classic poem by Clement C Moore is read on Christmas Eve by families the world over. 
Re-discover Roger Duvoisin’s eye-catching interpretation from 1954, with a tall, narrow format just right 
for tucking into a Christmas stocking. 

3071 n HHHHH

CHRISTMAS STICKER BOOK
WATT, FIONA
9781474971669     P     USBORNE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. An enchanting sticker book filled with Christmassy scenes including Santa’s busy workshop, 
winter fun on a frozen lake, building funny snowmen, decorating a Christmas tree and filling Santa’s 
sack with presents. There are over 800 stickers to use to complete the scenes, including shiny foil 
stickers. Illustrated by Stella Baggott. 
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3072 n HHHHH

FIRST STICKER SPARKLY CHRISTMAS
PATCHETT, FIONA
9781474953740     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. From Santa loading his sleigh with gifts to penguins whizzing around a glistening ice rink, add 
sparkly stickers to these magical Christmas scenes and bring them to life. Over 200 reusable stickers, 
including over 100 extra-special sparkly stickers. With a fold-out back cover to ‘park’ stickers whilst 
they’re not in use. Illustrated by James Newman Gray. 

STATIONERY LICENSED

3073 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER DEATHLY HALLOWS HB JOURNAL
HARRY POTTER JOURNALS
9781683837640     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19
Celebrate the artistry of the Harry Potter films with this Deathly Hallows-themed journal and pen set. 
Inspired by the wizarding world’s famous Deathly Hallows, this journal features a gorgeous full-colour 
cover emblazoned with the iconic Deathly Hallows symbol and a collectable, sculpted Elder Wand 
pen. This hardcover journal lies flat when open and includes 192 ruled pages, a ribbon placeholder, an 
elastic band, and a back pocket for storing keepsakes and mementos. 

3074 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER HOGWARTS HB RULED JOURNAL
HARRY POTTER JOURNALS
9781683837657     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 10/09/19
Celebrate the artistry of the Harry Potter films with this Hogwarts-themed journal and pen set. Inspired 
by the colours and heraldry of Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry, this journal features a 
gorgeous full-colour cover emblazoned with the iconic Hogwarts crest and a collectable, sculpted 
Elder Wand pen. This hardcover journal lies flat when open and includes 192 ruled pages, a ribbon 
placeholder, an elastic band, and a back pocket for storing keepsakes and mementos. 

3075 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER SPELLS & CHARMS RULED JOURNAL
HARRY POTTER JOURNALS
9781683837695     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£8.99     Published 10/09/19
Celebrate your love of the Harry Potter films with this adorable pocket journal featuring a fun graphic 
of Harry and his fellow students practising their magic at Hogwarts. This journal lies flat when open 
and includes 192 ruled pages, a ribbon placeholder, an elastic band, and a back pocket for storing 
keepsakes and mementos. 

3076 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER SPIRAL 
BOUND NOTEBOOK
HARRY POTTER STATIONERY
9781683838036     S 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£9.99     Published 24/09/19

A new format 144-page lined spiral notebook inspired by the Harry Potter films. Features fun novelty 
elements like indexed pages, colourful graphics, and a foldout sticker sheet. 

ANNUALS

3077 n HHHH

DR WHO OFFICIAL ANNUAL 2020
ANNUALS 2020
9781405940856     H     BBC CHILDRENS ANNUALS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 7 to 12. The universe is calling... Join the Doctor for another adventure in the TARDIS alongside 
her friends Yasmin, Ryan and Graham! This amazing annual is packed with stories, puzzles, games 
and amazing facts about the Doctor’s travels, triumphs and enemies. 

3078 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEAR GRYLLS ADVENTURE 
ANNUAL 2020
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786961211     H 
BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. How do animals survive in baking hot deserts? Where is the best place to shelter in a 
blizzard? What is it like to climb the highest mountain in the world? Get ready for the wildest experience 
of your life! Containing everything you need to be a true explorer, this book is packed with fascinating 
facts, top tips, incredible stories, and fun activities from the king of survival, Bear Grylls. 

3079 n HHHH

MINECRAFT ANNUAL 2020
MOJANG
9781405294461     H     EGMONT ANNUALS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. 2019 is Minecraft’s tenth anniversary. The official ‘Minecraft Annual 2020’ is a celebration of 
how far Minecraft has come since 2009, and the amazing community that has helped make it what is is 
today. Inside you’ll find build ideas, challenges and games, as well as exclusive interviews with several 
members of the Mojang team and a sneak peek inside their amazing offices. 

3080 n HHHHH

ROBLOX ANNUAL 2020
ROBLOX
9781405294454     H     EGMONT ANNUALS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. An official retrospective look at the past year on Roblox, the world’s largest entertainment 
platform. Discover everything there is to know about the Roblox universe. Explore the most popular 
games, meet talented members of the community, check out the coolest items in the Roblox Catalog, 
and get an exclusive sneak peek behind the curtains at Roblox’s HQ. Packed with insider info from the 
Roblox team and some of your favourite game developers from the platform. 

3081 n HHHH

WEIRD BUT TRUE 2020
NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC
9780008342159     H     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. Based on the popular National Geographic Weird but True! Series, this new 2020 annual 
pairs the planet’s quirkiest, wackiest facts with the coolest and strangest true stories. This bulging 
compendium is loaded with jaw-dropping, eye-popping, brain-bending facts and bright, bold 
photography! 
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3082 n HHHH

TOP WING OFFICIAL ANNUAL 2020
ANNUALS 2020
9780241385128     H     LADYBIRD ANNUALS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 7. The official Top Wing Annual is the perfect gift. This brilliant book is packed with stories, 
activities, colouring, puzzles and games! There’s plenty to entertain any reader, and it’s full of exciting 
adventures from Team Top Wing! Find out how the cadets all met each other, solve Speedy’s tricky 
puzzles and colour in your own Top Wing vehicle! It’s totally primo! 

3083 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MATCH ANNUAL 2020
MATCH
9780752266671     H 
PAN MACMILLAN ANNUALS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9 to 11. ‘Match’ is the UK’s bestselling football annual and is top of Christmas wishlists for footy fans 
everywhere. Inside the ‘Match Annual 2020’, you can build your Ultimate Player, check out the wonderkids who’ll 
rip up 2020 and find out everything you need to know about Messi, Ronaldo, Kane, Salah, Mbappe, Lewandowski, 
Cavani, Icardi and Sessegnon! Plus, it’s packed with football world records, legendary Prem No 10s, epic fashion 
fails, brain-busting quizzes, FIFA’s best team ever, bonkers pics, footy stars emojis, cool cartoons and loads more! 

CHILDREN’S FICTION

3084 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KIM
KIPLING, RUDYARD
9781847498045     P     ALMA CHILDREN BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 25/09/19
Age 6 to 12. With its peerless evocation of the teeming cities, breathtaking landscapes and diverse 
cultures of late-nineteenth-century India, ‘Kim’ is widely considered to be Kipling’s masterpiece and one of 
the greatest novels written in the English language. This edition contains extra material for young readers. 
Kimball O’Hara, the orphaned son of an Irish soldier, spends his childhood on the bustling streets of 
Lahore, begging and running errands in order to survive. One day he meets an old Tibetan lama, and he 
decides to accompany him on his travels across the Indian subcontinent. Illustrated by Ian Beck. 

3085 n HHHHH

MOSSBELLY MACFEARSOME & THE GOBLIN ARMY
GARDINER, ALEX
9781783449040     P     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. It’s Halloween, and Roger is yet again pulled into a bonkers adventure with the grouchy dwarf warrior 
Mossbelly MacFearsome. It turns out that Roger has accidentally set free the vicious Goblin Chief Redcap, who 
is looking to open an ancient portal back to his own world. Now Roger, Moss and their friends must find him 
before he unleashes a mighty horde of goblins hellbent on destruction, mayhem ... and pickled onions. But how 
exactly does one find a ghoulish goblin on the one night of the year when everyone is in spooky fancy dress? 
The next fabulously funny fast-paced adventure, following ‘Mossbelly MacFearsome and the Dwarves of Doom’. 

3086 n HHHH

DR WHO TALES OF TERROR
RAYNER, J ET AL
9781405942799     P     BBC CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 12. A spine-chilling collection of twelve short illustrated adventures packed with terrifying Doctor Who 
monsters and villains, perfect for Hallowe’en! The six authors featured are Jacqueline Rayner, Mike Tucker, 
Paul Magrs, Richard Dungworth, Scott Handcock and Craig Donaghy. The illustrator is Rohan Eason. Each 
short story features a frightening nemesis for the Doctor to outwit, and each stars a different incarnation of the 
doctor, with additional appearances from favourite friends and companions such as Sarah Jane, Jo and Ace. 

3087 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AFTERWARDS
HARROLD, A F
9781408894347     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Fact: Ember and Ness are best friends. There’s nothing more to say about it. It is what 
it is. It is what will always be. Ember and Ness. Then Ness dies. It is sudden and unexpected and 
leaves Ember completely empty. How can this be? When Ember finds a way into the Afterworld, she 
determines to bring Ness back. Because that’s what friends do, isn’t it? They rescue each other. They 
help. They never give up. Ember and Ness. That don’t change. A powerful, poignant, darkly comic and 
deeply moving story about friendship at its most extraordinary. Illustrated by Emily Gravett. 

3088 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACE WERE IN
BALEN, KATYA
9781526601940     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9 to 11. ‘We are her world and her universe and her space and her sky and her galaxy and her 
cosmos too.’ Frank is ten. He likes cottage pie and football and cracking codes. Max is five. He only 
eats Quavers and some colours are too bright for him and if he has to wear a new T-shirt he melts down 
down down. Sometimes Frank wishes Mum could still do huge paintings of stars and asteroids like she 
used to, but since Max was born she just doesn’t have time. When tragedy hits Frank and Max’s lives 
like a comet, what will it take for Frank to piece together a universe in which he and Max aren’t light 
years apart? Illustrated by Laura Carlin. 

3089 n HHHHH

UNCLE GOBB & THE PLOT PLOT
ROSEN, MICHAEL
9781408873953     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. The third uproarious adventure from the comic pairing of Michael Rosen and Neal Layton 
sees Malcolm and his awful Uncle Gobb return, each with a cunning plot... This time, there is a plot. 
That’s the plot of the story. Or is it? The plot of the story could also be that Uncle Gobb has an evil plot. 
And his plot is about a plot. A plot of land. Are you following? Good! The plot of land is behind Malcolm’s 
school and it is where uncle Gobb wants to set up his own rival Dread Shed School of Facts. Oh no! 
Malcolm is going to need to come up with his own plot to stop Uncle Gobb’s plot. So maybe that, in fact, 
is the actual plot of this story. 

3090 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NAUGHTIEST UNICORN & 
THE SCHOOL DISCO
BIRD, PIP
9781405294812     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. Everyone at Unicorn School is SUPER excited about the end-of-term school disco - the 
pupils and their unicorns can’t wait to put on their party outfits and hit the dance floor! Darcy is heading 
up the disco committee and she is determined to make it the best party EVER. But then she hijacks the 
quest trying to find more glitter for her giant disco ball, putting everyone in danger! So it’s up to Mira and 
Dave to put things right. Will Class Red make it out of the Crystal Maze Mine? And will Mira and Dave 
get to show everyone their awesome disco moves?! 
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3091 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LAND OF ROAR
MCLACHLAN, JENNY
9781405293679     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9 to 11. The new middle-grade fantasy that will make you believe in magic! When Arthur and Rose 
were little, they were heroes in the ‘Land of Roar’, an imaginary world that they found by climbing through 
the folding bed in their grandad’s attic. Roar was filled with things they loved - dragons, mermaids, ninja 
wizards and adventure - as well as things that scared them including a very creepy scarecrow...) Now the 
twins are eleven, Roar is just a memory. But when they help Grandad clean out the attic, Arthur is horrified 
as Grandad is pulled into the folding bed and vanishes. Is he playing a joke? Or is Roar... real? 

3092 n HHHHH

GIRL SAVAGE
RUNDELL, KATHERINE
9780571326990     P     FABER CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. A beautiful, life-affirming novel about bravery, hope and the wilderness that lives in us all. 
Wilhelmina Silver’s world is golden. Living half-wild on an African farm with her horse, her monkey and 
her best friend, every day is beautiful. But when her home is sold and Will is sent away to boarding 
school in England, the world becomes impossibly difficult. For lions and hyenas are nothing compared 
to packs of schoolgirls. Where can a girl run in London? And will she have the courage to survive? 

3093 n HHHHH

UKI & THE OUTCASTS
LARWOOD, KIERAN
9780571342792     H     FABER CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. From the Ice Wastes beyond the Cinder Wall emerges an unlikely hero. Rejected by his village 
and left to die, young Uki is given life and unique powers by a long-buried spirit from the time of the Ancients... 
and a life or death mission. Joined by two other outcasts - a trained assassin who refuses to kill people and a 
very short rabbit who rides the fastest jerboa on the plains - Uki must capture Valkus, the Spirit of War, before 
rabbitkind destroys itself in conflict. A thrilling new book set in the Five Realms of Podkin One-Ear. 

3094 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGIC PLACE
WORMELL, CHRIS
9781788450157     H 
DAVID FICKLING HARDBACKS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19

A thrillingly told tale, packed with drama, humour, despair and hope - with stunning illustrations on 
every page. Imprisoned in a tall thin house in the Great Black City with a bare cellar for a bedroom, 
Clementine is forced to work by her wicked aunt and uncle. She is NEVER allowed out. Her only view 
of the outside world is from the high up window in her dank cellar. All she has ever known is the Great 
Black City and her only friend is a cat called Gilbert. But Clementine has a dream, she has hope, spirit 
and pluck and not even the ghastly Aunt Vermilla and Uncle Rufus can squash that... 

3095 n HHHH

NIGHTS REALM
WARD, NICK
9781788450430     P 
DAVID FICKLING PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Travel to the Night’s Realm - where the sky is always black and the evil Magician rules. Billy has found 
himself trapped there. But, despite his desperate fear of the dark, Billy seems to be the only child who 
can resist the Magician’s spells. It’s up to him to defeat the Magician and save everyone. 

3096 n HHHH

GRACE ELLA WITCH CAMP
JONES, SHARON MARIE
9781913102067     P     FIREFLY PRESS 
£5.99     Published 30/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Grace-Ella is nervous and excited to be going to Witch Camp, with her cat Mr Whiskins, 
of course. She is put in a cabin with Dilys, Mati and Aisha. Grace-Ella likes them all. But when Dilys’s 
broomstick flying goes very wrong, and Mati convinces them breaking the rules and going into the 
woods at night is the only way to help her, Grace-Ella finds herself on a real adventure... Will she be 
able to save her friends? Illustrated throughout in black & white by Adriana Puglisi. 

3097 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LORI & MAX
O’FLYNN, CATHERINE
9781913102029     P 
FIREFLY PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9 to 12. Lori wants to be a detective, but so far the most exciting mystery she has solved is the 
disappearance of her nan’s specs down the side of the sofa. Max is the new girl at school and Lori 
is asked to look after her. Max is odd. She doesn’t fit in - but then, Lori realises, she doesn’t really fit 
in either. When some charity money goes missing and Max disappears, Lori seems to be the only 
person who doesn’t think Max has stolen it and run away. Even the police don’t want to investigate and 
suddenly Lori finds she has a real crime on her hands. 

3098 n HHHHH

ALEX SPARROW & THE ZUMBIE APOCALYPSE
KILLICK, JENNIFER
9781913102043     P     FIREFLY PRESS 
£6.99     Published 12/09/19
Age 9 to 12. The Zumbies are on the rampage - members of the Cherry Tree Lane zumba class are 
apparently dying and then mysteriously coming back to life! Alex, Jess and Dave have to put a stop to 
it before Alex’s mum and nan join the living Zumba dead or there’ll be no family Christmas. But why are 
the Zumbies curiously drawn to the Christmas lights? What does the Octopus sign mean? And who is 
the evil genius behind it all? 
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3099 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount  
PAGES & CO  
TILLY & THE LOST FAIRYTALES
JAMES, ANNA
9780008229900     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9+. A magical adventure to delight the imagination. After solving the mystery of Tilly’s mother’s 
disappearance, the bookwandering community is at risk. An extreme group of Librarians have taken 
over the British Underlibrary and they want to restrict bookwandering. Tilly and Oskar believe that The 
Archivists are the key to restoring balance - but nobody has seen them for thousands of years, and 
most people think they never really existed anyway. Is a journey to the French Underlibrary and a 
peculiar book of fairytales, the key to discovering their whereabouts? But wandering into fairytales is 
dangerous and unpredictable, and the characters aren’t as they seem... 

3100 n HHHH

FIRE STALLION
GREGG, STACY
9780008261429     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. An enchanting and empowering standalone story from the author of ‘The Princess and the 
Foal’. Twelve-year-old Hilly has landed her dream job, riding on the set of Brunhilda, an epic film based 
on the fearless warrior of Icelandic legend. Norse fire ritual tells that on mid-summer’s day, animals and 
humans can shape-shift and one night Hilly finds herself connected to the young warrior and her fire 
stallion. As the two girls’ lives intertwine, Hilly soon realises that they’ll both have to risk everything for 
the love of their horses... Inspired by real-life historical events, ‘The Fire Stallion’ is an epic tale... 

3101 n HHHHH

MR DOG & A HEDGE CALLED HOG
FOGLE, BEN
9780008306427     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Co-written with the bestselling children’s author Steve Cole, and illustrated throughout with 
beautiful black and white illustrations by Nikolas Ilic, this is the third title in the new young fiction series 
by TV broadcaster and intrepid explorer Ben Fogle, inspired by his real-life animal experiences... Mr 
Dog has travelled north for an island escapade. But when a local hedgehog problem seems set to 
threaten his new friend, Hog, he knows he’ll have to act quickly to save his prickly companion. You can 
always count on Mr Dog to help an animal in trouble... 

3102 n HHHHH

TOTO THE NINJA CAT/SUPERSTAR CATASTROPHE
O’LEARY, DERMOT
9781444952056     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Toto is no ordinary cat, and she can’t wait for you to join her on her third ninja adventure! 
Toto, the amazing ninja cat, is back and cooler than ever! Toto is almost blind, but that doesn’t stop 
her having brilliant adventures. Ideal for reading aloud or for children to curl up with and read alone, 
the story features brilliant black and white illustrations by Nick East. With gentle themes of friendship, 
inclusivity and winning in the face of adversity, this is a hilarious must-read for all animal-loving kids 
from one of the UK’s best-loved broadcasters. Toto is purrfect for fans of The Aristocats, The Secret Life 
of Pets and Atticus Claw Breaks the Law. 

3103 n HHHH

BIRTHDAY ADVENTURE
BLYTON, ENID
9781444944044     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Introducing The Famous Five to younger readers with this newly-created story for children 
aged 5 and up! Set in the world of Enid Blyton’s best-loved series, this early reader follows Julian, 
Dick, Anne, George and Timmy the dog on a special new adventure - illustrated in gorgeous full-colour 
throughout by Becka Moor. Expect all the usual excitement as the Five head off to a birthday party 
with a very special present. Little do they know, two thieves are on their trail and desperate to get their 
hands on it... The story is broken down into short chapters with vibrant, full-colour illustrations on every 
page. 

3104 n HHHHH

KNOCK THREE TIMES
COWELL, CRESSIDA
9781444941449     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Enter a land of wizards, warriors, mythical creatures and powerful magic in an exciting new 
fantasy adventure. ‘Do not be afraid, dear trees,’ implores Crusher the Giant as he strides through the 
forest ... while up above, the Witches sharpen their talons in readiness. The third electrifying book in 
The Wizards of Once series fizzes with magic and introduces us to a host of glorious new characters 
- bears and piskies and magical pins and needles to name but a few. Xar and Wish are heroes with 
a huge task ahead. Confronting the Nuckalavee is not for the faint hearted but with Magic and Iron 
together, surely they will prevail. 

3105 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
INDIGO WARRIORS
JAMES, CATHERINE
9781787114302     P 
HUBBLE & HATTIE 
£9.99     Published 26/09/19

Age 8 to 12. An exciting action romp, exploring environmental issues, homelessness, politics, animal 
welfare and ‘disability’ as six children battle to promote kindness and compassion over cruelty and 
greed, assisted by a hapless guardian angel. When they meet on a school bus, Polly, Angela, Peter, 
Noah, Josh and Jet decide to join forces and set out to help planet Earth and its inhabitants: human 
and non-human. Calling themselves the Indigo Warriors, they have meetings, argue a lot, often come to 
wrong conclusions, and find themselves in danger at the hands of a criminal gang... 

3106 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
UP DOWN INSIDE OUT
YOON, JOOHEE
9781592702800     H 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£14.99     Published 26/09/19

Age 6 to 10. ‘Up Down Inside Out’ is another innovative and surprising book from artist and bookmaker 
JooHee Yoon. This time, she takes up aphorisms and gives them wit and playfulness through visual 
explanation. With colour illustrations throughout and including die-cuts and gatefolds, this is a mentally 
stimulating book for all ages. 
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3107 n HHHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
LEGACY & THE QUEEN
BRYANT, KOBE
9781949520033     H 
INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£11.99     Published 19/09/19

Tennis means life and death for the residents of the magical kingdom of Nova, and for 12-year-old 
Legacy, it’s the only thing getting her through the long days taking care of the other kids at the 
orphanage. That’s all about to change when she hears about Silla’s tournament. Silla, the ruler of Nova, 
hosts an annual tournament for the less fortunate of her citizens to come and prove themselves and win 
entrance to the Academy, where they can train to compete at nationals. The prize is Silla’s favour and 
enough cash to keep open the orphanage, and Legacy has her heart set on both... 

3108 n HHHH

MOTHER TONGUE
FORDE, PATRICIA
9781912417278     P     LITTLE ISLAND PRESS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 10+. Letta moves out of Ark and into the rebel community, spending her days running a clandestine 
school for the children. There’s a new leader in Ark - and she’s even nastier than her predecessor - 
and the battle to save language, art and music is far from over. Letta wants to keep up the fight, but is 
caught by the enemy and soon discovers how her own family are embroiled with the enemy. 

3109 n HHHH

LITTLE PENGUIN RESCUE
DELAHAYE, RACHEL
9781788950787     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6 to 9. Fliss loves animals and will do anything to save them! Join her on her adventures to save 
wild animals in danger. In the middle of a snowball fight, aspiring vet Fliss is whisked away to the 
Antarctic! Surrounded by penguins, Fliss marvels at the sight of these beautiful animals huddling 
together to keep warm. Then a snowstorm blows in, separating a chick and its injured mother from 
the group. Fliss is determined to return her feathery friends to their colony, but the icy waters are full 
of dangerous creatures and Fliss isn’t used to the harsh environment. It’s going to take a lot of quick 
thinking, and waddling, to reunite them... 

3110 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPEEDY MONKEY
WILLIS, JEANNE
9781788951142     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 8. Deep in the rainforest all is peaceful, all is calm... Until Speedy Monkey comes along! 
Speedy can’t keep still - all day long he whoops and swoops, prances and dances. The other animals 
are tired of Speedy’s crazy capers and long for some peace and quiet. Then danger strikes and the 
animals have to act fast. But where is Speedy when they need him? An energetic story about being 
yourself from award-winning author Jeanne Willis. Illustrated by Chantelle and Burgen Thorne. 

3111 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNIMAGINARY FRIEND
BASS, GUY
9781788950305     P 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Ben can’t believe it when his imaginary friend the Gorblimey becomes unimaginary. The 
Gorblimey is loyal and kind... and real! But Skeleton Keys is far from convinced by the Gorblimey’s 
friendly ways. He’s got the twitch, which is (almost) never wrong, and it’s telling him to banish the 
Gorblimey to the endless void of Oblivion. But the Gorblimey is soon the least of Skeleton Keys’ 
worries, for it seems he’s not the only unimaginary in town. And the new arrival is definitely dangerous 
and out for revenge... Illustrated by Pete Williamson. 

3112 n HHHHH

HIDDEN CHARM
CHAPMAN, LINDA
9781788950770     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 10. Do you believe in magic? Ionie and her friends do! When they meet the Star Animals, a 
whole world of adventure unfolds. The Star Friends are enjoying the holidays, but it’s not all fun and 
games as they try to discover who summoned the Shades that caused chaos in Westcombe. During 
their investigations, they notice that the village is strangely quiet - even the popular cafe is empty! 
Could the two be connected? The girls need to pull together to solve this mystery before it spirals out 
of control! 

3113 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STAR
WEBB, HOLLY
9781788951166     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 6 to 8. Anna loves to stay over at her grandmother’s and listen to stories about her life in a Russian 
village. When she spots a tiny wooden tiger from her grandmother’s mantelpiece, little does she realize 
that it is the start of a magical adventure... Waking to find herself in a snowy Russian village, Anna 
hears the news that a tiger cub has been spotted in the nearby woods. The locals are terrified, but Anna 
knows this is why she must be here - the cub needs her help! Is she brave enough to set out in search 
of a tiger in the forest at night? 

3114 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MYSTERY AT RED MARSH LAKE
REED, NATHANEAL
9789814841856     P     MARSHALL CAVENDISH TRADE 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 9 to 14. Thirteen-year-old Caleb Weybourne is sent to spend the summer with his archaeologist 
father in the remote town of Chismo in northern Canada, where Professor Weybourne hopes to prove 
the existence of the Mahkneejosh, the legendary great lake monster of the native Ojibway people. In 
Chismo, Caleb befriends two Ojibway boys, Isaac and Eli, and a colourful old Ojibway man, Emmett. 
On a fishing trip to Red Marsh Lake, the boys encounter the violent and dangerous local fugitive, Kibo, 
and almost lose their lives. But Caleb believes he may have seen the mysterious water monster... 
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3115 n HHHHH

ICARUS WAS RIDICULOUS
BUTCHART, PAMELA
9781788001205     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Izzy loves all the stories the Ancient Greeks told! She can’t wait to tell her friends about Icarus, 
who was a total Numpty, and the Trojan Horse, which ended a war and wasn’t even real! So pull up a 
plinth and enjoy all the drama of the original Greek myths (now with even more sandals!), as told by 
Pamela Butchart and illustrated by Thomas Flintham, in collaboration with the British Museum. 

3116 n HHHHH

OWL CALLED STAR
PETERS, HELEN
9781788004787     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Jasmine and Tom are excited to find a little barn owl in the woods near Jasmine’s farm. But the 
owl is injured and starving. Will Jasmine and Tom be able to save him? And will Star every be strong 
enough to live in the wild again? With beautiful black and white illustrations by Ellie Snowdon. 

3117 n HHHHH

FIRE BAY ADVENTURE
HITCHCOCK, FLEUR
9781788001120     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Summer is sweet for cousins Lucille, Chloe, Aiden and Sol - staying with Grandma and 
Grandad means they can cycle and sail all around the coast without any grownups in the way. But out 
in their boat Chloe sees a terrified face at a window and they realise there’s something rotten about 
nearby Applestone Hall. Could the face belong to recently kidnapped young George, the only child 
of a rich local businessman? The cousins soon find that no one else will help them uncover the truth. 
Certain that the villains are on the loose in the countryside, they must use all their skills and cunning to 
conduct a daring rescue and capture some criminals. 

3118 n HHHHH

LONELY PONY
HARRISON, PAULA
9781788004725     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. Ruby Palace is no place for pets! But Princess Bea won’t let royal rules stop her from helping 
animals in need. Bea gets a big surprise when she discovers a beautiful pony alone on the beach. Bea 
is determined to find Sandy’s owner, if only the pony would stay put! Can Bea find Sandy’s home before 
the pony runs into trouble? 

3119 n HHHHH

RISE OF THE GHOSTFATHER
HUTCHISON, BARRY
9781788000512     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. In their third and final spooky adventure, Denzel and his friends face the biggest, baddest 
ghost of all: The Ghostfather. He’s making a comeback, and he needs Denzel’s help, whether he likes 
it or not... 

3120 n HHHHH

LOST KITTEN
DANIELS, LUCY
9781408359211     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. When Amelia and Sam find a lost white kitten in the wilderness, they can’t work out why 
her behaviour seems different to other cats. With the help of the vets at Animal Ark, they work out 
that the lost kitten is deaf and help track down her owners. Because she can’t hear, Tinkerbell is safer 
staying at home - but she really wants to explore outdoors. Can Amelia and Sam find a way to make the 
intrepid little kitten’s garden safe but fun to play in? Lucy Daniels’ bestselling series is relaunched for a 
new generation of animal lovers, with all new text and artwork but with the same appeal of the original 
series. 

3121 n HHHHH

LLAMA ON THE LOOSE
DANIELS, LUCY
9781408359235     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. When Amelia and Sam’s friend Caleb adopts a new llama, they hope she will become friends 
with the other two llamas at the petting farm. But the new llama’s arrival causes lots of problems as Llarry 
and Lliam are spitting mad about having to share their pasture with the newcomer! Can Amelia and Sam 
help sort out the llama drama? Lucy Daniels’ bestselling series is relaunched for a new generation of 
animal lovers, with all new text and artwork but with the same appeal of the original series. 

3122 n HHHHH

ELECTRO THE STORM BIRD
BLADE, ADAM
9781408357743     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Battle the Beasts and fight the Evil with Tom and Elenna in the bestselling adventure series 
for boys and girls aged 7 and up! A wicked curse has been put on Tom’s magical Golden Armour, 
turning its powers to Evil. Now he has fallen under its enchantment and is being controlled by his pirate 
enemy, Ria. Tom must battle a terrifying lightning bird - but he will need the help of his loyal companion 
Elenna more than ever... There are four thrilling adventures to collect in this series - don’t miss out! 

3123 n HHHHH

FLUGER THE SIGHTLESS SLITHERER
BLADE, ADAM
9781408357774     P     ORCHARD 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Battle the Beasts and fight the Evil with Tom and Elenna in the bestselling adventure series 
for boys and girls aged 7 and up! A wicked curse has been put on Tom’s magical Golden Armour, 
turning its powers to Evil. Now he has fallen under its enchantment and is being controlled by his 
pirate enemy, Ria. Tom must battle a terrifying water monster - but he will need the help of his loyal 
companion Elenna more than ever... There are four thrilling adventures to collect in this series - don’t 
miss out! 

3124 n HHHHH

IVY THE WORRY FAIRY
MEADOWS, DAISY
9781408355107     P     ORCHARD 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Join Rachel, Kirsty and Ivy as they help keep worries at bay! Ivy the Worry Fairy has a 
very important job - helping people manage their worries. Everyone gets worried from time to time, 
and it’s important to know how to deal with it. But when Jack Frost steals Ivy’s magical objects, her 
special power to help people is threatened! Can Rachel and Kirsty help get them back and help restore 
people’s inner calm everywhere? 

3125 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ISADORA MOON PUTS ON A 
SHOW
MUNCASTER, HARRIET
9780192768698     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. Isadora Moon is special because she’s different. Her mum is a fairy and her dad is a vampire 
and she’s a bit of both. It’s almost time for the vampire ball, and Isadora can’t wait! There’s just one 
problem: she’s got to compete in a talent show with the other vampire children. Isadora’s talents aren’t 
very vampire-y, what if the audience laugh at her? The show must go on, but will Isadora be brave enough 
to perform... ? With irresistible pink and black artwork throughout by author/illustrator Harriet Muncaster 
and a totally ideal choice for readers who want their magic and sparkle with a bit of bite! 
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3126 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KITTY & THE MOONLIGHT 
RESCUE
HARRISON, PAULA
9780192771650     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. Kitty is a hero-in-training with incredible feline powers. She dreams of being just like her 
superhero mum one day, but she’s still got a lot to learn. Join Kitty and her cat crew on the rooftops 
for a series of enchanting adventures by the light of the moon. Here, Kitty will discover that being a 
superhero is about more than using her special abilities - she must learn to be courageous too, scaling 
the city clock tower to rescue a very frightened kitten. 

3127 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KITTY & THE TIGER TREASURE
HARRISON, PAULA
9780192771667     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. Join Kitty and her cat crew on the rooftops for a series of enchanting adventures by the 
light of the moon. Here, Kitty will discover that being a superhero is about more than using her special 
abilities - she must learn to outwit cunning villains too. Who has stolen the precious Golden Tiger 
Statue? Can Kitty return it to the museum before sunrise? 

3128 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIGHT TERRORS
SPARKES, ALI
9780192749987     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. The fourth standalone adventure in the Night Speakers series - action adventures about 
contemporary children with extraordinary powers, told with award-winning author Ali Sparkes’s classic 
humour and energy. It’s not every day a couple of eagles pay you a visit in the middle of the night 
and tell you your friend, who happens to be hundreds of miles away, is in terrible danger. But what is 
shaking the birds’ world so much that it would drive them to fly hundreds of miles? Something huge and 
horrifying is happening, and Tima is in the middle of it. Can Matt and Elena get to her in time? 

3129 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LEGEND OF KEVIN
REEVE, PHILIP
9780192766090     P 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Creative collaborators and inspiring duo Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre bring you a stunning 
brand new series. Kevin the flying pony blows in on a magical storm and - DOOF! crashes into the balcony 
outside Max’s flat. As the storm waters rise and the town is besieged with creatures, Max and Kevin set 
about putting things right. With Max’s quick thinking and a constant supply of biscuits for Kevin, there’s 
nothing this heroic duo can’t achieve! PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN MAY 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

3130 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KEVINS GREAT ESCAPE
REEVE, PHILIP
9780192766113     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Kevin is a roly-poly flying pony. He has everything he needs - a constant supply of biscuits 
and his best friend, Max. Misty Twiglet is a famous pop star. She has everything she needs except for a 
perfectly quirky, one-of-a-kind pet. The roly-poly flying pony kind... When Kevin is kidnapped, Max and 
his sister Daisy come to Kevin’s rescue, and there’s no way they’re giving up on him without a fight. The 
second title in this adventure series from Philip Reeve and Sarah McIntyre. 

3131 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TIME OF GREEN MAGIC
MCKAY, HILARY
9781529019230     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9+. When Tom and Polly marry, blending their single parent families together, their children find 
it hard to relinquish their old lives. Max realizes his birth dad will never come home now, while Abi 
suddenly finds herself a middle child, expected to share far too much - especially with grubby little 
Louis. The family start over together, stretching their finances to the limit and renting an errie, ivy-
covered house, big enough for all of them. But when the children are alone there, strange things start to 
happen. Worried, Louis summons comfort from outdoors, and a startling guest arrives -  is it a cat, or an 
owl, or something else? 
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3132 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUARDIANS OF MAGIC
RIDDELL, CHRIS
9781447277972     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9 to 11. Chris Riddell weaves together a stunningly illustrated magical quest in which three ordinary 
children, with extraordinary gifts, come together to defeat the enemies who threaten the mysterious 
cloud horses. This is the first title in The Cloud Horse Chronicles series. The Kingdom of Thrynne is a 
place where fairy tales don’t behave, and magic can be found in unexpected places. But magic brings 
danger to Zam, Phoebe and Bathsheba, because it is forbidden. Now, the future of magic itself is under 
threat from powerful enemies: those who fear it and, worse, those who want to use it for their own ends. 
What can three ordinary children do to protect it? 

3133 n HHHH

BEATRIX THE BOLD & THE RIDDLETOWN DRAGON
MOCKLER, SIMON
9781848127678     P     PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Beatrix the Bold is a queen. A very bold queen. And she’s also only ten years old. But that’s 
never stopped her from doing anything before, and it’s not going to stop her now. She’s already averted 
her own kidnapping and fought off an Evil Army. Now she needs to find her long-lost parents, and 
fend off her villainous aunt Esmerelda. She just has to cross a vast kingdom to get there and save a 
bunch of children from deadly peril while confronting a terrifying dragon... Easy, right? But when you’re 
Beatrix the Bold and you’ve got Oi the Boy, Dog the Dog and Wilfred the Wise by your side, you can do 
anything... Illustrated by Cherie Zamazing. 

3134 n HHHH

HAUNTING OF PELIGAN CITY
GREEN, SOPHIE
9781848127630     P     PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Peligan City, late November. Three months have passed since Lil and Nedly - Potkin and 
Stubbs - solved their first case. And now, something new and unusual turns up: strange things are afoot 
at the doll hospital. But investigation turns up no more than an odd new owner. More important is the 
mysterious epidemic of deaths at the notorious Fellgate Prison. When the Klaxon breaks the news that 
City Hall is hushing up that ghosts are real and are terrorising the city, mass hysteria reigns in Peligan 
City. Will Lil and Nedly get to the bottom of the case before any more trouble happens - and will they be 
the first to the scoop? Illustrated by Karl Mountford. 

3135 n HHHH

SEVENTH SPINOSAURI
BURRIDGE, JAY JAY
9781786968159     P     PICCADILLY PRESS LTD 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Imagine a world where dinosaurs have survived... The fifth adventure in the thrilling global 
adventure series sees Bea, Carter and Theodore are getting closer to the truth about the shadowy 
Sauria Trading Company and the Viscount’s Villainy... After the revelations of the saur hatchery in the 
Mexican jungle and the amazing discovery of the lost city of the Saurmen, Bea and Carter Kingsley vow 
to return to the place the adventure began: the islands of Aru - Carter’s birthplace and the final resting 
place of the children’s parents. But the answers they seek are still elusive... 

3136 n HHHHH

WITCH 4
UMANSKY, KAYE
9781471175626     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. The fourth instalment of Elsie Pickles’ adventures from the much-loved author of the Pongwiffy series! 
Everyone is already under the spell of this funny series from Kaye Umansky... Another magic-filled adventure 
featuring Elsie Pickles and the grumpiest witch around, Magenta Sharp! Illustrated by Ashley King. 

3137 n HHHH

LOST WORLD
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN
9780141377599     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 11 to 14. The classic fantasy adventure of a lost prehistoric world. Journalist Ed Malone is looking 
for an adventure, and that’s exactly what he finds when he meets the eccentric Professor Challenger - 
an adventure that leads Malone and his three companions deep into the Amazon jungle, to a lost world 
where dinosaurs roam free. Includes end-note material for children. 

3138 n HHHH

PRINCE & THE PAUPER
TWAIN, MARK
9780241378496     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Tom Canty and Edward Tudor could have been identical twins. Their birthdays and their 
faces match, but there the likeness stops. For Edward is prince, heir to King Henry VIII of England, 
whilst Tom is a miserable pauper. But fate intervenes, and their identities become confused. Soon 
the prince is thrown out of the palace in rags, leaving ignorant Tom to play the part of a royal prince. 
Complete and unabridged, with end-notes for children. 

3139 n HHHH

THREE MUSKETEERS
DUMAS, ALEXANDRE
9780241378489     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9 to 11. A dynamic tale of action and adventure, this is one of the best-loved stories of all time. 
When young D’Artagnan comes to Paris to seek his fortune, he is challenged to a duel with not one, but 
three of the king’s Musketeers. But Athos, Porthos and Aramis become his trusted friends as he tries to 
prove himself worthy of becoming a fourth Musketeer. With additional end-notes for children. 

3140 n HHHH

WHAT KATY DID
COOLIDGE, SUSAN
9780241372326     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9 to 11. ‘What Katy Did’ by Susan Coolidge is a classic much loved by adults and children alike. 
Katy Carr intends to be beautiful and beloved and as sweet as an angel one day. For now, though, her 
hair is forever in a tangle, her dress is always torn and she doesn’t care at all for being called ‘good’. 
But then a terrible accident happens and Katy must find the courage to remember her daydreams and 
the delightful plans she once schemed; for when she is grown up she wants to do something grand... A 
wonderful family story, with an inspiring introduction from Cathy Cassidy. 

3141 n HHHHH

ROSA & THE MARCHING PUPPY
RIX, MEGAN
9780241369142     P     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 12. The brilliant new book from Megan Rix, telling the story of Rosa Parks from the perspective 
of a young girl and her faithful dog. Megan Rix is the hugely popular author of animal adventure books 
set in the modern day and key periods of history, including ‘Florence and the Mischievous Kitten’ 
(Florence Nightingale) and ‘Emmeline and the Plucky Pup’ (Emmeline Pankhurst). 

3142 n HHHHH

RETURN OF THE WARRIOR
BRADFORD, CHRIS
9780141374161     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9 to 14. The long-awaited and brand new adventure in the Young Samurai world, perfect for 
fans and new readers alike. This new instalment and standalone story charts series protagonist Jack 
Fletcher’s return to pre-civil war England. His quest: to find his missing sister, with the help of some 
familiar faces... 
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3143 n HHHH

MAX & MORITZ
BUSCH, WILHELM
9781782692539     P     PUSHKIN PRESS CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Max and Moritz is perhaps the defining classic of German children’s literature. In this darkly 
hilarious story, two young boys exercise their talent for ingenious mischief in a variety of dazzling tricks. 
Whether stealing a widow’s chickens through her chimney or filling their teacher’s pipe with gunpowder, 
Max and Moritz bring chaos and comedy wherever they go. Containing all of the original illustrations, 
this new translation by Mark Ledsom brings the original’s rhyming couplets to vibrant life and promises 
to delight a new generation of young readers. 

3144 n HHHHH

FROZEN SEA
TORDAY, PIERS
9781786540768     H     QUERCUS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. It is 1984 and forty years since Simon, Patricia and Evelyn and Larry first stepped through 
a magical library door into the enchanted world of Folio. When Patricia’s daughter, Jia, makes a 
mysterious discovery in an old bookshop, she begins a quest that will make her question everything 
she thought she knew. Summoned to Folio, she must rescue a missing prince, helped only by her pet 
hamster and a malfunctioning robot. Their mission to the Frozen Sea will bring them face-to-face with 
a danger both more deadly and more magnificent than they ever imagined. What Jia discovers will 
change not just who she thinks she is, but who we all think we are... 

3145 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAX EINSTEIN REBELS WITH 
A CAUSE
PATTERSON, JAMES
9781529119619     H 
RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9 to 11. Max Einstein’s typical day is not your average 12-year-old’s. She teaches classes at a New York 
college - Dodges kidnapping attempts with her best friends - Goes on secret missions for her billionaire boss 
- And has a mysterious connection to Albert Einstein. Just a day in the life of the Change Makers Institute’s 
top agent. A village outside Mumbai is having a water crisis that only a group of kid geniuses can fix - so Max 
and her friends travel to India. But it’s hard to save the world when you’re trying not to be kidnapped by a 
greedy corporation that profits when others suffer - and seems to know your every move. 

3146 n HHHHH

TWO GIRLS A CLOCK & A CROOKED HOUSE
POORE, MICHAEL
9780525644163     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 10/09/19
Age 8 to 12. Combine the thought-provoking time travel of ‘When You Reach Me’ with the humorous 
storytelling of Lemony Snicket, and you get a wholly original journey through time, space, and the 
depths of the human heart. This is a story of things that are not possible. It’s not possible for Amy to see 
spirits. (She does.) It’s not possible that Amy and Moo can communicate using only their minds. (They 
do.) It’s not possible to time-travel. (Yet.) And it’s definitely not possible that witches exist. (Seriously?) 
None of these things are possible. (Until now...) 

3147 n HHHHH

ROY OF THE ROVERS SCOUTED
PALMER, TOM
9781781086858     P     REBELLION 2000AD 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 8 to 12. The smash-hit phenomenon reboot returns for an all-new second season! The first season 
of Rebellion’s new iteration was a huge success, receiving critical acclaim and extensive nation-wide 
press coverage. The second season runs across three original graphic novels and three illustrated 
fiction titles! Written by bestselling children’s author Tom Palmer, ‘Roy of the Rovers: Scouted’ is a story 
bursting with all the action, excitement and passion of football! 

3148 n HHH

KINGDOM OF THE DEEP
HINKS, FRANK
9781909938250     H 
SALTWAY PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

The witch Griselda continues her wicked plan to eat the brothers - this time in the ocean depths. 
The ‘Kingdom of the Deep’ is No 13 in The Tales of Ramion series and is written to be enjoyed 
independently of previous stories. The witch Griselda changes the holiday plans of the boys and their 
parents, but on arriving at Morgan Castle discovers that her cousin Veronica will not allow her to eat the 
boys whilst they are staying in the castle. In disgust she magics the boys to the Kingdom of the Deep 
where (along with octopus, squid and mermen) she sets out to get them. 

3149 n HHH

BLIZZARD WIZARD
HINKS, FRANK
9781909938274     H 
SALTWAY PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Escaping from jail the Blizzard Wizard turns Ramion to ice. No 14 in the Tales of Ramion is written to 
be enjoyed independently of previous stories. When, with the unwitting help of foolish Cloud 9, the 
Princess of the Night frees the Blizzard Wizard from his prison cell, he turns the Garden, the Gardener 
and the whole of Ramion into ice. With the help of the rabbit Scrooey-Looey the boys set out to gather 
the four elements which will bind up the Blizzard Wizard and take him back to prison. 

3150 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROYAL RABBITS  
OF LONDON 4
MONTEFIORE, SANTA
9781471171505     H 
SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 7+. Life is an adventure. Anything in the world is possible - by will and by luck, with a moist carrot, 
a wet nose and a slice of mad courage! The Hobbit meets Fantastic Mr Fox meets Watership Down 
in this bestselling series from Santa Montefiore and Simon Sebag Montefiore, which proves even the 
smallest rabbit can be the biggest hero. Featuring illustrations throughout by award-winning illustrator 
Kate Hindley. 
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3151 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL WHO SPEAKS BEAR
ANDERSON, SOPHIE
9781474940672     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. ‘They call me Yanka the Bear. Not because of where I was found - only a few people know 
about that. They call me Yanka the Bear because I am so big and strong.’ Found abandoned in a bear 
cave as a baby, Yanka has always always wondered about where she is from. She tries to ignore the 
strange whispers and looks from the villagers, wishing she was as strong on the inside as she is on the 
outside. But, when she has to flee her house, looking for answers about who she really is, a journey far 
beyond one that she ever imagined begins: from icy rivers to smouldering mountains meeting an ever-
growing herd of extraordinary friends along the way. 

3152 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANISHA MISTRY
PATEL, SERENA
9781474959520     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Anisha Mistry is all set to be a bridesmaid at her Aunty Bindi’s wedding tomorrow... until she 
finds a note in her family’s letterbox. Bindi’s groom has been kidnapped and will only be released IF 
THE WEDDING IS CALLED OFF! With best friend Milo, a mischievous granny, a runaway lobster, a 
giant chauffeur, and some super sleuthing skills, it’s up to Anisha Mistry to find her uncle and save THE 
big Indian Wedding of the year. 

3153 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FORGOTTEN FAIRY TALES OF 
BRAVE AND BRILLIANT GIRLS
ILLUSTRATED STORY COLLECTIONS
9781474966429     H 
USBORNE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7+. ‘Forgotten Fairy Tales of Brave and Brilliant Girls.’ Here are eight forgotten fairy tales, with 
heroines who are not quiet and passive, but adventurous, intelligent and daring. Stories include a 
sleeping prince rescued by a princess, sisters who fight a goblin to rescue a bear, and a young girl 
who outwits a giant to save her family. A collection of feminist fairytales, forgotten over history, for the 
modern reader. 

3154 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BATTLE FOR PERFECT
DUGGAN, HELENA
9781474964371     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. Things have quietened down in the town that used to be Perfect. But stories reach Violet and 
Boy of five missing scientists. And then they discover something odd in the forest outside Town - a 
mirror maze hiding a huge castle. Creeping inside, they overhear a terrible plan - a zombie army is 
about march on Town. Can Violet and Boy save their friends? 

3155 n HHHHH

ROYAL REBEL STYLIST
AXELSSON, CARINA
9781474942423     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. Crown Princess Lily of Waldenburg is a secret fashion vlogger. But it’s hard to stay secret when 
her vlog is going viral! She’s been asked to style her own line of fashion accessories which she’s super 
excited about. How can she do it without the palace finding out? Being a princess and a secret vlogger 
is so not easy peasy! Packed full of girl power, glitter, fun, friendship and fashion, the third in this new 
series for girls from Carina Axelsson - former model and bestselling author of ‘Model Under Cover’. 

3156 n HHHH

TURNKEY OF HIGHGATE CEMETERY
RUSHBY, ALLISON
9781406374353     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. Flossie Birdwhistle is the Turnkey at London’s Highgate Cemetery. As Turnkey, Flossie must ensure 
all the souls in the cemetery stay at rest. This is a difficult job at the best of times for a twelve-year-old ghost, 
but it is World War II and each night enemy bombers hammer London. Even the dead are unsettled. When 
Flossie encounters the ghost of a German soldier carrying a mysterious object, she becomes suspicious. 
What is he up to? Before long, Flossie uncovers a sinister plot that could result in the destruction of not only 
her cemetery, but also her beloved country. Can Flossie stop him before it is too late? 

3157 n HHHH

TIMMY FAILURE SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
PASTIS, STEPHAN
9781406387216     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. Shenanigans abound when Timmy Failure finds himself on a road trip with none other than notorious 
criminal Molly Moskins. Travelling halfway across the country to help your mother’s boyfriend settle into his new 
job would be inconvenient for any detective, let alone the founder, president and CEO of Total Failure, Inc., the 
world’s greatest detective agency. So when Timmy receives some unexpected news, there’s only one thing for 
it - he must go on the run. After all, Timmy has a case to solve, and nothing can stand in his way. 

3158 n HHHH

TIMMY FAILURE BOOK/NOT SUPPOSED TO HAVE
PASTIS, STEPHAN
9781406387223     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. ‘Timmy Failure: The Book You’re Not Supposed to Have.’ The only thing you need to know 
about Timmy’s latest memoir is that it was never meant for publication. Timmy’s detective log was 
stolen, and if this book gets out, Timmy will be grounded for life. Or maybe even longer. Because 
while Timmy was meant to be focusing on schoolwork, he was continuing his detective work in a 
garden shed. You don’t need the details. Just know this: there’s a Merry, a Larry, a missing tooth and a 
disappearing friend. But don’t tell Timmy’s mother! 

3159 n HHHH

TIMMY FAILURE THE CAT STOLE MY PANTS
PASTIS, STEPHAN
9781406387230     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. Timmy is in Key West, Florida, ostensibly for the honeymoon of his mother and Doorman Dave 
- if they even got married, which Timmy doubts. Unfortunately for Timmy, crime doesn’t take a holiday. 
And because Total has fled to Cuba, Timmy must rely on a new partner for help: Doorman Dave’s 
nephew Emilio. Meanwhile, a surprise newcomer shows up in Timmy’s life and, as if things couldn’t get 
more hectic, Timmy’s pants have been stolen by a six-toed cat. 

3160 n HHHHH

DRAGONS BREAKFAST
FRENCH, VIVIAN
9781406379365     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Princess Persephone Stephanie Tiffany Jane (‘Pom’ for short) HATES being a princess. Her parents 
have no time for her - especially her dad, the King of Struggen, who’s busy plotting against the neighbouring 
kingdom of Thrum. So when a friendly young orphan named Billy appears at the palace, Pom decides to run off 
with him. She’s after adventure, and knows exactly where she’ll find it: Bullion Island, a tiny patch of land that 
stands exactly between Struggen and Thrum. Legend has it that there’s pirate treasure hiding in Bullion’s sea-
caves, guarded by a fearsome dragon - but nobody knows for sure, because no sailor has managed a return trip. 

3161 n HHHH

BEVERLY RIGHT HERE
DICAMILLO, KATE
9781406390704     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£10.99     Published 26/09/19
Age 10+. Beverly Tapinski has run away from home plenty of times, but that was when she was just a kid. By 
now, she figures, it’s not running away... it’s leaving. Determined to make it on her own, Beverly finds a job and 
a place to live and tries to forget about her dog, Buddy, now buried underneath the orange trees back home; 
her friend Raymie, whom she left without a word; and her mum, Rhonda, who has never cared about anyone 
but herself. Beverly doesn’t want to depend on anyone, and she definitely doesn’t want anyone to depend on 
her. But despite her best efforts, she can’t help forming connections with the people around... 
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3162 n HHHH

PUMPKIN POWER
CLEVELAND-PECK, P
9781472961198     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Cinderella wasn’t the only one the fairy godmother helped. You see, Cinderella had a 
friend called Perkin and he was given seven seeds that turned out to be rather magical... Bloomsbury 
Young Readers provide engaging, illustrated stories by brilliant authors, tailored to get children reading. 
Illustrated by Hannah Marks. 

3163 n HHHH

I AM NOT A FROG
PEARSON, MAGGIE
9781472959768     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Princess Imelda has come up with a great way to escape from the palace and see the 
world. However the king and queen are soon convinced that she’s been turned into a frog. Will Imelda 
ever be able to make it back home? Bloomsbury Young Readers provide engaging, illustrated stories by 
brilliant authors, tailored to get children reading. Illustrated by Natalia Moore. 

3164 n HHHH

FRIENDLY PIRATES
PIROTTA, SAVIOUR
9781472959805     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Pirates Adam, Amy and Ali want to go to the big city but their ship is at the bottom of the 
ocean. So they climb on board a ship sailing past their island and hide in a hamper that’s filled with 
tutus! They’re in for an adventure filled with sea monsters and ballet dancers - will they ever make it 
ashore? Bloomsbury Young Readers provide engaging, illustrated stories by brilliant authors, tailored to 
get children reading. Illustrated by Erica Salcedo. 

3165 n HHHH

GET A MOVE ON
BAILEY SMITH, BEN
9781472961228     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. It’s Monday morning and everyone’s rushing to get ready. But Maxine has still got a puppet 
show to put on and marmalade toast to eat. She really needs to get a move on! Bloomsbury Young 
Readers provide engaging, illustrated stories by brilliant authors, tailored to get children reading. 
Illustrated by Mette Engell. 

3166 n HHHH

HELLO BABY MO
SHEVAH, EMMA
9781472963468     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Adam isn’t too impressed when his parents bring home their new baby for the first time. Will 
he ever learn to get along with Baby Mo? Bloomsbury Young Readers provide engaging, illustrated 
stories by brilliant authors, tailored to get children reading. Illustrated by Katie Saunders. 

3167 n HHHH

KNIGHTS V DINOSAURS
BRADMAN, TONY
9781472963420     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Joe keeps waking up to an untidy bedroom, and Mum is getting cross. Could it have 
something to do with Roaring Rita the dinosaur and Sir Clanky the knight? Bloomsbury Young Readers 
provide engaging, illustrated stories by brilliant authors, tailored to get children reading. Illustrated by 
Yvonne Campedel. 

3168 n HHHH

MANJUS MAGIC WISHES
SOUNDAR, CHITRA
9781472959713     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Manju wants to get a present for her Mum’s birthday so when she and Cumin her cat find 
Grandma’s magic lamp, Manju is sure she can wish for something great. The trouble is, the genie has 
other ideas... Bloomsbury Young Readers provide engaging, illustrated stories by brilliant authors, 
tailored to get children reading. Illustrated by Veronica Montoya. 

3169 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLANATORIUM OF SCIENCE
WINSTON, ROBERT
9780241359488     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Age 10 to 14. Packed full of astounding close-up images, this is the ultimate guide to how the world works, 
explaining every aspect of science from gigantic galaxies to tiny cells and minuscule atoms. Watch as mixtures 
merge and matter changes state. Discover how some chemical changes can be reversed, yet others can’t, and 
why some reactions go with a bang! See bacteria at work in the world around us, and even inside the human 
digestive system. Understand the tricks that light plays and unlock the secrets of electricity to find out how it 
powers the bulbs in your home. The world of science is brought to life by stunning photographic explanations. 

3170 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TREES LEAVES FLOWERS & SEEDS
JOSE, SARAH
9780241339923     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 12. A unique and beautiful children’s guide to the extraordinary world of plants, from the smallest seeds 
to the tallest trees. We couldn’t live without plants. We need them for food, shelter, even the air we breathe, yet we 
know surprisingly little about them. Why do thistles bristle with spines? How do some plants trap and eat insects? 
Did you know there are trees more than 5,000 years old? This book explores the mysterious world of plants to 
find the answers to these and many more questions. Each type of plant - such as a flowering plant, a tree, a 
grass, or cactus - is examined close-up, with an example shown from all angles and even in cross-section. 

3171 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ICE
DK
9780241363393     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 14. Cool stories from a disappearing world. From the mighty mammoths and deserts of ice 
to early explorers and polar survival, come face to face with one of Earth’s greatest resources: ice. 
With captivating CGIs, illustrations, and photography, ‘Ice’ will take readers on an epic journey from 
the Ice Age to modern day, exploring how icy worlds are created, how creatures live in these harsh 
environments and the impact of climate change. Learn about early humans and how they survived 
in one of the most hostile environments on Earth, the tragic and treacherous journeys of early polar 
explorers, and how icy landscapes develop and change. 

3172 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY ENCYCLOPEDIA/MY VERY IMPORTANT WORLD
DK
9780241375570     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4 to 8. Our world is an amazing place. It’s full of rivers, mountains, animals, and too many other 
amazing places to count. But that’s not all. There’s also families, friends, music, technology, language, 
games, and all the other things that make life wonderful. This exciting children’s book is a celebration of 
our world and what it’s like to live in it. ‘My Very Important World’ allows readers to delight in discovering 
where the coldest place on Earth is, how many languages there are, why they sometimes feel scared, 
and much, much more. There’s a big wide world out there - so turn the pages to explore it. 

3173 n HHHH

MARVEL AMAZING POWERS
DK READER LEVEL 3
9780241409770     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. A level 3 Reader for children beginning to read alone, combining DK’s four-level reading 
scheme with the ever-popular Marvel comics and created in consultation with literacy experts. Whose 
suit is reinforced with the metal Vibranium? Who loves climbing up walls? Who has unlimited strength? 
Discover these answers and all the amazing powers of your favourite Marvel Super Heroes. Meet the 
Guardians of the Galaxy, Spider-Man, Thor, The Hulk, Black Widow, Captain America and many more! 
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3174 n HHHH

LOOK IM A MATHS WIZARD
DK
9780241315873     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. This playful preschool maths book will unleash your child’s curiosity as they play their 
way through 20 amazing maths projects, learning what fun maths can be. Each step-by-step activity 
is hands-on and practical to encourage budding mathematicians to use their senses as they explore 
essential early years maths topics. They will discover the magic of numbers with number bugs, 
investigate addition by creating a hungry adding robot, learn about subtraction by playing skittles, craft 
3D shape aliens, and even make a repeating pattern fruit wand. These brilliantly hands-on activities 
support Early Years and Key Stage One maths curriculums. 

3175 n HHHHH

HORRID HENRYS NIGHTMARE
SIMON, FRANCESCA
9781510106260     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Number One for Fiendish Fun! This full-colour Early Reader brings the utterly horrid and 
totally brilliant Horrid Henry series to a new generation of readers! Henry absolutely, positively HATES 
hiking...so when his parents force him on a family hike, he’ll do whatever it takes to make it miserable 
for everyone else too... A hilarious and horrid Early Reader from bestselling author Francesca Simon, 
and illustrator Tony Ross. 

3176 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY OXFORD READING TREE DICTIONARY
HUNT, RODERICK
9780192769640     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS REFERENCE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. This easy-to-use fun dictionary includes lots of unfamiliar words and phrases from the Oxford Reading 
Tree (ORT) stories ORT Biff Chip and Kipper Core Stories; ORT Biff Chip and Kipper Decode and Develop; 
ORT Explore with Biff, Chip and Kipper fiction, with lively illustrations by Alex Brychta to help understanding. 
Using a traditional first dictionary look and feel, it helps children to build reference skills such as looking up 
words in alphabetical order. The layout is really child-friendly and words are defined in a simple and clear way 
with examples to support the definitions. It includes phrases and onomatopoeic words in a bonus end section. 

3177 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OXFORD PRIMARY ILLUSTRATED MATHS DICTIONARY
CHILDRENS DICTIONARIES
9780192772473     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS REFERENCE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8 to 11. A new edition of this favourite illustrated alphabetical dictionary of key maths terms and 
concepts from the curriculum. An essential dictionary for children to use both at home and at school, with 
around 1000 words and meanings and a thematic supplement on focus areas. The layout is fresh and child-
friendly. The words are explained in a simple and clear way and there are examples and diagrams, graphs, 
illustrations and photographs to help children understand the concepts. It includes words from the National 
Curriculum such as congruent and composite shapes, gradient, discrete object and order of operations. 

3178 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OXFORD PRIMARY ILLUSTRATED SCIENCE DICTIONARY
CHILDRENS DICTIONARIES
9780192772466     P     OXFORD CHILDRENS REFERENCE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8 to 11. An easy-to-use illustrated dictionary that includes over 1000 words and meanings to help 
young learners understand key science terms and concepts at school and at home. The layout is 
fresh and child-friendly. The words are explained in a simple and clear way and there are examples, 
diagrams, illustrations and photographs to help children understand the concepts. It includes words 
from the National Curriculum such as nature reserve, suspension, variable and voltage. More detail has 
been added to existing words such as different types of teeth or bones. 

3179 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHEELS
TURNER, TRACEY
9780753444900     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 6 to 9. A visually stunning book about all kinds of wheels - not just transport ones! This book takes 
the reader on a fact-packed journey through the subject of wheels, from bicycles to driverless cars, via 
wheeled toys, Ferris wheels, potters’ wheels and chariots along the way. Information is presented by 
Fatti Burke’s stylish illustrations combined with creatively presented text, including speech bubbles. 

3180 n HHHH

WOW BUGS
BEDOYERE, C DE LA
9780753444795     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 5+. How many legs does an insect have? What’s the difference between an arachnid and an 
arthropod? Why do monarch caterpillars only eat milkweed plants? Find out the answers to these 
questions and lots more in this book featuring slimy, scary, stinky and strange creepy-crawlies on land 
and in water. Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts about 
popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful illustrations with fun and interactive 
artwork clues that lead readers through the book and stimulate discussion. Illustrated by Ste Johnson. 

3181 n HHHH

WOW OCEANS
BEDOYERE, C DE LA
9780753444801     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 5+. Where do loggerhead turtles lay their eggs? Which is the biggest animal in the ocean? How 
many kinds of shark can you name? Learn more surprising facts about the world’s oceans in this lively 
and fascinating book. Wow! is a fantastic series not only filled with the best and most amazing facts 
about popular science topics, but each book also includes beautiful illustrations with fun and interactive 
artwork clues that lead readers through the book and stimulate discussion. Illustrated by Ste Johnson. 

3182 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VOLCANOES & EARTHQUAKES
OXLADE, CHRIS
9780711244603     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£8.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Get hands-on and learn about the amazing natural world. Explore, create and investigate 
with Ava and George - the Geo Detectives! Use your detective skills to find out about volcanoes, 
earthquakes and other astounding natural events. Learn about exciting geography topics, then 
investigate further with fun activities and projects to do at home and outside. 

3183 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WATER CYCLE
OXLADE, CHRIS
9780711244634     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£8.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Explore, create and investigate with Ava and George - the Geo Detectives! Use your 
detective skills to find out about the amazing water cycle. Learn about exciting geography topics, 
then investigate further with fun activities and projects to do at home and outside. Where does rain 
come from? What happens during the water cycle? How can we predict the weather? Discover what 
incredible things happen in nature and use your own skills to find out why! 

3184 n HHHHH

DRESSING UP
MUGFORD, SIMON
9780711244269     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£5.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4+. A series of fiction and non-fiction books introducing key social, emotional and academic skills 
to help prepare children for Reception and support their journey through Early Years, KS1 and beyond. 
The books in this series will cover topics that children of today can relate to, encouraging an interest in 
the world around the child and supporting familiarisation of specific subjects. 

3185 n HHHHH

EAT ME DRINK ME
WOOLLEY, KATIE
9780711244221     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£5.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4+. A series of fiction and non-fiction books introducing key social, emotional and academic skills 
to help prepare children for Reception and support their journey through Early Years, KS1 and beyond. 
The books in this series will cover topics that children of today can relate to, encouraging an interest in 
the world around the child and supporting familiarisation of specific subjects. 
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3186 n HHHHH

FOREST FUN
CLARKE, ZOE
9780711244184     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£5.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4+. A series of fiction and non-fiction books introducing key social, emotional and academic skills 
to help prepare children for Reception and support their journey through Early Years, KS1 and beyond. 
The books in this series will cover topics that children of today can relate to, encouraging an interest in 
the world around the child and supporting familiarisation of specific subjects. 

3187 n HHHHH

THIS LITTLE BIRD
MORTON, SASHA
9780711244122     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£5.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4+. A series of fiction and non-fiction books introducing key social, emotional and academic skills 
to help prepare children for Reception and support their journey through Early Years, KS1 and beyond. 
The books in this series will cover topics that children of today can relate to, encouraging an interest in 
the world around the child and supporting familiarisation of specific subjects. 

3188 n HHHHH

ARMADILLO ON A PILLOW
PUNTER, RUSSELL
9781474959476     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Sleepy Armadillo receives a late night visit from a fairy. But he soon gets carried away with 
the wishes she grants... A fun rhyming story, specially written to develop phonemic awareness, with 
wonderful illustrations by David Semple. This book is ideal both for reading aloud and for children who 
are beginning to read for themselves. It helps young children learn to recognise the basic sounds that 
make up the English language - vital for learning to read. 

3189 n HHHHH

DRACULA
SEBAG-MONTEFIORE, M
9781474959971     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. Jonathan Harker narrowly escapes with his life from the Transylvanian castle of evil vampire 
Count Dracula. But his nightmare is far from over. Back in England, Jonathan and his friends soon find 
themselves battling against the vilest vampire in the world. A lively retelling of the classic horror novel 
by Bram Stoker, made accessible for young readers. Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, Young 
Reading Series 4, perfect for readers growing in confidence and independence. 

3190 n HHHHH

TRUE STORIES OF GHOSTS
ALLAN, TONY
9781474959933     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8+. From a troubled spirit in Georgian England to a vengeful spirit in 19th century Jamaica, to 
a haunted World War II U-Boat, this spine-chilling book tells the stories of documented hauntings, 
describing the events as they were reported at the time. Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, 
Young Reading Series 4, perfect for readers growing in confidence and independence. 

CHILDREN’S PICTURE P/B

3191 n HHHH

MARY & FRANKENSTEIN
BAILEY, LINDA
9781783447633     P     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 14. It began with a girl named Mary. She liked to daydream and imagine. And she grew up to 
write ‘Frankenstein’. This is the inspirational true story of the great writer Mary Shelley, brought to life 
for children in this stunning picture book by multi-award winning author Linda Bailey and with beautiful, 
dark, rich illustrations from Julia Sarda. 

3192 n HHHHH

ARTY & THE ROBOT
BEE, WILLIAM
9781843654353     P     PAVILION 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Your favourite artist frog is back with a new adventure. Arty is an artist. He is also the greatest artist in 
the world. But even the greatest artists in the world have to do their chores... Arty is enjoying a shopping 
trip, trying not to think of all the things he has to do at home, when he sees a robot in a window. What 
does this robot do? It speaks fourteen different languages! Boring! It can count backwards from one 
thousand! Yawwwwn! It can beat any Grand Master at chess! Who cares? It can use a vacuum cleaner! 
Brilliant!! Arty sets to work getting the robot to dust and tidy, to polish and scrub... 

3193 n HHHH

PARROT TICO TANGO
WITTE, ANNA
9781782854227     P     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 01/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Watch out for Tico Tango! He wants all of the fruit in the forest for himself, even though it 
belongs to other animals. Will anything make this fruit-snatching parrot learn his lesson? Find out in this 
musical story that teaches kids about colours, animals, and being grateful what they have. 

3194 n HHHH

PRINCESS & THE WHITE BEAR KING
BATT, TANYA ROBYN
9781782854241     P     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 01/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Ride along with the beautiful princess and the majestic white bear on a voyage in the snowy 
north. When the young princess inadvertently betrays the mysterious white bear, she must prove her 
loyalty and strength through a series of trying tasks, in order to regain her lost chance at happiness. 
Illustrated by Nicoletta Ceccoli. 

3195 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MYSTERY OF THE MISSING CAKE
BOLDT, CLAUDIA
9781849766500     P     BARRINGTON STOKE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4+. Harold is unlike any other fox. He hates the thought of eating chicken, for one thing, and he 
wants to be a detective when he grows up. When he is invited to a fancy dress birthday party, he and 
his friends must come up with some fantastic outfits. The party is going really well but when the birthday 
boy’s cake is stolen during a game in the dark, everyone’s a prime suspect in the mystery. Can Harold 
piece the clues together to solve it and save the party? Find out in this fantastic new adventure starring 
everyone’s favourite fox detective, the irrepressible Harold. A funny story which encourages honesty 
and sharing, set to become a family favourite. 

3196 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MIDNIGHT NINJA
LLOYD, SAM
9781408884836     P 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

Meet this little boy and his pussycat called Ginger. He’s got a bedtime secret. He’s the mighty 
MIDNIGHT NINJA! Everyone is tucked up in bed, except for Midnight Ninja and his sidekick Ginger. The 
ninja emergency bell has rung and they’re off on a secret mission. There’s no time for these heroes to 
sleep until they’ve solved the mystery of the missing socks. Even reluctant sleepers will enjoy bedtime 
with this action-packed adventure showing that heroes need their sleep too. Bedtime reading fun from 
the bestselling author/illustrator of ‘Calm Down, Boris’, ‘Mr Pusskins’ and ‘First Day at Bug School’. 
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3197 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOLDEN ACORN
HUDSON, KATY
9781474778060     P 
CURIOUS FOX 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 5. Whoosh! Squirrel takes off at full speed through the autumn leaves. But slams on the 
breaks, because this year The Golden Nut Hunt race is a team event. Squirrel reluctantly enlists his 
friends and is not impressed. Will Squirrel’s competitive spirit take over or will he learn how to be a team 
player? Best-selling author Katy Hudson (‘Too Many Carrots’ and ‘A Loud Winter’s Nap’) proves that 
winning isn’t everything in this energetic picture book about friendship, teamwork and forgiveness - and 
that those are the things to go nuts about! Illustrated by the author. 

3198 n HHHHH

MR MEN ADVENTURES WITH MONSTERS
HARGREAVES, ADAM
9781405294515     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 5. Little Miss Scary and her friends become stranded near a haunted house and encounter 
some spooky monsters including a mummy, a vampire and a werewolf! But when Mr Jelly accidentally 
chooses Big Foot’s boot as his hiding place from the monsters, he learns that not all monsters are 
as scary as they seem. The Mr Men and Little Miss Adventures take Roger Hargreaves’ beloved 
characters on amazing trips to other worlds and different times where they have all kinds of funny and 
exciting escapades. The books are a new larger format, so that you can enjoy their inimitable stories in 
even greater scale. 

3199 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY HAIR
LEE, HANNAH
9780571346875     P 
FABER CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 1 to 5. One girl’s search for the best party hair - as demonstrated by her family and friends. ‘My 
birthday’s coming up so soon, I’ll need new clothes to wear. But most of all, I need to know, How shall 
I style my hair?’... This is a glorious debut from an exciting new partnership, Hannah Lee and Allen 
Fatimaharan - who both emerged from the FAB Prize for undiscovered BAME writers and illustrators. 

3200 n HHHHH

HOW BIG IS OUR BABY
PRASADAM-HALLS,S S
9781526360403     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
A 9-month guide for soon-to-be siblings. When a new baby is on the way, siblings-to-be have lots of 
feelings and plenty of questions. This friendly and reassuring guide explains each step of the pregnancy 
journey and helps little ones feel involved and excited. With a month-by-month approach, the young 
readers can find out about how Baby is developing, from when the heart might first beat to when they’ll 
be able to feel it kick. The book also includes information about how life might change once Baby 
arrives, and how exciting it will be to have a new baby brother or sister. Illustrated by Britta Teckentrup. 

3201 n HHHHH

MRS BLACKHAT
INKPEN, MICK
9781444940107     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. Mrs Blackhat the witch likes everything to be black. So what will she do with a GINGER cat? 
Black broom, black boots, black wand, black chair, black crow, black toad, black bat... GINGER cat?! 
What on Earth can Mrs Blackhat do to fix this problem? Find out in this hilarious rhyming story by Mick 
and Chloe Inkpen, creators of the bestselling ‘I Will Love You Anyway’. 

3202 n HHHHH

WILL YOU HELP ME FALL ASLEEP
KANG, ANNA
9781444926460     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Help your child learn how to drift off happily on their own with this calming bedtime story. Monty the 
frog just can’t get to sleep. He’s tried everything. Counting sheep doesn’t work, his book is far too 
scary... and the more he thinks about sleep, the more worried he becomes! But, as Monty discovers, 
sometimes the best thing to do is to simply take a deep breath and think happy thoughts. Children can 
often struggle to fall asleep independently. This warm and funny picture book is perfect for dealing with 
bedtime anxiety, giving children the tools they need to fall asleep all on their own! 

3203 n HHHH

ALICES WONDERLAND TEA PARTY
BISHOP, POPPY
9781848699540     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. Alice wants her tea party to be perfect. Not silly like the Mad Hatter’s. No growing or 
shrinking, or - WAIT a MINUTE! Where has the Cheshire Cat gone? And why is everyone upside down? 
A lift-the-flap and peep-hole adventure! 

3204 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACE TRAIN
POWELL-TUCK, MAUDIE
9781848699465     P 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 6. Jakob has found the long-lost Space Train! But it’s old, battered and broken. With the help 
of Granny and Derek the robot chicken, can Jakob fix the train? A stunning intergalactic adventure, 
packed with out-of-this world illustrations from the talented Karl James Mountford. 

3205 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WE ARE TOGETHER
TECKENTRUP, BRITTA
9781848578562     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. ‘On our own, we’re special, and we can chase our dream. But when we join up, hand in 
hand, together, we’re a team.’ Celebrate the power of love and friendship in this beautiful book by 
award-winning illustrator and author Britta Teckentrup. With vibrant artwork and peek-through pages, 
this is a picture book to treasure. 
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3206 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VERY HUNGRY WORRY 
MONSTERS
GREENING, ROSIE
9781789470130     P 
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 3+. Have you heard of the worry monsters? They eat your worries and make them disappear! 
Children will love this funny story featuring the friendly worry monsters, designed to help children talk 
about their fears. Lara Ede’s bright, friendly illustrations will engage them as they read. 

3207 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IT’S MY SAUSAGE
WILLMORE, ALEX
9781848864290     P 
MAVERICK 
£7.99     Published 28/09/19

‘There are five of us but just one sausage.’ There’s a sausage left on a plate and there are five cats that 
want it! The biggest cat thinks that it his because he saw it first. The other cats try lots of different ways 
of getting the sausage but are foiled each time. Finally they team up but the sausage slips from their 
grasp and it is eaten ...by a dog. A soft message about greed and the dangers of not sharing. 

3208 n HHHHH

RABBIT THE DARK & THE BISCUIT TIN
O’BYRNE, NICOLA
9781788005395     P     NOSY CROW LTD 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Rabbit doesn’t want to go to bed, so he decides to kidnap The Dark and trap it in a biscuit tin 
so he can stay up all night long. But The Dark reminds Rabbit of all the good things he does. What 
about all the nocturnal animals, he asks ... and surely you can’t have a yummy breakfast of toast and 
honey and fresh orange juice unless you’ve been to bed? But the BEST thing about The Dark, of 
course, is reading a really a good bedtime story... 

3209 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT WILL YOU DREAM OF 
TONIGHT
STICKLEY, FRANCES
9781788005456     P 
NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3+. What will you dream of tonight? Will it be a midnight balloon ride, sailing on the tail of a 
whale or swinging through the leaves on a jungle trapeze? This dreamy tale, sumptuously illustrated 
by Anuska Allepuz, travels through deserts and waterfalls to shipwrecks and dragon-filled skies as a 
parent wonders where their child’s dreams will take them as they drift off to sleep... 

3210 n HHHHH

WAY HOME FOR WOLF
BRIGHT, RACHEL
9781408349212     P 
ORCHARD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 1 to 5. A lyrical, feel-good tale of friendship set in the snowy Arctic from the creators of the 
bestselling, multi-award-winning ‘The Lion Inside’ and ‘The Koala Who Could’, author Rachel Bright and 
illustrator Jim Field. Wilf is as strong and independent as a wolf cub can be. He doesn’t need help from 
his friends and family - whatever it is, he can do it ALL BY HIMSELF. But when Wilf finds himself lost 
and alone in the snow and chill of an Arctic night, he discovers something important - sometimes we all 
need the help of a friend to keep us safe and show us the way. 

3211 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BINKY’S TIME TO FLY
COLLINS, SHARMILA
9781910959688     P 
OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 12/09/19

A heartening story of how coming together and working as a team can produce wonderful results. When 
Binky turns from caterpillar to butterfly, it’s a disaster! His wings won’t work and poor Binky can’t fly. 
Luckily, the spiders, silkworms and bees come to his aid. Together they work out how to give Binky a 
pair of bright, strong wings. Illustrated by Carolina Rabei. 

3212 n HHHH

HOW THE BORKS BECAME
EMMETT, JONATHAN
9781910959664     P     OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 12/09/19
Age 5+. Borks live on a planet quite like our own Earth. They have shaggy yellow fur and long thin 
necks. But once they had short blue fur and almost no necks at all. How could this happen? Well, it 
didn’t come about all at once... Jonathan Emmett tells a delightful story in verse about the Borks and all 
the things that happened to make them gradually look quite different, while still remaining Borks. And by 
the end of the story, the reader will have a very good notion of how Evolution by natural selection works. 

3213 n HHHH

EMPEROR OF ABSURDIA
RIDDELL, CHRIS
9781529017533     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Welcome to Absurdia: a strange and wonderful land where nothing is quite what it seems. 
Trees are birds, umbrellas are trees, and the sky is thick with snoring fish. Join one small boy as he 
tumbles out of bed into a crazy dreamland of wardrobe monsters, dragons and amazing adventures! 
‘The Emperor of Absurdia’ is a brilliantly imaginative and original story from the bestselling picture 
book creator, Chris Riddell. With a story to enchant even the youngest reader and wonderfully rich and 
detailed illustrations, it will delight parents and children alike. 
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3214 n HHHH

ERNEST 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION
RAYNER, CATHERINE
9781529021172     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. Celebrating ten years of this much-loved story, ‘Ernest: 10th Anniversary Edition’ is a 
wonderfully imaginative book about a moose with a big problem from the award-winning Catherine 
Rayner. Ernest is a rather large moose with a rather large problem. He is so big he can’t fit inside his 
book! What is a moose to do? Luckily Ernest is also a very determined moose, and he and his little 
chipmunk friend aren’t going to give up easily. Will they find a way for Ernest to fit in? 

3215 n HHHH

WENDEL & THE ROBOTS
RIDDELL, CHRIS
9781529017540     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Wendel is a very clever mouse - but not a very tidy one. If his inventions go wrong, Wendel 
just throws them away and starts again. So when Clunk, his robot assistant, fills the sock drawer with 
cups and saucers and makes tea in a Wellington boot, Wendel throws him on the scrapheap and 
makes himself a new assistant: the Wendelbot. But he gets more than he bargained for, and soon 
Wendel finds himself on the scrapheap. Can he win back his workshop from the mighty Wendelbot? Let 
the robot battle commence! 

3216 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DRACULA SPECTACULAR
ROWLAND, LUCY
9781509845989     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 3+. A heart-warming tale full of spooks and sparkles. Illustrated by Ben Mantle, with wit and charm, 
and written in fun rhyming text, this picture book is perfect for reading aloud. Being a vampire is hard 
when you love all things brightly coloured, covered in glitter and being friendly instead of frightening, so 
what will Dracula Boy do when his parents suggest he should be ‘more vampire’? ‘Dracula Spectacular’ 
celebrates the joy of being kind, brave, and most importantly, being proud to be different. 

3217 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONCE UPON A WILD WOOD
RIDDELL, CHRIS
9781509817078     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 7. A visual feast on every page, illustrated with warmth and humour and full of witty details 
to discover - this is Chris Riddell at his picture book best! Little Green Raincape is on her way to 
Rapunzel’s party, deep in the wild woods. The way is long and dark, but Green is a smart girl. Smart 
enough to turn down apples offered by kindly old ladies, smart enough to turn down travel advice from 
helpful wolves, and above all, smart enough to solve a wealth of classic fairy tale problems - not least 
mend a lovelorn beast’s broken heart. 

3218 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRUFFALOS CHILD 15TH 
ANNIVERSARY EDITION
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509894475     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 3 to 7. This special 15th anniversary edition of ‘The Gruffalo’s Child’ is a must-have for all Julia 
Donaldson and Axel Scheffler fans. The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo should ever set foot in the 
deep dark wood. But one wild and windy night the Gruffalo’s child disobeys her father’s warnings 
and ventures out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn’t really exist... does he? This 15th 
Anniversary Edition features a wrap-around snowy wood play scene and press-out characters for an 
interactive reading experience, plus additional book content. 

3219 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BE MORE BERNARD
PHILIP, SIMON
9781471164620     P 
SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 2+. Bernard has decided that he’s not going to be like all the other bunnies any more. He’s not 
going to hop when everyone else hops, or bounce when they bounce. And while others might dream 
of carrots, Bernard’s dreams are altogether more... disco! He starts small, but when he finally gets to 
groove with grace and jive with joy at Bertie and Brenda’s Bunny Ball, Bernard shows the world that 
being yourself is the very best thing a bunny can be. Illustrated by Kate Hindley. 

3220 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
TERRIBLY FRIENDLY FOX
LLOYD, SUSANNAH
9781471165610     P 
SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 3+. When Gerald the fox turns up at the Annual Woodland Creatures’ Ball, a few of the guests 
are a little concerned. After all, they’ve heard some rather alarming rumours about foxes and their 
appetites. But they needn’t have worried - Gerald is a vegetarian fox, and the life and soul of the party! 
In fact, he’s terribly friendly... A darkly funny story, with artwork from the creator of ‘Great Bunny Bakes’, 
Ellie Snowdon. 
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3221 n HHHH

MOOMIN & THE GOLDEN LEAF
JANSSON, TOVE
9780241376201     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 5. Join Moomintroll and his friends for a wonderful autumnal adventure in this stunning picture 
book based on the original stories by Tove Jansson. Tonight everyone in Moominvalley will be going to 
the Autumn Ball and Moomintroll and Sniff are busy helping with preparations. But when they discover 
an extraordinary golden leaf on the forest floor, will they be able to find a tree full of golden leaves and 
give each of the valley folk a gift they’ll always treasure? 

3222 n HHHHH

BANDIT QUEEN
O’HARA, NATALIA
9780241379035     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 5 to 7. The touching and funny tale of the baddest bandit around: a baby who is worshipped by a 
gang of ne’er-do-wells. But what happens when Bandit Queens grow up? ‘O Bandit Queen!’ the bandits 
cried. ‘Little horror! Poison weed! We’ll give you everything a queen could ever need...’ The bandits give 
their queen treasure, tigers, mischief and mayhem. But sometimes a little girl needs something more... 
A book about finding family in unexpected places, from the creators of ‘Hortense and the Shadow’, 
sisters author Natalia and illustrator Lauren O’Hara. 

3223 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IT STARTS WITH A SEED
KNOWLES, LAURA
9780711244078     P 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£8.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 6 to 9. Taking a journey through the seasons and years, we follow the seed as it transforms from 
a seedling to a sapling, then a young tree, until it becomes a large tree with its branches and roots 
filling the page. As the tree grows, it is joined by well-loved woodland creatures - squirrels and rabbits, 
butterflies and owls - who make it their home. Beautiful and evocative, ‘It Starts with a Seed’ is a factual 
story that will touch children with its simple but enchanting message of life and growth. Illustrated by 
Jennie Webber. 

3224 n HHHHH

KEEP TRYING ALADDIN
NICHOLSON, SUE
9780711244696     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 5 to 7. A Story About Determination. Part of an exciting new series that brings fairytales into the 
modern day, with each story focusing on a different fairytale character, a different strength or core virtue 
and a challenge to overcome, often with the help of their friends. In this story, learn about determination 
with Aladdin and his friends. Illustrated by Laura Brenlla. 

3225 n HHHHH

SCARED LITTLE RIDING HOOD
NICHOLSON, SUE
9780711244726     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 5 to 7. A Story About Bravery. Part of an exciting new series that brings fairytales into the modern 
day, with each story focusing on a different fairytale character, a different strength or core virtue and a 
challenge to overcome, often with the help of their friends. In this story, learn about bravery with Little 
Red Riding Hood and her friends. Illustrated by Laura Brenlla. 

3226 n HHHH

STANLEYS TRAIN
BEE, WILLIAM
9781780080567     P     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 5. Stanley is taking Little Woo, Sophie and Benjamin somewhere special for the day. He 
prepares the train early in the morning and then, with a chuff, chuff, chuffety-chuff they’re off! Little Woo 
has a beach ball, Benjamin has a toy boat and Sophie has a rubber ring. Where could they be going? 
Join Stanley and friends for another busy adventure in this colourful new story from William Bee. 

3227 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FREE
USHER, SAM
9781787415164     P 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

The first in a new quartet of enchanting picture books where a boy and his beloved grandad discover 
the wonder of the natural world. Boy and Grandad take care of a little bird. When it gets better, Grandad 
puts it outside, but it keeps hopping back into the house, following Boy wherever he goes. Boy wonders 
what kind of bird it is. An eagle? An ostrich? A bird of paradise, perhaps? He wants to keep it, but 
Grandad says it must return to its natural habitat in the wild where it can spread its wings and be free. 
And so begins an exhilarating journey into the mountains. 

3228 n HHHH

PINOCCHIO
BLANCO, MIGY
9781787415027     P     TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 5 to 7. The You Can Tell a Fairy Tale series turns young readers into the storytellers. In ‘Pinocchio’, 
they can help the mischievous hero on his journey to becoming a real boy. Where does he go when he 
skips school? What animal will he turn into, and just what does he say to make his nose grow so long? 
Illustrated by picture-book rising star Migy Blanco, You Can Tell a Fairy Tale: Pinocchio is an interactive 
retelling of the classic tale. 

3229 n HHHHH

GIRAFFE PROBLEMS
JOHN, JORY
9781406385632     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. From Jory John, and Lane Smith the winner of the 2017 Kate Greenaway Medal, comes a 
laugh-out-loud companion to the acclaimed ‘Penguin Problems’. Edward the giraffe can’t understand 
why his neck is as long and bendy and ridiculous as it is. No other animal has a neck this absurd. He’s 
tried disguising it, dressing it up, strategically hiding it behind bushes ... anything he can think of. But 
just when he’s exhausted his neck-hiding options, a turtle ambles in and tries to help him understand 
that his neck has a purpose ...and looks excellent in a bow tie! 

3230 n HHHHH

SO MUCH
COOKE, TRISH
9781406390728     P     WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. A special 25th anniversary edition of a modern classic, this is a tender, exuberant celebration 
of modern family life. Mum and baby are home alone when - DING DONG! - Auntie and then Uncle 
and Nannie and Gran-Gran and the cousins come to visit. And they all want to hug and kiss and 
squeeze and eat the baby right up ...because everybody loves the baby SO MUCH! Helen Oxenbury’s 
characteristically warm, funny illustrations, paired with Trish Cooke’s rhythmic, cumulative story capture 
the joy of being a baby in a large extended family - a baby who knows that he is absolutely, utterly 
adored. 
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3231 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ELMER’S BIRTHDAY
MCKEE, DAVID
9781783447947     H 
ANDERSEN PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 7. A new tale to celebrate Elmer the Patchwork Elephant’s 30th birthday from master-storyteller 
David McKee, this is the twenty-seventh Elmer storybook! The elephants decide it’s their turn to play a 
trick on Elmer: all of the animals must pretend to forget his birthday tomorrow! But when the day comes 
the trick doesn’t quite go according to plan. The elephants should have listened to Elmer’s friends... 

3232 n HHHHH

FERGAL IN A FIX
STARLING, ROBERT
9781783448487     H     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Fergal is off to Dragon Camp and he’s feeling a bit worried. He’ll be meeting lots of new 
dragons and trying lots of new things. All he wants is to be the best at everything (even if it means 
cheating) and for everyone to like him (because he’s the best), but things don’t quite go according to 
plan. Oh dear, Fergal, what a fix! Following the Waterstones Prize-shortlisted ‘Fergal is Fuming’, this is 
Rob Starling’s second book featuring a well-meaning dragon whose actions often miss the mark... 

3233 n HHHH

MIDNIGHT NINJA
LLOYD, SAM
9781408884843     H     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£11.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 1 to 5. Everyone is tucked up in bed, except for Midnight Ninja and his sidekick cat Ginger. The 
ninja emergency bell has rung and they’re off on a secret mission. There’s no time for these heroes to 
sleep until they’ve solved the mystery of the missing socks. Even reluctant sleepers will enjoy bedtime 
with this action-packed adventure showing that heroes need their sleep too. Bedtime reading fun from 
the bestselling author/illustrator of ‘Calm Down, Boris’, ‘Mr Pusskins’ and ‘First Day at Bug School’. 

3234 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GIRL & THE DINOSAUR
HUGHES, HOLLIE
9781408880524     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19

A masterpiece of storytelling with evocative and stunning illustrations, destined to be read for years to come. 
‘The wishing stars burn bright tonight, the air is thick with dreams, And a deeply sleeping dinosaur is waking 
up, it seems...’ In a town by the seaside, Marianne is often seen foraging on the beach. But she isn’t playing 
with children her own age. Instead Marianne is alone, and digging for dinosaur bones to build a special sort 
of companion. Then, one night, she goes to sleep wishing with all her heart that her dinosaur might come to 
life... A special book where the words and pictures take you on a magical journey far beyond the page. 

3235 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOUSE IS BUILT FOR EEYORE
MILNE, A A
9781405286626     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
One snowy day Pooh and Piglet decide to build a house for Eeyore. But Eeyore already has a house, 
and now he’s very puzzled because it seems to have disappeared. This story first appeared in A A 
Milne’s ‘The House at Pooh Corner’, accompanied by E H Shepard’s original illustrations. Milne’s 
classic children’s stories - featuring Piglet, Eeyore and, of course, Pooh himself - are both heart-
warming and funny, teaching lessons of friendship and reflecting the power of a child’s imagination like 
no other story before or since. Pooh is an essential part of our literary heritage. Whether you’re 5 or 55, 
Pooh is the bear for all ages. 

3236 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CORNELIA & THE JUNGLE 
MACHINE
BRECH, NORA
9781776572595     H 
GECKO PRESS 
£11.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 5 to 9. A picture book that takes the young reader into the jungle and immerses them in a filmic 
universe of mechanical wonders. Cornelia and her parents move into a new house. Bored, she is sent 
to play outside. She discovers a hidden treehouse and a boy her own age... ‘Do you really live here 
all alone?’ she asks. ‘No, I live here with my inventions. Come and take a look.’ Inside, Cornelia is 
introduced to a magical machine. A jungle machine! Nora Brech’s gothic illustrations are packed with 
imaginative details and perspectives. 

3237 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
OTTO GOES NORTH
KESTERE, ULRIKA
9781776572410     H 
GECKO PRESS 
£11.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 4 to 7. Far up in the north is a blueberry-blue house with a grass roof, where Lisa and Nils live. 
One day a tourist arrives: Otto has cycled for months, maybe years, to visit his friends. He wants to do 
a spectacular painting of the northern lights to remember his visit, but he is from a hot country and it is 
very cold here. He can’t paint for shivering so hard. Lisa and Nils are surprised - Otto has a fur coat just 
like them! They didn’t know there was a difference between fur and fur. His friends decide to knit him a 
jumper. Follow the animals as they collect fur, spin and dye yarn, find a pattern, and knit a sweater in 
this cosy story about friendship - and knitting. 

3238 n HHHH

TWO FOR ME ONE FOR YOU
MUHLE, JORG
9781776572397     H     GECKO PRESS 
£10.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 2 to 5. Bear finds three tasty mushrooms on her way home through the woods. Her friend Weasel 
cooks them up in the frying pan. But the friends have a problem: how to share three between two? Bear 
and Weasel each come up with one argument after another for why they should have more: I found 
them! I cooked them. I’m bigger. I’m still growing.... Until the fox comes around the corner and snatches 
a mushroom. That solved the problem. They eat the two mushrooms and it’s time for dessert. Here 
comes Weasel with the scrumptious wild strawberries, three of them, to share... 
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3239 n HHHH

MINI RABBIT BEST DAY
BOND, JOHN
9780008264888     H     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. Mini Rabbit is bright-eyed with excitement! His friends are coming over for a camping 
adventure in the great outdoors - otherwise known as the garden. He has gone shopping in town with 
Mother Rabbit, and every moment of fun is set out on a Mini Rabbit timetable. But whether he and 
his friends are trying to put up the tent, toasting marshmallows or settling down in their sleeping bags, 
nothing quite goes to plan... Will Mini Rabbit’s camping adventure really be the Best Day Ever? This 
beautifully illustrated story is a wonderful exploration of the little ups and downs of making friends. 

3240 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THREE LITTLE MONKEYS  
RIDE AGAIN
BLAKE, QUENTIN
9780008243654     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 5. The second in this series bringing together giants of the picture book world, Quentin Blake 
and Emma Chichester Clark, to create a funny, anarchic and utterly delightful picture book. Hilda Snibbs 
had three little monkeys. Their names were Tim and Sam and Lulu, and they were very lively... Here, 
these mischievous little monkeys create hilarious havoc on what is supposed to be a calm and peaceful 
holiday in the country! A classic of the future! 

3241 n HHHH

WAITING FOR WOLF
DIECKMANN, SANDRA
9781444946581     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Fox and Wolf spend all their perfect days together - talking and laughing for hours, swimming 
together in the big blue lake, and watching the stars come out, one by one. Until one day, Wolf is gone. 
A moving tale of friendship and loss and learning to carry on, stunningly illustrated by an outstanding 
new picture book talent. Sandra Dieckmann’s debut picture book, ‘Leaf’, was nominated for the Kate 
Greenaway Medal. 

3242 n HHHHH

WE LOVE YOU MR PANDA
ANTONY, STEVE
9781444927917     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. Mr Panda is looking for love in this laugh-out-loud funny picture book from the author of ‘The 
Queen’s Hat’. Mr Panda is offering free hugs to all his animal friends - but they are all busy hugging 
each other! Does nobody love Mr Panda? Steve Antony’s Mr Panda books have taken the publishing 
world by storm. 

3243 n HHHHH

MRS BLACKHAT & THE ZOOMBROOM
INKPEN, MICK
9781444950335     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. Mrs Blackhat returns in a hilarious new story from the bestselling creators of ‘I Will Love You 
Anyway’ and ‘Hole in the Zoo’, Mick and Chloe Inkpen. Mrs Blackhat the witch has a new broom. And 
it’s not just any broom: it’s a whizzy new ZoomBroom, with buttons and bleeps and its very own high-
tech app! But when the battery on the ZoomBroom starts to run low, Mrs Blackhat discovers that while 
technology is great, there sometimes a place for good old-fashioned magic too. 

3244 n HHH

ALMOST AN ANIMAL 
ALPHABET
VIGGERS, KATE
9781786275615     H 
LAURENCE KING 
£11.99     Published 16/09/19

Age 3+. From anteaters and bears, to yetis and zebras, this charming animal alphabet book takes 
children on a journey all the way from A to Z well, almost.... Learn your ABCs through a whole cast of 
your animal favourites. 

3245 n HHHH

PIRATE TREE
OREL, BRIGITA
9781911373872     H     LANTANA PUBLISHING 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4 to 8. The gnarled tree on the hill sometimes turns into a pirate ship. A rope serves as an anchor, 
a sheet as a sail, and Sam is its fearless captain. But one day another sailor approaches, and he’s not 
from Sam’s street. Can they find something more precious than diamonds and gold? Can they find... 
friendship? A beautiful picture book illustrated by Jennie Poh. 

3246 n HHHH

I LOVE YOU BRIGHTER THAN THE STARS
HART, OWEN
9781788813945     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. ‘When sunlight fades and shadows fall come walk a while with me. We’ll watch the sky as 
stars appear and count each one we see.’ A radiant celebration of the love between parent and child, 
illustrated by Sean Julian. 

3247 n HHHH

OH NO BEAR
PARTIS, JOANNE
9781788814744     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. When a tempting smell drifts into Bear’s cave one morning, he wakes up HUNGRY. Bear’s 
clever nose leads him to the delicious food... but it belongs to his friends. Bear is sure he can resist. 
But all Bear can think about is FOOD. He’s quite forgotten the very important thing he is meant to be 
doing... And, Oh no, Bear - before he knows it he’s gobbled everything up! 

3248 n HHHH

ON SLEEPY HILL
HEGARTY, PATRICIA
9781848578760     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. As the sun goes down on Sleepy Hill, the animals are settling down for the night. This 
beautifully illustrated picture book from Patricia Hegarty and illustrator Xuan Le, has intricate peek-
through pages and rhyming text and is perfect for bedtime reading. 

3249 n HHHH

WONDER MACHINE
TIMMS, BARRY
9781788811064     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Haven’t you heard? Wolf is building a machine. A machine that makes dreams come true! 
‘My greatest invention ever!’ cheers Wolf. But what will happen when at last she turns the handle? 
An enchanting tale about the joys of sharing your talents, with flaps to lift and peep-through holes, 
illustrated by Laura Brenlla. 
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3250 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KINDNESS GROWS
TECKENTRUP, BRITTA
9781848578777     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 6. ‘It all starts with a crack that we can hardly see, It happens when we shout or if we disagree. 
But with every kindness that we care to show, Something good and magical then begins to grow...’ 
Angry words cause a crack to open up, but find out what happens when kindness begins to blossom in 
this thought-provoking book by award-winning illustrator Britta Teckentrup. 

3251 n HHHHH

SHHH GOOD NIGHT
BENSON, NICKY
9781848578388     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Time for bed, little deer, Quiet sounds and mind... Settle down, snuggled near, Dreams are what you’ll 
find.’ This enchanting tale of animals settling down to sleep has a lyrical rhyming text and peek-through 
pages, making it the perfect bedtime story. Illustrated by Thomas Elliott. 

3252 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NIBBLES THE MONSTER HUNT
YARLETT, EMMA
9781788814003     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 6. 3, 2, 1... Blast Off into another adventure with Nibbles the book monster! Join him as he 
causes chaos, meets a dragon and makes a brand new friend... Children will love to lift the flaps, peek 
through the peep-holes, and chase Nibbles through the third book in the award-winning series by 
Emma Yarlett. 

3253 n HHHH

WHAT WILL YOU DREAM OF TONIGHT
STICKLEY, FRANCES
9781788004930     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
What will you dream of tonight? Will it be a midnight balloon ride, sailing on the tail of a whale or 
swinging through the leaves on a jungle trapeze? This dreamy tale, sumptuously illustrated by Anuska 
Allepuz, travels through deserts and waterfalls to shipwrecks and dragon-filled skies as a parent 
wonders where their child’s dreams will take them as they drift off to sleep... 

3254 n HHHHH

FLIP FLAP FROZEN
SCHEFFLER, AXEL
9781788004985     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. What do you get if you cross a narwhal with a reindeer? It’s a nardeer, of course! And how 
about a penguin with a beluga? Why, that’s a penuga! With over 121 possible creations, silly names 
and strange noises to make you giggle, this new Flip Flap book is perfect for preschoolers and ideal for 
animal fans. With a hilarious rhyming text and brilliant illustrations from Axel Scheffler, simply flip the 
pages to create some seriously silly mixed-up creatures from frozen lands. 

3255 n HHHH

FIDDLE DEE DEE
HOFMEYR, DIANNE
9781910959756     H     OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Fiddle dee dee! Monkey up a tree. Lucky monkey! Lucky me! Luckiest monkey in the whole country.’ 
Monkey is delighted to find a musical bow and plays it happily until he attracts the attention of Cheetah 
and Lion. They both want the bow for themselves, but once Monkey starts to play, no-one can stop 
dancing - even if they want to! 

3256 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HISTORY OF PRE

HISTORY
MANNING, MICK
9781910959763     H 
OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 12/09/19

Age 7+. An adventure through 4 billion years of life on earth! Join two young time-travellers (and their 
cat) on an adventure through time! From the first emergence of life to the appearance of early humans, 
through the Stone and Bronze Ages, right up until the magic moment when writing was developed, 
and people began to describe their world... An author-artist duo celebrated for their unique brand of 
illustrated non-fiction, Mick Manning and Brita Granstroem. 

3257 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LAST TIGER
HORACEK, PETR
9781910959718     H     OTTER BARRY BOOKS 
£11.99     Published 12/09/19
Strong and proud, the tiger is lord of the jungle, but all his strength and boldness cannot keep him safe 
from the human hunters. In captivity, the tiger realises that what really matters is not strength or power, 
but freedom. Moving, thought-provoking and superbly illustrated by an award-winning picture book 
creator - this is an important fable for our time. 
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3258 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
JAZZ DOG
VOIGT, MARIE
9780192766885     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19

A thoughtful and entertaining story about togetherness and inclusion. In a divided world of cats and 
dogs - where dogs only play dog music and cats only play cat music - one little dog chooses to follow 
the music in his heart, and that means jamming with the cats! 

3259 n HHHHH

WINNIE & WILBUR THE BUG 
SAFARI
THOMAS, VALERIE
9780192767608     H 
OXFORD CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19

When Winnie and Wilbur discover life in miniature, the bugs in their garden suddenly seem very big 
indeed. It’s the start of an exciting safari. But when excitement turns to survival, mini Winnie and tiny 
Wilbur would rather be their rightful size again. There’s one small problem: teeny Winnie can’t wave her 
whopping wand... Bugs, minibeasts, and creepy-crawlies are endlessly fascinating to children and they 
come under the spotlight in Winnie and Wilbur’s latest adventure. 

3260 n HHHH

DRACULA SPECTACULAR
ROWLAND, LUCY
9781509845972     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£11.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. A heart-warming tale full of spooks and sparkles. Illustrated with wit and charm, and written 
in fun rhyming text, this picture book is perfect for reading aloud. Being a vampire is hard when you 
love all things brightly coloured, covered in glitter and being friendly instead of frightening, so what will 
Dracula Boy do when his parents suggest he should be ‘more vampire’. This book celebrates the joy of 
being kind, brave, and most importantly, being proud to be different. Illustrated by Ben Mantle. 

3261 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MISADVENTURES OF 
FREDERICK
MANLEY, BEN
9781509851539     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 5 to 7. A poetic and playful tale about the joys of going outside and having adventures - beautifully 
illustrated by Emma Chichester Clark. In a mansion surrounded by lakes and forests, Frederick is very 
bored. He leads the most sheltered life imaginable: and when Emily invites him to play outside he has 
no choice but to refuse - what if he hurts himself? Much better to stay safely indoors. But Emily is not 
one to take no for an answer. A series of brilliantly funny and evocative letters between Frederick and 
Emily form the frame of this unique story which weaves together the colourful, adventurous world of 
Emily with Frederick’s drab life of boredom and safety 

3262 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LLAMACORN IS KIND
COOMBS, KATE
9781423652625     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
A fanciful cross between a llama and a unicorn, Llamacorns are cuddly, magical friends who are 
spreading kindness across the land. Llamacorn land is filled with special creatures. Meet the well-
known and beautiful Unicorn, the clumsy Buffalocorn, a big, blue Walruscorn, the fearsome Tigercorn, 
and more in this playful introduction to the land of the Llamacorn... ‘But watch for the one who will be 
your friend, who will share his cookies, and play pretend, the nicest creature you’ll ever find...’ Who 
could it be but our new friend the Llamacorn! Coombs’ poetry paired with Elisa Pallmer’s adorable 
illustrations will make this a favourite! 

3263 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ORDINARY MARYS POSITIVELY EXTRAORDINARY
PEARSON, EMILY
9781423651819     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
‘Ordinary Mary’s Positively Extraordinary Day.’ Follow Mary in this feel-good story as she inspires 
others with positivity and kindness through a variety of ordinary deeds! This book focuses on the ability 
kindness has to change an entire school. Can one child’s good deed change the world? It can when 
she’s Ordinary Mary - an ordinary girl on her way to her ordinary bus stop and an ordinary school 
- when with one act of kindness she makes a friend. Through her school day, Mary’s courage and 
kindness spreads, reaching farther than could ever be imagined. With illustrations by Fumi Kosaka. 

3264 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BALL BOOK
STEIN, JOSHUA DAVID
9780714878676     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£12.95     Published 18/09/19

Age 3 to 5. Bounce along with this rhyming read-aloud about all kinds of balls. From footballs to 
eyeballs, beach balls to meatballs, if you can roll it this book has it! With his signature whimsy 
and wordplay, author Joshua David Stein compares and contrasts different kinds of balls in this 
part-reference part-comedy act. The book invites readers to identify various sports balls while 
simultaneously weaving in a whole selection of unexpected rollable objects. A winning formula for every 
young reader who loves to kick, throw, catch, or giggle. Illustrated by Marcus Oakley. 
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3265 n HHHHH

LLAMA DESTROYS THE WORLD
STUTZMAN, JONATHAN
9780241401507     H     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Meet Llama, a true hero for the ages, who has most definitely driven a bus and who loves cake way 
more than you. On Monday, Llama discovers a pile of cake, which he promptly eats. On Tuesday, 
Llama squeezes into his dancing trousers, which he promptly rips. The force of the rip creates a black 
hole (naturally). By Friday, Llama will (indirectly) destroy the world. In their debut picture book, author/
illustrator team Jonathan Stutzman and Heather Fox introduce young readers to the hilarious, the 
oblivious, the apocalyptically adorable Llama. So grab some cake and prepare to dance... because the 
time for Llama is nigh! 

3266 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RED SUITCASE
BAUM, GILES
9780711245495     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 3 to 6. A beautiful and touching journey of one little dragon fleeing a home that has become 
dangerous and finding refuge in a new place and with new friends. ‘The Red Suitcase’ is a simple and 
allegorical story with evocative illustrations by Amandine Piu and minimal text depicting the plight of 
refugees. From the unrest they leave behind, the treacherous journey they undertake, the fear  they are 
met with and finally the acceptance and helping hand that is, and should always, be offered to them. 
The book tells this story in its simplest form in a way that young children can understand and enjoy as 
one of friendship and acceptance. 

3267 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LIGHTS ON COTTON ROCK
LITCHFIELD, DAVID
9781786033383     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 5 to 8. Heather is a little girl who wants to go to Outer Space, where the stars sparkle with magic 
and wonder. When a spaceship lands at Cotton Rock, it seems that all of her dreams have come true. 
But soon the alien has to leave. Will the spaceship ever come back? And if it does, is Heather ready to 
leave everything on Earth behind? In this new story, bestselling author and illustrator David Litchfield 
travels into space and through time to show that what we are looking for might be closer than we think. 

3268 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE BIT DIFFERENT
ALEXANDER, CLAIRE
9780711245457     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 17/09/19

Age 3 to 5. Meet the ploofers. The ploofers have been practising something special which they all want 
to do at the exact same time - but wait! What’s that? One of them does something different! When 
one little ploofer goes against the usual flow of things, the rest of them turn their backs on him. But 
all it takes is for one person to recognise the beauty in being different to spark a change in attitude of 
everyone. With simple and striking illustrations, ‘A Little Bit Different’ is a joyful reading experience for 
both you and your child, with the opportunity to spark more meaningful discussions about people’s 
differences and how we accept and value them. 

3269 n HHHHH

UPS & DOWNS OF THE CASTLE MICE
BOND,  MICHAEL
9781782300700     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 5. From the creator of ‘Paddington Bear’ comes a tale of dastardly villains and unlikely tiny 
heroes... The Perk family live in a doll’s house in a castle. The castle is their home - but when someone 
new with devious plans comes to rule the roost, will our family of mice come up trumps? Full of humour 
and warmth, this nostalgic tale by Michael Bond is brought to life with exquisite detail by Emily Sutton. 

3270 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
16 WORDS
ROGERS, LISA
9781524720162     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 24/09/19
Age 4 to 8. ‘16 Words: William Carlos Williams and The Red Wheelbarrow.’ This simple non-fiction 
picture book about the beloved American poet William Carlos Williams is also about how being mindful 
can result in the creation of a great poem like ‘The Red Wheelbarrow’ - which is only sixteen words 
long. Illustrated by Chuck Groenink. 

3271 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PAPER SON
LEUNG, JULIE
9781524771874     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 24/09/19
Age 4 to 8. The Inspiring Story of Tyrus Wong, Immigrant and Artist. An inspiring picture-book biography 
of animator Tyrus Wong, the Chinese American immigrant responsible for bringing Disney’s Bambi to 
life. Julie Leung and Chris Sasaki perfectly capture the beautiful life and work of a painter who went to 
America with dreams and talent - and who changed the world of animation forever. 

3272 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
UNICORNS 101
ATKINSON, CALE
9781984830364     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 3 to 7. A laugh-out-loud picture book that finally sets the record straight about unicorns! Unicorns! 
You love ‘em... but how much do you really know about them? Join Professors Glitter Pants, Sprinkle 
Steed, Star Hoof, and Sugar Beard, plus their trusty lab assistant, Pete, as they reveal mind-blowing 
unicorn facts never before available to the public! 

3273 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT IS A REFUGEE
GRAVEL, ELISE
9780593120057     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 24/09/19
Age 3 to 7. An accessible picture book that oh-so-simply and graphically introduces the term ‘refugee’ to 
curious young children to help them better understand the world in which they live. Who are refugees? 
Why are they called that word? Why do they need to leave their country? Why are they sometimes not 
welcome in their new country? In this relevant picture book for the youngest children, author-illustrator 
Elise Gravel explores what it means to be a refugee in bold, graphic illustrations and spare text. This is 
the perfect tool to introduce an important and timely topic to children. 

3274 n HHHH

SPOT & DOT
COLE, HENRY
9781534425552     H     SIMON & SCHUSTER HB 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 8. In Henry Cole’s vivid wordless picture book ‘Spot, the Cat’, readers joined Spot on a journey 
through a city that began with him following a bird outside his window. This time, a dog named Dot 
draws Spot from his window. As we follow ‘Spot and Dot’ on their wordless journey, we quickly realise 
that it’s Dot the dog who is missing this time, and Spot is trying to get her back home. We follow these 
two on a different journey through the city as they weave in and out of a bakery, a library, a busy park, 
and more. And with a surprise twist at the end, we realise that ‘home’ for both cat and dog was never 
very far away. 
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3275 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BERNARD MAKES A SPLASH
STICKLEY, LISA
9781849766609     H 
TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING CHILD 
£11.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 3+. Will Bernard ever get over his nerves and show everyone what he can do? Bernard has 
been the swimming pool manager for a long time, and practises his diving at night when no one else 
is around. When his swimming pool holds a contest for high-diving hounds from around the world, 
he hopes that he can work up enough courage to compete. This lovely story from the author of ‘The 
Wobbly Waitress’ is a heart-warming tale about trying new things, even when we might need a bit of 
help to find the courage to do it. 

3276 n HHHH

DOUBLE TROUBLE
DYER, SARAH
9781849766593     H     TATE GALLERY PUBLISHING CHILD 
£11.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 3+. Ellis and Erin are twins, and they love to draw and climb and play - but they also love looking 
for trouble! Will they find trouble in the kitchen or the bathroom? Maybe in their bedroom, or outside in 
their garden? Follow the twins on a fun-filled journey through their house, through their garden, to the 
attic and back, as they search for trouble and get into all sorts of mischief on the way. Will they ever find 
trouble? 

3277 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FREE
USHER, SAM
9781787415041     H     TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. The first in a new quartet of enchanting picture books where a boy and his beloved grandad 
discover the wonder of the natural world. Boy and Grandad take care of a little bird. When it gets better, 
Grandad puts it outside, but it keeps hopping back into the house, following Boy wherever he goes. Boy 
wonders what kind of bird it is. An eagle? An ostrich? A bird of paradise, perhaps? He wants to keep it, 
but Grandad says it must return to its natural habitat in the wild where it can spread its wings and be 
free. And so begins an exhilarating journey into the mountains. 

3278 n HHHH

STAR IN THE FOREST
KELLOCK, HELEN
9780500651902     H 
THAMES & HUDSON 
£11.95     Published 26/09/19

Age 3+. A remarkable debut that tells the story of two sisters with very different personalities who set 
out to find a star in a forest. Children will relate to the story about the friendship between two sisters, 
no matter how different they are. This is the first published picture book from an exciting young talent 
whose illustrations have already won several awards. 

3279 n HHHHH

FRANKLIN & LUNA & THE BOOK OF FAIRY TALE
CAMPBELL, JEN
9780500651759     H     THAMES & HUDSON 
£11.95     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. It’s Franklin’s birthday! Luna and all the villagers are planning a surprise party, and Franklin’s 
family are visiting from the moon. While the party is being set up, Luna takes Franklin book shopping. 
They find a padlocked book of fairy tales, which the bookseller tells them is full of dangerous magic. 
Luna’s tortoise, Neil, can’t help picking the lock... but when he peers inside, the book swallows him 
whole. Franklin and Luna dive into the book to rescue Neil. They tumble into cobwebbed forests and 
meet dusty fairy-tale characters who have been trapped inside these pages for hundreds of years... 
Illustrated by Katie Harnett. 

3280 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
IM NOT VERY AFRAID OF THE 
DARK
MILBOURNE, ANNA
9781474940726     H 
USBORNE 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3+. This beautifully illustrated picture book tells the story of a little boy’s fear of the dark. Lyrical 
writing inspires a positive attitude to the dark, including the idea that it’s only when it’s truly dark that 
you can see the stars. Laser-cut holes show shadows, monster eyes in a dark bedroom, and a stunning 
starry sky. Illustrated by Daniel Reiley. 

3281 n HHHH

BEDTIME FOR ALBIE
AMBROSE, SOPHIE
9781406386226     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. A charming story perfect for reassuring children that bedtime can be the most special time of 
the day. ‘Bedtime!’ says Mum. Albie the warthog doesn’t think so! He’d much rather play a game. So 
off he dashes -skippety trot trit trot. But the cheetahs are having their bedtime story, the elephants are 
having their shower and the meerkats are already snuggled down deep in their burrow. What will Albie 
do? Mum might just have the most fun game of all - a gloopy, squishy mud bath before they both fall 
asleep! 

3282 n HHHH

CHILD OF DREAMS
BRIGNULL, IRENA
9781406380897     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. A beautiful and poetic gift book about family and belonging, from acclaimed screenwriter Irena 
Brignull. A little girl wants to know where she came from and why she doesn’t have a father. When her 
mother cannot tell her, the girl decides to find out for herself. Her journey starts with a question to the 
stork who nests on the roof of her home, and leads her on a quest through the woods, tracing her own 
story back to its source with the help of the animals she meets, until she discovers what truly matters in 
making a family. A beautiful, timeless story with a fairytale feel, illustrated by Richard Jones. 

3283 n HHHH

GIVE ME BACK MY BONES
NORMAN, KIM
9781406384932     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. A pirate skeleton seeks to put its bones back together in this rhyming first book of anatomy! 
‘Cast a spyglass round here, while breakers curl and pound here. There’s treasure to be found here - I 
feel it in my bones!’ A stormy night at sea has uncovered some long-buried secrets and surprises. Is 
that the mast of a shipwreck? A faded pirate hat? And what’s that hiding in the sand? A mandible and a 
clavicle, phalanges and femurs, a tibia and a fibula - could there be a complete set of bones scattered 
across the ocean floor? And who might they belong to? This rollicking read-aloud illustrated by Bob 
Kolar will have young ones learning anatomy without even realising. 
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3284 n HHHH

NOODLE BEAR
GRAVAS, MARK
9781406390513     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Noodle-eating fame is all very well, but there’s no place like home. Noodle Bear is crazy 
about noodles. His best friend, Fox, brings him other delicious treats when he’s a no-show at her party 
but he’s so noodle obsessed that he doesn’t notice them. And when he’s run out of noodles, his only 
thought is to go to the big city and become a contestant on the TV game show, ‘Noodle Knockout’. Of 
course, he becomes a surprise star with more noodles than he can eat. But no amount of noodles and 
fame can fill the empty space where home and friends should be. 

3285 n HHHH

WHAT I LIKE MOST
MURPHY, MARY
9781406369045     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. ‘What I like most is this pencil. It is red outside and red inside. Its colour comes out like a red 
ribbon. It’s what I like most in the world. Except for...’ A little girl tells us about all her favourite things, 
from her light-up shoes, to hot, steamy chips, to her red pencil. But the girl knows that, even as her feet 
grow, her plate empties, and her pencil shortens, there’s something she’ll always love ... and that is 
what she likes the very, very most. An intimate ode to the unwavering love a child has for their mother, 
this tender, lyrical story is brought exquisitely to life by Zhu Cheng-Liang’s illustrations. 

3286 n HHHHH

SMALL IN THE CITY
SMITH, SYDNEY
9781406388404     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4+. I know what it’s like to be small in the city... Being small can be overwhelming in a city. People 
don’t see you. The loud sounds of the sirens and cyclists can be scary. And the streets are so busy 
it can make your brain feel like there’s too much stuff in it. But if you know where to find good hiding 
places, warm dryer vents that blow out hot steam that smells like summer, music to listen to or friends 
to say hi to, there can be comfort in the city, too. We follow our little protagonist, who knows all about 
what its like to be small in the city, as he gives his best advice for surviving there. 

3287 n HHHHH

TINY & TEENY
JUDGE, CHRIS
9781406370928     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Welcome to Pocket Town, the teeniest, tiniest town around... Deep down, in between the 
blades of grass, lives Tiny. Can you see her? Keep looking... closer still... squint a bit... yes, there she 
is! Tiny keeps very busy in the buzzing place of Glengadget. Every day of the week, she has a different 
neighbour to meet - she does some gardening for Mandy Small, she reads to Bitsy McGee and she 
gives Minkin a hand with her lively twins. But when disaster strikes (in the shape of a falling leaf), Tiny 
finds her teeny-tiny world turned upside down... 

3288 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HANDAS NOISY NIGHT
BROWNE, EILEEN
9781406320015     H 
WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3+. With rich, night-time illustrations, sound effects, and plenty of curious animals, ‘Handa’s Noisy 
Night’ demands to be read aloud and shared - whether in the classroom or tucked up in bed at home. 
When Handa has a sleepover with her friend Akeyo, the girls are allowed to spend the night in a little 
hut near the house. They’re excited to be on their own, but as they get ready for bed, Handa feels more 
and more nervous. She keeps hearing things - strange snorts, chitter chattering, a big thud. Akeyo says 
it’s only her noisy family, but on the opposite page the reader sees the nocturnal animals who are really 
making the noise. 

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY/PUZZLE

3289 n HHHH

GLOBAL KIDS CARD DECKS
TAVANGAR, HOMA SABET
9781782858294     N     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£10.99     Published 30/09/19
Age 5+. 50+ Games, Crafts, Recipes and More from Around the World. Joining bestselling ‘Mindful 
Kids’ and ‘Yoga Pretzels’, ‘Global Kids’ expands the scope of Barefoot’s innovative activity card decks 
by inviting children to participate in 50 crafts, food, games, festivals and community service activities 
from around the world. Illustrated by Sophie Fatus. 

3290 n HHHHH

SOLAR SYSTEM
JANKELIOWITCH, ANNE
9781782858232     H     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 16/09/19
Age 8 to 12. 50+ Games, Crafts, Recipes and More from Around the World. A glow-in-the-dark, 
interactive guide to the Solar System, carefully crafted to make complex STEM concepts like 
astronomy, physics and chemistry understandable for children aged 8-12. ‘Barefoot Books Solar 
System’ joins the celebrated ‘Barefoot Books World Atlas’ as another standout nonfiction title on 
Barefoots list to explore the world and universe. Illustrated by Annabelle Buxton. 

3291 n HHHHH

WORLD ATLAS STICKER COLLECTION
CRANE, NICK
9781782858300     P     BAREFOOT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 16/09/19
Age 4 to 10. The 400+ reusable stickers in this oversized, 32-page collection guide children on a 
fact-packed journey around the world, teaching them about each region’s people, plants, animals 
and landmarks. This engaging companion to the celebrated ‘Barefoot Books World Atlas’ includes a 
labelled, pull-out world map poster by award-winning artist David Dean. 

3292 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HOW ARE YOU FEELING TODAY ACTIVITY BOOK
POTTER, MOLLY
9781472966735     P     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
This delightful activity book, based on Molly Potter’s bestselling title ‘How Are You Feeling Today?’, 
is filled with lively illustrations and engaging activities about dealing with every emotion you can think 
of. We all have feelings; sometimes they feel good and sometimes they feel nasty. Can you sort them 
out? And can you draw pictures of someone who’s happy, excited or even worried? Use this book to 
explore how you are feeling and decorate the pages with the colourful stickers! With useful information 
for parents and carers about delivering emotional literacy at the back of the book, this book will help 
children get to grips with their emotions. 

3293 n HHHHH

MOUNTAINS STICKER ACTIVITY BOOK
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786961327     P     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. The perfect introduction to Bear Grylls for young fans, packed with fun facts, activities and 
more than 60 stickers. Get ready for an expedition to the world’s highest mountaintops with Bear Grylls. 
Discover the animals that live in the most remote places on Earth, from brown bears and mountain lions 
to eagles and marmots. Wrap up warm and dive into this exciting book, bursting with fun facts, quizzes, 
word searches, and mazes. 

3294 n HHHHH

WOODLANDS STICKER ACTIVITY
GRYLLS, BEAR
9781786960870     P     BONNIER BEAR GRYLLS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. The perfect introduction to Bear Grylls for younger fans, packed full of fun illustrations, facts 
and over 60 stickers. Get ready for an expedition into the wondrous woodlands. Discover the world’s 
tallest trees, find out which bears live in the woods and learn all about cloud forests. Wrap up warm and 
dive into this exciting book bursting with fun facts, quizzes, word searches, and mazes. 
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3295 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STAR WARS WHERES THE 
WOOKIEE 3
LUCASFILM
9781405293464     H 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Chewbacca is back for another search and find adventure! Featuring new locations to 
explore and characters to find as you resume your hunt for the hairy hero! Includes 10 new scenes 
to enjoy, plus bonus story content and fun Wookiee facts. In this third instalment of the bestselling 
series, Chewie can be found on the worlds from The Force Awakens, The Last Jedi and Solo, plus old 
favourites from the original trilogy. Visit the forests of Endor, join the battle at Maz’s Castle and sneak 
on board the Death Star. A must have for Star Wars fans of all ages. 

3296 n HHHH

SCHOOL OF ROARS MEGA MONSTER STICKER BOOK
PAT A CAKE
9781526381279     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£5.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. It’s time to go to the School of Roars! Join the monsters for some roarsome sticker-time fun. 
Featuring themes of first experiences, sharing, friendship and problem-solving, and packed with fun 
sticker scenes to complete, loads of brilliant activities, games and over 150 stickers to stick, this Mega 
Monster Sticker Book is perfect for little monsters everywhere! Also available: School of Roars: Bestest 
Friends, School of Roars: Show and Tell: Icky Sticky Stickers, Busy Day Activity Book. 

3297 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CASE OF THE GROWING BIRD FEEDER
HOGAN, ERIC
9780228101901     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£4.95     Published 26/09/19
Age 4 to 7. Adapted from the award-winning show, The Gumboot Kids, comes the outstanding new 
series of Gumboot Kids’ nature mystery books celebrating the joy and wonder of mindfully exploring the 
natural world. Perfect for inquisitive young minds, each nature mystery features beloved characters, 
Scout and Daisy, working through a series of clues in order to crack the case. Each book concludes 
with two pages of field notes on the mystery subject, as well as a nature craft inspired by the mystery, 
for children to try at home. 

3298 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CASE OF THE STORY ROCK
HOGAN, ERIC
9780228101925     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£4.95     Published 26/09/19
Age 4 to 7. Adapted from the award-winning show, The Gumboot Kids, comes the outstanding new 
series of Gumboot Kids’ nature mystery books celebrating the joy and wonder of mindfully exploring the 
natural world. Perfect for inquisitive young minds, each nature mystery features beloved characters, 
Scout and Daisy, working through a series of clues in order to crack the case. Each book concludes 
with two pages of field notes on the mystery subject, as well as a nature craft inspired by the mystery, 
for children to try at home. 

3299 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CASE OF THE VANISHING 
CATERPILLAR
HOGAN, ERIC
9780228101949     P 
CHRIS LLOYD 
£4.95     Published 26/09/19

Age 4 to 7. Adapted from the award-winning show, The Gumboot Kids, comes the outstanding new 
series of Gumboot Kids’ nature mystery books celebrating the joy and wonder of mindfully exploring the 
natural world. Perfect for inquisitive young minds, each nature mystery features beloved characters, 
Scout and Daisy, working through a series of clues in order to crack the case. Each book concludes 
with two pages of field notes on the mystery subject, as well as a nature craft inspired by the mystery, 
for children to try at home. 

3300 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CASE OF THE WOODEN TIMEKEEPER
HOGAN, ERIC
9780228101963     P     CHRIS LLOYD 
£4.95     Published 26/09/19
Age 4 to 7. Adapted from the award-winning show, The Gumboot Kids, comes the outstanding new 
series of Gumboot Kids’ nature mystery books celebrating the joy and wonder of mindfully exploring the 
natural world. Perfect for inquisitive young minds, each nature mystery features beloved characters, 
Scout and Daisy, working through a series of clues in order to crack the case. Each book concludes 
with two pages of field notes on the mystery subject, as well as a nature craft inspired by the mystery, 
for children to try at home. 

3301 n HHHH

MERMAIDS & NARWHALS
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781789470338     P     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£5.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 3+. This mermaids and narwhals-themed activity book is packed with things to do: colouring and 
doodling activities; card press-outs to create; and a sheet of puffy stickers for extra fun! With over 100 
puffy stickers for children to use in the book or anywhere else, this book will delight children for hours. 
Illustrated by Dawn Machell. 

3302 n HHHH

MERMAIDS ACTIVITY BOOK
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781789470352     P     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 4+. This festive book is packed with mermaid-themed activities. Puzzle at the palace, colour with 
the crabs and weave your way through mer-tastic mazes! At the back of the book you will find scratch 
and reveal card pages. Use the wooden scratcher to create sparkling or rainbow mermaid art, and then 
press-out the shapes to make a crown, a 3-D palace and more! Illustrated by Lara Ede. 

3303 n HHHH

OFFICIAL POKEMON TRAINERS JOURNAL
POKEMON
9781408357705     P     ORCHARD 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Want to be a top Pokemon Trainer just like Ash? This book is filled with activities, quizzes 
and questions to get you thinking like a true Trainer. Who will you catch first? Plan your perfect day 
at Pokemon School, write about your most awesome adventures and match your favourite Pokemon 
together in brilliant battles. This book is the perfect companion for any Pokemon fan who has ever 
dreamed what life might be like as a Trainer. Who will you catch first? 
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3304 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRUFFALOS CHILD STICKER BOOK
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781529010954     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Join the Gruffalo’s Child on a snowy adventure through the deep dark wood with this fun 
sticker book, packed full of activities, games and over 400 stickers! The Gruffalo said that no gruffalo 
should ever set foot in the deep dark wood. But one wild and windy night the Gruffalo’s child disobeys 
her father’s warnings and ventures out into the snow. After all, the Big Bad Mouse doesn’t really exist... 
does he? Based on the bestselling classic picture book, ‘The Gruffalo’s Child’, from the unparalleled 
picture-book partnership of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler. 

3305 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY FIRST ORIGAMI FAIRY TALES KIT
STERN, JOEL
9780804851466     K     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£14.99     Published 17/09/19
Step into a world of daring knights, brave princesses and fire breathing dragons! Bestselling origami 
artist Joel Stern has created this engaging new kit to spark children’s imaginations and keep them 
playing happily for hours without a computer screen. The easy-to-follow instructions and colourful 
folding papers in ‘My First Origami Fairy Tales Kit’ make it easy to create your favourite characters and 
use them to tell stories. Kids will have fun folding up the characters and applying dozens of fairy tale 
stickers to add finishing touches to their models. 

3306 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE LEONARDOS MAKER LAB BUILDING BOOK
KING, BART
9781423652489     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£9.99     Published 10/09/19
A collection of simple hands-on activities for young readers related to building, construction, 
architecture, and design. Activities include designing and building bridges, dams, and skyscrapers. 
These activities are designed to engage both the readers’ hands and minds, which helps them better 
understand and retain the knowledge gained from the activities. Illustrated by Greg Paprocki. 

3307 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DINO EXPLORER PUZZLE
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419685     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019
A fantastic creative play pack for children with a story board book and 15 sturdy cardboard pieces in 
a plastic clamshell. The pieces can be used to fit into the spaces in the book or for imaginative play. 
Playing with the puzzle pieces and fitting them into the big board book will encourage hand-eye co-
ordination and problem solving skills. 

3308 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGICAL UNICORN & FRIENDS PUZZLE
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419678     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019
A fantastic creative play pack for children with a story board book and 15 sturdy cardboard pieces in 
a plastic clamshell. The pieces can be used to fit into the spaces in the book or for imaginative play. 
Playing with the puzzle pieces and fitting them into the big board book will encourage hand-eye co-
ordination and problem solving skills. 

3309 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CATCH CAT
GRACE, CLAIRE
9781786037657     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£11.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 4 to 7. Take a world tour as you try to catch Cat in this series of continent-themed spreads 
with hundreds of things to spot. Spot the elusive world-travelling cat hiding in 7 intricately illustrated 
continent maps, teamed with explanatory spreads featuring a selection of the fascinating creatures, 
people, iconic buildings and geological features that make each continent unique. Geography has never 
been more fun! Travel the world, from North America to Antarctica and every continent in between, in 
search of cat while you discover myriad natural and man-made wonders - all packed cleverly into the 
colourful maps. 

3310 n HHHH

FOREST MAZES
SMITH, SAM
9781474937757     P     USBORNE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. From hungry hummingbirds to zipwire adventures, and from tropical jungles to fairy-filled 
forests, children can explore a variety of wonderful worlds within the trees as they find their way through 
the superbly illustrated scenes in this book. Each maze is more challenging than the last, and all the 
answers are given at the back. Contains 45 highly visual mazes to keep kids entertained for hours. 

3311 n HHHH

FIRST STICKER BOOK DINOSAURS
WATSON, HANNAH
9781474968263     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. This bright and colourful book is ready to be filled with sticker dinosaurs, including favourites 
the toothy T-Rex and the powerful Diplodocus. Children will learn how the Maiasaura protected her 
eggs, who escaped the T-Rex by speeding away on two legs, and which gigantic prehistoric animals 
lived underwater, through creative play and sticker fun. With over 100 stickers and lots to talk about, 
there is plenty to keep children occupied for hours. Illustrated by Jordan Wray. 

3312 n HHHH

SOLAR SYSTEM BOOK & JIGSAW
SMITH, SAM
9781474960298     P     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
This pack contains a beautifully illustrated 200-piece jigsaw of the Solar System and a richly detailed 
double-sided fold-out that forms one continuous picture of the Solar System, featuring the Sun, planets, 
and various moons and spacecraft. The reverse features the same image, annotated with facts 
about each of the objects shown. Fold-out Solar System book is full of fascinating facts and a great 
introduction to the solar system for kids. Illustrated by Peter Donnelly. 

3313 n HHHH

JUNGLE BOOK & JIGSAWS
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474969413     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. There are three simple nine-piece jigsaws and a beautifully illustrated board book in this box. 
Little children can enjoy a selection of detailed jungle scenes in the book, and then use the jigsaws 
to recreate three scenes from the book. Full of endearing details for children to spot and talk about. 
Illustrated by Federica Iossa. 

3314 n HHHH

HAND LETTERING
ROBSON, KIRSTEEN
9781474960335     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. This little book is full of inspiring ideas for decorating letters by hand, with space to copy them 
and to create decorative alphabets and words of your own. Letter outlines, grids and clear instructions 
help you get the best results from the outset. Light and compact format makes it ideal for keeping kids 
entertained on the go. Illustrated by Winsome d’Abreu. 

3315 n HHHH

HAND SHADOWS
SMITH, SAM
9781474960304     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. This little book is full of ideas for shadows that children can bring to life with their hands. Each 
page shows how to achieve the correct hand shape and position, as well as an image of how the 
silhouette should look. Kids will be amazed at what they can create with just their hands, a lamp and a 
little imagination. Develops children’s finger co-ordination, creativity and encourages them to use their 
imagination. Illustrated by Sharon Cooper. 
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3316 n HHHH

MIRROR DRAWING
SMITH, SAM
9781474960328     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. This little book is packed with pictures for children to complete, from fluffy animals, to knights 
and castles, to robots and space rockets. Perfect for little ones learning to draw, as well as a fun 
introduction to symmetry, each page shows half of a drawing on a grid background, so kids can copy its 
mirror image and finish the picture. Easy to copy, satisfying images will bring out the artist in every child 
and make a great introduction to reflective symmetry. 

3317 n HHHH

MONSTER FACES STICKER BOOK
SMITH, SAM
9781474960311     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. This little book is full of monster faces for children to complete using the sticker facial features 
inside. They can match the stickers to the monsters, or dream up their own combinations to create the 
faces of fierce, furry fiends or comical, cuddly critters - the choice is theirs! Illustrated by Krysia Ellis. 

3318 n HHHH

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
SMITH, SAM
9781474952781     P     USBORNE 
£2.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. This wonderfully illustrated little book is full of vibrant wildlife scenes to spot the differences 
between. Each pair of pictures is bursting with rich details for children to discover as they search for 
what’s not the same, and there are more and more differences to spot as they find their way through the 
book. Illustrated by Gareth Lucas. 

3319 n HHHHH

STICKER DOLLY DRESSING UNICORNS
WATT, FIONA
9781474967822     P     USBORNE 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. Unicorn fans will adore this addition to the bestselling Sticker Dolly Dressing series. Each 
page is filled with unicorns and fairies to dress and accessorise, and scenes to decorate, including 
At the pond; In the orchard; Painting rainbows; Secret meadow and lots more, with over 300 stickers 
of clothes and accessories to complete their outfits. The revamped Sticker Dolly Dressing series now 
features reusable stickers, laminated pages and a fold-out page where you can put your stickers in 
between uses. Illustrated by Antonia Miller. 

3320 n HHHH

WHERES WALLY DOUBLE TROUBLE AT/MUSEUM
HANDFORD, MARTIN
9781406380590     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. The Ultimate Spot-the-Difference Book! The search-and-find book with a twist! Join Wally for 
a fun day at the museum. Search for Wally and his friends amongst the amazing artefacts and exciting 
exhibitions. And that’s not all: this book contains over 500 challenging differences to spot! A totally 
essential test for eagle-eyed Wally-Watchers! 

CHILDREN’S HUMOUR

3321 n HHHH

ALL NEW DAD JOKES
DAD SAYS JOKES
9781788401746     H     OCTOPUS PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.00     Published 05/09/19
‘All New Dad Jokes’ is the second book from the most followed dad jokes page on Instagram, @
dadsaysjokes. Now with a following of over 1 million, ‘All New Dad Jokes’ provides brand new content 
guaranteed to leave your friends and family laughing and groaning in equal measure. 

3322 n HHHH

HOWLING HILARITY FOR HUFFLEPUFF
BOONE, BRIAN
9781510740938     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£5.99     Published 19/09/19
This follow-up to ‘The Unofficial Harry Potter Joke Book: Great Guffaws for Gryffindor’ offers hundreds 
of hilarious jokes from the Harry Potter world for every muggle, wizard, and squib. The Pottermore 
website allows Harry Potter fans everywhere to be sorted into the house that’s right for them, and now 
loyal Hufflepuffs everywhere can find themselves in this joke book. This book will continue the silly 
jokes, funny art, and hilarious one-liners specific to the most underrated house of all, and to the wider 
wizard world. 

3323 n HHHH

RAUCOUS JOKES & RIDDIKULUS RIDDLES/RAVEN
BOONE, BRIAN
9781510740945     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
‘Raucous Jokes and Riddikulus Riddles for Ravenclaw.’ This follow-up to ‘The Unofficial Harry Potter 
Joke Book: Great Guffaws for Gryffindor’ offers hundreds of hilarious jokes from the Harry Potter world 
for Slytherins and Hufflepuffs alike. The Pottermore website allows Harry Potter fans everywhere to be 
sorted into the house that’s right for them, and now the Ravenclaws the world over will find their place 
in this joke book. This book dives deeper into this magical universe, poking fun at every wizard and 
muggle from Hogsmead to the Ministry of Magic itself. 

CHILDREN’S NON FICTION

3324 n HHHH

ADVENTURES ON EARTH
TYLER, SIMON
9781843654278     H     PAVILION 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Graphic illustrator Simon Tyler explores the extremes of our planet - and the people who venture 
there - in his bold and colourful style. Following on from the magnificent Adventures in Space, comes 
a compendium on a topic closer to home - our planet, the Earth. Learn about the highest and deepest 
environment. Discover the world’s most wild terrain - deserts, mountains, volcanoes, rivers, jungles, 
oceans, the polar regions and more - as well as the animals that live there and the people who have 
explored them. 

3325 n HHHH

DARWINS VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY
WILLIAMS, JAKE
9781843654148     H     PAVILION 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
A wonderful celebration of this remarkable journey; published to celebrate 160 years of Charles 
Darwin’s seminal text on evolution: On The Origin of Species. Step on-board The Beagle and follow the 
remarkable journey that inspired almost all modern-day knowledge of the natural world. From England 
to Cape Verde, Brazil to the Galapagos, Tahiti to Australia; discover the wildlife of Charles Darwin 
- giant sloths, platypus, tarantulas, fireflies and more. As well as gorgeous artwork and fascinating 
information on the journey, this book will also feature the crew, the equipment and cross-sections of the 
ship itself. 

3326 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RAMOS
OLDFIELD, MATT
9781789461183     P     JOHN BLAKE PUBLISHING 
£5.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 9+. From the Playground to the Pitch. Sergio Ramos is the lionhearted captain of Real Madrid and 
Spain, and one of the best defenders in the world. Sergio is now famous for his pace and strength in 
the heart of defence, and his leadership and winning attitude on the field, but when he was young he 
had to learn to control his temper first. Read the story of how the hot-headed boy from Seville made it 
his mission to become one of the best defenders in the world. 
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3327 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EPIC TALES OF TRIUMPH & 
ADVENTURE
CHESHIRE, SIMON
9781526601124     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Prepare to meet 66 exceptionally brave adventurers in this celebration of monumental 
achievements from around the world. Mountaineers, conquerors, explorers, sailors, pilots and many 
others who accomplished amazing feats of bravery and triumph are waiting to be discovered in Simon 
Cheshire’s outstanding, ‘Epic Tales of Triumph and Adventure’, vibrantly illustrated by Fatti Burke. 
These are the astonishing true stories of just a few of the world’s most daring men and women who 
defied all odds to achieve their goals and make their dreams come true. 

3328 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BE YOUR BEST SELF
BROWN, DANIELLE
9781787080386     H 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 8+. Life Skills for Unstoppable Kids. What are your big dreams? Maybe you’d like to be a scientist, 
an award-winning journalist, play in a rock band, swim in the Olympic Games, groom dogs, own a 
bakery or even help to run your country? We all have different dreams, that’s what makes us unique. 
But whatever it is that you want to do, the skills you’ll need to achieve your goals are the same. This 
exciting new book helps children and young people to practise these core skills and provides a survival 
kit for them to dip into when they need extra help or motivation. 

3329 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIG BOOK OF DRESSING UP
MINTER, LAURA
9781784945176     P 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 3+. 40 Fun Projects to Make with Kids. For those days when you want to explore your inner pirate, 
princess, superhero, astronaut, knight or even dinosaur, this book has the answer. Simply grab some 
readily available craft items and you’ll soon be stepping out in dressing-up creations including dinosaur 
paws, astronaut’s helmet, knight’s tabard, superhero mask, buccaneer boots and ice princess tutu. 
These exciting projects will get children cutting, sticking, sewing and painting in no time and then there’s 
even more fun to be had wearing the projects afterwards. Plus the good news is grown-ups need little 
or no crafting experience to help! 

3330 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HORRIBLE CRAFT BOOK
MINTER, LAURA
9781784945367     P 
GMC DISTRIBUTION 
£12.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 4 to 10. 30 Macabre Makes to Freak Out Your Family and Frighten Your Friends. Test out your 
threshold for all things horrible with this disgusting book! From cornflour vomit and cat poo chocolate 
to smelly socks and bug soap, the strength of your stomach will be truly tested by this revolting and 
gruesome collection of projects. Using everyday ingredients and items from around the house, Laura 
Minter and Tia Williams have once again come up with fun and engaging makes that your little horrors 
will find hilarious. 

3331 n HHHH

RAINBOW REVOLUTIONS
LAWSON, JAMIE
9781526361257     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Power, Pride and Protest in the Fight for Queer Rights. On June 28th 1969, around one 
o’clock in the morning, New York City Police raided the Stonewall Inn, a bar in Greenwich Village, New 
York... What happened that night would come to be a defining moment in the LGBTQ+ rights movement 
and for queer people everywhere. From the impassioned speeches of bold activists Karl Ulrichs and 
Audre Lorde to the birth of Pride and queer pop culture, ‘Rainbow Revolutions’ charts the dramatic 
rise of the LGBTQ+ rights movement, and celebrates the courageous individuals who stood up and 
demanded recognition. 

3332 n HHHHH

PLANET FULL OF PLASTIC
LAYTON, NEAL
9781526361769     P 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 5 to 7. ...and how you can help. Everything is made of stuff. Some things are made of paper, like 
this book. And some things are made of plastic. If you look around you, plastic is everywhere. Even in 
places where it’s not meant to be. If it drops to the ground, it doesn’t rot away - it sticks around for ever. 
Our world is drowning in plastic, and it’s a big problem. Award-winning author-illustrator Neal Layton 
is here to explain where plastic comes from, why it doesn’t biodegrade, and why that’s dangerous for 
animals and humans alike. But he’s also full of ideas for how you can help! From giving up straws in 
juice cartons to recycling all we can. 

3333 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SPACEPEDIA
HERZOG, BRAD
9781683836919     H     INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£16.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 9 to 12. Explore the universe and learn about the science and history of space discovery in this 
educational and interactive guide! Humans have always sought to push the boundaries of discovery, 
exploring not only Earth but the universe beyond. For centuries, scientists have been fascinated 
by space, studying everything from the planets to supernovas. The discoveries they’ve made have 
radically changed our view of the universe and our place in it. An out-of-this-world experience, 
‘Spacepedia’ lets kids explore space through the stories in the stars. 
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3334 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
OBSESSIVE COMPULSIVE 
DISORDER DIARY
DENNIS, CHARLOTTE
9781787750531     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

A Self-Help Diary with CBT Activities to Challenge Your OCD. Drawing on her experience of living 
with OCD and her journey to recovery, this diary combines Charlotte’s personal story with Cognitive 
Behavioural Therapy Self-help activities. The book is packed full of journalling and sketching activities, 
and Charlotte’s own designs and entries will give you a jumping off point to add your own sketches, 
doodles and photos to help you understand your OCD. It also has daily tasks adapted or expanded 
from CBT that help manage anxiety, avoidance, obsessions and compulsions. A book for teenagers and 
young people with OCD. 

3335 n HHH	 30% Pre Publication Discount
SOMETHING BAD HAPPENED
HUEBNER, DAWN
9781787750746     P 
JESSICA KINGSLEY 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19

A Kid’s Guide to Coping With Events in the News. Expert advice from bestselling author Dawn Huebner 
to help 6 to 12 year olds manage sadness and fear about troubling world events. This book guides 
children and the adults around them through tough conversations about news of large-scale events, 
addressing questions such as: ‘Where did it happen?’ ‘Why did it happen?’ And, ‘Will it happen again?’ 
Feelings like sadness, fear and confusion are normalized, and coping tools provided. 

3336 n HHHH

SCIENCE & ME
WINTER, ALI
9781911373711     H     LANTANA PUBLISHING 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19
Age 7 to 11. Inspired by the Discoveries of Nobel Science Prize Laureates. Discover some of the 
inspirational men and women who have received Nobel Prizes in Physics, Chemistry and Medicine 
from 1901 to the present day, among them Marie Curie, Albert Einstein and Sir Alexander Fleming. A 
glimpse into the often surprising lives and sometimes accidental discoveries of a group of extraordinary 
scientists, this fascinating collection shows that the science you learn at school really can change the 
world. 

3337 n HHHH

HOW TO BUILD A CITY
OTTER, ISABEL
9781848578722     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£11.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6 to 8. From solar panels to sewers and from trams to tower blocks; follow this step-by-step 
guide and watch a city transform from a cluster of houses to a mega metropolis... Illustrated by Harry 
Woodgate. 

3338 n HHHH

TRAILBLAZERS JANE GOODALL
GANERI, ANITA
9781788951579     P     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8 to 10. Be inspired by the lives of trailblazers past and present in this fun and factual biography 
series! How did Jane Goodall become the world’s leading chimpanzee expert? Having dreamed of 
studying animals in their natural habitat since she was little, she jumped at the first opportunity to set 
sail for Africa and observe primates - even though many people were against the idea of a young 
woman living among wild creatures, so far from home. Find out what led this animal-loving trailblazer to 
dedicate her life to primatology and conservation, and share her amazing discoveries with the world. 

3339 n HHHHH

FLAG BOOK
LONELY PLANET KIDS
9781788683098     H     LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019
The story behind the world’s flags. From national flags and coats of arms to the feared pirate skull and 
crossbones, all flags are pictures with a special meaning for those in the know! In ‘The Flag Book’ we 
explore a fascinating world of colours, images and symbols, and reveal lots of amazing facts about 
every country’s flag and what it represents. 

3340 n HHHHH

THIS IS MY WORLD
LONELY PLANET KIDS
9781787012943     H 
LONELY PLANET 
£14.99     Published Sep 2019

Age 7+. Meet over 80 real kids from around the globe. In their own words and photos, they share what’s 
important to them, from their families and hobbies to their favourite sports, foods and animals. Young 
readers will learn what it’s like to live in an orphanage in Zambezi, by a remote fjord in Greenland, on 
a cattle ranch in Australia, in a traditional whaling community in Alaska, and at an eco-lodge in Costa 
Rica! With War Child’s help, two children whose lives have been affected by conflict have been included 
in the book. 1 pound from every UK copy sold will be donated to the charity War Child UK. 

3341 n HHHH

FIRST OF EVERYTHING
ROSS, STEWART
9781789290622     H     MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
A lively and highly readable account of human invention, innovation and discovery.  ‘The First of 
Everything’ recounts the origins, invention and discovery of just about everything on the planet, from the 
Big Bang to driverless cars. Fun and perfect for dipping into. Illustrated throughout. 
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3342 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GUARDIANS OF THE PLANET
GIFFORD, CLIVE
9781780555881     H 
MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 26/09/19

Age 9 to 11. This environmentally positive book encourages readers to become guardians of the planet, 
suggesting proactive ways of addressing the factors that contribute to climate change in their own 
home. Key environmental topics are clearly explained, and the easy-to-follow projects and suggestions 
help to put the issues in an everyday context. From reusing clothes and composting food to reducing 
water waste and giving wildlife a helping hand, this book will encourage children to engage with 
environmental problems and inspire them to take care of our wonderful planet. 

3343 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RISE UP
LI, AMANDA
9781780555782     H 
MICHAEL O MARA PUBLICATIONS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9 to 11. This book tells the stories of women and girls from around the world and the challenges 
they have faced and overcome. It features 25 amazing women who have achieved the unimaginable - 
whether their story is of sailing single-handed around the world at the age of 14, surviving a plane crash 
in the jungle or a shark attack while surfing. There are tales of triumphing over illness and injury, and 
of fighting tyranny. Entries include Juliane Koepcke, Laura Dekker and Malala Yousafzai, to name but 
a few. PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JUNE 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE, ENTITLED ‘YOU’VE GOT THIS 
GIRL’, PRICED 9.99. 

3344 n HHHH

STEP INSIDE HOMES THROUGH HISTORY
HAWL, GOLDIE
9781788004091     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. In this beautifully detailed, laser-cut book, children can travel back in time and explore homes 
from seven different eras: Late Middle Ages, Tudor, Georgian, Victorian, 1920s, 1960s and present day. 
Peek through the windows, discover the rooms inside and spot the family members. Then, learn a bit 
more about the family, spot the pieces of furniture that appear in more than one house, and find out 
what people wore in each era - from kirtles and crinolines to flat caps and flapper dresses. 

3345 n HHHHH

WILDLIVES
HALLIGAN, KATHERINE
9781788005098     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. 50 Extraordinary Animals that Made History. In this fascinating book, children can learn about 
50 courageous creatures from around the world and throughout history. This captivating collection 
gathers heart-warming, surprising and often emotionally powerful stories of bravery, discovery and 
friendship. Featuring a range of animals - from heroes and helpful, adventurers to achievers and many 
more - young readers will discover some of the most famous and unforgettable animals of all time. 

3346 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
PLASTIC SUCKS YOU CAN 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
POYNTER, DOUGIE
9781529019377     P 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9 to 11. How can YOU help save our planet? This awesome and inspiring guide, written by 
musician and environmental activist Dougie Poynter, will show you how to get involved in the mission 
to cut out single-use plastic. Plastic is everywhere and it sucks. It fills up our oceans, endangers our 
wildlife and never goes away. So it’s time to take action, find ways to cut down our plastic use and help 
protect our environment. Together we can make a difference! As a lifelong supporter of environmental 
causes and a key player in the campaign to ban microbeads in the UK, Dougie is always on the hunt for 
ways to reduce and replace plastic. 

3347 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BREATHING MAKES IT BETTER
WILLARD, CHRISTOPER
9781611804690     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 20/09/19
Age 3 to 6. A Book for Sad Days, Mad Days, Glad Days, and All the Feelings In-Between. Read aloud 
and breathe along with this sweet story teaching children how to navigate powerful emotions like anger, 
fear, sadness, confusion, anxiety, and loneliness. With rhythmic writing and engaging illustrations, 
‘Breathing Makes It Better’ guides children to breathe through their feelings and find calm with recurring 
cues to stop and take a breath. Simple guided practices, like imagining you are a tree blowing in the 
wind, follow each story to teach children how to apply mindfulness techniques when they need them 
the most. 

3348 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MEDITATION FOR KIDS
DUPEYRAT, LAURENT
9781611806205     P     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£12.99     Published 20/09/19
Age 7 to 10. How to Clear Your Head and Calm Your Mind. This extensive guide features options for 
both seated and walking meditation practices with over a dozen illustrated, step-by-step exercises 
like the tightrope walker and the flamingo. A short history of meditation, fun checklists, and a 
troubleshooting guide for frequently asked questions - including ‘What happens if you fall asleep? 
and ‘Can I meditate with my pet?’ - help lay the groundwork for a daily practice of stillness and inner 
reflection. 

3349 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
KID ACTIVISTS
STEVENSON, ROBIN
9781683691419     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£11.99     Published 24/09/19
Age 9 to 12. True Tales of Childhood from Champions of Change. ‘Kid Activists’ tells the stories of a 
diverse and inclusive group - including Frederick Douglass, Susan B Anthony, Harvey Milk, Dolores 
Huerta, Rosa Parks, Martin Luther King Jr, James Baldwin, Nelson Mandela, Emma Watson, Janet 
Mock, Helen Keller, Alexander Hamilton, Ruby Bridges, Iqbal Masih, Malala Yousafzai, and Autumn 
Peltier - through child-friendly text and colour cartoon illustrations on nearly every page. 
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3350 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SILVER SPOON FOR 
CHILDREN
SILVER SPOON
9781838660130     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£17.95     Published 25/09/19

Age 7 to 10. Favourite Italian Recipes. Following the global success of the first edition of ‘The Silver 
Spoon for Children’ and to mark the 10-year anniversary of its publication, this newly designed edition 
presents a fresh, easy-to-use layout. Kids will love to cook and eat the authentic regional Italian dishes 
chosen by a nutritional specialist for their simple instructions, achievability, and balanced nutrition. With 
its charming specially commissioned illustrations, lively layout, and bright and tempting photographs of 
the finished dishes, this book is sure to please budding cooks in kitchens around the world. 

3351 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
YVES KLEIN PAINTED 
EVERYTHING BLUE/WASNT
GILBERTI, FAUSTO
9781838660147     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£11.95     Published 11/09/19

Age 4 to 7. ‘Yves Klein Painted Everything Blue and Wasn’t Sorry.’ Artist Yves Klein always thought 
about how he could surprise his audience. One day, he decided that he would only paint in one colour 
- blue. He painted canvases, globes, branches, gallery floors, and even covered people in blue paint. 
Klein’s story is told here with wit and eccentricity perfectly paired with black-line illustrations and blue 
splashes galore. Fausto Gilberti brings movement, life, and whimsy to the true life story of one of the 
most important modern French artists of our time. 

3352 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WRINKLES
JR
9781838660161     H 
PHAIDON PRESS 
£12.95     Published 25/09/19

Age 2 to 6. This first-ever picture book by internationally acclaimed artist-photographer JR allows young 
readers to consider the lives and stories of the older people around them. Memories are touched on in 
a welcoming way, creating the perfect conversation-starter between children and their elders. Evocative 
black-and-white photographs of faces and simple, poignant read-aloud text consider the literal and 
lyrical meaning of wrinkles, leaving readers of all ages with a well-justified appreciation of aging and 
natural beauty. 

3353 n HHHHH

EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF MAHATMA GANDHI
SOUNDAR, CHITRA
9780241375464     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 12. Part of a new non-fiction series focusing on the lives of inspirational historical and modern 
figures. From growing up in India and studying in London to becoming a political activist in South Africa 
and taking on the battle for independence in India, Mahatma Gandhi’s legacy has lived on well beyond 
his years. Read the story of this brilliant, strong-willed and influential man in this beautifully illustrated 
book with real-life stories, timelines and facts. 

3354 n HHHHH

EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF MARY SEACOLE
REDGRAVE, NAIDA
9780241372777     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 12. Part of a new non-fiction series focusing on the lives of inspirational historical and modern 
figures. Mary Seacole is known for her medical work in the Crimean War, and as a brilliant woman who 
combated the racial prejudice she experienced in her lifetime. But for a long time her story was lost. 
From growing up in Kingstown, Jamaica as the daughter of a doctress to helping soldiers in the war, 
discover the details of the life of this amazing woman in this beautifully illustrated book with real-life 
stories, timelines and facts. 

3355 n HHHHH

EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF ROSA PARKS
KANANI, SHEILA
9780241372791     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 12. Part of a new non-fiction series focusing on the lives of inspirational historical and modern 
figures. Rosa Parks, the woman known for refusing to give up her seat on the bus, triggered a great 
shift in the fight for civil rights. Raised in Alabama, she knew all about the racism of her society from an 
early age. Discover how she became the brilliant activist we know today, in this beautifully illustrated 
book with real-life stories, timelines and facts. 

3356 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FRIEDA KAHLO
BROWNRIDGE, LUCY
9781786036445     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Learn about one of the world’s favourite painters - Frida Kahlo - in this new and unique 
biography series, which depicts the story of an artist’s life through their own masterworks. This book 
tells the story of Frida Kahlo’s life and shows how she came to create some of the most famous 
paintings in the world. Learn about her difficult childhood, her love affair with fellow painter Diego 
Rivera, and the lasting impact her surreal work had on the history of art in this book that brings her work 
to life. 

3357 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VINCENT VAN GOGH
BROWNRIDGE, LUCY
9781786036452     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Vincent Van Gogh was born in the Netherlands and today is one of the world’s best-loved 
painters. But during his lifetime, Van Gogh struggled to find fame and fortune through his art, making 
very little money from his paintings, which now sell for millions. This book tells the story of Van Gogh’s 
life through his own artworks, and shows how he came to create some of the most famous paintings in 
the world, including the Sunflowers and Starry Night. Learn about the importance of brotherly love, his 
struggle to find the right path and the lasting impact he had on the history of art in this book that brings 
his work to life. 

3358 n HHHH

EXPERIMENT WITH KITCHEN SCIENCE
ARNOLD, NICK
9780711243378     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 7+. The STEAM Ahead series shows readers that science isn’t limited to the classroom - it can be 
found out in the garden, cooked up in the kitchen and brought to life with paper and paints! Each book 
features clear, step-by-step instructions and has a fresh, contemporary design, with an emphasis on 
fun, achievable experiments to give kids hands-on experiences. The science behind each experiment is 
explained, giving readers the theory behind the practical activities. 
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3359 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANYTIME YOGA
DEZE, ULRIKA
9781611804393     H 
RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£12.99     Published 20/09/19

Age 3 to 7. Join Kika and her little monkey Yazoo as they introduce 14 simple yoga poses for kids. Each 
pose in this book includes easy-to-follow instructions and will show kids how yoga can help them relax, 
develop focus, and increase their sense of well-being. Organized by ‘Awake’ and ‘Focus’ poses, you 
can tailor the series to either help kids start moving in the mornings or increase concentration at school 
or before homework. Whether you have 15 minutes or an hour, the series of poses are adaptable and 
can be done with just one kid or in a larger classroom setting. The book also includes four guided 
meditations that can be read aloud to complement the yoga practices. 

3360 n HHHH

EMBROIDERY KIT FLAMINGO
BRYAN, LARA
9781474959643     K     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. This clever kit contains everything you need to embroider, frame and hang a delightful flamingo 
design. The 16-page Usborne book included gives you simple, step-by-step instructions showing you 
exactly what to do at every step of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete beginners to 
experienced embroiderers. With stylish, specially commissioned embroidery design by fabric designer 
Bethan Janine. 

3361 n HHHH

EMBROIDERY KIT LLAMA
BRYAN, LARA
9781474959650     K     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. This clever kit contains everything you need to embroider, frame and hang a delightful llama 
design. The 16-page Usborne book included gives you simple, step-by-step instructions showing you 
exactly what to do at every step of the way. A gorgeous project for all ages, from complete beginners to 
experienced embroiderers. With stylish, specially commissioned embroidery design by fabric designer 
Bethan Janine. 

3362 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHILDREN WHO CHANGED 
THE WORLD
WILLIAMS, MARCIA
9781406384109     H 
WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 8+. From the heroes familiar to everyone, such as Malala Yousafzai, to the amazing activists you 
might not have heard of, like Baruani Ndume, the teenager who gave a voice to fellow refugee children 
in Tanzania, discover the incredible true stories of child activists. An inspirational and moving book from 
beloved author-illustrator Marcia Williams, providing the perfect introduction to an important subject and 
marking 30 years since the Convention on the Rights of the Child was signed by the United Nations 
General Assembly. 

3363 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILD GIRL
SKELTON, HELEN
9781406387643     H 
WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 9+. Calling wild girls everywhere! Helen Skelton - adventurer, world-record breaker and TV 
presenter - brings you her inspirational guide to getting outdoors and having incredible adventures. 
From kayaking the length of the Amazon to cycling to the South Pole and running an ultra-marathon 
across the Namib desert, she has taken on record-breaking feats of endurance and shown that 
adventures definitely are for girls. Alongside her inspirational tales are ideas for where readers can find 
their own wild adventures closer to home and accounts of the real-life wild girls who inspire her. 

3364 n HHHHH

WHERE FOOTBALL EXPLAINS THE WORLD
BELLOS, ALEX
9781406379570     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. The fourth book in the bestselling series that teaches you about the world through football. This 
book is packed with awesome true stories, real science and fascinating facts and will make you laugh 
loads - and it’s all about football. Learn the psychology of team work, the maths behind the 90-minute 
match and the best animal-themed football phrases from around the world. Illustrated throughout with 
hilarious cartoons and filled with laugh out-loud gags, this is the perfect book for any boy or girl who 
loves football. 

CHILDREN’S BOARDBOOKS

3365 n HHHHH

GOODNIGHT DUGGEE
HEY DUGGEE
9780241402153     H     BBC CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 2 to 6. It’s naptime at the Squirrel Club but the squirrels are struggling to sleep! Join your favourite 
squirrels as they try sleeping upside down, standing up and holding hands... Will they ever fall asleep 
and earn their Sleeping Badges? Featuring all of your favourite characters from the triple BAFTA-
winning CBeebies show, this board book story is perfect for reading at bedtime and naptime with little 
Hey Duggee fans. 

3366 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POP UP PEEKABOO WAKE UP FARM
LAMBERT, JONNY
9780241388402     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 3. Lift the flaps to wake up the animals on the farm, and look out for the pop up surprises! 
Join the noisy cockerel as he visits pigs, cows, and more on a beautiful morning on the farm, in this 
lovely interactive board book. Children will delight in the collage-like illustrations of their favourite 
farmyard animals, by renowned artist Jonny Lambert, and will love joining in with the story as they visit 
characters one by one. The sturdy board-book format is perfect for little hands, and fun pop-ups under 
flaps will entertain children again and again. 

3367 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NOISY THOMAS SOUND BOOK
THOMAS & FRIENDS
9781405295208     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Puff, puff! Brrm, brrm! Whoosh, whoosh! Join Thomas and Bertie for a noisy day. Press the sound 
button to hear Thomas puff on his way! Children will love joining in and making all the puff, brrm and 
whoosh vehicle sounds as you share the rhyming story in this colourful and fun board book. 
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3368 n HHHH

ASTRO KITTENS LIFE IN THE UNKNOWN
WALLIMAN, DOMINIC
9781912497270     H     FLYING EYE 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Greetings, my little Astro Kittens! Are you ready to take off on your first space adventure? Join 
Professor Astro Cat as we head Into the Unknown! What would life be like on another planet? It might 
be difficult to imagine, but scientific exploration and development is evolving so fast that it might not be 
an impossibility. From holidays on the moon to discovering aliens, this beautifully illustrated board book 
explores some of the research that is taking us one step closer to discovering what life might be like in 
the unknown. Illustrated by Ben Newman. 

3369 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ASTRO KITTENS COSMIC 
MACHINES
WALLIMAN, DOMINIC
9781912497287     H 
FLYING EYE 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019

Greetings, my little Astro Kittens! Are you ready to take off on your first space adventure? Join 
Professor Astro Cat as we learn all about Cosmic Machines! Advancements in space technology mean 
that we now know more than ever before about what’s out there in the Universe. From rockets to 
rovers, this beautifully designed board book introduces young explorers to some of the most innovative 
and incredible machinery that has opened our eyes and broadened our minds to things we could never 
have imagined... Illustrated by Ben Newman. 

3370 n HHHH

CLAP HANDS HERE COME THE MONSTERS
PAT A CAKE
9781526380609     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
A  touch-and-feel board book. Clap hands and play with this range of exciting toddler touch-and-feel 
books! Here Come the Monsters is a playful touch-and-feel book, full of energy, fun and of course, lots 
of funny monster friends! Toddlers will laugh, shout, clap their hands and join in the fun as the simple 
text encourages them to point, count and talk about the magical pals playing on every page. With 
textures to feel on every page and a fun matching game at the end, everyone will want to clap hands 
for the monsters! 

3371 n HHHHH

KIPPERS MONSTER
INKPEN, MICK
9781444947229     H     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Cuddle up with Kipper! A classic Kipper story about being afraid of the dark, now in a sturdy 
board book, perfect for little hands. Where’s the best place to try out the most powerful torch there is? 
Kipper and Tiger decide that it must be in the middle of the woods at the bottom of Big Hill. But just 
what is that big animal with horns that they can see on the other side of the tent? Perhaps it would be 
safer to camp in Tiger’s room... The perfect book to soothe night-time fears. 

3372 n HHHHH

JUNGLE JOURNEY
BLACK, ALLSION
9780241373002     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. A push-and-pull adventure. The Little World series is designed for curious toddlers, allowing 
them to explore familiar landscapes and faraway places, from cities and jungles to outer space and the 
ocean depths. The gentle narrative is perfect for reading aloud, guiding children on their adventure as 
they venture further into the jungle. A novelty slide, push or pull on every spread also helps children to 
engage and explore. Allison Black’s bright artwork and charming characters encourage interaction and 
play, with lots to spot, see and enjoy on every spread. 

3373 n HHHHH

UNDER THE SEA
BLACK, ALLISON
9780241373019     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. A push-and-pull adventure. The Little World series is designed for curious toddlers, allowing 
them to explore familiar landscapes and faraway places, from cities and jungles to outer space and 
the ocean depths. The gentle narrative is perfect for reading aloud, guiding children on their adventure 
as they dive the ocean depths and discover the secrets of the sea. A novelty slide, push or pull on 
every spread also helps children to engage and explore. Allison Black’s bright artwork and charming 
characters encourage interaction and play, with lots to spot, see and enjoy on every spread. 

3374 n HHHHH

PEPPA PIG UP & DOWN
PEPPA PIG
9780241375853     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 6. An Opposites Lift-the-Flap Book. Up, down...in, out...happy, sad. Lift the flaps to learn the 
opposites with Peppa! It’s a lovely sunny day, and Peppa and her family are going on a picnic in the 
countryside. So off they go on their bikes, to their favourite picnic spot. Let’s hope Daddy Pig can keep 
up! Lift the flaps to explore the world around them and find out all about opposites. 

3375 n HHHHH

PEPPA & THE POLICE CAR
PEPPA PIG SOUND BOOK
9780241375877     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 6. A super fun and LOUD noisy book to entertain little readers everywhere! Peppa and her 
friends meet two friendly Police Officers in this fun-filled sound book. Everyone loves pressing the 
button and hearing the sound of the police siren! With a great big sound button to press as you read the 
story, this is a brilliantly noisy gift for every Peppa fan! 

3376 n HHHH

DINOSAUR DINOSAUR SAY GOODNIGHT
RESCEK, SANJA
9781788814768     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 3. ‘Dinosaur, dinosaur, turn out the light. Dinosaur, dinosaur, say goodnight!’ A super selection 
of both new and traditional bedtime rhymes - with a fun dino theme to make children giggle! 

3377 n HHHH

LETS FIND THE PENGUIN
WILLMORE, ALEX
9781788814805     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 3. Penguin is hiding. Let’s go and find him! There are lots of animals playing in the snow, but 
could any of them be Penguin? Peek through the pages and lift the touchy-feely felt flaps to find out! 

3378 n HHHH

UNDER THE SLEEPY MOON
KOLANOVIC, DUBRAVKA
9781788814560     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 3. It’s time to rest now, one and all, under the sleepy moon. All the woodland creatures are 
scurrying home to bed as a silvery moon watches over them. This ingenious book uses shaped die-cut 
pages to reveal a wonderful bedtime scene that builds as you turn the page. 
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3379 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EVERYBODY’S WELCOME
HEGARTY, PATRICIA
9781848578920     H 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 6. Wouldn’t it be great if you could build a home that opened its doors to everyone - tall 
or short, fat or thin, rich or poor...! Well, perhaps if everybody pitches in to help, one little mouse 
can achieve that dream. This heart-warming story is brought to life with clever die-cuts and playful 
illustrations. Illustrated by Greg Abbott. 

3380 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
H IS FOR HAPPY SAURUS
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781788439800     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£8.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 3+. Turn the pages of this bold, glittery alphabet book to discuss what each dinosaur is doing and 
the emotions they feel. The perfect tool for exploring feelings with young readers and encouraging 
empathy. Little ones won’t be able to resist the awesome cover with glitter, foil and a googly eye! 
Illustrated by James Dillon. 

3381 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEVER FEED A QUEEN A JELLYBEAN
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781789470505     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 1+. You should never feed a queen a jellybean! Find out why in this hilarious rhyming book. Each 
royal character has a giant open mouth and felt teeth, so children can reach through the holes to mimic 
feeding them! This tactile book offers plenty for young children to enjoy, helping to promote an early 
love of reading. Illustrated by Kali Stileman. 

3382 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
NEVER TOUCH THE DINOSAURS
GREENING, ROSIE
9781788439848     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£6.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 1+. This roar-some counting book is perfect for young children. Little ones will love learning to 
count down from 5 as they explore the amazing bumpy dinosaurs on every page. There’s plenty to 
explore in this innovative board book with silicone textures and silly rhyming text. Illustrated by Stuart 
Lynch. 

3383 n HHHH

FUNDERPANTS
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781788439978     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
The animals can’t wait to show you their amazing new funderpants! An exciting board book with 
hilarious touch-and-feel pants! Children will love this tactile book, filled with textured underpants on 
every spread. The hilarious rhyming text will engage young children, and the funny animal illustrations 
are sure to entertain. Illustrated by James Dillon. 

3384 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GOODNIGHT LITTLE GROOVICORNS
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781788439923     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 1+. This fun, tactile book encourages children to count down from 5 as they feel the soft textures 
on each page. Children will love reading the silly rhyme and watching each groovicorn disappear at the 
turn of the page. With 5 amazing different textures and hilarious illustrations, this groovy book will keep 
children entertained for hours! Illustrated by Stuart Lynch. 

3385 n HHHH

MAGIC BAG
BEST, ELANOR
9781789470826     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 1+. What will you find in the magic bag today? Open the pages and enter a magical world where 
fountains of candy, mountains of cuddly toys and more cascade from the bag. A simple rhyme and 
touches to explore on each page will enchant little ones at story time. Illustrated by Lara Ede. 

3386 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WISH UPON A RAINBOW
MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS
9781789470031     H     MAKE BELIEVE IDEAS 
£7.99     Published Sep 2019
Age 1+. A rainbow-themed board book that teaches colours in a fun and unique way. Each spread 
features a different colour of the rainbow with a sweet rhyme, adorable illustrations, and touch-and-feel 
embellishments. Illustrated by Shannon Hays. 

3387 n HHHH

LITTLE OWLS BEDTIME
NEWSON, KARL
9781788006378     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1+. With beautiful illustrations by the hugely talented Migy Blanco and a rhyming text by Karl 
Newson that rolls off the tongue, this book follows Little Owl on a magical, shooting star-filled night. As 
all the other animals settle down to sleep, Little Owl swoops around the sky, blowing the stars out so it’s 
all dark, until the sun arrives and it’s morning... but for Little Owl it’s time for bed. Goodnight! 

3388 n HHHH

TWINKLE TWINKLE LITTLE STAR
SLATER, NICOLA
9781788003407     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£10.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1+. Join the merry musicians as they journey to the festival, practising their instruments along the 
way. Then sing along with the band as they all play together! 

3389 n HHHHH

WHERES MRS BEAR
ARRHENIUS, INGELA P
9781788002554     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Five beautifully illustrated spreads show a series of friendly autumnal animals hiding behind bright felt 
flaps. And there’s a mirror on the final page! A perfect book to share with very little ones. 

3390 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
THERE ARE 101 SEA CREATURES IN THIS BOOK
JONES, REBECCA
9781529010367     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 5. ‘There Are 101 Sea Creatures In This Book’ is part of an early learning series for children 
who are discovering the world around them. Split flip-flap pages encourage spotting and finding skills 
as little ones match up each set of sea creatures with their correct environment and learn the animal 
names. With five beautifully illustrated scenes from Rebecca Jones, each sea creature is located in 
their natural habitat, and with activities on colours, counting, animal babies and more, there is lots to do 
and talk about. 
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3391 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY MAGICAL WITCH
SHIN, YUJIN
9781529001761     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 1 to 5. Enter a magical world and take a broomstick ride with a colourful witch! With push, pull 
and turn mechanisms and a sparkly foil cover wheel, ‘My Magical Witch’ has plenty to keep little ones 
engaged and entertained. Yujin Shin’s beautifully coloured illustrations are paired with gentle rhyming 
text and lots of things to spot in four bright and busy magical scenes. Enjoy more magical adventures 
with ‘My Magical Unicorn’, ‘My Magical Dragon’ and ‘My Magical Mermaid’. 

3392 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SLEEPING BEAUTY MY FIRST 
BALLET BOOK
ADAMS, JENNIFER
9781423652595     H 
PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£7.99     Published 10/09/19

‘The Sleeping Beauty: My First Ballet Book’ retells the classic story and introduces little ones to the 
beautiful art of ballet. Jennifer Adams’ engaging text alongside adorable illustrations by Corey Egbert 
introduces little ones to The Sleeping Beauty story of kings, queens, fairies, and dancing. A book to 
encourage babies to Be Creative, Be Active, and Be Brilliant through the classic art of ballet. 

3393 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ALPHABABIES
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419494     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 03/09/19
Get to know the ‘Alphababies’ in this adorable novelty book. Young children will love the baby 
characters, made up from everyday photographs and fingerprints, as they learn about colours and 
everyday objects. The giant flaps are easy for small hands to use, and the amusing pictures will make 
everyone giggle. This board book is perfect for introducing first words and encouraging speech in a fun 
way. 

3394 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
F IS FOR FARM
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419296     H     PRIDDY BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19
With bright photographs of adorable animals ‘F is for Farm’ is an ideal first book for parent and baby 
to share. Each barnyard animal features a soft, furry, touch-and-feel texture for baby to explore, which 
will stimulate their senses and help develop early motor skills. Every page is accompanied by gentle, 
rhyming text which will interest young children and create an engaging reading experience to share 
together. 

3395 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEE TOUCH FEEL CREATE
PRIDDY, ROGER
9781783419487     H 
PRIDDY BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19

This sturdy board book is specially designed to stimulate babies through creative, sensory play. Each 
page features artwork created from a fun painting activity, with fingerprints, footprints, and handprints. 
The embossed, shiny fingerprint artwork mimics the look and feel of real paint, so young children can 
have all of the fun of messy play without any of the clean-up. Babies will enjoy exploring the charming 
pictures - a handprint butterfly, a fingerprint caterpillar - which can be used as inspiration for homemade 
projects and keepsakes. 

3396 n HHHHH

WHAT CAN YOU SEE PETER
POTTER, BEATRIX
9780241371725     H     PUFFIN 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
‘What can you see, Peter?’ Join Peter Rabbit as he finds his friends hiding in the garden, searches for 
who is making the different noises at the pond and spots his sisters in the burrow. With lots of easy to 
lift flaps, charming illustrations and simple text, this Peter Rabbit story is the perfect way to introduce 
colours, numbers and opposites to very young readers. 

3397 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY TURN YOUR TURN
LOWEWN, NANCY
9780711244436     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Let’s learn a new game. It’s called ‘My Turn, Your Turn’. Part of the Bright Start series, ‘My Turn, Your 
Turn’ introduces and helps develop the idea of sharing for children aged 1-3. Malik and Cora both want 
to fly the same toy plane. Watch frustration give way to joy as they try the sharing game proposed by 
their teacher. 

3398 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONE MORE TIME
LOEWEN, NANCY
9780711244405     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 1 to 3. ‘One More Time’ is part of Bright Start; a touching new series of board books which 
combines sweet stories with charming illustrations to nurture emotional intelligence and develop 
perseverance. Whee! Whoa! Whoops! Ready to try again? A boy gets a beautiful, blue scooter for his 
birthday. At first he falls but after about ‘a bazillion’ tries, he learns the benefits of perseverance. 

3399 n HHHH

A IS FOR APRICAT
GATTI, MAURO
9781633227224     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£6.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 3+. Learn the ABCs through cute, quirky mash-ups of animals and food, from Apricat to Zebrussels 
Sprout! ‘A is for Apricat’ is a fun, creative way for kids to learn their ABCs. Combining photos of fresh 
fruits and vegetables with cute illustrations of animals, illustrator Mauro Gatti has created a whole new 
kind of critter! The Apricat has the round, fuzzy body of a real apricot, with the adorable whiskers and 
face of a kitten. And the Turkale may have the head and neck of a turkey, but its body is fresh and 
green. 
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3400 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BIG & SMALL
ORMES, JAMES
9780711240476     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 17/09/19
The Peep Through series combines important preschool concepts, original illustrations and a fun format 
to gently facilitate early learning. The large format and sturdy pages mean that parent and child can 
share the experience, both interacting with the beautiful illustrations and innovative die-cut shapes. 
The books invite children to peep through each hole to the next page, discovering new concepts and 
practising coordination and motor skills. James Ormes’ eye-catching prints beautifully demonstrate 
these concepts and skills and help children to remember them, offering clean, simple shapes with 
texture and detail for closer attention. 

3401 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
COLOURS
ORMES, JAMES
9780711240483     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£7.99     Published 17/09/19
The Peep Through series combines important preschool concepts, original illustrations and a fun format 
to gently facilitate early learning. The large format and sturdy pages mean that parent and child can 
share the experience, both interacting with the beautiful illustrations and innovative die-cut shapes. 
The books invite children to peep through each hole to the next page, discovering new concepts and 
practising coordination and motor skills. James Ormes’ eye-catching prints beautifully demonstrate 
these concepts and skills and help children to remember them, offering clean, simple shapes with 
texture and detail for closer attention. 

3402 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ABC OF EQUALITY
WEING, CHANA GINELLE
9781786037411     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19

All people have the right to be treated fairly, no matter who they are. This is called equality. ‘An ABC of 
Equality’ introduces complicated concepts to the youngest of children. From A to Z, simple explanations 
accompanied by engaging artwork teach children about the world we live in and how to navigate our way 
through it. Each right-hand page includes a brightly decorated letter with the word it stands for and an 
encouraging slogan. On the left, a colourful illustration and bite-size text sum up the concept. Cheerful 
people from a range of backgrounds, ethnicities and abilities lead the way through the alphabet. 

3403 n HHHHH

BUMBLEBEAR
SHIREEN, NADIA
9780857552112     H     RANDOM HOUSE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 5. There’s a new bee at Bee School. But that bee is not a bee... It’s a Bear! Cheeky, sneaky 
Norman has a cunning plot to trick the bees and steal their honey. In his best bee onesie, Norman 
makes quite a convincing bee - but how long will his disguise last? And when the hive is endangered 
can he finally discover his true destiny and become The Bumblebear? This edition brings Norman The 
Bumblebear to little hands in the form of a cased board book! 

3404 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RICHARD SCARRYS BUSY BUSY AIRPORT
SCARRY, RICHARD
9781984894212     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£5.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 1 to 3. A fun-filled airport-themed board book from Richard Scarry - just in time for his 100th 
birthday! Little pilots will be eager to earn their wings as they spend an exciting day at the airport right 
alongside giant airplanes, cars, trucks, and more! Full of action-packed scenes and friendly faces from 
‘Cars and Trucks and Things That Go’, ‘What Do People Do All Day?’, and ‘Busiest People Ever!’, the 
airport has never been so much fun! 

3405 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RICHARD SCARRYS BUSY BUSY FARM
SCARRY, RICHARD
9781984894236     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£5.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 1 to 3. A fun-filled farm-themed board book from Richard Scarry - just in time for his 100th birthday! 
Little farmers will love putting on their overalls and heading to work alongside rumbling tractors, giant 
ploughs, speedy cornhuskers, and more! Full of colourful vehicles and friendly faces from ‘Cars and 
Trucks and Things That Go’, ‘What Do People Do All Day?’, and ‘Busiest People Ever!’, farm life has 
never been so much fun! 

3406 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DONT PAT THIS CAT
POSNER-SANCHEZ, ANDA
9781984851369     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£9.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 3 to 7. A super-interactive book with 5 touch-and-feel elements - starring Grumpy Cat! This Touch-
and-Feel book will make everyone happy except Grumpy Cat - she doesn’t want people touching her 
or her stuff! Boys and girls, well as Grumpy Cat fans of all ages, will love feeling Grumpy Cat’s soft fur, 
smooth milk bowl, rough kitty door, and more. This sturdy board book features 5 different touch-and-feel 
elements. 

3407 n HHHH

199 JOBS
WATSON, HANNAH
9781474965194     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. This characterful reference book contains 199 illustrations of people doing all kinds of jobs. 
Charming illustrations from Sean Longcroft familiarise children with the job roles they’ll recognise from 
school, at the doctor’s surgery and at the shops, as well as introducing them to marine biologists, 
musicians, mechanics and many more besides. 

3408 n HHHH

LITTLE LIFT & LOOK WOODS
MILBOURNE, ANNA
9781474945707     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1+. Follow a cheeky squirrel as it bounds through the woods, and discover what else lives there - 
from a sleepy owl in the treetops, to a herd of deer between the trees, to a mole digging underground. 
Very young children will love lifting the flaps to discover nature in the woods. Charmingly illustrated with 
a fresh bright palette by Christine Pym. With die-cut, shaped, robust gatefold flaps to encourage the 
child to engage with the book. 

3409 n HHHH

MY FIRST OUTDOOR BOOK
LACEY, MINNA
9781474943031     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. This engaging picture book for little children is full of ideas for things to see and do outdoors. 
Charming illustrations cover simple activities from bird watching to beachcombing while clear labels 
explain basic facts about the weather, wildlife and staying safe outdoors. Charming original artwork by 
Jane Newland. 

3410 n HHHH

WIND UP BUSY CAR
WATT, FIONA
9781474956826     H     USBORNE 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Little children will love to wind up the little red car and watch it whizz around the four different 
tracks in this book. With bright and lively illustrations there’s lots to see and talk about as the little 
car passes through towns and countryside on the way to the seaside. Other Wind-up Books include 
‘Wind-up Busy Helicopter’, ‘Wind-up Ladybird’ and ‘Santa’s Christmas Journey’. Illustrated by Stefano 
Tognetti. 
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3411 n HHHHH

LIFT THE FLAP HOW YOUR BODY WORKS
DICKINS, ROSIE
9781474950732     H     USBORNE 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. Discover what really happens inside you, from breathing and eating to thinking and growing. 
Packed with fascinating facts, this is a perfect introduction to the amazing machine that is the human 
body. With beautiful full-colour illustrations, fascinating details to discover on every page and over 80 
flaps to lift. Part of a collectable series full of science and engineering marvels, including Engineering, 
and the Periodic Table. Illustrated by Ocean Mecklenburg. 

3412 n HHHHH

WHY DO WE NEED POTTIES
DAYNES, KATIE
9781474940627     H     USBORNE 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2+. Follow boy and girl twins as they learn what potties are for, struggle to make their potties work, 
wet their pants along the way then finally triumph. Not only do they learn how to wee and poo on the 
potty, they also progress to the big loo! Both an entertaining flap book and a practical guide, this book is 
invaluable for toddlers and parents. Illustrated by Marta Alvarez Miguens. 

3413 n HHHH

MAISYS SHOP
COUSINS, LUCY
9781406385953     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Today, Maisy is going shopping! She find a trolley and picks out bread, cheese, milk and fruit. 
After she goes down every aisle it’s time to pay, and then home for lunch! This brilliant board book 
includes a bonus pop-up and play scene, featuring pop-outs of Maisy and Eddie, plus a shopping trolley 
filled with lots of favourite foods! Ideal for imaginative play and helping little ones learn about a trip to 
the supermarket. 

3414 n HHHHH

THIS IS NOT MY HAT
KLASSEN, JON
9781406390735     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Winner of the Kate Greenaway Medal and the Caldecott Medal. A tiny fish proudly wears a blue hat. 
It fits him perfectly. Problem is, trouble could be following close behind... So it’s a good thing that the 
enormous fish he took it from won’t wake up. And even if he does, it’s not as though he’ll ever know 
what happened, right? 

3415 n HHHHH

LITTLE FISHS COLOURS
COUSINS, LUCY
9781406381801     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Learn your colours with Little Fish in this fun, rhyming book. Young readers will love spotting all the 
beautiful colours in this deep-sea delight from the multi-award-winning Lucy Cousins, the creator of 
‘Hooray for Fish!’ ‘I am Little Fish, swimming in the sea. I love spotting colours. Can you spot with me?’ 
Join Little Fish on a fun adventure, spotting colours along the way! This charming board book has 
vibrant, beautiful colours and a bouncy, rhyming text. 

CHILDREN’S POEMS & RHYMES

3416 n HHHH

RED CHERRY RED
KAY, JACKIE
9781526614841     H     BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. A gorgeous new gift edition of this poetry collection, from award-winning Scottish poet, and 
current Makar, Jackie Kay. With stunning illustrations by Rob Ryan, this is a powerful poetry collection 
full of the drama, musicality and lyricism that Jackie Kay is famed for. A must-have for any poetry fan. 

3417 n HHHHH

POEMS OUT LOUD BOOK & CD
STANSFIELD, LAURIE
9780241370704     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 5 to 8. First Poems to Read and Perform. From rockets to mermaids, there’s something for 
everyone in this diverse and contemporary collection. Perfect for young children who are approaching 
poetry for the very first time, these poems can be performed out loud, shared with others or simply 
read in your head. Featuring award-winning poets, brand new voices, hip-hop artists and spoken-
word performers, this is a wonderfully fresh, diverse and relevant new anthology that will get children 
laughing, thinking, sharing and performing! With gorgeous illustrations by Laurie Stansfield, and an 
accompanying CD that features performances from the poets themselves. 

3418 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ONCE UPON A STAR
CARTER, JAMES
9781848578913     P 
LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 6 to 8. ‘Once upon a star, there were no stars to shine - no sun to rise, no sun to set, no day, no 
night, nor any time.’ Discover the origins of the universe! The worlds of poetry and science collide to 
create this unique book about our sun, our planets, our Earth - and You! Illustrated by Mar Hernandez. 

3419 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILD IN THE STREETS
SINGER, MARILYN
9780711241695     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4 to 8. A beautifully illustrated book which pairs poetry with non-fiction, telling the fascinating stories 
of the animals that have found their homes in urban landscapes all over the world. Among colourful 
illustrated pages buzzing with city life and animal activity, you’ll discover the host of wild animals who 
live among humans: butterflies, bats, spiders, honeybees, coyotes and more. Each animal’s story is told 
through a short poem accompanied by an informational paragraph. Some poems are comical, some 
poignant, and all make the reader see the world in a different way. 

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULTS

3420 n HHHH

ALL FALL DOWN
NICHOLLS, SALLY
9781783449316     P     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. A deadly contagion races through England... Isabel and her family have nowhere to run from 
the deadliest plague in human history. The Black Death of 1349 has killed half of Europe. When the 
world she knows and loves ends for ever, her only weapon is courage. ‘All Fall Down’ is a powerful and 
inspiring story of survival in the face of real-life horror. 
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3421 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
CHINGLISH
CHEUNG, SUE
9781783448395     P 
ANDERSEN PRESS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. Jo Kwan is a teenager growing up in 1980s Coventry with her annoying little sister, too-cool 
older brother, and utterly bonkers parents. But unlike the other kids at her new school or her posh 
cousins, Jo lives above her parents’ Chinese takeaway. And things can be tough - whether it’s unruly 
customers or the snotty popular girls who bully Jo for being different. Even when she does find a BFF 
who actually likes Jo for herself, she still has to contend with her erratic dad’s behaviour. All Jo dreams 
of is breaking free and forging a career as an artist. Told in diary entries and doodles, Jo’s brilliantly 
funny observations about life, and family. 

3422 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
M WORD
CONAGHAN, BRIAN
9781408871560     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. Maggie Yates talks to her best friend Moya every day. She tells her about her mum losing 
her job. Now Mum’s taken to not opening the curtains and crying in secret. But Maggie has a plan to 
cheer her up - find her a fella. And if he’s got a bit of cash to splash, all the better. Moya’s with her every 
step of the way. ‘You’re surfing a rainbow if you think someone like that exists round here,’ she smiles. 
‘But I’ll help.’ But at the back of her mind Maggie knows that Mum’s crying is more than sadness. That 
there are no easy fixes. And that, though she talks to her every day, Moya died six months ago... An 
unforgettable novel about grief and healing. 

3423 n HHHHH

SWORD & PEN
CAINE, RACHEL
9780749024574     P     ALLISON & BUSBY 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
The corrupt leadership of the Great Library has fallen. But with the Archivist plotting his return to power, 
and the Library under siege from outside empires and kingdoms, the Library’s future is uncertain. Jess 
Brightwell and his friends must come together as never before, to forge a new future for the Great 
Library... or see everything it stood for crumble. 

3424 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SEE THROUGH ME
BROOKS, KEVIN
9781405293914     P 
EGMONT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. When fifteen-year-old Kenzie wakes up in hospital in a darkened room, she’s in the dark 
about what has happened to her. The doctors break the devastating news that she has been struck 
down by a rare genetic condition that makes her skin transparent, revealing everything inside of her 
- and Kenzie feels repellent to look at. But when a medical photo of her is leaked and goes viral, the 
press attention is massive. How can Kenzie live like this, when she doesn’t want to be seen at all? Can 
a boy who can’t even see her, be the only one to help her to find the answers... ? 

3425 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEY SHERLOCK!
MASON, SIMON
9781788450652     P 
DAVID FICKLING PAPERBACKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

A new and intriguing Garvie Smith mystery, featuring the same brilliant characters and dry humour of ‘Kid 
Got Shot’ (Crime Fest Best Crime Novel for Young Adults) and Costa Prize-shortlisted ‘Running Girl’. Garvie 
Smith - teenager, school dropout, crime-solving genius - has a new problem to decipher. A girl called Amy 
has gone missing, and her parents are going spare. The police have no leads, and no clue. But Garvie 
thinks he has the answer - and it’s not what any of the grown-ups expect. But that’s not Garvie’s only 
problem. He’s about to fall head over heels for someone involved in some very murky business indeed... 

3426 n HHHH

FIRST TEST
PIERCE, TAMORA
9780008304195     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The adventure begins in the New York Times bestselling series The Protector of the Small. Keladry of 
Mindelan is the first girl who dares to take advantage of the new rule in Tortall that allows females to train for 
knighthood. After years in the Yamani Islands, she knows that women can be warriors, and now that she’s 
returned home, Kel is determined to achieve her goal. She believes she is ready for the traditional gruelling 
schedule of a page. But standing in Kel’s way is Lord Wyldon. The training master is dead set against girls 
becoming knights. He says she must pass a one-year trial that no male page has ever had to endure... 

3427 n HHHH

PAGE
PIERCE, TAMORA
9780008304225     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The second book in the New York Times bestselling series The Protector of the Small. As the only female 
page in history to pass the first year of training to become a knight, Keladry of Mindelan is a force to be 
reckoned with. But even with her loyal circle of friends at her side, Kel’s battle to prove herself isn’t over yet. 
She is still trying to master her paralyzing fear of heights and keep up with Lord Wyldon’s gruelling training 
schedule. When a group of pages is trapped by bandits, the boys depend on Kel to lead them to safety. The 
kingdom’s nobles are beginning to wonder if she can succeed far beyond what they imagined... 
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3428 n HHHH

SQUIRE
PIERCE, TAMORA
9780008304256     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The third book in the New York Times bestselling series The Protector of the Small. Keladry of Mindelan 
dreams of becoming squire to the famous female knight Alanna the Lioness, but she worries that she will not 
be selected by her hero - perhaps not by any knight master. When Kel is picked instead by the legendary Lord 
Raoul, the unexpected honour shocks her enemies across the realm. Kel must quickly prove herself up to the 
task, mastering her fighting and leadership skills while discovering what it takes to be part of the royal guard.... 

3429 n HHHH

LADY KNIGHT
PIERCE, TAMORA
9780008304287     P     HARPERCOLLINS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
The final instalment of the New York Times bestselling series The Protector of the Samll. Keladry of 
Mindelan has finally achieved her lifelong dream of becoming a knight - but it’s not quite what she 
imagined. In the midst of a brutal war, Kel has been assigned to oversee a refugee camp. Others 
are sent to fight. Certain she has been given this inglorious and difficult task because Lord Wyldon 
continues to deny she is equal to her male peers, nevertheless, she is learning the importance of 
caring for people who have been robbed of their homes, of self-respect and of safety. Perhaps this 
battleground is as important as the war with Scanra... 

3430 n HHHH

KINGDOM OF SOULS
BARRON, RENA
9780008302238     H     HARPERCOLLINS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
There’s magic in her blood... Arrah is a young woman who lives in a West African world of magic and 
legend. She is from a long line of the most powerful witch doctors in the land. But she fails at magic. 
When strange premonitions befall her family, and children in the kingdom begin to disappear, she 
undergoes the dangerous and scorned process of selling years of her life for magic, borrowed power 
which reveals a nightmarish betrayal. An explosive fantasy, perfect for fans of Sarah J Maas and Tomi 
Adeyemi, with a twist you will never see coming. 

3431 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SNOWFLAKE, AZ
SEDGWICK, MARCUS
9781788542333     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. Ash has lived in eight states in as many years. Mom has gone walkabout, but stepdad Jack is like a 
father, and stepbrother Bly the best anyone could wish for. When Bly goes missing too, Ash sets off to search 
for him. Arriving in Snowflake, Arizona, Ash discovers Bly living with a community 6000 feet high in the wide red 
desert. They call themselves the Canaries and all suffer from some kind of environmental illness, ostracised by 
a society which continues to ignore climate change. When Ash takes ill, he has to learn how to live as the world 
is pushed to a point of no return... A deeply thoughtful novel about resilience, trust, family and love. 

3432 n HHHH

ORPHANAGE OF GODS
COGGAN, HELENA
9781444794731     P     HODDER & STOUGHTON 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12+. In the glass city of Amareth, on a hill above a river, is an orphanage patrolled by soldiers with guns. 
Inside are the children left behind by the long-ago war in which humans all but wiped out their gods. Until they 
grow up, no one will know which are human, and which are not. Children who reveal hidden powers vanish 
from their beds. The Guardsmen discover every god, in the end. No one has ever escaped - until now. One 
day Hero, a seventeen-year-old half-god, breaks out of the orphanage and flees north with her brother Joshua. 
But the murderous Guard are on their tail, and they have something Hero wants desperately: her sister Kestrel. 

3433 n HHHHH

DEATHLESS GIRLS
HARGRAVE, KIRAN M
9781510106741     H 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 12+. Gothic, intoxicating, feminist, darkly provoking and deeply romantic - this is the breathtakingly 
imagined untold story of the brides of Dracula, by bestselling author Kiran Millwood Hargrave in her 
much-anticipated YA debut. On the eve of her divining, the day she’ll discover her fate, 17 year-old Lil 
and her twin sister Kizzy are captured and enslaved by the cruel Boyar Valcar. Forced to work in the 
harsh and unwelcoming castle kitchens, Lil learns about the Dragon, a mysterious and terrifying figure 
of myth and legend who takes girls as gifts. They may not have had their divining day, but the girls will 
still discover their fate... 

3434 n HHHHH

LIARS
MATHIEU, JENNIFER
9781444946062     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. How can one family have so many secrets? It’s the summer of 1986. Joaquin and Elena, 
two teenage siblings live in a toxic environment with their alcoholic mother on an island off the Texas 
Gulf Coast. Elena falls for a new boy who has just arrived from California. Joaquin must wrestle with 
his decision to stay on Mariposa Island to protect his sister or flee from his mother’s abuse. As both 
teenagers struggle to figure out who they are and who they want to be, they are caught in a web of 
family dysfunction and secrets from their mother’s past. Can fierce love save them, or will their truth 
tear them apart? 

3435 n HHHH

SUMMERLAND
ADLINGTON, LUCY
9781471408274     P     HOT KEY BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. Brigid is one of a group of child refugees being escorted to England by the Red Cross in 
October 1946. She is a serious, silent figure, with worn clothes and shoes and a small cardboard 
suitcase containing all her belongings. On arrival at Waterloo station however, Brigid breaks from the 
group and runs... Brigid has a secret which she has buried deep inside her. She also has an ulterior 
motive: she needs to find a place called Summerland Hall where she hopes she will find the one person 
left alive who is deeply important to her. 

3436 n HHHHH

JUSTICE
RYAN, CHRIS
9781471407840     P     HOT KEY BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. Child slavery is rife. Hundreds of young people are being forced into lives of slavery by an 
international trafficking ring based in the jungles of central Africa. The cadets are tasked to present 
themselves as bait for the traffickers. Some of them head to Africa. Some stay in the UK. They are to 
gather hard intel which the authorities can use to nail the perpetrators of this twisted business. But the 
bad guys are one step ahead. The cadets lose contact with their handlers and are taken off grid by 
some of the most brutal criminals in the world. It will take all their skills to get themselves to safety - and 
to bring the traffickers to justice. 

3437 n HHH	 45% Pre Publication Discount
IN OTHER LANDS
BRENNAN, SARAH REES
9781618731661     P     INGRAM PUBLISHER SERVICES 
£10.99     Published 19/09/19
‘In Other Lands’ is the exhilarating new book from beloved and bestselling author Sarah Rees Brennan. 
It’s a novel about surviving four years in the most unusual of schools, about friendship, falling in love, 
diplomacy, and finding your own place in the world - even if it means giving up your phone... 
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3438 n HHH

WILD BOOK
VILLORA, JUAN
9781916467101     P 
INPRESS 
£8.99     Published 19/09/19

13-year-old Juan’s summer is off to a terrible start. First, his parents separate. Then, Juan is sent away to his 
strange Uncle Tito’s house for the entire holiday! Who wants to live with an oddball recluse who has zigzag 
eyebrows, drinks 15 cups of smoky tea a day, and lives inside a huge, mysterious library? As Juan adjusts 
to his new life among teetering, dusty shelves, he notices something odd: the books move on their own! He 
rushes to tell Uncle Tito, who lets his nephew in on a secret: Juan is a Princeps Reader, which means books 
respond magically to him, and he’s the only one who can find the elusive, never-before-read Wild Book. 

3439 n HHHH

EVERY SPARROW FALLING
MCMILLAN, SHIRLEY-A
9780349003320     P     LITTLE BROWN PAPERBACKS (A&C) 
£8.99     Published 12/09/19
Age 12+. ‘Be nice to the majority of people and they won’t bother you much. Don’t get too involved. Have a 
laugh but keep your distance.’ These are the words 16-year-old Cariad lives by. She’s just been placed in 
yet another foster home, this time with an elderly Christian couple in a small town off the coast of Northern 
Ireland. Cariad knows how to play this game. She’ll toe the line just enough that her new foster parents don’t 
ask what she gets up to when the sun goes down, just enough that they leave her alone. It’s easier that way. 
But when a boy at school disappears - presumed dead - and no one seems to care, it really bothers her. 

3440 n HHHH

AMUNDSENS WAY
GROCHOWICZ, JOANNA
9781911631408     P     MURDOCH BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
The gripping tale of the great Norwegian explorer Roald Amundsen’s courage, determination and 
ruthlessness in the race to the South Pole. ‘But,’ he wonders to himself, ‘how will history view Roald 
Amundsen? Will I be remembered for my dedication, my discipline, my daring deeds? Or only for my 
deception?’ Roald Amundsen - hero or villain? A man of striking intelligence whose brilliance in planning 
and anticipating the moves of his opponent propelled him into first place. He was single-minded in his 
thirst for world records in the most unforgiving environments. 

3441 n HHHHH

FIVE DARK FATES
BLAKE, KENDARE
9781509899135     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12+. The explosive conclusion to Kendare Blake’s New York Times bestselling Three Dark 
Crowns series. Mirabella has returned to the capital, seemingly under a banner of truce. Katharine 
maintains her rule over Fennbirn - for now - but at huge personal cost. Arsinoe is lost, the responsibility 
of stopping the ravaging mist heavy on her shoulders. As oldest and youngest circle each other, and 
Katharine begins to yearn for the closeness that Mirabella and Arsinoe share, the dead queens hiss 
caution. They whisper that Mirabella is not to be trusted. But even they are drawn to her power... 

3442 n HHHH

NYXIA UPRISING
REINTGEN, SCOTT
9780718187330     P     PENGUIN BOOKS 
£8.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. In this electrifying conclusion, the Genesis team face a final, desperate battle to ensure their 
very survival and secure their way home. Their escape from the planet has been cut off after their 
launch station is destroyed. The countdown is on as the collision of the two moons closes in and the 
remaining group of Genesis and Adamite survivors attempt to cross battle-strewn continents in an effort 
to escape Eden in time. The battle will eventually take them to space, where they will wrestle with Babel 
for control of the only ships that can get them home... 

3443 n HHHH

MISSING ME
MCKENZIE, SOPHIE
9781471185793     P     SIMON & SCHUSTER PB 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. Six years have passed since the end of ‘Sister, Missing’ and Madison is now a teenager. 
During a visit to older sister Lauren, she learns that their biological father was an anonymous sperm 
donor and sets out to track him down. Her search bears fruit sooner than she expects, but is the father 
she discovers all he seems? As Madison gets drawn into a mysterious investigation involving missing 
girls and secret hideaways, she finds herself in more and more danger.... 

3444 n HHHH

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
DICKENS, CHARLES
9780241372357     P     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12+. ‘Great Expectations’ is one of the best-loved stories of all time, reissued in Puffin Classics, bringing 
classic literature to each new generation. As a small boy at Joe Gargery’s forge, Pip meets two people who 
will affect his whole life - an escaped convict he is forced to help, and the eccentric Miss Haversham, whose 
beautiful, cold-hearted ward Estella young Pip adores. But when a secret benefactor pays for him to go to 
London to become a gentleman, Pip never dreams he will meet the dreadful Magwitch again, nor just how 
wrong his expectations are. With user-friendly end-notes and lightly abridged for younger readers. 

3445 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AMERICAN ROYALS
MCGEE, KATHERINE
9780241365953     P 
PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. Romance, glamour, ambition and power... Meet the Washingtons - the most scandalous royal 
family ever! HRH Princess Samantha has always been a royal rebel. She’s the spare not the heir, so no 
one minds too much who she dates or how hard she parties. It helps that her sister, Princess Beatrice, is 
literally perfect. She’s demure, sweet and beautiful, and she knows that the crown always comes first. But 
they’re not the only ones with their eye on the throne. Daphne Deighton might be ‘newly noble’ but she 
won Prince Jefferson’s heart once, and she’ll do anything to get back into the court’s favour - and his bed. 

3446 n HHHHH

FRANKLY IN LOVE
YOON, DAVID
9780241373439     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 12/09/19
Age 12+. Frank Li is a high school senior living in Southern California. His parents are from Korea, and 
have one big rule for Frank - he must only date Korean girls. But he’s got strong feelings for a girl in his 
class - and she’s not Korean. His friend Joy Song is in the same boat and knows her parents will never 
accept her Chinese American boyfriend, so they make a pact: they’ll pretend to date each other in order 
to gain their freedom... David Yoon’s debut novel is a quirky, authentic, heartbreaking romantic comedy 
and a refreshingly different take on race, immigrant communities, friendship and family. 

3447 n HHHHH

LOST PRINCESS
GLYNN, CONNIE
9780141379876     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. In the third book in the Rosewood Chronicles we return to a world that effortlessly combines 
the charm of The Princess Diaries with the magic of Harry Potter. Ellie is a rebellious princess hiding 
her real identity. Lottie is her Portman, acting as the princess for the public to shield Ellie from scrutiny. 
Jamie is Ellie’s Partizan, a lifelong bodyguard sworn to protect the princess at any cost. Together 
they are attempting to stay safe from Leviathan, a group determined to take the princess for unknown 
reasons. But when Leviathan force them to travel to Rosewood Hall’s sister school in Japan, they find 
that nowhere is beyond Leviathan’s long reach... 
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3448 n HHHHH

WILDCARD
LU, MARIE
9780241342442     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12 to 17. The incredible sequel to sci-fi thriller ‘Warcross’ by bestselling author Marie Lu. Emika 
Chen barely made it out of the Warcross Championships alive. Now she can no longer trust the one 
person she’s always looked up to - Hideo Tanaka. His plan: to wipe out all crime on Earth by ending the 
free will of its citizens. Emika is determined to put a stop to him, but she soon finds out that someone’s 
put a bounty on her head, and her sole chance for survival lies with the ruthless Zero. But his protection 
comes at a price. Caught in a web of betrayal, just how far will Emika go to take down the man she 
loves? PREVIOUSLY ANNOUNCED IN JUNE 2019 BUYERS’ GUIDE. 

3449 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
BEARMOUTH
HYDER, LIZ
9781782692423     H 
PUSHKIN PRESS CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 12+. A boldly original novel about justice, independence and resisting oppression that introduces 
a remarkable new voice in YA literature. Newt has been working in Bearmouth mine from a very young 
age. There is a routine and acceptance to all that happens - that is, until Devlin arrives. Newt fears any 
unrest will bring heightened oppression from the Master and his overseers, and simply isn’t prepared 
for any more hardship. Life is hard enough and there isn’t any choice about that. Or is there? Soon 
Newt is looking at Bearmouth with a fresh perspective - one that does more than whisper about change: 
one that is looking for a way out. 

3450 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ITS A WHOLE SPIEL
LOCKE, KATHERINE
9780525646167     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£13.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 12+. Love, Latkes, and Other Jewish Stories. Get ready to fall in love, experience heartbreak, and 
discover the true meaning of identity in this poignant collection of short stories about Jewish teens, 
including entries by David Levithan, Nova Ren Suma, and more! 

3451 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RAVEN WHEEL
STONE, A F
9781912881741     P 
STAR BOOK SALES 
£8.99     Published 26/09/19

‘The Raven Wheel’ follows three troubled teenagers as they attempt to pursue their different ambitions 
in life. The uncontrollable and self-willed Tye wants to finally make his father proud, despite their rocky 
past. Bright but awkward Kian is desperate to reconnect with his estranged mum. Impulsive rebel, Ria, 
harbours a secret desire to murder her father as payback for the torment he put her through. Their lives 
intertwine as they strive to succeed and find themselves in too deep, too late... 

3452 n HHHH

ESCAPE FROM CASTLE RAVENLOFT
FORBECK, MATT
9781787415089     H     STUDIO PRESS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12+. In the Forgotten Realms Endless Quest books, you don’t just read a fantastic tale set in the 
most popular Dungeons & Dragons world of all time. You become the hero! Answer the call and pick a 
path to adventure! You have entered the mist-shrouded realm of Ravenloft where you quickly catch the 
attention of Count Strahd who has decided to make you one of his vampire spawn. Awakening in one 
of the bedrooms in Castle Ravenloft you must figure out how to escape the vampire lord’s Gothic lair 
before you are doomed to become his slave for all time... 

3453 n HHHH

MAD MAGES ACADEMY
FORBECK, MATT
9781787415096     H     STUDIO PRESS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 12+. In the Forgotten Realms Endless Quest books, you don’t just read a fantastic tale set in the 
most popular Dungeons & Dragons world of all time. You become the hero! Answer the call and pick 
a path to adventure! You have been charged with stealing the spell book of Halaster, the mage who 
controls Undermountain. The only way to do this is to navigate your way into the academy by posing as 
a student. But you must move quickly if you are to locate the book, steal it and get away without being 
caught by the Mad Mage himself... 

3454 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
AND THE OCEAN WAS OUR 
SKY
NESS, PATRICK
9781406385861     P 
WALKER CHILDRENS PAPERBACKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 12+. ‘Call me Bathsheba.’ The whales of Bathsheba’s pod live for the hunt. Led by the formidable 
Captain Alexandra, they fight a never-ending war against men. Then the whales attack a man ship, 
and instead of easy prey they find the trail of a myth, a monster, perhaps the devil himself... With their 
relentless Captain leading the chase, they embark on the final hunt, one that will forever change the 
world of whales and men. From the multi-award-winning author of ‘A Monster Calls’ comes a haunting 
tale of power and obsession that turns the story of ‘Moby Dick’ upside down. Illustrated by Rovina Cai. 

3455 n HHHH

IRREGULAR AT MAGIC HIGH SCHOOL VOL 13
SATOU, TSUTOMU
9781975332327     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 13 to 16. July 2096. A new year means a new summer, and a new summer means another 
Nine-School Competition. Just to spice things up, the participants were informed only weeks before 
the event that there are some massive rule changes While everyones running around trying to figure 
out what they should do, Tatsuya hears rumours that another plot might be brewing around this years 
competition. As the shadows rise for the second year in a row... let the games begin! 

3456 n HHHH

SISTERS ALL YOU NEED VOL 5
HIRASAKA, YOMI
9781975353629     P     YEN PRESS 
£10.99     Published 24/09/19
Age 13 to 16. Miyako has gotten a part-time job working in editorial, thanks to the recommendation of 
Itsuki’s editor Toki, but she had no idea how much work it would entail. Wrangling manuscripts from 
troublemaking authors, modelling for manga (in the nude), providing inspiration for Nayuta (in the 
nude), drinking parties, ridiculous demands from authors and editors... How will she hold up?! 
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3457 n HHHH

ANIMALS GRIMM
CROSSLEY-HOLLAND, K
9781783447473     H     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. A collection of 11 best-loved Grimm fairy tales featuring animal characters, including The 
Bremen Town Musicians, The Hedge King, The Wolf and the Seven Young Kids, The Hare and the 
Hedgehog, and more, translated by Guardian Children’s Fiction Prize-winner Kevin Crossley-Holland 
and wonderfully illustrated by Susan Varley. Bound in a lavish hardback treasury with mock-material 
cover finish. 

3458 n HHHH

BOLDS BOX SET
CLARY, JULIAN
9781783449309     P     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£27.96     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. Follow the hilarious adventures of the Bolds in the four fabulously funny books in this box set 
from comedian Julian Clary, illustrated by the award-winning David Roberts. The Bolds are just like you 
and me: they live in a nice house (in Teddington), they have jobs (like writing Christmas cracker jokes) 
and they love to have a bit of a giggle. One slight difference: they’re hyenas... The box contains ‘The 
Bolds’, ‘The Bolds to the Rescue’, ‘The Bolds on Holiday’ and ‘The Bolds in Trouble’. 

3459 n HHHH

ELMER A CLASSIC COLLECTION
MCKEE, DAVID
9781783448678     H     ANDERSEN PRESS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 7. A collection of five of Elmer’s best-loved tales, bound together in a beautiful hardback with a 
stunning gold and green foiled cover. This treasury contains: Elmer, Elmer and the Rainbow, Elmer and 
the Lost Teddy, Elmer in the Snow, and Elmer’s Special Day. The perfect gift for fans of Elmer and his 
colourful adventures, and an ideal introduction for the very youngest readers. 

3460 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EXPLORERS
HUANG, NELLIE
9780241343784     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7 to 9. ‘Explorers’ looks at the towering achievements of more than 50 explorers in great detail, 
with incredible cross-sections revealing the amazing detail inside Spanish galleons, lost cities, and 
spaceships. Hand-drawn maps reveal their intrepid journeys in great detail, and photographs highlight 
the artefacts and relics they found along the way. The explorers come from all walks of life and parts of 
the world. Packed with jaw-dropping facts and written in language that will get the heart racing, this is 
the perfect book for any budding young adventurer, combining both beautiful illustrations by Jessamy 
Hawke and fantastic photography. 

3461 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WONDERS OF NATURE
HOARE, BEN
9780241386217     H 
DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£20.00     Published 02/09/19

Age 7+. This compendium of amazing animals, plants, rocks and minerals, and microorganisms will 
wow children and many adults, too. With 100 remarkable items from the natural world, from orchids 
to opals and lichens to lizards, everyone will find something to be captivated by. The storybook 
descriptions let you discover the myths and legends surrounding both organisms and gemstones, as 
well as key facts about their natural history. Find out how the prowling jaguar uses spots to avoid being 
spotted, why a sticky sundew means big trouble for insects, and what on Earth a radiolarian is... 

3462 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LEGO DUPLO ON THE FARM WITH TOY
LEGO DUPLO
9780241400357     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Introduce children to LEGO DUPLO and farmyard animals with this charming story book and bricks 
for a ‘my first duck’ LEGO DUPLO model. Meet the farmer, explore his farm and join the cows, pigs 
and sheep as they moo, oink and baa! Using the colourful LEGO DUPLO bricks included, have lots of 
fun together building the cute duck and bring the farm to life. A perfect gift set for bedtime reading or 
storytime, children will delight in meeting the farmyard goats, cats, chickens, dogs, horses, rabbits and 
tractor! Then get creative and see how many different ducks you can build. 

3463 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LEGO NINJAGO VISUAL DICTIONARY/MINIFIGUR
DOLAN, HANNAH
9780241363768     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£17.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 9. Spin through the LEGO NINJAGO world with this fascinating visual guide, fully updated to cover new 
sets, minifigures and more! Discover NINJAGO City with Lloyd, Kai, Cole, Jay and Nya and meet their dragons 
and foes. Explore the amazing sets, vehicles, mechs and weapons. Look around the SOG headquarters, 
examine the awesome Ninja Nightcrawler and Destiny’s Bounty, and learn all about the art of Spinjitzu. Discover 
how the sets and minifigures are created in the Expanding Worlds chapter, which features concept art and an 
interview with the LEGO NINJAGO design team. The book comes with an exclusive LEGO NINJAGO minifigure! 

3464 n HHHH

MY LITTLE PONY ESSENTIAL HANDBOOK
MY LITTLE PONY
9781405295185     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. A Magical Guide for Everypony. Do you want to know your Alicorn from your Seapony? Or 
your Pegasus from your Hippogriff? This complete guide is the ultimate companion to everything My 
Little Pony and is the only guide to cover all nine series of Friendship is Magic, plus specials The Best 
Gift Ever and The Rainbow Roadtrip, and My Little Pony: The Movie. With fun, engaging and colourful 
spreads, this handbook features everyone’s favourite characters, locations all across Equestria and 
some of the best-loved moments from the series. 

3465 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MY LITTLE PONY PINKIE PIES PLAY BOX
MY LITTLE PONY
9781405294126     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4+. 2 books, a press-out model and a pony toy. ‘Pinkie Pie’s Play Box’ combines story, activities and 
colouring with a special Pinkie Pie figurine and press out Sugarcube Corner bakery model. Join Pinkie and 
friends as they plan parties, make cupcakes and fire confetti canons - the perfect gift for My Little Pony fans. 
In the land of Equestria, the Mane Six embark upon adventures together with ponies, hippogriffs, dragons 
and many other creatures. Whether battling villains, helping friends in need, or throwing a really good party, 
Twilight Sparkle and friends are always on hand to share love, magic, kindness and friendship. 
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3466 n HHHHH

GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 
2020
GUINNESS
9781912286812     H 
GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19

Get ready for a new decade of record-breaking with Guinness World Records 2020. Fully updated and 
redesigned, it celebrates the latest record-breaking achievements, covering topics from the classic - 
amazing animals, jaw-dropping geography and spectacular sporting achievements - to the cutting-edge 
- including viral sports and AI. A new decade means a fresh approach so the annual has a whole new 
design and a new front cover. This year a feature chapter is included on remarkable robots, both real 
and sci-fi! 

3467 n HHHHH

GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 
GAMERS 2020
GUINNESS
9781912286829     P 
GUINNESS WORLD RECORDS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19

The Guinness World Records Gamer’s Edition 2020 is the global authority on all things videogames. 
The 13th edition of the annual puts the characters you love - including Mario, Luigi, Sonic, Link and 
Spider-Man - at its core. This year it also includes a 14-page Fortnite section that covers all aspects 
of the game that has taken the industry by storm. In all, more than 100 of gaming’s most popular 
characters have dedicated pages - plus, even more are represented in the features, fact boxes and 
round-ups found throughout the book. Gamer’s 2020 has something for every gamer on the planet and 
remains the ultimate guide to gaming! 

3468 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FATE OF FAUSTO
JEFFERS, OLIVER
9780008357917     H 
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£16.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 4+. A stunningly presented modern-day fable from world-renowned talent Oliver Jeffers. There 
was once a man who believed he owned everything and set out to survey what was his. ‘You are mine,’ 
Fausto said to the flower, the sheep and the mountain, and they bowed before him. But they were not 
enough for Fausto, so he conquered a boat and set out to sea… Working for the first time in traditional 
lithography, Oliver Jeffers combines spectacular art with powerful prose, hand set using traditional lead 
type, to create a poignant modern-day fable to touch the hearts of adults and children alike. 

3469 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
EIGHT PRINCESSES & A MAGIC 
MIRROR
FARRANT, NATASHA
9781788541152     H 
HEAD OF ZEUS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 8+. Here are eight princesses for the Rebel Girls generation: bold, empowered, full of curiosity, 
adventure and determined to be true to themselves. Natasha Farrant’s original stories are set in 
different times all around the world, blending modern and traditional storytelling with glowing full colour 
illustrations by debut artist Lydia Corry in a glorious gift book. 

3470 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WIND IN THE WALL
GARDNER, SALLY
9781471404986     H 
HOT KEY BOOKS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

In the hothouses of an 18th-century English stately home, a gardener falls from grace when the Duke 
sets him the impossible task of growing prize pineapples to show off in high society. He is replaced by 
Mr Amicus, a pineapple ‘specialist’, whom he believes to be a charlatan and trickster, who miraculously 
produces fruit to delight the Duke. Determined to uncover Mr Amicus’s tricks, the gardener sneaks into 
the pineapple house to uncover the mysterious shrouded birdcage Mr Amicus carries with him. And 
what he finds changes his life forever... A cautionary tale with echoes of myth and fairy tale, illustrated 
by the award-winning Rovina Cai. 

3471 n HHHH

PUPPY FUN MY SECRET DIARY
WEBB, HOLLY
9781847159540     H     LITTLE TIGER PRESS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. A gorgeous gift for young dog lovers! Containing creative craft activities and scrumptious recipe 
ideas, this lockable diary is bursting with the cutest puppies ever! Puppy lovers will adore the beautiful 
illustrations and learn even more about their favourite animals with pages of fascinating facts. Featuring 
an enchanting and exclusive story by Holly Webb herself, this special diary is one to treasure and the 
paw-fect present for animal lovers and fans of Holly’s books! 
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3472 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
SHAKESPEARE FOR EVERY 
DAY OF THE YEAR
ESIRI, ALLIE (ED)
9781509890323     H 
MACMILLAN 
£18.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 9+. Allie Esiri’s ‘Shakespeare for Every Day of the Year’ is a beautiful book featuring a perfect piece 
of topical Shakespeare for every day. The daily Shakespeare might be a sonnet, a soliloquy, an extract 
from a narrative poem or play, or a quote. Each of the 366 pieces includes an introductory paragraph 
with information about Shakespeare himself, context for his most quoted quotes, Shakespearean 
language, politics, new worlds, historical context, his rivals, his sources, the seasons and much 
more. Perfect for reading aloud and sharing with all the family, it is bursting at the seams with familiar 
favourites and exciting new discoveries. 

3473 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEIDI
WILLIS, JEANNE (ED)
9781788004749     H 
NOSY CROW LTD 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 4+. When five-year-old orphan Heidi is sent to live in the Swiss Alps with grumpy Grandpa, the 
rest of the village take pity on her. But Heidi soon discovers that her grandpa is gentle and kind behind 
his scowl, and she loves her new life running wild in the mountains with the goats, the flowers and her 
best friend Peter. That is, until Heidi is forced to move far away to the soot and smoke of Frankfurt to be 
the companion to an unwell girl. Will she ever return to her true home in the mountains? Illustrated by 
Briony May Smith. 

3474 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WHAT THE LADYBIRD HEARD BOOK & TOY GIFT
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509894505     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Two crafty robbers, one crime-busting ladybird, and a whole farmyard of fun! Join the 
adventure with this fantastic gift set including a mini glittery hardback edition of ‘What the Ladybird 
Heard’ and a cuddly ladybird toy. 

3475 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRUFFALO & THE GRUFFALO’S CHILD GIFT SLIPCASE
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509802142     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£30.00     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. Celebrate twenty years of everyone’s favourite character the Gruffalo with these special 
hardback editions of the classic stories, ‘The Gruffalo’ and ‘The Gruffalo’s Child’, in a beautiful die-cut 
slipcase. In ‘The Gruffalo’, wander further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens when a 
quick-witted mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake and a hungry Gruffalo! Then join the brave 
Gruffalo’s child one wild and windy night as she ventures out into the snow on a night-time adventure in 
‘The Gruffalo’s Child’. Two bestselling modern classics, from the unparalleled picture book partnership 
of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler. 

3476 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GRUFFALO & THE GRUFFALOS CHILD GIFT SET
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509894444     H     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Celebrate twenty years of everyone’s favourite character the Gruffalo with this special 
edition foiled slipcase containing board book editions of the classic stories, ‘The Gruffalo’ and ‘The 
Gruffalo’s Child’. In ‘The Gruffalo’, wander further into the deep dark wood, and discover what happens 
when a quick-witted mouse comes face to face with an owl, a snake and a hungry Gruffalo! Then join 
the brave Gruffalo’s child one wild and windy night as she ventures out into the snow on a night-time 
adventure in ‘The Gruffalo’s Child’. Two bestselling modern classics, from the unparalleled picture book 
partnership of Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler 

3477 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROOM ON THE BROOM 
SOUND BOOK
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781529000870     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3 to 7. Join the witch and all her animal friends with this magical, interactive sound book version 
of the bestselling family classic, ‘Room on the Broom’. The witch and her cat fly happily over forests, 
rivers and mountains on their broomstick until a stormy wind blows away the witch’s hat, bow and 
wand. Luckily, they are retrieved by a dog, a bird and a frog, who are all keen for a ride on the broom. 
It’s a case of the more, the merrier, but the broomstick isn’t used to such a heavy load and it’s not long 
before... SNAP! With a greedy dragon looking for a snack, the witch’s animal pals better think fast! 

3478 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
STARBIRD
KING-CHAI, SHARON
9781509899562     H 
PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3+. A stunning gift to treasure from the astonishingly talented illustrator of ‘Animalphabet’ by Julia 
Donaldson. ‘Starbird’ is an original fable about freedom and love. This unique book shimmers with shiny 
silver foil throughout its pages, and Sharon King-Chai’s intricate illustrations of plants and animals are 
utterly beautiful. Starbird’s songs weave the richest dreams and delight all who hear him, but when the 
Moon King traps him in a cage, the colour and life in his voice begin to drip away. What follows is a 
story with the feel of a timeless myth, with the message that captivity dims even the brightest star. 

3479 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
FINDING TREASURE
SCHAUB, MICHELLE
9781580898751     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£13.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 4+. A Collection of Collections. Illustrated by Carmen Saldana, a book of clever poems tell the story 
of one inquisitive child’s quest to start just the right collection to share at school. While everyone else is 
excited about presenting their treasures, one creative elementary schooler is stressed about her class’s 
show-and-tell assignment. How is she supposed to share her collection if she doesn’t collect anything? 
Asking her parents, visiting with Granny and Grandpa, and searching for the secret behind her siblings’ 
obsession with baseball cards, she discovers she does, in fact, have something to share: a collection of 
stories and poems! 
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3480 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ILLUSTRATED TREASURY/CLASSIC CHILDREN’S STORIES
SANTORE, CHARLES
9781604338904     H     PUBLISHERS GROUP UK 
£22.50     Published 24/09/19
‘The Illustrated Treasury of Classic Children’s Stories.’ New York Times bestselling artist Charles 
Santore’s beautiful illustrations capture the timeless spirit of these classic stories like you’ve never 
seen them before. From fairytale classics like ‘The Little Mermaid’ and ‘Snow White’ to timeless poems 
like ‘The Night Before Christmas’ and ‘Paul Revere’s Ride’, these stories will captivate audiences 
of all ages. This gorgeous story collection features original, never-before-seen cover artwork in a 
breathtaking format that is sure to be treasured for years. 

3481 n HHHH

FUNNYBONES BOOK WITH MIX & MATCH PUZZLE
AHLBERG, ALLAN
9780241399194     H     PUFFIN 
£14.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 3+. On a dark dark hill - there is a dark dark house - and in that dark dark house live... The Big 
Skeleton, the Little Skeleton and the Dog Skeleton. Or is it the Big-Elephant Skeleton, the Little-Fish 
Skeleton and the Dog-Snake Skeleton? You decide with this brilliant mix-and-match puzzle along 
with the classic Funnybones tale. Match up the Big Skeleton’s head with an elephant’s body, or an 
elephant’s head with the Big Skeleton, or whatever combination you like! Packed in a carry box and 
made from sturdy board perfect for little hands, this is a fantastic gift set featuring a timeless classic. 

3482 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HEY GRANDUDE!
MCCARTNEY, PAUL
9780241375655     H 
PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 3+. From the legendary Paul McCartney - an action-packed picture-book adventure celebrating 
the fun grandparents and grandchildren can have when their imaginations run wild. See the compass 
needle spin - let the magic fun begin! Grandude is a one-of-a-kind adventurer - a Mary Poppins for 
the modern day! With his magic compass he whisks his four grandkids off on whirlwind adventures, 
taking them all around the globe... Join them as they ride flying fish, dodge stampedes, and escape 
avalanches! Brought to life in a riot of colour by talented children’s illustrator Kathryn Durst, it’s the 
perfect bedtime story for little explorers. 

3483 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RED RIDING HOOD
POTTER, BEATRIX
9780241376539     H 
PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19

Age 3 to 8. ‘Once upon a time there was a village child who was so pretty - so pretty as never was 
seen...’ So begins Beatrix Potter’s retelling of Red Riding Hood. Filled with the delicious darkness of the 
original classic fairy tale - and some trademark Potter wit and flourishes - this book is brilliantly brought 
to life with artwork by one of the world’s greatest illustrators, Helen Oxenbury. 

3484 n HHHHH

WORST WITCH COLOUR GIFT EDITION
MURPHY, JILL
9780141360614     P     PUFFIN 
£7.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 7+. Hang on to your broomstick for a gorgeous colour paperback edition of ‘The Worst Witch’! 
Written and illustrated by Jill Murphy when she was only sixteen, the story of disaster-prone Mildred 
Hubble - the worst witch at Miss Cackle’s Academy - has been casting her spell for over forty years, 
enchanting millions of young readers. For this special edition, Jill Murphy has reproduced her original 
illustrations entirely in gorgeous full colour, and has written a special letter to her readers. 

3485 n HHHHH

LADYBIRD TALES OF SUPERHEROES
VARIOUS
9780241381946     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 4 to 17. Superheroes have always been with us, from gods with mighty powers to human heroes... 
Join six larger-than-life mythic and legendary heroes from around the world in this colourful, illustrated 
collection of Ladybird Tales. Meet tricksters, fighters, shape-shifters and even people who save the day 
with just the power of speech in these stories: Anansi the Spider-Man; Loki and the Magical Hammer; 
Hanuman, Demon Fighter; Inanna in the Underworld; Shahrazad the Storyteller; and The Legend 
of Hua Mulan. Thrilling tales perfect for bedtime, to read aloud or to enjoy alone. Includes a special 
introduction from award-winning author David Solomons. 

3486 n HHHHH

BLACK BEAUTY
SEWELL, ANNA
9780241411148     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8 to 12. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most famous animal stories in English 
literature. Black Beauty is a handsome, sweet-tempered colt with a strong spirit. When his owners are forced 
to sell him, he goes from a life of comfort and kindness to one of hard labour and cruelty. Bravely he works as 
hard as he can, suffering at the hands of men who treat animals badly. But Black Beauty has an unbreakable 
spirit and will, and is determined to survive... The stunning cover design includes two coloured foils. 

3487 n HHHHH

DRACULA
STOKER, BRAM
9780241411155     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12 to 16. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most famous Gothic horror stories 
in the world. Jonathan Harker is travelling to Castle Dracula to see the Transylvanian noble, Count 
Dracula. He is begged by locals not to go there, because on the eve of St George’s Day, when the 
clock strikes midnight, all the evil things in the world will come full sway. But business must be done, 
so Jonathan makes his way to the Castle - and then his nightmare begins... The stunning cover design 
includes two coloured foils. 

3488 n HHHHH

SECRET GARDEN
BURNETT, FRANCES H
9780241411162     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 8 to 12. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most cherished stories in English literature. 
After losing her parents, young Mary Lennox is sent from India to live in her uncle’s gloomy mansion on the 
wild English moors. She is lonely and has no one to play with, but one day she learns of a secret garden 
somewhere in the grounds that no one is allowed to enter. Then Mary uncovers an old key in a flowerbed - and 
a gust of magic leads her to the hidden door. The stunning cover design includes two coloured foils. 

3489 n HHHHH

TREASURE ISLAND
STEVENSON, R L
9780241411216     H     PUFFIN 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most famous adventure stories in 
English literature. Following the demise of bloodthirsty buccaneer Captain Flint, young Jim Hawkins 
finds himself with the key to a fortune. For he has discovered a map that will lead him to the fabled 
Treasure Island. But a host of villains, wild beasts and deadly savages stand between him and the 
stash of gold. Not to mention the most infamous pirate ever to sail the high seas... The stunning cover 
design includes two coloured foils. 
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3490 n HHHHH

WIZARD OF OZ
BAUM, L FRANK
9780241411209     H     PUFFIN 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. A beautiful clothbound hardback edition of one of the most famous magical journeys in 
English literature in which Dorothy and her companions - the Tin Woodman, the Scarecrow and the 
Cowardly Lion - must follow the yellow brick road to Emerald City and find the wonderfully mysterious 
Wizard of Oz. The stunning cover design includes two coloured foils. 

3491 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
APPLE CAKE A GRATITUDE
CASEY, DAWN
9780711247796     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£10.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 3 to 5. In this simple rhyming story from the author of ‘Held in Love’, a child says thank you for the 
gifts nature provides, from hazelnuts in the hedge to apples from the tree, eggs from the hens to milk 
from the cow. Eventually, the family has enough ingredients to make something special... a delicious 
apple cake! With captivating illustrations that brim with emotion, this sweet picture book encourages 
children to be grateful for the world around them. A recipe for apple cake at the end allows you and your 
child to share in the joyful gratitude. Illustrated by Genevieve Godbout. 

3492 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WILD WORLD
BEDOYERE, C DE LA
9780711240865     H     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19
Age 3 to 8. Go inside five amazing animal habitats around the world in this giant pull-out guide. 
Study an animal environment, peer through die-cut windows to more animals inside, then slide the 
large format page extenders and get a whole new perspective on life in the wild. Habitats include: 
the Amazon rainforest, the Great Barrier Reef, a North American Forest, the Arctic and the African 
savanna. Each scene is brought to life with amusing illustrations that show in detail how animals live. 
Multi-layered geographical information on similar habitats around the world add to the wonderfully lively 
scenes. 

3493 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANIMAL AWARDS
FREEMAN, TOR
9781786037787     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 7 to 9. Celebrate the most spectacular species in the animal kingdom with this amazing book of 
animals, illustrated by Tor Freeman. Fifty fantastic creatures are awarded prizes to celebrate their most 
dazzling talents and some unusual skills. Roll up, roll up! ‘The Animal Awards’ are about to begin. Who 
will win the Terrific Teeth Award? Who will claim the title of Most Smelly? Who will win the prize for Best 
at Pretending To Be A Plant? Celebrate with 50 brilliant animals from around the world who represent 
nature’s rich tapestry. 

3494 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MYTHOLOGICA
KERSHAW, STEPHEN P
9781786031921     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£20.00     Published 03/09/19

Age 7 to 10. An illustrated encyclopedia of Greek mythology like no other, ‘Mythologica’ features 
startlingly beautiful and exquisitely otherworldly portraits of mythological characters in eye-popping 
colour from artist Victoria Topping and authoritative text from Classics scholar and Greek mythology 
expert Dr Stephen Kershaw. Listed alphabetically, each boldly designed spread presents a figure from 
the myths, including their name in Greek, their defining attributes and a summary of their story, along 
with multiple sidelights that provide additional facts. Interspersed with the profiles are summaries of 
famous mythological tales and historical events. 

3495 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WINTER SLEEP
TAYLOR, SEAN
9780711242838     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 17/09/19

Age 5 to 7. Co-authors Sean Taylor (picture book author) and Alex Morss (ecologist, journalist, and 
educator) offer a gentle introduction to the concept of hibernation. In the frosty, quiet forest, the snow 
blankets the ground and the trees have shed their leaves. Where have all the animals gone? Are they 
asleep too? In each cutaway scene, see what the child cannot - that underground below his feet are 
dens with sleeping creatures, and within the hollow trunks of trees, animals are nesting. After the story, 
annotated illustrations explain the hibernation facts for each animal and what they will do when they 
wake up for spring. 

3496 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RICHARD SCARRYS BUSY BUSY BOXED SET
SCARRY, RICHARD
9781984894243     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£25.00     Published 03/09/19
Age 1 to 3. An action-packed box set featuring four board books all about vehicles, from the one and 
only Richard Scarry - just in time for his 100th birthday! Vehicle fans will love turning the ignition and 
taking an adventurous ride with this exciting box set featuring ‘Busy Busy Airport’, ‘Busy Busy Cars and 
Trucks’, ‘Busy Busy Construction Site’, and ‘Busy Busy Farm’. This lively collection is a must-have for 
children who love anything and everything on wheels! 

3497 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
RICHARD SCARRYS BEST BOX/LITTLE GOLDEN
SCARRY, RICHARD
9781984849168     H     RANDOM HOUSE INTERNATIONAL 
£45.00     Published 03/09/19
Age 2 to 5. Celebrate Richard Scarry’s 100th birthday with this beautiful box set featuring twelve of his 
classic Little Golden Books, beloved by generations! ‘Chipmunk’s ABC’, ‘Best Little Word Book Ever!’, 
‘The Bunny Book’, ‘Just for Fun’, ‘Naughty Bunny’, ‘Polite Elephant’, ‘The Country Mouse and the City 
Mouse and Other Stories’, ‘I am a Bunny’, ‘The Gingerbread Man’, ‘Busiest Fire Fighters Ever!’, ‘Cars 
and Trucks’, and ‘Good Night, Little Bear’. A perfect gift for special someone! 
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3498 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GALLERY OF CATS
BROWN, RUTH
9781912650170     H     SCALLYWAG PRESS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 6. Tom visits a very special exhibition where each picture features a cat. One by one, the cats 
all leap out and follow him, until a very large, scary cat makes them rush back to the safety of their 
frames. But these aren’t just any cats or any pictures! Ruth Brown has created her own unique and 
amusing masterpieces in the style of twelve well known painters from around the world. Young children 
will enjoy discovering the pictures with Tom, watching the increasing number of cats following him 
around, and matching the cats with the pictures. 

3499 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WIND IN THE WILLOWS
GRAHAME, KENNETH
9781783708505     H 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 7+. The riverside adventures of Mole, Ratty, Badger and Mr Toad have become a timeless classic 
of children’s literature. In this beautiful volume, their charming world is brought to life for a whole new 
generation of readers. This first title in a new range of Templar classics is beautifully illustrated by Kate 
Greenaway Medal winner, Grahame Baker-Smith. 

3500 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ANATOMICUM
PAXTON, JENNIFER Z
9781787414921     H 
TEMPLAR PUBLISHING 
£25.00     Published 19/09/19

Age 9 to 11. Welcome to the museum that is always open to explore... Step inside the pages of 
‘Anatomicum’ to enjoy the experience of a museum from the comfort of your own home. The 2019 
offering from Welcome to the Museum guides readers through the human body, from the muscles 
we use to show emotion, to the delicate workings of the brain. With sumptuous artwork by Katy 
Wiedemann and expert text by Professor Dr Jennifer Z Paxton, this beautiful book is a feast of 
anatomical knowledge. 

3501 n HHHH

BELIEVE
SABUDA, ROBERT
9781406387575     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£20.00     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. A Pop-up Book to Inspire You. A spectacular pop-up gift book from bestselling Robert Sabuda 
that encourages you to follow your dreams - an inspirational book for the whole family to treasure. 
If little seeds grow into forests of trees and mighty castles are built from grains of sand, then why 
shouldn’t we believe in even the most impossible dreams? This playful and imaginative book will inspire 
you to reach for the stars. 

3502 n HHHHH

WERE GOING ON A BEAR HUNT COLLECTORS EDITION
ROSEN, MICHAEL
9781406389050     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£25.00     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. The perfect present for all fans of the much-loved family favourite, this lavish 30th anniversary 
facsimile edition of ‘We’re Going on a Bear Hunt’ comes with a unique signed limited edition print. This 
new jacketed hardback edition brings the story to life for a whole new generation of readers. Follow 
and join in the family’s excitement as they wade through the grass, splash through the river, squelch 
through the mud and brave their way through the swirling, whirling snowstorm in search of a bear. What 
a surprise awaits them in the cave on the other side of the dark forest! 

3503 n HHHHH

GREEK MYTHS & MAZES
BAJTLIK, JAN
9781406387971     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£16.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9+. A fascinating collection of labyrinths and puzzles set in Ancient Greece. Find your way out of 
a maze on each page in this stunningly intricate book illustrated by Aleksandra and Daniel Mizielinski, 
the creators of ‘Maps’. Discover the legendary labyrinths of Ancient Greece, as well as the myths and 
stories that have captured readers for thousands of years, in this beautiful collection of puzzles and 
facts. From an Ancient Greek theatre, to the Trojan horse and the Minotaur, the book is packed full of 
history and mythology, and will astound readers of all ages. 

CHILDREN’S SEASONAL

3504 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
1 2 BOO
HOWARD, PAUL
9781526612052     H 
BLOOMSBURY CHILDRENS BOOKS 
£6.99     Published 19/09/19

When a brother and sister go trick-or-treating, they compete to see who can find the most bizarre and 
brilliant things. As they try to count all the hair-raising creatures, everything escalates until... It’s time 
for the Halloween feast! A new take on an old favourite, children will love learning to count with this 
funny rhyming story - packed with ghosts, skeletons, dancing monsters, spooky bats and much, much 
more! From the illustrator of the bestselling ‘The Owl Who Was Afraid of the Dark’, this is a brilliant 
and accessible board-book version of Paul Howard’s laugh-out-loud Halloween picture book, ‘I Went 
Trick-or-Treating’. 

3505 n HHHH

BABYS FIRST DIWALI
DK
9780241386200     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£3.99     Published 05/09/19
Celebrate Diwali with this delightful baby board book - the bright and colourful images are the perfect 
way to discover Diwali together. From the shining diyalamps that gave the festival its name, to colourful 
Rangoli flower decorations, to sweet treats, ‘Baby’s First Diwali’ features all the familiar favourites 
associated with India’s biggest and brightest holiday. The small, padded format is perfect for babies to 
hold. 

3506 n HHHH

HAUNTED HOUSE
DK
9780241363201     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1 to 3. Open the surprise flaps and hear the funny, light-activated sounds in this spooky sound 
book that’s shaped like a house. With a delightful rhyming story to read aloud to little ones, a sliding 
door on the cover, and enticing flaps to lift inside, it’s the perfect noisy Halloween gift for the scariest 
time of the year. With 3 replaceable button cell batteries. 
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3507 n HHHH

HALLOWEEN
BABY TOUCH & FEEL
9780241287798     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£3.99     Published 05/09/19
It’s Halloween! Kitty says, ‘Meow’. Look for a jack-o’-lantern with a bumpy carved face, a furry black 
kitten, a toy witch with a shiny black cauldron, some sticky green mixture in the cauldron, a soft toy bat, 
a sparkly moon, glittery Halloween sweets, a pumpkin trick-or-treat bucket with a bumpy face, a toy 
wizard with a fuzzy white beard, a felt toy owl, children dressed up in silky Halloween costumes, and a 
purple velvet witch’s hat on a cute kitten. 

3508 n HHHHH

CHRISTOPHER PUMPKIN
HENDRA, SUE
9781444930948     P 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 1+. Meet Christopher Pumpkin - the Halloween pumpkin who doesn’t want to be scary! A funny 
rhyming story from the authors of Supertato and the creators of Simon Sock, Sue Hendra and Paul 
Linnet. Christopher Pumpkin is delighted to be magicked to life by a witch - until he discovers she wants 
him and the other pumpkins to get her creepy castle ready for the spookiest party ever! Chris just can’t 
bring himself to hang cobwebs and cook curried slugs - he’s much more into bunting and fairy cakes! A 
delightful story about blazing your own trail, perfect for reading aloud! Illustrated by Nick East. 

3509 n HHHHH

TALES OF TRICKS & TREATS
BLYTON, ENID
9781444947342     P 
HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19

Age 5 to 7. A selection of 30 magical short stories by Britain’s best-loved children’s author - perfect 
for sharing at Halloween! From goblin games to never-ending wishes, there’s mischief afoot in these 
fun-filled short stories by Enid Blyton! Who will be on the receiving end of a trick, and who will win out 
with a treat? 

3510 n HHHHH

HORRID HENRY SPOOKY SPECTACULAR
SIMON, FRANCESCA
9781510106208     P     HACHETTE CHILDREN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 7. Number One for Fiendish Fun! Get ready for a bumper edition of mayhem with this totally 
awesome collection of six favourite Horrid Henry stories! An irresistible introduction to reading for 
pleasure - the perfect gift for Horrid Henry fans everwhere. 

3511 n HHHHH

PEPPAS DIWALI
PEPPA PIG
9780241371541     H     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£4.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 6. A brand new Peppa Pig story created especially for this festival. It is Diwali and Peppa and 
her family are learning all about this very special celebration. Mummy and Daddy Pig are cooking a 
feast, and Granny and Grandpa Pig bring everyone special clothes to wear. Then it’s time for the party 
to begin! 

3512 n HHHHH

PEPPAS SPOOKY FUN STICKER BOOK
PEPPA PIG
9780241373422     P     LADYBIRD BOOKS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 2 to 6. Get ready for Halloween with Peppa in this spooktacular sticker scenes book. Join Peppa 
and George as they decorate pumpkins, dress up in spooky costumes, go exploring for creepy 
creatures at night-time and much more! With thirteen sticker scenes for little hands to decorate, it’s 
the perfect book to keep Peppa fans busy. Includes over 300 stickers for hours of spooky fun! Happy 
Halloween! 

3513 n HHHHH

WHERES MRS WITCH
ARRHENIUS, INGELA P
9781788004671     H     NOSY CROW LTD 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1+. A wonderfully halloweeny new title in this brilliant board book series for preschoolers. With 
easy-to-grasp, shaped felt flaps, a repetitive refrain and beautiful artwork from Swedish homewares 
designer, Ingela Arrhenius. 

3514 n HHHHH

I LOVE HALLOWEEN
ANDREAE, GILES
9781408339688     H     ORCHARD 
£12.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 1 to 5. ‘It’s Halloween today - woo-hoo! There’s so much spooky stuff to do.’ Join the fun making 
ghost cookies, preparing pumpkins, making witches hats and dressing up... before setting out on a 
trick-or-treat adventure! This spooktacular rhyming picture book is perfect for sharing with your little 
monster! From the author of the much-loved classic ‘Giraffes Can’t Dance’. Illustrated by Emma Dodd. 

3515 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROOM ON THE BROOM PARTY BOOK
DONALDSON, JULIA
9781509894765     P     PAN MACMILLAN CHILDRENS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 7. Based on the bestselling picture book ‘Room on the Broom’, by Julia Donaldson and Axel 
Scheffler, ‘The Room on the Broom Party Book’ is filled with lots of magical games and activities such 
as a witch’s treasure hunt, broomstick games, magic bog slime and more! Also included are invitations 
and spooky decorations, recipes for tasty party food, and instructions for making your very own witch’s 
cauldron pinata - plus the Room on the Broom Song, jokes and over 200 stickers 

3516 n HHHHH

PUMPKIN FOR PETER
POTTER, BEATRIX
9780241358757     H     PUFFIN 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3 to 5. It’s a wild, autumnal afternoon and the Rabbit family are on their way to collect a pumpkin. 
As they walk through the woods, Cotton-tail, Flopsy and Mopsy might be scared of the stormy trees, 
and the sound of owls, and the snap of a twig, but Peter is definitely not scared. Not even a litle bit... 
A sweet story about friendship, and a gentle message about facing fears of the dark, this charming 
Halloween tale with Eleanor Taylor’s beautiful illustrations has a reassuring ending. 
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3517 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
WORLD FULL OF SPOOKY 
STORIES
MCALLISTER, ANGELA
9780711241473     H 
QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£12.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 5 to 8. Feel your pulse race and your skin tingle as you read about the fearsome witch Baba Yaga, 
the serpent woman from Spain, the rescue of Tam Lin from the bewitching Queen of the Fairies, how 
Father Death gets caught in the Enchanted Apple Tree, and the waterdwelling Bunyip from Australia. 
Make sure you have your candle ready as it’s sure to be a long night... This is the perfect anthology 
for Halloween, or any time you want to be spooked! Features stories from Germany, Czechoslovakia, 
Russia, Africa, Brazil, Japan, Australia, India, UK, Canada, France, China, Ireland, Syria, Korea, 
Sweden, Egypt, Iceland, New Zealand, Arabia, Spain, Tibet, Iran, & Greece. 

3518 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
POPPY & SAMS HALLOWEEN PARTY
TAPLIN, SAM
9781474935913     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 1+. Poppy and Sam are getting ready for Halloween - but where’s Rusty the dog? Little children will 
love looking through the peep holes and following the fingertrails in this charming board book, spotting 
lots of the animals of Apple Tree Farm along the way. Illustrated by Simon Taylor-Kielty. 

3519 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
LITTLE FIRST STICKERS HALLOWEEN
ROBSON, KIRSTEEN
9781474969277     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. Add spooky stickers to bring the Halloween scenes in this book to life. Fill haunted houses with 
ghosts and ghouls, show witches cooking up sinister concoctions in their cauldrons, and terrify ghost-
train riders with screeching bats, menacing monsters and more. Perfect for keeping children entertained 
at weekends, on journeys, or in the holidays. 

3520 n HHHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGIC PAINTING HALLOWEEN
WATT, FIONA
9781474967983     P     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5+. Enter the eerie world of Halloween with this amazing magic painting book. Simply dip the brush 
into water and brush it over the black and white patterns to see spooky things magically transform into 
colour. Haunted houses, witches, trick or treaters, grimacing pumpkins, bats and cats are amongst the 
things to ‘paint’. 

3521 n HHHHH

BILLY & THE MINI MONSTERS AT HALLOWEEN
DAVIDSON, ZANNA
9781474966252     H     USBORNE 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 6+. It’s Halloween and Billy can’t wait for the village Halloween Party. There’s just one problem... 
his Mini Monsters are at the party too! Sparkle Bogey’s in the apple bobbing, Trumpet’s in a pumpkin 
and Gloop’s playing ‘Guess the Body Part’. Can Billy find his monsters before anyone else does? Or 
will it be up to Peep to save the day? Illustrated by Melanie Williamson. 

3522 n HHHHH

PICK A PUMPKIN
TOHT, PATRICIA
9781406360615     H     WALKER CHILDRENS HARDBACKS 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. ‘Pick a pumpkin from the patch - tall and lean or short and fat. Vivid orange, ghostly white, or 
speckled green, might be just right...’ It’s Halloween! Which means it’s time to dangle cobwebs and bats 
from the windows, put on costumes, and - most important of all - visit the pumpkin patch and pick out 
that perfect pumpkin! Then cart it home, scoop out the insides, carve a scary face, and finally light a 
candle inside, transforming it into a one-of-a-kind, glowing jack-o’-lantern... Illustrated by Jarvis, winner 
of the V&A Best Illustrated Book 2017. 

CHILDREN’S AUDIO

3523 n HHHH

HEY GRANDUDE CD
MCCARTNEY, PAUL
9780241420133     C     PUFFIN 
£6.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 3+. The audiobook edition of ‘Hey Grandude!’ written by Paul McCartney, an action-packed story 
celebrating the fun grandparents and grandkids can get up to. Meet Grandude - a super-cool, intrepid-
explorer grandfather with some amazing tricks up his sleeve... With his magic compass he whisks his 
four grandkids off on whirlwind adventures, taking them all around the globe, riding flying fish, dodging 
stampedes, and escaping avalanches! 

CHILDREN’S FILM & TV

3524 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
DISNEY PRINCESS THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
DISNEY PRINCESS
9780241389171     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 9. Updated ‘Disney Princess: The Essential Guide’ is the ultimate companion to Disney’s 
much-loved Princess movies, now featuring Merida from Brave and the latest princess to be officially 
inaugurated - Moana. Enter the magical worlds of Snow White, Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Ariel, Belle, 
Jasmine, Pocahontas, Mulan, Tiana, Rapunzel, Merida and Moana and find out everything you ever 
wanted to know about the lives, loyal friends and fiercest enemies of your favourite Disney Princesses. 
With stunning artwork, readers will be transported to enchanted royal kingdoms with this irresistible 
book. 

3525 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MAGICAL GUIDE TO THE WIZARDING WORLD
LEGO HARRY POTTER
9780241397350     H     DORLING KINDERSLEY 
£12.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Young fans will enjoy reading all about their favourite characters and locations, and fans of 
all ages will love poring over the magical details. With beautiful photographs on every page, the LEGO 
‘Harry Potter The Magical Guide to the Wizarding World’ is the perfect gift for any fan of Harry Potter 
and LEGO bricks alike. Each page brings to life a different scene, character or magical object from the 
world of LEGO Harry Potter. Catch the Hogwarts Express from platform 9 3/4 then join in the Sorting 
Ceremony in Hogwarts’ Great Hall. Meet Harry Potter, Ron Weasley and Hermione Granger. 

3526 n HHHHH

ADDAMS FAMILY THE STORY OF THE MOVIE
GLASS, CALLIOPE
9780008357986     P     HARPERCOLLINS CHILDRENS 
£5.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 5 to 8. A hilariously spooky novelisation by US author Calliope Glass based on the new animated 
family film, The Addams Family. The Addams Family animated movie hits cinema on 25th October 
2019. Together Gomez, Morticia, Wednesday, Pugsley, Uncle Fester and Grandmama Addams are 
a wonderfully ghoulish family who delight in the gothic and macabre, and are completely unaware of 
how bizarre they appear to their neighbours. In this brilliant story of the movie, the Addams clan are 
gathering their nearest and weirdest for a major family get-together while also facing off against a crafty 
reality-TV host. 
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3527 n HHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
GHOSTBUSTERS RACE 
AGAINST SLIME
SUMERAK, MARC
9781683837084     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£25.00     Published 03/09/19

Race through the ghost-filled streets of New York City with this interactive board book featuring a wind-
up miniature Ectomobile! With over ten feet of track built into the book, Ghostbusters can investigate 
spooks, spectres and ghosts roaming the slime-covered city! From the New York Public Library to the 
Firehouse headquarters and the Stay Puft Marshmallow Man-damaged Columbus Circle, follow along 
as the Ectomobile visits all the haunted spots from the beloved movie series. 

3528 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER THE 
MYSTERIES OF HOGWARTS
REVENSON, JODY
9781683836223     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£19.99     Published 03/09/19

Age 8 to 11. The first in a series of large-scale interactive books that explore the iconic locations from 
the films of the Wizarding World, ‘The Mysteries of Hogwarts’ is the perfect book for readers of all ages 
to connect with and rediscover the magic of Hogwarts. Go behind-the-scenes with iconic landmarks like 
the Forbidden Forest, the Great Hall, and Quidditch Pitch, and discover secret rooms and mysteries 
hidden beyond the school’s surface... 

3529 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
HARRY POTTER MAGICAL 
PLACES
HARRY POTTER PAPER SCENE BOOK
9781683836230     H 
INSIGHT EDITIONS 
£25.00     Published 03/09/19

Age 10+. Discover the magical places of the Harry Potter films in one-of-a-kind 3-D scenes. Revisit 
the magic of Harry Potter through four intricate, multilayered dioramas that capture beloved locations 
from the films. From Hogwarts to Hogsmeade, Diagon Alley, and the Ministry of Magic, each paper 
scene is laser die-cut for precision and gorgeously detailed. Every scene is accompanied by essential 
information about these magical places and fun, behind-the-scenes facts from the films. Designed to 
thrill both seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume is a treasured keepsake for the 
whole family. 

CHILDREN’S COMPUTING

3530 n HHHH

100% UNOFFICIAL APEX LEGENDS ESSENTIAL GUIDE
SON, DEAN
9781405295970     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£7.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 12+. A gamer’s guide to the phenomenal new Battle Royale game, Apex Legends. In this full colour 
illustrated unofficial handbook, you’ll find guides that will help you improve your survival skills, master 
each of the colourful Legend characters and become a master of the map and all its hidden secrets. 
With tips on how to play, the different modes, tactical strategies, looting and maximising load outs and 
much more, this easy-to-follow, step-by-step guide launches readers into Apex Legends’ battle for 
survival. For parents, there’s also a guide to playing safely online, as well as advice on setting parental 
controls. 

3531 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
MINECRAFT THE ULTIMATE ADVENTURE COLLCTION
MOJANG, A B
9781405294553     P     EGMONT BOOKS 
£14.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 7+. 3 books, a poster and a press-out model. This official Minecraft Gift Box contains two survival-
themed mini guides - Guide to the Overworld and Guide to Survival - on how to get around, collect 
supplies and fight hostile mobs. There is also a book of challenges so you can test your survival and 
creative skills, and even compete against your friends. Plus a press-out model of a creeper and a cool 
poster! The perfect gift for Minecraft fans. 

3532 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
ROBLOX TOP BATTLE GAMES
EGMONT
9781405293471     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 05/09/19
Age 9 to 11. Get the official scoop on some of the most popular competitive games on Roblox, like the 
frantic vehicular shooter Tiny Tanks, the adrenaline-fuelled world of Speed Run 4, the military mayhem 
of Phantom Forces, and much more. Each profile features in-depth interviews with the developers and 
creators, as well as a comprehensive gameplay guide so you can take your skills to the next level. 

3533 n HHHHH

MINECRAFT GUIDE TO OCEAN SURVIVAL
MOJANG AB
9781405295000     H     EGMONT BOOKS 
£9.99     Published 19/09/19
Age 7 to 9. Minecraft’s oceans are teeming with colourful life and rare treasures, but new dangers lurk 
beneath the surface of the water and survival can prove difficult for even the bravest adventurer. The 
official ‘Minecraft Guide to Ocean Survival’ will teach you how to breathe underwater, find valuable 
sunken loot and fight off guardians and other menacing mobs of the deep. With insider info and tips 
from the experts at Mojang, this is the definitive guide to underwater survival for aquatic adventurers. 

3534 n HHHH	 50% Pre Publication Discount
VLOGGERS HANDBOOK
BIRLEY, SHANE
9780711242869     P     QUARTO PUBLISHING GROUP 
£9.99     Published 17/09/19
Age 11 to 13. This fun, comprehensive guide to vlogging delivers the skills and tips you need to get 
started, produce a professional look, develop your skill level and cultivate your creativity. With a fresh, 
stylish design and bite-sized text and project prompts, this is a no-nonsense approach to learning 
about: Setting up and uploading a vlog, Inspiration for what to vlog about, How to storyboard a vlog, 
Lighting and props, Advanced video skills, Editing your vlog, Adding sounds and effects, Building an 
audience, Making your vlog pay and Internet and social media safety guidance. 
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GAMES
3535 9781510747210 Unofficial Minecrafters Journal Creative Sky Pony Press  Simon & Schuster £5.99 H HHH  
3536 9781510747227 Unofficial Minecrafters Journal Survival Sky Pony Press  Simon & Schuster £5.99 H HHH  

FICTION GRAPHIC NOVELS
3537 9781419733680 Red Zone Vecchini, Silvia  Abrams £11.99 H HH  
3538 9781419739514 Lumberjanes The Moon Is Up Tamaki, Mariko  Abrams £6.99 P HH  
3539 9781419733611 Lumberjanes Ghost Cabin Tamaki, Mariko  Abrams £10.99 H HH  
3540 9781849184120 Mermaid Project Vol 3 Episode 3 Leo  Cinebook Ltd £6.99 P HHH  
3541 9781849184618 Return To Aldebaron Vol 1 Episode 1 Leo  Cinebook Ltd £8.99 P HHH  
3542 9781942367666 Ballad Of Yaya Book 3 The Circus Marty, Patrick Et Al  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P H  
3543 9781632294913 Cash & Carrie Book 2 Summer Sleuths Pryor, Shawn  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P H  
3544 9781545803325 Geronimo Stilton 3 Stop Acting Around Stilton, Geronimo  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 H H  
3545 9781603094573 Johnny Boo & The Midnight Monsters Book 10 Kolchaka, James  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P H  
3546 9781545803523 Regal Academy 5 Various  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P H  
3547 9781545803516 Regal Academy 5 Various  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 H H  
3548 9781545803332 Smurfs 3 In 1 Book 3 Peyo  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
3549 9781942367895 Timothy Top Book 3 The Red Plumbee Gud  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P H  
3550 9781549304811 Witchy Ries, Ariel Slamet  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
3551 9781632294890 Cold Blood Samurai Volume 1 Rosi, Massimo  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
3552 9781941511718 Fathom Cannon Hawke Vol 1 Krul, J T  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P H  
3553 9781684055432 Quest Of Ewilan Vol 2 Akiro Bottero, Pierre  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 H H  
3554 9781942367741 Rise Of The Zelphire Bk 2 Prince/Blood Friha, Karim  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 H H  
3555 9781945205170 Casper The Friendly Ghost Vol 1 Haunted Check, S A Et Al  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
3556 9781632294906 Seafoam A Friend For Madison Vol 1 Jeanine-Jonee  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
3557 9781632294883 Raven The Pirate Princess 8 Afterglow Whitley, Jeremy  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HH  
3558 9781684055371 Amber Blake Lagardere, Jade  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HH  
3559 9780997912272 B Squad Spoils Of Subterranean Sacrament Burgoon, Eben  Diamond Book Distributors £9.99 P HH  
3560 9781603094542 Cosmoknights Book One Templer, Hannah  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
3561 9781682153246 Forgotten Queen Howard, Tini  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P HH  
3562 9781427861719 Futaribeya Manga Vol 6 English Yukiko  Diamond Book Distributors £11.99 P HH  
3563 9781949889925 Goon A Ragged Return To Lonely Street V1 Powell, Eric  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HH  
3564 9781772941029 Street Fighter Classic Vol 5 Final Round Siu-Chong, Ken  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HH  
3565 9781684055265 My Little Pony Friendship Is Magic V17 Anderson, Ted  Diamond Book Distributors £17.99 P HHH  
3566 9781632294920 Tales Of Ladybug/Cat Noir S2 Double Trou Zag, Jeremy Et Al  Diamond Book Distributors £7.99 P HHH  
3567 9781524112073 Sons Of Ares Vol 2 Wrath Brown, Pierce  Diamond Book Distributors £22.99 H HHH  
3568 9781534313316 Fairlady Volume 1 Schirmer, Brian  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
3569 9781534313231 Infinite Dark Volume 2 Cady, Ryan  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
3570 9781534313354 Port Of Earth Vol 3 Kaplan, Zack  Diamond Book Distributors £14.99 P HHH  
3571 9781683835417 Suspended City Cantomo, Katja  Insight Editions £9.99 P H  
3572 9781250207562 Are You Listening Walden, Tillie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 P H  
3573 9781250183880 Stargazing Wang, Jen  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
3574 9781250206800 Knights Of Mars Alice, Alex  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £15.99 H H  
3575 9781250191731 Mighty Jack & Zita The Spacegirl Hatke, Ben  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 P H  
3576 9781910620533 Americana Healy, Luke  Nobrow £16.99 H HHH  
3577 9781510747258 Quest For The Enchanted Sword Stevens, Cara J  Simon & Schuster £8.99 P HHH  
3578 9781368042888 Houdini The Handcuff King Lutes, Jason  Turnaround £10.99 P HHH  
3579 9781975332310 Hakumei & Mikochi Vol 7 Kashiki, Takuto  Yen Press £11.99 P HH  
3580 9781975332198 Love At Fourteen Vol 9 Mizutani, Fuka  Yen Press £11.99 P HH  
3581 9781975304409 Sacrificial Princess/King Of Beasts V7 Tomofuji, Yu  Yen Press £9.99 P HH  
3582 9781975305970 Explosion On This Wonderful World Vol 2 Akatsuki, Natsume  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  
3583 9781975332204 Sword Art Online Girls Ops Vol 6 Kawahara, Reki  Yen Press £9.99 P HHH  

CHRISTMAS
3584 9781789502541 Christmas Dot To Dots Moon, Jo  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
3585 9781789502558 Spot The Difference Christmas Espinosa, Genie  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
3586 9781784984502 Christmas Promise Advent Calendar Mitchell, Alison  Good Book Company £5.99 P H  
3587 9780374312107 Unicorn Named Sparkles First Christmas Young, Amy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £5.99 P H  
3588 9781529002232 Christmas Bear Jigsaw Book Whybrow, Ian  Pan Macmillan Children’s £12.99 H HHH  
3589 9781438050744 Welcome To Santas Workshop Auerbach, Annie  Publishers Group UK £5.50 H H  
3590 9781984894311 Berenstain Bears Merry Christmas Berenstain, Stan  Random House International £5.50 P H  
3591 9780281077847 Hoity Toity Angel Hoile, Caroline  SPCK £5.99 P HHH  
3592 9781368003001 12 Days Of Christmas Pizzoli, Greg  Turnaround £6.99 H HH  
3593 9788854415386 Big Book Of Christmas Games Bordin, Claudia  White Star Publishers £12.99 H HH  

GLOBES
3594 9783948300036 Animal Swivel & Tilt 15cm Globe Stellanova Globes  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £16.99 N HHH  
3595 9783948300005 Antique Swivel & Tilt 15cm Globe Stellanova Globes  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £16.99 N HHH  
3596 9783948300029 Physical Swivel & Tilt 15cm Globe Stellanova Globes  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £16.99 N HHH  
3597 9783948300012 Political Swivel & Tilt 15cm Globe Stellanova Globes  Marco Polo Travel Publishing £16.99 N HHH  
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GAMES/PUZZLES
3598 9788830301054 All About The Human Body Jigsaw Gauoe, M  Sassi £16.99 N HH  
3599 9788868609900 Opposites Jigsa Gaule, Matteo  Sassi £11.99 H HH  
3600 9788868609924 Shapes Puzzle Gaule, Matteo  Sassi £11.99 P HH  

CHILDREN’S FICTION
3601 9781419733697 Alien Superstar Oliver, Lin  Abrams £10.99 H HH  
3602 9781782858621 Barefoot Book Of Dance Stories Stemple, Heidi E Y  Barefoot Books £12.99 P HH  
3603 9781782858614 Snow Queen Chapter Book Lowes, Sarah  Barefoot Books £7.99 P HHH  
3604 9781452171197 Astronuts 1 The Plant Planet Scieszka, Jon  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £10.99 H HH  
3605 9781629798073 Arithmechicks Add Up Stephens, Ann Marie  GMC Distribution £16.99 H HH  
3606 9781454931102 Drew Versus Ray Blank Lewman, David  GMC Distribution £5.99 P HH  
3607 9781684373765 Garbage Island Koehler, Fred  GMC Distribution £7.99 P HH  
3608 9781454935001 Dracula Caldwell, Ben  GMC Distribution £7.99 P HHH  
3609 9781454935025 Wizard Of Oz Caldwell, Ben  GMC Distribution £7.99 P HHH  
3610 9781426334580 Double Helix National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £9.99 P HHH  
3611 9780750990486 Wild Waves & Wishing Wells Govern, M C Orla  The History Press £12.99 P HH  
3612 9781773212951 Ghost Collector Mills, Allison  Ingram Publisher Services £7.99 P H 35%
3613 9781838590499 Archie Jump Parsons, Anne  Matador £7.99 P HH  
3614 9781838590086 Cassy & The Bathroom People Mahek, Inaaya  Matador £8.99 P HH  
3615 9780525515050 Dead Voices Arden, Katherine  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3616 9781250171344 King Of The Mole People Book 1 Gilligan, Paul  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 H H  
3617 9780823443659 Rachels Roses Wolff, Ferida  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £11.99 H H  
3618 9781250195555 Rise Of The Dragon Moon Byrne, Gabrielle K  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3619 9781250181428 Scary Stories For Young Foxes Heidicker, Christian  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3620 9780823439553 Slip Of A Girl Giff, Patricia R  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3621 9781524740573 Tight Maldonado, Torrey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3622 9780735228870 Two Roads Bruchac, Joseph  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3623 9781328635174 Van Gogh Deception Hicks, Deron R  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3624 9781524792732 Very Short Entirely True History/Unicorn Laskow, Sarah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 H H  
3625 9781616208912 Jumbie Gods Revenge Baptiste, Tracey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3626 9781616209827 Rise Of The Jumbies Baptiste, Tracey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3627 9781616208394 Changeling Ritter, William  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3628 9780451480446 Curse Of The Werepenguin Woodrow, Allan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 H H  
3629 9781789040913 Mays Moon Fortis Mission Book 2 Palmer, S Y  O Books £10.99 P HH  
3630 9780143791799 Detention Bancks, Tristan  Publishers Group UK £7.99 P H  
3631 9781760892364 Dr Boogaloo & The Girl Who Lost/Laughter Nicol, Lisa  Publishers Group UK £6.99 P H  
3632 9781760892555 New City Abela, Deborah  Publishers Group UK £7.99 P H  
3633 9781481490245 Power Play McMullen, Beth  Simon & Schuster £7.99 P HHH  
3634 9781524765941 Are You Ready To Hatch An Unusual Chicken Jones, Kelly  Random House International £5.99 P H  
3635 9780553534221 Long Ride Budhos, Marina  Random House International £12.99 H H  
3636 9781524771508 Property Of The Rebel Librarian Varnes, Allison  Random House International £5.99 P H  
3637 9781524765958 Sauerkraut Jones, Kelly  Random House International £12.99 H H  
3638 9780593123904 World Ends In April McNulty, Stacy  Random House International £7.99 P H  
3639 9781524767617 World Ends In April McNulty, Stacy  Random House International £12.99 H H  
3640 9781909938236 Gary The Frog Prince Hinks, Frank  Saltway Publishing £12.99 H HHH  
3641 9781909938298 Gift Of Evil Hinks, Frank  Saltway Publishing £12.99 H HHH  
3642 9781631583650 Classic Animal Stories Dominguez, Angel  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HHH  
3643 9781912535446 Lucy Wilson & The Bledoe Cadets Gambrell, Tim  Star Book Sales £8.99 P HH  
3644 9781368023092 Camelot Code The Once & Future Geek Mancusi, Mari  Turnaround £6.99 P H  
3645 9780735263253 Ghost Road Cotter, Charis  Turnaround £8.99 P H  
3646 9780735264045 King Mouse Fagan, Cary  Turnaround £14.99 H H  
3647 9781368041881 Fire Keeper Cervantes, J C  Turnaround £14.99 H HHH  
3648 9781789581829 Little Fox & The Fairy Betts, J S  Willow Tree £4.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S EDUCATION
3649 9781788886451 Children’s Encyclopedia Of Technology Loughrey, Anita  Arcturus Publishing £9.99 H HH  
3650 9781789502428 Brain Boosters Adding & Subtracting Worms, Penny  Arcturus Publishing £5.99 P HH  
3651 9781789502435 Brain Boosters Times Tables & Multiplica Worms, Penny  Arcturus Publishing £5.99 P HH  
3652 9781789501094 Lets Trace Shapes Deo, Laura  Arcturus Publishing £7.99 P HH  
3653 9781788884945 I Can Be A Maths Magician Claybourne, Anna  Arcturus Publishing £7.99 P HH  
3654 9781788884952 I Can Be A Rocket Scientist Claybourne, Anna  Arcturus Publishing £7.99 P HH  
3655 9781782858324 Five Little Mermaids Book & CD Scribens, Sunny  Barefoot Books £7.99 P HHH  
3656 9781782858317 Five Little Mermaids Book & CD Scribens, Sunny  Barefoot Books £12.99 H HHH  
3657 9780857478030 Boost Spelling Skills Arden, Judith  Brilliant Publications £19.99 P HH  
3658 9780857477613 Missing Digit Puzzles Key Stage 2 Higgin, Lesley  Brilliant Publications £16.50 P HH  
3659 9780857478016 Christmas Carol May, Elizabeth  Brilliant Publications £16.50 P HH  
3660 9781911509936 Essential Guide To Steam Hutchinson, S Et Al  B Small Publishing £7.99 P HHH  
3661 9781426334986 Glowing Animals Level 1 Co-Reader National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £3.99 P HHH  
3662 9781426334955 Here To There Level 1 Co-Reader National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £3.99 P HHH  
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3663 9781426335204 Rocks & Minerals Level 2 Spanish National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £3.99 P HHH  
3664 9781426335174 Sonia Sotomayor Level 3 Spanish National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £3.99 P HHH  
3665 9781943145454 Ants Dont Wear Pants McCloskey, Kevin  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H H 35%
3666 9781943145430 Real Poop On Pigeons McCloskey, Kevin  Ingram Publisher Services £4.99 P H 35%
3667 9781618218759 Awesome Space Tech Dlugos, Jenn  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3668 9781250165725 It Rained Warm Bread Moskowitz-Sweet, G  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3669 9781624148224 Snackable Science Experiments Vanstone, Emma  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £15.99 P H  
3670 9780451480293 Brave The Page National Novel Writing Month  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £10.99 H H  
3671 9781101998168 Thrifty Guide To Ancient Greece Stokes, Jonathan W  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3672 9781101998106 Thrifty Guide To Ancient Rome Stokes, Jonathan W  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3673 9780451480286 Thrifty Guide To Medieval Times Stokes, Jonathan W  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3674 9781524788278 What Is The Story Of Wonder Woman Korte, Steven  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £5.99 P H  
3675 9780399539596 Who Is R L Stine Payne, M D  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P H  
3676 9781580893732 Whiskers Tails & Wings Goldman, Judy  Publishers Group UK £7.99 P H  
3677 9780877797296 Merriam-Websters Student Atlas Merriam-Webster  Publishers Group UK £9.99 P H  
3678 9781510749665 Brick Science Fisher, Jacquie  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HH  
3679 9780711242432 United States In 100 Woods Dickmann, Nancy  Quarto Publishing Group £14.99 H HHH  
3680 9781631598135 Art For Little Kids Schwake, Susan  Quarto Publishing Group £8.99 P HHH  
3681 9781631597930 Bugs For Kids Guyton, John W  Quarto Publishing Group £8.99 P HHH  
3682 9781631598111 Geology For Kids Romaine, Garret  Quarto Publishing Group £8.99 P HHH  
3683 9781631597954 Math Games For Kids Rapoport, Rebecca  Quarto Publishing Group £8.99 P HHH  
3684 9781524771171 Beloved World Of Sonia Sotomayor Sotomayor, Sonia  Random House International £6.99 P H  
3685 9780525647539 I Love My Tutu Gilbert, Frances  Random House International £3.99 P H  
3686 9780525582038 Soccer Time Pierce, Terry  Random House International £3.99 P H  
3687 9781631583469 Why Can I Suck Through A Straw Cobb, Vicki  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3688 9781631583452 Why Does My Ice Cream Melt Cobb, Vicki  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3689 9780143133797 Jim Treleases Read Aloud Handbook Trelease, Jim  Turnaround £14.99 P HHH  
3690 9781474950923 Wipe Clean Taking Away Watson, Hannah  Usborne £5.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S PICTURE P/B
3691 9781782858591 Faerys Gift Batt, Tanya Robyn  Barefoot Books £7.99 P HHH  
3692 9781554518999 Dance Of The Violin Stinson, Kathy  Ingram Publisher Services £7.99 P H 35%
3693 9781838590154 Tumph Morrison, V A  Matador £11.99 P HH  
3694 9780593095454 Little Toot Gramatky, Hardie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £3.99 P H  
3695 9781523506248 Indestructibles Baby Find The Shapes Pixton, Amy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P H  
3696 9781523506231 Indestructibles Baby See The Colors Pixton, Amy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £4.99 P H  
3697 9781912858019 Emily Greens Garden Harrison, Penny  New Frontier £6.99 P HHH  
3698 9781912858026 Evas Imagination Shurety, Wendy  New Frontier £6.99 P HHH  
3699 9781912858033 Hodge Podge Lodge Lamont, Priscilla  New Frontier £6.99 P HHH  
3700 9781580892186 Family Pack Markle, Sandra  Publishers Group UK £6.99 P H  
3701 9781570917097 Hip Pocket Papa Markle, Sandra  Publishers Group UK £6.99 P H  
3702 9781925335958 Grey Glasses-Itis Jenkins, Lynn  Quarto Publishing Group £9.99 P HHH  
3703 9781984830777 Just A Snowy Vacation Mayer, Mercer  Random House International £5.50 P H  
3704 9781595728548 Magic Of Clay Quan, Adalucia  Roundhouse Publishing Group £7.99 P H  
3705 9781595728463 Pinkys Fair Day Gorbachev, Valeri  Roundhouse Publishing Group £6.99 P H  
3706 9781912745081 Dragons Wood Moses, Brian  Saltway Publishing £7.99 P HH  

CHILDREN’S PICTURE H/B
3707 9781419737268 I Am Love Verde, Susan  Abrams £10.99 H HH  
3708 9781912757091 Polar Bears Story Blackford, Harriet  Boxer Books £11.99 H HHH  
3709 9781452171722 Get Up Stand Up Marley, Cedella  Chronicle £11.99 H HH  
3710 9791027607075 Mr Bears Colors Aracil, Virginie  Chronicle Gift/Stationery £14.99 H HH  
3711 9781683962670 Life Of A Coat Alterman, Natan  Fantagraphics £11.99 H HH  
3712 9781683962663 Tale Of Two Cats Hillel, Ayin  Fantagraphics £11.99 H HH  
3713 9781454933021 Like A Girl Degman, Lori  GMC Distribution £12.99 H HH  
3714 9781454930617 Moldilocks & The Three Scares Marie, Lynne  GMC Distribution £12.99 H HH  
3715 9781592702909 Life As A Mini Hero Tallec, Oliver  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H H 35%
3716 9781773213170 Our Big Little Place Conan, James A  Ingram Publisher Services £13.99 H H 35%
3717 9781592702879 Tooth Mouse Perez Herreros, Ana C  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H H 35%
3718 9781592702886 Laylas Happiness Tallie, Mariahadessa  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H HH 35%
3719 9781592702824 Snoozie Sunny & So So Ben-Zvi, Dafna  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H HH 35%
3720 9781328967190 Hats Are Not For Cats Rayner, Jacqueline  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3721 9781328732095 My Name Is Wakawakaloch Stiefel, Chana  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3722 9781524737535 My Tiny Pet Hartland, Jessie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3723 9781250293688 Our World Is Relative Sooy, Julia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3724 9780525516095 Sing A Song Lyons, Kelly S  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3725 9780374305468 This Book Of Mine Stewart, Sarah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3726 9780544801813 Trucker & Train Stark, Hannah  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3727 9780374312121 Twins Ciccotello, Mike  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3728 9781524740856 Two Brothers One Tail Morris, Richard T  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
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3729 9780823441730 Why Seeger, Laura V  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3730 9780670016440 Llama Llama Mess Mess Mess Dewdney, Anna  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3731 9781911631392 Cat Called Trim Fenton, Corinne  Murdoch Books £10.99 H HHH  
3732 9781911631507 Rabbit Rance, Alex  Murdoch Books £11.99 H HHH  
3733 9781912858125 Home For Luna Gemmill, Stef  New Frontier £11.99 H HHH  
3734 9781912076321 Whos Afraid Of The Quite Nice Wolf Black, Kitty  New Frontier £11.99 H HHH  
3735 9780735843172 Ada Lovelace & The Number-Crunching Machine Tucker, Zoe  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3736 9781623173517 Bad Day Roth, Ruby  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3737 9780735843851 Dark & The Light Hau, Kerstin  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3738 9781580898355 Follow Chester A College Football Team Respress-Churchwell  Publishers Group UK £13.99 H H  
3739 9780735842892 I Am A Thief Rayner, Abigail  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3740 9780735822559 I Want A Dog Bansch, Helga  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3741 9781946764416 Lion In Me Nance, Andrew Jordan  Publishers Group UK £13.99 H H  
3742 9781602204584 My Lantern & The Fairy Xin, Lin  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
3743 9784805315262 Ninja Boys Secret Schneider, Tina  Publishers Group UK £11.99 H H  
3744 9781580898850 Vole & Troll Trapani, Iza  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3745 9780735843820 Who Stole The Hazelnuts Pfister, Marcus  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3746 9780735843523 Wilhelms Journey Bar, Anke  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
3747 9781602204591 Little Rat & The Golden Seed Jian, Li  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
3748 9783791373911 Dragon On The Roof Alix, Cecile  Prestel £10.99 H HHH  
3749 9783791374062 Taxi Ride With Victor Trofa, Sara  Prestel £10.99 H HHH  
3750 9781925820010 Arabella & The Magic Pencil Ward, Stephanie  Quarto Publishing Group £10.99 H HHH  
3751 9780525646204 Everyone Counts Sierra, Judy  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3752 9780525581390 Fairy Science Spires, Ashley  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3753 9780525581079 Finding Grandmas Memories Pak, Jiyeon  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3754 9781984851048 Little Smokey Neubecker, Robert  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3755 9780525645498 Me & The Sky Bass, Beverley  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3756 9781524771768 Stormy Guojing  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3757 9780525581826 My Little Golden Book About Airplanes Joosten, Michael  Random House International £3.99 H H  
3758 9780525577645 Poky Little Puppy & Patchwork Blanket Chandler, Jean  Random House International £3.99 H H  
3759 9781510745100 I Am So 3 Kurtz, Sandrina  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3760 9781510745117 I Am So 4 Kurtz, Sandrina  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3761 9781510745124 I Am So 5 Kurtz, Sandrina  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3762 9781680995275 Tiny Snowflake Ginolfi, Arthur  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3763 9781680995251 Tiny Star Ginolfi, Arthur  Simon & Schuster £9.99 H HH  
3764 9781510748194 How The Crayons Saved The Unicorn Sweeney, Monica  Simon & Schuster £12.99 H HHH  
3765 9780500652121 Herring Hotel Levy, Didier  Thames & Hudson £10.95 H HHH  
3766 9781788070416 How Much Does The Grey In/Elephant Weigh Os, Erik Van  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HH  
3767 9781788070447 Stop Monsters Janssen, Mark  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HH  
3768 9781911496144 Golden Cage Castagloni, Anna  Thames & Hudson £19.99 H HHH  
3769 9781911496137 Mums Jumper Perkin, Joyce  Thames & Hudson £12.99 H HHH  
3770 9789887903475 Once Upon A Hong Kong Mak, Don  Thames & Hudson £17.95 H HHH  
3771 9781368026222 Bruces Big Storm Higgins, Ryan T  Turnaround £14.99 H H  
3772 9781525300059 Couch Potato Sparrow, Kerry Lyn  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3773 9781771387941 Hide & Seek Mangal, Sakshi  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3774 9781525302572 Piano Recital Miyakoshi, Akiko  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3775 9781525302404 Join The No Plastic Challenge Ritchie, Scot  Turnaround £14.99 H HHH  

CHILDREN’S ACTIVITY/PUZZLE
3776 9781789506198 Slothtastic Puzzles Sudoku Saunders, Eric  Arcturus Publishing £4.99 P HH  
3777 9781788884846 World Explorer Maze Book Muldoon, Eilidh  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
3778 9781788286794 Animal Mazes Weiser, Florence  Arcturus Publishing £6.99 P HH  
3779 9781684371693 More Hidden Pictures Puzzles To Highligh Puzzles To Highlight  Gmc Distribution £8.99 P HH  
3780 9781523504763 Dare Ya Book Of Truth Or Dare Carbone, Courtney  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3781 9781635861969 Creepy Crawly Tattoo Bugs Roehrig, Artemis  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3782 9781635862027 Fluttery Friendly Tattoo Butterflies Roehrig, Artemis  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 P H  
3783 9781570917707 Ralph Masiellos Alien Drawing Book Masiello, Ralph  Publishers Group UK £6.99 P H  
3784 9781570917691 Raplh Masiellos Alien Drawing Book Masiello, Ralph  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
3785 9781623540944 Totally Sick Sick Day Activity Book Shulman, Mark  Publishers Group UK £6.99 P H  
3786 9781602204607 Chinese Ceramics Hu, Dong  Publishers Group UK £11.99 H H  
3787 9781633227057 Birds & Butterflies Drawing & Activity Walter Foster Creati  Quarto Publishing Group £8.99 S HHH  
3788 9781908714695 Underground Kim, Uijung  Thames & Hudson £11.95 H HH  

CHILDREN’S NON FICTION
3789 9781419737503 Other F Word Manfredi, Angie (Ed)  Abrams £14.99 H HH  
3790 9791027607037 Ultimate Spotlight Astronauts Dussausois, Sophie  Chronicle £12.99 H HHH  
3791 9786059192675 Dinosaur Origami Taiko, Niwa  GMC Distribution £12.99 P HH  
3792 9786059192750 Paper Drone Lee, Hee-Woo  GMC Distribution £14.99 P HH  
3793 9781632172228 Just Like Beverly Conrad, Vicki  GMC Distribution £12.99 H HH  
3794 9781454931362 Girl Called Genghis Khan Lord, Michelle  GMC Distribution £12.99 H HH  
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3795 9781426335310 Big Book Of Bling National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £14.99 H HHH  
3796 9781426334399 Cat Breed Guide National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £14.99 H HHH  
3797 9781426334450 Dog Breed Guide National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £14.99 H HHH  
3798 9781426335235 Sharks Vs Sloths National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £9.99 H HHH  
3799 9781426334412 Cat Science Unleashed National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £8.99 P HHH  
3800 9781426335297 Surprising Stories Behind Everyday Stuff National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £8.99 P HHH  
3801 9781426335457 Ancient Egypt National Geographic  HarperCollins Children’s £8.99 P HHH  
3802 9781773213026 Why Dont Cars Run On Apple Juice Vermond, Kira  Ingram Publisher Services £12.99 H H 35%
3803 9780789213488 How Artists See Animals Carroll, Colleen  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H H 35%
3804 9780789213495 How Artists See Families Carroll, Colleen  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H H 35%
3805 9780789213532 Worlds Greatest Clubs Jokulsson, Illugi  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 H HH 35%
3806 9781786275141 Stephen Hawking Thomas, Isabel  Laurence King £8.99 H HH  
3807 9781250206770 No Barriers Weihenmayer, Erik  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £9.99 P H  
3808 9781608686339 Big Breath Meyer, William  Publishers Group UK £13.99 H H  
3809 9781623545369 Train Your Brain Mind Exercise Schepper, Peter De  Publishers Group UK £5.99 P H  
3810 9781510745834 Kids Guide To Keeping Chickens Dittemore, Mindie  Simon & Schuster £12.99 P HH  
3811 9783791373904 Into The Deep Sea Siems, Annika  Prestel £18.99 H HHH  
3812 9781524767419 Caught Bragg, Georgia  Random House International £14.99 H H  
3813 9781635651942 Teen Chef Cooks Casas, Eliana De Las  Random House International £15.99 P H  
3814 9781524765330 Thurgood Winter, Jonah  Random House International £13.99 H H  
3815 9781635652529 Game For Life Troy Aikman Hill, Clarence  Random House International £10.99 H H  
3816 9781442278363 Gender Identity Winfield, Cynthia L  Rowman & Littlefield £29.95 H HH 25%
3817 9781481486880 Your Amazing Digestion From Mouth Through ... Settel, Joanne  Simon & Schuster £12.99 H HHH  
3818 9781849766616 Arty Fact Book Panton, Gary  Tate Gallery Publishing £3.99 P HHH  
3819 9781525300073 Under Pressure Kyi, Tanya Lloyd  Turnaround £14.99 H HHH  
3820 9781912920044 Prehistoric Dinosaurs Megalodons & Other Zoehfeld, Kathleen W  What On Earth Publishing Ltd £12.99 H HHH  
3821 9788854415492 Superheroes Without Capes Magrin, Federica  White Star Publishers £12.99 H HH  

CHILDREN’S BOARDBOOKS
3822 9781419731525 I Am Peace Verde, Susan  Abrams £6.99 H HH  
3823 9782733871874 Human Body Luthringer, M  Auzou Books £7.99 H HH  
3824 9782733871881 Winter Mennetrier, Romain  Auzou Books £7.99 H HH  
3825 9781452174945 Forests Seasons Arrhenius, Ingela P  Chronicle £6.99 H HH  
3826 9781773213217 Llamas With Lemonade Koultourides, Ariana  Ingram Publisher Services £7.99 H H 35%
3827 9781773213002 Classic Munsch Moods Munsch, Robert  Ingram Publisher Services £9.99 H HH 35%
3828 9788855060011 Good Morning Little Hare Baruzzi, Agnese  La Coccinella £8.99 H HHH  
3829 9788855060004 Good Morning Little Robin Baruzzi, Agnese  La Coccinella £8.99 H HHH  
3830 9781788439886 Butt Out Lansley, Holly  Make Believe Ideas £7.99 H HHH  
3831 9781947458789 Babies Around The World Dancing Barker, Tamara  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £5.99 P H  
3832 9781328606679 Great Puppy Invasion Heim, Alastair  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £6.99 H H  
3833 9780823443369 When Everyone Was Fast Asleep Depaola, Tomie  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £5.99 H H  
3834 9781912076086 In The Forest Bevington, Nancy  New Frontier £6.99 H HHH  
3835 9781912076079 On The Farm Bevington, Nancy  New Frontier £6.99 H HHH  
3836 9781760791094 Transport Alphabet New Holland  New Holland £3.99 H HH  
3837 9780735843936 Over The River & Through The Wood Childl, Lydia Maria  Publishers Group UK £5.99 H H  
3838 9781623541149 Al Bebe Le Encanta Codificar/Coding Spiro, Ruth  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3839 9781623541156 Al Bebe Le Encanta La Gravedad/Gravity Spiro, Ruth  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3840 9781602198203 Good Night Shapes Gamble, Adam  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3841 9781602198180 Good Night Trucks Gamble, Adam  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3842 9781760890544 Once I Heard A Little Wombat Tremi, Renee  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3843 9781760890520 One Very Tired Wombat Tremi, Renee  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3844 9781760890551 Wombat Big Puggle Small Tremi, Renee  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3845 9783791374093 All Around Bustletown Spring Berner, Rotraut S  Prestel £9.99 H HHH  
3846 9783791374154 All Around Bustletown Winter Berner, Rotraut S  Prestel £9.99 H HHH  
3847 9783791374055 Yum Yummy Yuck Jones, Amanda Jane  Prestel £7.99 H HHH  
3848 9781503700079 Disney Frozen Book Box & Module Box Set  Phoenix International £12.99 H HH  
3849 9781503745582 Paw Partol Light The Way Little Flashlight Adeventure  Phoenix International £12.99 H HH  
3850 9781503743571 Little Music Note 6 Button Songbook  Phoenix International £7.99 H HHH  
3851 9781633227248 Abc What Can He Be Sugar Snap Studio  Quarto Publishing Group £10.99 H HHH  
3852 9780525648857 Fairies Are Real Hatam, Holly  Random House International £5.99 H H  
3853 9781984895875 Cookie Monsters Foodie Truck Kleinberg, Naomi  Random House International £5.99 H H  
3854 9781984895905 Abby Posner-Sanchez, A  Random House International £5.99 H H  
3855 9781984895882 Big Bird Posner-Sanchez, A  Random House International £5.99 H H  
3856 9781789581584 Five Little Monkeys Hennon, Carrie  Top That Publishing £6.99 H HHH  
3857 9781789581591 Incy Wincy Spider Hennon, Carrie  Top That Publishing £6.99 H HHH  
3858 9781789581843 La La Llamas Taylor, Georgie  Top That Publishing £6.99 H HHH  
3859 9781789581836 Snackasaurus Taylor, Georgie  Top That Publishing £6.99 H HHH  
3860 9788854415553 Big Book Of Brain Games Tinarelli, Beatrice  White Star Publishers £12.99 H HH  
3861 9788854415393 My First Books Animals Baruzzi, Agnese  White Star Publishers £4.99 H HH  
3862 9788854415409 My First Books Big Or Small Baruzzi, Agnese  White Star Publishers £4.99 H HH  
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3863 9788854415416 My First Books Follow Me Baruzzi, Agnese  White Star Publishers £4.99 H HH  
3864 9788854415423 My First Books Garden Baruzzi, Agnese  White Star Publishers £4.99 H HH  

CHILDREN’S POEMS & RHYMES
3865 9781912915316 Poems The Wind Blew In Iribarren, Karmelo C  Inpress £10.99 P H  
3866 9781912745050 Gorilla Ballerina Zetter, Neal  Saltway Publishing £7.99 P HH  
3867 9781771389952 Hawks Kettle Puffins Wheel Griek, Susan Vande  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  

CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULTS
3868 9781419737336 Giant Days Boom! Studios  Abrams £6.99 P HH  
3869 9781773213286 What The Eagle Sees Yellowhorn, Eldon  Ingram Publisher Services £10.99 P H 35%
3870 9781642590227 Things That Make White People Uncomfortable Bennett, Michael  Ingram Publisher Services £19.99 H HH 35%
3871 9780525553854 As Many Nows As I Can Get Youngdahl, Shana  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3872 9780765392992 Bright Star Swan, Erin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3873 9780525552970 Darius The Great Is Not Okay Khorram, Adib  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3874 9781492671015 Here There Are Monsters Berube, Amelinda  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3875 9781250305671 How The Light Gets In Upperman, Katy  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3876 9780147513106 Jane Unlimited Cashore, Kristin  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3877 9781250128737 Last Hope Ritchie, Krista  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3878 9780823442553 Mayhem & Madness Dauber, J A  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £14.99 H H  
3879 9781250192929 Mind Games Silver, Shana  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3880 9781250189448 Remember Me Bobulski, Chelsea  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3881 9781616209841 Room Away From The Wolves Suma, Nova Ren  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3882 9781492696711 Summer Of Skinny Dipping Howells, Amanda  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3883 9781250195357 We Are The Ghosts Skinner, Vicky  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3884 9780525517641 Ziggy Stardust & Me Brandon, James  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3885 9780399539879 Flames Of The Dark Crystal Lee, J M  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3886 9781492678793 Ruin Of Stars Miller, Linsey  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3887 9781250168337 Ghost Seekers Taylor, Devon  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3888 9781250252845 Wild Savage Stars Perez, Kristina  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 P H  
3889 9781328604293 Isle Of Blood & Stone Lucier, Makiia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3890 9780544968585 Song Of The Abyss Lucier, Makiia  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £13.99 H H  
3891 9781911631552 Honeyman & The Hunter Grant, Neil  Murdoch Books £7.99 P HHH  
3892 9781580897785 Becoming Beatriz Charles, Tami  Publishers Group UK £14.99 H H  
3893 9781481498555 Apocalypse Of Elena Mendoza Hutchinson, Shaun D  Simon & Schuster £7.99 P HHH  
3894 9780679818632 Dark Thirty McKissack, Patricia  Random House International £14.99 H H  
3895 9780525580065 Just Mercy Stevenson, Byran  Random House International £7.99 P H  
3896 9781524701208 Light In The Darkness Marrin, Albert  Random House International £15.99 H H  
3897 9781631984358 Fighting Invisible Tigers Hipp, Earl  Roundhouse Publishing Group £14.99 P H  
3898 9781631984228 When A Friend Dies Gootman, Marilyn  Roundhouse Publishing Group £12.99 P H  
3899 9780735266018 Confessions Of A Teenage Leper Little, Ashley  Turnaround £9.99 P H  
3900 9781368026628 City Of Beasts Wang, Corrie  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3901 9780735262980 Grey Sisters Treggiari, Jo  Turnaround £14.99 H HH  
3902 9781368010061 Seven Torments Of Amy & Craig Zolidia, Don  Turnaround £8.99 P HH  
3903 9781975384838 Strike The Blood Vol 13 Mikumo, Gakuto  Yen Press £10.99 P HH  
3904 9781975332181 Accel World Vol 19 Kawahara, Reki  Yen Press £10.99 P HHH  
3905 9781975331245 Certain Magical Index Vol 20 Kamachi, Kazuma  Yen Press £11.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S GIFT
3906 9780241385005 Fingerlings Collectors Handbook DK  Dorling Kindersley £7.99 H HHH  
3907 9788778845344 Hans Christian Andersen His Most Beloved Andersen, Hans C  Globe Publishing £12.99 H HH  
3908 9788778845207 At The Seaside Book & Cards Matching Games  Globe Publishing £14.99 K HH  
3909 9781907359910 Forest Year Casey, Dawn  Hawthorn Press £30.00 P HH  
3910 9781786273031 Monster Book Of Zombies Spooks & Ghouls Ford, Jason  Laurence King £12.99 P HH  
3911 9781788003384 Bizzy Bear Blocks & Book Set Davies, Benji  Nosy Crow Ltd £10.99 H HH  
3912 9781509879359 Enchanted Castle Huang, Yu-Hsuan  Pan Macmillan Children’s £14.99 H HHH  
3913 9780735843806 Hans Christian Andersen Fairy Tale Collection Andersen, Hans C  Publishers Group UK £17.99 H H  
3914 9780143796732 Puffin Book Of Bedtime Stories Various  Publishers Group UK £12.99 H H  
3915 9780593119686 Where Do Diggers Trains & Planes Sleep Sayres, Brianna C  Random House International £18.99 H H  
3916 9781598536386 Secret Garden/Little Princess/Little Lord Burnett, Frances H  Turnaround £29.99 H HH  

CHILDREN’S SEASONAL
3917 9781910716663 Little Pumpkins Halloween Craig-Hall, Algy  Boxer Books £5.99 H HHH  
3918 9781684055401 Little Jackie Lantern Waltz, Tom  Diamond Book Distributors £6.99 H H  
3919 9781684056033 Beauty Of Horror Tricks & Treats Hallowe Robert, Alan  Diamond Book Distributors £13.99 P HHH  
3920 9781492673354 Halloween Tree Montanari, Susan  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £8.99 H H  
3921 9780525554684 Snowmen At Halloween Buehner, Caralyn M  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £12.99 H H  
3922 9781523506149 Paint By Sticker Kids Halloween Workman Publishing  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £7.99 P H  
3923 9781788005517 Press Out & Decorate Halloween McLelland, Kate  Nosy Crow Ltd £9.99 S HHH  
3924 9781908714732 Ghost Town Walters, Marcus  Thames & Hudson £9.95 H HHH  
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CHILDREN’S AUDIO
3925 9781782858607 Tales Of Mystery & Magic Book & CD Lupton, Hugh  Barefoot Books £12.99 P HHH  
3926 9781509897407 Shakespeare For Every Day Of The Year CD Esiri, Allie  Macmillan £19.99 C HHH  
3927 9780241363010 Treasure Island CD Stevenson, R L  Puffin £12.99 C HHH  
3928 9780593152973 Beverly Right Here CD Dicamillo, Kate  Random House International £35.00 C H  

CHILDREN’S RELIGIOUS
3929 9781782858638 Buddhist Tales Chodzin, Sherab  Barefoot Books £12.99 P HH  
3930 9781784984335 Jesus & The Lions Den Mitchell, Alison  Good Book Company £8.99 H H  
3931 9780860376484 I Say As-Salamu ‘Alaykum Dee, Noor H  Ingram Publisher Services £6.99 H H 35%
3932 9780860376439 I Say Mashallah Dee, Noor H  Ingram Publisher Services £6.99 H H 35%
3933 9781602198012 Good Night Hanukkah Gamble, Adam  Publishers Group UK £6.99 H H  
3934 9781633227668 Nativity Watch Me Read & Draw  Quarto Publishing Group £5.99 P HHH  
3935 9781633227644 Noahs Ark Watch Me Read & Draw  Quarto Publishing Group £5.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S FILM & TV
3936 9781419734601 Doom Doom Doom The Art Of Invader Zim McDonnell, Chris  Abrams £25.00 H HH  
3937 9781684055241 Gi Joe A Real American Hero Sierra Muert Fiffe, Michel  Diamond Book Distributors £14.50 P H  
3938 9781684055302 Rise Of The Tmnt The Big Reveal Film Tie Manning, Matthew  Diamond Book Distributors £8.99 P HHH  
3939 9781684055296 Tmnt Shredder In Hell Film Tie In Santolouco, Mateus  Diamond Book Distributors £15.99 P HHH  

CHILDREN’S COMPUTING
3940 9781250306692 Code This Game Ray, Meg  Melia Publishing Services Ltd £18.99 H H  
3941 9788854415294 Coding For Kids 3 Various  White Star Publishers £9.99 H HH  
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BOUT ON
DVD

OUT ON
BLU-RAY

OUT ON
RENTALD R B ON 

PROMO
BOOK
TIE-INDSERIES

LINKD WE
LOVER

Images are copyright of their respective owners. Images are for illustrative purposes only and are not to scale. Title information, including price, EAN, release date and artwork is correct to the best of our knowledge, 
but may be subject to change. Supporting information courtesy of respective studios. All information is correct at time of going to press. 

FEATURED RELEASE

The Planets
(01/07/2019)

DVD: 5051561043901
Blu-ray: 5051561004698

Dumbo
(29/07/2019)

DVD: 8717418547783
Blu-ray: 8717418547806

Chernobyl
(15/07/2019)

DVD: 5036193035463

Alita - Battle Angel
(22/07/2019)

DVD: 5039036092357
Blu-ray: 5039036092340

Gentleman Jack
(15/07/2019)

DVD: 5051561043260

© 2019 Walt Disney Studios 
Home Ent. All rights reserved.

© 2019 Acorn Media UK.
 All rights reserved.

© 2019 2 Entertain. All rights 
reserved.

© 2019 2 Entertain. All rights 
reserved.

© 2019 20th Century Fox 
Home Ent. All rights reserved.

Captain Marvel
Directors: Anna Boden, Ryan Fleck  |  Starring: Brie Larson | Samuel L. Jackson | Ben Mendelsohn | Gemma Chan | Jude Law | Lee Pace
DVD: 8717418546649  |  Blu-ray: 8717418546441
Classification: 12  |  Walt Disney Studios Home Ent.  All rights reserved. 

Brie Larson stars as the Marvel Comics superheroine in this sci-fi action adventure co-directed by Anna Boden 
and Ryan Fleck. Vers (Larson) is a powerful Kree warrior, trained by Starforce and eager to fight in the ongoing 
war against her home planet's arch-enemy, the shape-shifting Skrulls. In pursuit of Skrull leader Talos (Ben 
Mendelsohn), Vers travels to Earth in the year 1995 and begins to be plagued by visions of her forgotten past as a 
pilot in the US Air Force. She teams up with future head of S.H.I.E.L.D. Nick Fury (Samuel L. Jackson) to hunt down 
Talos, while continuing to search for answers about her true identity.

Out 15th July on DVD and Blu-ray

A L S O  A V A I L A B L E  I N  J U L Y
Barcode Title Genre Studio Discs Format Cert. DP Release date

5060352306989 Ainsley's Caribbean Kitchen Cookery/Wine Dazzler 3 DVD (Ex) £13.61 1 Jul  2019

5060352307290 Back to Life Television Dazzler 1 DVD 15 £13.61 1 Jul 2019

5060352306774 Britain's Most Historic Towns: Series 2 History Dazzler 2 DVD (Ex) £13.61 1 Jul 2019

5060262857731 Eye for an Eye Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 DVD 15 £10.21 1 Jul 2019

5051561043901 The Planets Science and Space 2 Entertain 2 DVD U £13.35 1 Jul 2019

5051561042973 Summer of Rockets Television 2 Entertain 2 DVD 15 £13.35 1 Jul 2019

5055201843333 American Gods: Season 2 Fantasy StudioCanal 3 DVD (TBA) £20.42 8 Jul 2019

5053083187279 Suits: Season Eight Television Universal 4 DVD 15 £20.42 15 Jul 2019

5060352306644 Leo Da Vinci: Mission Mona Lisa Animation Dazzler 1 DVD U £7.48 15 Jul 2019

5060352306828 Hetty Feather: Series 5 Television Dazzler 2 DVD PG £13.61 15 Jul 2019

0745114300294 The Isle Thriller DC Releasing Limited 1 DVD 15 £10.89 22 Jul 2019

5053083188191 What Men Want Feature Paramount Home Entertainment 1 DVD 15 £13.61 22 Jul 2019

5060674870014 Eaten By Lions Feature Lightbulb Film Distribution 1 DVD 12a £10.89 29 Jul 2019

5055761914047 Project Blue Book: Season 1 Television Lionsgate UK 2 DVD TBA £17.01 29 Jul 2019

D B R

D B R

D B R RDD B RRD
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Barcode Title Genre Studio Discs Languages Format Cert. Type RRP DP 

W/C 1st July 2019
5060352307016 Zak Storm: Super Pirate - Origins and Other Stories Children’s, Animation Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5051892222525 The New Scooby-Doo Movies: The (Almost)... Children’s, Animation Warner Bros. Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £42.99 £29.27
5051892222778 The New Scooby-Doo Movies: The (Almost)... Children’s, Animation Warner Bros. Home Ent. 6 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £34.99 £24.50
5012106940451 Waffle the Wonder Dog: Waffle’s Day Out Children’s, Television Abbey Home Media 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5060352306804 Avengement Feature, Action Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060352306811 Avengement Feature, Action Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060352306996 D-Day: Dog Company Feature, Action Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060352307009 D-Day: Dog Company Feature, Action Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5037899079928 Mirai Feature, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £35.99 £24.93
5037899079935 Mirai Feature, Anime Anime Limited 1 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.46
5037899079942 Mirai Feature, Anime Anime Limited 1 Japanese + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £15.99 £11.22
5060067008369 Fate Stay Night: Heaven’s Feel - Presage Flower Feature, Anime MVM Entertainment 1 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5037899073803 Howard the Duck Feature, Comedy 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5027035020662 FM Feature, Comedy Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5055761912500 Fighting With My Family Feature, Comedy Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £14.99 £10.54
5055761912685 Fighting With My Family Feature, Comedy Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Rental £49.99 £35.00
5055761913774 Fighting With My Family Feature, Comedy Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail £18.99 £13.17
5060192819670 Destination Wedding Feature, Comedy Vertigo Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5021866251400 Vox Lux Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866874302 Vox Lux Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5022153106328 The Angel of Auschwitz Feature, Drama High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5060238033039 The Kindergarten Teacher Feature, Drama Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060238033152 The Kindergarten Teacher Feature, Drama Thunderbird Releasing 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5053083181147 Everybody Knows Feature, Drama Universal Pictures 1 Spanish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5028836040972 When a Stranger Calls Feature, Horror Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060262857731 Eye for an Eye Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5053083188580 Serenity Feature, Thriller Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5037899081075 Victory and Hell - WWII Stories Feature, War Take Five Digital 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5060352306989 Ainsley’s Caribbean Kitchen Sp. Int, Cookery/Wine Dazzler 3 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060352306774 Britain’s Most Historic Towns: Series 2 Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist Dazzler 2 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5051561004698 The Planets Sp.In Doc/Scie./Space 2 Entertain 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental £23.99 £16.69
5051561043901 The Planets Sp.In Doc/Scie./Space 2 Entertain 2 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.35
5030697042040 WWE: Becky Lynch - Iconic Matches Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £5.99 £4.08
5030697042088 WWE: Paige - Iconic Matches Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £5.99 £4.08
5037899080009 Sword Art Online Alternative Gun Gale Online Television, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63
5022366609746 Black Clover: Season 1 - Part 3 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5022366710343 Black Clover: Season 1 - Part 3 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5022366610049 Hellsing Ultimate - Volume 1-10 Collection Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 5 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £48.99 £34.04
5022366710640 Hellsing Ultimate - Volume 1-10 Collection Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 8 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23
5022366606646 Overlord II - Season Two Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £31.99 £21.82
5022366706346 Overlord II - Season Two Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5051561042973 Summer of Rockets Television, Drama 2 Entertain 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.35
5036193035432 Inspector Montalbano: Collection Nine Television, Drama Acorn Media UK 1 Italian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5036193035449 Inspector Montalbano: Complete Collection 1-9 Television, Drama Acorn Media UK 17 Italian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £97.99 £68.08
5060352307290 Back to Life Television, Drama Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060352307306 Back to Life Television, Drama Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5060352306354 Sneaky Pete: Season Two Television, Drama Dazzler 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060352306361 Sneaky Pete: Season Two Television, Drama Dazzler 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42

W/C 8th July 2019
5053083186814 Paw Patrol: Pups Save Puplantis Children’s, Animation Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English - US + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5060352307023 Hollow Point Feature, Action Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5017239143113 Fisherman’s Friends Feature, Comedy EiV 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Rental £49.99 £35.00
5017239152863 Fisherman’s Friends Feature, Comedy EiV 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5017239198175 Fisherman’s Friends Feature, Comedy EiV 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £19.99 £13.61
5027626465445 British Comedies of the 1930s: Volume 12 Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail £14.99 £10.21
5027035020679 Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia Feature, Cult Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5039036090605 The Aftermath Feature, Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.25
5039036090612 The Aftermath Feature, Drama 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £13.99 £10.75
5055159201025 Ray & Liz Feature, Drama Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055159201032 Ray & Liz Feature, Drama Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027626806248 Poison Pen Feature, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail £17.99 £12.25
5060105725739 Passionate Summer Feature, Drama Strawberrry 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5021866875309 Birds of Passage Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Wayuu + 5 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055159201049 Ash Is Purest White Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Mandarin + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055159201056 Ash Is Purest White Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Mandarin + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060496453129 Love Blooms Feature, Foreign TLA Releasing 1 French + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £11.99 £8.16
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0634114032789 Puppet Master: The Littlest Reich Feature, Horror Exploitation Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental TBC
5037899067352 The Haunting of Redding Hospital Feature, Horror Miracle Media 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5027626600341 The Witch in the Window Feature, Horror Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail £12.99 £8.84
5053083193850 The Hole in the Ground Feature, Horror Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5053083193867 The Hole in the Ground Feature, Horror Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5050629208535 Swing Time - The Criterion Collection Feature, Musical Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
5060105727351 Steel Country Feature, Thriller Bulldog 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5022153106205 Mermaid’s Song Feature, Thriller High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5053083191511 13 Hours Feature, Thriller Paramount Home Entertainment 3 English + 11 others  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060352306743 The Nile: 5,000 Years of History Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5030697042095 WWE: Money in the Bank 2019 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5037899078686 Silver Spoon: Season 2 Television, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £58.99 £40.84
5036193035463 Chernobyl Television, Drama Acorn Media UK 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £24.99 £17.01
5030697041852 Friday Night Lights: Series 1-5 Television, Drama Medium Rare 24 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23
5051561004681 Doctor Who: The Collection - Season 10 Television, Sci-Fi 2 Entertain 6 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail £53.99 £37.44
5055201843357 American Gods: Complete Seasons 1 & 2 Television, Telefantasy StudioCanal 7 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £48.99 £34.04
5055201843364 American Gods: Complete Seasons 1 & 2 Television, Telefantasy StudioCanal 7 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £58.99 £40.84
5055201843333 American Gods: Season 2 Television, Telefantasy StudioCanal 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5055201843340 American Gods: Season 2 Television, Telefantasy StudioCanal 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82

W/C 12th July 2019
0823564549897 The Velvet Underground: Night Games Music, Rock/Pop Smokin 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental TBC

W/C 15th July 2019
5060352306644 Leo Da Vinci: Mission Mona Lisa Children’s, Animation Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £10.99 £7.48
5034217414027 Polly Pocket: Tiny Power! Children’s, Animation HIT Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5053083186807 Blaze and the Monster Machines: Robot Riders Children’s, Animation Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5053083191931 Rise of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Children’s, Animation Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5053083186852 Shimmer and Shine: Beyond the Rainbow Falls Children’s, Animation Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5053083184629 Top Wing Children’s, Animation Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5055201843548 Moon and Me: Pepi Nana’s Letter & Other Episodes Children’s, Animation StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5051561043925 Something Special: Music Stars Children’s, Television 2 Entertain 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5060352306828 Hetty Feather: Series 5 Children’s, Television Dazzler 2 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027035020686 The Chill Factor Feature, Action Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060057211809 Sudden Death Feature, Action Final Cut Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.57
5060057211816 Sudden Death Feature, Action Final Cut Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
8717418546441 Captain Marvel Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.70
8717418546458 Captain Marvel Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £28.99 £19.69
8717418546649 Captain Marvel Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 1 English + 5 others  DVD 12 Retail £16.99 £11.75
8717418546656 Captain Marvel Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 1 English + 5 others  DVD 12 Rental £23.99 £16.00
8717418546663 Captain Marvel Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £40.99 £27.85
5022153106212 The Book of Ruth Feature, Animated High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5035673013403 The Garden Feature, Cult BFI 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027035020693 Hold Back the Dawn Feature, Drama Arrow Academy 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060000703191 Coming Home - The Masters of Cinema Series Feature, Drama Eureka 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027626806149 The Long Dark Hall Feature, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail £17.99 £12.25
5035673013465 Of Flesh and Blood: The Cinema of Hirokazu Kore-eda Feature, Foreign BFI 4 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £48.99 £34.04
5060696220002 Border Feature, Foreign Mubi 1 Swedish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060696220019 Border Feature, Foreign Mubi 1 Swedish + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5060265151126 Consequences Feature, Foreign Saffron Hill Films 1 Slovenian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5028836040958 Romance Feature, Foreign Second Sight 1 French + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.46
5060192819687 The Prodigy Feature, Horror Vertigo Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5037899066867 Mutants Feature, Sci-Fi Final Cut Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5022153106366 Defective Feature, Sci-Fi High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5027626803049 The Night Has Eyes Feature, Thriller Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail £17.99 £12.25
5060000703467 The Cockleshell Heroes Feature, War Eureka Classics 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060262857762 Ashes in the Snow Feature, War Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5022366709347 Naruto - Shippuden: Collection - Volume 37 Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060067008468 Hanasaku Iroha - Blossoms for Tomorrow: Volume 2 Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23
5051561043260 Gentleman Jack Television, Drama 2 Entertain 3 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £24.99 £16.69
5055201843753 Years and Years Television, Drama StudioCanal 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083187279 Suits: Season Eight Television, Drama Universal Pictures 4 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5053083189174 Suits: Season Eight Television, Drama Universal Pictures 4 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £34.99 £24.50

W/C 19th July 2019
0889466128585 The Pretenders With Friends Music, Rock/Pop Wienerworld 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail TBC
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W/C 22nd July 2019
5034217414010 Enchantimals: Finding Home Children’s, Animated Feat. HIT Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5022153106113 Andy the Magical Hedgehog Children’s, Feature High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5022366588348 Power Rangers Ninja Steel: Volume 5 - Adventure Children’s, Television Manga Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5039036092340 Alita - Battle Angel Feature, Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.25
5039036092357 Alita - Battle Angel Feature, Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £13.99 £9.59
5039036092364 Alita - Battle Angel Feature, Action 20th Century Fox Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £27.99 £18.97
5022153106229 Bare Knuckle Brawler Feature, Action High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060067008437 Kizumonogatari: Part 2 - Nekketsu Feature, Anime MVM Entertainment 1 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £38.99 £27.23
5027035020709 Sixteen Candles Feature, Comedy Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5027035020716 Weird Science Feature, Comedy Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060000703481 Come Back to the 5 & Dime, Jimmy Dean, Jimmy Dean Feature, Comedy Eureka 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060192818925 King of California Feature, Comedy Kaleidoscope Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5053083188191 What Men Want Feature, Comedy Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050968003174 Halston Feature, Documentary Dogwoof 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060105726965 The Edge Feature, Documentary Spirit Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060105726972 The Edge Feature, Documentary Spirit Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060000703429 A Tree Grows in Brooklyn - The Masters of Cinema S Feature, Drama Eureka 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055201843661 The Doors: The Final Cut Feature, Drama StudioCanal 4 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail £38.99 £27.23
5060114151444 A   Blonde in Love Feature, Foreign Arrow Academy 1 Czech + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055159201063 3 Faces Feature, Foreign Drakes Avenue Pictures 1 Persian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060496452696 Hard Paint Feature, Foreign Matchbox Films 1 Portuguese + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060496453136 Always Say Yes Feature, Foreign TLA Releasing 1 Spanish + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £11.99 £8.16
5053083184223 Master Z: Ip Man Legacy Feature, Foreign Universal Pictures 1 Cantonese + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5053083190170 Master Z: Ip Man Legacy Feature, Foreign Universal Pictures 1 Cantonese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083188238 The Mermaid - Lake of the Dead Feature, Horror 4Digital Media 1 Russian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060697920000 Bloody Terror - The Shocking Cinema of Norman J ... Feature, Horror Powerhouse Films 5 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £63.99 £44.24
5037899071953 The Legacy Feature, Horror Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5050629375015 Hedwig and the Angry Inch - The Criterion CollectionFeature, Musical Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £37.99 £26.55
5050630035021 Moon Feature, Sci-Fi Sony Pictures Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £20.42
5027035020259 Lords of Chaos Feature, Thriller Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5027035020273 Lords of Chaos Feature, Thriller Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
0745114300294 The Isle Feature, Thriller DC Releasing Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental TBC
5060425352813 Unmasking a Killer Sp. Interest, Doc/Crime Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
0760137247890 Secrets of the Ancient World Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
0760137247791 Aliens Exposed Sp. Int, Supernatural Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
5022366608442 Darling in the Franxx - Part Two Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5022366708746 Darling in the Franxx - Part Two Television, Anime Manga Entertainment 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5036193035487 Year of the Rabbit Television, Drama Acorn Media UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083189822 Escape at Dannemora: Season 1 Television, Drama Paramount Home Entertainment 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.38
5053083186821 Jamestown: Season Three Television, Drama Universal Pictures 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5053083194062 Jamestown: The Complete Series Television, Drama Universal Pictures 8 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63

W/C 26th July 2019
4029759131571 Ian Gillan With the Don Airey Band Music, Rock/Pop Absolute Marketing 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail £15.99 £10.82

W/C 29th July 2019
5034217417226 Thomas & Friends: A Colourful Friend Children’s, Animation HIT Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.80
5060601900241 Luna’s Angels Feature, Adult Salvation Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060601900234 Sacred Flesh Feature, Adult Salvation Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
8717418547783 Dumbo Feature, Adventure Walt Disney 1 English + 7 others  DVD PG Retail £16.99 £12.04
8717418547790 Dumbo Feature, Adventure Walt Disney 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Rental £22.99 £16.00
8717418547806 Dumbo Feature, Adventure Walt Disney 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £21.99 £15.05
8717418547813 Dumbo Feature, Adventure Walt Disney 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £24.99 £17.70
8717418547936 Dumbo Feature, Adventure Walt Disney 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £35.99 £25.05
5022153106243 Jumbo Feature, Animated High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £9.99 £6.54
5060674870014 Eaten By Lions Feature, Comedy Lightbulb Film Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5027626823740 Money Talks Feature, Comedy Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail £17.99 £12.25
5060265151157 Are You Proud? Feature, Documentary Saffron Hill Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5034741415514 All Good Things Feature, Drama 4Digital Media Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5027035020730 Crime and Punishment Feature, Drama Arrow Academy 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5027626806040 Mimi Feature, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail £17.99 £12.25
5050630157334 Glory Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £20.42
5037899073711 Big Bad Wolves Feature, Foreign 101 Films 1 Hebrew + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866246406 A   Short Film About Killing Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Polish + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866250403 A   Short Film About Love Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Polish + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.46
5021866876306 Sunset Feature, Foreign Curzon Artificial Eye 1 Hungarian + 3 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060568950105 Happy As Lazzaro Feature, Foreign Modern Films 1 Italian + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
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5050629973334 War and Peace - The Criterion Collection Feature, Foreign Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 Russian + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
5053083193836 The Manson Family Massacre Feature, Horror 4Digital Media 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5027035020723 Schramm: Into the Mind of a Serial Killer Feature, Horror Arrow Video 1 German + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060352307030 Clown Motel Feature, Horror Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5028836040996 Asylum Feature, Horror Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5028836040989 The House That Dripped Blood Feature, Horror Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060425352899 Solis Feature, Sci-Fi Screenbound Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5022153106236 Skinned Feature, Thriller High Fliers Video Distribution 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060262857779 Charlie Says Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5055201842176 Don’t Look Now Feature, Thriller StudioCanal 2 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5055201842183 Don’t Look Now Feature, Thriller StudioCanal 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5055201842190 Don’t Look Now Feature, Thriller StudioCanal 4 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £38.99 £27.23
5055201842206 Don’t Look Now Feature, Thriller StudioCanal 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £20.42
5037899079683 Twin Star Exorcists: Part 4 Television, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £43.99 £30.63
5037899079720 Twin Star Exorcists: Part 4 Television, Anime Anime Limited 2 Japanese + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060067008390 Sagrada Reset Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 3 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £48.99 £34.04
5027035020938 Gomorrah: The Complete Season Four Television, Drama Arrow TV 3 Italian + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5027626478841 Armchair Theatre Archive: Volume 1 Television, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £9.99 £6.80
5027626478940 Armchair Theatre Archive: Volume 2 Television, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £9.99 £6.80
5027626482640 Armchair Theatre Archive: Volume 3 Television, Drama Network 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £9.99 £6.80
5027626498849 For Maddie With Love: The Complete Series Television, Drama Network 6 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail £28.99 £20.42
5055761914047 Project Blue Book: Season 1 Television, Sci-Fi Lionsgate UK 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01

W/C 5th August 2019
5051892222723 LEGO DC Batman: Family Matters Children’s, Animated Feat. Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £13.99 £9.53
5055761913620 Missing Link Feature, Animated Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055761913828 Missing Link Feature, Animated Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail £23.99 £17.01
5050629451030 Kiss Me Deadly - The Criterion Collection Feature, Classic Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
5021866248400 Gloria Bell Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5021866872308 Gloria Bell Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055201842077 The White Crow Feature, Drama StudioCanal 1 Russian + 5 others  DVD 12 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055201842084 The White Crow Feature, Drama StudioCanal 1 Russian + 5 others  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060568950112 Yuli - The Carlos Acosta Story Feature, Foreign Modern Films 1 Spanish + 3 others  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055201843623 In Safe Hands Feature, Foreign StudioCanal 1 French + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5037899073162 Crack in the World Feature, Sci-Fi 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £13.99 £9.97
5037899073216 The Colossus of New York Feature, Sci-Fi 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £13.99 £9.97
5060262857793 Domino Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5060262857922 Domino Feature, Thriller Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5028836033400 Gulag - Forgotten Prisoners of WWII Feature, War Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £10.99 £7.48
5060352307146 Guy Martin: D-Day Landing Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89

W/C 12th August 2019
8717418552565 Iron Man 1-3 Feature, Action Walt Disney Studios Home Ent. 6 4K: English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £50.99 £35.54
5053083187132 The Sisters Brothers Feature, Adventure Universal Pictures 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5051892220613 Shazam! Feature, Adventure Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £25.99 £18.38
5051892220620 Shazam! Feature, Adventure Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 3 others  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5051892220637 Shazam! Feature, Adventure Warner Bros. Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5051892222938 Shazam! Feature, Adventure Warner Bros. Home Ent. 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5051892218122 Batman: Hush Feature, Animated Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £16.99 £11.57
5051892218146 Batman: Hush Feature, Animated Warner Bros. Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £10.99 £7.48
5028836041009 In Bruges Feature, Comedy Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060262857809 The Captor Feature, Comedy Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5027035020839 Being John Malkovich Feature, Drama Arrow Academy 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5055201842497 Lust for a Vampire Feature, Horror StudioCanal 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail £22.99 £15.65
5060067008383 Girls’ Last Tour Television, Anime MVM Entertainment 2 Japanese + 3 others  Blu-ray 12 Retail/Rental £38.99 £27.23
5060352307122 Shadowhunters: Series 1 Television, Drama Dazzler 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060352307139 Shadowhunters: Series 1 Television, Drama Dazzler 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42

W/C 16th August 2019
0889466138997 Anti-nowhere League: We Are the League Music, Punk/Hardcore Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail TBC

W/C 19th August 2019
5055761913644 Hellboy Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055761913859 Hellboy Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £23.99 £17.01
5055761913873 Hellboy Feature, Action Lionsgate UK 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail £28.99 £20.42
5055201842763 Dragged Across Concrete Feature, Action StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055201842770 Dragged Across Concrete Feature, Action StudioCanal 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060192819656 Wheely Feature, Animated Kaleidoscope Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
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5053083192648 Wonder Park Feature, Animated Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD PG Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083192655 Wonder Park Feature, Animated Paramount Home Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray PG Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5060067008444 Kizumonogatari: Part 3 - Reiketsu Feature, Anime MVM Entertainment 1 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £38.99 £27.23
5037899071861 Marlene Dietrich & Josef Von Sternberg at Paramount ...Feature, Classic Powerhouse Films 6 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12 Retail £68.99 £47.65
5037899071809 The Missionary Feature, Comedy Powerhouse Films 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £20.99 £14.34
5027035020891 Cruising Feature, Cult Arrow Video 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5021866880303 The Flood Feature, Drama Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5055761912432 Red Joan Feature, Drama Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12a Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5055761913903 Red Joan Feature, Drama Lionsgate UK 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 12a Retail £23.99 £17.01
5027035019260 Akio Jissôji: The Buddhist Trilogy Feature, Foreign Arrow Academy 3 Japanese + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £59.99 £40.84
5035673013588 Trilogy of Life Feature, Foreign BFI 3 English + 3 others  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5037899073728 Cleavers: Killer Clowns Feature, Horror 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5037899073292 The Cleaning Lady Feature, Horror 101 Films 1 English + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5034741415712 Soul Reaper Feature, Horror 4Digital Media Limited 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £14.99 £10.21
5021866877303 In Fabric Feature, Horror Curzon Artificial Eye 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5035673013496 A   Kid for Two Farthings Feature, Modern Classic BFI 2 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5050629973433 Klute - The Criterion Collection Feature, Thriller Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £26.99 £19.06
0760137255895 Enigmas of the Ancient World Sp. Interest, Doc/Hist Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
0760137255796 AI: The Final Countdown Sp.In Doc/Scie./Space Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
0760137255697 Alien Moon Sp. Int, Supernatural Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC

W/C 26th August 2019
5012106940475 Fireman Sam: Runaway Horse Children’s, Animation Abbey Home Media 1 English + 1 other  DVD U Retail/Rental £7.99 £5.44
5027035020907 OldBoy Feature, Action Arrow Video 3 Korean + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £33.99 £23.82
5027035020914 OldBoy Feature, Action Arrow Video 1 Korean + 1 other  Blu-ray 18 Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5027035020921 OldBoy Feature, Action Arrow Video 1 Korean + 1 other  DVD 18 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060262857816 Escape Plan 3 Feature, Action Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060262857823 Escape Plan 3 Feature, Action Signature Entertainment 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060262857915 Escape Plan I/Escape Plan II/Escape Plan III Feature, Action Signature Entertainment 3 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5028836041016 Flight of the Navigator Feature, Adventure Second Sight 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray U Retail/Rental £28.99 £20.42
5060696220026 Under the Silver Lake Feature, Comedy Mubi 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5060696220033 Under the Silver Lake Feature, Comedy Mubi 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65
5060105726736 Mid90s Feature, Drama Altitude 1 English + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060105726743 Mid90s Feature, Drama Altitude 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray 15 Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5060352307115 Chopper: The Untold Story Feature, Drama Dazzler 1 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5050629403831 Do the Right Thing - The Criterion Collection Feature, Drama Sony Pictures Home Ent. 1 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £37.99 £26.55
5060496452689 The Whistler - Origins Feature, Foreign Matchbox Films 1 Spanish + 1 other  DVD 15 Retail/Rental £12.99 £8.84
5060265151171 Canary Feature, Foreign Saffron Hill Films 1 Afrikaans + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £15.99 £10.89
5060265151188 Canary Feature, Foreign Saffron Hill Films 1 Afrikaans + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £17.99 £12.25
5055201842237 Apocalypse Now: The Final Cut Feature, War StudioCanal 3 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail/Rental £23.99 £17.01
5055201842244 Apocalypse Now: The Final Cut Feature, War StudioCanal 4 English + 1 other  Blu-ray TBA Retail £33.99 £23.82
0051497005139 Epic Fantasy Painting in Oils With Mike Sass Sp. Int, Art/Antiques Wienerworld 1 English + 1 other  DVD Ex Retail TBC
5030697042125 WWE: Extreme Rules 2019 Sport, Wrestling World Wrestling Entertainment 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £19.99 £13.61
5053083197100 Killing Eve: Season Two Television, Drama Universal Pictures 2 English + 1 other  DVD TBA Retail/Rental £22.99 £15.65

W/C 28th August 2019
9317731152160 Nacho Libre Feature, Comedy Paramount 1 English + 1 other  DVD 12 Retail TBC
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